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DOMINION LAW REPORTS

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, Ltd. v. LAING.

Alberta Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Harvey, C.J., Simmons and 
McCarthy, JJ. (ktober tO, 1919.

Sale (ftlIIC—72)—Of engine—Condition—Engine ordered not deliver
ed—Action FOR PURCHASE PRICE—RESCISSION OF CONTRACT.

It being a condition of the sale that a threshing engine shall be a 
25 h.p. engine, the purchaser is entitled to have the contract rescinded 
and the deposit returned to him upon the admission of the vendor in an 
action brought by him to recover the balance of the purchase price, that 
the machine was in fact a 22 h.p. standard machine, although the purchas
er has retained and used the machine through two seasons upon the 
vendor's continued assurances that he would put it in good working 
order, if the purchaser did not know unt il the trial that the macliine was not 
in fact a 25 horse power machine such as he had contracted to purchase.

Appeal by plaintiff from the judgment of Stuart, J., in an 
action to recover the balance due on a threshing engine sold to the 
defendant. Affirmed.

J. W. Cranford, for appellant; McDonald, Martin and 
Mackenzie, for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Simmons, J.:—The plaintiff claims from the defendant $825 

and interest, the amount of a lien note given by defendant on the 
purchase price of a combination thresher and gasoline engine. 
The defendant sets up, as a defence, certain defects in the design 
,nd workmanship and the condition and wairanty that it would 
hresh 800 to 1200 bushels per day and a failure to perform this 
ondition and warranty. The defendant also alleges, as a defence, 
ihat the plaintiff represented the engine to be a 25 horse power 
lotor and that this was a condition of the sale and that the motor 
question did not fulfill this condition, and he also counterclaims 

for damages arising out of the failure of the engine and thresher to 
fulfill the above conditions and warranties.

The trial Judge found as a fact, that the plaintiffs agent did 
present the engine to lie a 25 horse power motor and that it did 

lot comply with this representation, which he held was a condition 
>f the sale and that the defendant was entitled at that date to 
iject the machine unless he had done such act as would disentitle 

to have relief.
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The defendant kept and used the machine during the years 
1917 and 1918. During the season of 1917 he threshed 0000 
bushels of his own and about 2500 bushels for his neighbors and 
he did a small amount of threshing in the year 1918. The trial 
Judge held, however, that the defendant was excused from the 
adverse consequences of these acts by the repeated promises and 
assurances of the plaintiff's agents that the machine could and 
would lie made to satisfy him and by the further fact that it was 
not until the trial of the action that the defendant learned that the 
engine was what the plaintiff called a 22 horse power engine.

At the trial the plaintiff’s chief witness, Alfred Leader, who 
sold the machine to the defendant, admitted that it was a 22 horse 
power standard but that it would develop 25 horse power when 
properly operated. It was on this that a straight issue of facts 
arose here and one which necessarily would be submitted to a 
jury if the trial Judge had the assistance of a jury. The defendant 
does not adduce direct evidence as to the power of the machine 
but adduces his own evidence and that of others, who assisted 
in the operation of the engine, to the effect that it did not develop 
sufficient power to lun the thresher. His son-in-law, Ixuiis 
Minet, helped to start up and to operate the engine in 1917. He 
claims to l>e an exjx^rt in gasoline engines. He says a 25 horse 
power engine will operate a thresher with a cylinder 2(> to 44 
inches in length and that the cylinder of this thresher was only 
24 inches in length. Minet says a motor engine does not produce 
a uniform power under operation. The maximum power is 
affected by various features, such as the cooling system, the 
effectiveness of the spark, the diameter l>ore of the piston, length 
of piston stroke, condition of the weather and other things affecting 
the actual power which the engine will produce under test. He 
also alleges that it requires a lot of work on the part of an expert 
and a considerable time to make an accurate test of the maximum 
power of such an engine. He does not suggest that he ever made 
such a test. One of the reasons which Minet gives for the lack 
of jx)wer was the heating of the cooling system, which he blamed 
upon an ineffective fan l>elt. Minet also states that the clutch 
did not release properly and that in order to adjust it they had to 
allow' it to remain fixed in the engine and had to start the engine 
and thresher together by securing four men to pull the long belt
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which connected them. He also criticizes the combination 
thresher and engine from this point of view, that, since the engine 
is set upon the san e frame as the threshing machine, the distance 
between them is not great enough and the result is that the drive 
licit which connects the engine and thresher has to lie maintained 
very tight. If it is allowed to slacken it slips on the pulley. He 
also criticizes the combination thresher and engine hecauae he 
alleges the vibration of the motor causes a large amount of vibra
tion in the thresher itself, which causes part of the thresher to come 
loose*, such as 1 Milts and fastenings.

When the engine was set up in the fall of 1917, Minet assisted 
Leader in starting it and he says it worked well and threshed two 
or three loads of oats and Minet signed a card certifying that the 
machine was working in a satisfactory manner. At that time 
Minet was, I lielicve, representing the defendant, so far as taking 
charge of the delivery of the machine and the starting of the same 
was concerned.

The evidence of the defendant and his other witnesses was of 
the san e general character as that of Minet. On the second week 
of operation leader was sent for, as the machine had got out of 
working order. Leader says he found the trouble was entirely 
due to a pulley which was loose, on which the drive licit operated, 
and that he made a g<Hxl repair of this and the engine worked 
satisfactorily while he was there. The defendant did not con
tradict this evidence. leader says there was some clutch trouble 
also which he adjusted and he found some bolts and other parts of 
the separator had worked loose and he tightened these and that 
these arc matters of detail which may happen and are quite likely 
to happen in the operation of any machine.

In my view there is a good deal in the evidence to indicate 
that a large portion of the defendant’s trouble was due to minor 
adjustments which an experienced operator could readily îcpair. 
However, the defendant and his witnesses did give evidence the 
general effect of which is, that in heavy grain the machine did 
not have the power necessary to do the work. The trial Judge 
had to perform the function of a jury and had the advantage of 
hearing and seeing the witnesses and I think his finding of facts, 
that the machine in question did not develop 25 horse power 
cannot lie distuilied.

ALTA.
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The second branch of the case presents a good deal of difficulty. 
The defendant did not declare an intention of rejecting the 
machine, during the season of 1917, although he complained from 
time to time in regard to its defects. In February, 1918, when 
the plaintiff’s agent pressed him for payment he did refuse pay
ment, on the ground that the machine was not satisfactory and 
apparently the plaintiff's agent promised to make it work satis
factorily and nothing else material to the issue liapi**ned until 
July, 1918, when the plaintiff sent a man named Hunter to look 
over the machine and put it in repair.

In August, 1918, the defendant wrote the plaintiff as follows:—
1 expect to be able to start to thresh early in September and I do not intend 

to take out the macliine purchased from you last year. It has to be up to 
you to make the said machine do the work it was guaranteed to do.

I tried it last year and failed so completely that I shall not make another 
attempt.

And as a result the plaintiff sent two exerts, Johnson and 
Havcrson, to the defendant's premises and they started the 
machine and the defendant admitted that it worked satisfactorily 
but he said he was not satisfied that it would continue to work in 
a satisfactory manner, apparently intending to reserve some right 
of remedy in case it did not work properly. The machine then 
was moved to a neighbor’s, named Chester Lloyd ltix, and it 
did not work in a satisfactory manner. The evidence suggests 
that a good deal of the trouble was in the separator and not due 
to any defect or lack of power in the engine.

The acts of the plaintiff's agent in assisting the defendant to 
put the machine in good working condition, very reasonably 
n ight be attributed to a desire on the part of the plaintiffs to 
advance their own interests and maintain a good business reputa
tion for their products. The acts of the defendant in kwping 
the machine and using it, in my view, raises a pretty strong pre
sumption against him that he accepted it. He says, however, in 
explanation of this that the plaintiffs refused to take it back and 
that even in February, 1918, he maintained that the machine was 
not the one which he had bargained for and that the plaintiff had 
to take it back ami he alleges that he was assured at that time, by 
plaintiff’s agent, that if he would make settlement they would 
put the machine in good working condition.

I am of the opinion that, in order to justify the retention of the
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machine in September, 1918, after the experts put it in good 
working form, that the defendant must establish that the machine 
was not the one which he bargained for and that he relied upon the 
representations of the plaintiff to make good its deficiencies so as 
to conform with the terms of the bargain. However, the inform
ation which came out at the trial, that the plaintiffs rated the 
engine as a 22 horse power and that this was the first knowledge 
that the defendant had of this fact, is a circumstance which must 
lie taken into consideration in determining the second issue as 
well ns the first, and it brings the second issue within the same 
purview as the first, namely, that there is an issue of facts. The 
trial Judge has found that the defendant was justified in rejecting, 
even at date of trial, notwithstanding his acts in retaining and 
using the machine, as the misrepresentation of the plaintiff, 
which was a condition of the sale and which was the main con
tributing cause of the machine’s failure to work satisfactorily, 
was not known to the defendant until the date of trial. I think 
that the trial Judge’s finding of fact and the inference of law upon 
which it is based must, therefore, stand, with the result that the 
plaintiffs cannot succeed.

The defendant does not, in his defence, claim, in terms, for 
lescission and the return of the part of the purchase price paid at 
delivery but the trial was conducted on the basis of such an issue 
without objection by the plaintiff. Primd facie the defendant 
would be entitled to the return of the purchase money paid, and 
the judgment appealed from, in fact, returns to him 8400 of the 
8004 paid by him and he does not raise any objection to this part 
of the judgment. The plaintiffs are entitled to the return of the 
engine and thresher.

The appeal will, therefore, be dismissed with costs.
Appeal dismissed.

THE KING v. VROOM; Ex parte MERCHANT.
New Brunswick Suj)reme Court, Crocket, J. October 20, 1919.

1. Certiorari (§ I A—9)—Intoxicating Liquor Act, N.B.—Right op 
appeal—Abolition of.

The Intoxicating Liquor Act (New Brunswick) having taken away 
the right of certiorari as well as the right of ap|)eal, the Court is powerless 
to afford any redress or relief or interfere with the decision of the Magis
trate, no matter how erroneous or unjust the conviction may be if he had 
in law jurisdiction to make the conviction.

[Ex parte Daley (1888), 27 N.B.It. 129, followed; The King v. Vroom; 
Ex parte McDonald (1919), 45 D.L.R. 494, 46 N.B.R. 214, referred to.]
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2. Intoxicating liquors (| III E—75)—Professional Examination- 
Illegal prescription—Delivery—Person not entitled to 
receive—Liability ok carrier.

A prescription for liquor given by a physician for the use of the applicant's 
children who have not been professionally examined by him is illegal 
under the New Brunswick Intoxicating liquor Act, (6 Geo. V. (1916) 
c. 20.) The wife of the party obtaining the prescription is not a party 
entitled to receive the liquor, and anyone who innocently and in perfect

r;ood faith carries the liquor anti delivers it to her, is guilty of “carrying 
iquor” and liable under the Act, although such liquor was administered 
to the children on the advice of a doctor.

Application by way of certiorari to quash a conviction under 
the New Brunswick Intoxicating Liquor Act, 1916. Affirmed.

N. Mark Mills, shewed cause.
A. If. Slipp, K.C., supported the order.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Crocket, J.:—The defendant was charged in the first instance 

with drinking liquor prescribed by a physician, he himself not 
lieing the sick person for whom it was so prescribed, which is an 
offence under s. 21 of the Intoxicating Liquor Act, 6 Geo. V. 
1916, c. 20, for which he would lie liable to a penalty of not less 
than 85 nor more than $200. The prosecution, having failed on 
the trial to produce any evidence whatever in support of this 
charge, was allowed, under s. 18 of the Act, to amend the inform
ation by substituting for the original charge a charge in the follow
ing terms, viz:—

That the defendant did carry from a place in the Province of New Bruns
wick to wit, the town of 8t. Stephen, in the County of Charlotte, to a person in 
Chamcook, in the County of Charlotte, to wit, Mary Doucett, who was not 
a licensee duly appointed under this Act, or a clergyman, or other person 
duly entitled to receive such liquor.

The intention undoubtedly was to charge an offence under 
s. 15 of the Act, which makes it an offence to ship, bring or carry 
any package containing liquor to any person in any part of the 
Province other than to a licensee duly appointed under the Act, 
or to a clergyman or other person legally entitled to receive such 
liquor, but the new information omitted to specify the thing 
which was carried. The trial, however, proceeded without 
objection on the part of the defendant, and at its conclusion the 
magistrate adjudged the defendant guilty of the offence charged, 
and imposed a penalty of $20 and $32.05 costs. The order for a 
certiorari and order nisi to quash were granted upon the ground 
that the conviction was void for the reason that the amended 
information, on itting, as it did, to state that the defendant carried 
liquor, did not charge any offence against the Intoxicating Liquor
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Act. The formal conviction returned by the magistrate with 
the writ of certiorari sets forth in proper form an offence under 
s. 15 of the Act, within the jurisdiction of the magistrate. The 
only point, therefore, involved in the case liefore me is as to 
whether the defect in the amended information, or the variance 
between the amended information and the conviction entered by 
the magistrate invalidates that conviction as one which the 
magistrate had in fact or in law no jurisdiction to make. If the 
magistrate had jurisdiction to make the conviction, the Intoxicating 
Liquor Act having taken away the right of certiorari as well as the 
right of appeal, it matters not how erroneous or unjust that con
viction may be, this Court has l>ecn rendered powerless to afford 
any redress or relief: Ex jtarte Daley (1888), 27 N.B.R. 129. It 
was argued on behalf of the defendant that the Appeal Division, 
in the recent ease of The King v. Vroom, Ex parte McDonald (1919), 
45 D.L.R. 494, 40 N.B.R. 214, had on certiorari quashed a con
viction under the Intoxicating Liquor Act where there was no 
defect in the information or in the conviction or no variance 
between the information and the conviction, upon the ground 
that the magistrate, in the opinion of the appeal Judges, came to a 
wrong conclusion on the evidence adduced Ixffore him, and that 
this judgment therefore overruled the judgment in Ex parte Daley, 
supra, to the effect above stated. Whether or not this is the 
correct interpretation of the judgment in The King v. Vroom,Ex 
parte McDonald, it is unnecessary for me to decide, in view of the 
later decision of the Courts in The King v. Vroom, Ex parte Craw
ford (1919), 47 D.L.R. 578, in which it was clearly pointed out by 
White, J., that, as certiorari was taken away by the Intoxicating 
Liquor Act, 1916, c. 20, this Court has no power to interfere with 
the decision of a magistrate upon a question of fact, and that 
Ex parte Daley, supra, re-affirmed, as it has been so many times, 
correctly declares the law as well established by a long line of 
English decisions dealing with the effect of the taking away of 
certiorari by statute. Is, then, the defect complained of in the 
amended information, or the variance which the magistrate’s 
return shews tietwccn the information and the conviction, such a 
defect or variance as goes to the jurisdiction of the magistrate 
to make the conviction which he did make? A magistrate's 
jurisdiction to try and to convict in any cast; brought before him

N.B.
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under the Intoxicating Liquor Act is derived wholly from that Act, 
and must therefore, I think, lie exercised in strict conformity with 
the provisions of that Act. He has no right or authority to 
convict for any other offence than the offence with which the 
defendant is charged, or to make any conviction setting forth any 
offence in any other terms than those set forth in the information 
which he has tried, except in so far as he may lie authorized by the 
Act to do so. Any defect or any variance between the information 
upon which he has tried a defendant and the conviction by which 
he has convicted him, whether in form or in substance, would, 
in my judgment, lx? fatal to the conviction, if there cannot he 
found, within the four comers of the Act from which the magistrate 
derives his whole jurisdiction, some provision to cure it. There is 
undoubtedly a defect in the information, as well as a variance 
l «tween the information and the conviction, in this case, but it is 
contended that this defect and this variance are cured by s. 125 
of the Act. This section is as follows:—

No conviction or warrant for enforcing the same or any other process 
or proceeding under this Act shall be held insufficient or invalid by reason of 
any variance between the information and the conviction or by reason of any 
other defect in form or substance, provided it can be understood from such 
conviction, warrant, process or proceeding that the same was made for an 
offence against some provision of this Act within the jurisdiction of the Court 
Magistrate, Justice or Justices or other officer who made or signed the same, 
and provided there be evidence to prove such offence, and that it can be under
stood from such conviction, warrant or process that the appropriate penalty 
or punishment for such offence was thereby adjudged.

It is perfectly clear, I think, from this section that in order to 
validate any variance or other defect, whether in form or substance, 
three conditions must concur, viz: 1, that the impeached con
viction must Ixî one from which it can lx; understood that it was 
made for an offence against some provisions of the Act within 
the jurisdiction of the magistrate; 2, that there l)e evidence to 
prove such offence, that is, the offence for which the conviction 
is made; and, 3, that it be understood from such conviction that 
the appropriate penalty was thereby adjudged. The conviction 
in this case clearly shews that it was made for an offence against 
some provision of the Act within the jurisdiction of the magistrate, 
viz: the carrying of liquor from a place in the County of Charlotte 
to a person who was not a licensee, or. a clergyman, or other person 
legally entitled to receive such liquor. It is also a conviction
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from which it can be understood that the appropriate penalty 
was adjudged for that offence. Two of the three conditions 
required by the section are thus undoubtedly met. As to whether 
the other condition obtains “that there Ire evidence to prove such 
offence,” can only lie determined by a review of the evidence as 
returned by the magistrate, which, had there been no variance or 
defect in the proceedings, would have lieen a matter with which 
this Court , by reason of the taking away of certiorari, would, under 
the decision in Ex parte Daley, naîtra, and the numerous decisions 
re-affirming that case, have no concern. Where, however, there' 
is a variance or defect in the procec<lings, and the return shews, 
as here, that two of the conditions indicated by s. 125 are met, the 
Court obviously must examine the evidence to see if the third 
condition indicated obtains, that is to say, “that there lie evidence 
to prove the offence.” Was there, then, evidence to prove that 
the defendant earned liquor to a person not legally entitled to 
receive such liquor? There is no question but that under the 
evidence the liquor which the defendant was convicted of carrying 
was obtained by one Doucett (who swore that he never drank 
liquor of any kind) from a licensed vendor, upon a prescription 
obtained by Doucett from a registered physician, and that it was 
earned at Doucett’s request by the defendant as an act of kindness 
and delivered to Doucett’s wife at her home. The only question 
involved in the trial before the magistrate (after the prosecution, 
having failed to produce any testimony whatever in its support 
abandoned the original information), was as to whether Doucett’s 
wife was a person who was legally entitled to receive the liquor, 
which the defendant earned to her. It wras contended by Mr. 
Mills, in support of the conviction, that once it np])eared that the 
defendant had the liquor in his possession or control, the case, 
under the terms of the Intoxicating Liquor Act, was concluded 
against him, failing proof upon his part that he was not guilty of 
the offence charged. It is quite true that several sections have lieen 
inserted into the Intoxicating Liquor Act which purport to reverse, 
and I have no doubt, do in fact reverse*, that time-honoured and 
salutary principle of British law that a man is presumed to lie 
innocent until his guilt is conclusively proved. S. 141, which is 
the most sweeping of these sections, reads as follows:—

N.B.
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If, in the prosecution of any person charged with committing an offence 
against any of the provisions of tide Act by agreeing to sell or in the selling 
or keeping for sale or giving or keeping or having or purchasing or receiving 
of liquor, primA facie proof is given that such person had in liis possession, 
or charge, or control, any liquor in respect of, or concerning which, he is being 
prosecuted, such person shall he obliged to prove that he did not commit the 
offence with which he is so charged.

This section, purporting, ns it does, to reverse the eon iron law 
of the land by requiring a man to prove his innocence,-must lie 
strictly interpreted. The only question which is involved in this 
case with respect to it is as to whether it applies to a person who is 
charged with an offence against any of the provisions of the Act, 
in earn ing liquor. It is true there can lie no offence of carrying 
liquor without the person charged “having,” or “receiving” the 
liquor, and that the section covers all offences in “having” or 
“receiving” liquor, but as I read the language quoted the pros
ecution must l e of a person charged with con mit ting an offence 
against any of the provisions of the Act "in the . . . having 
... or receiving of liquor.” In other words, the defend
ant must be specifically charged with “having” liquor contrary 
to the provisions of the Act. The defendant w as not charged with 
an offence in “having” liquor, which is an offence against a specific 
section of the Act, but, overlooking for the moment the omission 
of the word “liquor” from the amended information, with an 
offence against s. 15 of the Act, in “carrying” liquor. For this 
reason, although the section covers every other offence against any 
of the provisions of the Act which I can conceive to be possible, 
except un offence committed in drinking liquor, I am of opinion 
that it does not apply to a prosecution for the specific offence 
of carrying liquor contraiy to the provisions of s. 15. It was there
fore, in n y judgment, incumbent upon the prosecution to produce 
evidence to shew that Mrs. Doucett, to whom the defendant 
carried the liquor, was not legally entitled to receive it. I have 
carefully read the evidence as returned by the magistrate, and 
I am not prepared to say that there was no evidence from which 
the magistrate might reasonably have found that the liquor was 
liquor which Mrs. Doucett was not legally entitled to receive. 
The Intoxicating Liquor Act, 1916, c. 20, provides, by s. 31, that 
no prescription shall be furnished by a physician unless he has 
visited professionally the person for whom it is prescribed, and
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then only in caws of actual need, and it provides also that no bottle 
or container of liquor shall l>e sold by any druggist under a 
physician’s prescription without affixing to it a label in a form 
set out in the Act. Any purchase or sale of liquor, therefore, even 
though made upon a physician’s prescription for medicinal pur
poses, is, under the provisions of this Act, illegal in this Province 
if the physician has not visited professionally the person for whom 
he has prescribed the liquor, or if the vendor has not affixed the 
label setting forth all the particulars required by the form printed 
in the Act, and no one would have a legal right to receive any 
liquor so obtained. In this case, although the physician testified 
on the trial that he prescribed the liquor, in his office at St. Stephen, 
for Doucett himself, Doucett swore that he was not sick, and that 
he got the prescription, not for himself, but for Ills children, who 
were suffering from colds. The undisputed fact that the liquor 
was received at her home by Mrs. Doucett from the defendant, 
intact, though after some delay, and that Mrs. Doucett made use 
of some of it in administering to the children a mixture of whiskey, 
egg and hot water, on the advice of Dr. W ade, as she swore she did, 
would tend to corroborate Doucett’s statement that the liquor was 
obtained for his children; but, whatever the fact may lx;—whether 
the liquor was prescribed for Doucett or for his children—it was 
for the magistrate to determine, and undoubtedly there was 
evidence from which he might reasonably have found that the 
liquor was for Doucett’s children and not for Doucett liimself, 
in which event, the physician not having visited professionally the 
person or persons for whom it was present >ed, as required by s. 31, 
the liquor would be unlawfully obtained, and Mrs. Doucett would, 
in consequence, not be legally entitled to receive it. It was con
tended by Mr. Slipp, in the defendant’s behalf, that even though # 
Mrs. Doucett may not have been legally entitled to receive the 
liquor, there was no evidence that the defendant had any knowledge 
of that fact. Under the provisions of the Intoxicating Liquor Act, 
proof of knowledge is not necessary. A principal or master is 
equally guilty with his agent or servant, even though he may have 
no knowledge of the act of the agent or servant upon which the 
prosecution is founded, and the agent or servant is equally guilty 
with his principal or master, even though he may have no know
ledge that in obeying or complying with his principal’s or his
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master's request, he is committing any offence whatsœver, and 
both or either may be convicted for the act of one or of the other. 
See s. 43, and The King v. The Municipality of Restigouche, Ex 
parte Murchie (1914), 42 N.B.R. 529, and the cases there cited. 
It may seem a travesty that a person may do a purely charitable 
act in perfect good faith and innocence, and yet lie guilty of an 
offence under the Intoxicating Liquor Act and rendered liable to 
heavy penalties, which s. 110 provides that
no Judge, Magistrate, Justice or Justices of the Peace, or inspector or munici
pal council or municipal officer shall have any power or authority to remit, 
suspend or compromise,
but the law as it now stands in this Province, accords no escape 
or relief in such a case. The only fact of which proof was necessary 
in this case was that the defendant carried liquor to a person who 
was not a liquor vendor or a clergyman or other pei-son legally 
entitled to receive such liquor. Innocent though the defendant’s 
act may have been in carrying liquor prescrit >ed by a physician 
and sold on prescription by a licensed vendor, to the home of a 
non-drinking man, for medicinal purposes, there was, as I have 
pointed out, evidence from which the magistrate might reasonably 
find that the defendant carried liquor to a jierson who was not 
legally entitled to receive such liquor, which was an offence under 
the Intoxicating Liquor Act, and the one for which the defendant 
was convicted. The conviction, therefore, in the terms of s. 125 
being a conviction from which it can be understood that it was 
made for an offence against some provision of the Intoxicating 
Liquor Act (s. 15) within the jurisdiction of the magistrate, and 
from which it can also lx; understood that the appropriate penalty 
was thereby adjudged, and there being evidence to prove the 
offence, the defect and the variance complained of are cured by 

*the terms of that section, and there is no recourse but to discharge 
the order nisi by which the defendant sought to quash the con
viction. Order discharged.
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RUBBERSET Co. and RUBBERSET Co. Ltd. v. BOECKH BROS. Co. Ltd.
Annotated.

Ontario Supreme Court, Ap/tellate Division, Meredith, C.J.O., Madaren, 
Magee and Hudgins, JJ.A. May 7, 1919.

Trade name (§ I—2)—“Rubberhet”—Descriptive word—Monopoly— 
Expiry of patent—Acquisition of secondary meaning.

The word “Rubbereet” being clearly a descriptive word, invente*1 to 
express the exact article produced by a patented process, a mono|x)ly 
in its use cannot lie asserted after the patents covering it have run out.

In view of the short time since the expiry of the patents the word 
could lose its primary and descriptive character and acquire a dominating 
secondary meaning as describing the product of the apiiellant's factory.

Appeal from the judgment of Masten, J., in an action for 
infringement of a registered trade mark and for “passing off” 
goods manufactured by the defendant company as the goods of 
the plaintiffs. Affirmed.

The judgment appealed from is as follows:—
The plaintiff “ Rublierset Company Limited” is an incorporated 

company organised under the laws of the Province of Ontario, and 
carrying on, in Ontario, the business of manufacturing and selling 
brushes. “ Rubberset Company ” is a name or designation under 
which an incorporated American company, known as Publier and 
( elluloid Products Company, having its head office in the State of 
New Jersey, carries on a similar business, according to the process 
known as “Rubberset” process.

The defendants are brush manufacturers, carrying on business 
in the city of Toronto.

In the course of the trial, counsel for the plaintiffs applied for 
leave to add as a co-plaintiff the American corporation above 
mentioned; and, for the reasons stated by me and which appear 
in the record, I permitted this company to be joined as a co-plaintiff 
and all necessary amendments to be made in the record.

According to the statement of claim, the action is brought first 
on a registered trade mark and secondly as a “passing off” action. 
No evidence was adduced in support of the claim on the trade 
mark; that branch of the case was abandoned; and thus the 
claim as developed at the trial is wholly a claim for “passing off.”

At the trial two issues emerged. First, has the term “ Rubber- 
set,” as applied to brushes, acquired a secondary significance so 
as to mean to the public and in the trade brushes manufactured by 
the plaintiffs? Secondly, have the defendants infringed the 
plaintiffs’ rights?
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I deal first with the question of infringement.
In such an action as this, if an injunction be granted, it is 

granted to protect the property in the trade or goodwill of the 
plaintiff which will be injured by its use by the defendant. If the 
use of a word or name be restrained, it can only be on the ground 
that such use involves misrepresentation, and that such misrepre
sentation has injured or is calculated to injure another in Ids 
trade o' business.

Ceitain principles relevant to the present case are well stated 
in the course of the judgment of Parker, J., in Burberry s v. J. C. 
Cording <Sc Co. Limited (1909), 26 R.P.C. 693, at p. 701:—

“ If the word or name is primâ facie descriptive or tie in general 
use, the difficulty of establishing the probability of deception is 
greatly increased.”

In any case, "it is necessary, where there has been no actual 
deception, to establish at least a reasonable probability of decep
tion. In such cases the action is, in effect, a quia timet action, and 
unless such reasonable probability be established, the proper 
course is, in my opinion, to refuse an injunction, leaving the plain
tiff to his remedy if cases of actual deception afterwards occur.”

No case of actual deception is established or indeed put for
ward in the evidence : the claim is based solely on the ground 
that there is a reasonable probability of deception.

In the present case there are two outstanding facts which 
render it particularly difficult for the plaintiffs to establish such 
reasonable probability of deception.

First, the word “Rubberset” is primâ facie descriptive of the 
process by which the bristles of the brush are held in place. Second, 
the word “Rubberset” was originally employed to designate a 
certain type of brush manufactured by the plaintiffs or their pre
decessors in business, under patents held by them in the United 
States (although no patents were ever held in Canada), and after 
the expiry of the American patents the articles were not until 
some four or five years ago manufactured by any brush manu
facturers other than the plaintiffs.

But, passing over these difficulties, it seems to me there is no 
reasonable probability of the ordinary retail customer buying the 
brush made by the defendant company in the belief that he is 
getting a brush of the plaintiffs’ manufacture. This view is based
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upon a consideration of the specimens themselves filed as exhibits. 
An examination of these specimens shews that the name “ Boeckh ” 
is so prominently stamped on every brush that it seems to me no 
deception of the customer who buys it over the counter is possible. 
If therefore any deception or confusion is to arise, it must arise 
from orders sent by mail. No instance of confusion in an order 
by a retailer on a wholesale dealer is shewn; and, so far as appears, 
the evidence would indicate that retailers buy direct from the 
factor)-. If that is the case, the retailer would naturally expect 
to have his order filled by the manufacturer from brushes of his 
own manufacture, and no mistake would arise. I am thus led to 
the conclusion that no deception is reasonably probable.

There is one circumstance and one circumstance only that 
militates against this view, namely, that the defendant company 
insist, on using the word "Rubbered” as a description of their 
brushes, although the term “set in rubber" or “set in vulcanised 
rubber” would appear exactly to describe the articles; also the 
attempt of the defendant company’s principal officer in the witness- 
box to explain his unwillingness was so unconvincing, lame, and 
impotent as to raise the suspicion that he expected to gain some 
advantage by using the term “Rubbereet” heretofore employed 
exclusively by the plaintiffs.

Notwithstanding this circumstance, I have, upon the whole 
case, arrived at the conclusion that no reasonable probability of 
deception is established, and this suffices to dispose of the case.

As to whether the name “ Rubberset " has come to be so appro
priated by useras to mean the goods of the plaintiffs, I make 
no express finding, and base my judgment on the failure to estab
lish a reasonable probability of deception.

The present action is dismissed without prejudice to the right 
of the plaintiffs to maintain another action if cases of deception 
actually occur hereafter. Costs will follow the event.

RobaUon ami Pickup, for the appellants; Anglin, K.C., and 
McKeown, for the defendant company, respondents.

The judgment of the Court was read by
Hodoins, J.A.:—Apix-al from the judgment of Masten, J., 

in a passing off action. The judgment dismissed tlie action on 
the grounds that no deception was proved and that no likelihood 
of it existed or was apparent.
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The contest turns upon the use of the word “ Rubberset " in 
connection with brushes. That word expresses, as is explained, a 
brush whose bristles have been fastened in and then surrounded 
by rubber, which is hardened or vulcanised and so "set.” One 
witness gives as the reason for the popularity of a Rubberset 
brush, that it can be used in or with water, oil, or turpentine, 
and either hot or cold, the vulcanising preventing the bristles 
from coning out.

The appellants, disregarding for the moment the question as 
to which of them, if any, are entitled to be called “The Rubber- 
set Company," carry on business in the United States, where their 
head office and works are, and also in Canada. They had a patent 
or patents for this particular process of brush-making, which 
expired 11 years ago or about 1907. There was also a Canadian 
patent, but not covering the method protected by the United 
States patents, and a trade mark not now relied upon in any 
way. Brushes manufactured under the United States patents 
were, in 1904 or 1905, designated by the appellants “Rubberset 
brushes,” that being, as their president, Albright, said, “a really 
distinguishing name.”

From 1905 onward their brushes were extensively advertised 
under that name and pushed both in the United States and in 
Canaila. The word “Rubberset” was the only name used to 
designate brushes made by the appellants under their patent pro
cess, and from the evidence it is clear that it accurately described 
the article produced thereby. It was a new word, coined by some 
one in the appellants' employ, and when its use began no one else 
was selling brushes under the same name.

For a number of years after the patents ran out, no one other 
than the appellants made brushes by the process described in 
them, the general attitude of the trade being, as is stated, one 
decrying that method of manufacture.

In Canada, only Sims and the respondents manufactured 
brushes similar to the appellants’. The former described his as 
'set in rubber," and the respondents as “rubberset." Sims began 

to manufacture about 6 or 6 years ago, and the respondents to 
call their brushes in this way about a year and a half before the 
trial.

The word in question is a compound one, and accurately
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describes the article produced, just as the words glueeet, cementset, 
resinset, pitchset, shellacset, etc., are used to indicate the various 
binding materials employed to steady and hold the brushes.

The facts therefore appear to be that the appellants, having 
a monopoly on a process, the product of which they designated 
as “liubberset” as applied to brushes, lost that exclusive right in 
1907. From that time until 5 or 6 years ago, when Sims began 
to manufacture here, i.e., until say 1913 or 1914, there was no 
competition, and therefore no opportunity to establish any exclu
sive right, and no one to dispute their calling their brushes any
thing they pleased.

In Universal Winding Co. v. George Hattcrsley <fc Sons Limited, 
(1915), 32 U.P.C. 479. Joyce, J., was pressed with the fact that for 7 
years after the expiry of the patent no one else had used the word 
“Universal” in connection with textile winding machines, until 
the defendants adopted it: he declined to find any loss of the 
original and primary meaning or gain of a secondary signification 
referring to the plaintiffs’ machines, or that, because “some 
imperfectly informed minds” might associate the word with the 
plaintiff company, the defendants’ use of it was fraudulent or 
actionable.

As “ ltubberect ” is clearly a descriptive word, and was invented 
to express the exact article produced by the patented process, a 
monopoly in its use could not be asserted after the patents cover
ing it ran out.

In view of the short space of time since their expiry, about 11 
years, during one half of which there was no one competing with 
them in Cnnnila, it is most unlikely that the word “liubberset” 
would lose its primary and descriptive character and acquire a 
dominating secondary meaning as describing the product of the 
appellants’ factory.

Indeed, no evidence worthy of the name in support of that 
proposition appears in the record, and there is much to lead to 
the conclusion that the witnesses who were called understood by 
“liubberset’’ only a brush of that character produced by the 
manufacturer whose goods they happened to have in stock, and 
were dealing in. There is, however, evidence, which it seems 
reasonable to accept, that, while a brush marked “liubberset"
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carries with it an indication that it is one wliich can be depended 
upon for the security of its bristles, it must be designated to 
describe that particular quality, for the setting in vulcanized 
rubber is not son etliing that can be distinguished by ordinary 
examination. This emphasises the descriptive character of the 
word in question— and the use of the phrase “set in rubber” by 
Sin s, although seemingly an exact equivalent, did not elicit any 
protest from the appellants.

I have gone through the cases cited on the argument and some 
others.

Lord Davey, in Cellular Clothing Co. v. Maxton <Sc Murray, 
[1899] A.C. 320, has so admirably expressed the law which I think 
is applicable to this case that I cannot forbear quoting it. He 
said (pp. 343, 344).—

‘‘But there are two observations which must be made: one is 
that a man who takes upon himself to prove that words, which 
are merely descriptive or expressive of the quality of the goods, 
have acquired the secondary sense to which I have referred, 
aseun os a much greater burden—and, indeed, a burden which it 
is not impossible, but at the Ban e time extremely difficult, to dis
charge—a much greater burden than that of a man who under
takes to prove the same thing of a word not significant and not 
descriptive, but what has been compendiously called a ‘fancy’ 
word. The other observation which occurs to me is this: that 
where a man produces or invents, if you please, a new article and 
attaches a descriptive name to it—a name which, as the article 
has not been produced before, has, of course, not been used in 
connection with the article—and secures for himself either the 
legal monopoly or a monopoly in fact of the sale of that article for 
a certain tin e, the evidence of persons who come forward and say 
that the name in question suggests to their minds and is asso
ciated by them with the plaintiff’s goods alone is of a very slender 
character, for the simple reason that the plaintiff was the only 
maker of the goods during the time that his monopoly lasted, and 
therefore there was nothing to compare with it, and anybody who 
wanted the goods had no shop to go to, or no merchant or manu
facturer to resort to except the plaintiff.”

Then he cited what Fry, LJ., said in Siegert v. Findlater (1878). 
T Ch.D. 801, at p. 813:—
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“If a man invents a new article, and protects it by a patent, 
then during the term of the patent he lias, of course, a legal mon
opoly; but w hen the patent expires all the world may make the 
article, and if they make the article they may say that they are 
making the article, and for that purpose use the name which the 
patentee lias attached to it during the time when he had the legal 
monopoly of the manufacture. But the same thing in principle 
must apply where a man has not taken out a patent, as in the 
present case, but has a virtual monopoly because other manufac
turers, although they are entitled to do so, have not in fact com
menced to make the article. He brings the article before the 
world, he gives it a name descriptive of the article: all the world 
may make the article, and all the world may tell the public what 
article it is they make, and for that purpose they may primA facie 
use the name by which the article is known in the market.”

I agree with the learned trial Judge upon the other branch of 
the case, and it is unnecessary to deal with the question of the 
appellants’ technical right to maintain the action, or their dis
ability by reason of statements said to be misleading in regard to 
the origin of their goods.

I would dismiss the appeal. Appeal dismissed.

ANNOTATION.

Name of Patented Article as Trade Mark.

By Russel S. Smart, B.A., M.E., of the Ottawa Bar.

The right of the public to make free use of the name of a patented article 
after expiration of the patent has often been sustained.

In the leading case of the Singer Mfg. Co. v. Hermann boog (1882), 8 App. 
Cas. 15, Lord Selborne, L.C., said at p. 27:—

“The reputation acquired by machines of a particular form or construction 
is one thing; the reputation of the plaintiffs, as manufacturers, is another. 
If the defendant has no right under colour of the former, to invade the latter, 
neither have the plaintiffs any right under colour of the latter, to claim (in 
effect) a monopoly of the former. If the defendant has (and it is not denied 
that he has) a right to make and sell, in competition with the plaintiffs, 
articles similar in form and construction to those made and sold by the 
plaintiffs, he must also have a right to say that he does so, and to employ for 
that purpose the terminology common in his trade, provided always that he 
does this in a fair, distinct and unequivocal way.”

See also Singer Mfg. Co. v. Wilton (1876), 2 Ch. D. 434, 456, and Winter 
A Co., bid. v. Armttrong A Co. (1898), 16 R.P.C. 167.

In another case of Singer Mfg. Co. v. Stanage, 2 McCrary, 512, Treat, J., 
said at p. 514 : “ When a patented article is known in the market by any sjiecific
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Annotation, designation, whether of the name of the patentee or otherwise, every person 
at the expiration of the patent has a right to manufacture and vend the same 
under the designation thereof by which it was known to the public . . 
The original patentee or his assignees have no right to the exclusive use of 
said designation as a trade mark. Their rights were under the patent, ami 
expired with it.”

Other United States cases were Singer Mfg. Co. v. Larsen (1878), 8 Bissell 
151, and Singer Mfg. Co. v. Riley (1882), 11 Fed. Rep. 706.

Even where no patent is obtained a person who produces a new article 
and is the sole maker of it may, unless care is taken, lose his exclusive right to 
the name. As pointed out by Fry, J., in Siegert v. FindlaUr (1878), 7 Ch. I). 
801 at p. 813:—

“It is to be observed that the person who produces a new article, and is 
the sole maker of it, has the greatest difficulty (if it is not an impossibility) in 
claiming the name of that article as his own, because, until somebody else 
produces the same article, there is nothing to distinguish it from.”

On this theory “Valvolinc” as the name of an oil was held not a good 
trade mark in Re Leonard <t' Ellis (1884), 26 Ch. D. 2H8, and so also “Albion' 
has t>een held to indicate metal goods of a particular pattern, and not that of 
a particular manufacture in Re Harrison, McGregor & Co.’s Trade Marks. 
(1889), 42 Ch. D. 691.

The law has been thus summed up by Rigby, L.J., delivering the judg
ment of the Court of Apiieal, in In re Magnolia Metal Co.’s Trade Marks. 
(1897] 2 Ch. 371, 391 : “When the article is made under a secret process or its 
manufacture is protected by a patent, no person who has not acquired the 
secret or obtained a license from the patentee can manufacture it. Accordingly 
it is established as a general rule that, when an article is made under a secret 
process, or when the manufacture of it is protected by a patent, the manu
facturer or patentee cannot, by any means, entitle himself to a monopoly in 
the use, after the secret process has been discovered or the term of the patent 
has expired, of the name by which the manufactured article is exclusively 
known whilst the secret is undiscovered, or the term of the patent is 
unexpired.”

Another valuable statement may be found in the judgment of Parker, J., 
in Burberrys v. Cording A Co. Ltd. (1909), 26 R.P.C. 693, at p. 701: “The 
principles of law applicable to a case of this sort are well known. On the one 
hand, apart from the law as to trade marks, no one can claim mono|>oly right < 
in the use of a word or name. On the other hand, no one is entitled by the 
use of any word or name, or indeed in any other way, to represent his goods as 
being the goods of another to that other’s injury'. If an injunction be granted 
restraining the use of a word or name, it is no doubt granted to protect 
property, but the property, to protect which it is granted, is not property in 
the world or name, but property in the trade or goodwill which will be injured 
by its use. If the use of a word or name be restrained, it can only be on the 
ground that such use involves a misrepresentation, and that mich misrepre 
sent at ion has injured, or is calculated to injure another in his trade or business. 
If no case of deception by means of such misrepresentation can be proved, it 

J is sufficient to prove the probability of such deception, and the Court will
readily infer such probability if it l>e shewn that the word or name has been 
adopted with any intention to deceive. In the absence of such intention, the
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degree of readiness with which the Court will infer the probability of deception 
must ilvpeivl on the circumstances of each particular case, including the 
nature of the word or name, the use of which is sought to be restrained. It is 
important for this purpose to consider whether the word or name is /trimd 
foci» in the nature of a fancy word or name, or whether it is primd facie descrip
tive of the article in respect of which it is used. It is also im|>ortnnt for the 
same purpose to consider its history, the nature of its use by the person who 
seeks the injunction, and the extent to which it is or has been used by others. 
If the word or name is jtriniA facie descriptive or be in general use, the difficulty 
of establishing the proliability of deception is greatly increased. Again, if 
the iierson who seeks the injunction has not used the word or name simply for 
the purpose of distinguishing his own goods from the go<xls of others, but 
primarily for the purpose of denoting or describing the particular kind of 
article to which he has applied it, and only secondarily, if at all, for the purjioses 
of distinguishing his own goods, it will be more difficult for him to establish the 
probability of deception.

In another leading case of Cellular Clothing Co. Ltd. v Marlon and Murray, 
[1899) A.C. 326, Lord Davey said, at 343:—

“The other observation which occurs jto me is this; that where a man 
produces or invents, if you please, a new article and attaches a descriptive 
name to it—a name which, as the article has not been produced before, has, 
of course, not been used in connection with the article—and secures for him- 
self either the legal monopoly or a monopoly in fact of the sale of that article 
for a certain time, the evidence of |>erson* who come forward and say that 
the name in question suggests to their minds and is associated by them with 
the plaintiff’s goods alone is of a very slender character, for the simple reason 
that the plaintiff was the only maker of the goods during the time that his 
monopoly lasted, and therefore there was notliing to compare with it, and any
body who wanted the goods had no shop to go to, or no merchant or manu
facturer to resort to, except the plaintiff. And on this |M>int 1 adopt what was 
said in felicitous language by Fry, J., in Siegert v. Findlater (1878), 7 Ch. D. 
801, at p. 813: “That is, my Lords, a matter of express decision in the ease 
of a patent. If a man invents a new article and protects it by a patent, then 
during the term of the patent he has, of course a legal monopoly; but when 
the patent expires all the world may make the article, and if they may make 
the article they may say that they are making the article, and for that purpose 
use the name which the patentee has attached to it during the time when he 
had the legal monopoly of the manufacture. Hut the same thing in principle 
must apply where a man has not taken out a patent, as in the present case, 
but has a virtual monopoly because other manufact urers, alt hough they are 
entitled to do so, have not in fact commenced to make the article. He brings 
the article before the world, he gives it a name descriptive of the article; all 
the world may make the article, and all the world may tell the public what 
article it is they make, and for that purpose they may primû facie use the name 
by which the article is known in the market.”

The Supreme Court of the United States states the rule as follows:—
“ (U.S. Sup. Ct., 1896). It is the universal American, English and French 

doctrine that where, during the life of a monopoly created by a patent, a name, 
whether it be arbitrary, or be that of the inventor, has become, by his consent 
either express or tacit, the identifying and generic name of the thing patented*

Annotation.
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Annotation, this name paaefle to the public with the cctwatinn of the mono|K>ly which thi 
patent created; but such name must be so used as not to deprive others of 
their rights as to deceive the public, as by clearly indicating that the thing 
manufactured is the work of the one making it. Singer Mfg. Co. v. June 
Mfg. Co. (1896), 163 U.8. 169; 16 Sup. Ct. 1002; 41 L. Ed. 118, 75 O.G. 1703; 
1896 C.D. 687. Singer Mfg. Co. v. Bent (1896), 163 U.8. 205; 16 Sup. Ct. 
1016; 41 L. Ed. 131; 75 O.G. 1713; 1896 C D. 711.”

The following United States cases indicate the viewpoint of the Courts 
on this subject:—

“Lanoline” for a preparation of wool fat.
“(N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1902). Plaintiffs manufactured under letters patent 

a preparation of wool fat which they called ‘Lanoline’ which became the 
generic name of the article after the expiration of the patent. Defendant, a 
British corporation, manufactured a similar article which it called ‘British 
Lanoline.’ Held, that the patent having expired it had the right to call 
the article manufactured by it ‘Lanoline’ and that it violated no rights of 
plaintiffs by selling its product at 20 cents a can while plaintiff’s was sold at 
60 cents a can. Jaffe et d. v. Evans & Sons, Ltd. (1902), 75 N.Y. Supp. 
257; 70 App. Div. 186.”

“President” for patented susiiender—name not generic.
“(U.8.C.C.A. 2nd Cir., 1916). On expiration of a patent for suspenders 

sold under the name and trade mark ‘President,’ such name and trade mark 
does not pass to the general public, the name never having constituted a 
generic description; consequently rights in the trade mark were not affected 
by the expiration of the patent. (For other cases, see Trade Marks and 
Trade Names, Cent. Dig., p. 23, par. 15; Dec: Dig. 11). President Suspender 
Co. v. Macwilliam (1916), 238 Fed. Rep. 159.” Sec headnote.

“Excelsior” for step-ladders—name of patented article.
“(App. D.C., 1908). Between 1870 and 1884 several patents for improve

ments in step-ladders were issued to C. G. Udell, the predecessor in business 
of The Udell Works. Udell adopted as his trade mark the word ‘Excelsior.’ 
The Excelsior ladder embodied features of several, but not of all, of the 
patents. Six other styles of ladders were manufactured, some of which 
closely resembled the Excelsior ladder and all of which embodied features of 
the Udell patents. Held, that the word ‘Excelsior’ did not become during the 
life of the Udell patents the generic designation of ladders manufactured 
thereunder. Udell-Predo , Mfg. Co. v. The Udell Works (1908), 140 O.G. 
1002.” See headnote.

Same—that a trade mark is generic not to be presumed.
“(App. D.C., 1908). While care should be taken lest a monopoly be 

continued beyond the life of a patent through the agency of a trade name 
which has come to indicate to the public the patented article, the Patent 
Office would not be justified in presuming that a trade mark was generic. 
In the present case the appellee company has built up a trade in ladders 
because of the superior excellence of the product and the fair dealings of the 
company. Manifestly it would be unjust to deny the company the benefit 
of its reputation unless convinced that to do so would prolong a monopoly.”

“Bethabara Wood” generic and descriptive term.
“(U.S. D.C. Pa., 1919). Where the name ‘Bethabara Wood,’ invented 

by plaintiff, by general use became the descriptive name for a certain wood
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I many years before he secured a registered trade mark for it and before it had 
I become associated with plaintiff's product, he acquired no exclusive right 

to the name, preventing defendant from handling and selling wood under 
I that name. Shipley v. Hall (1919), 256 Fed. Rep. 539.” Sec hcadnote.

I
 “Tabasco"—Name of patented article—Patent abandoned before

expiration.

“(U.S. C.C.A. 5th Cir., 1918). At the expiration of a patent the public

)
has the right to use the name which was employed to identify the patented 
article during the life of the patent, but where a patent was granted for 
pepper sauce and the process of preparing it, and the patentee manufactured 
and sold a sauce under the name ‘Tabasco’ which, prior to the expiration of 
the patent, is made in a way to bring it without the protection of the patent, 
the use of the name continuing, the general rule does not apply, since the 
right to the name as a trade mark had been acquired with respect to a product 
which was not the subject of the patent. Mcllhenny Co. v. Gaidry, Guidry 
v. Mcllhenny Co. (1918), 253 Fed. Rep. 613.”

It has been held by the United States Supreme Court that the principle 
involved in the Singer cases applies, notwithstanding the fact that the patent 
is a foreign one. In Re Holtapfel's Compositions Co. v. The Rahtjen’s American 
Composition Co. (1901), 183 U.S. 1 ; 22 Sup. Ct. 6; 46 L. Ed. 49; 97 O.G. 958; 
1901 C.D. 500, the trade mark claimed was used to describe a composition 

| patented in England and it was held that when the patent expired the right 
I to make the composition and the right to describe it by that name is open 
I to the public. The principle involved in the Singer Mfg. Co. v. June Mfg.

Co. (1896), 163 U.S. 169, applied notwithstanding the fact that the patent 
I was a foreign one.

GEFFEN v. LAVIN.

I Alberta Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Harvey, C.J., Stuart, Simmons 
and McCarthy, JJ. October 20, 1919.

I Partnership (§ II—8)—Real estate—Oral agreement—Personal 
property—Statute of Frauds.

As between partners an oral agreement concerning an interest in real 
estate owned by the partnership is valid. The real estate becomes, for 
the purposes of the partnership, personal property and not being real 
estate nor deliverable goods and chattels neither s. 4 nor s. 17 of the 
Statute of Frauds applies.

[Gray v. Smith (1889), 43 Ch. D. 208, distinguished.]

Appeal from the judgment at the trial dismissing an action 
by a partner claiming an interest in certain leasehold property as 
part of the assets of the partnership. Reversed. New trial 
ordered.

Barron and Barron, for appellant; B. Ginsberg, for respondent. 
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Stuart, J.:—The plaintiff and defendant vere carrying on 

business in partnership as farmers, ranchers and general dealers in 
cattle. The plaintiff alleged that the defendant orally agreed to
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buy out the plaintiff's interest in the partnership on certain tern s 
and sued for the price agreed. The defendant denied this, pleaded 
the Statute of Frauds, and counterclaimed for an order dissolving 
the partnership and for an accounting.

Vpon the case con ing on for trial, the plaintiff admitted that 
among the assets of the partnership was a leasehold interest in 
some real estate. The trial Judge then dismissed the plaintiff 
action, following dray v. Smith (1889), 43 Ch. D. 208, where it was 
decided that such an agreement, as we have here, was within the 
statute and must be in writing. He also ordered a dissolution 
and an accounting.

The plaintiff appeals.
The decision in dray v. Smith is scarcely as iiiijM>rtant as might 

at first appear, l>ecause neither the trial Judge nor the Court of 
Appeal was forced to give a decision upon the exact point, inasmuch 
as both held that in any case there was a sufficient memorandum 
in writing.

We are somewhat at a loss witli regard to the facta Ix-cause the 
terms of the partnership agreement were not put in evidence nor 
was the lease.

Whether a share in a partnership which owns real estate is 
personalty or realty or an interest in the one or the other, may 
depend to some extent upon the agreement between the parties, as 
will t)e seen from the discussion in Boyd v. Att’y-Cen’l for British 
Columbia (1917), 3G D.L.R. 260, 54 Can. 8.C.R. 532. That case 
however is not, I think, as helpful or at least as decisive as appel
lant’s counsel seemed to believe, because the point involved was 
whether under a British Columbia Succession Duties Act certain 
timber limits owned by a partnership which carried on business 
entirely in Ontario, except as to the mere ownership of the limits, 
could lx1 made the subject of a tax upon the death of one of the 
partners in Ontario. It was attempted, in order to avoid the tax, 
to shew that the deceased’s property was merely a share in the 
Imlance of the partnership assets over liabilities, and that this 
share as a piece of property was situated not in British Columbia 
but in Ontario. The Attorney-General succeeded in a divided 
Court. While there are, on the ruling judgments, many expres
sions of opinion as to the nature of a partnership interest where 
real estate is owned and which are to some extent helpful, the
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actual decision seems to n;e not to clear up our present problem 
very much. Not much more seems to have lieen said than is 
contained in s. 24 of the Partnership Ordinance, N.W.T. Ord., 
1911, c. 94, which says:—

Where land or any interest therein has become partnership property it 
shall, unless the contrary intention appears, be treated as between the partners 
(including the representatives of a deceased partner) as jiersonal or movable 
and not real estate.

Duff, J., in the Boyd case», supra, refers to the partnership 
agreement, and shews that there was a clause which did in fact 
point to “a contrary intention.” That is the reason why it is to l)e 
regretted that we have not the partnership agreement befo$e us, 
if it was in writing at all. The majority of the Court simply held 
that the deceased partner did own property in British Columbia 
having a direct interest in the timber limits themselves.

The clause above quoted from the Partnership Ordinance is 
also in the English Partnership Act of 1890, 53 & 54 Viet. c. 39, 
passed the next year after Gray v. Smith, supra, was decided, but 
in 22 Hals., p. 56 (note K), it is said that the rule is based on a long 
line of cases. The rule doubtless rested upon the equitable 
doctrine of conversion. Courts of equity in dealing with partner
ship matters undoubtedly treated all partnership property as 
jxTsonalty as between the partneis, unless a contrary intention 
appeared.

But, nevertheless, the partnership is not a separate person 
like a joint stock company, as was pointed out in the Boyd case, 
and in reality each partner has an actual partial interest in every 
piece of partnership property.

What would appear to l>e the real problem is whether in such 
a case as this, which relates entirely to an alleged oral bargain 
between the partners in regard to the partnership assets, the 
Court should pass Irevond the old rule of equity, now made into 
a statute, and still look at the various items of the partner-ship 
assets in their original quality as realty or personalty, as each 
parcel might appear to be.

In Gray v. Smith, the rule afterwards inserted in the statute 
does not seem to have been invoked or brought to the attention 
of the Court.

There might have been a good deal to be said, before the 
statute was passed, in support of the view that, notwithstanding
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the mere equitable rule, applied in winding up partnership affairs, 
when it came to an action between the partners, the Statute of 
Frauds would still stand in the way of enforcing any agreement 
between them for the purchase and sale of a share of the assets 
where they owned real estate together. But now that the rule 
has been put in a statute, it has become the law in a different 
sense, t.e., not merely in equity but strictly, and I can see no 
reason for not giving the statute its full effect as between the 
partners so as to make the Statute of Frauds inapplicable. The 
interest of the partner in the assets of the partnership is neither 
real estate nor deliverable goods and chattels, so neither s. 4, nor 
s. 17, would apply. The dissenting Judges, in Boyd v. Att'y-Gen'l 
for British Columbia, did insist strongly upon the view that the 
interest of a partner in the partnership property, even when it 
includes real estate, is pure personalty, and even in the judgment 
of Duff, J., it appears to have been a special clause in the partner
ship agreement that prevented him from adopting the same view.

Gray v. Smith does not seem ever to have been followed or 
affirmed upon the particular point in question.

In 20 Cyc., p. 238, the American rule is stated thus:—
Real estate owned by a partnership becomes for the purposes of the 

partnership personal property, and an oral agreement in relation to it, if made 
bet ween the members of the firm and if the contract has to do with part nership 
matters, is valid. As concerns st rangers to the partnership, however, the nat ure 
of the property is not changed, and contracts with them affecting firm realty 
must be in writing.

The only Canadian case which I have found that deals with the 
point is Sim v. Sim, (1800), 22 N.S.R. 185, and in that case there 
was alleged to have been an exchange, and it is not clear that the 
statute was considered as applying to the partnership property 
because the outside property which one party was to get for his 
share was itself real estate.

I am not sure, either, whether in applying the Statute of Frauds 
to an agreement for the sale of an interest in lands, it ought not 
to appear that the parties were directly and consciously bargaining 
about an interest in specific land, which of course they would not 
be doing in the case of a mere agreement to sell out a share in a 
partnership which happened to have among its assets an interest 
in land. But as this point w as not argued, I leave it with the mere 
suggestion.
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I think the appeal should be allowed with costs, the judgment ^TA‘ 
below set aside, and a new trial ordered. The costs of the first 8. C. 
trial should also, 1 think, lie costs to the plaintiff in any event, Geffen 

because it was rendered entirely useless by the defendant raising a j 
point on which he obtained a success which was not justified.

Perhaps one ought to add that of course there is a possibility 
that the partnership agreement might have contained a clause, 
such as was disclosed in Boyd v. Att’y-Gen’l for British Columbia, 
which would shew that “contrary intention” referred to in s. 24 
of the Partnership Ordinance. This is, however, so very unlikely 
that I think it not necessary to indicate merely hypothetically 
what our view' of the matter would lie in such a case. That 
contingency should be left open for the second trial.

Appeal allowed; new trial ordered.

FLEMING v. WILKIE.
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Haultain, C.J.S., Ncidands, Lamont and 

Elwood, JJ.A. October 16, 1919.

Sale (§ III C—70)—Contract—“In good running order” —Condition
NOT CARRIED OUT—RESCISSION—RETURN OF DEPOSIT.

A contract for the sale of a separator contained a stipulation that the 
separator was to be put in running order. The macliine was never put 
in running order although the plaintiff had the necessary parts needed 
in stock.

The Court held that the defendant had not agreed to buy the various 
parts of a separator but a separator in good running order, and as he 
lmd not been able to get that article he was entit led to have the contract 
rescinded and his deposit money returned.

SA8K.
cTa.

Appeal by defendant from the judgment at the trial in an Statement, 
action to recover the balance due on a lien note, given for the 
price of a separator. Reversed.

W, F. Cameron, for appellant ; A. G. Mackinnon, for respondent.
Newlands, J.A.:—This action is brought for the balance due Newiande, j.a. 

on a lien note given by defendant to plaintiff for the price of one 
Great West separator. This separator was sold to the defendant 
by Wilkies, Ltd., under a written contract. The lien note in 
quettion was therefore cither given without consideration, or 
it was given in consideration of the sale by Wilkies, Ltd., of the 
separator under the written contract. The evidence shews, 1 
think, that the latter was the case. This contract contains a 
provision that “the separator is to be put in good running order.”
The evidence shews that this was never done.
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Newlanda, J.A.

The Sale ofdcotls Act. R.S. Saak., 1909. e. 147, provides (s. 13 
(•)):—

Whether a stipulation in a contract of sale is a condition the breach of 
which may give rise to a right to treat the contract as repudiated or a warranty 
the breach of which may give rise to a claim for damages but not to a right to 
reject the goods and treat the contract as repudiated depends in each case on 
the construction of the contract.

The stipulation in the contract shews that, at the tin e of the 
sale, the separator was not in good running order. It is to lx* 
put in running order. It cannot therefore lx? construed as a 
warranty that the separator was in running order. It is therefore, 
in my opinion, a condition and not a warranty, and. as the condition 
was never complied with, nor did the property pass, the machine 
never having lieen removed from the place it was at the time of 
sale, nor was it taken possession of by defendant, he has the right 
therefore to repudiate the contract, and the plaintiff cannot 
recover.

The defendant pleads that, by reason of the failure to put 
the separator in running order, he is entitled to have the contract 
rescinded and to recover back the money he paid plaintiff on this 
lien note.

I am of the opinion that he is entitled to this relief, and I 
would, therefore, rescind the contract and dismiss the plaintiffs 
claim. As plaintiff in his statement of claim admits the payment, 
I think defendant is entitled to judgment for that amount with 
interest at 8% from the date of payment.

The appeal should l>c allowed with costs.
Lamont, J.A.:—On April 3, 19i7. the defendant signed the 

following document:—
Wilkies Limited, Davidson, Sask.

in the Province of Saskatchewan, the following machinery hereby now agreed 
to be purchased, u|>on which the purchaser agrees to pay for One Great West 
Separator 36 x 60 with self feeder and overhead weights payable as follows: 
Cash $250.00 and give in settlement lien notes bearing interest, before and 
after maturity, at 8 per cent, t>cr annum from the date thereof.

Note for $250.00 due Oct. 1,1917. Payable at the office of the Vendor at 
Davidson, Sask.

The Vendor does not give any warranties with this machinery other than 
the following:—

That the separator is to be put in running order and we are to send out an 
expert on being not ified that purchaser is ready to thresh.

The purchaser hereby agrees that he will receive the machinery for which 
this order is given at Davidson, Sask., and that he will settle for the same in 
accordance with the foregoing terms . . .
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In testimony whereof the purchaser has hereunto set his hand the day and 
first above mentioned, P.O. Davidson, Kask. Prov. (Sgd) Robert Fleming. 
Signed in presence of L. M. Wilkie, witness.

Accepted at Davidson, Sask., this 3rd day of April, 1917.
Wilkies limited, Davidson.

By D. Wilkie.

The defendant made the cash payment, and gave his lien note 
for the balance. The separator referred to was at the time in 
possession of Wilkies Ltd., Davidson. As the defendant did 
not have an engine in 1917, he never called for the separator until 
the following year. In the summer of 1918, he told the plaintiff 
to put the machine in order. The plaintiff told one Hamlin 
Skalding to put the separator in running order. Skidding worked 
on it on July 12 and 13, 1918, but he testified that the machine 
was not in running order when lie left it, that it required some 
parts, a list of which he; gave the plaintiff. On December 7, the 
defendant told the plaintiff he would require the separator the 
folkwing Tuesday. As nothing further was done to put the 
machine in running order, the defendant left it where it was, 
which was just where it was situate when he signed the above 
agreement.

The defendant resists payment on the lien note, on the ground 
that the separator never was put in running order and that he 
never accepted it.

The plaintiff admits that certain parts were needed to put 
the machine in good running order, but says he had all these 
parts in stock, and was ready to put them on “when the machine 
went out to be started up.”

The witnesses for the defence—and also an independent 
witness called in reply by the plaintiff—testified that the separator 
was not in running order. Varlev, the plaintiff's witness, testified 
that it would take about half a day to put it in running condition.

On this evidence it is abundantly clear that the separator 
never was put in running order. The defendant therefore was 
never able to get the machine he agreed to purchase. The plaintiff 
not being willing to deliver the article which the defendant agreed 
to purchase, cannot, under this contract, recover the purchase 
price. It is not enough that he had the necessary parts in stock; 
the defendant did not agree to buy the various parts of a separator, 
but a separator in good running order. Not being able to get that
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article, he is entitled to have the contract rescinded The lien note 
was made in favour of “D. Wilkie,” while the contract was made 
with “Wilkies Limited,” and the cash payment would appear to 
have l)een made to the plaintiff. I therefore assume that in hiking 
the security sued on in his own name, I). Wilkie was acting for 
Wilkies Limited, and that he holds the same as trustee.

The appeal should, therefore, Iw allowed with costs, the 
judgment lielow set aside, and judgment entered for the defendant 
with costs on the claim, and also judgment on the counterclaim 
for a rescission of the agreement and a return to him of the moneys 
paid.

If the defendant fails to obtain a return of the moneys paid 
from 1). Wilkie, this judgment is not to prejudice any right he may 
have to collect the same from Wilkies Limited.

Havltain, (\J.K. and Klwood, J.A., concurred with La mont, 
J.A. Apjteal allowed.

CASE THRESHING MACHINE Co. v. MITTEN.

Supreme Court of Canada, Idinaton, Duff, Anglin, llrodcur and Mignault, JJ.
October lj, 1919.

Sale (§ I D—20)—of woods—Contract delivery—Acceptance and 
retention—Rescission.

A contract for the purchase of "one Case 40horse power gas engine” 
contained a clause: “In no event shall the purchaser have any claim 
whatever under the agreement against the vendor for any damages hut 
only for the return of moneys paid and securities given and his claim for 
such shall only arise after he has returned the goods to the place where he 
received them."

The Court held that on the evidence the engine delivered and accepted 
by the purchaser was the engine described in the contract, that the 
purchaser was bound by the written contract, notwitlistanding certain 
verbal representations that had been made by the vendor’s agent, and 
that by paying a promissory note given in part payment, and by not 
returning the engine as rcouired by the above clause, he had forfeited 
any right he might have haa to rescission.

(7. /. Cane Threshing Machine Co. v. MiUen Bros. (1918), 44 D.L.R. 40, 
reversed.)

Appeal by defendant from the judgment of the ( ourt of Apjieal 
for Saskatchewan (1918), 44 D.L.R. 40, 12 S.L.R. 1, in an action 
to recover the price of a gas engine. Reversed.

Eugene Ijofleur, K.C., and F. L. Bastedo, for appellant; N. A. 
Heleourl, K.( '., for respondent.

1 in noton, J. (dissenting) :—I agree so fully with the reasoning 
upon which the judgments of the trial Judge and that of Ijamont,
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J., on behalf of the? majority of the Court of Appeal proceed, that 
I must dissent from the judgment herein allowing entirely this 
appeal.

1 may Ik; permitted to add that the generic term “gas engine” 
is in the circumstances ambiguous and fails to descrilie accurately 
what beyond doubt all concerned had in n ind; and regard must Ik; 
had to the conduct of the parties and collateral inscription on the 
machine in order to make clear what kind of gas engine was 
n eant.

I have an impression in view of the state of the pleading that 
possibly a new trial limited to the determination of what would 
have lK*en the proper sum to allow for the engine n ight well have 
l>een directed, but in view of the decided opinions of my colleagues 
1 have not seen any good purpose to Ik* served by fully examining 
that aspect of the case.

Duff, J.:—The written contract declares in explicit words 
that the tern s of the agreement lietwecn the parties arc to lx; 
found in the writing and in the writing exclusively. In face of this 
provision it is not, in my opinion, competent for a court of law to 
resort to contemporary conventions or prior conversations or 
even to the legend on the article for the purpose of discovering a 
contract differing in its terms from that expressed in the un
ambiguous language of the instrument.

Anglin, J.:—After some hesitation 1 concur in the allowance 
of this appeal. This case is distinguishable from Schofield v. 
Emerson Brantingham Implement Co. (1918), 43 D.L.R. 509, 57 
Can. 8.C.R. 203, inasmuch as the evidence here establishes 
acceptance by the defendants of the engine supplied to them as that 
which they had agreed to purchase from the plaintiff. Their 
letters of Oct. 20 and 20, 1910, afford practically conclusive pr<x)f 
of that fact. Moreover, there is no warranty that the engine con
tracted for would run on kerosene, such as I thought existed in the 
SchofieUl case, supra, in regard to the rated horse power, breach 
of w hich w ould sup]x>rt a claim for damages. The defendants may 
have relied on some promises made to them by employees of the 
plaintiff that the engine would lie made satisfactory to them; 
but their contract precludes effect l>eing given to such promises. 
The provisions of a formal written contract executed without 
fraud, mistake or surprise, cannot lie entirely ignored.
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Brodeur, J.:—This is an action by the appellant company to 
recover from the respondents the amount due by virtue of promis
sory notes which defendants have signed for the price of some 
agricultural machinery.

In 1915, the defendants, who are fanreis and dealers, lx night ;i 
separator and a 40 horse power engine with different attachments 
for the price of $4,410. Those different articles were all delivered 
by the plaintiff company to the defendants on May 21, 1915. 
The defendants then gave a second-hand engine in part jMiyment 
and made in favour of tlie plaintiffs three notes amounting to 
$3,060, falling due on the first of November, 1915, 1910 and 1917 
respectively.

On November 1, 1915, a note became due and it was duly 
paid without any protest on the part of the purchaser.

In 1916, a few days before the payment became due, the 
defendants wrote a letter to the plaintiffs stating that they did 
not intend to make their payment this year until they were given 
their commission certificates on their machinery and, namely, on 
this gas engine and separator which they had received on May 21, 
1915.

That letter ren amed unanswered. The appellant company 
did not feel disposed to pay any commission or to issue these 
con mission certificate's and the defendants failed to pay the notes 
which became due on November 1. An action was then taken by 
the plaintiffs a short time after, for the payment of the balance of 
the purchase price of the machinery, viz., $2,928. The defendants 
pleaded fraud and misrepresentations, claiming that it had lieen 
represented to them that the engine was a kerosene burning engine 
and that they had not received delivery of the machinery pur
chased. They counterclaimed also, repeating the allegation of 
fraud.

The trial Judge fourni (1918), 11 Saak. L.R. 238, that there was 
no fraud or misrepresentation but gave the defendant a set-off in 
damages for $1,885 on the implied condition that the engine was 
to be a kerosene burning engine. This judgment was confirmed 
by the Court of Appeal (1918), 44 D.L.R. 40, Newlands, J., dis
senting.

It seems to me that this defence of the resixmdents is the 
result of an afterthought. The machinery which was sold and
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delivered was a gas engine. The gas eould lie formed either by 
kerosene or by gasoline; in fact, there were two tanks on which the 
words kerosene and gasoline were painted. There seems to lx? no 
doubt that it did not work properly with kerosene (at least the 
evidence is conflicting on tliat point) but it worked very well with 
the use of gasoline. If the defendants were not satisfied with the 
machine as it was, why did they not return it in due time? or why 
did they not then take proceedings to that effect? Rut they kept 
the machine for a year and made during that year enough profit 
to pay the cost of the whole machine. They paid their note which 
became due during that year, without any protest; and then, a 
year after, they would have paid the notes which then became due 
if the company had been willing to pay them some commission for 
which, I suppose, they had a claim more or less legitimate.

They seem to have waived in tliat way the rights which they 
might have if the machine did not run properly with kerosene; 
and in that respect they are t<x) late now to claim what they 
virtually abandoned.

I am then, with deference, obliged to differ from the opinion 
expressed in the Courts below.

The appeal should be allowed with costs of this Court and of the 
Courts belowr.

Mignault, J.:—The appellant claims from the respondents 
the price of certain farming machinery sold to them, among which 
was a gas traction engine, and the resjxmdents have refused to 
pay because this engine, which apparently was designed to work 
with gasoline and kerosene as a fuel, would not run on kerosene. 
The res]kindents signed an order for the machinery on May 21, 
1915, while the appellant's engine was loaded on the cars, and it 
was immediately after delivered to them. This order or contract 
contains very strict conditions to which the respondents subn itted 
by signing it, among others the following:—

4. Said goods arc warranted to be made of good material, and durable 
with good care, and to be capable of doing more and better work than any 
other machine made of equal size and proportions, working under the same 
conditions on the same job, if properl) ojx;rated by competent jiersons, with 
sufficient power, and the printed rules and directions of the manufacturers 
intelligently followed.

6. The purchaser shall not be entitled to make any claim for any breach 
of warranty unless he within ten days after his first using the said goods sends
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by registered letter a notice of the defect complained of, describing the same, 
and stating when it was discovered, addressed to the home office of the vendor, 
and to the dealer through whom this order was taken and unless the vendor 
fails to remedy such defect within a reasonable time after the receipt by it of 
such notice.

8. In no event shall the purchaser have any claim whatever under the 
agreement against the vendor for any damages but only for the return of 
moneys paid and securities given, and his claim for such shall only arise after 
he has returned the said goods to the place where he received them.

11. Nothing done by either party shall operate as a waiver of any of the 
provisions of this agreement unless the same is evidenced by writing signed by 
the party to be charged with such waiver.

12. The whole contract is set forth herein. There are no representations, 
warranties or conditions, expressed or implied, other than those herein con
tained, nor shall any agreement collateral hereto be binding upon the vendor 
unless it is in writing hereupon or attached hereto and duly signed on behalf 
of the vendor at its said home office.

The undersigned hereby acknowledge to have received a full, true and 
correct copy of this order, and that no promises, representations or agreements 
have been made to or with me not herein contained.

The trial Judge, who decided in favour of the respondents, 
and whose judgivent was affirmed by the Court of Appeal of 
Saskatchewan, Newlands, J., dissenting, has found that there was 
no misrepresentation on the part of the appellants, but that the 
respondents had previously purchased from the latter a gas engine 
which, when delivered, admittedly proved unsatisfactory in that 
it would not pull the load when working on kerosene. The appel
lants, the trial Judge finds, agreed to take back this engine and 
credit the rcsjxnidents with $750 on the purchase of another gas 
engine, the one in question, which, it was distinctly understood 
between the parties, was to be a kerosene burning engine. A 
casual examination of the engine, he adds, would lead to the belief 
tliat it was of a type specially designed to operate with kerosene, for 
it had two tanks, the larger one laliellcd “kerosene,” and the 
smaller one for gasoline which was to lie used only for starting the 
engine. lie also finds that the appellant's agent Given had 
previously represented to and assured the respondents that the 
engine w ould operate on kerosene, and that he had seen engines of 
this type operating on kerosene, using 3^ gallons of kerosene to 
plow an acre of land. When it was attempted to run the engine 
on kerosene, it stopped, and the appellant, the trial Judge finds, 
promised the respondents to send experts to make it work on 
kerosene, and did so, but to no avail.
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Under these circumstances the trial Judge held that the action 
of the respondents in relying on the undertaking of the appellant 
to make the engine work on kerosene, was entirely reasonable. 
He adds that he is satisfied that the respondents agreed to pur
chase one kind of engine, that that kind was never delivered to 
them, and that the engine actually delivered was worth at least 
$1,885 less than the engine they should have received. And in 
answer to the contention of the appellants that this engine answers 
the description in the order “one 40 Horse Power Case Gas 
Engine,” he finds that this description is ambiguous, applicable 
to any type of gas engine, warranting the admission of evidence 
to shew which type of engine was intended.

The w hole question is whether on these findings of fact, the 
appellant is entitled to recover from the respondents. The 
position of the latter is weakened not only by the terms of their 
contract, but also by the letters which they wrote to the appellant, 
which, up to that of Nov. 11, 1916, do not mention the grievance 
that the engine would not run on kerosene, but merely complain 
that certain commission certificates which they claimed from the 
appellant had not been sent to them.

I have looked at this case from every possible angle, but 
notwithstanding Mr. Bclcourt’s able argument for the respondents, 
it all comes back to the question whether the resjxmdents can 
escajie from the obligations of the contract they have signed. 
The trial Judge has found that there were no misrepresentations 
on the part of the appellant, and therefore the contract stands. 
It is no doubt a very rigorous one, but persons w ho sign such a 
contract cannot expect a court of law to relieve them from its 
obligations because its tern s seem harsh. The respondents 
strenuously argued that the engine they contracted for was not 
delivered to them. If this means that the appellant did not deliver 
the engine mentioned in the order, the contrary is proved and even 
min itted by the respondents. It it means that the engine delivered 
was defective and did not come within the description and war
ranties of the contract, the respondents have not returned the 
engine as required by paragraph 8 of their contract. Although the 
resfiondents allege in their plea that the engine w as returned to 
the appellant, such is not the fact, and the respondents in their 
factum admit that they are liable to pay what the engine is worth.
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The appellant did not specifically deny this averment of tin- 
respondents (see r. 153 of the Saskatchewan Rules of Court . 
but when the objection founded on paragraph 8 of the contract 
was argued before this Court, the respondents did not suggest 
that the engine was returned, and they could not do so in view of 
the evidence anti the judgment of the trial Court which shew that 
the engine was never returned, but has lieen dealt with by tin- 
trial Judge as having lieen sufficiently paid for. Under these 
circun stances, r. 153 does not relieve me from my duty to deal with 
this case according to the state of facts which appear by the record.

1 am for these reasons forced to the conclusion that the appeal 
should lie allowed with costs throughout, and that the appellant's 
action should be maintained and the respondents’ plea and counter
claim dismissed. Appeal allowed.

REX v. DOJACEK.
Annotated.

Manitoba Court of Apical, Perdue, Cameron, Haggart, Fullerton and
Dennistoun, JJ.A. May 23, 1919.

Intoxicating liquors (§ III D—70)—Medicated intoxicant—“ Drinks
AND DRINKABLE LIQUIDS WHICH ARE INTOXICATING”—InTERPRI-

A special finding by the trial magistrate that an elixir preparation 
contained sufficient medication to prevent its use as an alcoholic beverage 
and no more alcohol than was necessary to keep its com lament parts in 
solution negatives his finding that it is fiauor as defined in the Manitoba 
Temperance Act, 6 Geo. V. 1916, c. 112, by reason of its containing over 
21-j lier cent of proof spirits and negatives Ixis finding that it is a ‘‘drink
able liquid” which is intoxicating. The intention of the Act is not to 
include such a preparation in its prohibition of sales of “drinks and 
drinkable liquids which are intoxicating.”

[Manitoba Temperance Act, 6 Geo. V. 1910, c. 112, s. 49, considered; 
Rex. v. MacLean (1918), 40 D.L.R. 443, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 270, approved 
and followed.

Motion on behalf of accused for an order absolute on habeas 
corpus and to quash a summary conviction under the Manitoba 
Temperance Act.

W. Manahan, contra.
Perdue, C.J.M.:—The accused was convicted under s. 49 of 

the Manitoba Temperance Act, 6 Geo. V. 1916, c. 112, by R. M. 
Noble, Police Magistrate, for that the accused “did unlawfully 
keep liquor in a place other than in a private dwelling-house in 
which he resides.” The accused is the manager of the Ruthenian 
Booksellers & Publishers, Ltd. This company is the distributing
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agent in western Canada for the manufacturers of a patent *****' 
nedicine known as “Trinei’s American Klixir of Ritter Wine." C. A.
The offence proved was that tlie accused had in the Ixxikstore, rex

which was not his place of residence, a quantity of this medicine in 
Ixittles. It is adn itted that the liquid in question contains 16 to p ( j 
18r; of alcohol in volume. It was shewn that it also contained 
18 grains per fluid ounce of cascara sagrada, said to lie a strong 
laxative, Ixwides some 8 other drugs in lesser proportions. It 
whs adn itted by the prosecutor that this medicine is registered 
under the Patent Medicine Act, 7-8 Ed. VII. 1908, c. 56.

The magistrate has found on the evidence that the patent 
nedicine in question “contains sufficient nixlicntion to prevent 
its use as an alcoholic beverage, and no more alcohol than is 
necessary to keep its component parts in solution.” But he also 
finds that it “is a liquor as defined in the Manitoba Temperance 
Art, as it contains over proof spirits, also that it is a drinkable 
liquid which is intoxicating.”

Sub-s. (e) of s. 2 of the Manitoba Temperance Act is as 
follows:—

The expression “liquor" or “liquors" shall include all fermented, spirituous 
ami malt liquors, and all combinations of liquors, and all drinks and drinkable 
liquids which are intoxicating; and any liquor which contains more than 2H% 
of proof spirits shall be conclusively deemed to lie intoxicating.

The definition is in effect the san e as that contained in the 
old Liquor License Act, which was rcjieuled by tlie Temperance 
Act; see R.S.M., 1913, c. 117, s. 2, aub-s. (g) ; except that the last 
clause of suli-s. (e) of s. 2 of the Manitoba Temperance Act com
mencing “and any liquor etc.,” is not found in the corresponding 
sulwection of the Liquor License Act.

Taking the definition in the Manitoba Temperance Act, the 
medicine in question does not con e within any of the terms 
“fermented," “spirituous," “malt liquors" or "combinations of 
liquors." It must therefore come under the expression “all 
drinks and drinkable liquids which are intoxicating," if the 
conviction is to tie sustained. The evidence shews and the 
I magistrate has found that the liquid in question is prevented from 

I X'ing user! as a beverage by reason of its medication. It could not 
therefore be classed as a “drink." There remains the question, 
i* it a “drinkable liquid" within the meaning of the Act? It
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appears to me that this case resta wholly upon the interpretation 
to be placed on this expression.

The word ‘‘drinkable’’ may mean capable of being drunk. 
In that case “drinkable liquids" would include all liquids, because 
a liquid, no matter how nauseous or deadly it may be, is capable 
of being drunk. The word “drinkable" would, if taken in that 
sense, be unnecessary, as “liquid" standing alone would lie 
sufficient. But “drinkable" may also mean suitable for drinkinij 
and be synonymous with potable, using the word in the sense in 
which we speak of water as being drinkable or undrinkable, that 
is, fit or unfit for drinking. I have already referred to the meaning 
placed upon the words “liquor" or “liquors” in the Liquor 
License Act. They are there ilefined as meaning and compre
hending “all spirituous and malt liquors, and all combinations of 
liquors and drinks and drinkable liquids, which are intoxicating. 
The Liquor License Act authorised the issue of licenses to sell 
the. liquors defined in the Act. These liquors were drinkable 
liquids which were intoxicating and were sold as iievcragcs.

They were drinkable in the sense of Ireing potable. Where, 
under the provisions of the Liquor License Act, local option was in 
force, no licenses for the sale of liquors were issued and a local 
prohibition prevailed within the local option district. No sale of 
liquors, and therefore no drinks or drinkable liquids which were 
intoxicating could lawfully be sold within such a district.

The clauses in the Liquor License Act relating to the prohibition 
of sales of liquor in local option districts very closely resemble, 
and in some respects are practically identical with, corresponding 
clauses in the Manitoba Temperance Act, 1916. The object 
of the local option clauses in the fom er Act was similar to that 
of the present Act. The former provided means for introducing 
local prohibition, the latter makes prohibition general throughout 
the Province. The power of a Province to pass local option 
prohibitions in regard to the sale of liquors was upheld by the 
Privy Council in Att’y-Oen’l for Ontario v. Att'y-Oen’l for the 
Dominion, [1896] A.C. 348. Local option was aimed at suppressing 
the vice of intemperance in the consumption of alcoholic liquors 
in particular localities. The Manitoba Temperance Act is aimed 
at suppressing the same vice by making the prohibition general 
throughout the Province. This Act has been pronounced by the
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Privy Council to be within the powers of the Province to enact; 
Att’y-Gen’l of Manitoba v. Manitoba License Holders Association, 
[1902] A.C. 73.

Provincial prohibition has been the natural outcome of pro
vincial local option law. The power to locally prohibit, upheld in 
Att'y-Gen'l for Ontario v. Att'y-Gen'l for the Dominion, supra, was 
extended by the later Privy Council decision to a power to pro
hibit throughout the Province.

There is an intimate connection between the present law and 
the previous one. In ascertaining the meaning of an ambiguous 
expression in a statute an earlier Act dealing with the same subject 
should lx? referred to. Ix>rd Mansfield thus stated the rule in 
Rex v. Loxdale (1758), 1 Burr. 445, at 447:—

Where there are different statutes in pari materia, though made at different 
times, or even expired and not referring to each other, they shall be taken and 
construed together, as one system, and as explanatory of each other.

The principle of interpretation stated by Lord Mansfield as 
above was fully approved by the Court of Appeal in Goldsmiths 
Co. v. Wyatt (19(H)), 76 L.J.K.B. 166. Sec also The Queen v. 
Titterton, [ .95] 2 Q.B. 61. It is clear that the expression “drinks 
and drinkable liquids which arc intoxicating,” found in the defini
tion of “liquor” or “liquors” in the Liquor License Act, meant 
intoxicating liquids suitable for drinking, having specially in 
view such alcoholic beverages as would be supplied to customers 
in a licensed hotel, or sold in a shop licensed to sell liquors. That 
lieing the meaning of the expression in question where it appeared 
in the Liquor License Act, the same meaning should be given to 
it in the present Act, wh ch takes the place of the other in dealing 
with the subject of prohibition.

Going further back into the history of temperance legislation, 
we find that the Temperance Act, 27-28 Viet. 1864, c. 18, where 
in force, prohibited the sale of
any spirituous or other intoxicating liquor, or any other mixed liquor capable 
of being used as a beverage part of which is spirituous or otherwise intoxicating.

In the Canada Temperance Act, 41 Viet. 1878, c. 16 (D), the 
prohibition is against the sale of
any spirituous or other intoxicating liquor, or any mixed liquor capable of 
being used as a beverage and part of which is spirituous or otherwise intoxi
cating.

The Act of 1864 was intended to provide for the repression of 
abuses resulting from the sale of intoxicating liquors; see preamble.
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The Act of 1878 aimed at
promoting temperance and providing uniform legislation in all Provinces 
respecting the traffic in intoxicating liquors.

The intention of the Manitoba Temperance Act is to suppress 
the liquor traffic in that Province by prohibiting provincial 

' transactions in liquor: see preamble. It seems clear that all this 
legislation was aimed at preventing the excessive use of alcoholic 
liquors as beverages.

In the Allierta Liquor Act, Alta, stats., 1916, c. 4, the inter
pretation clause defining the meaning of the expression “liquor” 
or “liquors” was originally exactly the san e as suIhi. (e) of s. 2 
of the Manitoba Ten pevunee Act. It was held by the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court (Harvey, C.J., dissenting), that 
the word “liquor" where used in the Act us it stood originally, 
meant a liquid commonly known as or adapted for reasonable 
use as a beverage for human consumption. See Rex v. MacLean 
(1918), 40 D.L.U. 443, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 270.

In (lleeson v. Hobson, [1907] V.L.R. 148, where the statute 
defined liquor as “any wine, spirits, ale, liecr, porter, cider, perry 
or other spirituous or fermented liquor of an intoxicating nature,” 
it was held that liquor meant a liquid commonly known and 
adapted as a drink or beverage for human consumption.

If this Court were to decide that “liquor” as defined in the 
Act includes all liquids capable of lieing drunk which contain 
over 2J4% of alcohol, it would make illegal the sale, not only of 
patent medicines, but of well known specifics, liniments, tinctures, 
essences, extracts, perfumes, condiments, etc. If that inter
pretation were applied no licensed druggist could sell, except under 
a doctor’s certificate, any patent medicine containing more than 
2H% of alcohol, which would comprise virtually all patent 
medicines. No licensed retail druggist could sell to his ordinary 
customers any perfume in liquid form or any flavouring extract 
without danger of incurring the heavy penalties imposed by the Act.

In other Provinces power has been given to pass orders-in- 
council regulating and permitting the sale of liquids containing 
alcohol. I have not been able to find any such power in the 
Manitolia Temperance Act, 1916.

In Saskatchewan, flavouring extracts were thoughtfully 
excepted from the operation of the Act. In that Province a
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liwnactl retail druggist or, perliape even a grocer, may sell a phial 
of vanilla or peppermint without rendering hinaclf liable to a 
fine of $200 or imprisonment in default of immediate payn ent.

In the Encye. Brittanies, 11th ed., under the heading “Alcohol ” 
(S.S. Industrial Alcohol), I find the following passages:—

The great importance of alcohol in the arts has necessitated the intro
duction of a duty-free product which is suitable for most industrial purposes, 
and at the same time is perfectly unfit for beverages or internal application.

(8.8. methylated spirit.) For retail purposes the “ordinary” methylated 
spirit is mixed with .357% of mineral naphtha, which has the effect- of rendering 
it quite undrinkable.

MAN.

C. A.

Rex

Dojacek.

Perdue.CJ.il.

I cannot lielievc that the Legislature intended to propound 
the paradox that a liquid which has been made quite undrinkable 
leçon es a drinkable liquid for the purposes of temperance legis
lation.

I think the prosecution has failed to prove that the patent 
medicine in question was a “liquor” within the n caning of the 
Manitoba Temperance Act. I think the conviction should t>e 
quashed and that the fine and costs, if already paid, should be 
returned to the accused.

Cameron, J.A. :—In this case, there are set out in the judgment Ceœwoe' ,-À- 
of Dennistoun, J.A., the material facts, buIhs. (g) of s. 2 of the 
Manitoba Temperance Act on the construction of which the 
validity of the conviction depends and the masons for judgment 
of the magistrate. The question to lie decided con es to a narrow 
I*lint. Did the legislature by sulns. (g) alx>ve referred to, 
intend to use words applicable to those liquids only that can 
reasonably be considered leverages, or capable of being used as 
such, or did it intend to give the words a wider meaning that 
would include all liquids containing more than the presented 
I>ercentage of alcohol that are capable of being swallowed? This 
last interpretation would extend the restrictive provisions of the 
Act to a great number and variety of patent medicines and of 
perfumes, lotions, paints, varnishes and other compounds into 
which alcohol enters as a solvent or preservative.

The Manitoba Temperance Act repealed the Liquor License 
Act, R.S.M., 1913, c. 117, and it is useful to scrutinize the pro
visions of the latter Act which was in force for many years in this 
l*rovinoe. We are entitled to exan ine the previously existing 
law in seeking to ascertain the meaning of an enactment apparently 
obscure or uncertain.
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We find the definition of the word “liquor” in suh-e. (y) of 
a. 2, of c. 117, identical with that in the Art before ua save that it 
does not contain the percentage provision. We have provisions 
for the issue of licenses for the sale of liquor and prohibitions of 
its sale by others than those licensed. In s. 156 we have provisions 
as to chen ists and druggists keeping and selling liquors on the 
conditions set forth, one of which, in the case of a retail druggist, 
was that he should sell only on a registered medical practitioner's 
prescription. There arc also to be found elaborate provisions for 
the adoption of a local option by-law by any n'unicipality, the 
effect of which was to introduce a system of prohibitions upon the 
sale of liquor and on its jsissession, sin ilar to those found in the 
present Act. These provisions are to be found in s. 265 of the 
Act, and refer to wholesale and retail <lniggists; the licenses 
required of them; their obligations in reference to the sale of 
liquor in detail; the privileges of veterinary surgeons and dentists; 
the side of alcohol for n echanical and scientific purposes and other 
matters. Many of those provisions applicable to local option 
districts reappear in the present Act.

Now, it is the fact that during all the time the Liquor License 
Act, R.S.M., 1913, c. 117, was in force, the idea was never seriously 
entertained that its provisions applied to patent medicines, or to 
perfun es or paints or the other similar liquids mentioned and 
there was no attempt made to extend the interpretation of the 
word “liquor” in that Act to include those liquids or mixtures. 
Unquestionably it was understood that the License Act applied 
only to transactions in liquids capable of Ireing user! as beverages, 
an understanding quite justified by the wording of the Art. And 
I fail to see in the present Act any intention disclosed on the part 
of the legislature to dejrart from or modify the previous Act, ns 
it was adn inistered and understood throughout the Province for 
many years, in respect of the meaning to be attached to the word 
“liquor.”

I would look upon the percentage proviso in sub-s. (g) of the 
Temperance Act as merely relating to evidence and not as altering 
the meaning of the preceding words “drinks and drinkable liquids '
If the widest possible interpretation be given to those words, we I 
would be forced to the singular conclusion that a can of varnish, 
or a bottle of perfume could only Ire bought from a licensed druggist

J
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on a medical practitioner’s prescription. That was certainly not 
the case under the old License Act, and I cannot Iwlieve that such 
a result was intended by the present legislation.

I have read with attention the judgments of the membeie 
of the Supreme Court of Allwrta in Rex v. MacLean (1918), 40 
D.L.R. 443, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 270, on the effect of a statutory 
provision practically identical with that before us, and I agree 
with the conclusions arrived at by the majority of the Court. I 
refer to the judgment of Beck, J., where he says, at p. 163, referring 
to the provisions of the Dominion Proprietary or Patent Medicines 
Act, 7-8 Ed. VII. 1908, (’an., c. 56, ami of ttie Provincial Liquor 
Act:

I think there is no conflict (between these two Acts), because I think that 
the clear intention of The Liquor Act in its interpretation of "liquor,” is to 
give to that word the meaning of liquor which, to substitute the words of the 
Dominion Act, can be used as an alcoholic beverage; and that in neither Act 
is absolute possibility or impossibility of such use intended, but that, in 
both cases, the kind of liquor, the sale of which is prohibited, is liquid which 
is commonly known or adapted for reasonable use as a drink or beverage for 
human consumption or which is reasonably capable of being used as a sub
stitute for such a beverage or of being converted into such a beverage. .See 
the Victoria decision of Cuseen, J., in Gleeson v. Hobson, (1907] V.L.R. 148, 
discussing the meaning of the word liquor under a similar Act.

In any case under either Act the question whether the liquid in question 
comes within the prohibition is a question of fact.

Beck, J.’s conclusion was that the Crown had not established 
that the mixture or liquid in question before the Court was a 
liquor within the meaning of the Liquor Act.

I think it was not only not shewn that the “ Elixir” in question is 
a liquor within the meaning of the Manitoba Temperance Act, 
but the contrary was established, as the finding of the magistrate 
shews. The question is one of fact in each case to be decided on 
the evidence.

I would set aside the conviction.
Haggart, J.A.:—The patent medicine known as “Triner's 

American Elixir of Bitter Wine” in my opinion is not “drinkable,” 
nor is it an alcoholic beverage within the meaning of those terms 
used in the Manitoba Temperance Act.

I do not think the evidence warranted the magistrate’s finding 
that the liquid was drinkable. His conclusion that the preparation 
contained sufficient medication to prevent its use as an alcoholic 
beverage and no more alcohol than was necessary to keep its

MAN.

cTÂ.
Rex

Dojacek. 

Cameron, J.A.

Haggart, JA.
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component parts in solution would have justified liim in dismissing 
C. A. the summons.

The order atwolute should go for the habeas corpus, and theRex

conviction should be quashed.
I have read the reasons of the Chief Justice and I agree with

Fullerton. j.A. Fullerton, J.A.:—Application to quash a conviction made by
R. M. Noble, Police Magistrate, dated February 18, 1919. The 
offence charged was that Dojacek “did unlawfully keep liquor 
in a place other than in a private dwelling-house in which he 
resides.”

The evidence shews that the accused is the manager of the 
Buthenian Booksellers & Publishers Ltd., an incorporated com
pany. The company is the distributing agent for western Canada 
of a preparation known as “Triner's American Elixir of Bitter 
Wine,” and it is in respect of this wine that the charge was laid.

The magistrate gave reasons in writing for his conclusions 
which are as follows:—

I find that Triner’s American Elixir of Hitter Wine kept by the accused 
in a place other than the private dwelling house in which he resides, is a liquor 
as defined in the Manitoba Tcnqierame Art, as it contains omt proof
spirits, also that it is a drinkable liquid which is intoxicating, but it contains 
sufficient medication to prevent its use as an alcoholic beverage, and no more 
alcohol than is necessary to keep its component parts in solution; that the 
preparation was on the market and handled by the accused as a patent 
medicine before the passing of the Manitoba Temperance Art.

The wine in question contains Itetwecn 16 and 17% of alcohol 
in volume, and is registered under the Proprietary or Patent 
Medicine Act of Canada, 7-8 Ed. VII. 1908, c. 56.

Charles Norton, consulting chemist for Joseph Triner Co., 
Chicago, who are the manufacturers of the wine, was called as a 
witness for the defence.

He stated that each fluid ounce of it contained :
Cascara Sagrada................................................................. 18 Gr.

Cloves....................
Sweet Orange Peel
Calamus.................
Cinnamon..............

A
A
Va
Va
YaMagnesia
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The validity of the conviction depends upon the interpretation 
to be placed on s. 2 (e) of the Manitoba Temperance Act C. A. 
which reads as follows:—

The expression “liquor” or “liquors” shall include all fermented, spirituous v. 
and malt liquors, and all combinations of liquors, and all drinks and drinkable Dojacbk. 
liquids which are intoxicating; and any liquor which contains more than two KullerU», JA. 
and a half per cent. (2^%) of proof spirits shall be conclusively deemed to be 
intoxicating.

The contention of the Crown is that any liquid, however 
unpalatable or even poisonous, so long as it contains 2x/i% of 
proof spirits, comes within the statutory definition of “liquor.”

On the other hand, counsel for the accused contends that the 
word “drinkable” means “suitable for U'ing drunk” or “fit for 
drinking.”

In order to arrive at the meaning of the words we are entitled 
to look at previous legislation on the subject as well as at all the 
other provisions of the Act.

The Liquor License Act, R.S.M., 1913, c. 117, which was 
formerly in force in Manitoba defines “liquor” thus: “The 
expression ‘liquor’ or ‘liquors’ means and comprehends all 
spirituous and malt liquors, and all combinations of liquors and 
drinks and drinkable liquids, which are intoxicating.”

If the construction contended for by the Crown is correct, the 
result is that hundreds of liquids containing over 2}'2% alcohol, 
which are commonly used in every household, are being daily 
illegally purchased and used by the general public.

While the definition of “liquor” is practically the same in 
• w>th Acts no one ever dreamed that under the old Act a license 
was required for the sale of such an article as forms the subject of 
the conviction here.

The preamble to the Manitoba Temperance Act recites :
“Whereas it is expedient to suppress the liquor traffic in Man
itoba by prohibiting provincial transactions in liquor.”

What the liquor traffic was in Manitoba Itefore the Manitoba 
Temperance Act came into force is well known, and it certainly 
did not include the sale of patent medicines, for example, many of 
which contain large percentages of alcohol.

S. 37 of the Manitoba Temperance Act, which makes provision 
for alcohol Ireing obtained from wholesale druggists for mechanical 
and scientific purposes, requires the applicant to make an affhlavit 
stating among other things: “that the alcohol is ... not
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MAN.

C. A.

Rex

Dojacek.

Fullerton. J. A.

to be luted as a be tarage or to be mixed with any other liquid for use 
as a beverage

S. 49, sub-e. 2, provides that persons who are permitted to 
have liquor in their possession for certain purposes “shall not use 
or consume or allow to lie used or consumed any of said liquor 
os a beverage.”

8. 57, which authorises a physician to prescribe liquor or 
administer it himself, contains the following provision:—

8.62. . . . every person who directly or indirectly kee|ie or maintains 
by himself or by associating or combining with any other or ot here, or in any 
manner aide, assists or abets in keeping or maintaining any clubhouse, club 
or association room or hall or other place in which any liquor is received or 
kept for the purpose of use, gift, barter or sale as a beverage . . . shall 
be hold to have violated section 48 of this Act. . . .*

If the Act were given the interpretation contended for by the 
Crown it would have the effect of alwolutclv prohibiting the sale 
of many articles in common use. For example, take perfume, 
which contains a very large percentage of alcohol. I supiMise it 
can hardly lie contended that perfume is required for mechanical 
or scientific purposes within the meaning of s. 37 of the Act. How 
then can it lie legally procured? A retail druggist holding a 
license can only sell liquor for medicinal purposes, and then under 
a bond fide prescription from a physician who can only give a 
prescription in case he deems intoxicating liquor necessary for 
the health of his patient. The sale of perfume is therefore pro
hibited, and also the sale of many other articles containing alcohol 
which is frequently used either as a preservative or to keep the 
ingredients in solution.

I cannot think that the Legislature ever intended to make the 
Act applicable to such preparations.

Reading the whole Act together, I think what was intended 
was to prevent the use of intoxicating liquors as a beverage.

In the case of Rex v. MacLean (1918), 40 D.L.R. 443, 29 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 270, the Supreme Court of Alberta had to construe a 
provision in the Liquor Act of Alberta in the exact words of 
s. 3 (e) of our Act.

The Court there held that the word “liquor” means a liquid 
which is commonly known or adapted for reasonable use as a 
drink or beverage for human consumption.

I would quash the conviction.
•Editor’s Note.—8. 57, does authorise a physician to prescribe liquor but 

the quotation in the judgment is from s. 62.
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Dennistoun, J.A. (dissenting) :—This is an application for 
certiorari in respect to a conviction under the Manitoba Temper
ance Act. It is agreed by counsel that the Court may dispose of 
the matter finally if of opinion that an order nisi should issue.

The information is laid under s. 49 of (i Geo. V. 1916, c. 112, for 
unlawfully keeping liquor in a place other than a private house. 
The accused is the manager of the Ruthenian Booksellers and 
Publishers Ltd., which is a limited company and acts as distributing 
agent of “Triner’s American Elixir of Bitter Wine,” which he 
obtained in 50 or 100 case lots and sold to small shopkeepers. 
He acted in this capacity before the Manitoba Temperance Act 
came into force and has continued to do so. He is not a druggist 
and is not qualified to obtain a license under the Act either for 
wholesale or retail business. The magistrate's findings of fact 
arc as follows:—

I find that “Triner’s Elixir of Bitter Wine" kept by the accused in a place 
other than the private dwelling house in which he resides, is a liq îor as defined 
by the Manitoba Temperance Act, as it contains over 2* ■/ ', proof spirits, 
also that it is a drinkable liquid which is intoxicating, but it contains sufficient 
medication to prevent its use as an alcoholic leverage, and-no more alcohol 
than is necessary to keep its component parts in solution; that the preparation 
was on the market and handled by the accused as a patent medicine before 
the passing of the Manitoba Temperance Act, and my interpretation of that 
Act is that such liquids must be sold only in accordance with the terms of the 
said Act.

The statute defines “liquor” in the following terms:—■
2.—(g). The expression “liquor” or “liquors” shall include all 

fermented, spirituous and malt liquors, and all combinations of 
liquors and all drinks and drinkable liquids which are intoxicating; 
and any liquor which contains more than 2^% of proof spirits 
shall lie conclusively deemed to be intoxicating.

As “Trincr’s Bitter Wine” admittedly contains much more 
than 2}4% proof spirits, the magistrate was unquestionably right 
in finding that it is intoxicating and it only remains to determine 
whether he was right in adjudging that it possesses the other 
statutory qualification of “liquor” and is a “drinkable liquid.” 
Upon the meaning of those two words the case in my opinion turns. 
The magistrate finds
that it ie a drinkable liquid which is intoxicating, but it contains sufficient 
medication to prevent its use as an alcoholic beverage, and no more than is 
necessary to keep its component parts in solution.

When the case was before the magistrate, the Dominion

MAN.
C. A. 
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Dennistoun, J.A.
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Proprietary or Patent Medicine Act, 7-8 Ed. VII., c. 56, was 
considered by him, and the references in his judgment just quote-1 
vere no doubt prompted by the provisions of that Act.

I am of the opinion that the Dominion Act has no bearing 
on the present case and does not enter the same field of legislation. 
It is a statute to regulate the sale of jMitent medicine, anil it mak<*s 
it an offence to sell an alcoholic lx»verage us a medicine. It does 
not license or sanction the sale of alcoholic (intent medicines 
even when medicated ; all tluit can lie said is that it does not then 
prohibit the sale. Rex v. Aller (1917), 40 O.L.R. 304; Rex v. 
Wame Drug Co. (1917), 37 D.L.R. 788, 29 Can. O. Cas. 384. 
40 O.L.R. 469.

The magistrate's finding that “Timer's Bitter Wine’’ contains 
sufficient medication to prevent its use as a lleverage is therefore of 
no importance, as the Manitoba Act does not primarily concern 
itself with beverages, though they are referred to in certain sections 
of the Act, but only with drinkable liquids.

These words were discussed in Rex v. MacLean (1918), 40 
D.L.R. 443, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 270, a case under the Liquor Act of 
Alberta (1916, c. 4), which defined liquor in terms identical with 
those used by the legislature of Manitoba. It is interesting to 
note in passing that the Alberta Legislature has since amended 
the definition by striking out the words “all drinks ami drinkable 
liquids” thus simplifying the meaning of the statute and removing 
the uncertainty which remains in the Manitoba Act.

Haney, C.J., 40 D.L.R., at 444, was of opinion that the word 
“drinkable” was unnecessary. He says:—

Leaving aside the first portion of the definition we find that “all combina
tions of liquors, and all drinks and drinkable liquids which are intoxicating" 
are liquors within the meaning of the Act. It is argued that the word “drink- 
aide” limits the meaning of the word “liquid” because the word “liquid 
itself means something which is not eatable and therefore can only be con
sumed by drinking and the word is therefore valueless if it simply means 
“capable of lieing drunk” and it must therefore mean “suitable for being 
drunk,” or “fit for drinking.” But it will l»e oliserved that this does not 
carry us very far for the adjective is not applied to any of the other described 
liquors ami by the tenus of the definition any “combination of liquors,” or 
any drink which is intoxicating, however nauseous, is liquor within the mean
ing, unless the tenus are qualified in the same way, and I can see no justi
fication whatever for any such qualification. It apjiears to me that the word 
“drinkable" must lie given its common meaning though its use in this con
nection thus appears unnecessary.
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In the piesent cane the n-ngietrate has found aa a fact that 
“Triner'e Bitter Wine” in a “drinkable liquid," using the words C. A. 
in their ordinal y sense, “capable of being drunk.” ptx

I agree with this finding as there is sufficient evidence to suppen t i),y*rcK 
it. _ ,----

Dennis toun JIt is not necessary to find that it can be consumed in anything 
but small quantities. Alcohol is found in certain well known 
leverages in such strength that only very small quantities can 1* 
taken at a time; they ate nevertheless “drinks and drinkable.”
In my judgment it was the consumption of alcohol by the people, 
except under medical supervision, which the Legislature set out to 
abolish, and not merely tin* suppression of well known alcoholic 
leverages under familiar names, leaving medicated concoctions, 
of equal or greater alcoholic strength, to take their place.

Counsel for the Crown agre<»s that if the law is us laid down by 
the magistrate in this cast1, and I think it is, no druggist who is 
not licensed under the Act can deal in patent medicines, scent, 
extracts, tinctures, etc., which are drinkable and contain more than 
2l/4°Z proof spirits, and no storekeeper can sell them under any 
circumstances unless he is qualified, and obtains a druggist’s 
license, and then only under a doctor’s prescription.

The Provinces of Ontario and Saskatchewan ami Allicrta 
have amended their Temperance Acts so as to make provision 
for such a state of affairs. The Province of Manitoba has not 
yet done so, and one must take the plain ordinary n caning of the 
words used in the statute as alone indicating the intention of the 
legislature. Vacher v. London Society, [1913] A.C. 107.

Evidence was given at the trial with regard to the quantity 
of this preparation which would lie necessary to produce intoxica
tion, with a view to shewing that before a stage of intoxication 
could I* reached nausea and sickness would intervene. The 
statute does not concern itself with intoxication, nor with tlie 
varying effect w hich alcoholic ir ixtures may have upon individuals.

It prohibits the sale of drinkable liquids which contain more 
tlian 2\4% of proof spirits. It matters not how small the quantity 
which is or can lie taken, or whether any be consumed at all.

The motion should lx? dismissed and the conviction affirmed.
Conviction quashed.

4—49 D.L.R.
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ANNOTATION.
Interpretation of Statutes in Pari Materiâ.

It is a rule of interpretation that where there are different statutes in ptirï 
materiâ, though made at different times, or even expired, anti not referring to 
each other, they shall be taken and construed together as one system and as 
explanatory of each other. Rcr v. Loxdalc (1758), 1 Burr. 445, 447, 97 E.R 
394, 395; Goldsmiths Co. v. Wyatt (1906), 76 L.J.K.B. 166; Rex v. Dojaeek 
(reported supra), per Perdue, C.J.M.; The Queen v. Titterton, 11805] 2 Q.B. 
61, 67. The Court is not to speculate as to the policy of the legis
lature, but is to interpret the relevant statutes taken as a whole. Toronto 
<t* Niagara Power Co. v. North Toronto (1912), 6 D.L.R. 43, 28 T.L.R. 563. 
That sense of the words in a penal statute is to l>e adopted which best harm
onizes with the context and promotes in the fullest manner the |>olicy and 
object of the legislature. The rule of strict construction is not violated by 
permitting the words to have their full meaning or the more extensive of two 
meanings when l>es1 effectuating the intention. McGregor v. The Canadian 
Consolidated Mines Ltd. (1906), 12 B.C.R. 116; The Queen v. Symington (1895), 
4 B.C.R. 323. The language of a particular enactment is to he read in con
nection with the other language of the same statute. Sjiruee Creek Power Co. 
iAd. v. Muirhead (1904), 11 B.C.R. 68. Where there is a repugnancy between 
two Acts passed at the same session, that contained in the later chapter will 
prevail. British Columbia Electric Ry. Co. Ltd. v. Stewart, 14 D.L.R. 8, 
[1913] A.C. 816, 109 L.T.R. 771; affirming In re Point Grey Electric Tramway 
By-law (1911), 16 B.C.R. 374.

The various other subjects dealt with under the same sub-division heading 
of a statute may have an effect upon the interpretation of a clause contained 
in it and widen the scope of the sub-division heading given to a group of 
subjects. United Buildings Corporation v. City of Vancoutier, 19 D.L.R. 97, 
[1915] A.C. 345. The statutes of the various component Provinces entering 
Confederation at the time of the passing of the British North America Act 
(Imp.), which latter is the basis of the constitution of the Dominion of Canada, 
will be referred to for the interpretation of the lists of subjects assigned 
respectively to the Federal Parliament and to the provincial Legislatures. 
Re the Marriage Law of Canada, 7 D.L.R. 629, (1912] A.C. 880. Sometimes a 
later Act will provide that it and a prior statute are to be read and construed 
together as one Act. The effect in that case may be to take away a privilege 
or exemption which existed under the first Act by reason of a clause in the 
later Act being inconsistent with such exemption or privilege. Charing Cross 
etc. Supply Co. v. London Hydraulic Power Co., (1913] 3 K.B. 442, 29 T.L.R. 
649, 77 J.P. 378, affirmed, (1914] 3 K.B. 772, 78 J.P. 305. Where 
two Acts passed at different sessions are inconsistent in their terms, the 
later Act will prevail. Duke of Argyle v. Commissioners of Inland Revenue 
(1913), 109 L.T.R. 893, 30 T.L.R. 48. In the absence of an express clause in 
a statute, a later statute dealing with the same subject does not repeal the 
preceding one, unless the survival of one be so repugnant to the other that 
both cannot receive simultaneous application. Bourassa v. Parish of St. 
Barnabl (1917), 53 Que. 8.C. 198.

The omission in a consolidating statute of a clause in one of the Acts 
which were made the subject of the consolidation but which were not expressly 
repealed, will not repeal by implication the prior enactment which was not 
included in it. Kennedy v. Godmaire, (1913), 44 Que. 8.C. 323.
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If special legislation is inconsistent with general legislation existing at the 
time, then it is to be taken that the Legislature, having such power, has seen 
fit to exempt from the effect of the general legislation the rights and privileges 
conferred by the special Act. Killin v. Swatton (1896), 18 Cox C.C. 477, 
76 L.T.K. 55; Quesncl Forks Gold Mining Co. v. Ward <C* Car Unto Co. (1918), 
42 D.L.R. 476.

A general later statute does not by implication abrogate an earlier s|wcial 
Act, City of Vêncouver v. Hailey (1895), 25 Can. 8.C.R. 62; Bailey v. 
Vancouver (1895), 4 B.C.R. 4M; Hex v. Macdonald (1917), 33 D.L.R. 770, 28 
Can. Cr. Cas. 311, 10 8.L.R. 138; Garnett v. Bradley (1878), 3 App. Cas. 944, 
4K L.J. Kx. 186; Barker v. Edger, |1898) A.C. 748, 67 L.J.P.C. 115; EsquimaU 
Waterworks Co. v. City of Victoria, (19071 A.C. 499, 76 L.J.P.C. 75; «Surrey 
Commercial Dock Co. v. Bermondsey, [1904] 1 K.B. 474, 73 L.J.K.B. 293; 
Moran & Son, Ud. v. Marsland, (19091 1 K.B. 744, 78 L.J.K.B. 346.

Where a statute is a re-enactment of a former statute, the interpretation 
of the former statute will usually be applied. Laursen v. McKinnon (1913), 
9 D.L.R. 758, 18 B.C.R. 10; Eastern Construction Co. v. National Trust Co., 
15 D.L.R. 755, (19141 A.C. 197; reversing National Trust Co. v. Miller (1912), 
3 D.L.R. 69, 46 Can. 8.C.R. 45. But it is not obligatory on the Courts so 
to do in respect of a Dominion statute for the Interpretation Act, R.8.C. 1906, 
c. 1, s. 21 (4), provides that Parliament shall not, by re-enacting any Act 
or enactment or by revising, consolidating or amending the same, l>c deemed 
to have adopted the construction which has, by judicial decision or otherwise, 
I «ecu placed upon the language used in such Act or u|sm similar language.

Uniformity of decision in the construction of federal laws is particularly 
desirable. McKinnon v. Uwthwaite (1914), 20 D.L.R. 220, 20 B.C.R. 55; 
applying B. C. lx>an and Agency Co. v. Farmer (1904), 15 Man. L.R. 593 and 
PlendtrUith v. Parsons (1907), 14 O.L.R. 619, to the interpretation of the word 
“liabilities.”

A statute practically copied from an English Act is to be interpreted in 
accordance with the judicial decisions which had been given upon it in England. 
Pettit v. Canadian Northern By. Co. (1913), 11 D.L.R. 316, 23 Man. L.R. 213, 
15 Can. Ry. Cas. 272; Sawyer-Massey Co. Ltd. v. Weder (1912), 6 D.L.R. 305, 
5 Alta. L.R. 362.

Where a provincial Legislature enacts a provision taken from a statute of 
another Province in which the statute has received a settled interpretation, 
it will be presumed to have been intended that such provision should be 
understood and applied in accordance with that interpretation. Ward v. 
Serrell (1910), 3 Alta L.R. 138; Witsoe v. Arnold and Anderson Ud. (1914), 
I* l> Lit. Mi; Cambridge v. Sutherland (1914), 20 D.L.R. 832, 8 Alta. L.R. 
25; B. & H. Co. v. McLeod (1914), 18 D.L.R. 245, 7 Alta. L.R. 349. And 
while this rule does not include cases decided in the territory of origin after 
the adoption of the law elsewhere, the Courts of the adopting territory will 
give great weight to the interpretation placed upon the statute in the territory 
<»f origin. MacMUUn v. Puree (1917), 37 D.L.R. 242, 13 Alta. L.R. 151.

Words printed in the schedule to an Act and which apfiear to contradict the 
meaning of the Act itself will be rejected. Houghton's Case (1877), 1 B.C.R. 
89.

The title or heading would not control the meaning of plain language in 
any of the sections which immediately follow it; Fletcher v. Birkenhead 
Corporation, [1906] 1 K.B. 605; but it may properly be looked at in order to

Annotation.
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determine the sense of any doubtful expression in a clause ranged under t lie 
title. Rex v. Hayward (1002), 5 O.L.R. 65,6 Can. Cr. Cas. 399; Rex v. Shu ml 
(1904), 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 45, 51; Hammersmith and City R.W. Co. v. Brand 
(1869), L.R. 4 H.L. 171, at pp. 203, 204; The Queen v. Local Governm. >,t 
Board (1882), 10 Q.B.D. 309, at p. 321; Union S.S. Co. of New Zealand lAd. 
v. Melbourne Harbour Trust Commissioners (1884), 9 App. Cas. 365, at p. 3VM.

Apart from statute it is doubtful whether marginal notes are to affect 
the construction of a statute. Rex v. Battista (1912), 9 D.L.R. 138; 21 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 1; Sutton v. Sutton (1882), 22 Ch. D. 611. As to the R.8.C. 190ii. 
there is an express enactment that the marginal notes thereon shall form 
no part of the Revised Statutes; 6-7 Edw. VII., Can., 1907, c. 43, s. 3.

Where any Dominion Act confers power to pass Orders-in-Council or 
regulations, expressions used in the latter are to have the same meanings 
as in the Act itself, unless the contrary intention apjiears. Interpretation 
Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 1, a. 37.

LEA v. TAKGYE.

Alberta Supreme Court, Appellate Division Harvey, C.J., Stuart, Simmon» 
and McCarthy, JJ. October 20, 1919.

Sale (§ 1 B—5)—Immediate—Vesting or property—Destruction - 
Burden or loss.

Where there is an immediate sale and nothing remains to be done by 
the vendor as between him and the vendee, the property in the thing 
sold vests in the vendee and all the consequences resulting from 11n
vesting follow, one of which is that if it is destroyed the loss falls on 11n
vendee. The note of the buyer imports also an immediate, perfect, 
absolute agreement for sale.

Held, that a contract for the sale of certain straw and hay, the pur
chaser agreeing not to “use” the straw until it was paid for, was a con
tract for an immediate sale, and the property in the goods passed im
mediately to the vendee who must suffer the loss, it having been sub
sequently destroyed.

Appeal by defendant from the judgment of Jackson, J., in 
an action to recover the balance of the purchase price for straw 
stubble and timothy pasture sold by the plaintiff to the defendant. 
Affirmed.

S. S. Dunham, for appellant.
R. Andrew Smith, for respondent.
Harvey, C.J., concurred with McCarthy, J.
Stuart, J.:—I agree with McCarthy, J., on the point of the 

passing of the piopcrty in the straw and hay. The evidence 
seems to indicate that at the time of the liar gain the grain was not 
threshed and therefore the straw not separated. But, I think 
upon its lieing separated by the threshing, the property passai 
to the purchaser in the alwenee of anything to shew a contrary
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intention. The purchaser agreed not to “use” the straw until 
it was paid for. That very word itself seems to point to a 
passing of the property with a promise, by the defendant, not to 
“use" what had become legally his own, until he had paid for it. 
The defendant, I think, had no right to lie so careless of his own 
interests after he had paid half tlie purchase price as to leave the 
care of what was his own, half of it ix*rhaj)s absolutely, his own,

I to the vendor. Then» is no very satisfactory evidence from w hich 
we can say how much of tlie straw' was destroyed in the few «lays 

I Ix-fore the defendant went and txx>k ixissession ami how much was 
I destroyed after that.

The defendant <lid exercise acts of ow nership, even before that 
tine. He had paid half the price and though he was precluded 
from “user” until all was paid, he certainly was not precluded 
from doing what was necessary to protect his own property. 
1 think it is wrong to confuse “uerr” with “taking delivery” 
in this ease. There was no legal impoliment in the defendant’s 
wav preventing him from taking rare of the property himself. 
And I think the duty to do so lay as much u]x>n him as ujxin the 

| vendor.
I would <lismiss the appeal with costs.
Simmons, J., concurred with McCarthy, J.
McCarthy, J.:—This is an appeal from the judgment of 

| Jackson, J., in favour of the plaintiff.
The action was brought to recover tlie balance of the purchase

I price of certain rough feed consisting of straw7 stubble and timothy 
pasture alleged to have been sold by the plaintiff to the defendant.

The feed was consumed by the stock of a third party (Bryan’s) 
while it was still upon the premises of the seller and the defence 
raised is two-fold—first that the property in the feed had not 
passed from the plaintiff, the seller, to the defendant, the buyer, 
and consequently the loss must fall upon the seller; secondly, that, 
even supposing that were decided against the defendant inasmuch 
as these gocxls were on the plaintiff’s premises it was incumbent 
upon him to take the same care of them as a reasonable and 
prudent man would take if they were his own—with regard to the 
latter it is to be observed that although this ground was urged 
l*‘f<ire us upon the argument it cannot he said to have been 

Pleaded in the defence in terms.
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The first question is, whether at the time the goods were 
consumed they were the property of the seller, the plaintiff, 
or the property of the buyer, the defendant. In order to decide 
that, as well as to decide the second question, we must look to 
see what was the course of dealing which existed between tlui 
parties. The contract is evidenced by a cheque in the following 
terms.

Lethbridge, Oct. 6, 1918.
The Canadian Bank of Commerce,

Lethbridge Branch.
Pay Walter Tangye or order Fifty Dollars.
1600
for rough feed on EH 2-9-20
balance of 1450 to be paid before R. R. Lea.
using.
At the time this cheque was given the plaintiff was the tenant 

and residing on the property described on the cheque; his lease 
expired on the last day of March, 1919.

The defendant paid the cheque for $50 and $200 additional 
before the end of Octolrer. Shortly thereafter the plaintiff put 
into possession of the buildings on the premises one Bryan and it 
is alleged that Bryan’s horses and cattle consumed the fodder 
sold.

The defendant claims to have notified the plaintiff of what 
was happening as soon as it came to his notice.

It would appear from the evidence that the defendant knes 
that some third party was going into occupation of the buildings 
on the premises for in his evidence he says “he told me something j 
about the lease, and he could not let me have the buildings, but 
he could sell the field.”

It would also appear that about the time of the payment 
of the $200 the plaintiff informed the defendant that he had j 
purchased another farm to which he afterwards moved about 
Dec. 23, 1918.

There is evidence that the plaintiff ordered Bryan to take liis I 
horses off and sought the assistance of the police to make him 
do so.

About the first of the year as appears in the statement of defence 
the defendant put his stock into the pasture and hauled away a I 
certain amount of the straw. Bryan apparently went into I 
possession of the buildings on the premises on Dec. 19, 1918. |

■
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and on Dec. 26, 1918, the defendant notified the plaintiff by 
letter that Bryan's stock was running on the pasture and that he 
looked to him (the plaintiff) to protect the property and that he 
would expect him to reimburse him for the damages occasioned 
thereby and on Jan. 2, 1919, a notice to the same effect was sent 
to the plaintiff by the defendant’s solicitor but the evidence docs 
not disclose that the plaintiff ever gave Bryan jxwscssion to 
run his stock on the premises.

This being the state of things existing between the parties, 
the first question is when these goods were consumed whether 
the property had passed from the seller to the buyer. In my 
opinion it had.

Tarlinq v. Baxter (1827), 6 B. & C. 360, 108 E.R. 484, would 
seem to lie in point.

James Tarling against Baxter, 1827. A., on the 4th of January, agreed to 
sell to B. a stack of hay for the sum of £145., to be paid on the 4th of February, 
the same to be allowed to stand on A.’e premises until the 1st of May. B. 
stipulated that the hay should not be cut until it was paid for: Held, that this 
was a contract for an immediate and not a future sale, and that the property 
in the hay passed by it immediately to the vendee, and that the same having 
been subsequently destroyed by fire, the loss fell upon him.
Per Bayley, J., 6 B. A C., at pp. 363-4, and 108 E.R., at p. 486:

It is quite clear that the loss must fall upon him in whom the property 
was vested at the time when it was destroyed by fire. And the question is 
in whom the property in this hay was vested at that time. By the note of 
the contract delivered to the plaintiff, the defendant agreed to sell the plaintiff 
a stack of hay standing in Canonbury Field at the sum of £l45., the same to 
be paid for on the 4th day of February next, and to be allowed to stand on the 
premises until the first day of May next.

Now this was a contract for an inrmediate, not a prospective 
sale. Then the question is, in whom did the property vest by 
virtue of this contract? The right of the property and the right 
of possession are distinct from each other; the right of possession 
may l>e in one person, the right of property in another. A vendor 
may have a qualified right to retain the goods unless payment 
is duly made, and yet the property in these goods may be in the 
vendee. The fact in this case, that the hay was not to be paid 
for until a future period, and that it was not to be cut until it 
was paid for, makes no differenee, provided it was the intention 
of the parties that the vendee should, by the contract, immediately 
acquire a right of property in the goods, and the vendor a right 
of property in the price. The rule of the law is, that where
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there is an immediate sale, and nothing remains to l>e done by the 
vendor as lietween him and the vendee, the property in the 
thing sold vests in the vendee, and then all the consequences 
resulting from the vesting of the property follow, one of whieli 
is that, if it he destroyed, the loss falls upon the vendee. Tin 
note of the buyer imports also an immediate, perfeet, aliaolutc 
agreement of sale. It seems to me that the true construrtion of 
tlie contract is, that the parties intended an immediate sale, and 
if that l>e so, the property vested in the vendee, and the loss must 
fall upon him. The rule for entering a nonsuit must therefore 
lie matte alMolute.

To my n ind in the rase liefore us the intention of the parties 
is clearly ascertainable from the fart that liefore the use of the 
fodder by the defendant he had given |Kisaesaion to Bryan to 
turn in liis pigs and to the plaintiff to turn in horses on the premises, 
satisfying n e that he was exercising acts of complete ownership 
over the goods.

It appears to me therefore looking at all the circumstances 
of the case it is impossible to doubt that the true intention of 
the ]iarties was that the property was in the buyer and no longer 
in the seller at the time it was consumed, the latter having ceased 
to have anything to do with it as far as he was concerned.

The second question is whether the goods, having liecn con
sumed by treepassing cattle, the seller exercised that reasonable 
care in their preservation that a reasonable man would. I 
think that he did. It is unnecessary for me to repeat tliat he 
moved sone distance away from the premises, the fact that he 
lias sold the fodder to the defendant does not necessarily make him 
the custodian of the goods. The plaintiff’s version of the arrange
ment was that the defendant was to remove the goods about 
freesc up. The defendant says he could remove them at any
time. The former arrangement to me is the one that would 
seem to lie the most proliable and for this reason and the plaintiff's 
efforts to get the stock other than the defendant’s off the premises 
to which I have already referred he cannot lie held liable for what 
happened.

I think therefore upon that point also, the defence fails and I 
would dismiss the appeal with costs.

ALTA.
8.C.
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Tanoie.
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SCHUMAN t. DRAB. SANK.
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Havltain, C.J.S., Nevianie, Lamont and C. A.xipptiu, nuuuuin, v.v.o., />

£lmoo< //.A. October 16, 1 tit.

Sali (| I A—1)—Conteact—Entered IVto on Sunday—Validity.
A contract for the «ale and delivery of goods entered into on Sunday

is null and void as being in contravention of tlie Act to Prevent the Pro
fanation of the Lord's Day (R.8.8. 190ft, e: «9.J 

< tne who has taken dehvery of goods sold under a void contract must
either return the goods or pay for them.

Appeal by defendant from the trial judgment in an action Statement, 
on a contract entered into on Sunday.

E. Laycock, for appellant.
T. P. Morton, for respondent.
Havltain, C.J.S. :—I agree with the conclusions arrived at ««Utah. cja. 

by my brother Iamont, whose judgment in this rase I have had 
an opportunity of looking over, and will only add a few remarks on 
one branch of the case.

The contract in this ease is shewn to have I wen concluded on 
a Sunday, and is, therefore, primé facie, “utterly null and void" 
under an Act to Prevent the Profanation of the I/ml a Day.
(K.S.S. 1909, c. 69). It was contended on liehalf of the plaintiff 
that he should recover on a quantum meruit, 1 amuse the goods 
were not delivered until later on, on a week day, and there was 
an implied promise to pay on the part of the defendant liecause 
Ite received them.

In the case of H'ttiùmis v. Paul (1830), 6 Bing. 653, 130 E.R.
1433, cited in support of this contention, the defendant retained 
the animal which had been sold on a Sunday and afterwards made 
a promise to pay for if. This prom ise created a new and valid 
contract of purchase and sale. But no new promise to pay will 
lie implied simply because the defendant has taken delivery of the 
goods. Simpson v. NichoUs (1838), 3 M. & W. 240; 7 L.J.
Exch. 117.

The plaintiff, therefore, cannot recover either on the original 
contract or on a quantum meruit.

Newlands, J.A.:—The plaintiff sues for the balance due on N«wh*i», j.a. 
the sale by him to the defendant of 67 tons of hay.

The defence is that the contract was made on a Sunday and 
is, therefore, void.

As the hay was delivered on a week day, there is, in my opinion,
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an implied promise to pay for same, ami plaintiff van recover on 
that claim.

It in also pleaded that some of the hoy was spoiled, but, as 

there is no evidence that this happened More delivery, it must fail.
The appeal should lie dismissed with costs.
Laiiont, J.A.:—The plaintiff has brought this action upon a 

contract in writing for the sale by him to the defendant of a qnantit y 
of hay, and, in the alternative, for goods sold and delivered.

The defence is that the contract was made on a Sunday, 
and is therefore null and void, as I King in contravention of the 
Act to Prevent the Profanation of tlie laird's Day, H.S.8. 190ft. 
c. 69.

That the written contract was entered into on Sunday, Oct. 
13, 1918, is established. The evidence also shews that during 
the week following said ilate the plaintiff loaded 68 tons of hay 
upon the cars. The defendant received the sumo and billed oui 
the cars.

8. 3 of tlie Act to Prevent the Profanation of the Lord's Day, 
reads as follows:

3. All sales and purchases and all contracts and agreements for sale nr 
purchase of any real or personal property whatsoever made by any person or 
persons on the Lord's day shall be utterly null and void.

The contract for the sale of the hay in question having been 
made on Sunday was, therefore, void, ami the plaintiff is mit 
entitled to recover on such contract.

On liehalf of tlie plaintiff it was contended that he was entitled 
to succeed on his alternative claim for goods sold and tlelivend 
without any reference to the contract which was marie on a 
Sunday, on the ground that the defendant on a week-day took 
deliver)- of the hay, and must therefore tie held to have impliedly 
promised to pay for the same.

I do not think it ran be doubted that the hay was deliver'd 
pursuant to the void contract. The question then is: The 
defendant linving possession of the plaintiff's hay pursuant to a 
contract rendered void by the statute, is he entitled to sell the 
same ami keep the proceeds without compensating the plaintiff 
therefor? In my opinion he is not, as there is no pretence that 
the plaintiff was making him a gift of the liny.

In Sinclair v. Hrougham, [1914) A.C. 398, at p. 431, Lord 
Dunedin says:
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Now I think it is clear that all ideas of natural justice are against allowing 
A. to keep the property of B. which has somehow got into A/e possession 
without any intention on the part of B. to make a gift to A.

In Trades Hall v. Erie Tdtacco Co. (1916), 29 D.L.R. 779, 
26 Man. L.R. 468, the defendant’s tobacco got into the possession 
of the plaintiffs by means of a contract which was ultra tires 
the plaintiffs and, therefore, void. It was held by the Manitoba 
Court of Appeal that the plaintiffs must return the goods or pay 
their value.

In Brice on Vitra Vires, 3rd ed., at p. 640, the rule is laid 
down as follows:

Though a corporation cannot be sued, any more than an ordinary citisen, 
directly upon a transaction which does not bind it, yet if it sets up this defence 
it must restore to the other party what it has obtained from him

The principle is that a person not directly liable must account for benefits 
which he has received from an invalid transaction, and pay to the other party 
the amount or value of the benefits received by him.

The plaintiffs hay having got into the defendant's ixwscssion 
by virtue of an invalid contract, and the defendant having sold 
the same, the plaintiff is entitled to have him account for the 
proemls thereof, and the matter will lx: referred back to the 
Judge of the District Court to take the account.

As the plaintiff in his statement of claim did not ask for an 
accounting by the defendant, he is not entitled to his costs, anti 
as the defendant’s defence was a barefaced attempt to retain 
moneys to which he knew he was not entitled, I would not allow 
him any costs either. On ament ling his pleading to claim an 
accounting, the plaintiff will be entitled to judgment for whatever 
sum tlx* District Court Judge may find to 1x3 due on the reference.

No costs of appeal to either party.
Klwood, J.A., concurred with Haultain, C.J.8.

Judgment accordingly.

Re RICHARDSON ESTATE.

Manitoba Court of Appeal, Perdue, Cameron, Haggart and Fullerton,
JJ.A. October 18,1919.

Insurance (| IV B—170)—Change or beneficiary—Provincial Act- 
Restrictions in Dominion company’s charter.
A provincial Insurance Act, which purports to enable an insured to 

revoke the benefit of insurance on his life made or appropriated in 
favour of any person whomsoever and divert the insurance to new bene
ficiaries or to himself or his estate, does not override or destroy the special 
provisions contained in a policy issued by a Dominion com|iany, in 
conformance with its charter and which limits such powers.
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MAN.
C. A.

Re
RirHAKDKON

Statement.
Perdue. CJ.M.

Appeal from a judgment of Macdonald, J., on a stated case 
under s. 42 of the Manitoba Trustee Act (R.S.M. 1913, c. 200), 
to determine who was entitled to certain insurance moneys. 
Reversed.

W. F. Hull and F. W. Sparling, for E. Richardson.
J. F. Davidson, for the executors.
Perdue, CJ.M.:—This is a special case stated for the opinion 

of the Court of King’s Bench under s. 42 of the Manitoba Trustee 
Act, R.S.M. 1913, c. 200. On April 6, 1895, anendown ent certifi
cate was issued by the Supreme Court of the Independent Order 
of Foresters by which the Order agreed to pay to the widow, or 
other liencfieiary designated on tlie certificate, or to the personal 
representatives of Hugh Richardson. 82,000. The certificate 
contained other covenants entitling the insured to an annuity, 
when he should attain the age of 70 years, and to a payment of 
81,(MX) in case of total and permanent disability, but neither of 
these two latter covenants con es in question.

Richardson, in accordance with the constitution and laws of 
the Order, designated his wife Bessie (Klizalieth) as the lx»neficiarv 
of the insurance by an instrument in writing attached to the 
emlown ent certificate. Both Richardson and his wife were at 
the time of the issue of the certificate and the designation of the 
lieneficiary residents of Battleford in the then North West 
Territories.

Richardson died on Feb. 7, 1916, leaving a will dated Jan. 
18, 1915, by which after certain liequest* he bequeathed to his 
executors on ceitain trusts all his residuary estate including 
“life insurance or the proceeds of any policy of insurance.” One 
of the trusts is that one-half of such residuary estate should lie 
paid to his housekeeper, Florence Bcsley. His wife claims the 
insurance money as the duly designated liencfieiary. The Inde
pendent Order of Foresteis have paid the insurance money into 
Court and the sjx*cial case was stated for the opinion, advice and 
direction of the Court.

The following are the questions submitted:
1. Whether the proceeds of the said endowment certificate or policy, 

being the moneys now paid into Court, pass and become payable out to the 
executors under and by virtue of the said will, or are they payable to the said 
Elisabeth Richardson as beneficiary named therein?

2. Whether the said Florence Campbell, nee Beeley, is entitled to any
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interest in the said proceeds of the said endowment certificate or policy, or 
moneys now in Court ; if so, what share?

3. If it should be found that the said beneficiary Elizabeth Richardson 
is legally entitled to the said moneys or proceeds, whether the amount of the 
said assessment or interest and costs should be paid out of the said testator’s 
estate to the said Elizabeth Richardson?

The case was heard by Macdonald, J., who directed that the 
pioeeeds of the endown ent certificate should be paid to the 
executors and form part of the estate of the deceased for the 
purpose of distribution in accordance with the provisions of the 
will. From this decision the present appeal is brought.

The Supreme Court of tin* Independent Order of Foresters 
was originally incorporated under R.8.O. 1877, c. 107, but after
wards received incorporation under Dominion statute, c. 104 of 
1880, amended by c. 51 of 1880 and c. 1(M) of 1001. By 3-4 (leo. 
V., 1013, e. 113, the Acts of incorporation were consolidated and 
an ended and the nan < was changed to the “Independent Order 
of Foresters,” which I shall refer to as the Society or the Order. 
By s. 3 of the eonsolidating Act it is declared that the constitu
tion and laws of the Society filed in the office of the Superintendent 
of Insurance on Jan. 2(i, 1900, as amended by the amendments 
filed in the «an e office on Sept. 30, 1011, an* the existing constitu
tion and laws of the Society, and, subject to the provisions of 
s. 11 of the Act (which does not affect the matters in question on 
this appeal), are binding upon the Society an<l every mendier 
thereof until repealed, altered or an'-ended as provided by the 
constitution and laws. A printed copy of the constitution and 
laws of the Society has lieen put in as jiart of the material.

Hie objects of the ( )rder or Society are fraternal and lienevolent, 
one of its purposes being to give such aid and benefits to its 
members and those» deiiendent on them ns may lie provided in 
the constitution and laws. One of these benefits is insurance 
in favour of the lieneficiaries of a mendier: Constitution, s. 4. 
See also the purposes ami objects of the Order at# declared and set 
out in c. 104 of the Act of 1889.

By s. 10 of the Act of 1913 it is declared that the insurance 
lowers of the Society shall lie exercised in conformity with the 
provisions of the Act and in conformity with the provisions of 
the Insurance Act, 1910, applicable to the Society, but it is to be 
subject to future legislation by Parliament respecting insurance 
lowers of fraternal societies.
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By s. 9 the Society shall be entitled to receive a license under 
C. A. the Insuiance Act, 1910, 9-10 Kd. VII., c. 32, renewable from 

Re year to year so long as the Society complies with the provisions 
R~°* of that Act, applicable to the Society, to undertake with its

-----members the contracts of life, disability and sickness insurance
w' specified in the constitution and laws of the Society. The Act 

of 1913 continues the Society as a body corporate, subject to its 
existing constitution and laws and although it makes certain 
provisions of the Insurance Act, 1910, applicable to the Society, 
still the Society remains a fraternal organization which confines 
its objects and Unie fits to its own menders.

By s. 4, suIhi. (4), of tlie constitution and laws of tin* Society, 
provision is made for the payment to the lenefieinrics of a mender 
in good standing at the time of his deeeiise of an insurance or 
mortuary benefit to the amount carried by the mender.

Sub-s. (5) of s. 4 is as follows:
(5). The insurance or mortuary benefit of a member shall be paid to 

the member himself, or to the wife or husband of, or to the affianced wife of. 
or to the affianced husband of, or to the cliildren of, or to the blood relations 
of, or to persons dependent upon, such member, who may have been desig
nated, as provided in the constitution and laws, by name, as the beneficiary 
of such member, or, subject to the approval of the Supreme Chief Ranger, 
to such other beneficiary as may be permitted by the laws of the province, 
state or country in which the member resides at the time of making the 
designation of the beneficiary or beneficiaries.

S. 150 provides the manner in which a mendier may change 
his lieneficiary. Par. (a) of sub-s. (1) of that section provides 
the procedure, namely:

By filing with his court his application for change of beneficiary on form 
No. 14, fully filled in, signed by himself and properly executed, setting forth 
fully and clearly the clianges he desires to make; provided that a désignation 
of a beneficiary not in conformity with s. 4, sub-s. (5) shall be null and 
void from the beginning.

S. 100 deals with the payment of the insurance or mortuary 
lienefit. By sub-s. (3) of that section:

If a member shall have made application for change of bénéficiant 
in conformity with the provisions of s. 4, sub-s. (5), and s. 150, sub-s. (1), 
and not repugnant to the laws of the province, state or country in which the 
member had a fixed place of abode, the benefit may be paid at the diecritmn 
of the Supreme Chief Ranger to such last designated beneficiary or beneficiaries.

The contention on behalf of Florence Besley is that by s. 15 
of the Life Insurance Act of this Province, R.8.M. 1913, c. 99, 
the effect of the will was to change the lieneficiary under the
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policy and to make the proreeils of it payable in the manner MAN. 
net out in the will, also that the direction in the will sufficiently C. A.
satisfied the requirement of s. 15 is being “an instrument in g,
writing attached to or endorsed on the policy or identifying the Hichaedeok 

7 . , . „ Estate.
same by its nun her or otherw ise. -----

• • Perdue PIMThe first question to consider is: Does the Life Insurance 
Art of the Province of Manitol» apply to the insurance in question 
in this rase? At tlie time the liencfiriary certificate was applied 
for and issued, Richardson, the insured, and his wife, the liene- 
firiary, were both residing in the Province of Saskatchewan. The 
law governing the contract of insurance was cither that of the 
IVovinre of Ontario or that of the l*rovinre of Saskatchewan.
According to the decision in National Trust Co. v. Hugh, i (1002),
14 Man. L.R. 41, the contract would lie governed by the law 
of Saskatchewan but it really makes no difference whether the 
law of that Province or the law of Ontario is applied, liecause 
in neither is there to lie found any sueh provision as is contained 
in s. 15 of the Manitolia statute. The main ground upon which 
it is argued that the Manitolia law applies is that by the Mi mi tu lia 
Insurance Art, R.S.M. 1913, r. 98, s. 47, where a company is 
licensed under that Art, the moneys payable under a life assurance 
policy shall lie payable in this Province: that tlie insured having 
become a resident of Manitoba at the time of liis death the laws 
of that Province would govern his life insurance. But under s. 3 
of r. 98, that Art does not apply to a company licensed by the 
Dominion of Canada as is the Independent Order of Fores tens.
Sec s. 9 of the Act of incorporation, 3-4 Geo. V., e. 113. In my 
view it hat not been shewn that the law of Manitoba applies in 
this rase. The contract was not mai le under the law of this 
Province. It was made either under the law of Saskatchewan or 
< hitariu and under the law of either a trust was created which tlie 
insured could not destroy. The endowment was lost and it docs 
not appear that it was ever brought to Manitolia. A mere 
assignment of an insurance policy might be governed by the 
law of tlie country where the insured was residing hut he could 

I not change the contract itself. See Lee v. Abdy (1884»), 17 Q.R.D.
I MR The change of liencfiriary must lie effected in nrmrdanre 
I with the law of the Province governing the contract. S-e Re 
I Hauler & Canadian Order of Chosen Friends (1916), 28 D.L.R.
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424, 36 O.L.R. 30. This point is particularly referred to in the 
constitution ami laws of the Order: see s. 4, mil hr. (5), aliove set 
forth, which applies the law of the Province in which the mem Ur 
resides 1 at the time of designating the beneficiary. Them is also 
the further question, can this Province interfere with a contrat t 
of life insurance ma<le by the Independent On 1er of Foresters? 
As already pointed out, the constitution and laws of the Society 
are declared by the Act of incoiporation to lie those governing the 
Society an<l are further declared by the Act to lie binding on the 
Society and every mendier thereof. Unless the Manitoba statute 
qualifies the Dominion Act of incorporation, the only way in 
which a change of lieneficiary could lie made in an endowment 
certificate is that provided in the constitution and laws of t In- 
Society. S. 4, suli-s. 5, limits the lieneficiaries of the mendient 
to the person or jiersons designated by him as such from amount 
the relatives or dependents mentioned in the sub-section. If 
he desires to choose a lieneficiary outside the persons or class.-> 
mentioned it must lie subject to the approval of the Chief Rang- r. 
When a lieneficiary is once dmgnated and accepted by the Society, 
the insurance or mortuary' lienefit becomes payable to such 
beneficiary' unless a change of bénéficiai y is made in accordance 
with the constitution and laws. As against the lieneficiary tin- 
mendier himself has no power of disposition over the money 
payable under the endowment certificate. If the Manitoba 
statute applies to such insurance and a mendier of the Society 
is jiermitted to change the lieneficiary' as he pleases and even to 
divert the insurance to a stranger, as it is contended lie may do 
under s. 15, then the purposes and objects of the Society may In- 
frustrated and a serious change lie effected in its constitution 
and status as a fraternal society. One of the main purposes of 
the Society is to give aid and lienefits to its memliers through the 
insurance and mortuary lienefit «lepartment: Const. & I^aws, s. 4. 
To remove the restrictions placed by the constitution and laws 
upon the change of lieneficiaries and the application of the insur
ance would lie a serious interference with the objects of the Society 
as incorporated by the Act of the Parliament of Canada. In 
Parson* v. Citizens Ins. Co. of Canada (1881), 7 App. Cas. (Hi. 
it was held by tlie Privy Council that a Provincial legislature 
might prescrilie certain conditions to form part of a fire insurance
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polit y upon property within the Province, where the poli -y was 
iwtuvtl liy a company incorporated under Dominion authority. 
Hut it wits expressly pointed out in the jwlgmcnt that tlie legislation 
by tin* Province did not in the cases under consideration assune 
to interfere with the eonstitution or status of tlte corporation; 
pp. 113-114. S. 15 of the Life Insurance Act would not only inter
fere with the contract itself, but it would seriously affect the 
constitution and status of the Order by controlling and abri<lging

MAN.

C. A.
Ra

Richardson 

Perd*, c JJL

its powers.
The powers of Provincial legislatures in regard to companies 

incorporated under the authority of tin* Parliament of Canada, 
were considered in the recent decision of the Privy Council in 
.Inin, tkm Urn ( o. v. W harton (1914), 18 DXJL 353, |1915) 
A.C. 330. The Companies Act of British Columbia (R.S.B.C. 
1911, c. 39) provided that companies incorporated by the Dominion 
Parliament should lie licensed or registered under that Act as a 
condition of earning < n business in tin* Province or maintaining 
pn hiiilings in the Courts. The John Deere Plow' Co. was incor
porate! under the Companies Act of Canada and was empowered 
by its charter to carry on business throughout the Dominion. 
The company was doing business in British Columbia without 
being licensed or registered. The question for determination was 
whether the Companies Act of British Columbia was ultra rire* 
of the legislature of the lYovinee. After holding that the 

| Parliament of Canada had power to enact the Dominion Companies 
Act, lord Haldane, who delivered the judgment of tin* Judicial 
Committee, said as follows, at p. 360 (D.L.R.):

It is enough for present purposes to say that the Province cannot legislate 
so us to deprive a Dominion company of its status and powers. This does 
not mean that these powers can lie exercised in contravention of the laws 
of the Province restricting the rights of the public in the Province generally. 
What it does mean is that the status and powers of a Dominion company as 
■uch cannot lie destroyed by provincial legislation. This conclusion apiiears 
Ko their Lordshi|is to be in full harmony with what was laid down by the 
[Board in Citizen* Insurance Co. v. Carton* (1881). 7 App. Cas. 96; Colonial 
yluiitting and Investment Assoc, v. Att'y-Um’l of Quebec 1.1H83), 9 App. Cas. 
jlÔ7; and Hank of Toronto v. Lambe (1887), 12 App. Cas. 575.

The Provincial Act was held to be ultra rire*.
The Ontario Insurance Act was made " to lienevolont

locicties: R.8.O. 1897, c. 203, s. 2, sub-s. 27. There is no similar

5—49 D.L.B.
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provision in the Manitolia statutes. The Ontario decisions, there
fore, in respect to insurance in such Societies must lie considered 
with that distinction kept in view. In this l*rovinee the decisions 
for over 20 years have lieen that lieneficiary certificates issued by 
benevolent or fraternal societies are subject to the laws and 
regulations of the society issuing tlie certificate.

In Isadlay v. McGregor (1890), 11 Man. L.K. 9, a society 
formed for fr-.ternml an<l patriotic purposes ami having a written 
constitution, provided a bequeathirent fund from which, on 
proof of the death of a member, a sum of money became payable 
to the licneficiary of the decease<l mender. After the issue of the 
“bequeathment certificate" a change was made in the laws of 
the society by which the money should lx1 payable to the wife, 
afliunecd wife, relative or person dependent on the member ns 
designate! in the bequeathirent certificate. By his will the 
men tier tlirected his life insurance money to be paid to his exe
cutors on certain trusts. He also indorsed on the bequeathnient 
certificate a nemorandum revoking the licneficiary named in it 
ami dim-ting payment of tlie money to his executors. The 
officers of the Order refused to recognise the change of beneficiary 
or the direction in the will. Killam, J., held that the mend hi 
had no interest in tint fund raised or to lie raised, but merely 
a power to appoint an object to receive the same which power 
must lie exercised in accordance with the regulations of tlie 
society. Many authorities are cited by the Judge in his judgment. 
I would add to them the later case of Hennett v. Slater (1899),
1 QA. 4L

When foadlay v. McGregor, mpra, was decided there was no 
provision in the Manitoba statutes similar to that contained in 
s. 15 of the Life Insurance Act. That section first appeared in 
c. 17 of the statutes of 1899. The effect of s. 15 in the case of 
insurance issued by a fraternal society in favour of a leneficiary 
cane up for consideration in In He Andermm> Béate (19INi), 
16 Man. L.R. 177. In that case the testator, who was a n emler 
of the Ancient ()nler of Vnitcd Workmen, a Society incorporat'd 
under the Charitable Associations Act of Manitoba, held a certifi
cate issued by the Order by which $2,000 was at his death to le 
paid to the beneficiary designated by him. He had appointed 
liis wife as such beneficiary. By his will lie sought to revoke
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the appointment of his wife and to direct that the insurance
should form part of his general estate. It was held by tlie full C. A.
Court of Queen's Bench that the provisions of the Life Insurance
Act of this Province did not apply to the insurance in question. i'“tat><)N
Tlie ground for the decision was that if effect were given to the -----
attempted revocation contained in the will the insurance money Perdwe'CJM- 
would I «one part of the general estate of tlie deceased, which 
would lie contrary to tlie constitution ami general laws of the 
Order. This decision was followed by Mathers, J., in He Dryadéle 
EM (1909), 18 Man. L.R. (>44.

But a|»art from the foregoing. I regard the questions involved 
in this case as so inqxirtant to the community at large that I 
think a further consideration of the Life Insurance Act is desirable, 
particularly in regard to the effect of s. 15.

The subject of life insurance foi the lienefit of wives ami children 
has lieen Indore the legislature of the lVovince at various sessions 
from an curly <latc. In tlie Consolidate I Statutes of Manitoba,
1880, there was An Act to secure wives ami children the lienefit 
of life assurance (c. 00). This Act enabled a husband to insure 
his life for tlie lienefit of his wife ami children ami the money 
payalile thereunder was declared to lie free from tin- claims of 
creditors. In 1883, an Act, c. 44, was passt-d, the preamble of 
which is as follows:

Whereas it is expedient to encourage insurance on the lives of husbands 
and parents for the benefit of their wives and cldldren and to consolidate and 
amend the statutes relating to the same; therefore etc.

This recital shewing the jxilicy of the legislature was rejieated 
in subsequent Acts and revisions until the revision of 1913 when 
it was omitted. The Act of 1883 gave somewhat fuller powere ns 
U> insuring ami appropriating policies for the lienefit of wives and 
children ami conferred powers very similar to those contained 
in the Inter Acts. This Act appears in H.S.M. 1891, c. 88.

A considerable change in the legislation was made by c. 20 
of the statutes of 1895. The provisions in this Act relating to 
appropriation ami re-appropriation are similar to those fourni 
in H.S.M. 1902, c. 83, ss. 7, 8, 9, and these have lieen carried into 
tlie H.S.M. 1913, c. 99, without any change, tlx* numtiers of the 
sections I icing the same.

The Act, as it now stands, permits a man to insure his life for 
tin* lienefit of his wife and children or a fat lier or mother to insure
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MAN» his or her life for the lienefit of his or her ehiklren (s. 2). Whatever
C. A. a n an may do in respect of insurance on his life a woman may do,
re the provisions relating to insurance upon the life of a man shall 

K=°* be applied to insura..ce on the life of a woman (s. 6). A policy 
of life insurance effected by a woman on her life ami expressed to 

, M' lie for the lienefit of her husband and children or any of them 

shall be deemed a trust in favour of the objects therein nan cd and 
shall not, so long as any object of the trust remains unperfom n|, 
form part of the estate of the deceased or lie subject to her debt*
(*. 5).

By s. 7, if a policy of insurance effected by a husband on hi* 
life is expressed to lie for the lienefit of his wife, or of his wife or 
children, etc., or has lieen declared in manner indicated to In* 
for lier or their lienefit.

Such policy shall inure, and be deemed a trust for the benefit of his w ife 
for her separate use and of his children or any of them according to the intent 
so expressed, and so long as any object of the trust remains, the money pay
able under the policy shall not be subject to the control of the husband or his 
creditors or form part of liis estate.

By s. 8 the insured n ay in the manner pointed out in the 
section vary a policy, declaration or appropriation previously nr title 
and apportion the benefits anew to his wife and children or to < up 
or son e of them. He may also do the same thing by his will 
and if done by will the appropriation made by the will shall 
prevail over any other trade lieforc the date of the will.

S. t! provides for the ease of the death of a beneficiary timing 
the lifetime of the person insured. In that event the insured 
may declare the share of the deceased shall l»e for the lienefit 
of such other pens n or persons as he may nan e “not being otlrr 
than the wife and ehildien of the insured or one or more of then

When no apixirtionn cut has lieen made s. 11 of the Act 
provides the mode of division of tin* insurance money amount 
wife, children, etc.

The effect of the aliove sections is that when a policy of 
insurance has lieen made or appropriated for the lienefit of wife 
and children or wife or children or any of them, it liecoircs a vested 
trust in favour of the lieneficiary or lieneficiaries and the insured 
ceases to have any ownership in the money payable under it 
ami it forms no part of his estate. He has, however, a powei 
of appointment over the insurance money amongst a clas* of
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perwin* who are the lienefieiarie* of the trust and lie may deelaie 
wliat jiermm or penion* in thi* claw shall lienefit anil in what C. A. 
pn>|»)rtiona. He has no power under these clauses to appoint p, 
tin- insuraiwe money to any permin or person* outsiile this class.
See Nrilmn v. TrutU* ( 1orp. of Ontario ( 1894), 24 O.R. 517; Mingeaud -----
v. Packer (1891), 19 A.R. (Ont.) 290; In lie Cochrane (1908), p“d“'CJ“ 
10 O.L.R. 328.

S. 15 was introduced in 1899 in the following circuirstances.
The Act ns it stood in tin* Revised Statutes of 1892, c. 88, was 
att ended in 1895 by c. 26 of the statutes of that year by sul>- 
st it tiling the provisions now found in ss. 7, 8 and 9 of the present 
Act, in the place of s. 5 of c. 88, R.K.M. 1891. By s. 12 of the 
last n cntioned Act it was provided that the iteuton insured iright 
revoke the lienefit of the insurance as to one or iron or all of the 
jiersons intended to he benefited and to declare that the policy 
should lie for the benefit only of the persons not excluded or for 
them and others not originally nan ed; but them other» must be 
fur■•«>nx for uhoHc benefit an insurance might be effected or apjrro- 
iniated under the jiroinxionx of the Act. S. 13 provided how the 
revocation should lie made. The Act of 58-59 Viet. 1895, c. 2(1, 
s. 4, repealed the last mentioned as. 12 and 13 and aulwtituted 
therefor a new s. 12 which provided that any revocation of any 
appropriation under tlie Act n ight lie made in the san e manner 
that an appropriation night lie made. This new s. 12 was 
repealed by c. 25, s. 1 of 61 Viet. 1898 and another s. 12 was 
introduced very similar to the present s. 15. It contained the 
first mention of insurance for the lienefit of father, mother, 
brothers or sisters, a class of insurance not under the protection 
of the Act, and enabled the insurer to “revoke the policy or 
declaration or appropriation previously made,” so that the policy 
should be in the same condition as if it were made wholly for the 
lienefit of the insurer or his estate or executors. In the following 
year, 1899, by c. 17, still another s. 12 was enacted which appears 
as s. 15 in the Revised Statutes of 1902 and 1913. This s. 15 
is as follows:

15. If, in case of a policy of insurance heretofore or hereafter effected 
l>y a man or woman, it is expressed on the face to be for the benefit of, or 
has lieen heretofore or shall he hereafter under this Act appropriated for the 
lienefit of, his wife or her husband, or his wife and children, or her husband 
and children, or his or her father, mother, sisters and brothers or any one or
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more of them or any other person or persons whomsoever, then the insure» 1 
may, by an instrument in writing attached to or endorsed on the policy 
or identifying the same by its number or otherwise, absolutely revoke the 
benefit or declaration or appropriation previously made and apportion the 
insurance money, or by like instrument from time to time reapportion the 
same, or alter or revoke the benefits, or add or substitute new beneficiaries, 
or divert the insurance money wholly or in part to himself or liis estate, pro
vided that the insured shall not alter or revoke or divert the benefit of any 
person who is a beneficiary for value.

Now this section does not atteirpt to repeal ss. 5, (i, 7, 8 
and 9. They have all retrained in the sail e statute for 20 years. 
Ss. 5-9 have been re-enacted from tin e to tin e and arc the main 
sections of the Act as it stands to-day. They still provide the 
Bchen e of insurance for the benefit of wife and children or husband 
and children, the trust for the beneficiaries, the freedom from 
control of the insurer or of his or her creditors. S. 15 purports 
to enable the insured to revoke the benefit of insurance on his 
life made or appropriate!I in favour of any person whomsoever and 
to divert the insurance to new beneficiaries or to bin self or his 
estate, saving only the rights of a beneficiary' for value. If s. 15 
applies without qualification to the insurance referred to in the 
preceding sections of the Act, the trust in favour of wife and 
children or husband and children is revocable by the insured and 
he has an absolute disposing power over the insurance money. 
Does the protection against creditors still remain?

As already shewn, the insured has under ss. 5-9 only a power 
of appointn ent over the insurance money amongst a class of 
persons who are the beneficiaries of the trust and are the persons 
for whose protection the legislation was enacted. S. 15 purports 
to give to the insured a greatly extended power and to place 
life insurance for the benefit of wives and children on much the 
same plane as that in favour of persons wholly outside the pro
tection theretofore given by the Act. The insured may “divert 
the insurance money wholly or in part to himself.” That would 
appear to give him power to surrender the policies of insurance, 
which had hitherto been a trust in favour of his wife and children, 
and receive from the insurance companies the surrender value 
and appropriate it to his own use. He may also divert the in
surance money to his estate and make it liable for his debts. 
Questions may arise as to the rights of creditors of the insure! 1 
where he has exercised his power in favour of a volunteer under
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s. 15. The exercise of the power might have the effect of rendering 
the insurance money liable for his debts. Sec Firming v. Buchanan 
(1853), 3 DeG. M. & G. 976, 980, 43 E.R. 382, 383; Re Lawley, 
[19021 2 Ch. 799; Beyfus v. Lawley, [1903] A.C. 411; 23 Hals.,p. 44.

S. 15 of the Life Insurance Act goes far towards destroying 
the lienefits of the Act in so far as the protection of wives and 
children is concerned. It should l»e construed with the rest 
of the Act kept in view and the spirit and purpose of the original 
Act preserved as far as any reasonable construction of the section 
will permit. When mention of a will is found in ss. 7 and 8 
and not in s. 15, I would find that the omission of the won! in the 
latter was intentional and that the revocation was not intended 
to Ik? made by will.

Arnold v. Dom. Trust Co. (1918), 41 D.L.R. 107, 56 Can. S.C.R. 
433. Now even if the expression “instrument in writing,” as 
used in the section includes a will the policy must lx* identified 
eithci by its number or otherwise. This expression was considered 
in In Re Cochrane (1908), 16 O.L.R. 328, heard before a Divisional 
Court consisting of Boyd, C., Magee and Mal>ce, JJ. In giving 
the judgment of the Court, Boyd, C., said, at p. 332:

The manner of identification of the policy is very explicitly and pointedly 
provided for. It may be by instrument in writing attached to or endorsed 
on the policy or apart from actual attachment or endorsement, it may be 
identified by something equivalent in the way of specific reference by the 
number of the policy “ or otherwise. ” That would, of course, include reference 
by date and amount and other means of incorporating one document with 
the other. Should the words “or otherwise" be extended further to cases 
where extrinsic evidence is required to complete the identification.

In that case the insured was the holder of a lieneficiary certifi
cate in a benevolent society made payable to his wife. In his 
will he bequeathed “out of my life insurance funds the sum of 
$200 to my sister and all the rest, residue and remainder of my 
insurance funds to my daughter.” The Chancellor held that this 
did not sufficiently identify the beneficiary certificate and that 
it was not permissible to prove by extrinsic evidence that the 
testator must have referred to it as he had no other policies. 
The earlier cases of Re Cheeshorough (1897), 30 O.R. 639, and 
Re Harkness (1904), 8 O.L.R. 720, were distinguished.

In Re Cochrane was followed by Sir W. Meredith, C.J.C.P., 
in Re Earl (1910), 16 O.W.R. 901. In that case there was a 
lieneficiary certificate in the Canadian Home Circle in favour
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of testator’s wife. He attempted to change the disposition of the 
money by his will, referring to the insurance as “the mo iey that 
shall eon c from the Home Circle.” (See headnote.) This was 
held not to lie sufficient to identify the certificate.

The testator in the case at Bar devises to his executors upon 
certain trusts all the residue of his estate of every kind “including 
all stocks, bonds, life insurance or the proceeds of any policy of 
insurance.” The words quoted do not identify any policy of in
surance by its number or by something equivalent. There was 
at least one other policy on his life and there may have boon 
others. The life insurance in the Order of Foresters, and the 
proceeds of it, belonged to the testator’s wife and was not his to 
dispose of. He did not attempt to revoke the benefit or appro
priation in her favour. He may have referred to policies over which 
he had a disposing power. When giving judgment in the Cochrane 
case, Boyd, C., said, at p. 334:

Where a trust is clearly and distinctly expressed on the policy it»-If 
in favour of one beneficiary, so that it becomes a vested trust for that person, 
it should not be displaced or altered except by a document of equal evidential 
force in clearness and distinctness of designation.

In Arnold v. Dominion Trust Co., 41 D.L.R. 107, it was held 
that a bequest to testator’s wife in these; words, “the first $75,000 
collected on account of policies of life insurance,” was not a 
writing identifying the policy by number or otherwise. (See 
headnote.)

For the reasons alx>ve set out I think the devise in the will 
in question did not deprive the testator’s wife of her right to the 
insurance money, as liencficiary uneler the policy.

I would answer the first question in the stated case as follows:
The proceeds of the endowment certificate, 1 icing the moneys 

paid into Court, are payable to Elizalieth Richardson, the bene
ficiary designated by the deceased.

To the second question I would answer: No.
As to tlie third question, tlie assessment levied under the pro

visions of the Act of 1913, c. 113, wras not a debt of the deceased. 
As I understand it, there was a deficiency of “accumulate! funds'' 
to meet the Society’s obligations upon outstanding mortuary 
lienefit certificates. Power was given to the Society by the Act 
to make a valuation of the assets applicable to insurance purposes. 
Tlie “valuation deficiency” was then to be apportioned among
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the members who entered the Society before a certain date in 
projMirtion of the airount of the benefit certificate or certificates 
of each member. See s. 10 and the schedule to the Act which is 
made a part of it. The deduction from the policy was the amount 
of assessment chargeable to the deceased and deductible from 
the money payable under the benefit certificate. This deduction 
was not a debt of the deceased. He was not bound to keep up 
the insurance: Sec Green v. Standard Trust* Co. (1012), 1 
D.L.R.609, at p. 017, 620, 22 Man. L.R. 307, at pp. 411, 410.

Cameron, J.A. (dissenting)This is a case stated for the 
opinion of the Court involving the construction of the will of the 
late Hugh Richardson, and the applicability of the Life Insurance 
Act, R.S.M., c. 00, to the endowment certificate No. 00713 of 
tl«e Supreme Court of the Independent Order of Foresters. The 
facts and the relevant provisions of the Act are fully set out in the 
judgment of Macdonald, J., who held that the amount payable 
by the* Order should go not to Bessie Richardson, the wife of the 
deceased, who is named as Ixmefieiary in the certificate, but 
Income part of his estate to lx* disjiosed of by the executors in 
satisfying the claim of Florence Besley, who is made legatee of 
one-half of the residue of the testator’s estate after payment of 
certain specific devices and bequests. Macdonald, J., held that 
the disposition made by the Mill was effective under s. 15 of the 
Act.

The testator applied for an endowment certificate for $1 ,(XX) 
when a resident of Saskatchewan. It was issued Aug. 1, 1893 
and surrendered, and a new certificate issued for $2,000, April 
fi, 1895, and this is the one in question.

At the time of his death, Nov. 10, 1915, he was a resident of 
this l’rovince. The head office of the Order at the time of the 
issue of the certificate was in Toronto, Ontario, and has continued 
to lie so ever since.

The various Acts incorporating, and relating to, the Order 
were consolidated in the Act of 3-4 (leo. V. 1913, c. 113, assented 
to May 16, 1913. By s. 10 of this Act it is provided that the 
(lowers of the Order shall lie exercised in conformity with the 
provisions thereof. .

The objects of the Order an* declared to lie to unite the members 
for fraternal and lienevolent purposes and to give such aid and
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benefit to them and to those dependent on them as may lx- provided 
C. A. in the constitution and laws (s. 4). 
rk The constitution and laws of the Order provide by s. 4, sub-*.

R~°" (5) as follows:
The insurance or mortuary benefit of a member shall be paid to the 

Cameron, J.A. member himself, or to the wife or husband of, or to the affianced wife of, 
or to the affianced husband of, or to the children of, or to the blood relations 
of, or to persons dependent upon, such member, who may have been designat
ed, as provided in the constitution and laws, by name as the beneficiary of 
such member, or subject to the approval of the Supreme Chief Ranger, to 
such other beneficiary as may be permitted by the laws of the province, state 
or country in which the member resides at the time of making the designation 
of the beneficiary or beneficiaries.

By 8. 150 the method of changing beneficiaries is carefully 
prescrit led :

(1) Subject to the provisions of this section and of ss. 4, sub-s. (5), 
and 160, and if not repugnant to the laws of the province, state or country 
in which the member has a fixed place of abode, a member may at any time 
while in good standing, except as hereinafter provided, change liis beneficiary 
or beneficiaries in the following manner:

(a) By filing with his Court his application for change of beneficiary 
on form No. 14, fully filled in, signed by liimself and properly executed, setting 
forth fully and clearly the changes he desires to make, provided that a desig
nation of a lieneficiary not in conformity with s. 4, sub-s. (5), shall be null and 
void from the beginning.

And there are further provisions as to payment of fees, surrender 
of certificate and approval of the Chief Ranger or Council. These 
provisions were not complied with in this case.

By s. 160, sul>-6. (1) it is provided that 30 days after receipts 
of proofs of death, etc., the lienefits shall l>e due and payable, 
and subject to the provisions of other sections (including s. 150) 
shall be paid to the party or parties entitled to receive the same, 
and a tender of the cheque of the Order or of a bank draft for the 
same shall lie a sufficient tender. By s. 162 elalxirate provisions 
are made in respect of proofs of death, and by sub-s. (3) upon 
receipt of all the proofs necessary a cheque or draft is to tie drawn 
payable to the persons legally entitled to receive the lienefits. 
This cheque or ilraft is by suli-s. (5) to lie sent to the recording 
secretary or other officer of the Court of which the decedent was 
a member, or such other person as may lie determined, to lie 
delivered by such officer or person, in the presence of a witness, 
to the person or persons legally entitled to receive the same on 
the surrender of the certificate. If the will is to prevail, the
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parties entitled to receive the U‘ne fits are the executors who are 
both resklents of Winnipeg.

We have to consider the effect of s. 15 of our Life Insurance 
Act in its bearing on this case. That section first appeared in 
our legislation as an amendment to s. 12, c. 88, R.S.M. 1891, in 
c. 17 of 624)3 Viet. 1899. It is a far-rc.idling provision not to l>c 
found in the statutes of Saskatchewan and Ontaiio. The question 
at once arises as to the applicability of our Life Insurance Act 
to fraternal and benevolent organisations such as this Independent 
Oder of Foresters.

In Cameron on Life Insurance we find the law of Ontario 
(from legislation of which Province our own has lieen drawn) 
dealing with lienc volent, provident and friendly societies in respect 
of their business as insure!* fully discussed (pp. 227 et seq.). The 
by-laws, rules and regulations of these societies, ns the author 
lx lints out, usually contain provisions with res|x»ct to the methcxl 
by which, and the persons amongst whom, a change in the Ix-ne- 
ficiary may lx? made by a memlxT, p. 232.

By 47 V iet., c. 20, the Ontario Act, to seeime to wives ami 
children the lx?nefit of life insurance was amended by adding the 
following:

The provisions of this Act shall apply to every lawful contract of insur
ance now in force or hereafter effected which is based on the expectation of 
human life, and shall include life insurance on the endowment plan as well 
as every other.

Provision was also made for change of lieneficiarics and varying 
the apixuntirent amongst them. It was held by Proudfoot, J., 
in Re O'Heron (1886), 11 P.R. (Ont.) 422, that the alx)ve c. 20 
did not apply to l>enevolent societies incorporated under the 
Ontario law. This decision was, however, overruled by the 
Court of Appeal in Swift v. The Provincial Provident Institution 
(1890), 17 A.R. (Ont.) 66, where it was held that the Act in 
question did apply to insurance and societies incorporated under 
the Ontario Act. It is to be noted that, though this decision was 
rendered in 1890, it dealt with a certificate of insurance issued to 
a member of the institution whose death occurred in 1887. 
Maelennan, J.A., at p. 75, held that the words: “insurance based 
on the expectation of human life” (in 47 Viet. 1884, c. 20) just 
mean life insurance, as distinguished from other kinds of insurance, 
such as fire, marine, accident, etc. Osler, J.A., held that contracts
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of insurance effected by l)ene volent societies am contracts of 
mutual life insurance of the benefit of their memliers. 1 can sec 
no difference in meaning lie tween the section of the Ontario 
Act (s. 4, c. 20 of 47 Viet.), in its definition of the words “contract 
of insurance” and our own s. 15, which uses the all-inclusive 
words: “a policy of insurance.” This phrase as used in tin- 
section, means obviously a policy based on the expectation of 
human life, and includes even' kind of life insurance. In the 
Manitoba Insurance Act, s. 2, sub-s. (b), c. 98, R.S.M. 1913, 
it is enacted that in that Act

The expression “company" means and includes any corporation, or any 
society or association, incorporated, or unincorporated, or any partnership 
or any underwriter, except as provided by s. 3, that undertakes or effects 
for valuable consideration, or agrees or offers so to undertake or effect, in the 
Province, any contract of indemnity, guarantee, suretyship, insurance, 
endowment, tontine or annuity on life, or any like contract which accrues 
payable on or after the occurrence of some contingent event.

It is difficult to imagine any more inclusive words. It is 
true the interpretation is, in terms, confined to the Act, c. 98, 
R.S.M., but this Independent Order of Foresters comes within 
it, and has been licensed under it since July, 1909.

The amending Act of the Ontario Legislature, expressly making 
the expressions: “contract of insurance,” “policy of insurance" 
ami “policy” in the Ontario Act extend to and include memliership, 
beneficiary and other contracts enterinl into by any society for 
fraternal, prevalent ami benevolent purposes, was passed in 
1888, 51 Viet., c. 22, ss. 1 and 2, in view of the decision in He 
O'Heron, but did not affect the decision in Swift v. Prorincial 
Prorident Institution, which was given in 1890, as pointed out.

It was after the last mentioned enactment that M ingen ml 
v. Packer (1891), was decided, 21 O.R. 207; 19 A.R. (Ont.) 29(1. 
Street, J., the trial Judge, held that the statutory provisions did 
not affect legal rights otherwise existing, ami that the rules of 
the Ancient Order of United Workmen applied to the policy in 
question. His decision was based on s. 23 in the amended Ontario 
Act, R.8.O. 1887, c. 136, declaring that nothing in the Act shall 
lie held to restrict or interfere with the rights of any person to 
assign a policy for the lienefit of his wife or children in any other 
mode allowed by law, which is sulmtantially the same as our s. 30. 
But this view was overruled by the Appellate Division, whose
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decision was affiiired by n divided Court of Appeal. In the 
Inter tv.hp of He Harrinon (1900), 31 O.R. 314, it was held that the 
rules and regulations of the Society in so fur as they were inconsis
tent with the provisions of th(‘ Act must lie hold to Ik* modified 
: nd controlled by them, (iillis d al v. Young (1901), 1 O.L.R. 
3( K, involved questions arising out of an endowment policy in 
the Catholic Order of Foresters, payable to the brother of the 
n en her who made a will lK*qucuthing the policy certificate to 
his wife, but who never suriondored the policy certificate for a now 
(Citifin te in accordance with the rules of the Society. Royd, C., 
says, at p. 374:

If then the rules of the society and the enabling |K»were of the statute 
are in conflict, 1 am bound by the authorities to say that the by-laws must 
yield to the superior power of the legislature. The Society has obtained the 
advantages of Ontario law in the prosecution of its business, and the whole 
body, as well as all members of that body, must l>e taken to know the legal 
effect of such a privilege: Re Harrinon 31 O.R. 314.

In Lintx v. Lints (1903), 6 O.L.R. 100, it wns held that the 
provision of the by-laws of the Independent Order of Foresters, 
pcin itting a diversion to a person not within the class prescrib'd 
by the Act, was inoperative and that the statute governed.

As I have already stated, so far as the alxive Ontario provision 
is. 1 of 47 Viet., c. 20) is concerned, it has, in my opinion, no 
wider ne:ti.ing than the words “a policy of insurance” used in 
our s. 15. Nor do I consider the wording of the Ontario js. 1 
and 2, Viet. c. 22, any wider or more inclusive than the words “a 
policy of insurance.” “A policy of insurance" is the most compre
hensive phrase conceivable in the relation in which it is used in 
the Life Insurance Act. This endowment certificate has its 
peculiar features, but lieyond question, in my judgment, it con es 
within tlu* term, and is, “a policy of insurance,” ami therefore 
within s. 15.

Now, in view of the foregoing considerations I am prepared 
to hold that, while the statutoiy provisions of Ontario differ to 
solve extent from ours in wording and do not have amongst them 
our s. 15, nevertheless the reasoning of the Ontario decisions 
is convincing, and the provisions of our statute therefore override 
the rules and regulations of the Society. It is no objection that 
to so hold is to give a power to interfere with a contract t<> one 
party to it because that is precisely what is done by ss. 7 and 8,
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ns well as by s. 15. If the Order is subject to the laws of this 
Province, then “the whole body (of the Order) as well as all 
members of the Ixxly must Ik* taken to know the legal effect of 
such a privilege,” as was said by Boyd, C\, in (lillie v. Young, 
and the certificate is subject to the provisions of our Life Insurance 
Act.

But in this Province there have been decisions which point 
to another conclusion. I refer to the judgment of Killam, J.. 
in Leadlay v. Md ngor (18%), 11 Man. L.R. 9, where, however, 
the statutory provisions Indore us for consideration were not 
involved.

In In Re Anderson Estate (1906), 16 Man. L.R. 177, it was held 
by the Court of King’s Bench in the judgment of Dubue, C.J., 
that a certificate issued by the Grand Lodge of the A.O.U.W. 
of Manitoba, incorporated under the Act then in force resecting 
charitable, benevolent and savings associations, was not governed 
by the Life Insurance Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. S3. He held that the 
Order was a benevolent institution, and therefore not within 
the Act, and consequently that the policy was governed by tin- 
rules of the Order and not the statute.

Now what am the grounds assigned in In Re Anderson for holding 
a fraternal and Ixmcvolcnt society, such ns the Ancient Order of 
United Workmen, not within the Life Insurance Act? After 
pointing out the differences tietween the disposition permitted 
the insured to dispose of the fund under an ordinary life policy, 
and that given to menders of the lodge, Dubue, C.J., held 
(p. 184), that these
differences go to show that the disposition of the fund secured by the 
certificate of a member in a benevolent society such as the one in question 
here, is not to be regulated by the provisions of R.S.M. 1902, c. 83 (now c. 
99 R.S.M.)

But no reason is assigned w hy those differences should effect 
that result. Whether the powers given the insured arc greater 
or less can, I submit, make no distinction in the application of 
the statute which is general in its terms and covers all policies 
of life insurance. And that this is a policy of life insurance, is, 
to my n ind, lx*yond question.

Later in his judgment the Chief Justice points out that the 
Ontario Insurance Act has special reference to benevolent societies, 
but that our statute contains no reference to such. “It being so”,
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lu* says, “I do not think its provisions apply to this Grand I/xlgv 
of the Ancient Older of United Workmen, which is a benevolent 
association” (p. 187), the result of this view being that the general 
laws of the Order prevailed over the statute. In my opinion 
this reasoning is inconclusive. It is, in effect, stating that a 
benevolent institution is not within the Act liecause it is a benevo
lent institution. No reason, based on principle, or on the wording 
of the statute, is assigned why a Ix*nevolent society, carrying 
on the business of insurance under its corporate powers, should 
not l>e subject to the Act. With every respect for the opinion of 
the late ('bief Justice it docs appear to ire that his decision amounts 
to a judicial amendment to the Act, which is not confined in its 
provisions to policies issued by “ordinary life companies,” but 
extends to and includes all life insurance juiliries.

This decision was followed in Re Drysdale ( ltKHb, 18 Man. L.R. 
«S44, by Mathers, J., in resjiect of a policy in the Canadian Order 
of Chosen Friends. The other |x>liev lu»fore him in the same 
ruse, issued by the Woodmen of the World, he held was governed 
by the Life Insurance Act on the ground that there was nothing 
in the by-laws or constitution of this association by which the 
proceeds are payable to any particular class, oi by which the 
proeenls arc* in any way controlled. It was, however, evidently 
a benevolent association, and so far as this part of the decision is 
concerned, it is, as I see it, at variance with the decision in the 
And(rson case, where Dubuc, C.J., held that the provisions of 
our Life Insurance Act did not apply to the Grand Ixxlge of the 
Ancient Order of United Workmen, “which is a lu* ne volent 
institution,''}ReAnderson's Estate, supra, p. 187, and that, therefore, 
the constitution and general laws of the Gland Ixxlge governed, 
and not the statute.

Cameron in his work on Life Insurance, at p. 248, observes 
with reference to the judgment in Re Drysdale, 18 Man. L.R. 
044, that:

If this distinction is relied upon, it would mean that the Manitoba (Life) 
Insurance Act, in the opinion of the Judge, would apply to insurance certificates 
issued by benevolent societies wherever there was no inconsistency between 
the by-laws, rules and regulations of the society as regards the disposition of 
the t>enefit, and that of the Manitoba Insurance Act, but that where there 
was such inconsistency, the by-laws, rules and regulations would govern.

As stated above, the basis of Dubuc, CJ.’s judgment in the
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Anderson case, was that the Ancient Order of United Workmen 
was not an insurance company, but a benevolent association 
and was not therefore within the Act. Rut no such exception is 

Richardson to bç found in the words of the Act, and I see no reason why that
---- exception should lie read into it. One leading pun>ose of the

Act is to protect the insurance fund from creditors, and the 
necessity for that protection is just as great in the case of these 
fraternal society jiolicics as in any other. In some of these 
fraternal organisations, the social features have been suliordinatcd 
almost altogether to the active business of insurance on a heavy 
scale. Their certificates or policies have lieen issued in vast 
numbers and with varying conditions, and 1 think it impossible 
to draw any fundamental distinctions between such certificates 
and the policies of ordinary life insurance companies.

I find myself entirely unconvinced by the reasoning in lit 
Anderson and lie Drysdale (in so far as the decision in that case 
follows that in Re A nd rson). I am satisfied that the words 
in s. 15 are absolute and unequivocal and include such a policy 
of insurance as this certificate. There is no doubt in my mind 
that such was the intention of the legislature. If it had intended 
to exclude l>enevolent institutions from the operation of the 
lieneficial provisions of the Act, it would surely have said so in 
unequivocal terms.

The question next arises as to whether the exercise of the power 
of revocation of the lienefit under the certificate is governed by 
the laws of tin-' Province. The insured at the time of his death 
was a resilient of this Province. The head office of the Order 
was and it the City of Toronto in Ontario.

By l, sub-s. (5), of the constitution already referred to, 
the insurance shall lie paid to the prescrilied iiersons who arc 
designated as lieneficiaries, or with the approval of the Chief 
Ranger, to beneficiaries as may lie permitted by the laws of the 
Province in which the number resides at the time of making 
such designation. By s. 150, also already quoted, a member may, 
subject to the constitution, and if not repugnant to the laws of the 
Province where he has a fixed place of alxxle, change his lieneficiai y 
in the manner prescribed.

By ss. 100 and 102 as above set out, the amount of the benefit 
under the certificate is to l>e paid to the parties entitled to same.

i
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and the cheque or draft for the amount is to lie personally delivered 
bv the proper officer to the beneficiary on surrender of the certifi
cate. It is to Ik» noted that in s. 100 appear, in connection with 
the provisions as to designation of beneficiaries, the words: “not 
in conformity with the laws of the Province;” (sub-s. 2) “not 
repugnant to the laws of the Province” (sub-s. 3) and (sub-s. 5) 
an* “repugnant to the laws of the Province” (sub-s. 4) referring 
in each case to the Province in which the member had a fixed 
place of abode.

In view of the foregoing stipulations of the constitution and 
laws of the Order, made part of the contract of insurance, payment 
of this certificate and the ]>erson to whom it is to be paid are 
plainly intended to be determined by the laws of the Provin c 
where the member had his fixed place of abode at the time of 
his death.

I refer to the judgment of Pain, J., in National Trust v. 
Hughes (1902), 14 Man. L.R. 41, where the policy there in question 
made the moneys under it payable at the head office of the company 
in Ontario, and contained no such provisions as are set out in the 
constitution and laws of this Order as parts of the policy before 
us. Vet Pain, J., held that the right given the insured by the 
statute to revoke his wife’s benefit and divert it to his estate was 
effectively exercised if exercised according to the law of the 
domicile of the insured.

Main, J., in that decision referred to the Manitoba Insurance 
Act, but does not take its provisions into consideration in arriving 
at his decision. That Act, now c. 98 R.S.M. defines “company” 
as above set out. The definition includes any company, associa
tion. partnership or underwriter doing in this Province any kind 
of what may be called ordinary insurance. By s. 3, the provisions 
of the Act do not apply to companies entering into all such con
tracts of insurance that are licensed by the Dominion of Canada 
save those specified. Those specified sections include s. 2 (the 
interpretation clause), ss. 5 to 21 inclusive, which compel the 
registration and licensing of companies including licenses of the 
Dominion of Canada; prescribe the documents to be filed in 
order to obtain a license, including a power of attorney from the 
company to the inspector of insurance which shall declare the
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M chief agency of the company in this Province; authorise flic
C. A. inspector to receive service of process and declare such service

He legal and binding on the company; by s. 14 a company taking out
^Estate°N a **cense *s have the same powers and rights as if inconwrated

----- by an Act of the Provincial Ijegislature and other stipulations
are set out regulating and controlling such Dominion companies. 
The effect of these provisions seems to me to be that the Dominion 
companies receiving a Manitoba license attorn, and subject 
themselves to, the laws of this Province. The result is as if they 
were re-incorporated in Manitoba, and it follows that the pro
visions of the Life Insurance Act apply to and affect Dominion 
licensed companies that elect to become licensed in this Province.

S. 47 of the Manitoba Insurance Act (R.S.M. c. 98) provides 
as follows:

The moneys payable under any policy of life assurance already issued, 
or that may hereafter be issued by a company that has already obtained, or 
may hereafter obtain a license or certificate of registration under the provisions 
of this Act, or any Act for which this Act is substituted, shall, in all cases, lie 
payable in this Province, when the assured resides therein, notwithstanding 
anything contained in any such policy or the fact that the head office of the 
company is not within this Province.

It is plain that there is an apparent inconsistency between 
this section and s. 3. Where repugnancy exists in a statute, it 
is the general rule that the later enactment rules.

Where two co-ordinate sections (of a statute) are apparently inconsistent 
an effort must be made to reconcile them. If this is impossible the later will 
generally override the earlier.

Hals. XXVII., p. 136.
It is a cardinal principle in the interpretation of a statute, that if there 

are two inconsistent enactments, it must be seen if one cannot be read as a 
qualification of the other.

Per James, L.J., in Ebbs v. Iiouhms (1875), L.R. 10 Ch. 479, at 
p. 484. If the two inconsistent enactments cannot be so treated 
then “the known rule is that the last must preva»',” per Keating,.).. 
in Wood v. Riley (1867), L.R. 3 C.P. 26. See Craies’ Hardens!h\ 
p. 198, et seq.

In accordance with the well settled principle that the last expression of 
the legislative will is the law, in the case of conflicting provisions in the same 
statute . . . the last enacted in point of time prevails. 36 Cyc. 1130.

There is another rule of interpretation which is directly appli
cable here.

Where general terms of expressions in one part of a statute are incon
sistent with more specific or particular provisions in another part, the par-
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t jeular provisions will be given effect as clearer and more definite expressions 
of the legislative will.

Ib. 1130 and 1131, now s. 3 of the Manitoba Insurance Act 
refers to all companies licensed by the Dominion undertaking 
any of the kinds of insurance, fire, life, guarantee and the others 
set out in s. 2. Not so with s. 47, which refers only to policies 
of life insurance issued by companies licensed under the Manitoba 
Act. The effect is as if s. 47 began with the words: “Notwith
standing anything hereinbefore contained.” In my opinion, in 
view of the foregoing considerations, s. 47 docs apply to life 
policies whenever issued by a company licensed to do business 
in this Province, as this Order was and is, and makes them payable 
in this Province, and subject therefore to the provisions of our 
Life Insurance Act.

I agree with the trial Judge that the endowment certificate 
in question is sufficiently identified in the will; that the will is 
effective as an instrument in writing, and that the insured has 
thereby exercised his statutory power in accordance with the 
provisions of our Life Insurance Act.

Amongst the numerous authorities to be found, which in my 
opinion support this conclusion, I refer to McKibbon v. Feegan, 
21 A.R. (Ont.) 87, 96; Re Cheesborough (1897), 30 O.R. 639; Re 
Harkness (1904), 8 O.L.R. 720; Re Watters (1909), 13 O.W.R. 
385; and Re Roger (1909), 18 O.L.R. 649, at p. 650 (where it is 
pointed out that the decisions in Re Harkiiess and Re Cheesborough 
are not affected by that in Re Cochrane (1908), 16 O.L.R. 328); 
Arnold v. Dominion Trusts, 32 D.L.R. 301, affirmed, 35 D.L.R. 
145; Re Boeder and Canadian Order of Chosen Friends (1916), 
28 D.L.R. 424, 36 O.L.R. 30; Re Monkman (1918), 46 D.L.R. 
701, 42 O.L.R. 363; and National Trust v. Hughes (1902), 14 
Man. L.R. 41, at p. 50.

I would affirm the judgment of the trial Judge and dismiss 
the appeal.

Haggart, J.A.:—The facts relevant to the transaction in 
question in the legislation affecting the life insurance have been 
carefully and fully set forth in the reasons of the trial Judge, 
Macdonald, J., of the Chief Justice and of Cameron, J., whose 
judgments I have been permitted to peruse.

An attempt to supplement the statements therein given would
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MAW‘ be running the risk of indulging in some repetition, which would 
C. A. not be profitable under the circumstances. I accept their state- 
re nients as containing all that is necessary in considering the quest i< >ns 

X™ we 111X1 a8^e(^ to answer.
A Macdonald, J., finds that with respect to the policy of insurance 

with the Confederation Life Association there was an assignment 
of all benefit to the wife, and that the proceeds are payable to 
Elizalieth Richardson as assignee, subject of course to the repay- 
ment of the loans made upon it by the insurance company. I 
would affirm his finding in this respect.

More serious questions present themselves when we come to 
consider the endowment certificate with the Supreme Court 
of the Independent Order of Foresters. There the wife is in the 
original certificate designated as the l>eneficiary, but the trial 
Judge holds that the bequest contained in par. 6 of the will of 
Richardson revoked the Itenefit conferred by the endowment 
certificate, and substituted the executors as new beneficiaries. 
For greater certainty, I will sot forth verbatim the text of the 
bequest in the will, and also the words of s. 15, c. 99, R.K.M. 
(1913).

Paf. 6 containing the bequest is as follows:
6. I give, devise and bequeath unto my said executors all the rest, 

residue and remainder of my estate, both real and personal of every kind 
and nature and wheresoever situate including all stocks, bonds, life insurance 
or the proceeds of any policy of insurance, all moneys on hand or on de|>osit 
in any bank or trust company and the interest due or accruing due thereon, 
for the purpose and U{)on the trusts following, that is to say:—

(a) To pay one-half thereof as soon ns realised, unto the said Florence 
Besley for her own use absolutely.

(b) And from out of the remaining one-half thereof, my said executors 
may in their sole and absolute discretion set aside or apart such portion 
thereof as they sec fit and proper, and pay or contribute such part or portion 
of the same in such manner as at such t ime or times as they sec fit and proper 
towards the maintenance and sup|>ort of my wife Elizabeth Richardson, who 
shall have no right, title, claim, interest or demand upon any part of such 
moneys, upon my estate, or upon or against my said executors for the same 
or any part thereof, the sole discretion in the application of such contribution 
or payment in or towards such support and maintenance being wholly in the 
discretion of my said executors and only so long as they see fit and pro|ier. 
If my said executors decide not to contribute or apply any part of said moneys 
at any time towards such support and maintenance which they shall have 
power to do, they then may pay over the balance, or whatever may remain 
of it unto the said Florence Besley, whose receipt therefor shall be an absolute 
release and discharge to my said executors and estate.
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S. 15 of c. 09 R.S.M. 1913, of The Life Insurance Act, reads:
If, in case of a policy of insurance heretofore or hereafter effected by a 

man or woman, it is expressed on the face to In' for the benefit of, or has been 
heretofore or shall be hereafter under this Act appropriated for the benefit 
of, his wife or her husband, or his wife and children, or her husband and children, 
or his or her father, mother, sisters and brothers, or any one or more of them, 
or any other person or persons whomsoever, then the insured may, by an 
instrument in writing attached to or endorsed on the policy or identifying the 
same by its number or otherwise, absolutely revoke the l)enefit or declaration 
or appropriation previously made and api>ortion the insurance money, or by 
like instrument from time to time reapportion the same, or alter or revoke 
the benefits, or add or substitute new benefit iaries, or divert the insurance 
money wholly or in part to himself or his estate, provided that the insured 
shall not alter or revoke or divert the benefit of any |>ereon who is a beneficiary 
for value.

With all due respect to the reasoning of the trial Judge and my 
brother Cameron, I do not think that the bequest made under the 
circumstances was a transfer or assignment of the insurance 
moneys mentioned in the certificate, such as was contemplated 
by the Legislature even under s. 15. I do not think such an 
indefinite, inconclusive and inchoate document as the Inquest 
in the will of a man who is still alive would transfer that insurance 
from the wife to the housekeeper. I think it was never intended 
that h. 15 should have the power that is contended for it.

It is to lx) observed that the endowment certificate created 
a trust, designated the fund and named the beneficiary. That 
bequest in the will should not so alter the whole character of the 
property that it would divest the wife of the same and become 
absolutely the property of the executors, and I might say that 
1 do not think it is material or important to consider whether 
the Insurance Laws of Saskatchewan, Ontario or Manitoba should 
govern.

I think there should be a direction in the judgment of the 
Court that the proceeds of this endowment certificate should lx? 
paid to the wife.

Fullerton, J.A.:—The trial Judge has held that s. 15 of 
the Life Insurance Act (R.S.M., c. 99), enabled the testator to 
divert the insurance moneys from the beneficiary named in the 
endowment certificate to the testator’s estate.

His judgment is, of course, based on the assumption that the 
operation of the will in relation to the endowment certificate? is 
governed by the law of Manitoba.
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Questions as to the applicability of the Life Insurance Act 
to contracts of the peculiar nature covered by the endowment 
certificate and as to the effect of s. 15 were very fully diacusmi 
at the argument.

My view is that it is not necessary for the determination of this 
appeal to discuss either of these questions because I think die 
statute in question has no liearing here, that is, the validity of 
the attempted revocation is in no way affected by the law of 

Manitoba.
The endowment certificate reads:
That in consideration of the statement and representations contained 

in the application for membership .... and the provisions of the 
constitution and laws prescribed from time to time by the Supreme Court of 
the Independent Order of Foresters (all of which statements, representations 
and provisions have been assented to by the applicant, and are by the parties 
hereto, referred to and made part of this contract).................... this endow
ment certificate is issued by which the Supreme C.vrt of the Independent 
Order of Foresters agrees to pay and does by thes< -resents agree to pay 
to brother Hugh Richardson, of Battleford, Sask., on his reaching his seventieth 
birthday, and on each subsequent birthday an annuity benefit of 1200 till 
the full sum of 12,000 is paid, less any sum paid on account of the total and 
l»ermanent disability benefit....................

It doth further agree to pay to the widow, or other beneficiary designated
.................... on due and satisfactory proof of his death, an endowment
benefit of $2,000.

The certificate purports to have been executed at the City 
of Toronto, the headquarters of the Order, on April ti, 1895.

It will be observed that the late Hugh Richardson is describ'd 
in the certificate as “of Battleford, Sask.” The stated case 
gives no information as to his removal to Winnipeg, nor does it 
state tliat he at any time acquired a domicile in Manitoba.

We have then the fact that the contract evidenced by the 
endowment certificate was executed at Toronto, in the Province 
of Ontario, on the life of a man residing at Battleford, in the 
Province of Saskatchewan. How then can the law of Manitoba 
apply? The only circumstances that can be appealed to in support 
of this contention that the law of Manitoba applies is that the 
will was made in Manitoba.

In National Trust v. Hughes, 14 Man. L.R. 41, the testator, who 
lived in Manitolia, had effected an insurance on his life in an 
Ontario company, which, on the face of the policy, was expressed 
ta be for the benefit of his wife. By his will he absolutely re-
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yoked the appropriation and directed that the insurance moneys 
should form part of his estate.

The plaintiffs, the executors and trustees under the will, 
brought an action for a declaration as to the effect of the clause 
in the will.

Bv the law of Ontario, a poison who has effected insurance on 
his life for the benefit of his wife could not divert the trenefit of 
the policy to his estate, while under the law of Manitoba this 
could be done. Bain, J., held that the law of Manitoba must lie 
applied to the determimttion of the question as to the right of the 
assured to make such new disposition. (See headnote.)

The Judge based his decision on the case of Lee v. Abdy (1886), 
17 Q.B.D. 309. In that case a man living in (-ape Colony assigned 
to his wife a policy of life insurance, which he held in an English 
company. By the law of Cape Colony the assignment was 
void. The question then was, whether tin* law of England or the 
law of Cape Colony applied.

The Court held that the law of (’ape Colony applied, basing 
its decision on the general rule that the validity and incidents of 
a contract must be determined by the law of the place where 
it is entered into.

Bain, J., in his judgment in the Smith case, admits that the 
revocation by the insured of his wife’s lretrofit in the policy is a 
very different thing from a contract of assignment of the policy, 
but says that: “it was the exercise of a right incident or relating 
to the policy which belonged to him by the law of the place where 
he lived.”

In view of the recent decisions, both in England and in Ontario, 
I think the decision in the Smith case cannot now Ire regarded as 
the law.

The «iteration of the exercise by wiil of a power of appointment, created 
either under an English or under a foreign instrument, depends on the law 
which governs the operation of the instrument, and not on the law which 
governs the operation of the will.

Dicey, Conflict of I jaws, p. 705, r. 192.
In Pouey v. Hordern, [1900] 1 Ch. 492, it was held 

that a domiciled Frenchwoman having, under an English settlement, a 
special power of appointment by will over funds in England, can exercise 
the power in such a way as to dispose of the pro|x*rty in a manner inconsis
tent with her position under the law of France.

Harwell, J., at p. 494, points out that the exercise of the power
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docs not involve a disposition of property belonging to the testator'
C. A See also In Re Migret, (1901] 1 Ch. 547; Re Hold v. Raid (1897). 
1Ü" 66 L.J. Ch. 524.

Richardson jn /j»f Ifader and Canadian Order of Chosen Friends, 28 D.L.R.
KSTATE. „

----- 424, 36 O.L.U. 30, the facts were as follows:
Fullerton, j.a. Ontario benevolent society in 1890 issued to “B.,” then

don idled in Ontario, a benefit certificate for $2,000 which pro
vided that this sum should, upon his death, tie paid to his three 
children, equally. “B.” subsequently changed his residence 
and domicile to the State of New York, and died there in 1915. 
The policy or certificate was in force at the time of his death. 
By his will, made in that State shortly before his death, he pro
vided as follows: “I give, devise and bequeath to my grand
daughter, C. W., all my life insurance that I may have and in 
force at the time of my death.” The will was duly executed 
according to the laws of Ontario and New York.

Tltc contention on belialf of the children was that the law 
which governed the operation and effect of the will upon the 
policy was the law of New York, and that according to the law 
of New York, liencficiaries in an insurance policy cannot Ik* 
changed by will.

On liehalf of the granddaughter it was contended that the 
jiolicy was governed by the law of Ontario.

The Court, consisting of Meredith, C.J.C.P., Riddell, Lennox 
and Masten, JJ., unanimously held that the law of Ontario and 
not the law' of New York applied, and that a valid change* of 
lieneficiaries had l>een made by the will.

It is difficult to draw any distinction between a power of 
appointment and an appointment or declaration respecting the 
l>eneficiary in a policy of life insurance, such as the one in question.

In Ijeadlay v. McGregor (1896), 11 Man. L.R. 9, Killam, .1., 
held that a member of an unincorporated society known as The 
Order of Scottish Clans, who held a certificate of memliership 
entitling the Ixmeficiary named therein to the sum of $2,(KM), 
payable at the death of the member, had no interest in the fund 
raised or to lie raised but merely a power to appoint an object 
to receive the same.

In the light of the above authority, I think there can be no 
question but that the right and liability of the parties in resixvt
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of the effect of the attempted revocation are governed by the laws 
of either Ontario or Saskatchewan.

If it were necessary to determine whether the contract n the 
present case was made in Ontario or Saskatchewan, there would 
lie difficulty in doing so upon the facts set out in the stated case. 
The law on the point is, however, the same in both Provinces.

The statutory provisions in Ontario are to be found in the 
Ontario Insurance Aet, R.S.O. 1914, c. 183. S. 178, sub-s. (1) is 
as follows:

Preferred beneficiaries shall constitute a class and shall include the 
husband, wife, children, grandchildren and mother of the assured ....

S. 178, sub-s. (2), is as follow’s:
Where the contract of insurance or declaration provides that t he insurance 

money or part thereof, or the interest thereof, shall be for the benefit of a 
preferred beneficiary or preferred beneficiaries such contract or declaration 
shall, subject to the right of the assured to apportion or alter as hereinafter 
provided, create a trust in favour of such beneficiary or beneficiaries, and so 
long as any object of the trust remains the money payable under the contract 
shall not be subject to the control of the assured, or of his creditors, or form 
part of his estate, but this shall not interfere with any transfer or pledge of 
the contract to any person prior to such declaration.

S. 179 provides that the assured
shall not............................ revoke or alter any disposition made under
the provisions of this Act in favour of any one or more of the preferred class 
except in favour of some one or more persons within the preferred class so 
long as any of the persons of the preferred class in whose favour the contract 
or declaration is made are living.

The legislation in Saskatchewan with respect to insurance for 
the l>enefit of wives and families was copied from Ontario and is 
to be found in the Saskatchewan Insurance Act (Sask. stats. 
1915, c. 15.)

S. 186, sub-s. 1 and 2, correspond w ith s. 178, sub-s. 1 and 2 of 
the Ontario Act, and s. 187 with s. 179 of the Ontario Act.

Under the provisions al>ove quoted the declaration in the 
will in favour of the executor is clearly invalid in so far as it 
affects the certificate in question. Appeal allowed.
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8. C. Supreme Court of Canada, Davies, C.J., and IdingUtn, Anglin, Brodeur uni 
M iynault, JJ. May 9, 1919.

Negligence (| I B—5)—Railway trace—Habitual ubek by public — 
Statuturv prohibition—Trespasser—Duty op company.

Section 264, c. 99, tt.S.N.8.1900, enacts that every person not conned eel 
with the railway or employed by the company who walks along the 
track thereof, except where the same is laid across or along a highway, 
is liable on summary conviction to a penalty not exceeding ten dollarc 

Held, that a doctor returning along the track after making a profit- 
sional call, was a trespasser and the com|iany owed him no duty except 
not to run him down knowingly or recklessly. This the jury found had 
not been done and the company was not liable. Mere passiveness of 
the company in allowing the public to walk along the track, did not make 
them licensees, for injury to whom the company would be liable.

[Grand Trunk R. Co. v. Anderson (1898), 28 Can. 8.C.R. 541,followed; 
Lowery v. Walker [1911], A.C. 10, distinguished; 40 D.L.R. 96, reversed.]

Appeal by defendant from a decision of the Supreme Court of 
Nova Scotia (1918), 40 D.L.R. 96, 52 N.8.R. 185, affirming 
the verdict at the trial in favour of the plaintiff. Reverses I. 

The facta are sufficiently stated in the above headnotc.
Stuart Jenks, K.C., and A. (!. Mackenzie, K.C., for the appe

lants.
F. L. Milner, K.C., and J. A. Hamray for the respondent 

Daria,OJ. Daviek. C.J.:—This is an appeal from the judgment of the 
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia affirming the judgment of the trial 
Judge in plaintiff's favour for the damages found by the jury.

The art ion is one brought under the Fatal injuries Art of 
Nova Scotia by the administratrix of the estate of the late l)r. 
Herdroan for the liencfit of herself as widow of the deceased 
and his infant daughter Helen, for damages caused by the neg
ligence of the defendant company and its employees in the opera
tion of one of its trains over the company's railway lietween River 
Heliert and Strathcona, two villages along the line of railway 
about three-quarters of a mile apart, on Feb. 10, 1917, whereby 
the said Dr. Herdman was killed.

The evidence shewed that the public generally in that neigh
bourhood had for a period of from 20 to 25 years Irefore the acci
dent habitually walked along the railway track lietween the said 
two villages and that this use of the railway by the public was 
well known to the defendant company's officials and employees. 
The company never took any steps to interfere with such public 
user of the road and no prosecution was ever brought against
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anyone for hupIi uw‘r urn 1er the provisions of the Nova Scotia 
Rrilwny Act which, in r. 264, provided as follows:—

264. Every person, not connected with the railway, or employed by the 
company, who walks along the track thereof, except where the same is laid 
across or along a highway, is liable on summary conviction to a penalty not 
exceeding ten dollars.

This provision of the Act was virtually a dead letter so far as 
this section of this railway was concerned.

The undisputed facts as I gather them were that the deceased 
was killed on the evening of Feb. 10, 1017. An engine and tender 
had left Joggins Mines during the afternoon helping a heavily 
loaded train out beyond Stratheona. The engine and tender 
took a side track to permit the loaded train to go by and then 
backed to Joggins Mines. The whistle was out of order on the 
return trip and could not tie used. Darkness had set in. There 
were no lights on either the engine or tender. Snow was falling 
fast and the wind was high and blowing in the direction from 
Joggins Mines to Stratheona. The fireman gave evidence that 
the frost on the window prevented him seeing ; that he didn’t 
see anything; that he could not see out. The driver gave evidence 
that he could not see and again that he could not see much, some
times he could see the tender and sometimes he could not. The 
snow was resting on the ground unevenly so that in some places 
the rails were covered and in other places they were bare. It 
was on this return trip from Stratheona hack to Joggins Mines 
that the deceased was overtaken by the defendant’s engine and 
tender, and killed. The accident occurred between Stratheona 
and River Hebert. The deceased was a physician residing in 
the village of River Hebert. On the afternoon in question he 
had gone out to Stratheona on the loaded train liefore referred 
to, to make a professional call, and after making this call he was 
seen to return to the railroad and start towards River Hebert. 
He was not seen again alive.

The plaintiff contends that she is entitled to recover because 
of the habitual and unchecked use by the public of the railroad 
to the knowledge of the company’s servants and employees, and 
of the facts that the engine which ran down the deceased was not 
at the time of the accident equipped with either a whistle or 
with lights, and was running backwards, making it difficult, if 
not impossible, for the men in the engine cab to observe a man
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on the track owing to the obstruction caused l>)- the tender ami 
that owing to its defective whistle it had not given the usual 
signal at the railway crossing a short distance from the place of 
the accident to warn persons on the track.

In my opinion, the evidence in the case amply warranted tin- 
several findings of the jury.

The chief defence relied upon by the company was that the 
deceased in walking on the track as and when he did was, under tin- 
section of the statute quoted above by me, a trespasser to whom they 
did not owe any duty beyond that of not wilfully injuring him.

Apart altogether from the statute I do not entertain any doubt 
whatever of the liability of the company.

The findings of the jury supported, in my opinion, by ample 
evidence substantially were that the absence of lights and 
the defective whistle were the proximate cause of the accident 
which the deceased, though careless, could not have avoided; 
that the public habitually travelled along the defendant’s railway 
at the place in question, of which fact the company had notice but 
never interfered to stop or prevent; that the deceased had no reason 
to believe an engine would overtake him without blowing a whistle 
at Pugsley’s crossing, and without carrying lights, ami that tin- 
absence of the whistle and the lights prevented deceased from 
knowing the engine was coming along; that such an engine without 
lights and not sounding a whistle at Pugsley’s crossing was more 
likely to kill a foot .passenger at the point where the deceased was 
killed than an engine with lights which sounded a whistle at 
Pugsley’s crossing, and that the running of such an engine under 
the circumstances was a careless but not a reckless disregard 
of human life.

Under these findings upon which I think the case must lie 
determined it seems to me clear that the deceased was not a mon- 
trespasser on the track, but that he was, at the time he was killed, 
there by the tacit permission and consent of the company and at 
the lowest was a bare licensee to whom, however, they owed a 
duty not, indeed, of the same character as that which they owed 
to a passenger on their train but still a duty clear and define'I. 
namely, not to increase the normal or ordinary- risks which the 
licensee would incur when exercising the permission or license 
granted to him. In the case of Gallagher v. Humphrey (1862),
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6 L.T. 084, Cockbura, C.J., in delivering the judgment of a very 
strong Court, stato< 1 the law to lie as follows, at p. 085:—

T doubt whether on the pleadings and this rule it is competent to enter 
into the question of negligence, and whether the whole matter does not turn 
upon the question whether permission was or was not given to the plaintiff 
to pass along the way. But I should lie sorry to decide this case upon that 
narrow ground. I quite agree that a |ierson who merely gives permission to 
pass and repass along Ids close is not bound to do more than allow the enjoy
ment of such permissive right under the circumstances in wldch the way 
exists; that, he is not bound, for instance, if the way passes along the side of a 
dangerous ditch or along the edge of a precipice to fence off the ditch or 
precipice. The grantee must use the permission as the tldng exists. It is a 
different question, however, where negligence on the part of the jierson 
granting the permission is superadded. It cannot be that, having granted 
permission to use a way subject to existing dangers, he is to be allowed to do 
any further act to endanger the safety of the person using the way. The 
plaintiff took the permission to use the way subject to a certain amount of 
risk and danger, but the case assumes a different aspect when the negligence 
of the defendant—for the negligence of Ids servants is his—is added to that 
risk and danger.

1 have not found any ease where this statement of the law is 
either challenged or impugned.

In a later case of Thatchr v. The Great Western lily. Co. (1893), 
10 Tin es L.R. 13, Lord Esher M.R., said:—
that if a person was on the premises of another with that other's consent, the 
latter had a duty to take reasonable care not to act in such a way as to cause 
personal injury to the former. It was the business of a railway company to 
carry as passengers persons who came to their stations for the purpose of 
travelling to various destinations. It was a matter of everyday occurrence 
that, when |iersons intending to be passengers camfe to railway stations, their 
friends came with them to see them off. The company knew that it was the 
practice of passengers' friends so to come to their stations, and they permitted 
them to come. They knew that whenever two persons came to the station 
it might well be that one of them >vas not intending to travel, but merely 
came to see the other off. What duty had the railway company to those 
persons? No doubt in strict logic they had not the same amount of duty to 
them as they had to persons who paid them money in consideration of being 
carried as passengers. But, so far as regarded the taking of means for pro
viding for personal safety, it was impossible to measure the difference between 
their duty to the one class of persons and their duty to the other. In short, 
it was their duty to take reasonable care with regard to both. The defendants, 
therefore, owed the plaintiff the duty to take reasonable care not to do any
thing to endanger his personal safety. Such duty had been recognized in 
Holmes v. North-Eastern Railway Co. (1869), L.R. 4 Ex. 254, and Watkins v. 
Great Western Railway Co. (1877), 46 L.J.Q.B. 817.

The case of Tough v. North British Railway Company, decided 
by the Court of Session, Scotland, in 1914, consisting of Ixtrds 
Sitlvesen, Guthrie, Ormidale and Izird Justice Clerk, approves
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entirely of the judgment in Thatcher v. The Great Western R. Co., 
10 Times L.R. 13, referred to aliove and decided that 
a person who goes upon premises as a mere licensee is not there at liis own 
risk if he suffers injury through the negligent act of the servants of the owner 
committed, in the course of their employment, after the licensee has entered 
the premises. 1913-14 Bess. Cas. 291.

The latest case on this branch of the appeal is that of Lou\ry 
v. Walker, decided by the House of Lords, [1911] A.C. 10, reversing 
the decisions of the Divisional Court and also of the Court of Appeal.

The material facts in this case were that the defendant, who 
owned a savage horse which he knew to lie dangerous to man
kind, put it, without giving any warning, into a field of which 
he was the occupier and which he knew the public were in tIn
habit of crossing without leave on the wray to a railway station. 
The plaintiff in crossing that field was attacked, bitten and stamped 
on by the horse. The County Court Judge fourni as a fact that 
the defendant was guilty of negligence in putting a horse which 
he knew to be ferocious in a field which he knew to tie habitually 
crossed by the public and gave judgment accordingly.

The House of Lords, reversing the decisions of the Divisional 
Court and the Court of Appeal which had held the defendant 
occupier not liable, held that the effect of the Judge’s finding 
that the plaintiff appellant was in the field without express leave 
but with the permission of the defendant entitled the plaintiff 
to recover.

I-ord Lorebum, L.C., says, at p. 12:—
I think in substance it amounts to this, that the plaintiff was not proved 

to be in tliis field of right; that he was there as one of the public who habitually 
used the field to the knowledge of the defendant; that the defendant did not 
take steps to prevent that user; and in those circumstances it cannot lie 
lawful that the defendant should with impunity allow a horse which he knew 
to be a savage and dangerous beast to be loose in that field without giving any 
warning whatever, either to the plaintiff or to the public, of the dangerous 
character of the animal.

The other Law’ I»rds all concurred expressing themselves sub
stantially to the same effect as the Lord Chancellor, viz., that, 
although the plaintiff was not proved to lie in the field as of right, 
he was one of the public who habitually used the field to the occu
pier's knowledge and without his having taken steps to prevent 
the user and in those circumstances was liable for the in juries 
inflicted on the plaintiff by the savage horse.
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Applying to this rase the principles on which Lowery v. Walker 
[1011] A.C. 10, was decided, I cannot see, leaving for the moment 
the question of the statute aside, how it is possible for the company 
in this case successfully to argue their non-liability for the death 
of the deceased doctor. Instead of a savage horse as in the 
Lowery case, supra, we have in this case as Ritchie, J., says in his 
judgment :—
an engine running on a windy stormy night, backwards, an extra trip, not a 
regular train, without lights and a defective (in fact, useless) whistle put on 
the track and set in motion.

The jury have found this constitutes negligence and that the 
deceased was prevented from knowing that the engine was coming 
by the absence of the whistle and lights.

If the jury had found that the running backwards under 
the circumstances of such an engine shewed a reckless disregard 
of human life, I cannot believe the company would not lx; held 
liable. The fact that they found it was only a careless disregard 
of human life, cannot, in my judgment, atwolve the company 
from liability.

Dublin, Wicklow and Wexford Railway Co. v. Slattery (1878), 
3 App. Cas. 1155, is in some aspects instructive on this appeal. 
For instance, on the question of notices having l)een put up for
bidding persons to cross the line at a particular point, it was 
held that these notices having lieen continually disregarded 
by the public and the company’s servants not having interfered 
to enforce their observance, the company could not in the case of 
an injury occurring to anyone crossing the line at that point, set up 
the existence of the notices by way of answer to an action for 
damages for such injury.

The English text books on the subject are to the same effect 
as to the liability and obligations of the railway company to a 
licensee. See 21 Hals., s. 060 and notes, and Salmond on Law of 
Torts, pp. 400 to 404.

The decisions of the Courts in the United States, though of 
course not binding on us, are to the same effect as those English 
cases to which I have referred with resect to the rights of licensees 
or persons permitted to use lands or premises of an occupier or 
owner.

In the case of Dans v. Chicago and North West Rly. Co., 58 
XV is. 640, 17 N.W. Rep. 406, it was held by the Supreme Court of
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Wisconsin, after citing amongst other authoiities that of (in//- 
agher v. Humphrey, 0 LiT. 084, and quoting Cockbum, C.J.'s 
judgment in that cast* with approval, that
where the right of way of a railway company lias lx>en in constant use by 
travellers on foot for more than 20 years, without objection from the company, 
it is for the jury to say whether the company acquiesced in such user. .Such 
a user, while not establishing a public highway upon the company's right of 
way, would relieve the persons passing over the same from being treated as 
trespassers by the company. There is a clear distinction between the care 
which a railroad company is bound to exercise towards mere trespassers and 
towards those who are on its right of way by the license of the company, and 
in ease of a long and constant user of such way the company and its servante 
arc charged with notice of it, and cannot neglect precautions to prevent danger 
to persons travelling thereon. W ilful injury is not the only ground of liability 
in such a case.

In Corrigan v. Union Sugar Refinery (18ti8), VS Mass. ">77. 
dray, J., in delivering the judgment of the Supreme Court of 
that State, said:

11 ie material question is, whether the keg fell upon the plaintiff's head by 
reason of the negligence of the defendants’ servants. If it did, then whether 
this was a public or a private way, and whether the plaintiff was passing over 
it in the exercise of a public right, or upon an express or implied invitation 
or inducement of the defendants, or by their mere permission, lie was rightfully 
there, and may maintain this action. Even if he was t here under a permission 
which they might at any time revoke and under circumstances which did not 
make them responsible for any defect in the existing condition of the way, 
they were still liable for any negligent act of themselves or their servants, 
w hich increased the danger of passing and in fact injured him.
See also to the same effect the judgment of the Court of Appeal. 
State of New York, Harry v. New York Central & Hudson River 
Railroad Co. (1883), 92 N.Y. 289.

From all the cases 1 have referred to I find the law of England 
and of Scotland and of many of the United States of America 
is the name, namely, that while a mere licensee entering upon 
premises of the owner does so at his own risk with regard to till 
normal and ordinary risks which he may incur or he subject 
to on the premises, the licenser, owner or occupier remains liable 
to him for injuries caused to him by abnormal and extraordinary 
risks brought about or introduced through the negligence of the 
licenser or his servants.

Passing now from this branch of the ease to the effect of 
the provisions of the Nova Scotia Railway Act, s. 2(>4, Itefore cited, 
it will be observed that the section only makes every person not 
connected with the railway or employed by the company who walks 
along the track thereof liable to a penalty not exceeding ten dollars.
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The section docs not intend or purport to deal with the rights 
or obligations of such jxtsoii so oflfcnding to the company or with 
tliosc of the company t4> such pemon.

Whether such person, being one of tlie general public, had 
express or implied authority from the company to walk upon the 
railway would not matter as affecting his liability for the i>enalty.

If sued for the |h*i laity, proof of such express or limited authority 
would not be any defence*. The section was passed as a matter 
of public |M)licy and was not intended in any way to interfere with 
the rights or obligations of the parties to each other in the exercise 
of a pei a ission by the company to walk on the track.

When the legislature intended to interfere with or take away 
such civil or private rights they said so in express terms. See 
ss. 189 and 292(3), the former of which says:

ISO. The persons for whose use farm crossings are furnished, shall keep 
the gates at each side of the railway closed when not in use; and no person, 
any of whose cattle are killed by any train owing to the non-observance of 
this section, shall have any right iff action against any company in respect to 
the same being killed.
and the hitter of which reads as follows:

202 (3). If the cattle of any person, wliieh are at large contrary to the 
provision of this section, are killed or injured by any train at such point of 
intersection, he shall not have any right of action against any company in 
res|K'ct to the same being so killed or injured.

The legislature, in the section we are interested in, merely 
imposed a penalty for walking on the track. It uses no language 
which can be construed as interfering with the relative legal 
lights of the offending person and the railway. It simply declares 
a public* policy breach of which gave rise to a penalty.

While therefore, in my judgment, no railway could alter 
that policy or prevent the attached penalty from being enforced 
against any offender by any consent it might give, on the other 
hand, the section carefully abstained from interfering with the 
private or civil rights or which might arise lietwcen
the parties by reason of any person walking on the railway track 
with the permission of the railway.

The ivnalty for breach of the publie policy was absolute whether 
the railway assented to the breach or not. The obligations of 

j Ihe railway to one to whom it gave permission so to walk were not 
interfered with or done away with. Could it for a moment 
be successfully contended that a wilful injury done to such a
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licensee from the railway, by its servants, was without remedy? 
I certainly think not and that such a result never was intended 
and equally so do I think it was not intended to take away the 
civil light from such licensee of suing for damages sustained 
by the negligence of the company in adding additional dangers 
and risks to those which the licensee assumed in accepting the 
license1 and from which additional dangers and risks he suffered 
damage1. The case of Davis v. North Western Railway Co., .‘>S 
Wis. 646, above cited by me on the other branch of the case, 
expressly determines that such a statute making it an offe nce 
to walk ui)on the track does not alter the rule. No authority 
was cited to us in support of the appellant’s e*ontention that the 
section imposing a penalty merely made a person violating it a 
trespasser and took from him civil rights which he otherwise 
would possess as licensee against the company ghing him such 
license.

It seems to me, however, that the language used by the Judicial 
Committee in the case of The King v. Broad [1915], A.C. 1110. 
is an authority to the contrary of appellant's contention. It 
was there hold that s. 191, sub-s. 2 of the Public Works Act, 1908. 
of New Zealand, suspended during the period therein referred to 
the absolute right of the public to pass along a highway over a 
level crossing but left unaffected the right of those whose did so jm* 
to hav< reasonable care exercised by the railway authority in using 
the line. Lord Robson, who delivered their Lordships' judgment, 
says, at p. 1115:—

The language of the sub-section is amply satisfied by holding that on the 
specified approach of a train the public’s absolute right to pass is suspended 
leaving unaffected the question of other rights if nevertheless persons do pass.

I adopt this language and think it peculiarly applicable to tl.e 
l>enalty clause in question.

On the whole 1 would dismiss the ap]»eal with costs.
Idington, J.:—This is an action by respondent, the widow 

and administratrix of the late Dr. Herdman, for damages arising 
from his death alleged to have been caused by the wrongful 
act or negligence of the apj>ellant.

Deceased on returning from a professional visit to a patient 
attempted to do so by walking on the railway track of appellant 
instead of travelling by the common highway, and is found to
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have met his death by a locomotive and tender moving back
ward at the rate of aliout 10 miles an hour and overtaking and 
knocking him down.

This occurred after dark in the evening in February. 1917, 
in the midst of a snowstorm descrilied by some as “an awful 
storm” and by others as “blustery and very cold.”

The locomotive and tender were returning from a short run 
taken to assist a train up a heavy grade of a mile or more to 
a station a few miles distant from River Heliert, the home town 
of deceased, and the station where this ancilliary engine was kept. 
The case was tried before Drysdale, J., with a jury, who answered 
ten questions submitted to them, and in answer to the eleventh 
assessed the damages at .$6,000 for which judgment was entered; 
and that has l>ecn maintained by a majority of the Court of Appeal.

The first two questions and answers are as follows:—
1. Was the proximate cause of the accident that killed Dr. Herdman the 

nettligence of the company? If so, state it. What was it? Yes, not having 
lights and a defective wliistle.

2. Notwithstanding such negligence, could Dr. Herdman, by the exercise 
| of reasonable care, have avoided the accident? We think the doctor was 
careless but could not have avoided the accident.

The accident did not take place at or so near to any crossing 
at or approaching which there might have been involved the 
breach of a statutory duty to give warning.

The only statutory duty seems to have tieen in that regard, 
to either ring a bell or whistle at certain distances from a highway 
crossing.

These obligations were fully discharged, as sworn to by the 
engine driver and fireman in charge, and there is no contradictory 
evidence on the point.

The whistle was in fact by reason of the frost, as I understand, 
lout of service.

The sole ground of complaint in law, upon which the judg
ment rests, is that people in the neighbourhood had been habit- 
lually using the railway track as so often happens, when inclined 
F° take a shorter way in pursuit of any chance errand; and that 
F° one had been prosecuted for doing so though the evil practice 
F:‘d I icon of such frequent occurrence that local officials of the 
feppellant might be presumed to have had notice of its existence.

The railway track was fenced in, and not the slightest suggestion 
f'as made that it had been conceded as a public highway.
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It is merely the toleration of such an evil practice, as jiedes- 
trians in many instances adopted, knowing, as some of them 
frankly said, they did it at their own risk, or, as many othw 
said, without ever thinking of the consequences, that is relied on.

There was a railway bridge over the river in the vicinity, 
on which some of them crossed; and as an electric line was carried 
over it a large printed notice had been posted in 1915, by direction 
of appellant’s superintendent, at each end of it, on which was in- 
scribed a warning:—“Danger, keep off; this means you.”

No other notices of warning against trespassing are in evidence
The statute law of Nova Scotia contains a provision prohibiting 

the walking on any railway track, and providing for a penalty 
being imposed upon any such trespasser.

There is not in that Province any provision, such as exist.» 
in some Provinces, for punishing in like manner petty trespassers 
on other property.

It is thus clear that what the deceased, on the occasion 
question did, and other had lieen doing, in the way of walking ] 
on the track was illegal and rendered him liable to a penalty.

The appellant relies, and 1 think lightly, upon the decision I 
of this Court in the cast1 of the (irand Trunk Railway Co. v. A mit r- 
8on, 28 Can. S.O.R. 541, and other cases holding that there can U 
no recovery for damages suffered under such circumstances unless | 
something else, than apparent herein, shewing gross negligence, 
or wilful misconduct on the part of those concerned on Ix'half 
of the railway company.

The trial Judge1 relied upon the case of Lowery v. Walh \ 
[1910] 1 K.B. 173, [1911] A.(\ 10.

The charge of the trial Judge? to the jury was obviously influence-! ] 
by his view of the sait! decisiem and hence seime of the finding? | 
of the jury.

The Court of Appeal aelopt the same view anel think it is siijs | 

ported by other cases.
I cannot agree that there is anything in that or either cases I 

relieel upon, whie-h in prine-iple is applicable to the undisputed I 
facts in this case, anel that they elid not present a case which | 
should have lieen submitteel to a jury.

I fail to set? the resemblance between a railway company! 
running its engine, in eourse of its tiailv and hourly exercise |
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of right and discharge of duty, and that of a man who has in fact 
permitted a pathway to be used across his field with no dangerous 
animals therein, suddenly and without warning rendering the 
pathway highly dangerous by turning a vicious animal at large 
therein.

Kven assuming all that is alleged to I*1 true, as to the use by 
pedestrians of appellant s track, to the knowledge of its manage
ment. the risk has never lx*en increased or use of the track for what 
it was built for changed in tin* slightest.

If the right of way had lieen out of use for a time and then 
suddenly ami without warning put into active service, some 
analogy might be found in doing so. to what the Ijowery case.
( 1910] 1 K.R. 173, (19111 A.C. 10, presents.

But in fact this engine was running just as it was accustomed 
to do alxmt the san e hour, if not daily, at least on an average1 
every other <lay in the week.

The distance home for the deceased, where he was going, 
was shewn to lie some 300 feet longer by the railway than by the 
road.

The circumstances shew that he chose the railway track 
instead of the highway lx*cause the latter was deeply covered 
with snow and the railway track not so, lx*cause the cars and 
engines were running thereon and brushing aside or crushing 
down the snow'.

It is not for the Courts to impose a new mode of running 
a railway, or upon those* doing so, a new code of regulations foi 
the protection of trespassers.

There an* cases such as in evidence in the well known Slattery 
case, 3 App. Cas. 1155, where the station arrangements were such 
as to mislead, or regulations at crossings, such as in The King 
v. liroad, [1915] A.C. 1110, make the conflicting duties of those 
using the highway and those running the railway often the subject 
of anxious inquiry, and require a rigorous enforcement of statutory 
regulations, lest the unwary and accidental trespasser may lx* 
caught and a case to submit to a jury arise.

We lmd such "a case in (larside v. Crand Trunk liailway Co. 
(1915), 23 D.L.R. 403, affirmed by Can. S.C.R., Dec. 29, 1915, 
N-e 9 O.W.N. 494, a year or two ago in which I had no doubt the 
dcccised was technically trespassing upon the unfenced land
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of the railway company, yet we maintained the right of action 
because of the neglect by those running an engine to observe tin- 
statutory duties of giving warning.

It was attempted there to shew that a bar across the highway 
served same as in the Broad case, (1915), A.C. 1110, since reported, 
took away all right to cross ami with it a remedy for killing the 
pedestrian.

Wherever there is a statutory' duty imposed it must lie observed. 
We have no right to create such a duty.

No obligations rested upon the appellant towards the pro
tection of the deceased in the way of lights or whistles.

Of course its servants would have no right to run him down 
knowingly or recklessly, any more than the defendant in the case 
of Dams v. Mann (1842), 10 M. & W. 546, had a right to run 
down the donkey tethered in the highway, or many a like offender 
has done since.

Anglin. J., concurs with the Chief Justice.
Brodeur, J.:—I am of opinion that this appeal should lie 

allow'd with costs of this Court and of the Courts below for tin- 
reasons given by my brother Idington.

Mignault, J.:—This is a case of very considerable difficulty.
The respondent’s husband, Dr. W. W. Herdman, who lived 

at River Heliert, was killed while walking on the track of the appel
lant company, on the evening of Feb. 10, 1917, between the village 
of River Hebert and Strathcona, Nova Scotia. The appellant 
there operates a line of railway which crosses the river on a bridge 
and goes up by a rather steep grade toward Strathcona and then 
continues on to a place called Jubilee. On the aftermxin in ques
tion a regular train left Joggins, the other side of River Hebert, 
a little after 4.30 p.m., and was hauled, on account of the grade, 
by two engines, the front one, an old engine, driven by Forrest, 
the engineer, with Landry as fireman. This front engine was 
used for getting the train up the grade and at Jubilee it usually 
returned backwards, tender first, to Joggins. Dr. Herdman. 
that afternoon, took the train at River Hebert to visit a patient 
at Strathcona, where he got out, made his visit and then tele
phoned at 0.30 p.m. to his wife that he would immediately return. 
The night was a cold and very stormy one, with some snow and 
a high wind blowing across the railway. Dr. Herdman wore a
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raccoon coat and started out pulling up his collar and pushing 
down his cap over his ears. Unfortunately he chose to return 
by the railway track, a short cut which, the evidence shews, was 
very commonly used by men, women and even children in pre
ference to the road which Dr. Herdman could have taken but
which probably on such a night would have t>een a difficult one for 
a pedestrian to travel on. Later in the evening Dr. Herdman's 
body was found between the rails a short distance from the rail
way bridge.

He was killed by Forrest’s engine which was returning to 
Joggins from Jubilee, tender first and without any headlight 
or any light on the tender. Forrest stalled from Joggins about 
6.15 p.m., and having got his engine under way, shut off the steam 
and ran down the grade at a moderate speed. His whistle had 
become disconnected before reaching Jubilee, and he was unable 
to repair it on account of the escaping steam before he started to 
return. He therefore could not whistle at Pugslcy’s crossing, 
just before Strathcona, but his fireman rang the bell more or less 
continuously, with however some interruption, the latter says, 
when he got down from his scat to feed his fire. Both Forrest 
and Landry say that the storm was so severe that they could not 
see out of the cab window on account of the frost, and they did 
not think any one would he on the tracks on such a night. They 
never saw the victim and did not know that he had l>een killed 
until his body was found.

The case wras tried before Drysdale, J., and a jury, and the 
latter have found as follows:—

1. Was the proximate cause of the accident that killed Dr. Herdman the 
negligence of the company? If so, state it. What was it? Yes, not having 
lights and a defective whistle.

2. Notwithstanding such negligence, could Dr. Herdman by the exercise 
of reasonable care have avoided the accident? We think the doctor was 
careless but could not have avoided the accident.

3. Up to the time that Dr. Herdman was killed did the public habitually 
travel along the defendant’s railroad between the villages of Strathcona and 
River Hebert? Yes.

4. If so, did the defendant company have notice of it? Yes.
5. Before Dr. Herdman was killed did the defendant company interfere 

ait h persons so travelling along the railway? No.
6. Had Dr. Herdman reason to believe that an engine would overtake 

him without blowing the whistle at Pugsley’s crossing and without carrying 
lights? No.
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7. Was Dr. Herdman prevented from knowing that the engine was 
coming by the absence of the whistle and lights? Yes.

8. Was an engine running without lights and not sounding a whistle at 
Pugsley’s crossing, more likely to kill a foot passenger at the point where Dr 
Herdman was killed than an engine with lights and sounding a whistle at 
Pugsley’s crossing? Yes.

9. Was the running of the engine which killed Dr. Herdman, without 
lights and without sounding a whistle at Pugsley’s crossing a reckless dis
regard of human life? No, but consider it careless.

10. What amount of damages do you find; and how much do you allow to 
the widow and how much to the daughter? $0,000, divided as follows: widow 
$2,500, daughter $3,500.

In accordance with this verdict judgment was entered against j 
the appellant for $6,000, and on an appeal to the Supreme ( 'ourt 
of Nova Scotia, this judgment was affirmed by a Court consisting 
of Russell, Longley and Ritchie, JJ., Longley, J., dissent ng * 
The appellant now appeals to this Court.

The jury hating negatived contributory negligence on the part < 
of Dr. Herdman—and I do not think that I should interfere with ^ 
their finding, whatever doubts I might feel on this point in view 4 
of all the circumstances—the appellant can, in my opinion, sue- | 
eeed only if it shews, 1st, that Dr. Herdman was a trespasser $ 
on its line, and 2nd, that assuming he was a trespasser, it hat 1 
discharged any duty it owed to him as such trespasser.

To answer first question regard must lx* had to the facts found I 
by the jury that up to the time that Dr. Herdman was killed the I 
public habitually travelled along the appellant’s railroad lietween I 
the villages of Ktratheona and River Hebert; that the appellant I 
luid notice of it and did not interfere with persons so travelling I 
on the railway. Assuming these facts, was Dr. Herdman a très- I 
passer?

S. 264 of c. 99 of the R.S.N.8. 1000, enacts that 
every person, not connected with the railway or employed by the company I 
who walks along the track thereof, except where the same is laid across or I 
along a highway, is liable on summary conviction to a iienalty not exceeding I 
ten dollars.

The Courts lxdo.v realised on the decision of the House of Lords I 
in Lowry v. Walker, [191 lj A.C. 10, which in their opinion is not I 
distinguishable from the present case. There the respondent, I 
without giving any warning, put a savage hoise which he knew I 
to lx,* dangerous to mankind, in a field of which he was the occupier I 
and which he knew the public were in the habit of crossing with- I 
out leave on their way to the railway station. The appellant I
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in crossing the field was attacked, bitten and staini*-d on by the 
horse. The County Court Judge found as a fact that the respond
ent was guilty of negligence in putting a horse which he knew 
to lie ferocious into a field which he knew to tie habitually crossed 
by the public, ami gave judgment for the appellant. This judg- 
nent was reversed by the Divisional Couit, [19091 2 K.H. 433, 
and by the Court of Appeal, [1910) 1 K.R. 173, but the House of 
lords set aside both these judgments, holding that the effect 
of die trial Judge’s finding lining that the appellant was in the 
field without express leave but with the permission of the respond
ent, the appellant was entitled to recover.

In this ease their Lordships construed the finding of fact of 
the trial Judge as meaning that the appellant was in the respond
ent's field not as a trespasser but with the jiennission of the 
respondent, and they applied the law to this finding of fact.

The appellant cites another ease, Grand Trunk lily. Co. v. 
Harnett (1911), A.C. 361, where the respondent was undoubt
edly a trespasser on the platform of a railway car where he was 
injured. The ease was considered upon this basis by the Judicial 
Committee, and the respondent's action claiming damages for his 
injuries was dismissed. Ixird Robson, sjieaking for the Privy 
Counril, held that the obligation of the railway company was 
merely not to wilfully injure the respondent, that is to say “they 
were not entitled, unnecessarily and knowingly, to increase the 
normal risk by delilierately placing unexpected dangers in his 
way."

The real difficulty, to my mind, is the statute which I have 
cited, and 1 have not been able to eonvince myself that what the 
House of Lords decided in Lowery v. Walker, [1911] A.C. 10, with 
respect to a field over which, according to the findings of the trial 
Judge, as construed by the House of lairds, the owner or occupier 
permitted the public to pass, can 1» applied to a railway line 
where the law punishes with a fine “every person not connected 
with the railway or employed by the company' who walks along 
the track thereof. ”

If mere passiveness of a railway company could lie regarded 
as a defence against a criminal action for trespass, the statute, 
which undoubtedly was enacted for the protection of the public 
as well as of railway companies, would soon become a dead letter.
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Dr. Herdman chose ta walk up<m the track, as hundreds of peuple 
had done liefore him, probably because he was hurrying to attend 
a sick call, and his motive was no doubt a good one, but he did 
so at his own risk and was, in my opinion, a trespasser on the rail
way. On this point I think Lowry v. II'after, supra, is clearly 
distinguishable from the present case and moreover their hard
ships there proceeded u|xm a statement of facts found by the 
trial Judge, which ns construed by them, went further than the 
farts found in this case by the jury.

When the evidence as to this user by the public of the railway 
tracks is examined it is seen that two witnesses, Smith and Rector, 
say they walked on the railway track at their own risk, one, Hib- 
bard, supjwsed that in doing so he was a trespasser, and Melsnar 
admits that he did not think he had any right to walk on the track. 
All these were witnesses for the plaintiff. Other witnesses never 
considered whether or not they had a right to thus use the rail
way, but did so because they saw others walking along the tracks. 
The railway was fencer! in and a notice of warning was placed on 
the railway bridge. All this evidence shews a state of facts mater
ially different from what was found in Lowery v. Halter, [11*11] 
A.C. 10.

The second question is, assuming that Dr. Herdman was a 
trespasser on the right of way, did the appellant discharge an; 
duty it owed him not to injure him wilfully, according to the rule 
laid down by the Privy Council in Grand Trunk Hailway Co. v. 
Barnett [1911] A.C. 361? In other words, did it “unnecessarily 
and knowingly increase the normal risk by deliberately placing 
unexpected dangers in his way? ’’

The findings of the jury do not justify an affirmative answer 
to this question, which would involve a reckless disregard of human 
life. The jury refused to find any such reckless disregard of 
human life and they would not go any further than to state that 
the running of the engine without lights and without sounding 
a whistle at Pugsley's crossing was careless. I therefore must 
answer this question in the negative.

The case is one where every sympathy may legitimately be 
felt for the victim of this accident, who, 1 think, was hurryug 
to attend to a sick call when he was unfortunately killed. Hut 
this sympathy would not justify me in making the appellant
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pay the damages in a vase where 1 am convinced no legal liability 
exists.

The appeal must therefore, in my opinion, be allowed and the 
plain tiff’s action dismissed. The appellant is entitled to its costs 
here and in the Courts below if it thinks fit to collect them from 
the respondent. A ppeal allowed with costs.

•SOUTHERN SALVAGE Co. Ltd. v. THE SHIP “REGIN.”

Exchequer Court of Canada, Dryndale, Lac. J. in Adm. November SO, 1918. 

Collision (§ I—2)—Rule 16 or kequlations for avoiding collisions at

At about 9 o'clock a.m. on June 15, 1917, a collision occurred at the 
entrance to Halifax Harbour between the ship “Deliverance” and the 
defendant shin “Regin” in a dense fog. The “Deliverance” was yoked 
up to the S.S. “Belaine” and was outward bound engaged in mine 
sweeping in the Harbour, and the “Regin” was coining in.

Held, that inasmuch as the “Deliverance” admittedly heard the fog 
signals of the “Regin” well forward of her beam and still kept on at her 
speed into the fog, she violated the provisions of article 16 of the rules 
of the road and was at fault.

2. That such fault was the proximate cause of the collision and she 
was wholly to blame therefor.

This is an action taken by the owners of the “ Deliverance ” 
against the “ Regin” for damages to the former alleged to be due to 
improper navigation of the “Regin" and to its negligence.

The plaintiffs in their preliminary act declare they took the 
following measures to avoid accident:

The course of the “ Regin” when first seen appeared as if she were 
attempting to cross the bows of the “Deliverance” and the 
engines of the “Deliverance” were ordered full speed astern. 
Immediately thereafter when it appeared that the “Regin” might 
pass astern, the engines were ordered full speed ahead. These 
orders were given in such quick succession that the speed of the 
“ Delivciance ” was not affected. The “ Regin ” on the other hand, 
violated art. 13 in that she neglected the international signals; 
the “Deliverance” was mine sweeping and carried the cones, 
flags, and balls, authorized by the regulations made in that regard; 
and art. 15 (c) in that she disregarded the signals of the “Deliver
ance” that she was unable to manoeuvre and ran into the “ Deliver
ance” in foggy weather; and that she came up Halifax Harbour in 
foggy weather at a high rate of speed; and also art. 16, art. 19,

* Appeal to the Supreme'Court was allowed, November 24, 1919, to the 
extent of declaring the ships equally liable for the collision.
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art. 23, art. 28 in that changing her course to starboard she did 
not indicate by her whistle that she was so doing; and art. 29; 
and no lookout was maintained.

Defendant in its preliminary act at No. 12 says: in answer to 
question “The measures which were taken, and when, to avoid 
the collision;” having heard, apparently forward of her beam, 
fog signals of several vessels, the positions of which were not 
ascertained, the engines were stopped. Shortly after the “ Deliver
ance” was first seen through the fog, them being then danger of 
collision, not apparently avoidable by the action of the “Deliver
ance” alone, the engine* were put full speed astern and the helm 
put hard aport. The signals prescribed by the regulations wore 
duly sounded at proper intervals on the steam whistle of the 
“Regin,” to wit: prolonged blasts at intervals of not more than two 
minutes.

And at 14 says that
The “Deliverance" was at fault because (a) the “Deliverance" and 

“Regin" were crossing ships within the meaning of art. 19 of the regulations 
for preventing collisions at sea, and the “Deliverance," having the “Regin” 
on her own starboard side should have kept out of the way of the “Regin,’ 
should have avoided crossing ahead of the “ Regin" and should have slackened 
her speed or stopped and reversed.

(b) The “Deliverance" being bound to keep out of the way impro|H-rly 
starboarded her helm when in sight of the “Regin," thereby directing her 
course across the bow of the “Regin."

//. Mellinh, K.C., for plaintiff; R\ A. Henry, K.(\, for defend
ant.

The plaintiff alleged the occupation of “Deliverance” at the 
time; how mine sweeping is done; that the cable connecting tin- 
ships has the effect of turning the ship’s head towards her com
panion ship. The object of this sweeping was to secure any mines 
planted by enemy mine layers.

That the “Deliverance” carried all signals required by the 
Admiralty to shew the ship's occupation, and that she is not under 
command.

The (kfemlant, they admit, gave the required fog signals, 
but they claim she maintained full speed of 8 or 9 knots and did 
not stop her engines when she heard the signals from the “ Deliver
ance.”

They moreover argue that the “Deliverance” In-ing engaged 
in the special work of mine sweeping with consequent inability to
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manœuvre, she had special privileges, and was not obliged to stop 
her engines.

Defendant alleges the general facts aliove given and that the 
“Deliverance” was going at full speed and maintained the same 
until immediately liefore collision. He claims that she violated 
arts. Hi, 19, 22 and 23. These articles art1 printed below' for 
ready reference as well as 13, 15E.

They moreover allege that if the "Deliverance” had reduced 
speed earlier, the ships could have located each other in the fog 
and passed in safety; that defendant gave the fog signals, which 
were heard by the “Deliverance;” that she reduced speed, having 
stopped her engines five minutes liefore seeing the “Deliverance,” 
and having reversed them three minutes Indore collision.

That the ships were crossing ships within the meaning of art. 
19 and it was the duty of the “ Deliverance” to keep out of the way. 
Knowing that she was part of a cumliereome aggregation of 
apparatus occupying a front of 400 yards it was all the more 
incumlient upon her to navigate with exceeding caution, especially 
if, as it would appear was the case, it was desirable to keep vessels 
from passing over the wire. The officer on her bridge knows for 
12 minutes that a steamship is ahead in the fog in such a position 
that if she is on the propel course up the harbour, she is either 
dead ahead or she is going to cross his course at a fine angle, 
and that ordinary prudence, to say nothing of the regulations, 
would dictate cautious navigation until the position and course 
of the approaching steamship are ascertains l. That the “ Deliver
ance” had the “Regin” on her own starlxiard side.

A collision being imminent unless the “Regin” took some 
action to prevent it, the “Regin” was not Ixmnd to keep her 
course and sliced under art. 21, but was justified (under the note 
to that article) in the measures she took to avoid collision.

Finding that the “Deliverance” was going to ]iort so as to 
cross her lxiws it is seen that if she keejis her course and speed, the 
‘Regin” will cut into her alxiut amidships, and not having room 

to go to starlxiard and clear her, the engines are reversed and 
the helm put hard-a-starboard to bring the courses more nearly 
parallel. This manoeuvre was frustrated by the “Deliverance” 
jiorting just liefore the collision.
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It is not pretended that the marks carried by the “Deliverance 
wen* authorised by the International Regulations, and no know
ledge of them was brought home to the master of the “Regin." 
No satisfactory authority for exhibiting the marks was established. 
Some person, supposed to l>e a British naval instructor, gave what 
were apparently verbal instructions to some person unknown, who. 
presumably, passed them on by word of mouth to Captain Bran- 
nen. There is no pretence that these marks were notified to 
foreign Governments or that Norwegian ship masters, for instaure, 
were bound to know them.

The Judge’s reasons for judgment are very short, but he 
apparently found that the “ Begin” stopped and reversed engines 
as stated by her and that the “Deliverance,” notwithstanding 
that she admitted hearing the fog signals, did not slacken spml 
nor reverse* her engines, and that she violated r. lti of the rules of 
the road to avoid collisions at sea and that this act was the 
proximate cause of the collision.

Dkybdalk, L.J.A.: In this case the defendant ship cut down 
and sank the “Deliverance,” a mine sweeper, off Chebucto Head.

The “ Deliverance” was, at the time, yoked up to the “ Delaine" 
mine sweeping, and was going out in a dense fog; the “Regin." 
a Norwegian steamer, was coming in.

I think the “Deliverance” admittedly heard the fog signals 
of the “Begin” apparently well forward of the lieam of the 
“Deliverance,” and when she so heard such signals should have 
stopped her engines. This she did not do, but kept on at her speed 
into the fog.

I am compelled to conclude that the “Deliverance” was in 
fault in directly violating art. l(i of the rules of the road, and I 
also think that, such violation was the proximate cause of the 
collision.

I find the “Deliverance” solely to blame for the collision and 
there will be a decree accordingly.

Judgment accordingty.
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ROWAN AND CUTHILL v. PAITSON.

Alberta Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Stuart, Simmons and McCarthy, JJ.
October 21, 1919.

Costs (§ I—10)—Alberta rules—Taxation—Discretion ok Judge.
While the general purpose of rule 709 (Aha.) is to provide for a general 

cleaning up of all costs so that the partit» may know exactly where 
they stand, the rules are. merely rules of procedure and the rules generally 
ami rule 709 in particular should not be considered to have so exceedingly 
stringent a force as to leave the defaulting party absolutely helpless 
where the delay has been slight. The Court has power either under 
rule 550 or under the statute giving the Court power to relieve against 
forfeitures to give relief and allow the costs to be taxed, the length of 
the delay is a question for the discretion of the Judge.

Appeal by defendant from an order of the Chief Justice 
extending the time for taxation of the plaintiff's bill of costs. 
Affirmed.

IV. Shewed Morris, for appellant; P. II. Ilussell, for respondent. 
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Stuart, J.:—In 1914 or 1915 there had been some inter

locutory orders made in this action in which the plaintiff was given 
costs against the defendant. Subsequently the plaintiff’s action 
was dismissed with costs, not at a t rial but on a summary applica
tion. The defendant taxed his costs against the plaintiff some 
three or four years ago. Recently, within the past few months, 
the plaintiff made up his bill of costs of the interlocutory orders 
and applied to the clerk to have them taxed. The clerk refused 
to do so. Thereupon the plaintiff appealed to the Chief Justice in 
(’handlers, who made an order extending the time for the taxation 
of those costs until Sept. 15, 1919. From this order the defendant 
appeals.

The matter depends on r. 709. In substance that rule says 
that when one party gives notice of taxation and the other party 
has some costs which he is entitled to set off, such other party 
shall bring in a bill of such other costs within 7 days after such notice or within 
such further time as the taxing officer may allow and upon default such other 
party shall forfeit his right to such other costs and the taxation may proceed 
accordingly.

The second subsection gives one party the right to call on the 
other party to bring in his bill and have it taxed and unless he 
does so he is to forfeit his right to the costs. The defendant 
never took advantage of this provision and did not call upon the 
plaintiff, as he might have done, to bring in his bill.

Ihe contention of the appellant is not only that the failure
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of the plaintiff to bring in his bill on the original taxation worked 
a forfeiture of all his rights to such costs, but that there was no 
jurisdiction in the Chief Justice to grant any extension of time 
even under r. 556, which gives a general power to extend time even 
after the time fixed has expired.

1 think it is true that the general punx>se of r. 7<>9 was to pro
vide for a general cleaning up of all costs at the same time so that 
the parties may know exactly where they stand. Hut one must 
rememl>er that the rules are merely rules of procedure. Tlie 
plaintiff had what was a judgment of the Court for some cost*, 
to lie taxed, and we must assume that that judgment was right 
and meritorious. Apparently, through some oversight of his 
solicitor or his solicitor’s agents and by the absence of his solicitor 
from the country for a time, he did not comply with the terms of 
r. 709 or seek at any early date to get relief. The question h 
whether there is no method by which he van l>e relieved from the 
forfeiture* of his rights declared by the rule to follow upon his 
default. Undoubtedly the declaration of forfeiture is a very 
stringent provision. If there was no power in the Chief Justice to 
give him relief after 4 years’ delay then there would Ik* no power 
to give relief after a delay of one day. Any distinction between 
a delay of one day and a delay of 4 years must l>e entirely a matter 
of discretion and not of right. I do not think that the rules of 
Court generally or r. 709 in particular ought to be considered 
to have so exceedingly stringent a force as to leave the defaulting 
party absolutely helpless where he has delayed only a day ur a 
week. Indeed 1 think the enactment of the forfeiture in r. 709 
comes very close to, if it does not entirely reach, the nature of ; 
substantive legislation and not that of procedure at all, and the j 

subsequent confirmation of the rules by the recent Act of the j 
Legislature seems to me to confirm them, and to lx* intended to 
confirm them, simply as rules of procedure.

In these circumstances 1 think the Chief Justice had power, 
either under r. 55(i or under the statute giving the Court power | 
to relieve against forfeitures, or under l>oth, to give the plaintiff 
relief and to permit him to tax the costs which had been aw arded 
him and to collect the debt. The delay was undoubtedly a long 
one, but that was largely a question for the discretion of the 
Chief Justice and I do not think that we can say he exercised that | 
discretion erroneously.
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Some oral statements were made by appellant’s counsel to 
the effect that the plaintiff had really brought in his bill in the 
first place, that the clerk had, upon some ground, refused to tax 
it and that on a reference to a Judge the clerk’s ruling had been 
confirmed. Hut as these statements were not admitted by 
respondent’s counsel and there is no material before us to confirm 
them. 1 cannot see how we can venture to act upon them.

1 may add that upon mentioning the matter to the Chief 
Justice, without explaining the nature of the appellant’s con
tention, it was made plain that the Chief Justice fully appreciated 
the points which the appellant’s counsel was endeavouring to 
press upon him and which were repeated before us.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
A pfxal dismissed.
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BELL v. CHARTERED TRUST Co. ONT.

CHARTERED TRUST CO. v. BELL and BUISSEY.
Annotated.

Ontario Supreme Court, Logie, J. August 29, 1919.

Specific performance (6 I B—15)—Lease—Oral—Part performance—
Equities arisinu— Decree.

Although an agreement for a 5 year lease is not in writing if there has 
been a sufficient part performance unequivocally referable to the agree
ment, and equities have arisen from the Acts of part performance which 
render it unjust not to decree specific performance, such specific per
formance will be decreed.

Motion by the plaintiff in the first action to continue an statement 
interim injunction.

Upon the return of the motion, it was agreed by till parties 
that the two actions should lie consolidated, the motion turned 
into a motion for judgment in the consolidated actions, and the 
motion disposed of upon the material filed upon the original 
motion.

./. P. Walsh, for Bell and Buissey; «S. King and W. Lain, for 
the ( 'bartered Trust Company.

Looik, J., in a written judgment, said that the first action was IxNde J 
brought to recover possession of the premises No. lltMi St. Clair 
avenue, Toronto, from the trust company, assignee for the benefit 
o! creditors of Buissey, and for an injunction restraining the 

8—49 D.L.R.
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company from trespassing upon or earning on any husim - jn 
the said premises, and for damages. The second action wag 
brought to have it declared that a lease of the said premises bv 
Bell to Buissey was a valid and subsisting lease, notwithstanding 
an alleged surrender thereof by Buissey to Bell, and that the lea* 
was surrendered improvidently and by reason of the fraudulent 
act of Bell, and for an injunction restraining Bell from taking 
jxissession of the promises, and for specific jxirfomianee by Hell 
of an alleged agreement to execute a lease to Buissey of the said 
promises for 5 years from Oct. 28, 1918.

It appeared from the affidavits and pajxrs filed that on On 
28, 1918, an oral agreement was entered into between Bell and 
Buissey to lease1 the promises to Buissey for 5 years from 
Oct. 28, 1918, at $1,080 per annum. A base in duplicate wac 
prepared in accordance with this agreement, and one of tlx 
documents was liant led by Bell to Buissey; but it was never signed 
by either party. Buissey went into jxissession, expendeel $12 in 
fixtures, and paid rent at $90 per month until July, 1919, when Ik 
found himself financially in deep water. He then made un 
assignment to the trust company for the Ixmefit of his creditor!, 
and signes 1 a surrender of his supposeel lease. The trust company 
entered upon the demised promises; and these two actions wort- 
brought.

For Bell, the landlord, it was contended that the tenancy of 
Buissey was a tenancy at will, duly determined by notice and 
demand for jxisHossion; or, if not, that the surrender was effective

For the1 trust company, assigne*1 of Buissey, it was argue! that 
the1 agreement for the* lease, evidenced by the unexecuted instru- 
n cut, should lx* six'cificallv jxrfemrexl by the lessor; that the 
surrender was fraudulent against creditors; and that, in any event 
the assigne** was a tenant from year to year, anel not a tenant at 
will—if Buissey was a tenant at will, aeln ittexilv the1 assignee was 
out of Court.

The Juelge was e>f opinion that the agroen e*nt for a le-ase- should 
lie enfem-exl, upon the assigne*? entering into jx-rsemal covenants 
with the lessor to ol>serve the conelitiems anel perfe>rm the stipu- 
latiems anel provisœs e-ontainesl in the uncxecuteel instrument.

Although the agreement was nejt in writing anel the lease was 
not executeel, there1 hael lx**n a sufficient part performance
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unequivocally referable to the agreement, and equities had arisen 
| from the acts of part performance which rendered it unjust not to 

decree s|*rific perfonnance.
The unexecuted instrument contained a provision that if the 

| lessee should make any assignment for the lienefit of creditors the 
I term should at the option of the lessor forthwith become forfeited;

hut the lessor had taken no proceedings looking towards forfeiture; 
I and, by s. 38 (2) of the Landlord and Tenant Act, U.S.O. 1914, 

155, the assignee has the right, notwithstanding any provision 
I in the lease, to retain ixissession for the remainder of the term ujxm 

giving notice to the landlord to that effect—the giving of this 
I notice should lie a condition precedent to the granting of the relief.

Apart from the statute, the assignee in bankruptcy of the 
I lessee is entitled to a grant of the lease upon entering into personal 
| revenants : Powell v. Lloyd (1827), 1 Y. <fc J. 127.

If the surrender was signed liefore the* assignment for the 
[ lienefit of (auditors, the surrender was void against creditors under 

. 5 of the Assignments and Preferences Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 134; 
| if afterwards, it was a nullity.

No hardship would lie occasioned and no injustice done by 
I ordering sjiecific performance of the agreement for the lease, with 
I the safeguards provided above.

The first action should lie dismissed with costs, upon the 
I plaintiff in the second action carrying out the terms imposed upon
lit.

In the second action there should lie judgment for specific 
I jierformance of the agreement for the lease*, in the tenus of the 
I unexecuted instrument, with costs, upon the plaintiff in that 
I act ion entering into jiersonal covenants as above with the defend
ant Bell and giving the notice required by s. 38 (2) alxive.

Should the plaintiff in the second action fail to enter into the 
I covenants and give the notice forthwith, the second action should 
|1m‘ disn issed with costs, and there should lie judgment for the 
I plaint iff in the first action, as prayed, with costs.

Judgment accordingly.
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Annotation. ANNOTATION.
Leases required by Law to be made by Deed.

By A. D. Armour, Esq., of the Ontario Bar.

In considering the effect of a lease required by law to be made by deed, 
but which is made by parol it is necessary in the first place to bear in mind 
that a lease itself does not convey any interest in the land. Lewi» v. Rah> 
(1905) 1 Ch. 4f>, 74 L.J. Ch. 39; Lord Llangattock v. Watney Combe, Reid ,v 
Co., Ltd., [1910] 1 K.B. 230. The lessee obtains only an intere*ne termini from 
the lease, until he has perfected Ids title by entry. It is the lease combined 
with his entry into possession which conveys to him his interest in the term 
granted, and it is only when a lessee has entered under the particular lease in 
question that he acquires any interest in the land.

Under Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. II. c. 3, s. 2 (now R.6.O. 1914, e. 102, 
s, 4), a lease or an agreement for a lease, not exceeding the term of three yean 
from the making thereof, the rent upon which, reserved to the landlord during 
such term, amounts unto two-thirds at the least of the full improved value of 
the tiling demised, is not required to be in writing or under seal. As li ases 
of this description do not present much difficulty, and are not often the 
subject of litigation, they are not further considered at the present time, and 
when the word “lease” is hereafter used, it refers only to leases of tin* kind 
which would have been required by 29 Car. II., c. 3, to be in writing; Hint is. 
leases not exceeding the term of three years upon which the rent reserved does 
not amount in the whole term to two-thirds of the value of the subject of the 
lease, and all leases for a tenu exceeding three years.

By s. 1 of the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. II. c. 3, (which appeared in 
R.S.O. 1897, as c. 338, s. 2), it was enacted that:—

“All leases, estates, ... or terms of years, . . . made or 
created by . . . parol, and not put in writing, and signed by the'partie# 
so making or creating the same, or their agents thereunto lawfully authorized 
by writing, shall have the force and effect of leases or estates at will only, 
and shall not, cither in law or equity, be deemed or taken to have any other 
or greater force or effect; any consideration for making any such parol leases 
or estates, or any former law or usage to the contrary notwithstanding ”

The purpose of the Statute of Frauds is stated to be for prevention of 
many fraudulent practices which are commonly endeavoured to be upheld la
per jury, and subornation of perjury. The intention of Parliament therefore 
was to render such fraudulent practices impossible by making it unlawful to 
give any evidence of a lease or term of years otherwise than by a written 
document. It was not open to any witness to explain the nat ure of the pos
session of a tenant, because as soon as oral testimony was admitted, the 
chance of perjury being committed arose; or in other words, it was intended 
“to prevent matters of importance from resting on the frail testimony of 
memory alone.” Having forbidden the explanation of a tenant’s interest 
by means of oral evidence, Parliament then definitely enacted what that 
interest should amount to either in law or equity, when the lease was not in 
writing, namely, a lease or estate at will; and lest the doctrine of consideration 
should Still be held to supi>ort a parol lease, it was further enacted that con
sideration should not have that effect.

By 8-9 Viet. e. 106, s. 3, it was enacted that:—
“A lease required by law to be in writing, of any tenements or henilits-
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nM.nt8 . . . made after the said 1st day of October. 1845, shall also lie 
void at law unless made by deed.”

'I'his was re-enacted in substantially the same words in Ontario by 
}{ ,<(>. 1897, c. 119, s. 7 (an Act respecting the law and transfer of property).

The combined effect of the stat utes w as that a lease must be by deed to 
|M. sufficient in law to create the term intended to l»e granted. But if the 
lease was not in writing, or was without a seal, the lease was void as to the 
tenu, but it was nevertheless to operate so far as to create a tenancy at will. 
The result was expressed in our own Courts as follows:—

“There is nothing in the sulwequent statute enacting that when the 
Statute of Frauds required a writing signed by the lessor a deed should be 
requisite, and that the lease should lie void if not made by deed, wliich repeals 
the words of the Statute of Frauds making the lease in such a case so far 
effectual as to create a tenancy at will. The later statute is to be read and 
const rued merely as substu iting a deed for the signed writing required by the 
earlier enactment, and the avoidance of the lease has reference only to its 
nullity as a lease of a tenu, the tenancy at will arising in such a case is not 
created by nor is it de|iendent on the lease, but is a creation of the statute, a 
statutory consequence of the attempt to create a lease by parol for more than 
three years, and of the nullity of such a proceeding declared by the statute.” 
Hohb* v. The Ontario Ijoan A Debenture Co. (1890), 18 Can. S.C.R. 483, at p. 
49*.

But estates at will are not regarded with favour by the Courts, and the 
effect of the statutes has licen greatly modified by decisions. It has liecn held 
that though a parol lease lie for a longer term than three years and so void 
within the Statute of Frauds, yet if the tenant enters and pays rent, a tenancy 
from year to year is created, regulated by the provisions of the parol agreement 
in every resjiect except the length of the term. The 1‘eople v. Kiekert (1828), 
8 Cow. (N.Y.) 226. The tenant has not a lease, nor a tenancy for the tenu 
provided for in the void lease; but a tenancy from year to year, which during 
that time is determinable by half a year’s notice. If he stays to the end of the 
time, then, by the agreement of both parties, he goes mit without notice. 
Nothing in the terms of stats. 8-9 Viet. c. 106, s. 3, is inconsistent with this. 
Cooper Tre** v. John Swage (1854), 4 El. & Bl. 36, 119 E.R. 15; Martin v. Smith 
(1*74), LR. 9 Exch. 50; 43 L.J. (Ex.) 42.

The equitable rule adopted by the Courts still further neutralized the 
effect of the later Act. In spite of the provision requiring a lease to lie by deed, 
yet in equity, if there is a document wliich on its face apjwars to bo an agree
ment to grant a lease or to be a present demise w’hich fails through not lieing 
under seal, unless there is something to be found in the document itself wliich 
renders it inqiossible that specific |wrformance should be grunted, the tenant 
is entitled to ask for specific performance wliichever of the alternative views 
mentioned is applicable to the document. Parker v. Taxwell (1858), 2 DeG. 
& J. 559 44 E.R. 1106; 27 L.J. Ch. 812; Zimbler v. Abraham*, [IMS] 1 K.B. 577; 
and this principle applies to corporations as well as individuals. Wd*on v. 
The Went Hartlepool U. Co. (1865), 2 DeG. J. & 8. 475, 46 E.R. 459. It is to 
!><• noted that in all these cases the tenant had actually taken possession, and 
his possession was referable only to the document in dispute. There were 
also signed documents setting forth the terms of the bargain, from wliich 
could lie gathered the agreement between the parties, and specific performance 
granted. The result of the statutes and the equitable rule was that there
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might be two interests in the land under an agreement for a lease or a lease 
void at law for want of a seal (1) the legal tenancy at will, or from year to 
year, and (2) the equitable right to a lease under the agreement. Bui the 
passing of the Judieature Act in England settled tliis difficulty, and an agree
ment for a lease under which possession was taken was held to constitute » 
lease, in so far, at any rate, as to give the landlord a right of distress. H «iisk 
v. Lonsdale (1882), 21 Ch. D. 9. Jessel, M.R., at p. 14, said: -

“ Now since the Judicature Act the possession is held under t he agreement. 
There are not two estates as there were formerly, one estate at common law 
by reason of the payment of the rent from year to year, and an estate in 
equity under the agreement. There is only one Court, and the equity rule» 
prevail in it. The tenant holds under an agreement for a lease. He holds, 
therefore, under the same terms in equity as if a lease had been granted 

The effect of this case was considered in Manchester Hrcwry Co. v. 
Coombs, [1901 ) 2 Ch. 608, at p. 617, where the doctrine set up in Walsh v. 
Lonsdale, supra, was said to apply only to a legal right which would have 
been exercisable had the tenant been |H>ssessed of a legal title.

“It applies only to cases where there is a contract to transfer a legal 
title, and an act has to be justified or an action maintained by force of the 
legal title to wliich such contract relates.”

The rule laid down in Walsh v. IMnsdale, supra, was not accepted in 
Hobbs v. The Ontario I Man * Deltenlure Co., 18 Can. 8.C.R. 483. But in 1911, 
the case of Rogers v. National Drug & Chemical Co. (1911), 23 O.L.R. 234. 

was decided, and adopted the rule in Walsh v. iMnsdale, and granted specific 
iwformance of an agreement for a renewal of a five year lease contained in an 
agreement for the first term of five years to a tenant in possession and paying 
rent under the agreement. Riddell, J., at p. 237, said:—

‘‘The tenant under an agreement for a lease can be compelled to take on 
himself the legal estate; and he likewise can compel the landlord to vest Itim 
with the legal estate—that is done by an instrument under seal: R.S.O. 1897, 
c. 119, s. 7. The defendants, then, being before a Court with equitable 
jurisdiction, must, I think, be considered as though the lease had actually 
been made.”

Tliis judgment was confirmed on appeal by the Court of Appeal (1911 
24 O.L.R. 486. At p. 488, Garrow, J.A., sums up the law as follows:

“If, however, at law, possession had been taken under the parol demise, 
and rent paid, the tenant was regarded as a tenant, not at will merely, as 
described in the Statute of Frauds, but as a tenant from year to year, u|wn 
the terms contained in the waiting so far as appropriate to such a tenancy; 
while in equity his rights were much larger, for there the Courts would in a 
proper case decree specific performance, treating the parol demise, if otherwise 
sufficient, as an agreement for a lease, with the result that the parties were 
regarded in equity as landlord and tenant from the time possession was taken: 
see Walsh v. IMnsdale (1882), 21 Ch. D. 9. And now, under the provisions 
of s. 58 of the Judicature Act, the equitable rule prevails.”

Section 7 of R.S.O. 1897, c. 119, was repealed in 1911 by 1 Geo. V. c. 25. 
s. 53, but re-enacted in substantially the same words. Since the decision by 
Rogers v. National Drug Co., 23 O.L.R. 234, the Statute of Frauds has been 
repealed by 3-4 Geo. V. Ont., c. 27 and a new Statute of Frauds had been 
passed. The recital of the purpose of the statute was omitted, and the provision ]
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:is to the consequence of an attempt to create a lease by parol was not re
enacted. The enactment in its new form is found in 3-4 Geo. V., c. 27, s. 3:—

“Subject to s. 9 of the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, no lease, 
estate or interest, ... or tenu of years . . . shall ... be
granted . . . unless it be by deed, or note in writing, signed by the party 
so . . . granting . . . the same, or his agent thereunto lawfully 
authorised by writing or by act or operation of law.”

Section 9 of the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act was a re-enact
ment of R.8.O. (1897), c. 119, s. 7, to be found in 1 Geo. V. c. 25, but this 
section was amended by 3-4 Geo. V. c. 18, s. 22, by striking out the words 
“a lease of land required by law to l>e in writing,” and a new subsection (». 2(2)) 
was inserted in the Statute of Frauds enacted in the same year, 3-4 Geo. V. 
1913. c. 27: “All leases and tenus of years of any messuages, lands tenements 
or hereditaments shall l»e void at law unless made by deed.” The Statute of 
Frauds in the present Revised Statutes, c. 102, ss. 2 (2) and 3, is in the same 
form as the Act of 1913. The reference in s. 3 to the Conveyancing and I jaw 
of Property Act does not, of course, refer to the granting of leases. What 
effect the amendment has upon the decision in Rogers v. National Drug Co., 
xu/ira. is not altogether free from doubt. The Act no longer creates a tenancy 
at will, and, as was pointed out in Hobbs v. The Ontario Loan it* Debenture. Co., 
su/n-a, the avoidance of the lease by the statute as it then stood had reference 
only to its nullity as a lease of the tenn; the tenancy at will arising in such a 
case was not created, nor was it dependent on the lease, hut was a creation of 
the statute. There being no longer any such creature of the statute, and the 
Courts having uniformly treated that creature as the only modification of a 
parol lease, it is now arguable that the effect of the statute has lieen swept 
away, and a parol lease is good at law. The only alternative seems to be that 
the le.-ise is void altogether, wltieh would be a reversal of cases like The People 
v. Richert, 8 Cow. (N.Y.) 226, and Cooper Tress v. John Savage, 4 El. & HI. 
119 E.R. 15. Where, however, the tenant has taken possession on the faith 
of the parol lease, and has been paid rent, and the circumstances are such as 
to justify the ordering of specific jierforinancc, it is probably safe to say that 
the Courts will follow the equitable rule and support the lease. There is no 
greater inconsistency in ordering sjiecific performance of a lease which is 
declared void by a statute than in ordering specific iierformancc of a lease 
which another statute declares shall create only a tenancy at will. The effect 
at law of a parol lease is probably not of importance, because if there were no 
|K)8session, and no acts done by the tenant on the faith of the lease, he would 
have no interest in the land for lack of entry, and there would be no equitable 
grounds for supporting the lease. If entry had been made with the consent 
or acquiescence of the owner, the equit able rule would prevail. It is just pos
sible that if entry were made without the consent or acquiescence of the owner, 
there I icing no equity between the parties, there might be a tenancy from year 
to year. Hut possession not being given by the owner, The People v. Rickert, 
supra, and Cooper Tress v. John Savage, supra, might not apply, and the 
lease might be void for all purposes. As has been pointed out, the recital 
as to the intention of the Act has not been included in the present statute. 
Possibly the inroads made upon the statute by decisions in equity may have 
led the legislature to the conclusion that the recital was obsolete. So far, 
only cases in which signed documents were involved have been dealt with. 
Hut the Courts have often granted specific performance of oral agreements
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Annotation, for lean's, both here ami in England. The principle is, that where the tenant 
lias taken iioseession with the knowledge of the owner, and liis possesion 
is referable only to the agreement and it would l>e a fraud or injuste < for 
either party to the agreement to set up the invalidity of it, then the Court «ill 
treat pert-performance of the agreement as sufficient to supitort it. Raw lint 
in his book on Specific Performance, point» out that the doctrine concerning l 
part-performance, although inconsistent with the Statute of Frauds, ap|ieare 
to be almost, if not quite, coeval with it. and cites Hollis v. Edwards (I«is3 
1 Vern. 159, 23 E.R. 3S5, and Butcher v. Stapely (1685), 1 Vern. 363, 23 K.R. 
524. The essentials for withdrawing a contract from the Statute of Frauds by 
part-performance are given in Fry’s Specific Performance (5th ed.) at p. '.‘HI 
par. 580:—

“1. The acts of part -performance must be such as not only to be referable 
to a contract such as that alleged, but to lie referable to no other title; 2. they 
must be such as to render it a fraud in the defendant to take advantage of the 
contract not being in writing; 3. the contract to which they refer must be such 
as in its own nature is enforceable by the Court; and 4. there must tie proper 
parol evidence of the contract wliich is let in by the acts of part-performance.’

Lester v. Foxcroft (1700), Colles 108, l.E.R. 205, is a case when- the 
plaintiff took possession of certain lands under an oral agreement for a building 
lease, tore down buildings on the land, erected others ami leased them in lue 
own name. Before a lease was executed, the reversioner died, and liis executors 
denied the contract and any knowledge of it, and pleaded the Statute of Frauds. 
Upon ap|»eal, their Lordsliips directed the execution of a lease in the terms 
agreed upon, and that the tenant and liis assigns should in the meantime bold 
and enjoy the same under the covenants and agreements in the said intended 
lease contained. In Morphett v. Jones (1818), 1 Swan. 172, 36 E.R. 344. 
there was an oral agreement for a lease for 21 years. After the agreement had 
been made the owner wrote a letter to the tenant “I hereby authorise y unto 
enter the undermentioned lands as tenant, on Wednesday the 11th instant 
|>eing Old Michaelmas Day.” The tenant entered into jiossession and paid 
rent, on the faith of having a lease, exuding large sums in repairs and 
improvements. The landlord subsequently desiring to sell the lands demanded 
possession, denied a lease, and claimed the benefit of the Statute of Fraude. 
Specific performance w as decreed. Sir Thomas Plumer, M.R., at p. 181. stated 
the law to be:—

“In order to amount to part-performance, an act must be unequivocally 
referable to the agreement ; and the ground on which Courts of equity bave 
allowed such acts to exclude the application of the statute, is fraud. A party 
who has permitted another to perform acts on the faith of an agreement, shall 
not insist that the agreement is bad, and that he is entitled to treat those act* 
as if it never existed. That is the principle, but the acts must be referable to 
the contract. Between landlord and tenant, when the tenant is in possession 
at the date of the agreement, and only continues in possession, it is properly 
observed that in many cases that continuance amounts to nothing; but admis
sion into jiossession having unequivocal reference to contract, has always lieen 
considered an act of part performance. The acknowledged jxjesessioii of a 
stranger in the land of another is not explicable except on the supposition of an 
agreement, and has therefore constantly been received as evidence of an 
antecedent contract, and as sufficient to authorise an inquiry into the terms.

And see Bain v. Cwmbs (1857), 1 Deti. & J. 34, 44 E.R. 634, Miller x.
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h'ttilay (1862), 5 L.T. (N.8.) 510. Even though the tenant takes possession 
without the consent of the owner, yet if the owner afterwards acquiesce, the 
possession may amount to sufficient part-performance to take the case out of 
the statute. Gregory v. Mighell (1811), 18 Ves. 328, 34 E.R. 341. The follow 
inn is an extract from the judgment, 18 Ves.,at p. 333, and 34 E.R.,at p. 343:—

“It is said, however, that the possession was taken without the defendant’s 
consent; and consequently is not to he considered as a possession under the 
agreement. The plaintiff had no other title to possess the land; and therefore 
his possession is primA facie to be referred to the agreement. As to the 
defendant's allegation that it was without consent, besides that it seems to 
he disproved by Gregory and Philcox, 1 do not conceive that the defendant 
is now at liberty to say, it was a |h«session, that had no reference to the 
agreement; as he has permitted the plaintiff to remain in possession, and to 
make cx|)enditure upon the land for 8 years, before he brought an ejectment. 
He must have known that the exjienditure was made upon the faith of the 
agreement; and I cannot now permit him to turn round, and say, the plaintiff 
has )>ccn possessing merely as a trespasser; as he must be, if liis possession is 
not to be referred to the agreement.”

Furthermore, possession is part-performance both by and against the 
stranger and the owner. Wilson v. The West liar tie/tool R. Co., 2 DeG. J. & S. 
475, 485, 46 E.R. 459, 463, Russell, J., refers to Nunn v. Fabian (1865), 
1 Ch. App. 35, in his Canadian notes to Fry’s Specific Performance (5th ed., 
p. 318/) as probably the case that goes farthest in the direction of recognising 
acts of part-performance as sufficient to let in parol evidence of the contract. 
In that cast* the tenant was in possession under a lease from year to year, and 
remained in under an oral agreement for a lease for 21 years, at an increased 
rental, and the part-performance relied on was the payment of the increased 
rent. The plaintiff was in possession and paid his rent front May, 1862, and 
the defendants did notliing to disturb his possession until October, 1863. 
Specifu* performance was ordered. Nunn v. Fabian was followed in Ontario 
in Butler v. Church (1869), 16 Gr. 205. In that case a tenant remained in 
possession after the termination of his lease under a parol agreement to 
purchase the land. He ceased to work the farm on slutres, and to deliver 
produce of the farm as he had theretofore done by way of rent; and thence
forth made payments on account of the agreed purchase money partly in cash, 
partly in work, and partly in farm produce, and thenceforth also dealt with 
the land as his own; using it and making improvements upon it as an owner 
would do. lie was held entitled to sjwcific jierforniance of the contract for 
sale. The reasoning in tide case would apply equally well to a contract for 
a lease. The tenant’s continued possession, coupled with acts inconsistent 
with the former tenancy, was held sufficient part-performance to let in parol 
evidence of a contract of sale. Spragge, V.-C., at p. 210, says:—

The occupier was in possession in a different character; it was in sub
stance a new possession though without the formality of giving up the one 
possession and being put into possession in a new character: but, being in 
possession in a character not referable to Ids former tenancy, it was oj»en to 
him, 1 apprehend, to shew how and in what character he was in possession.”

Township of King v. Beamish (1916), 30 D.L.R. 116, 30 O.L.R. 325, was 
a case of an oral agreement between a municipality and the owner of land, by 
which the latter agreed to lease the land to the former for the tenn of 8 years, 
with the right during the term to remove the gravel in the land. The engineer 
of the municipality entered and removed gravel from the land, continuing to

121
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Annotation, do eo until the then requirements of the municipality were satisfied. Rent 
does not appear from the report to have been paid. A lease was prepared md 
tendered to the owner for execution but he refused to execute it. The muni
cipality thereupon brought an action for specific |>erformance and succeeded 
This case also followed Wilson v. West Hartlepool R. Co., supra, and decided 
that possession taken by a corporation was sufficient part-perforinam < in 
spite of the fact that there is no assent to the terms of the agreement under 
the seal of the corporation; at p. 121, 30 D.L.R. and p. 331, 36 D.L.R., 
Meredith, C.J.O., distinguishes between the pedal possession required to 
oust the title of the true owner under the Statute of Limitations, ami the 
possession sufficient to exclude the operation of the Statute of Frauds. In 
the latter case:

“Such a possession as the subject matter of the contract admits of is 
sufficient, e.g., in the case of vacant land, entry ui>on it for the pur|>os( of 
taking possession with the consent of the vendor is sufficient, although the 
purchaser does not remain upon the land but goes upon it only when lie lms 
occasion to do so.”

The most recent case in tliis connection is Bell v. Chartered Trust Co. 
and Chartered Trust Co. v. Bell and Buissey (1919), 17 O.W.N. 24, reversed 
by 17 O.W.N. 88 (and reported above). A. agreed orally to lease land to B. 
for 5 years, the rent being agreed upon. A lease in duplicate was prepared in 
accordance with this agreement, and one part was handed to B., but it was 
never signed by either party. B. went into possession and paid rent by the 
month for nearly a year, and then made an assignment for the benefit of liis 
creditors, and signed a surrender of the lease. The assignee went into isir.ses
sion, and upon the landlord bringing an action for recovery of the land, 
brought an action for a declaration that the lease was valid and subsisting, and 
for sjx'cific ixirformance. Sjxx’ific performance was ordered in the terms of 
the unexecuted instrument, ujxm the assignee entering into |x*rsonn1 covenants. 
Pouvll v. Uoyd (1827), 1 Y. & J. 427, and giving the notice required by R.S.t!.. 
c. 155, s. 38 (2). As to the alleged surrender, if it was signed before the assign
ment it was void against creditors under s. 5 of the Assignment s and Preferences 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 134; if afterwards it was a nullity.

To recapitulate, in England a parol lease or an agreement for a lease, in 
writing, results in a tenancy at will, unless there has been entry and payment 
of rent, and there are equitable grounds for ordering specific jierfon nance, 
when the lease or agreement will be enforced as if it were a valid lease. If t here 
are no such equitable grounds it will operate as a lease from year to year. 
The same result follows in Ontario, except perhaps in the case of entry without 
the consent or acquiescence of the owner, when it is equally arguable that the 
lease is either good or totally void, or a lease from year to year. An oral lease 
or agreement for a lease will be specifically enforced both in England and 
Ontario where entry has been made with reference only to the lease or agree
ment , and it would lie sanctioning a fraud to permit the Statute of Frauds to 
be pleaded.

Since the above annotation was written, the judgment in Bell v. Chartered 
Trust Co. and Chartered Trust Co. v. Bell and Buissey has been reversed, but 
on the sole ground that the surrender of the lease was valid. The surrender 
being good, it was considered unnecessary to deal with the other points involved 
Consequently the case is still an authority for the proposition that part-per- 
formance is sometimes sufficient to take a parol lease out of the Statute of 
Frauds.
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•JACOBSEN v. THE SHIP “FORT MORGAN."

Exchequer Court of Canada, Drysdale, Loc. J. in Adm. March 29, 1919.

Seamen (6 I—2)—Contract of hire—Law of the flag—Improver dis
charge—Norwegian MARITIME CODE; ADMIRALTY AcI\ 1801,8. 10 
AND S8. 9 AND 12.

Held—1. That 8. 10 of the Admiralty Court Act, 24 Viet. (Imp.) 
1861, which extends the jurisdiction to “any claim by a seaman of any 
ship” permits the application by the Court of the law of the country 
of the litigants.

2. That a contract or engagement between a Norwegian owner and 
a Norwegian master for services to be rendered on a Norwegian ship, 
registered in Norway, although verbally made in New York, U.S.A., 
is governed by the law of Norway.

3. That where a change in destination of a ship is made, the crew 
can legally refuse to continue on terms of existing contract.

4. That in such event, where the new terms asked are not accepted 
by the owner, members of the crew are entitled to legal notice before 
being discharged.

This is an action by the master of S.S. “Fort Morgan” for 
hack salary due at date of discharge and damages for wrongful 
dismissal.

The plaintiff claimed that he left New York in July, 1918, 
under orders from his owners to proceed to Halifax, N.S., and 
thence to the West Indies. At that time his remuneration was 
fixed at $343.75 j>er month. The vessel arrived in Halifax and 
offers of charters to the West Indies were made and declined. 
On August 8 the owners notified the plaintiff that the vessel 
was to proceed to St. John’s, Newfoundland, and there to load 
a cargo for Italy or Greece. The master declined to go into the 
war zone unless his salary was raised to an amount greater than the 
wages of the chief engineer. The owners refused to give the 
master what he asked, and sent a new master and crew, upon 
whose arrival on August 24, the master left the ship and returned 
to New York and rendered his account to the owners. And it is 
for the balance of his account, plus 3 months’ wages and the cost 
of his return to Norway, that this action is brought.

The defendant claimed that the plaintiff was the master of 
the ship “Fort Morgan” from January, 1918, to a date between 
Aug. 15 and Aug. 30,1918. His contract was a verbal one made 
with Frederic Anderson, the ship’s agent in New York.

In the latter part of July, 1918, the ship reached Halifax; 
and about Aug. 6, 1918, plaintiff received a charter-party from

•This case has been appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada and is 
still pending.
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Anderson in New York. This charter-party was from St. John's, 
Nfld., to Italy or ( 1 recce with a cargo of fish. The crew except a 
sailor, two mates, the chief engineer and plaintiff refused to go. 
The master reported to Anderson that he wanted $450 hut not 
less than the engineer. Anderson refused to pay $450, but, how
ever, he sent a schedule of wages shewing an increase to plaint ill 
for the transatlantic voyage.

Anderson offered the master $400. He hud been receiving 
$343.75 per month; a new crew was put on the vessel as plaintiff 
refused to sail without $450 a month, and plaintiff left the boat.

Plaintiff is a Norwegian ; and the defendant ship is registered 
at Grimstadt, Norway.

Perkins, for plaintiff; Butler, for defendant.
Drysdale, L.J.A.:—The plaintiff, master of defendant ship, 

came to Halifax with a view to a West India charter re a salarx of 
$343.75 ])er month. After remaining here the owners chartered 
the ship for the war zone and offered the captain and crew an 
increase of wages provided they agreed to go to Italy. The 
plaintiff refused the wages and was discharged here without 
notice. Under the English lawf the plaintiff would be entitled to 
condensation for such damages.

The plaintiff is a Norwegian and the defendant ship is owned 
by a Norwegian and registered in Norway, and I think such 
compensation should be fixed by analogy to the Norwegian 
Maritime ('ode.

In the event of a discharge under the circumstances here, such 
code fixes the compensation at 3 months’ salary and the price of 
transport to Norway. This the plaintiff is entitled to, and I refer 
the account to the registrar to be made up on this basis.

The registrar having reported the sum of $1,888.85 to be due 
to the plaintiff, and the said report having l>ecn filed herein on 
March 9, 1919.

The Judge pronounced in favor of the plaintiff’s claim for the 
said sum of $1,888.85 and costs, including the costs of the reference, 
and condemned the ship and her owner and his bail in the said 
sum of $1,888.85 and the said costs to be taxed.

Judgment accorditujly.
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SILZER V. HUDSON.

Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Ilaultaiu, C.J.S., NeuAands, Lament and 
Elwood, JJ.A. October 16, 1919.

Animals (6 I—26)—Open Wells Act—Open well on premises—Duty to 
fence—Want of knowledge.

The duty imposed by the Open Wells Act (Saak.), to fence an open 
well, is an absolute one. and want of knowledge of the well is no defence 
to an action for damages to an animal wliich while lawfully at large falls 
into the well.

An agent’s knowledge of an open well on premises occupied by him 
will be imputed to the principal.

|lialdrey v. Fenton (1914), 20 D.L.K. 677; Wataon v. Guillaume (1918), 
42 D.L.R. 380, followed.)

Appeal by defendant from the trial judgment in an action 
for damages for injuries to a horse which, while lawfully at large, 
fell into an open well. Affirmed.

./. E. Doerr, for appellant; A. G. Mackinnon, for respondent. 
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Newlandb, J.A.:—This is an action for damages to plaintiff’s 

horse, which was lawfully at large, from falling into an open well 
on defendant’s premises.

lialdrey v. Fenton (1914), 20 D.L.K. 077, 7 S.L.R. 203, and 
Watson v. Guillaume. (1918), 42 D.L.K. 380, 11 S.L.R. 348, decide 
that in a case like the present defendant is liable.

Defendant, however, raises the defence that the having of an 
open well upon his premises is only evidence of negligence, and 
he may rebut same by proving that he did not know that it was 
there.

Then* are two answers to this objection. (1) The trial Judge 
has found that defendant’s son, who managed his land in question, 
knew of the open well. This son being an agent of defendant 
and having knowledge, his knowledge must be imputed to defend
ant; and (2), a statutory duty is imposed on defendant to fence 
an open well on his premises which is dangerous to stock. This 
duty being an absolute one, defendant cannot rid himself of his 
liability by pleading w ant of knowledge.

In Kearney v. London, Brighton & South Coast R. Co. (1871), 
L.R. 6, Q.B. 759, 24 L.T. 913, the defendants were held liable 
l)ecause a brick fell out from a bridge on plaintiff w ho was passing, 
and the Court on appeal held that the defendants wrere under a 
common law liability to keep the bridge in safe condition for the 
public using the highway to pass under it. (Sec headnote.) I
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take it that in this case the defendants had no knowledge that 
a brick was liable to fall from the bridge and injure a person 
passing under it. Such knowledge would have t>ecn evidence 
of negligence, and the contention was that there was no evidence 
of negligence on defendants’ part. Now if in that case the defend
ants were guilty of negligence, because under a common law lia
bility, so in this case defendant must be guilty of negligence, 
because lie is under a statutory liability.

The appeal must therefore lie dismissed with costs.
A ppeal distn isml.

THE KING v. FONTAINE.

Exchequer Court of Canada, A udette, J. (Matter 29, 1919.

Expropriation ($ IV A—192)—Prospective value—Second invasion— 
Elements of damage—benefits due to Expropriation- 
Quantum of damages.

Held, that property used as a farm in proximity to a village, but with 
only a prospect that at some distant date, some parts might be sold « 
building lots, will be classed as farming lands, and be valued as such, 
and not as building lots; such prospect being too distant. The King v. 
Trudel (1914), 19 D.L.R. 270, 49 Can. 8.C.R. 501. referred to.

2. That in a case of second expropriation, where the property lia* 
already adjusted itself to conditions created by the first invasion, the 
owner of property is entitled to other and different damages due to such 
second expropriation.

3. That where by second expropriation a railway takes a strip of land 
for a railway yard on each side of the right of way first taken, the extra 
inconvenience and delay due to longer crossing and to the more extensive 
use of the projierty as a yard, are elements of the damages to be allowed

4. That the benefits accruing to the remaining part of the nrojiertv 
by the expropriation and to the use to be made of the land taken, will 
be taken into consideration in fixing the quantum of damages due an
°7Æ King v. Trudel (1914), 19 D.L.R. 270, 49 Can. 8.C.R. 501.|

This is tin information exhibited by the Attorney-General of 
(amnia, alleging that the Crown has expropriated certain hinds 
for the purposes of a Government Railway yard near Quelxu- city 
and praying to have same valued by this Court.

C. V. Darveau, K.C., and L. (1. lielley, K.C., for plaintiff: 
A. Bernier, K.C., and V. A. de Billy, for defendants.

Audette, J.:—This is an information exliibited by the 
Attorney-General of Canada whereby it appears that certain 
lands were taken anil expropriated by the Crown, under the 
provisions of the Expropriation Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 143, for the 
purposes of the Intercolonial Railway, a public work of Canada.
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by depositing, on Aug. 24. 1915, a plan and description of the 
said lands, in the office of the Registrar of Deeds for the City of 
D-vis. in the Province of Quebec.

The total area of land taken is 1.801 square arpents, for which 
the Crown offers for the land and for all damages resulting from 
the expropriation, the sum of S566 and the undertaking hereinafter 
irentioned. The defendants claim the sum of $2,450.

Tin* title is admitted.
The lands expropriated form part of a farm, as stated in par. 

7 ami 8 of the statement of defence, which was liefore the expro
priation of August, 1010. crossed by the main line or track of the 
Intercolonial Railway, running across the farm, and upon which 
the owners had the usual farm crossing. However, for the purposes 
of establishing a railway yard at the locus in quo, the pin intiff, in 
August. 1916, by a second invasion, expropriated a strip of land 
on both sides of the right of way respectively, and adjoining the 
same, namely : on the south an area of 0.555 of an arpent, and on 
the north an area of 1.246 arpents,—in all 1.801 square arpents.

The Crown has given and filed an undertaking, reading as
follows:

Report of the Committee of the Privy Council approved by His Excellency 
the (iovcrnor-General on Nov. 29, 1918.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, 
dated Nov. 25, 1918, from the Minister of Railways and Canals representing 
that bv an order-in-council of Feb. 27, 1917, authority was given for the settle
ment of a number of claims for lands expropriated for the purposes of the 
Chaudière Junction Yard of the Canadian Government Railways on the basis 
of an appraisement made of the parcels by the Right-of-Way and Lease Agent 
of the Department of Railways and Canals.

By a further order-in-council of Dec. 11, 1917, it was explained that in 
estimating the amounts of compensation to be paid to the several proprietors, 
regard was had to the fact that by reason of the expropriation they were 
deprived of certain private crossings which had theretofore existed over the 
right-of -way of the Intercolonial Railway and by which they had access to and 
from the several portions of their respective farms; and that in substitution 
for these crossings it was proposed to provide a roadway along both sides of 
the properties expropriated and to maintain a private crossing at one end 
thereof, all as shewn ujsm an attached plan. To give effect to this arrange
ment, the Attorney-General of Canada was given authority to give each of 
the several proprietors an undertaking in the following form or to the like 
effect:—

The Attorney-General on behalf of His Majesty, being thereunto duly 
authorised by order-in-council of Dec. 11, 1917, hereby undertakes to grant 
to the defendant , his heirs, successors and assigns, a right-of-way on, over and
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upon the two strqw of land marked respectively “ Proposed roadway” upon I 
the plan attached hereto, to and from the respective portions of his property I 
situate on either side of the Intercolonial Railway Yard at Chaudière Junction, I 
by means of the private crossing marked “A” upon the plan, or by the public j 
road marked ”B” thereon (as the case may be) and that His Majesty will, as ] 
may lie reasonably required, execute such conveyance or assurance if any, as ] 
may be necessary in order to give full effect to this consent or undertaking

That two additional parcels of land at this point were, in August 1916, 4 
expropriated for the purjwise of extending the railway yard, and the Right-of. 
Way and I/casc Agent of the Department of Railways and Canals has furnished 
valuations of the same, as follows :—

Total
I .And Dam Compen

Owner Area Value ages sation
Pierre Lambert...... ................. 0.753 $150 $77.00 $277.00
Abraham Couture................ 0.653 130 76.40 206.40

The Minister, on the advice of the Acting Deputy Minister of the Dept, 
of Railways and Canals, recommends that authority be given for tendering to 
these two claimants the amounts above set out, with interest in each case at 
the rate of 6% per annum from the date of expropriation to the date of pay
ment, and if accepted, for payment of the same upon the receipt of proper 
deeds of conveyance and release; failing acceptance the cases to be referred to 
the Exchequer Court of Canada for adjudication; in each case, an undertaking 
to be given in the same form or to the like effect as in the cases covered by the 
above mentioned ordcrs-in-council, in res|>cct of the proposed roadways 
referred to.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation, and submit the 
same for approval.

(Sgd.) Rodolphe Boudreault,
Clerk of the Privy Council

The Honourable,
The Minister of Railways and Canals.
The Attorney-General on behalf of His Majesty undertakes to maintain 

proposed roadways above mentioned.
(Sgd.) C. V. Darteau,

Of Counsel for the Attorney- 
General of Canada.

This undertaking Is made with the object of giving a crossing 
to these fanners and thereby decrease in a measure the damages 
which obviously flow from the deprivation of a crossing to the 
southern part of their farms, the buildings l>eing on the northern 
side thereof.

By the undertaking the Crown has made and will maintain a 
road, taken out of the lands expropriated and tielonging to the 
plaintiff, running on the northern side parallel to the railway to 
the end of the railway-yard, where the defendants have a cross
ing, over three tracks, or six rails, and two gates to open and close
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at that place. Thence travelling from east to west on a parallel 
road on the south, similar to the road on the north, he mines to 
the gate opening on the southern part of his farm. The distance 
to travel for one trip is of a distance of eleven and two-thirds 
arpents in length. Therefore, for the round trip, going and con ing, 
he has to travel about 23 arpents and open 4 gates, instead of 2 iis 

formerly.
To this element of damage there is another one represented by 

the farmers as Ix-ing very serious in that the shunting and the 
obstruction of cars at the crossing, occasions serious, numerous, 
and at times long delays in their numerous trips from the northern 
to the southern parts of the farm.

Some complaint has also been set up in respect of the embank
ment which has txxm raised and by the obstruction of the cars in 
the yard, which obstruct the view of the southern part of the farm 
from the northern part thereof. Mention has also been made 
that the surface waters flood the roadway on the northern side of 
the right of way, and at places spread on the southern part of the 
northern parcel of the farm; but, from actual ol>servation, when 
viewing the promises and from the evidence, it is obvious that the 
farm ditches have not lwn kept and are not in g<xxl order, and 
maintained, and when these two parallel roads arc maintained 
by the Crown, I* would reckon the surface waters, which are 
not of any greater volume than before the 1916 expropriation, 
will lx> well taken care of, especially if the farmers themselves 
attend to their own boundary ditches.

Hem follows a summary of the evidence.
On behalf of the owners, Pierre Fontaine valued the farm 

More the expropriation at $12,000, ami since at $10,000. He, 
however, values the land taken at $500 an arpent or $900.50 for 
the land taken and the damages at $2,(KM).

Michel Jiemieux values the land expropriated at the rate of 
$<>00 an arpent, or $1,080.60, and the damages at $2,(XH) or more, 
as he says.

E. Malouin values the land taken at the rate of $700 or $1,360 
for the 1.801 arpents and the damages at from $2,500 to $3,000.

J. E. Plante values the land taken at $650 to $700, which at 
$675 would represent $1,215.67, and the damages at $2,500 to 
$3,(MX).

9—49 D.L.R.
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Edmond Cantin values the land taken at *1,000, and the 
damages at $2,000 to $2,500.

On behalf of the Crown Edmond Giroux values the land taken 
at $100 an arpent, or $180, and the damages at $404.10. Alfred 
Couture, at $150, for the land taken or $270.15 and the damages 
at $000. J. A. Dumontier, at the rate of $100 for the land taken 
or $180, and feels unable to place a valuation upon the damages. 
Louis Jobin also places the value of the land taken at $180, and 
the damages at $500, and Joseph G. Couture estimates the land 
taken at $180, and the damages at $220.

Now these farn s are composed of soil of an average quality, 
and the exploitation of the same is of an equal standard. It is 
contended on behalf of the defendants that as their lands are in 
the neighbourhood of Chamy, which keeps developing towards 
the east, they will ultimately be sold as building lots. While 
there is a prospect that some parts or portions of these farms will 
at some <listant date Ik; sold as such, I am forced to find that they 
an; actually in the class of farming laiuls, with the possibility and 
ever the probability of some portions lieing sold in building lots 
in the future—but these lots, and especially on the Fontaine farm, 
will lx; first taken up as building lots on the extreme northern end 
thereof and that this prospective capability of the farms for 
building lots on the south is at too distant a future to class the 
farm as building lots. There is a large quantity of land available 
for building lots, if at all in demand, on the northern part of the 
farm for years to come lx;fore the south can be taken.

The prospective potentialities of the lands should lie taken 
into account, but it is only the existing value of such advantages 
at the date of the expropriation that falls to lie determined. 
The King v. Trudel (1914), 19 D.L.R. 270, 49 (’an. 8.C.R. 501.

Then one must not overlook the important fact that this 
expropriation is in the nature of a second invasion. That is. a 
railway was already running across the farm severing it in two, 
and that they had to cross a railway; but with only one track 
instead of a railway yard with three tracks for the Fontaine 
owners, who at the date of the present expropriation had to suffer 
all the inconvenience flowing from an ordinary expropriation.

The Crown having Ixæn asked by me, at trial, to give particulars 
of the amount of $56fi offered by the information, counsel at Bar

___
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stated that the plaintiff was offering for the land taken at the rate 
of $200 or $360.20, and for the damages, $203.80, representing the 
total of $566.00.

The plaintiff might at any time have placed a second and a 
third track on their right of way, their property, under the first 
expropriation, without paying any further damages. Then the 
fact of the establishment of a large railway yard, from the increase 
in the labor employment, there will result in a benefit to the com
munity at large residing in that neighlniurhood, by increasing the 
population of Charny and creating, at a future date, a demand for 
building lots on the northern extremity of the farm and thus 
enhancing the value of this property.

Accompanied by counsel I have had the advantage of viewing 
the lovus in quo and the premises in question, and after weighing 
the evidence, oral and documentary, and taking all the circum
stances into consideration, making a fair allowance for the delays 
occasioned in crossing, 1 have come to the conclusion to allow for 
the land taken $300.20, or at the rate of $200 an arpent, and for 
the damages the sum of $800, and to direct that judgment be 
entered, as follows, no allowance being made for compulsory 
taking, the amount allowed being already sufficient :

1st. The lands expropriated herein are declared vested in the 
Crown as of August 24, 1910.

2nd. The compensation for the lands taken and for all 
damages, past, present and future, resulting from the present 
expropriation is hereby fixed at the sum of $1,100.20 with interest 
thereon from Aug. 24, 1910, to the date hereof.

3rd. The defendants arc entitled to the due performance and 
the execution of the works mentioned in the undertaking al>ove 
recited.

4th. The defendants are also entitled upon giving to the 
Crown a good and sufficient title, free from all mortgages, hypothecs 
and incumbrances, to recover from and be paid by the plaintiff 
the said sum of $1,100.20, with interest as above mentioned.

5th. The defendants arc also entitled to their costa.
J udgment accordingly.
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McNICOL v. P. BURNS AND Co., Ltd. and HODSON.

Alberta Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Harvey, C.J., Stuart, Si mum 
and McCarthy, JJ. October H, 1919.

Appeal (| VII J—437)—Juby—Verdict—Omission to consider eleren> 
op case—Instructions—Presumption.

The Court will not interfere with the verdict of a jury on the ground 
of inadequacy of damages awarded, unless the Court is satisfit .| t|lhl 
the jury has omitted to consider son e elements of the pi tintiff's caw 
The fact that the Court might have a\ arded a greater sum is not of iiwli 
sufficient reason for disturbing their finding, but if the damages ur> 
unreasonably small the Court is entitled to conclude that the jury 
has failed to consider all the material elements bearing on the issu 
The Court must presume that the jury understood the plain obvious 
meaning of their verdict.

[Phillips v. The South Western R. Co. (1879), 4 Q.B.D. 40(1, and 5 
Q.Ü.D. 78, followed.)

Appeal by plaintiff from the judgment of Walsh, J., in an 
action for damages for injuries which caused the deatli of the 
plaintiff’s husband. Affirmed.

A. McL. Sinclair, for appellant; A. //. flarke, K.C., for res
pondents.

HARtEY, C.J., concurred with Simmons, J.
Stuart, J.:—There was some fear expressed by counsel tliat 

the jury may have lieen led to believe that they were at lilierty 
to award different amounts of damages against the two resjxvtive 
defendants. The Judge called the jury back to correct that and 
in doing so stated si>ecifically that he did not mean that they 
could give one amount against one defendant and another amount 
against the other. He said that they must give the same amount 
against both.

Afterwards the jury returned and asked a question which 
seems to me to shew that they understood perfectly well what 
had liecn told them as far as it went but that they wanted to 
know something else. They said:—

My Lord, if damages are assessed would the amount awarded l>e it total 
amount or would each of the defendants be liable for the amount stated?

Now that is not at all the question which had lieen discussed 
before. I think, the jury understood quite well that they could 
not give one amount against one defendant and another amount 
against the other, but they wanted to know evidently whether, 
when they acted according to this and gave the same amount 
against both, each of the defendants would have to pay the amount 
awarded against each, so that if the defendants were Initli good
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financially the plaintiff would get the amount twice or would she 
only get it once.

That was by no means the question which had been discussed 
More, yet the Judge in answering them assumed that they were 
asking aliout the original question for he said:

That is exactly what I recalled you in for before to tell you that you should 
not make any distinction between the defendants with respect to the damages. 
If you find the defendants liable your verdict will be for so much against the 
defendants.

Then the jury persisted and began to question the Court still 
and said: “Individually or . . when the Judge inter
rupts! them. The beginning of the question shews again that 
what they wanted to know was whether the plaintiff could collect 
what was given as damages from each defendant individually or 
whether having got it once from one she couid not get it again 
from the other.

To their second attempt to obtain enlightenment they were 
told again only this: “It is not necessary to make any separation 
between the defendants at all.”

Now I have very grave doubt whether the jury ever got any 
answer to their question because “separation” comes too near 
in meaning to “distinction” to make anything rest upon the use 
k)f the former word. Indeed I think they did not get an answer 
(because the trial Judge himself, as his words shew, simply thought 
Die was reiterating his former explanation.

In these circumstances, I confess, I have some difficulty 
In concluding, when the jury return, ! a verdict saying: “We 
End the defendants guilty of negligence and award damages to the 
•mount of $2450,” that they understood the legal effect of it. 
pf course, we understand it quite well. But they had l>een asking 
specifically what the effect of such a verdict would l)e; they had 
hsked “would that be the total amount or would each defendant 
fce liable for it?” Of course, in a sense, each defendant is liable 
lor it hut what they plainly wanted to know was: “If one pays 
Ihe amount will the other be liable then also to pay the same 
Bmount, or is the amount we award the total amount that the 
plaintiff can get altogether?” That question, it seems to me, 
Fas never plainly answered, and in the uncertainty I confess 
Fiat I do not know for certain whether the jury meant to give 

1900 or $2450.
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Neither amount is so absurd as to make it certain that they 
could not have meant it. I think the plaintiff was entitled to 
have the jury given an answer to the very relevant question 
which they asked, and the fact that her counsel did not object 
to the way the matter was left seems to me to make no difference. 
The probability is that he did not see the jroint of the jury's 
difficulty any more than the trial Judge did.

These are the doubts which have weighed on my mind very 
heavily in considering tire verdict, and the extremely consmutiw 
estimate made of the damages, at least in comparison with what 
we know juries frequently give for the loss of a husband, ha. 
increased my doubt whether all the jury understood clearly the 
way the matter stood altout which they enquired from the trial 
Judge.

On the other hand, I quite appreciate the strength of the 
argument adopted by tire oUrer members of the Court. It does 
from another angle look as if the jury must have concluded that 
they hod nothing to do with any difference, distinction or separa
tion between the defendants but were to say how much damage, 
the plaintiff had suffered and upon whom legal liability for damage, 
rested. That is the way they put their answer or verdict.

As the verdict is not so small as to Ire utterly perverse and 
unreasonable, and, as it is not clear that the jury understood the 
direction of the Judge in a wrong sense so as to shew a clear 
miscarriage of justice, 1 think, though, with much hesitation, tirai 
the appeal should Ire dismissed with costs.

Simmons, J.:—Plaintiff sued as administratrix of her late 
husband for damages arising out of the death of her husband who 
was killed in a collision with a motor truck belonging to the 
defendant P. Bums & Co. Ltd. and operated by the defendant 
Hodson.

The action was tried by Walsh, J., and a jury, and a verdict 
was rendered against the defendants for $2450 damages.

The plaintiff appeals on the ground of inadequacy of dan ages. 
Plaintiff also claims that the charge of the trial Judge left the 
jury in doubt as to the question of liability of both défendante 
The second objection has a direct relation to the first.

After the jury retired, counsel for the plaintiff asked the
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trial Judge to give the jury specific instructions in regard to the 
joint liability of the defendants in the following terms:—

I think you should tell the jury that having regard to the decision of our 
own Court their judgment should be a general verdict against the defendants. 
Your Lordship, on owning, left the impression that they might have to separ
ate them or that they could quite properly bring in a verdict for one sum 
against the P. Burns Co. Ltd. and another against Hodson.

The Court: I will correct that.
Then followed a discussion Iwtween the trial Judge and Mr. Sinclair 
as to the applications of ss. 12, 19 and 33 of the Motor Vehicle 
Act, 2-3 (leo. V., 1911-12, c. 6, in regard to the shifting of the 
onus to the defendants.

Then the trial Judge continued: “Then on the point raised 
by counsel for plaintiff this is the way it is put in ‘ Smith, ’ ” reading:

. . . The Court then recalled the jury and addressed 
them as follows:—

It is feared tliat because of what I said as to the distinction between 
Hodson and the company, you might find a verdict for one amount against one 
of them, and a verdict for another amount against the other. I do not mean that 
at all. I think if you find a verdict against the defendants the verdict will 
have to be of the same amount as a verdict against both defendants for a 
certain set amount. It is always hard to talk on these legal subjects to a lay
man. We often have very much difficulty in understanding them ourselves. 
But it has been pointed out to me that what I said at the opening of my remarks 
is hardly right in view of s. 33. You will remember I endeavored to explain 
to you that in my opinion it was only when there liad been a violation of any 
of the prousions of the Act, that the owner of the motor vehicle was brought 
within tide s. 33 which throws the onus of proof upon him that the loss or dam
age did not arise from his negligence or the negligence of the driver. In view 
of the argument t liat has been presented to me, I think that is wrong. 8. 33 
provides that where any loss or damage is sustained by any person, by a motor 
vehicle, the onus of proof that such loss or damage did not arise through the 
negligence or improper conduct of the owner or driver of the motor vehicle 
shall l>e upon the owner or driver of the motor vehicle. So that if it has been 
shewn here tliat this damage occurred through or was incurred or sustained 
by a motor veliicle owned by P. Burns & Co. Ltd., I think that they are in the 
same position as Hodson of shewing that it did not occur through their negli
gence.

The jury returned and requested to lie allowed to address a 
question to the Court.

My Ixird, if damages are assessed, would the amount awarded be a total 
amount or would each of the defendants be liable for the amount stated? 
The Court : That is exactly what I recalled you in for before, to tell you that 
you should not make any distinction between the defendants with respect to 
the damages. If you find the defendants liable, your verdict will be for so 
much against the defendants.

The Jury: Individually or . . . The Court: It is not necessary to 
make any separation between the defendants at all.
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ALTA. Counsel for plaintiff apparently considered that the explanatinn
8. C. given by the Court as to the common liability of defendants » as 

McNicol satisfactory.
P itii The jury then retired and returned delivering the following

verdict.—
We find the defendants guilty of negligence and award damages to the

amount of $2,450.
The Court: I will enter judgment for the plaintiff against the defendants

aUcBO~' >■ for $2.450 and costs.
The verdict of the jury would seem to indicate that their 

intention was to express their verdict in terms which were entirely 
free from ambiguity or doubt. The plain ordinary meaning and 
intent of their verdict was an award of damages as and by way 
of romiiensation in the total sum of $2450, and for which sum loth 
defendants were liable.

In order to lay a foundation for disturbing the verdict on this 
branch of the case, it would lie necessary to assume that the jury 
did not know or appreciate the plain meaning and intent of their 
own words. This would he equivalent to an attempt by the Court 
to interfere with the functions of the jury, as the Court must 
presume that the jury understood the obvious meaning of their 
own expression.

On the first branch of the appeal, namely, the inadequacy of 
damages, the Court will not interfere with the verdict unless the 
Court is satisfied that the jury has omitted to consider some 
elements of the plaintiff’s case. The fact that we might have 
taken a different view and might have awarder! a greater sum 
is not of itself sufficient reason for disturbing their finding. Rut 
if the damages are unreasonably small, the Court would be entitled 
to arrive at the conclusion that the jury must have failed to consii 1er 
all the material elements which had a hearing upon the issue. 
Phillips v. The South Western R. Co. (1879), 4 Q.B.D. 406, and 
5 Q.B.D. 78.

The deceased was 41 years of age at the date of the accident, 
and came to Canada from Scotland. In 1912 he was married to 
the plaintiff. The deceased was then earning $100 per month 
arid “all found" in the employment of Foley, Welsh & Stewart, 
contractors at Vancouver. In 1917 he came to Calgary and 
secure ! employment with the Hudson’s Bay Co. at $85 per month 
in addition to certain advantages by way of discount on goods
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and supplies purchased from his employers. There were no 
children. At the time of his death he had $2300 in savings deposit 
in a hank. He owned a house and lot in Vancouver which brought 
a rental of $7 per month. The amount of taxes and insurance 
and cost of keeping same in repairs does not appear. Both 
husband and wife had the right to issue cheque* on the savings 
account in the bank.

There are many circumstances which a jury are entitled to 
consider in estimating the amount which the wife should receive 
to recompense her for the pecuniary loss arising out of the death 
of her husband.

The probable earning period of her husband immediately 
preceding the moment of his death, the probable period of her own 
life, the liability of either to have his or her life terminated by 
accident, disease or otherwise, are no doubt material to the issue.

But these are not the only considerations. Under present 
conditions a jury would properly look at a salary of $85 per month 
from this viewpoint, namely: in what condition of life would 
this salary support two people. The cost of necessities of life, 
food, clothing and rent, as these exist to-day, might materially 
affect their minds. The age of the plaintiff and her chances of 
remarriage and her independent earning j>ower would affect the 
issue.

Then again, the relative position of men and women in recent 
times in regard to their respective earning lowers would l>e mater
ial. The work which she necessarily performed in the way of 
housekeeping for her husband is also material.

Common knowledge which the jury would almost surely have 
in regard to the high salaries offered to competent housekeejters 
of the age of the plaintiff might also be taken into consideration.

I am of the opinion that having in view all these material 
considerations, it is impossible to conclude that the jury have 
failed to consider all the material elements which should have been 
entertained by them.

I would therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.
McCarthy, J., concurred with Simmons, J.
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Appeal dismissed.
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•THE KING v. BARRETT.

Exchtqiur Court of Canada, Casuels, J. March 17, 1919. 

Expropriation (| III C—135)—Valuation ok rioht or way—Common
LANE—13aMAUK AND DEPRECIATION DUE TO SEVERANCE.

Held. 1. That the rights of the owners of the “fee” in a piece of kind 
Iietween two properton, used as a lane way, ami over which the neighlx» 
has an ahsolute right of way, is in eff«*ct only a right of way, ami no more 
valuable than the rights of the owner of the right of way, ami will lie 
valued as such.

2. (a) That the value to l>e paid for in expropriation is the value In 
the owner as it existed at the date of taking, and not the value to tin fahr

(b) That the value to the owner consists in all ml vantages the land 
jHisseHses, to Im* determined as at the time of taking.

3. Between the westerly line of the expropriated property, and the 
buildings on the land adjoining, which buildings and land are also tIm
proper! y of the defendants, there is a strip of land, 10 feet wide, left 
vacant.

Held, that, in ns much as, when the property comes into the market 
the buildings, now very old, will have to In* torn down (if it is to be uued 
in any practical manner), and the ten feet can Im; sold with the rest mi 
damage or depreciation is suffered by reason of the severance of tin- ten 
feet and of their In-in g left vacant.

Thin is un information exhibited by the Attorney-General of 
( ’anada, for the expropriation of lands in the City of Ottawa 
to l>c ust'd as a site for the public building now known as the 
Hunter Building.

N. (!. Larmonth, for plaintiff ; R. (1. Code, K.C., for defendants. 
On February 7, 1918, notice of expropriating certain properties 

in the City of Ottawa to tiecome the site of a departmental building 
(now known as the Hunter Building) was registered in the Reg
istry Office for the Registry Division of the City of Ottawa.

The proi>erty expropriated comprised lots Nos. 11, 12 and 13 
on the north side of Allicrt St,, lot No. 11 and the westerly half 
of lot No. 12 on the south side of Queen St. in the City of Ottawa.

The projH'rty in question in this appeal is a ixution of lot No. 
11 on the north side of Alliert St., namely, the westerly twenty 
feet eleven and one-twenty-fourth inches. The easterly nine feet 
of the defendants’ land was subject to a right of way in common 
to the respective owners of the land held by the defendants and 
the Iioyal Orange Ixxlgc, who were the owners of the remainder 
of said lot No. 11. The fee in this nine-foot right-of-way was 
vested in the defendants subject to the rights of the Loyal Orange 
Ixxlge. On the defendants’ land there was situate a house and 
this house was partly on the land of the defendants in question 

•This cnee bus been appealed to the Supreme Court and is still pending.
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in this rase, and partly on the adjoining lot No. 10 on the north 1 AN-
side of Alliert 8t., which was also owned by the defendant*. Kx. C.

The dividing line lietwecn lota Noe. 10 and 11 practically divided Tee Kno 
the house in question in half, approximately 10 feet 5 inches of 
tlie house extending over on to said lot No. 10. An information 
on lichalf of His Majesty The King was filial in the Exchequer 
Court of Canada on Oct. 18, 1018, claiming that the lands of the 
defendants should he declared vested in His Majesty The King 
and the amount of ronqiensation to Is- paid to the defendants 
(Iceland liy the said Exchequer Court of Canada. An application 
was made at the trial to add as parties the executors of the estate 
of Esther Slater, who held a mortgage on the pro]K‘î"1 y owned 
hy the defendants. At a later date, namely, April 17, 1010, an 
order was made by t'assois, J., directing that Hols'rt N. Sluter 
and Sir A. Percy Sherwood, executors of the estate of Esther 
Slater, deceased. Is1 added as defendants in this action.

The Court allowisl the sum of $0,204.80 to wit:—
Eull value of house........................................................$2,500 00
Right of way, $100 per foot....................................... 000 (M)
Maluncc of lot, 11 feet 1-24 inches at $400 |>er foot. 4,708 05 
Allowance for damage to party wall 280.00

$8,448.05
10% on $8,108.05.......................................................... 810 .80

$0,204 .85
Plaintiff argued as to right of way tliat the defendants are 

the owners of the fee in the nine-foot right-of-way, lieing the 
easterly 9 feet of the defendants’ land, and the adjoining owners, 
the Loyal Orange Lodge, have an absolute right of way with 
the defendants over the said easterly 0 feet. This virtually 
makes the said right of way of no more value to the defendants 
than to the adjoining owners (the Loyal Orange lodge).

That no evidence had been submitted on liehalf of the defend
ants to shew that the right-of-way in question had any connection 
whatever or served any purpose for the licnefit of the adjoining 
lot No. 10, owned by the defendants. Therefore the right of 
way can only Is- considered as tveing a licnefit to the property of 
the loyal Orange lodge, and to the small portion of lot 11 owned 
hy the defendants.
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The compensation due to Barretts for the right of way is 
the value to Barrett as it existed at the date of the expropriation.

As regards the injurious affection to 10 feet 5 inches of land 
adjoining lands expropriated, no damage can result to the adjoin
ing property owned by the Barretts. The Barretts are the owners 
lot No. 10, which was not expropriated by the Crown, and on lot 
10 stood w'hat were formerly residences with an extension built 
out to the street line, and the whole place used as an automol >ile 
supply place. The Barretts were also the owners of the westerly 
twenty feet eleven and one-twenty-fourth inches of lot No. 11 
expropriated by the Crow n immediately east of lot No. 10, and ns 
shewn by the evidence, there was a house constructed on this 
portion of lot 11 some distance back from the street and 10 feet 
5 inches of this house extended over on to lot No. 10. The Crown 
expropriated lot No. 11, with the result that the house, which was 
constructed on a j»ortion of l>oth lots, Nos. 10 and 11, would In
cut in half, and it is admitted that the Crown would have to pay 
the full value of this house. Lot No. 10 was not expropriated, 
and the buildings standing entirely upon that lot were not inter
fered with by the expropriation.

Defendants argued that, as to the lane way this easement 
and license gives no rights whatever to the owner or owners of 
the dominant tenement other than a right-of-way over the land 
for the purposes of access to such dominant tenement, together 
with such incidental rights as may lie reasonably necessary, as 
entry to make repairs for the due enjoyment of the easement. 
This easement and license is by the grant restricted, leaving the 
owner of the servient tenement free to make all other possible 
uses of the land which, in the exercise thereof, do not interfere 
with the right of entry to the lands of the dominant tenement bv 
the lane thus provided and it follows that defendants as owners 
of the fee simple could excavate a subway or cellar under the right- 
of-way and use the same for their purposes, and this !>eing done, 
as it could readily l>e done, so as not to interfere with the free 
passage of the owners of the dominant tenement over the right- 
of-way, defendants would be acting within their rights and could 
not be enjoined.

Likewise, defendants could not be enjoined from building 
over the right-of-way, so long as the reasonable enjoyment thereof

■
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by the owners of the easement was un<iisturl>e<i. Building 
contractors in these days of steel construction, it is submitted, 
would find little difficulty in bridging the 9 feet over the right-of- 
way and using the space above as a portion of any structure 
erected on the adjoining lands of the defendants.

That weight should also 1** given the fact, as adduced in evi
dence. that defers hints during all the years while the easement 
lias lieen in existence paid all carrying charges, taxes, local im- 
proven ente, etc., and as a consequence in the opinion of tire 
witnesses the value ns found should lie in the proportion of $100.00 
to the Orange Ixslge and $300.00 to defcmlants.

Then as to damages for severance and injurious affection to 
10' 5" left vacant by reason of the removal of the buildings. It 
is argued that the injury, by reason of this narrow strip left, 
vacant, is very serious Iiecause it is t<x> narrow to Ire useful for 
commercial purposes or any purpose.

That the building adjoining is permanent and suitable to the 
location for some years at least. Tire main ami rear buildings 
were built when solidity of foundations and walls were features 
of construction, thus rendering the premises with the new erection 
in front extending towards the street line quite suitable for its 
present purposes as a shop and factory' for automobile supplies 
and repairs thereto.

Five cases were tried together and therefore the masons for 
judgment handed down affecting all cases is printed here as 
follows:

Tassels, J.:—These five cases relating to properties expro
priated on Queen St., Albert St., anil O’Connor St. in the City 
of Ottawa for the site of the new Government buildings erected 
on the pren ises, were tried before me on Feb. 4, 1919, ami sub
sequent days.

In none of the cast's had the Crown made a tender of any 
particular sum which they were willing to pay, but the matter 
was left to the Exechequer Court to arrive at the compensation 
which should lie paid by the Government. I objected to this 
course of procedure. The Expropriation Act requires the Crown 
to state in tlie ii .formation the sums of money which they were 
willing to pay to the owner whose land was Iteing taken. Sub- 
"equently each information was amended, stating the specific
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sum which the Crown was willing t<> pay in respect of the par
ticular propert y in question.

At the opening of the cases I suggested that as most of the lands 
were in the same locality, and to a certain extent form part of the 
one block, that evidence applicable to all the cases should lie 
taken, counsel for the various parties lieing at liberty to cross- 
examine any particular witness, and then any evidence solely 
applicable to one case should lie taken separately, in connection 
with that case. Counsel did not see their way to adopt my 
suggestion. However, later on as the evidence developed and the 
various counsel thought that the evidence in the find case might 
assist their clients, they one and all came to my view, and it w;:s 
eventually agreed that all the evidence taken in regard to any one 
of the 5 cases should tie held so far as applicable as if given in each 
of the cases. This has had the result of shortening the trials. 
I pro]Mise to deal with each case separately.

Before, however, passing on each case separately I may say 
that it is difficult to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion by reason 
of the fact that since the lieginning of the war in August. 1011. 
then1 liaVc lieen no sales of land in this particular neighliorhou<l 
which would form an accurate guide in arriving at a satisfactory 
(%mclusion. The experts, however, have given their views, ami 
they an* a class of ex]x-rts ujion whose testimony I think reliance 
can lie placed, although there may tie a difference of opinion as to 
their method of arriving at their ideas of value.

Nichols, in his valuable book on Eminent Domain, 2nd ed„ 
vol. 1, p. 663, states as follows:

The productive value of land, or the value of the land to its owner 
based on the income he is able to derive from his use of it is not the mexsure 
of compensation and is not material except so far as it throws light upon the 
market value. In other words, what is sometimes called the value in use 
is everywhere repudiated as the test.

In the cases before me, in many instances, the lands are valued 
at figures which, if the land is to lie made available to realize 
a satisfactory return, the buildings thereon would have no m irket 
value, as clearly if the land were to lie utilized these buil«lings 
would have to be torn down in order to give place to a building 
suitable to the site. This applies to some of the properties in 
question. At the same time, to some extent, the rentals received 
from the buildings are of value as assisting the owners in earn ing
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the properties, such as the payment of taxes, etc. In most of 
the cases the value will lie what might lie termed a demolition 
value. It would lie manifestly unfair to allow the owner of the 
land a price for the land which could only lx; obtained if the 
owner contemplated a demolition of the existing buildings and the 
erection of buildings suitable to the site from which a proper 
return could l>e made.

Nichols (on p. puts it in this way:
The cost of removing buildings upon land taken for the public use is not 

allowed as an additional element of damages, but as an effort to reduce the 
damages. In the ordinary case the cost of removing the buildings is almost if 
not quite equal to the value of the materials, and the owner isentitled to recover 
the full value of the buildings. He is not, however, entitled to have the build
ings valued as they stand on the land as separate items additional to the market 
value of the land, nor on the other hand, is the condemning party entitled to 
have the buildings valued apart from the land, merely as for purposes of 
removal. The proper measure is the market value of the land with the build
ings upon it, and the owner therefore receives nothing for the buildings unless 
they increase the market value of the land. Accordingly, evidence of the 
structural value of the buildings is not admissible ns an indc|iendent test of 
value. When, however, it is shewn that the character of the buildings is well 
ada|ited to the location, the structural cost of the buildings, after making 
proper deductions for depreciation by wear and tear, is a reasonable test of 
the amount by which the buildings enhance the market value of the property. 
As in other cases of determining market value, not only the character and 
condition of the building, but also the uses to which it might be put, are matters 
for consideration.
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For these propositions, Nichols cites American authorities, 
and it seems to ire that it is common sense1. I mention these 
remarks, as when I come to deal with the particular cases they 
will lie found to be in point.

Nearly all the witnesses agree that in arriving at the question 
of value, it must lie considered that it may take some considerable 
tin e, probably years, liefore the lands in question could be utilized 
by tin1 erection of buildings suitable to the location to return 

j revenue, and the parties to these actions must I war in mind 
I that any allowance made to them for the premises expropriated 
! is based upon a cash purchase. It is needless to remark that it 
is surprising how taxes and loss of interest for a year or two would 
deduct from the value.

1 wo of the properties in question, namely, in tlie Bum* cast1 
and the Sutherland case, are properties situate on Queen St. in 
the ( it y of Ottawa. They an; lx> tween O’Connor and Bank Sts.
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and on the south side of Queen St. I will deal first with the case 
of The King v. Burns.

I held over the reasons for judgment in this ease by reason 
of the fact that the property in question was mortggged with 
other properties to Robert Nicholas Slater, and Sir Arthur Percy 
Sherwood, executors of the estate of Esther Sinter. I thought 
the mortgagees should tie parties defendant to these proceedings 
in respect to their mortgage interest.

Since the trial the mortgagees have agreed to lx> added as parties 
defendant and to t>e lxnind by all the proceedings in the action 
including the evidence taken, to the same extent as if they had 
been originally parties, and an order was made (a consent b ine 
files! on April 22, 1919), ashling them as partie*.

No tender was made by the Crown, but at the trial they 
amended their petition by offering the sum of $8,000.

The land expropriated is property lying immediately west 
of the land expropriated from the Loyal Orange Ixxlge, whose 
property was expropriated. Altogether Barretts own the fee 
in eleven feet and eleven and one-twentv-fourth inches. In 
addition to that, they have the right to the lane on the cast side 
of the property and on the west side of the Loyal Orange Exige 
While technically the fee in this lane is in the Barretts, it is held 
in trust for the property owned by the Ixival Orange* Lodge. 
The Barretts and the Loyal Orange Exige have equal rights in 
this lane.

I allowed to the Ixiyal Orange Ixxlge $100 for the 9 feet. 
1 think that $400 a foot for the eleven and eleven one-twenty- 
fourth inches would tic full compensation for the value of the 
land expropriated. I think that if another $100 a foot for the 9 
feet is also allowed the Barretts, it would lx* full compensation 
for the value of their interest in this land.

In my opinion, the 9 feet dedicated as a lane, having regard 
to the fact that it could not lx* built upon either by the owner? 
of the property expropriated or by the owmers of the property 
vested in the1 Ixival Orange Ixxlge, is not worth at the time of the 
expropriation more than $200 a foot, and if the Barretts get 
one-half and the Ix>yal Orange Ixxlge the other half, they are 
receiving full con’pensât ion.
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On the property expropriated from the Barrett* there is a 
very old house in a very had state of repair. It would have to 
lie tom down were the property to lie utilized in order to bring 
in a return on the value of the land. While in one sense it should 
lx* valued on a demolition basis, nevertheless, rent was lieing 
received which helped to carry the property. A feature in con
nection with this house is the fact that it extends further west
ward on land not expropriated by the present proceeding. It Ls 
conceded by the Crown that by mason of the tearing down of a 
considerable portion of tliis house the balance is absolutely value
less and should be paid for. 1 think if the Barnetts are allowed the 
sum mentioned by Fitzgerald of $2,.>00, they receive (‘verything 
they could reasonably expect to rewive.

Another question arises but not of very much moment. It 
is said that the removal of this house leaves exposed what would 
be a party wall between the house and the building owned by 
Barrett on the west. There seems to lie a consensus of opinion 
among counsel that a reasonable allowance should lie made for 
protecting this wall. I think the sum of $280, mentioned by Chris
tie, is not unreasonable.

It is conceded that between the westerly line of the expro
priated property and the buildings adjoining, there will be a strip 
of land left vacant some when' in the neighliourhood of 10 feet, 
and a clabn was made for the depreciation of this 10 feet. The 
property immediately adjoining is owned by the Barretts and when 
it con es into the market tlie buildings on that proj>erty will have 
to be torn down if it is to be used in any practical manner. I 
do not tliink any sum should be allowed in respect of this piece of 
land.

In all there will be allowed the sum of $4,708.05 for the eleven 
feet and eleven and one-twenty-fourth inches; and additional 
sum of $900 for the interest of the Barretts in the lane in question; 
and the further sum of $2,500, the value of the house. These 
sun s amount to the sum of $8,108.05—and to this amount 10% 
should lie added. The further sum of $280 should be added as 
mentioned above for the party wall.

On this amount of $9,264.85, interest should run from the date 
of the expn J dation.

The defendants are entitled to the costs of this proceeding.
J udgmeni accordingly.

10—49 D.L.R.
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McLEAN v. TOWN OF MACLEOD.
Alberta Supreme Court, Appellate Divieion, Harvey, C.J., Stuart, Simmon* and 

McCarthy, JJ. tktober II, lilt.
Taxes (| III E—140)— Arrears for more than six years—Recovery— 

Statute of Limitations.
The Statute of Limitations is no defence to an action to recover armor 

of taxes which have been ;v arrears more than six years, the action lieing 
in respect of a liability jated by statute the period of limitation is that 
applicable to an acliot upon a specialty.

[Pipeetone v. Hunter (1916). 29 D.L.R. 776, 28 Man. L.R. 570; The 
Cork and Brandon R. Co. v. Goode (1853). 13 C.B. 826, 138 E.R. 1427. 
followed.]

Appeal by defendant from the judgment of a District Court 
Judge, in an action to recover arrears of taxes. Affirmed.

IT. M. Campbell, K.C., for appellant; T. B. Martin, for 
respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Harvey, C.J.:—This is an appeal from a judgment of McNeill. 

J., in favour of the plaintiff for arrears of taxes, dome of the taxor 
had been in arrear for more than six years and the Statute of 
Limitations was set up as a defence.

The trial Judge held that our ordinance limiting the right to 
bring an action upon a simple contract debt to six years in much 
the same terms as the statute of James I. did not apply, since this 
is not an "action of debt grounded upon a contract without 
specialty."

The same point was decided by Mathers, C.J.K.B., in the 
same way in Pipeetone v. Hunter (1910), 28 D.L.R. 776, 28 Man. 
L.R. 570.

I agree with him that the question is concluded by the decision 
in The Cork & Brandon «. Co. v. Goode (18.53), 13 C.B. 826,138 
E.R. 1427. In that case the action was for calls upon shares, the 
liability for which was imposed by statute. It was held that the 
plea that the action was founded upon a contract, without specialty, 
and did not accrue within six years was bad and that the period of 
limitation was that of a specialty. At p. 835, 13 C.B., and p. 
1431, 138 E.R., Jervis, C.J., said:—

This, therefore, Is an action brought in respect of a liability created by 
statute, and therefore is an action founded upon the statute, and the pies 
which relies upon the six years' limitation, is no answer to it.

And Maule, J.:—
I think it manifestly appears that this is an action of debt, and upon the 

statute, and therefore an action upon a specialty.
The othi r Judges concurred.
I would dismiss the appeal with costs. Appeal dimitted.
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COLEMAN t. GAR VIE.

ilberta Supreme Court, Apitcllate Oivieion, Harvey, C.J., Stuart, Simmone 
and McCarthy, 11. October tl, If/».

Costa (I II —32)—Albert a ecus—'Taxation—Powers or District 
Judge—Supreme Court Judge.

Rule 17 of the rules of procedure and tariffs of costs does not give to a 
District Court Judge the power to increase the amount of costs by 
directing them to be taxed on a higher scale or by directing that rule 27 
shall not apply. Under rule 21 this power is only given to the Supreme 
Court or a Judge thereof ; this does not apply to District Court Judges 
acting as Local Judges of the Supreme Court.

Appeal from a District Court Judge in an action for a declara
tion of lien. Reversed.

Coleman and Warner, for appellants; Hroomfitlil <t Co., for 
respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Harvey, CJ.:—The action was liegun against one McHugh 

for a declaration of a lien in respect of work done for the appellant 
Coleman. Subsequently the appellant was added as a defendant 
and a claim made against him for the amount of the plaintiff's 
claim. He put in a defence and counterclaimed for damages 
for defective work. The action was tried, both tlie issue lietwecn 
the plaintiff and the defendant Coleman, and the issue Iwtween 
the plaintiff and the defendant McHugh in which Coleman had 
no interest. In the result the trial Judge found that the plaintiff's 
claim was proved hut that the defendant Coleman was entitled 
to an allowance on his counterclaim which he deducted from the 
claim, hut notwithstanding that he directed that the counter
claim lie dismissed with costs. He directed that judgment lie 
entered for the plaintiff for the amount due him less the deduction, 
hut made no reference to costs. He also found in favour of the 
plaintiff as against the defendant McHugh, declaring a lien.

Formal judgment was entered on March 24, a month after 
the reasons were given, in favour of the plaintiff for $200.46 and 
interest and costs of the action, also dismissing the counterclaim 
with costs and declaring a lien. Neither the reasons nor the formal 
judgment made any reference to the costs of the issue in respect 
to the lien, but the formal judgment did provide that upon the 
defendant, McHugh, paying into Court the amount for which the 
defendant, Coleman, was liable, the lien should lie discharged.

The costs were taxed upon the sun e day as the judgment was
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entered, and, upon the taxation, the plaintiff produced an order 
or fiat, signed by the trial Judge and dated the mure day, directing 
that upon the taxation of the plaintiff’s costs the clerk allow them 
to be taxed under scale 2, column C., w hich evidently meant its it 
was treated, eolun n 2 of the Tariff of Costs which is Schedule 
C to the Rules, and that r. 27 should not apply.

The result of the taxation was that the plaintiff was allowed 
9501.20 for costs, of which $389.05, or nearly twice tlte amount 
of the judgment, was for fees.

This appeal is against the whole judgment, including the 
direction as to the scale of costs, but the only two grounds raised 
are that the defendant, C’olen an, was never properly made a 
defendant, because there were proceedings before he can e in of 
which he was ignorant, and the other that the direction as to 
costs, made on March 24, was invalid as being an order made 
ex parte and also without jurisdiction.

As to the first ground, we intimated on the argument that we 
considered it untenable since the appellant had defended and 
submitted hin self to the Court, and if he had taken the trouble 
to search he could have ascertained what he did not know. R. 17 
of the Rules of Costs provides that the costs are in the discretion 
of the Court or Judge, which, of course, has long been the law, 
and it also provides that if he fails to make any direction the rusts 
shall follow the event. The result, therefore, of his failure to 
give any direction that the plaintiff should have the costs of hi.s 
action against the defendant, Coleman, would mean that as ho 
had succeeded he should have them. The formal judgment, 
therefore, in awarding thorn, is not incorrect. Perhaps if it had 
been properly raised, the dismissal of the counterclaim with costs 
could have I teen questioned, since the counterclaim was in fart 
allowed to some extent at lesist, the allowance to the defendant 
not being attributable to anything else, and while costs may lie 
withheld from a successful party, to require him to pay the costs 
scarcely seems to be within the discretion of a trial Judge. How
ever, there is no ground of appeal which will cover this and it 
was not, at least directly, raised in the argument and I do not think 
it should be considered now.

The costs of the claim as against Coleman, how’ever, clearly, 
are only the costs of the issue between the plaintiff and him.
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A glance over the bill of costs as taxed, which was presented to 

us in the argument, shews that no regard whatever was paid to 

this, and that there were allowed against him costs which had 

nothing to do with the issue in which lie was concerned.

It also slews tin t the taxing officer paid absolutely no regard 

to the provisions of r. 21 of the Rules of Costs, which provides 

that the costs shall le in his discretion up to the lin it of the 

oohffi n applicable, for in every single instance he has allowed 

the naxin um. 1 fear that there are other taxing officers who 

sin ilarly fail to discharge the; responsibility which the rule places 

upon them of then selves deciding whether each iMirticular item 

of charge in a bill of costs is entitled to the inaxin urn or something 

less. \\ hetlier this is through n ^understanding of the n caning 

of the rule, or through a desire to be con plaisant and generous, 

or a disinclination to investigate, the result is that the rule is not 

given effect to and an injustice is done to the party who has to 

pay the costs. This is not a n atter, however, which can be dealt 

with here, hut is a matter for an appeal from taxation, hut I 
n erely call attention to it here with tlie hope» of causing son c iron* 

regard to lie paid to the rule than in some cases has lieen the case 

heretofore.

The serious question involved in this appeal is that concerned 

with the trial Judge’s order as to scale and amount of costs. This, 
I think, is quite properly treated as a part of his final judgment as 

far at least ns this apical is concerned. It was made, however, 

upon a special application, and under the rules an application 
n ust be on notice unless mischief n ight result firm delay, or the 

Judge is satisfied that no notice is necessary (r. 209). In a case 

such as this it is clear that no mischief would result from the delay 

lKrrssary to give notice, and it is difficult to see how it could lx? 
considered so unimpoitant as not to need notice. Rut the objec
tion goes farther and . aintains that tlie District Court Judge has 

no authority to give any such direction.
lo determine this, it is necessary to consider some of the 

provisions resisting costs. S. 34 of the District Courts Act, 
< Ed. MI. 1907, Alta., c. 4, provides, in icspect to proceedings 

District Court in much the same terms as s. 24 of the 
Supreme Court Act, 7 Kd. VII., Alta., 1907, c. 3, that the Lieutenant- 

( lovernor in Council may make rules of procedure including the
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n utter of costs. The present rules of procedure and tariffs of 
costs arc irade under the authority of lx)th these sections, ami 
apply therefore to proceedings in lxith Courts.

Some years ago there was a tariff of costs consisting of two 
scales, one for the District Court and one for the Supreme Court. 
Before 1911-12 the jurisdiction of the District Court was limited 
to $400. By the statutes of that session the limit was raised to 
$000, and by an amendment to s. 37 of the District Court Act it 
was provided that in actions in the District Court, by reason of 
its increased jurisdiction, the costs should be the same as if they 
were in the Supreme ( 'ourt.

This explains the reason for the limitation of column 1, of the 
present tariff, to ‘‘$400, the limit” of the original District Court 
jurisdiction. Column 2 applies in accordance with the provision 
of the statute to Supreme Court actions up to $1000 and to 
District Court actions involving more than $400.

Rule 27 of the Rules of Costs provides that in actions for a 
money demand only, the total costs excluding disbursement! 
shall not exceed certain percentages of the amount recovered 
(if payable to the plaintiff) or claimed (if payable to the defendant). 
In other actions the percentage is to l)e based on the maximum 
amount specified in the tariff under the column applicable.

The result would be that in the present case, since as far a» 
the defendant Coleman is concerned there is nothing more than 
a money demand, he having no concern with the question of the 
mechanic’s lien, the maximum amount of the costs recoverable 
would be 50% of $100 and 15% of $100.40, the remainder of the 
judgment recovered, or $05.90 instead of $389.05 as taxed. The 
is certainly a very substantial difference. R. 27 shews a clear 
intention that the maximum costs should bear some relation to 
the amount involved, and that they should l>e substantially 
less than the judgment, and the general tariff fixes smaller fete 
for the cases having less amounts involved. There must, there
fore, be some clear justification in order to support an act which so 
completely destroys the effect of both these intentions. It is 
contended that r. 17 of the Rules of Costs authorizes the direction. 
The first part of the rule is, as I have already mentioned, simply 
a declaration of the well known rule that the trial Judge hM 
discretion to say who shall pay costs. The latter part, which
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speaks of the scales to lie applied, clearly has reference to eases 
where costs are payable to more than one person, and is limited to 
that. The rule, however, does say that the amount of the costs 
shall t>e in the discretion of the Court or Judge, and also that a 
gross sum may be awarded in lieu of or in addition to taxed costs. 
The question is, did the rule intend that the Judge could increase 
the costs to any sum he thought fit, or apply any column of the 
tariff in liis discretion? There is nothing whatever at tout the 
amount of costs in any of the former rules or in either the Lnglish 
or Ontario rules, referred to at the foot of r. 17, and those rules 
also Itegin with the words :—“Subject to the rules, etc.,” while 
r. 17 ltegins with the words:—“Notwithstanding anything con
tained in r. 18 to 33. This shews that whatever it intends, that 
intention is not to lie interfered with by the provisions of the 
following rules, but it by no means intends that the following 
rules may not be considered to ascertain what its real intention is 
R. 21 is the rule that deals with the details of the various columns 
of the tariff, and the proviso to the first clause deals with increases 
from one column to another and for the authorisation of increased 
costs by the Court or Judge, but only the Supreme Court or a 
Judge thereof is given power to make the increases, the words 
being:—

Provided that the Supreme Court, or a Judge thereof, may in any eaee 
allow such increased charges as the special skill shewn, or labour done, or the 
importance or urgency of the matter in controversy directly, or indirectly, 
justifies. _

That quite clearly and expressly permits a Supreme Court 
Judge to increase a particular item or a general scale, but no such 
authority is given to a District Court Judge, and it is difficult to 
understand why this should be so, unless it was intended that the 
authority so given should be exercised only by Supreme Court 
Judges.

If r. 17 authorizes the san e thing then this provision of r. 21 
is unnecessary and inconsistent by reason of its limitation to a 
Supreme Court Judge.

It does not seem reasonable to give a construction which would 
lead to such a result. Rules 28 and 29 are general, applying to 
all Judges, and they provide for the Judge dealing witli the amount 
of the costs, and the division without, however, any suggestion 
of increasing them, but rather of dividing or diminishing them.
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These are illustrative of the Judge's exercise of a discretion as 
to the amount as provided for in r. 17. 1 am of opinion then that 
having regard to the other rules, r. 17 is not intended to gixe to the 
Court or a Judge the power to increase the amount of costs l»\ 
directing them to l>e taxed on a higher scale, or by directing that 
r. 27 should not apply, and that the only authority for this is to 
l)e found in r. 21, under which the power is given only to the 
Supreme Court or a Judge thereof, and, 1 may add, though not 
necessary for this case, to the Supreme Court and its Judges a« 
such, and not to District Court Judges acting as Local Judges of 
the Supreme Court .

The appeal should, therefore, he allowed with costs, ami the 
judgment, as far as it applies to costs, set aside.

It seems reasonably clear that the taxed fees under column 1 
would require to 1m* limited by r. 27, and, we think, therefore 
that to avoid any further costs or other question, the amount of 
costs should be fixed at 165.96 for fees, and SI 14.15 for disburse
ments, as taxed, making a total of $180.11, for which amount of 
costs there will be judgment. Appeal album!.
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BELDER ▼. WHITNEY.

Alberta Suitreme Court, Appellate Division, Haney, C.J., Stuart, Simmons anti 
McCarthy, JJ. October i\, 1919.

Specific performance (5 I K—35)—Sale of land—Doubtful title— 
Waiver by purchaser—Discretion of Court.

Where the title to land is doubtful the Court will refuse specific perform
ance of it contract to purchase, unless the purchaser has by his conduct 
waived his ordinary equitable right to a good title; acts of ownership do 
not necessarily constitute such a waiver, if satisfactorily explained and 
the Court may in its discretion allow the purchaser to repudiate notwith
standing such acts.

|Krom v. Kaiser (1915), 21 D.L.R. 700, 8 Alta. L it. 287, referred to.)

Appeal by defendant from the* trial judgment in an action on a 
land purchase contract. Reversed.

H. A. Smith, for appellant.
IV. «S'. Hall, for respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
McCarthy, J.:—The question raised by this appeal arises 

from the purchase of a ranch in Southern Alberta, and the question 
is was the defendant, tint appellant, entitled to repudiate the 
contract under the circumstances disclosed by the evidence? 
This depends on the taking of possession by the defendant under the 
agreement and on what was done.

On June 13, 1918, the defendant with one Pilling, an officer of 
a real estate company who had an option for the purchase of the 
plaintiff's ranch, called at the Rank of Montreal at I^thbridge and 
had a conversation with its manager regarding the purchase by 
the defei dant of the plaintiff's ranch. The bank manager drew up 
a memorandum as follows:—

June 13th, 1918.
The Managci, Pilling Land Co. Ltd.

Bank of Montreal, hereby agrees to have
Iethbridge, Alberta. documenta executed and

lodged aa per agreement.
Dear Sir:

I l>eg to hand you herewith the sum of 18,000 ck. to be used aa a first |>ay- 
ment in purchasing the 2500 acres, more or less, of the farm anil ranch property 
of W. D. Wliitney known as the Whitney Ranch. The purchase price is 126 
per acre.

Documents and agreement of sale and other documents will be lodged in 
the hank to lie held in escrow and you are hereby authorised to have the 
bank’s solicitors approve these documents on my behalf and at my cxjicnse.

In the event of the transaction being quite regular the $8,000 cash men
tioned above may be paid over to the Pilling I,and Co. Ltd.

The terms of the purchase are approximately as follows: $8,000 cash, 

11—49 D.L.R.
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17,000 note: H.B. due January 1, 1919, and the balance in six equal annual 
payments to be made on January 1, beginning with the year 1920.

It is also to be stipulated that I may have the privilege of paying up in 
full under the contract at any time without notice or bonus of interest.

It is understood that all deferred payments bear 6% per annum interest 
unless the transaction is fully closed out on or before June 23, 1919.
All the moneys ate to Yours truly,
be returned to me. Henry Belder.

Apparently the date June 23, 1919, should have Iteen 1918.
The Pilling Company's option was in part as follows:—
Agreement dated April 23, 1918, between W. D. Whitney and the Pilling 

Land Co. Ltd., whereby the Pilling Land Co. Ltd. obtained an option to pur
chase, irrevocable until August 23,1918, of the following lands (here description 
of lands given) $6,000 on the acceptance of this option, $10,000 on September 
23, 1918, balance by six equal annual payments or half crop until land is (aid 
for at 6%.

Sulwequently the agreement upon which the action wtis Drought 
was executed by the defendant in the plaintiff's solicitor's office

Agreement dated June 13, 1918, and made between W. D. Whitney ii 
vendor and Henry Beider as purchaser, being an agreement for the sale and 
purchase of the lands following, namely: (here description of lands given).

At the price of $02,400 of which $7,000 was payable by promissory note 
maturing January 1, 1919, with interest at 6% and the balance by eight 
successive annual |»aymente of $6,018.75 each on January 1, in each year, 
commencing January 1, 1920, with interest at 6%.

On the following duy the memorandum tmd the agreement and 
a copy of the escrow letter were ham 1cm l to a mem lier of the banks 
firm of solicitors by the hank manager and a letter of explanation 
to the solicitors was written by him in part as follows:

You will note that the sum of $8,000 is held by this bank covering the 
cash i>ayment in connection with the sale and we would ask you to kindly 
approve all these documents protecting Beider wherever necessary and until 
you can recommend it no money will tie paid out by this bank in connection 
with the transact ion.

Full details regarding how the transaction is to be completed should be 
arranged by you.

The agreement was subsequently left by the defendants 
solicitor with the plaintiff's solicitor and certain alterations 
proposed by the former were inserted in the ngrm! ent.

A correspondence commenced lietwecn the solicitors which 
lasted till August 13, 1919, at which tin e the defendant’s solicitors 
by letter to the plaintiff's solicitor stated:—

In view of the fact that all matters were to be completed on or Mure 
June 23, 1918, he has decided to call the purchase of tills land off as far as lie 
is concerned . . . 'therefore as far as our client is concerned this is to 
inform you that the sale and purchase is at an end.
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But in the meantime the defendant had gone into possession 
on June 22, 1918, and did not finally give up possession until 
about October 22, 1918—ran considerable stock and did con
siderable fencing on the place, and up until August 13, 1918, 
negotiations were going on aUrnt the title.

On July 2, 1918, defendant's solicitors notified the plaintiff's 
solicitors by letter: “that if the titles are not put in shai>e shortly 
it will lie iMM-essarv to call the deal off.”

The difficulty between the parties" seems to have lieen that the 
plaintiff was unable to make title to two of the parcels mentioned 
in the agreement of sale, one of them lieing his homestead for which 
lie had not obtained the patent and the other had gone back to the 
Crown for non-payment of taxes.

It is to Is- oliservcd that the title to the two parcels in question 
was not obtained by the vendor, aintiff, until Septemlier 3, 1918, 
and December 11, 1918.

It is also to lie observed that the agreement of sale provided 
for the immediate jiossiwioii by the purchaser after execution of 
the agreement. The circumstances surrounding the taking of 
possession as related by the defendant may Ik? gathered from his 
evidence taken at the trial as follows:—

4. Q. Now you told us you went into possession on the 22nd June you 
went on to his land. A. Yes.

ô. Q. Did Mr. Wliitncy move off? A. Why ves, he moved off. I think, 
the next week.

<i. Q. l)i<l he move everything? A. No, not machinery, that is for some

7. (J. What di<l he move liesides himself? A. Why his household giMxls.
5. (J. And what about the fanning goods, when were they moved? 

A. Well, part of them was taken off Liter on, they were there for a month or 
so 1 guess or more, he liad some chickens there, I guess they were there for a 
month or six weeks, and he had some hogs there for a couple of weeks.

9. Q. And liis cattle, when were they moved off? A. I don’t think he 
had any cattle, he had some horses there a portion of the time.

1. tj. When were they taken away? A. The horses?
2. Q. Yes. A. There were some of liis horses there the day I moved off.
3. Q. Now do you remember the date in August when you instructed 

Mr. McArthur to call the deal off? A. No, I don't remember that date but I 
think it was after the middle I think, I haven’t got that date somehow.

4. Q. Well, after giving Mr. McArthur instructions what did you do, 
<liil you stay on the place? A. No, I think it was in the Litter part of the week 
that I gave Mr. McArthur instructions and I started to'move the fore part 
of tlic next week and when I got home I was sick.

5. tj. You commenced to move from the Whitney place, where were you 
moving to? A. Why east of Cardston.
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ALTA. 6. Q. And what did you move when you started to move. A. \\ hy we
g q had some feed wagons tliere and I didn't take any furniture the first time

__! because we never brought up but one load w hen we found out how tilings vu re
Beldek we never brought up but just one load, and I went back once after some fm|

f for the horses, we expected to go to plowing but under the condition» didst
Whitney. do no piowing.

McCarthy, J. 7. Q. Well then, when you found there was some difficulty in regard 
to the title and so forth you didn’t move any stuff on but some fired \ \ 
little feed, yes.

1. Q. Where did you leave the rest of your fanning and household effect!1 
A. Why, down east of Cardston.

2. Q. That is your previous fann? A. Yes.
3. tj. So immediately after giving Mr. McArthur instructions to <*:ill the 

deal off you commenced to move your belongings to the old place'.' \. Y«.
4. Q. And on arriving with the first load I think you said you were taken 

sick? A. Yes, I was in pretty bad shape, couldn’t girt back for some time
6. Q. About how long were you sick? A. Well, 1 was under treatment 

with one doctor there for two montlis, the French doctor in Cardston 1 have 
got the receipts here, 
which is uDcontradicteil.

The net# of ownership relied on hy the plaintiff a# constituting 
a waiver hy the defendant are that he had two men doing fencing 
for one month and had his own stock on the place. There h, 
however, a distinction with regard to nets of ownership. Smie 
acts may lie destructive and otliers tu ts of prawrvation. Vim 1er the 
circumstances of this case it can hardly lie said that the property 
was not in such a condition that it could not lie delivers! Iiackto 
the plaintiff in the condition it was in on June 13. With reg.tnl to 
the qiMwtion of waiver hy taking jiossehsioii, O'Keefe v. Taylor 
(1851), 2 (lr. 305, the remarks of the Chancellor at p. 307. might 
he usefully referred to:—

The question here is, therefore, whether the plaint iff has by his conduct, 
subsequent to the contract, waived his right to investigate the title In my 
opinion, great injustice would follow from an indiscriminate application of 
English cases iqion this doctrine, to the materially different circumst anew of 
this country; but u|ion their strict application, the plaintiff here lia» not. I 
think, waived his right to a reference. Tlie Master of the Rolls, in Burmqk 
v. Oakley (1819), 3 Swan. 159, 30 E.R. 815, designates the right of tin vend* 
to a good title, as “his ordinary equitable right:" and so carefully dm* this 
Court guard tliat right, that where the title is doubtful, it is not in the habit 
of determining that question, but refuses s|ieeific |wrf«irmanee. Now. wlieth# 
that right has, or has not, been waived, is in each cast* a question of fact 
Before the vendor can lie exempted from the ordinary duty of deducing a go-id 
title he must bring liimself within the exception; the Court must wv clearly 
that such exemption is the result of the agreement of the parties; or, if not the 
result of express agreement, it must be fully satisfied under the evidence, that 
the vendee intended to waive, and in fact did waive his ordinary and «•-initabk
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right to a good title. Where paeeneion bus been ken by the vendee, not 
under the contract, or by permission of the vendor, but forcibly, that has been 
regarded not as a waiver of any particular objection to the title, because that 
step may have been taken before the delivery of an abstract and without any 
knowledge of the subject, but rather as such an assumption of the right of 
jwoperty by the vendee, irre8|iective of the state of the title, as amounts to a 
declaration on his part that notliing more remains to be done but the execution 
of tin- conveyance, and a reference has been refused u|mn that principle— 
treating the conduct of the vendee as an acceptance of the vendor’s title: 
Ciilcraft v. Raeburk (1790), 1 Ves. 221, 30 E.R. 311. On the other hand, where 
possession has been taken by the vendee wth a knowledge of particular defects 
in the title, the Court has frequently been satisfn-d by tliat and other circum
stances that the vendee had waived such defects, and specific |>crfonnance 
has Ims-ii decreed upon that ground without a reference. Hut where the contract 
itself provides for the interim ixwacssion of t he vendee, without impairing his 
right to call for a good title; or where, the contract lieing silent upon the subject, 
piHscHsion is taken prematurely by consent of both parties, without any 
information as to the title, and liefore tin- time ap|*iinted for the completion 
of the contract, and without any stipulation as to the waiver of the vendor’s 
right to have a good title deduced, in such cases the application of the ordinary 
rule about t aking possession becomes obviously impossible.

Also itt p. 309: —
It is argued, however, that the intendment of waiver, if not fairly deducible 

from the mere possession, does nevertheless follow from the dealing of the 
vendee with the property in question during his possession. Hut upon that 
subject the general rule is, that arts of ownership, after an authorised posse
sion, an- unimportant. .Vs was observed by the Master of the Rolls in 
Iturmugh* v. Oakley, supra, the same principle applies to arts of ownership; 
‘‘for what could be the pur|K)se or advantage of taking possession except to 
act as owner?"

Referring back for the moment to the inerting in the office of 
the plaintiff's solicitor on the evening of June 13, it is apparent 
that there were present, there tintiff and the defendant, the 
n-al estate agent Pilling, and the plaintiff’s solicitor and the 
manager of the bank. Upon that occasion the agreement apparent
ly was executed only by the defendant and it was thereupon banded 
to the manager of the bank who, subsequently, delivered the same 
to tin- bank's solicitors under the circumstances above set out. 
The agreement was thereafter taken by the bank's solicitors to 
the solicitor of the plaintiff to have some alterations inserted. 
There is no evidence of the cheque ever having liecn demanded, 
<>r the note.

It is further contended by the plaintiff that the signing of a 
caveat by the defendant is an element in ascertaining whether or 
imt tln-rc was a waiver on his part hut from all that appears from
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the evidence there is nothing to shew that the defendant knew that 
the caveat was lieing filed. His instruct ions to the solicitor* an- 
set forth in the letter from the manager of the Imnk to them. n«.r 
does it appear from the evidence that the solicitor, who attempted 
to file the caveat, was not aware that title could not I*1 nun le In 
the defendant to the parcels contained in the agreement for sale 
and it is a reasonable conclusion, I think, to lie arrived at that, 
when the solicitor was advised that the caveat could not 1m- filed 
by reason of tlie title to certain of the parcels not lx*ing in tin- 
plaintiff, that that was the first intimation that he hud as to tin- 
state of the title.

Under the circumstances, therefore, I am of the opinion that 
the acts of ownership exercised by the defendant over the pro|rrty 
are satisfactorily explained and do not constitute; a waiver, that 
under the circumstances he was entitled to repudiate1, that there 
was no unnecessary delay and from the evidence it does not ap|xnr 
that the letter from the defendant's solicitor to tlie plaintiff* 
solicitor of August 13, cancelling the agreement, was ever answered, 
that the defendant proceeded to remove his chattels from the 
pren ises shortly thereafter. Vide Kroni v. Kamr, (1915), 21 
D.L.R. 700, 8 Alta. L.R. 287, reversing 18 D.L.R. 226.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that he was entitled to repudiate 
the eontract anil I would allow the api*ial with costs and disni* 
tlie action with costs.

The defendant is, of course, entitled to the return of the 88,000 
pai<I into the bank. Appeal aUowtd.

BESANA AND HANGO v. ALTHOUSE.

Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Haultain, C.J.S., Newiand*, Lamvnt, uni 
El wood, JJ.A. October tt, 1919.

Animais ($ I C—26)—Different owners—One herd boy—Tuksi-ash- 
Damage—Liability—Joint tort keahors.

Where several owners put their animals in charge of one hen 1boy, ami 
such animals stray onto land ami destroy grain, the owners an liable 
as joint tort feasors. The damage sustained should lie based upon tbf 
value of the grain at the time of the injury.

Appeal by defemlants from the judgment of the District 
Court Judge in an action for ilamages for grain destroyed by 
animals under the charge of a herd ixiy. Varied.

P. H. (iordon, for appellant*.
L. McK. Robinson, for respondent.
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Hailtain, C.J.K. and Lamont, J.A., concurred with Klwood 
J.A.

Klwood, J.A.:—In this action the facta are that 75 animals 
belonging to one of the apjicllunts and 25 animals belonging 
to the other appellant, I*)th in charge of a herd hoy, strayed upon 
the land belonging to the respondent and destroyed a quantity 
of wheat and oats.

At tlic trial, a by-law of the municipality in which the land 
in question is situate, prohibiting the running at large of animals 
on the date of the tresjiass by the appellants' cattle, was tendered, 
but it was rejected on the ground that it was not properly proven 
in tluit it was not certified to lie a true copy by the secretary and 
s n en lier of the council, as required by s. 105 of the Rural Mun
icipality Act, Sask. stats. 1917, c. 14.

1 am of the opinion that under s. 11 of the Evidence Act, 
R.S. Sask. 1909, c. 60, this by-law was properly proven, as it pur- 
pirts to lie certified under the seal of the corporation and the hand 
of the secretary-treasurer.

It was contended on Isthalf of the appellants tliat the appel
lants were not joint tort feasors, and tliat the damage sliouhl 
nut have liccn assessed against them jointly, but that each should 
only le res[mnsihlc for the damage done by his own animals.

The cviilenre shews that the animals at tlie time of the damage 
acre in the charge of a hired man. There is nothing to shew 
who hired the man, but 1 think that I am justified in assuming 
that this n an was lured by the appellants jointly, ami, tliat lining 
so. the appellants, in my opinion, are liable as joint tort feasors.

it was also objected that the District Court Judge erred in the 
snnunt of diueages which lie ullowod, (1) as to the quantity of 
grain flint lie fourni hail liccn danuigcd, and (2) as to tlic value 
which lie put thereon.

As to the wheat, there was evidence which, in my opinion, 
justifie*I the District Court Judge in coming to the conclusion 
which Is* can e to ns to tile numlicr of bushels of when* damaged. 
So far as the oats are concerned, 1 also think that he was justifie*I 
in con ing to the conclusion which lie came to as to the numlier 
of husliels lie found danuigcd, and 1 would not ilisturb his fimling 
in that respect. So far as the price allowed for the wheat, 1 
ini of the opinion that the damage sustained should lie liasod upon
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the value of the wheat at the tin e of the injur)'. See Sedgwick 
on Damages, vol. 3, par. 037, an<l eases then-in referred to. and 10 
Hals., par. 629.

The District Court Judge lias put the value of the wheat at 
the price given by Dawson on Noveml>er 1. He should, in mv 
opinion, have put it at the price on September 20, namely, si.31. 
From this however should l* deducted the cost of hauling the 
wheat to market. He has not done this. So far as tin- value 
placed upon the oats is com-emed, that also was taken to In- the 
value on Novendier 1. The evidence shews that the respondent 
did not intend to sell the oats, tlmt he wished to keep them for 
feed, and I therefore think that he was entitled to have a like 
quantity of oats delivered to him at his farm. Dawson says tlmt 
on Septemlicr 20 oats were worth 39 cents a bushel at Asquith, 
and that the price at Handel should lie the same. There is nothing, 
however, to shew what the cost to the respondent would lie of 
going to Handel and obtaining the oats and bringing them hack 
hon e, lie would lie entitled to liavc that added to the 39 cents. 
From the amount allowed to him on the oats, however, he should 
be charged with the cost of threshing, namely, tic. |x»r bushel. 
He should not, however, lie cliarged with the cost of threshing 
the wheat, lieeause the evidence shews that it cost the rescindent 
more to thresh the wheat, on account of its damaged condition, 
than it would have cost him had the wheat not been damaged.

As the evidence liefore us does not contain any information 
as to the cost of either me rketing the wheat or going for the 
oats, 1 would refer the matter back to the District Court Judge 
to assess the damages; the rescindent to lie allowed for the 
quantity of wheat and oats already found by the District Court 
Judge, the wheat at 31.31 a bushel, less the cost of marketing 
the san e, and the oats at 39c. a bushel, less tic. a bushel for thresh
ing, plus the cost of going for the oats.

If the total amount of <lamages so found is not greater than 
the amount paid into Court by tlie appellants, the appellants to 
have their costs of the action sulisequent to the payment into 
Court, and the respondent to have his costs of the action up to 
and including the payment into Court. If the damages arc greater 
than the amount paid into Court, the respondent to have his poets
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of tin* action. The appellants are entitled to tlie costs of this 8ASK. 
appeal. C. A.

Xkwlands, J.A.: 1 concur excepting tlutt I aiu of opinion Bmana 
that defendants are not joint tort feasors under tlie evidence. and 
The joign ent should therefore lie against them in the same 
prujm irt ion as their cattle were, that is, 75 and 25. Althopse.

Judgment varied. NewUmde. ja.

THE KING v. HANSON. Ei parte DUNSTER. N. B.

Xetr Hr u it* wick Su prime Court, Apjteal Division, llazt n, C.J., White and 8. C. 
Crimmer, JJ. SejAemlnr 19, 1919.

Certiorari (6 I A—4)—Military Service Act, X.B.—Conviction— 
Rkvibw-<!biminalCodb—Appeal.

Certiorari will not lie in New Brunnwiek to remove a conviction under 
tlie Military Service Act (1917, 7-8C»eo. V. c. 19, Don».), unIomi there are 
exceptional circumatanoea, because a review is provided by «. 749 of the 
Criminal Code which provides for an appeal by either the prosecutor or 
complainant to a County Court Judge.

[The King v. O'Brien, ex parte Theriault (1917), 45 N.B.R. 275, followed. 1

An order nisi, returnable tioforc the Appeal Court, was statement, 
granted by Barry, J., to quash a conviction had liefore N. A.
Hanson. Justice of the Peace for Victoria County, against the 
applicant Dunstcr, under tin* Military Sendee Act.

F. It. Taylor, K.C., shews cause against the order nisi.
V. J. Hughes, in support of rule.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Hazkn, C.J.î—The defendant Dunster, who was a mendier of huw.cj. 

Class 1 under tlie Military Service Act, 7-8 (ïeo. V. 1917 c. 19, 
a class called out on active service by proclamation, was convicted 
liefore Nelson A. Hanson, one of Ilis Majesty's Justices of the 
Peace for the County of Victoria, for having without reasonable 
excuse failed to report as required by such Act and proclamation.
A rule nisi to quash the conviction was granted by Barry, J., 
returnable at the June term of this Court.

Counsel who appeared to shew cause against the nde contended 
that it should lie discharged, as a review' wits provided for in 
Part XV., s. 749 of the Criminal ( txle, R.8.C. 1906, c. 146, and 
that in such cases certiorari should not lie granted unless under 
exceptional circumstances, and tlutt in this case there were no 
circuit stances of such an exceptional charactei as would justify
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the granting of the rule. The section of the Criminal Code 
referred to enacts that

Unless it is otherwise provided L any special Act under which a convict ion 
takes place, or an order is made by a Justice for the payment of money 
or dismissing an information or complaint, any person who thinks himself 
aggrieved by any such conviction or order or dismissal, the prosecutor or 
complainant, as well as the defendant, may appeal ...(c) in the 
Provinces of . . . New Brunswick ... to the County Court of the 
district or county where the cause of the information or complaint arose.

This Court lias held in the case of the King v. O'Brim, Ex 
parte Theriault (1917), 45 N.B.R. 275, following the decision of 
Allen, C.J., in Ex parte Young (1893), 32 N.B.R. 178, that where 
there is a review a certiorari should not be granted unless un< 1er except
ional circumstances, and in the case of The King v. O'Brien, Ex parte 
Doucet (1915), 43 N.B.R. 301, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 347, the decision 
was to the san e effect, vis., that where the right of appeal from 
a summary conviction was not taken advantage of and it appeared 
from the return of an order nisi to quash the conviction removed 
by certiorari that there were no exceptional circumstances in the 
case, no certiorari should issue.

In this case, in my opinion, there arc no exceptional circum
stances that would justify the Court in granting the rule, and it 
is not claimed that tliere was any want of jurisdiction in the 
Magistrate to make the conviction. I therefore see no reason for 
interfering with the conviction.

Rule nisi to quash discharge <I.

V: 1
ALTA.

8. C.

Statement.

McLEAlf v. BRETT.
Alberta Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Harvey, C.J., Stuart, Simmons and 

McCarthy, JJ. October U, 1919.

Animals (f I C—26)—'Trespassing—Entire Animals Ordinance (Alta.) 
—Damage—Liability of owner—Lawful fence.

The owner of an animal which is prohibited from l>eing at large by the 
Entire Animals Ordinance (Alta.), is liable for any damage such animal 
may do while trespassing. The absence of a lawful fence within the 
meaning of the Fence < irdinance, enclosing the premises where the trespass 
is committed, is no defence to an action for damages.

Appeal from the judgment of Jackson, J., in an action for <Lim
ages. Reversed.

P. H. Russell, for appellant; C. F. Harris, for respondent 
The ju<lgment of the Court was delivered by
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Stvaht, J.:—This is an appeal by die plaintiff, a farmer, from ALTA, 
a judgment of a County Court Judge dismissing the plaintiff's 8. C. 
action against a neiglilwiring farmer for «lamages allegetl to have McLean 

resulted from the defendant's hull getting into tlie plaintiff's Uhett 4 
field and covering a thoroughbred heifer of the plaintiff's. The -----j|
plaintiff allege«l that the hull was not thoroughbred and that in 
any ease he did not desire to have his heifer served by such an 
animal or at the particular time in question.

The evidence was fairly conclusive that the plaintiff's premises 
were not encl«ise<l by a lawful fence within tlie meaning of the 
Fence Ordinance, Cons. Ord. Alta., 1911, c. 77, and the trial 
Judge held, following Bolton v. MacDonald (1894), 3 Terr. L.R. 
269, tliat s. 2 of the ordinance prevented the recovery of damages. 
That section scan:—

No action for damages caused by domestic animals shall lie maintained, 
nor shall domestic animals be liable to be distrained for causing damage to 
property unless the same lie surrounded by a lawful fence.

Tlie point raised is, 1 i:. agine, one of very great importance 
to fam ere generally, an<l it is desirable tluit the legal right* of 
parties in the relative situation of the plaintiff anti dcfemlant 
here should, if possible, be clearly determined.

The first thing that strikes ont? upon looking at the ordinances 
is that there are a nun lier of enact! ents dealing with the general 
subject of fences, pounds and anin als at large. These are the 
Fence ()rd.,c. 77, the Entire Anin d Ord.,c. 78, the Pound District 
Old., c. 79, the Stray Animals Ord., e. 80, the Henl Ord., c. 81, 
awl an Act for Restraining Dangerous and Mischievous Animals, 
ami jMissibly one or two others.

Nov there does not appear in any of these enactments any 
provision «'irectly in so n any wonls pern it ting animals to run at 
large, although the provisions of the Henl Ordinance may perhaps 
lie held i s, in pliec'ly at least, perr itting anin als to run at large 
at cert: in tin es ami in certi in places.

Wv lu'.ve no evidence lieforc us as to tlie existence at the place 
where the events in question bwik place of any pouml district 
or henl district, an«l the case n ust lie «lealt with, for the present 
at least, upon the assumption that there was no district of either 
kind in existence.

Even if the proper implication to lie ma«le from the ordinances 
referred to and from the non-existence of any such districts were
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that animals generally were by law permitted to run at large :•> to 
which there might still l>e room for argument, it is to lie especi; IIy 
noted that by a specific ordinance, viz. : the Entire Animals ( )nl„ 
c. 78, a bull of the age of the one in question here is not permitted to 
run at large. Section 4 of that ordinance say»:—

Except as hereinafter provided no bull 9 months old or upward shall he 
permitted to run at large in any part of the territories at any time.

Then by a special clause the Minister is given power to declare, 
by a notice published in the Gazette, that bulls may run at large 
in any district <lescril>c<l in the notice, tx-twoen certain d ates. 
As there was no evidence of such a notice or declaration having 
txxm given or made, we must assume that the atwolute prohibition 
of the section applied.

From a very early date the Fence Ordinance was fourni side In
side with social ordinances in regard to bulls, stallions and est rays. 
See c. 12, 13 and 14 of 1888. In (’raies* Hardcastle's Statute 
Law, 2nd ml., p. 137, it is said:—

Where Acts of Parliament are in pari materi/i the rule as laid down by the 
twelve Judges in Painter's case (1784), 1 Leach C.C. (4th ed.), 355, is that such 
acts "are to be taken together as forming one system and as interpreting and 
enforcing each other.”

1 think, therefore, that the expression “domestic animals" as 
used in s. 2 of the Fence Ordinance atxwc quoted, ought not to 
lx* treated as applying to bulls lx*cause these animals are specially 
dealt with and are wholly prohibited from Ixdng at large. Section 
2 must obviously lx; confined to such animals as are at least not 
specially prohibited from being at large at all.

In 3 Corpus Juris, p. 130, it is said:—
The obligation to fence in order to prevent animals from treepassing 

applies only to domestic animals of ordinary dis|M>sition. The commun law 
is still in force as to unruly cattle that will not be restrained by ordinary fences. 
Moreover, the duty to fence applies only to animals which are rightfully on the 
adjoining ground, and the absence or insufficiency of a fence is no defence 
where the trespassing animals were wrongfully on the land from which they 
entered.

Tlu-ec old English cases and a numlx;r of American cases, 
some from the Western States where conditions are probably the 
same as here, are cited for the last statement.

Now it is not necessary to worry alxmt the problem as to what 
would lx; the legal ]x>sition in this country of ordinary domestic 
animals, other than stallions and Imlls, with respect to their 
being rightfully or wrongfully at large lx*cause we have the specific
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prohibition against bulls being at large. Ami as that prohibiting 
ordinance 1ms existed in son c form for many years and still 
stands side by side with the Fence Orel, and, as they deal with the 
same general subject, the two should certainly be read together.

If we look at the Stray Animals Ord., we find that bulls and 
stallions are especially excepted from its provisions, in s. 3.

Vpon the whole, therefore, I think we ought to consider that 
hulls and stallions have been especially dealt with by a statute 
relating to them particularly, and as they are wholly prohibited 
from being at large, it follows that the defendant ought not to 
lie allowed to take advantage of the special defence as to defective 
fences provided for in s. 2 of the Fence Ord.

It was suggested that, them being a special penalty provided 
in the Entire Animals Ord. it would follow that there would 
lie no other remedy. Rut, I think, them is nothing in this con
tention. In any case the penalty is not imposed merely for 
disobedience to the prohibition. In s. 5 the penalty is not 
for allowing the bull to lie at large but for not taking him away 
after the notice and for not paying expenses, while in s. 12 similarly 
the penalty is for not taking the animal away after notice from a 
Justice of the Peace, so that there really is no other remedy provided 
at all for breach of the prohibition.

The consequence is that the defendant’s animal was illegally 
at large, that he trespassed upon the plaintiff's land, that his 
owner cannot rely on the defence of the absence of a lawful fence 
and therefore that he is liable for any damage which he may have 
done.

It seems to me that the defendant must be held to have known 
that a bull will naturally seek to cover any heifer or cow which 
he can reach, and I think, that his covering the heifer of another 
owner, on that owner’s property and against the owner's will, is 
a trespass for which the owner of the bull is liable.

The plaintiff’s heifer was thoroughbred and registered, and he 
had a thoroughbred registered bull to which he intended to breed 
the heifer. He said that either a heifer or a bull calf from these 
two would be worth $300 while the calf which was in fact bom 
was worth only $50. In the statement of claim the value of a 
Proper calf is put only at $250. The defendant offered the plain
tiff $75 for the calf which was doubtless on the condition that all

ALTA.

a. c.

Brett.

Stuart, J.
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other claims should l>e waived. One witness said that any well 
bred calf was worth $225. There was little, if any, evidence to 
contradict the plaintiff’s estimate of his damages. Upon the 
evidence there was no room for any doubt tlint the calf which \\« 
bom was the offspring of the defendant’s bull.

In estimating damages the Court must l)c rather more careful 
not to allow an excessive amount than not to allow enough.

The question of a iMissible influence upon the strain of sub- 
sequent offspring was much discussed, but I think the suggested 
damage on this ground was too remote and uncertain to lie con
sidered.

Upon the whole, therefore, I think the sum of $150 is a reason
able amount to allow.

I have had some doubt alxmt the propriety of allowing damages 
for the loss of a prospective calf which was anticipated as a result 
of a breeding intended but wrongfully prevented. But, it seems 
to me that the business of breeding of animals has now become so 
well understood ami thoroughly regulated a matter that such 
damages ought not to l>e considered as too remote, at any rate in 
a case where the heifer was clearly not barren, where she did. after 
copulation, produce a calf, and where the owner had on his farm 
a capable bull of his own to which he intended to breed her.

I would therefore allow the appeal with costs, and direct judg
ment to lx* entered for the plaintiff for $150 damages and costs of 
the action upon the appropriate scale.

A ppeal allowed.

PATTERSON, CHANDLER AND STEPHEN, Ltd. v. TIJE “SENATOR 
JANSEN.”

(Annotated.)
Exchequer Court of Canada, Marlin, L.J., in Adm. August 22, 1919.

Towage (§ I—1 )—Responsibility of tug—Negligence—Contrihi tort
NEGLIGENCE.

The tug “Senator Jansen,” with a scow in tow, lashed diagonally to 
her port bow, was floating down Fraser River with the tide ami while 
going through a drawbridge (85 feet in widt h) the scow struck a projecting 
boom stick, tearing off a stern plank. Scow and cargo were lost. The 
“Senator Jansen” was properly navigated.

Held.—That the master of "the “Senator Jansen,” being thoroughly 
familiar with the situation, and the set of the tides and currents, and 
knowing that these would inevitably bring his port side against the bridge, 
creating a dangerous, if not a necessarily fatal situation, was guilty of 
negligence in not lashing the tow to the starboard side and thus avoiding 
the possibility of accident.
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2. Where, even if the scow in such a case had been wholly sound, the 
direct consequences of the accident could not have been avoided, the fact 
of the scow being unseaworthy will not constitute contributory negligenoe 
on her part, and will not relieve the tug of any responsibility—for damage 
due to her own negligence.

(See annotation following this case, also annotation on “Towage," 
4 D.L.R. 13 ]

This is an action by the plaintiffs, owners of the tow, to recover 
front the defendant the value of the scow ami cargo, alleged to 
have Iteen lost by reason of the negligence of the master and 
crew of the tug defendant; (1) because she was unskillfully navi
gated-and (2) Itecause she took the risk of lashing the tow to her 
port side, when the other side would have offered no risks whatever.

W. E. Bums, and H. B. Robinson, for plaintiff; C. B. 
MacneiU, K.C., for defemlant.

Mahtin, L.J.A.:—In this action the plaintiff company sues to 
recover the value of a SCOW, $2,000, and the loss of certain granite 
blocks laden thereon, and the cost of salving other blocks from 
the bed of the Fraser River. The claim arises out of the fact that 
on July 9, 1918, about G.30 p.m., the said scow, laden with 225 
tons of granite blocks, was lieing taken by the stern wheel steam 
tug “Senator Jansen” (reg. tons 93.27; length 125 ft.; R. B. 
Tipping, Master), through the north passage of the drawbridge 
across the Fraser River, connecting the City of Westminster with 
Lulu Island, and in so doing the scow (length 66 ft. 8 in., width 
26 ft., depth 6-7 ft.), which was lashed diagonally across the port 
bow of the tug, struck a comer Ixrom stick of the west approach to 
the drawbridge ami one of her stem planks was knocked out 
which caused her to quickly fill with water and take such a list 
that the cargo slid overboard and the scow' was with some diffi
culty leached, and eventually Ijecame a total loss.

The said northern passiigc of the drawbridge is 85 ft. in width 
and there was formerly along the whole of the south side of it a 
permanent approach structure of piles with planks, along which 
tugs with scows would slide with the drift of the tide, which method 
of going through the passage in the state of tide in question, 2x/i 
to 3 knots, is clearly open to no objection and no fault could be 
found with that course in onlinary circumstances. It appears, 
however, tliat at some time in the month preceding the accident, 
the downstream, t.#., western portion of the said approach, had 
been carried away and a temporary arrangement provided of four
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boom sticks and three groups of piles. Of these boom sticks only 
two need lie considered, one of them—the long sheer-1 loom marked 
“A” on Ex. 10 being 40 to 50 ft. long and running out to the 
pile marked “ X ” and a shorter one market 1 “ B ” fastened to tlie 
en<l of “A” and connecting at an angle with the second group of 
piles at the ajiex of the Ixxim structure. This short corner Ixxnn 
“B,” which the bridge-keeper deserilxxl as Ix'ing from 14 to 10 
ft. long and about the thickness of a telephone pole (though the 
defendant’s witness, the tug-master, descrilxxl it as heavier 
projected out an appreciable distance beyond the line of shccr- 
Ixxiin “A”, as well shown on Ex. 10, and the effect of this was tliat 
when the scow, after scraping along the sheer Ixxim, came* to the 
projecting corner Ixxim, the end of it (which the master of the tug 
descrilxxl as lieing square), struck a stem plank (which 1 have 
reason to doubt was a sound one) in the scow at its spiked end and 
knocked it out, causing the scow to quickly fill as aforesaid.

Two grounds of complaint are set forward against the tug: 
the first lieing that she was badly navigated, but in the true s-nse 
of that expression I have no difficulty in finding tliat such was nut 
the ease, for no fault can lie found in the manner in which she 
approached the bridge or took advantage of the tide to stop her 
engines and drift through the passage, and in ordinary circum
stances all would have gone well. But the second ground of com
plaint is that it was negligent, in the circumstances of the pro
jecting comer Ixxim stick and set of the tide thereupon, for the 
master to have gone through the passage with the scow on the port 
Ixiw of the tug which was next to that comer Ixxim which, it is 
submitted, obviously created a dangerous situation. It is clear 
from the evidence of the defence that at the season of the year, 
with freshets, tugs drifting as here with said tide would ex]x‘ct to 
hit the sheer-1 xxim and also that since the solid approach had lieen 
broken the tide sets more strongly towards and under the- Ixxim 
sticks; the tug's master says he knows the locality very well, 
having taken scows through it (the bridge) “a couple of lum lred 
times,” and he knew of the change since the damage to the 
approach “some time Ixffore that” and, “weeks anyway” (as he 
expresses it), and the position of the temporary booms at the 
time as set out in Ex. 10, so he was, as he admits, “quite familiar"
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with tin* situation and the Ixmuii sticks, and their being t'astemxl 
together h\ a five-eighths w in*.

He thus deserilies the accident:—
A. Ah I was passing through, the corner of the scow hooked on to this 

boom slick that was sticking out there.
Q. Now which boom stick. Look at Exhibit 10, that photograph, and 

etate which boom stick? A. That there one. 
y. That is the one marked B? A. Yes. 
y. Well, what part of the scow? A. Tliis point there.
Q. Yes. What part of the scow hit the end of that boom stick? A. The 

side of lier touched it and went along it as she got to the stern of it, and she 
pulled a plank out of the stern, to the boom stick B. which did the damage. 

Q. Have you looked at it since? A. Yes.
y What kind of end is there on it? A. Square end, cut off square.
Q. Cut off square? A. Yes.
Q. It is not tailored like? A. No. 
y. Like ordinary piles? A. No.
Ami ; grin:—
Q. Tliis boom stick that is marked B always stuck out like that, did it? 

A. Sometimes it did and sometimes it didn't.
Q. You knew that? A. Yes.
tj. So that you knew that sometimes -at some times the end of the boom 

stick was sticking out like that? A. Yes.
y. Sometimes not much, I suppose, all depending upon the current? 

A. Depending upon the way the current lût it.
y. Dcjiendent on what? Speak up. A. Depending the way the current 

hit it.
Q. It might change one way or the other? A. Yes. 
y. But at any rate you knew it was quite iwssible and probable for that 

to be out like that? A. Yes.
And
y. You could see the boom stick |ierfectly plain could you not? A. Yes. 
y. You saw it? A. Yes sir.
y. Saw how it projected out? A. Well, I couldn't say that it just pro

jected out then. The current might have dragged it out. 
y. Well, but you saw at the time? A. Yes. 
y. How it projected out? A. Yes, it projected out.
Q I >id it not st rike you at all that if you struck it on edge it might do you 

some damage? A. Well, it might have struck me that way, but I couldn’t 
very well help touching it.

Q. You couldn’t very well help touching it? A. Not very well, no, the 
tide pulls that way.

y. And what hap)jened, take tliis as the stern hoard, what happened, as 
I understand you is that that boom stick B hit that just about there? A.

y Just where it was nailed on or spiked on to the sides? A. Yes. 
y Ami the whole weight of the scow and its cargo and that boat was 

centered or concentrated at that point? A. Yes.
12—49 D.L.R.
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He thus describes the corner txxim stick B: —
Q. Ye#, but that i# a small pile—a small boom stick. A. I don't know 

it is so small, it is anywhere between—
Q. Well, the evidence is to that effect. A. Well, I say it is an-.uhere 

between 16 and 22 inches.
Q. In depth? A. Yes.
Q. Do you swear to that? A. Yes.
Q. Did you measure it? A. No, I never measured it, but I seen it wag 

floating there, it was floating 8 inches out of the water at that time, and there 
would be over half of it in the water, that would make it 16 inches, then you 
have got to allow for what you lose—the balance that was in the water would 
be about 22 inches.

Q. Well, the evidence here, by Gregory-, I think it was, that it wag a 
small boom stick. A. Well—

Q. About like a telephone pole? A. Yes, well a telephone |»ole wouldn’t
hold notliing there.

Q. Well, but that is the evidence. A. Yes, but I seen—
Q. And the only reason you would have for denying that would be your 

inference. He has sworn it. A. I have seen it, seen the end of it where- it wag 
swung in, and I figured it was altogether between 16 to 22 inches.

Q. 16 to 22 inches? A. Yes.
Q. Half of it is above the water? A. No, not half of it is above tli< water.
Q. Well, how much was above the water? A. Well, it is just acn i ling to 

how much it was waterlogged. It might have been three inches.
Q. Well I mean at the time you saw it. A. Well, about six inches
Ami he admits that he knew of the oiiening lietween the cm Is 

of the two boom sticks and gives that as a reason why a leader 
could not have been used to protect the scow from contact with 
the projecting stick B. So it really comes to this, that from his 
own evidence the master of the tug knew of the set of the ti<’« which 
would inevitably bring the scow against the corner of tin Unhd 
stick obviously creating a situation of danger, because though lie 
might lie fortunate enough to slide by yet the probability of a 
contact between the end of it and the end of a plank in tin- scow 
could not prudently be left out of consideration, despite which he 
continued on his course thereby courting danger which might 
easily have tieen avoided by the simple expedient of lashing the 
scow- to the other, starboard, side awray from the boom where 
it would tie in a perfectly safe position. I am quite unable to 
see, after a lengthy and careful consideration of the whole matter, 
how the master can lx? exonerated from a lack of that degree of 
negligence which should lx; used by a reasonably prudent man. 
I find it indeed difficult to account for his conduct which, the more 
one considers the case, appears to lx; rash. A number of authari-
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ties were cited, nil of which 1 have carefully examined, ami many 
others, and these which are of most service are the federal decisions 
in sin ilar cases in the» United States, wheie the general circum- 
sti'iu i's of navigation of this class more closely approach those 
in our country than do those in England. 1 shall only refer to a 
few of them which arc in point. Thus, in The T. ./, Schuyler v. 
Tht Isaac II. Tillyer (1889), 41 Fed. Rep. 477, it is said, at t>. 478:—

While the tug did not stipulate for the absolute safety of the schooner, 
yet she was hound to meet such requirements of her serv ice as would enable 
her to render it with safety to the schooner. She must know' the depth of the 
water in the channel; the obstructions which exist in it, the state of the tides; 
the proper time of entering upon her service; and, generally, all conditions 
which arc essential to the safe performance of her undertaking. If she failed 
in any <>f these requirements, or in the exercise of adequate skill or care, she 
is justly subject to an imputation of negligence. Was the tug derelict in any 
of these respects? She might have started when the tide was at a higher stage 
than it was when she began her movement up the river, and thus, with dcejier 
water, have insured the safety of lier tow. When she approached the pier of 
the bridge she might and rightly ought to have kept further away from it, for 
which there was ample room, and thus have avoided the risk of collision with 
it, or with the obstruction under the surface of the water.

\ud in the Westerly (1918), 249 Fed. Rep. 938, at p. 949. it is

The tug had the burden of excusing the failure in performance of her 
undertaking to tow the canal boat safely through a presumably safe and well- 
marked channel: /Won. Cnjte Cod, etc., Co. v. Staples, etc., Co. (1917), 246 
Fed. Hep. 549, 552 C.C.A. It would be a sufficient excuse if the grounding 
was in fad caused by an obstruction in the channel over which there was not 
water enough for the canal boat, because her master would have been justified 
in believing that no such obstruction was to lie found there, but it was for the 
tug to shew the existence of such an obstruction, and therefore to shew that 
she had the canal boat in the middle of the dredged channel when she grounded, 
and not outside of it or on its edge.

And in the Lake Drummond ('anal ('o. v. John L. lioper Lumber 
( b. 11918), 252 Fed. Rep. 796, a very sin ilar cast* to this, respecting 
a vessel attached to a tug and passing along the side of a lock and 
a projecting snag, the Court said, at p. 799:

It should be remembered, as we have stated, that the captain of the tug 
saw. or could have seen, that the gate had not fully entered the recess prepared 
for it. hut that it was jutting out, so as to obstruct the passage intended for 
vessels entering the lock. With this projection staring liim in the face, the 
captain of the tug did not- take the precaution to stop his engines until after 
the barge bail come in violent contact with the gate.

And on the question of presumption, in the ease of the Allé- 
1918), 252 Fed. Rep. 6, it was said, at p. 8:—

I his collision could not have occurred without the fault of some one, and, 
the lighters being without fault, it follows the fault is presumptively that of
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Annotation.

the tug, which was in exclusive control, unless she has shewn the colli*, i wu 
the result of inevitable accident, or was caused by some agency other th m the 
tug or tow. The IV. (S. Mason (1905), 142 Fed. Hep. 915, 74 C.C.A. ■ and 
cases there cited.

Applying the* foregoing principles to the facts before n*v 
1 can only coin* to the conclusion that a cast* < f néglige! lu-s 
been estublishetl against the tug and therefore the phinulT i* 
entitled to judgment. From the evidence so far a<hluced on -I. li
ages, the fair value of the scow would, 1 think, he $2,000, ;• n-■ tIn
cest of the n issing granite and of salving the balance could well 
lx* allowed at the sum claimed—8703.75, making a total of $2.71 W.7.") 
and there is no reason why interest should not In* charged from 
the date of damage at the legal rate but liearing in irmd tin t it 
is the established pi act ice of this Court to refer questions of dm ;.g.; 
to tin* Registrar, assisted by n erchants if necessary, 1 should lx- 
piepared to adopt that course if the defemlants wish it, liecuuw, 
relying uixm that practice, they may have wished to produce iron- 
evidence of the amount of loss than was given liefore me, although 
their counsel did not so state. They will be given, therefore, one 
w eek w ithin w hich to apply for a reference if desired.

A question arose as to the unseaworthiness of the scow, but I 
am satisfied that she was in a fair condition to perform the work 
undertaken, though it is not strictly necessary to |»ass uixm this point 
lx*cause even if she had lx*en wholly sound the direct consequence* 
of the knoeked-off plank could not have been avoided.

Judgment accordingly.

ANNOTATION.
Towage—The Duty of a Tug to its Tow.

By H. B. Robinson, of the British Columbia Bar.

An agreement to tow imposes on those in charge of the tug, the duty of 
exercising a certain degree of skill and care with regard to everything connected 
with the tow age services.

The liighest degree of skill and care is not required however, the tun being 
neither a common carrier nor an insurer, but reasonable care and skill—the 
care and skill that prudent navigators employ in such services, must In- exer
cised in everything done. Proper skill and caution in i>erforming towage 
services must be understood as such skill and caution as persons of ordinary 
prudence duly qualified for the business of towage, and exercising an honest 
care of the interests confided to them ordinarily use. See MilUr v. Tk 
Eastern Railway, 17 Fed. Case 9567.

A contract for towage requires from the tug that degree of care and skill 
which prudent navigators usually employ. See The “Adelia,” Fed. (’use No.
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7«i In the first plate, a tug offered for services, must l>e pnqierly equipp'd, Annotation. 
8<h‘ Th Minnehaha," 15 Moo. F.C. 138, ami of sufficient rapacity and power 
to perform the services undertaken. See Tht " Zounrt ," 122 Fed. 890—but 
ulien the contract is made for the service of a specifinl tug. ther** is no 
warranty that the tug is fit for tlie purpose for which she is supplied. See 
Hnbtiison v. Th* Amazon Tug Co., (iHSl ), 7 Q.H.D. 598.

\ tug should furnish safe and suitable appliances for the services to 1m* 
perfortiM'd. For instance, a tug should 1m* equipp'd with a hawser of sufficient 
strength to hold her tow in any weather ordinarily to 1m* anticipated, and for 
any injury resulting from unfitness, in this respect, 11m* tug is liable. See The 

Viii > 170 Fed. «r>20. In this caw the evidence shewed that the hawser was
a spliced hawser and parted at least twice when its strength was tested, and 
the Court held that it was not a suitable and safe appliance for the services 
required, taking into account es|MH*ially the damage liable to arise from 
encountering heavy seas in l'amlico Sound. But the fact that a hawser broke 
under a stress to which it wits subjected, does not go to shew want of capacity 
to rcsM such stress as it should have been ordinarily excised to. See Tht 

I hi'i'iinii." 112 Fed. 687. And the tug will not Im* liable as 1m*1 w<*en the t ug 
iihl the tow for the condition and strength of the hawser furnished by the tow. 
when it was not shewn that it parted through the negligence of the tug. See 
Th> Hi ho." 8 F«*<l. Case No. 4263.

\ tug must carry pro|M*r lights, see Tht Montreal llarlntr ('ton m ms inner»
\ Tin I inverse," (1606), 10 Can. Ex. 352. And must carry a sufficient 
complement of officers. See The "Teint" v. Jordan. 67 llun. (N.Y.) 302.

A lug whose master alone act# as captain and engineer is not properly 
manned. See The " Vielttr,” Brown Adm. 440. It must carry pnqier hsikouts 
and neglect to do so is a fault of the gravest character. See The " Morion," 1 
Brown Adm. 137, unless the presence of one would not have availed to 
prevent the disaster. See The “Nellie Quill," 124 Fed. 667 -Tht "Critter 
.\rlhw v. "Fhtrenet,” (1806), 5 Can. Ex. 218.

The crew must Im* familiar with the channels, shoals, currents and state 
of the tide. See The "Margaret," 04 U.S. 404.

It is further the duty of the tug to employ such rate of s|M.*ed only as is 
reasonably safe for the tow considering her character and condition. See 
Tin I kiln" 125 Fed. 133.

« Irdinarily it is the duty of the tug projmrly to make up the tow, but when 
the tow takes control of some of the work, it must see that what it d<xm is * 
pro|M*rly executed, and the tow must see that it is securely fastened to the tug, 
when the tow assumes the looking after of the fastenings. See Cedermn v.
John I). S/treckle», 87 Fed. Rep. 938. In tliis case it was held, that on the 
prepindcrance of the evidence that in towing a schooner it is not good seaman
ship when the line is passed through the breast chock to make it fast to the 
pawl hitt as this brings it at such an angle as to put a great and uneven pressure 
on the chock and a heavy strain on the line, that if passed through the breast 
chock the line should be fastened to the windlass bitt and that the lx*st method 
in to have as straight a lead as possible. With the exception of steering the 
tow, working the pump, and handling the end of the tow line, the tug is 
responsible for the navigation of both vessels. See The, "Merrimac,” 2 U.S.
Sawyer 586.

A t ug contracting to carry a tow to its destination must do so ex]ieditiously
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Annotation. in the moot direct and customary route, exercising care and skill in d< i eo, 
See Phillips v. The "Sarah," (D.C.) 38 Fed. 252.

It is the duty of the tug to keep watch and see that the tow is foil, nving 
so as to keep inside the channel. Sec N. Jt IF. No. t, 102 Fed. 921.

The master of the tug should always watch liis tow when in a dm rou* 
locality to see that his directions are obeyed. See The “Jane McCn 121 
Fed. 932. In this case, the master of a steamer having contracted !.. mw» 
schooner from her wharf beyond the end of wliich her stern project c. ! I tout 
one-third her length, undertook to swing her round at the stern, there being a 
reef about her length astern of her, directed the captain of the schooner to 
east off all her lines except her stern lines, after wliich he started her backward, 
being himself in the pilot house where he could not watch her movements

The captain of the schooner cast off all her lines and she moved backwards 
until she grounded on the reef. The steamer was held liable.

It is the duty of the tug at the end of the voyage to stay by the tow as 
long as anvtliing remains to be done, affecting the safety of the tow See 
A. M. Ball, 43 Fed. 170.

When tb. >w is sunk in a collision without any fault on the part of the 
tug, the latter h obligation is at an end, otherwise she is under an obligation to 
mark the wreck by light, so to prevent injury to other vessels therel. See 
The “Swan," 23 Fed. Case No. 13667. In a case of danger, it is the duty of 
the tug to protect the tow either by slowing, stopping or sounding, rvc 7*. 
“Armstrong," Brown Adm. 130. Or by lying by until the wind subsi.lt See 
The “Mohler,” 21 Wall. 230. But she is not obliged to lie by the tow where 
she would endanger herself. See The “Mosher," 4 Biss. 274. A tug is not to 
be held liable for the loss of a tow, merely because her master in an emergent 
did not do precisely what, after the event, others may think would have lieen 
best. If he acted with an honest intent to do liis duty and exercised the 
reasonable discretion of an extierienced master, the tug should lie exon, rated 
Sec The “Hercules,” 73 Fed. 255.

When circumstances are evenly balanced, wliich indicate a choice of 
action in time of danger, the master's decision in the matter of navigaiing the 
vessel is conclusive, and although he may err in judgment, it is not negligent if 
he be comptent. See Vance v. The Wilhelm, 47 Fed. 89. And further, h\jier- 
critical scrutiny into the conduct of the navigation after the event of the 
disaster, and in the light of that which has hapjiened, is not the test of negli
gence but present judgment is to be tested by the circumstances as the\ iip|«g 
to the master at the time he w as called upon to act and not as they apjearto 
the Court after the more critical scrutiny than the master could have given 
them. See Vance v. The Wilhelm, 47 Fed. 89. As above stated, when-1 lie tow 
grounds, it is ordinarily the tug’s duty to remain with her after grounding, and 
attempt to put her into a positionof security, see The M. U. Wheel«r, HHlFed. 
Rep. 859, unless in doing so the tug is endangered. See The Tug “Mother,' 
4 Biss. (U.S.) 274.

It is the duty of the vessel in tow in frequented waters to have the tow- 
rope fast in such a way tliat it may be slipped or cut to avoid collision. See 
Jane Beacon, 27 W.R. 35. In a case of towage where no directions arc given 
by those aboard the tow, the tug is resironsible for the directions of her course, 
but the master and other jiersons in charge of the tow, arc not justified in 
allowing the tug to continue unchecked upon a course which will lead the 
vessels into danger. See The “Altair,” 66 L.J. Ad., 42.
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A tug is held to a high degree of diligence in endeavouring to save a tow 
wliich has gone adrift, as to abandon it, is to commit it to almost certain loss 
when the sea is rough. See Atkinson v. Scully, 246 Fed. 403.

Tugs in attendance at the launching of a vessel in narrow channels should 
be dressed with Hags, and should give warning to approaching vessels that a 
bundling is about to take place. See The George Roper, 5 Asp. M.C. 134. It is 
the duty of a tug taking in tow a canal boat wliich has but one man on board to 
see that the tow line is sufficient and securely fastened. It cannot escape 
liability for damage arising from the insufficient securing of the line of the 
tow by delegating such duty to the master of the boat. A tug was held liable 
for injuries to the tow for collision with a moored vessel caused by the towing 
line slipping off her cleat on the tow. and permitting her to be carried against 
the other vessel, on the ground that the line was not securely fastened or became 
loose as the result of previous collision due to the fault of the tug. See The 
“Ly tut hurst,” 129 Fed. 843.

To exonerate a tug from liability for the loss of the tow for grounding, 
resulting from disarrangement of the tug’s steering gear wliich rendered her 
unmanageable, it is not enough to shew that the defect was not due to her 
fault but to inevitable accident, but she must further shew, that thereafter, 
the injury could not have been prevented by the exercise of ordinary care and 
skill, and such care and skill are not shewn where it appears that the trouble 
arose from the loosening of a pin wliich held the tiller wliich could have been 
discovered and fastened in time to have prevented the grounding, and that no 
examination was made until afterwards, and notliing was done except to 
reverse her engines. Sec The “Acme,” 123 Fed. 814. A tug during stormy 
weather took her tow to a proper place where she could safely out-ride the 
storm, and left her moored to other scows and in charge of her master. During 
the storm, the tow, although having knowledge of the dangers and ample 
opportunity, took no measure to extend lines of her own to the breakwater to 
wliich the other scows were moored, or to assist in strengthening her lines, in 
consequence of wliich, such lines parted and she was held liable for resulting 
injury to the other scows. It was Held, that there was no ground for placing 
such liability uj>on the tug which was not charged with the duty of seeing her 
tow was equipjicd with proper lines, or that she made proper use of them. 
Sec So. 0, II. 108 Fed. 429. It is the duty of a tug to tow her tow by the usual 
channel courses. The tug having gone considerably to the west of the usual 
course, and having deviated from the sailing directions, thereby ran her tow 
upon a rock previously unknown to navigation. It was held, that the tug was 
liable. Sec The “Nathan Hale,” 91 Fed. 682.

Alleged defects in the hawser are not sufficient to charge a tug with 
negligence when it apfiears that the hawser did not break until the tug was 
sinking, and therefore was free from any defects which contributed to the 
disaster. See The “Ivanhoe," 84 Fed. 500. A tug was held at fault for the 
grounding of a loaded ice barge on a bar in a creek, causing her injury’ by 
straining, on the ground, that the tug should have exercised more care and 
made sure that there was sufficient water over the bar at that stage of the tide 
before venturing across. See E. D. Haley, 195 Fed. 168. In making up a tow, 
vessels of heavy draught should be placed behind those of lighter draught. 
SeeO'Urien v. The New York Transp. Co., 31 Fed. 494. Soundings should be 
made when there is doubt as to the depth of the water. See “Zouave,” 
Brown Adm. 110.

Annotation.
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Annotation. ('rose current between piers of bridges which span rivers somewlut lug- 
onally, are not infrequent, and as they are not always apparent to the < muai 
observer, it is important that master mariners should know of their cm «net 
and sometliing of their force in order that they may steer their tugs pi htIv 
through such a passage. See The “Lady Pike,” 21 Wall. (U.8.) 1. Even un<ler 
the control of the tow, the t ug must act reasonably and execute any imsi niable 
manoeuvre without waiting for the orders of the tow, and must gi\. ,|up 
warning to the tow of impending danger. See The “Sinquast” (1880'. IM). 
241, and must render to the tow the benefit of any local knowledge and 
experience possessed exclusively by the tug. See The “Duke of Xtaneln r 
(1840), 2 W.R. 470. It is the duty of the tug to carry out the diref-uutu 
received from the ship. See Spaighl v. Tedcantle, (1881), 6 App. Cas. 217

It is the duty of those aboard the vessel in tow, to give general direction* 
to the master of the tug as to the towage, but the master of the tug should 
exercise his discretion as to the projier manoeuvres to lie employed, es|n ■ tally 
when he is more competent to fonn an opinion on the point, than the n inter 
of tin' tow Bee Tin "7-<o " IM 12 P.D. 14 it ie 11>< 
those in charge of a tow, which is being towed with a long hawser by night 
at sea, to direct the movements of the tug, the circumstances being difh rent 
to towing by day in a river. See The " Slormcock,” (1885), 5 Asp. MX' 470.

If the t ug be under the influence of a rudder of a sliip, the former must 
look to it. Her master undertaking to tow the vessel in safety lias tin right 
to assume all the authority necessary for that pur|xise. The commam! and 
care of the vessel towed should be subject to Ids control, wliilst she is carried 
by his boat, or her rudder should lie in the hands of one of Ids own men The 
vessel thus towed is to be regarded as property carried for hire, in which her 
crew had no lawful agency. See Smith v. Pierce, 1 La. (O.S.) 349.

Undoubtedly it is the duty of the tug to see the line is securely fastened, 
no matter what mode is adopter! and so as to hold in all the emergencies u liich 
might hapi>en whether ordinary or extraordinary, and the fact that tin line 
did not hold is the best evidence that this duty was not fulfilled. " I know 
of no safer rule than to hold tugs resixmsible /trimA facie in all cases for injurie* 
resulting from the tow line so giving away from its fastenings upon the tug. 
An ex|iert testimony shews that a line can be fastened so that it cannot -.lip." 
See The “Sweepstakes,” Brown Adm. 509.

The tug is bound to know the nature of the bottom of the stream anil tlie 
depth of the water in which it is employed. See “KjTie J. Simmom,' 0 l ed. 
(D.C.) 639, and further, a tug undertaking to tow a vessel is bound to know 
the proper and customary waterways and clumnels; the depth of the \\liter; 
ami nature anil formation of the bottom; whether in its natural state or 
changed by excavations, and is responsible for any neglect to observe and lie 
guided by these conditions. See The “ Henry Chapel,” 10 Fed. (D.C. 777. 
It is the duty of the captain of the tug when he sees the tow shewing directly 
into danger to wrarn her against it. Sec “ The Atla*,” 12 Fed. (D.C. 1 796. 
The duty of a tug not to injure the tow, does not arise out of a towage cont rart, 
but is imjmsed by law, and she is liable in admiralty for negligent navigation. 
See The “Brooklyn," 2 Ben. 547.

The master of a tug was held to have failed in his duty who did not 
make his usual examination of the tow to ascertain her actual condition hut 
relied on the assurance of the master of the tow that everything was all right. 
In such a case the consequences of the tow would have appeared on examina-
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tion. See “The Favorite,” 50 Fed. Rep. 569. As above stated, the captain of Annotation, 
a tug is under the duty to observe weather conditions, and to exercise ordinary 
prudence as to the conditions of her voyage, having in view the qualities of 
the tug and the character of the tow.

A tug which undertook to tow around Cape Cod, a small lighter with a 
five-fixit side and blunt flat bow, and obviously not designed for sea services, 
was held at fault ami liable for loss of the tow for proceeding over the shoals 
towards Vineyard in the face of a choppy sea, and a 25-mile wind, instead of 
lying by for better weather conditions. See “ William II. Yerkex, Jr.", 214 
Fed. SSI.

It is no part of the duty of the tug to take precautions against the sheering 
of a tow, but if the tow sheered in consequence of the manoeuvring of the tug 
and then sustained damages, the tug is liable. »See The Tug "Stranger"
Amer. Case reported in 1 Asp. M.C. 19. In going through narrow channels, 
when any sheering on the part of the tow would tie dangerous, it is the duty of 
the tug to see that the tow is following in 1 he wake of the tug. See G il/hr sleeve 
v..\ 1 A II. d* H R. Co., 82 Fed. 7ti3. A towing company is bound to know not 
only what appears upon general charts as obstructions, but whatever is known 
to persons in the habit of navigating the water in question. And if the towing 
vessel negligently strikes an obstruction, the presence of which is well know n 
or may reasonably lie exacted, the towed vessel may recover damages against 
the tow boat. In the "Nettie Quill" case, 124 Fed. 607, the Court laid down 
the principle that a steamer engaged in towing a barge is not liable for any 
injury caused by reason of the striking of a log which formed an obstruction 
in the channel of the river, but was not shewn to have been there for any 
length of time and its presence was unknown to any officer of the steamer, and 
at the time of the injury, which was at night, the mate who was in charge of 
the vessel was properly stationed and acting as look-out. But if a tug master 
is unfamiliar with the channel, the failure to either take a pilot or inquire 
from a person conqietent to give him information, renders the tug liable to 
the tow for an injury for striking on a log, the existence of which was known to 
navigators familiar with the vicinity. See "The Mable S”, 113 Fed. 971.
Of course it is not the duty of the tug to know unascertained obstacles in the 
regular channel. Rowell v. The "Willie," 2 Fed. Hep. 95.

It Ills lieen held that a pilot navigating a narrow, crowded tidal stream, 
crossed by many bridges, is sufficiently occupied in avoiding visible |ierils, 
and should not be charged with fault because he is unaware of submerged 
projecting bolt heads in the piling of an abutment, which except in case of an 
unforeseen emergency should not cause injury to the tow. The "Harlem 
Hirer: No. 2. 180 Fed. 100.

In order to bring a canal boat into her proper position alongside of a 
bridge, il was necessary to swing her round with her head to the west against 
the bridge. This wits done by slowly rendering her hawser, but when she got 
around, so that her starboard came against the spile next to that at her stern, 
i brace or piece of timber running diagonally from spile to spile across the 
bridge at that point, projecting beyond the spile beneath the surface of the 
water, pierced her side and she began to leak and sank. Those in charge of 
the tug had no knowledge of the obstacle. Held that the tug was not liable.
Powell v. The "Willie” supra.

A tug having three tows in a single line covering altogether about 3,000 
feet, is bound to exercise extreme care in navigating the ocean at night to
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Annotation, avoid collision, and may be required by conditions to maintain a look-out aft 
as well as the regular look-out in the bow. Such a tug will be held at fault for 
a collision of one of the tows with a sailing vessel crossing, which might have 
been, but was not seen in time for the tug to have passed her. See The 'Samuel 
Dill away,” 98 Fed. 138.

The master of a tug must make an examination of the tow to ascertain 
her condition before undertaking to tow her. When a scow in tow of a tug 
careened over and lost overboard her deck-load of brick, and the leaking and 
the unseawortliiness of the scow was the cause of the accident, but the master 
of the tug had not made the usual examination to ascertain her condition 
before undertaking to tow her, it was held, that the tow and the tug were both 
at fault, and the owner of the scow should recover against the tug but half of 
her loss. Sec Brand v. The “Favorite,” 50 Fed. 569.

A tug boat in undertaking to tow a boat over a bar, the conditions of which 
are unknown to the tow, is bound to ascertain her draught, and not attempt to 
tow her if the water is not sufficient. But when a tow is taken as usual in i 
long course of dealing, the requirements of which as to draught are well known 
to the tow, and the master of the tug had no reason to suppose that the tow 
was loaded deeper tlian usual, and took her out to the best water and the tow 
in consequence of her unusual draught grounded, it was held, that the tug was 
not liable. See King v. The "Harry & Fred,” 49 Fed. 681.

In the making up of a tow the duty rests upon the tug to see that it is 
properly made up, and that proper lights are used, and where the tow con
sisting of a number of vessels was being made up in the Hudson River at a 
time when there were dangerous floats of ice being carried down on an ebb 
tide, the allowing of one of the tows to project beyond the others, ami swing 
because of the absence of breast lines, in consequence of which she was struck 
by the ice and after being beached by the tugs, sank, it was held to lie the 
fault of the tugs and for which they are liable. See The “Edwin Terry," 
162 Fed. *1

When the propriety of the general course to be taken by the tow from 
one point to another dejoends largely upon the season of the year, the stated 
the weather, and the velocity of the wind, the possibility of a storm, and the 
proximity of a harbor of refuge, the choice of route is usually with the discre
tion of the master of the tug, and he will not be held in fault although the 
Court may be of the opinion that the disaster which followed would not have 
occurred if he had taken another course. See James I*. Donaldson, 19 Fed. M

A tug is not responsible for injuries to its tow caused by inevitable acci
dent, and an inevitable accident in such a case has been defined to mean an 
accident wliich occurs when both parties have endeavoured by every means ia 
their power with due care and caution, and a proper display of nautical skill 
to prevent the occurrence of the accident, and when the evidence sla ws that 
it occurred in spite of everthing that nautical skill care and precaution could 
do. See The Mabey and Coojwr, 14 Wall (U.S.) 204.

Undertaking tows of great length, the tug is bound at her own peril to 
take precautions by dividing the tow, or getting other help as may be neces
sary to prevent the tows swinging far out of line. See O'Brien v. The Net 
York Transportation Co., 31 Fed. 494.

A vessel using hawsers of great length in towing tlirough narrow châMÉ 
is bound to use great caution, and must be held responsible for am
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that is mused directly from the unnecessary length of the tow, and must follow Annotation, 
such course so as not to impede navigation more than would be the case if 
shorter tow Unes were in use, unless outstanding conditions of storm or danger 
exist, and the care of the tug must be measured by the conditions which exist.
See The “Domingo De Larrinaga,” 172 Fed. 264. Deeply laden boats with 
open decks, should not be placed in the front tier, but in the inside under the 
protection of the other boats. See “Ganoga,” 130 Fed. 399. A steamer taken 
in tow by a tug to be moved out of her landing berth, is responsible for the 
proper fastening of the Unes to her own bitts, and where in such a case the tow 
was injured by coming in contact with a pier by reason of the unsecured 
fastening of one of the Unes which shifted on the bitt, the tug is not responsible 
for the injury. See The “H.B. Moore, Jr", 155 Fed. 380. A tug is bound to 
furnish the tow line as part of the contract of towage in the absence of the 
usage of custom to the contrary. See “The Merrimac,” 17 Fed. Case No. 9478.

(See also annotation 4 D.L.R., page 13, on Towage.)

McCANN v. THE KING. CAN.
Exchequer Court of Canada, Audctte, J. November 8, 1919. Ex~C

Railways ($ II D—35)—Government Railway Act, fencing—Damages—
Negligence—Evidence, weighing of—Proximate cause.

Where a |x*rson approaching a level railway crossing, which he had 
frequently crossed before and the dangers of which were known to him, 
dues so without projier caution and care, and is struck by an oncoming 
train, his own actions being the sole and proximate cause of the accident, 
his claim for damages cannot be maintained.

That it does not become t he duty of the Crown to fence, under ss.
22 and 23 of the Government Railway Act, until asked to do so by adjoin
ing proprietors. Viger v. The King (1908), 11 Can. Ex. 328, referred 
to.

That in order to succeed in an action for damage's against the Crown, 
under sub-s. f, s. 20, Exchequer Court Act, as amended by fl& 10 Kdw.
Ml., c. 19, proof must be made that an officer or servant of the Crown 
hus been guilty of negligence whilst acting within the scope of his duties, 
which negligence was the cause of the accident.

This is a case brought by a petition of right seeking to recover Statement, 
the sum of S3,550.00 for damages arising out of an accident on 
the Intercolonial Railway.

(i. H. V. Helyca, K.C., and 1C. M. liyan, for suppliant; Fred.
H. Taylor, K.C., for respondent.

Avdette, J.:—The suppliant by his petition of right, seeks to Auden®, j. 
recover the sum of $3,550.00, for damages arising out of an accident 
on the Intercolonial Railway, a public work of Canada.

On September 15, 1917, between the hours of 10.30 and 11.30 
in the forenoon, of a fine bright day, the suppliant, who is a hack- 
<lriver in the City of St. John, N.B., was driving a closed coach, 
with glass windows back and front, on a return trip from the 
Catholic cemetery near St. John, with passengers who had attended
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a funeral there. He was himself Bitting on the Im>x six feet from 
the ground, and was travelling from east to west, on Brussels 
Street, in the City of St. John, N.B., which street is sep;;rated 
from the City Road by Haymarket Square, which is crossed by 
a spur or branch line of the Intercolonial Railway, as more parti
cularly shewn on plan, Exhibit No. 1.

At the time of the accident the suppliant had as passengers 
in his coach, Messrs. Hunt, Rolston, Massey and two boy.-: Lut 
unfortunately none of these were heard as witnesses.

The suppliant testified that on the day of tint accident, lie did 
not see the train travelling on Marsh Street, thence across the 
Square, and that he did not hear any ringing of the bell and sound
ing of the whistle. He swears that he saw the train for tin tii-st 
time when he was on the track at Brussels Street when his hums 
and front wheels were on the track, and that his attention w. first 
attracted to the train by one of two men, who he says were on the 
top of the last box-car, and that one of them called to him Link 
out Pat,” and further that he did not see any flagman nt tin 
crossing. This train was working reversely, with 15 cars lichind 
the engine and one in front, and the suppliant’s coach was struck 
on one of the hind wheels and smashed, when he and the passvngpn 
were injured. Hence the institution of the present action.

To succeed in such an action, the suppliant must bring his 
case within the provisions of sub-s. (f) of s. 20, of the Exchequer 
Court Act, R.S.C. 1906, e. 140, as amended by 9-10 Edw. VII 
1910, eh. 19. In other words there must l>c, 1st a public work; 
2nd an officer or servant of the Crown who has been guilty of 
negligence while acting within the scope of his duties or employ
ment; and, 3rd, the accident must result from such negligence.

The first requirement has been duly satisfied; but has tlion- 
been any negligence on behalf of an officer or servant of the ( Yown 
as contemplated by the statute?

There is, indeed, conflicting evidence with respect to the 
flagman, the ringing of the l>ell and sounding of the whistle; but. 
such evidence must be approached with due allowance for the 
difference between the mental habits of persons in hiking 
cognizance of what is happening in their immediate vicinity, for 
instance, one person may have apprehended perfectly a portion 
of the phenomena surrounding him at a given time and yet have
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Imh-h insensible to the rest. One witness may answer tluit lie did 
not hear the liell ami whistle of a locomotive igh lioth were 
sounds! and he was near enough to hear them lioth, the psycho
logical reason being that his attention was engrossed in some 
other fact. In such a case the evidence of another witness who 
did see the flagman, hear the liell, etc., must lie taken in preference 
to the negative evidence. Indeed, in estimating the value of 
evidence one must not lose sight of the rule of presumption that 
online.rily a witness who testifies to an affirmative is to lie credited 
in preference to one who testifies to a negative, magin créditai' 
duohus tedibuH affirmantibus qmm mille negatibux; because he 
who testifies to a negative may have forgotten a thing that did 
happen, hut it is not possible to remember a thing that never 
existed. Lefeunteum v. Beaudoin (1897), 28 Can. 8.C.R. 89.

The presence of a flagman is denied by the , and most
of his witnesses, yet the policeman called on his lie half saw the 
flngn en signalling on City Rond and waving his hands. That is 
one step towards establishing the presence of a flagman, and 
that is amply corroliorated by the crew of the train, and by one 
who was in Cogger’s store, who saw him running ahead of the 
train, through Haymarket Square, and who even recognized Breen 
as such flagman. Witness Hunter says he actually saw Breen 
giving signals at both streets, and Breen himself testifies to the 
san e effect. Now the policeman says he did not see the flagman 
on Brussels Street, but he said that at that time there was a good 
deal of traffic, and therefore his attention must have lieen other
wise engaged.

The same thing may be said with respect to th« liell and the 
whistle. Some of the witnesses for the suppliant heard the 
Rounding of two long and two short blasts; but, that has lieen 
denied by the suppliant himself and some of his witnesses. It 
is now well known that the ringing of the liell is mostly always 
done automatically, and the crew testified to its being rung.

Now, coming to the evidence of the respondent, it is established 
a by Flagman Breen, that on the day of the accident, he flagged 
I 1 ity Road and that he also flagged Bnissells Street. After 
I explaining how he flagged at City Road, he said tluit he then ran 
1 through the square to Brussells Street, where he stopped McCann’s 
I coach which was then about a length east of the track, and that
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after stopping the coach he stopped two little children on the 
southern sidewalk. After protecting these children, he turned 
around and saw that McCann had disregarded his warning and 
was on the track, his horses about going over, when the train was 
mining pretty close to him.

Then coming to this part of the evidence respecting the words 
“Look out Pat,” so often referred to in the evidence, and that the 
suppliant endeavoured to establish as coining from the lips of 
the man on the top of the last car, I must find that this was di-nied 
and cannot be otherwise explained than from the reasonable 
conjecture that it came from some of the occupants of the coach 
driven by the suppliant who realizing the danger of their position 
called out to him to lie careful, and lieing known to them, they 
called to him by his name.

The suppliant contends the respondent or his officers or 
‘servants were negligent in tliat:—1. The crossing was not fourni: 
2. Tliat there living no fence at this level crossing, there was an 
obligation upon the Crown, under s. 33, of the Government 
Railway Act, R.8.C. 1906, c. 36, to have an employee stationed at 
the intersection of the railroad with City Road and the extension 
on Brussells Street. 3. That notwithstanding s. 34 of that Act, 
there was transgression of the rule as to speed in a thickly-peopled 
community. 4. That there was no protection afforded by the 
presence of a man in rear of the car, when the train was moved 
reversely; and 5. There were the omissions of sounding the 
whistle and ringing the l>ell at a crossing.

As to the first charge of negligence, 1 may say, following the 
decision in lie Viger v. The King (1908), 11 Can. Lx. 328, 
that there living no evidence establishing that the Crown u, - ever 
asked to fence in the locus in quo, there is no duty cast upon it to 
fence under ss. 22 or 23 of the Government Railway Act. lu 
other words the statute does not in the present instance impost- 
upon the Crown the duty of fencing such a place as a public square 
in the centre of a city.

With respect to the second charge of negligence, it will he 
sufficient to state that s. 33 of the said Act only contemplates 
the case of two railways intersecting one another, and is not at all 
apposite to the present state of affairs.
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C<nving to the third charge, 1 must find it answered by what 
1ms lwen said with respect to the first one, and that is. no fence 
licing required there1 was no restriction as to speed. And further 
tbit under the evidence it cannot be fourni that the train was 
proceeding at an excessive speed.

Then the fourth objection is answered by the evidence of the 
wppliant, which placed two men on the rear car and that of the 
respondent which placet! one. And it was further established 
that the man on the rear of the car applied the emergency brakes 
just as soon as he saw the suppliant on the track, and he contended 
that at that tin e McCann had his head turned towards the south.

Tin* last charge is that of the failure to comply with the require
ments of s. 37 of the Government Railway Act, which says that:

The bell shall be rung or the whistle sounded at the distance of at least 
eighty rods from every place where the railway crosses any highway, and shall 
be kept ringing or be sounded at short intervals, until the engine has crossed 
euch liighway.

This section provides for the ringing of the In'll or the sounding 
of the whistle, but not for both. It is clearly in evidence on behalf 
of both parties that the whistles were sounded at one and at two 
separate intervals respectively, and it is further established by the 
rcs|Mindent's evidence that the liell was ringing the whole time. 
This evidence that the bell was ringing the whole time can prac
tically lie given only by the crew, as given in the present case. 
Yet. if that evidence were challenged and if I were to conclude 
that the bell was not ringing at the time of the accident, a fact 
I cannot find under the evidence—I must also find that such 
failure was not the proximate cause of the accident, it was not the 
injuria dans locum injuria. Indeed the proximate cause of the 
accident is the want of caution and care in approaching the 
crossing by McCann, and his determination to hike his chances 
in going over the crossing, after he had been ordered to stop, and 
while the flagman was attending to other memljers of the public 
for their protection.

Moreover, while there are imperative statutory duties cast 
upon a railway operate» 1 under legislative authority, there arc 
also duties cast upon the public travelling over railway crossings. 
A person cannot with perfect immunity approacli a railway crossing 
without a reasonable amount of caution—especially is that so, 
when that crossing is well known and has often lieen travelled
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over by the party complaining about it. This crossing is in no 
sense in the nature of a concealed trap. According to witness 
Murdock heard on behalf of the suppliant, there would le m 
difficulty for a person travelling east to west on Brussells Street 
to s(*e a train backing, travelling on the Square.

Clearly, as it was said in B.C. Electric Hailway Co. Ltd. v 
Loach (1915), 23 D.L.K. 4; [1916] 1 A.C. 719, if the suppliant had 
not got on the track—whether or not we accept the evident* 
that he was warned off by the flagman, and that lie did su with 
absolute disregard to warning, the question which suggests itself 
is did he approach it and did he get there with ordinary can- and 
diligence on his own part, as it was incumbent upon him to do?

As stated in the Me Alpine case, 13 D.L.R. 618 at 623: 1913 
A.C. 838:

There is no such rule of law in England as that if a person about to cross a 
line of railway looks both ways on approacliing the track, he need nei-vssarilv 
not look again just before crossing it.

Yet I cannot dispel from my mind that the suppliant should 
have been more careful and diligent in approaching and taking 
the track. He knew that crossing, having often travelled over it 
and under the circumstances, must it not lie expected from a 
person exercising ordinary care and prudence to look More 
venturing upon the track? The greater the danger, the greater 
should lie the care and prudence. By taking the track as lie did 
he was the sole and proximate cause of the accident. The omission 
to do the things which he ought to have done, and his doing the 
things he should not have done, constitute the negligence which 
determined the accident. Hi; was the victim of his own negligence 
and carelessness. Parent v. The King (1910), 13 (’an. 1.x. 93: 
Brillant v. The King (1914), 15 Can. Ex. 42; Cantin v. Th 
King (1915), 18 Can. Ex. 95; Andreas v. C.P.H. 11X15 
37 Can. 8.C.R. 1; Morrison v. The Dominion Iron d* Steel Co. 
(1911), 45 N.8.R. 466; and Villeneuve v. C.P.H. (1902), 2 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 360.

Therefore, under the circumstances and under the evidence 
adduced, I am unable to find any negligence on behalf of an 
officer or servant of the Crown, acting within the scope of his duties 
to which, under the provisions of s. 20 of the Exchequer Court 
Act, should lx; attril uted the cause of the accident. The suppliant 
has failed to prove his case, and there will be judgment declaring 
that he is not entitled to any portion of the relief sought by the 
petition of right. Judgment accordingly■
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FITCHELL v. LAWTON.
Sti<kaU'krtrûH Court of A/#/* al, Haullain, C.J.S, Xnitaml*, Laumnt amt 

Eltvood, JJ.A. Ortohrr 22, 1919.

Hhokkhh i| 11 B—12)—Special A<iKx< y—4ikm:rai. aiiexci Si mtiExcr
OK HKoKEK'h HKRYK'KS.

The listing of land* for wile for a pt-runl of two months constitute* a 
contract of spécial and not general agency, and such contract is not 
converted into one of general agency by tin- addnion of a clause to give 
ten days' notice of withdrawal or increase or decrease in price. The 
agent not having performed the special contract cannot recover.

Toulmin v. Millar < 1KH7>, 58 L.T. 9ti, distinguished; Chap/ni l el ml. 
v. r.trrs 11913). 9 D.L.R. 5*4, ti 8.L.R. 1C», followed ]

Appeal from the judgment ut the trial in an action to recover 
mil'll1 ission on the sale of land. Affirmed.

h'lissill Hartnell, for Jippt»llitlit; //. F. Thomson, for respondent. 
Havltain, (’.J.S.. concurs with Xewlands, J.A.
Nkwi.axdh, J.A.: This is an action for a commission on the 

sale of land.
1.....................5 held tliat no purchaser was found ready, willing

anti able to purchase according to the listing, and gave judgment 
for defendant.

The facts are that defendant listed with plaintiff three-quarters 
of a section of land at $35 per acre, of which $<>.000 was to be paid 
in cash. The agreement provided tluit the price inclut led the crop 
then on the land, anti continued:—

I hereby agree to place the above described land with C. I). Fitchell for 
sale for the next two mont 1 is and thereafter to give it ten clear days’ notice in 
writing of withdrawal or increase or decrease in price, its commission to be 
$1 00 per acre.

The agreement was dated April 18, 1918.
The plaintiff brought one James McKinlay anti his father to 

see the land, hut they could not purchase because they could not 
raise the amount of cash defendant wanted. Subsequently, in 
November, after the crop was taken off anil sold by the defendant, 
•hunes McKinlay lxmglit the land from the défont hint for $30 per 
am* on a small cash payment.

It is admitted tliat defendant never gave plaintiff any notice 
I in writing as provided for by the contract.

I pon these facts the plaintiff claims that, as defentlant had 
I never withdrawn the listing of the lantl from him, he was still 
I defendant's agent, anti, as defendant soitl the lantl to a party 
I introduced by him, he is entitled to the agreed commission.
I 13—49 D.L.R.
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This case <1<m»s not come within the principle laid down by Lord 
Watson in Touhnin v. Millar (1887), 58 L.T. (Hi, where lie said 

When a proprietor, with the view of selling liis estate, goes to an agent 
and requests him to find a purchaser, naming at the same time the sum which 
he is willing to accept, that will constitute a general employment ; and should 
the estate be eventually sold to a purchaser introduced by the agent, the 
latter will be entitled to his commission, although the price paid should he leg? 
than the sum named at the time the employment was given. The mention 
of a specific sum prevents the agent from selling for a lower price without the 
consent of his employer; but it is given merely as the basis of future negoti
ations, leaving the actual price to be settled in the course of these negotiations.

Here the price of $35 per acre is not fixed as a price at which 
the defendant, was willing to negotiate for the sale of his property, 
it was a specific price which plaintiff was to got in order to earn 
his commission, and tluit price was fixed for two months; thereafter 
the defendant could either withdraw, increase or decrease it. 
It is obvious that this later provision of the contract was put in 
liecause the crop was to Ik* sold with the land, and that its condition 
at the end of two months would influence the defendant in making 
a new price. No new price was ever fixed for the land, so tlut 
even if plaintiff's agency was continued over the two months, he 
had to obtain a purchaser at $35 jkt acre in order to earn his com
mission. But no matter what construction is to Ik* put upm thex- 
words providing for the notice in writing, it is obvious that the 
agency terminated on the sale of the crop by defendant, lieeause 
thereafter it was impossible for plaintiff to sell the land and crop.

I am of the opinion that this case is similar to cases like Chap- 
pel et al. v. Peters (1913), 9 D.L.R. 584, 0 S.L.R. 16, where a net 
price was given to the agent and he was to earn his commission 
by getting a larger price. I can see no difference in an owner say
ing “I will sell at $34 net to me” or “I will sell at $35 per acre 
and give you $1 jier acre as commission. ”

The conclusion I have come to in this case is that the contract 
was a special and not a general agency; that in order to earn his 
commission the plaintiff had to obtain a purchaser for defendant's 
land and crop at $35 per acre, and, as he did not do this, he did 
not earn his commission.

As has been said in other cases, the defendant is not to be 
prevented from selling his land liccause the purchaser introduced 
will not pay a price sufficient to pay the agent a commission.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
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I.amont. J.A.:—In my opinion the* listing of lands for sale for 
a period of two months constitutes a contract of special and not of 
general agency, and such contract is not converted into one of 
general agency by the addition of a clause to give ten days’ notice 
of withdrawal or increase or decrease in price. The plaintiff not 
having ix*rformed the special contract cannot recover. The 
appeal should lx* dismissed.

Klwood, J.A., concurs with Newlands, J.A.
Appeal dismissed.

SECURITY TRUST Co. v. SAYRE and GttFOY.

AUxrta Supreme Court, Amtellale Division, Hom y, C.J., Simmons and 
McCarthy, JJ. Octolnr 24, 1919.

| Mhkti.aoe (§ VI A—70)—Land Titles Act, Alta.—Foreclosure— 
Extinguishment of debt—Express application Execution
FOB BALANCE—INTENTION.

Yu amendment to the Alberta Land Titles Act in 1019 provides that 
an order for foreclosure whether made by a Court or Judge or by the 
registrar shall operate as a full satisfaction of the debt secured by the 
mortgage. An order made ujkhi an express application to be |K*rmitted 
tn purchase for a certain agreed amount and for a vesting order and for 
leave to issue execution for the balance due, and where this is clearly 
intended to I»- granted by the order made, is not within this amendment.

\M id uni Life Assur. Co. v. Doublas (1918), 44 D.L.H. 115, reversing 
11918), .‘ill D.L.lt. 001, distinguished.]

Appeal from the judgment of Stuart. J. Kc versed.
11. V. 0. Savary, for appellants; H. IV. McLean, for respondent, 

I Sayre; IV. P. Taylor, for respondent, Gilfoy.
Harvey, C.J.:—In 1913 the defendants borrowed from the 

I plaintiffs 812,000 and gave as security a mortgage on certain lands 
I in the City of Calgary which were presumably deemed to lie 
I sufficient security for the amount of the loan. The defendants 
I covenanted to repay the said sum and interest. Default occurred, 
I and in 1918 the plaintiffs brought action to enforce the security. 
I An order nisi was made and in due course a sale was ordered by 
I the Master. The defendants had solicitors representing them, 
I and the plaintiffs’ solicitors settled the condition of sale in con- 
I Bultation with them. The solicitors for one of the defendants 
I insisted upon the reserve hid Ixnng made equal to the amount of 
I the plaintiffs' claim which was 820,200, and this was done.

No hid whatever was received for the property and the affidavits 
I of value which had lx>en filed indicated that the value of the prop- 
I ertv did not exceed $6,500.
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The plaintiffs then applied not for the usual order of fnn- 
elosure, but to lie allowed to purelmse the property at the prin 
of $6,500 and to issue execution for the difference lietxveen th«- 
amount of their claim and that sum.

It does not appear by evidence that any objection was taken 
to this, nor is any evidence adduced to shew that the valuation 
were insufficient. The Master made an order permitting the 
plaintiffs to become the purchasers at the price; of 16,500 and cun- 
firming the sale to them at the price of $6,500, foreclosing the 
defendants and all i>ersons claiming under them of “all right, 
title or equity of redemption” in the lands, and vesting the lands 
in the plaintiffs free from all encumbrances mlieequent to tlw 
mortgage1. The order also declared the amount of the plain
tiffs' claim to lie $20,564.31, and gave liberty to the plaintiffs to 
issue execution against the defendants for that amount loss th, 
$6,500 realized by the sale, viz.: $14,064.31.

The plaintiffs registered the on 1er and received a certificate 
of title for the land. Four days after they had clone this the 
defendants gave notice of appeal from that |>ortion of the order 
which permitted the issue of execution. The appeal was heard 
by Stuart, J., who allowed it with costs, and the plaintiffs now 
appeal.

When the mortgage was given, the ordinary rights of mortgagees 
which had existed for centuries still existed. They might proceed 
on default, upon their mortgage security, or upon the covenant, 
or upon both, but since that time there have been many changes. 
Wo have gone through a long war, and during its progress our 
legislature like many others has deemed it wist1, in order that any 
person might freely put himself at the service of the country in 
its time of need, to pass various moratorium or delaying statutes, 
so that debtors and their families should not be unduly or unneces
sarily harassed or disturbed, and the rights of the mortgagees as 
well as of other creditors have been interfered with.

It may be that now that the need for this interference has to 
a considerable extent passed away, a return may soon lx1 made to 
former conditions, but in the meantime we have to deal with the 
law as it now stands.

In 6 Geo. V. 1916 c. 3, s. 15, an amendment to The Land 
Titles Act, 6 Ed. VII. 1906, Alta., e. 24, was passed, which provided
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I that even it it mortgagee obtained :i judgment on the personal 
I covenant, lie could not have execution until a sale had Iren made 
I or foreclosure ordered, and then only for the amount of the debt 
I remaining unsatisfied.

In 9 (ieo. V. 1919, c. 37. an airemlmcnt of a somewhat different 
I character was passed, which has it most important lien ring in this 
I case because it was upon it that the Judge rested his decision. It 
K provides that an order for foreclosure whether made by a Court 
ft or Judge, or by the registrar, shall ojierate .as a full satisfaction of 
I the debt secured by the mortgage.

In ('mini Life Ins. Co. v. Clarl; (1915). 25 D.L.R. 519, 9 Alta. 
I Lit. 97. this Division held that it was not profier practice to allow 
I a mortgagee having the conduct of a public auction sale to bid at 
I such sale. It was pointed out that the Judges had prescribed a 
I practice in mortgage proceedings in 190N, and it was there indicated 
I that this should not Ik* permitted. It was also indicated that the 
I mortgagee was entitled, if he wished, to have the reserve bid 
I fixed at an amount which would cover his claim. In the present 
I case as I have stated, it was one of the mortgagors who insisted 
I on this.

That decision was before the amendment of 191b. and while 
I that amendment d<w*s not seem to call for any modification of what 
I was there decided, it does seem to call for consideration as to the 
I mortgagee’s right to become a purchaser.

If we take the present case as an example, and 1 dare say it 
I is more or less typical, we find that the defendants, who borrowed 
I *12.(10(1, which now amounts, with interest and costs, to over 
I *20,000, are able to satisfy their debt by turning over to the plain- 
I tiff land which is worth on the evidence not a third of the amount 
I against it. and which, so far as it has Iren jmssible to ascertain. 
I no one else wants at any price by virtue of the judgment apjraled 

from.
The plaintiffs say tliat they have no objection to the whole 

I order being set aside and any further precautions taken, but that 
I they do not want to accept this land in satisfaction for their debt, 
I and that they do want something to Ik; done so that they can 
I obtain what is due them. They say that they have no doubt of 
■ their ability to recover the amount of their claim if they are given 
I the right to resort to the personal liability.
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As, I understand, the judgment appealed from does not nain- 
tain that the mortgagees may not Ifuy if proper precautions end 
safeguards are taken, hut maintains that the order permitti' g tin 
sale is in reality a foreclosure order within the meaning of the 
amendment of 1919, and therefore extinguishes the debt The 
order was made upon the express application to 1 >o permit a d t< 
purchase for SO,500 and for a vesting on 1er, and for leave 1 issue 
execution for the balance due.

The order quite clearly intends tx> grant tliut. The 1« r.u 
it which declares that the defendants are foreclosed of and !' mi 1 
right, title or equity of redemption in and to the said n <»i i g:ige«l 
lands, is cpiite unnecessary for the purpose intended; indeed, a* 
was pointed out by the Judge and also by this Division in Ihmjin, 
v. Mutual Lifi A ur. < o. 1918 38 D I .R 189,13 K 
(reversed by 39 D.L.R. 001), the expression is not really . ppm. 
priate to our system in any ease. If then this order must Ik- 
treated as a foreclosure onler, it is not lieeause it was intended 
as such unless a foreclosure order within the amendment includes 
every order by " " the mortgagee becomes the owner < I tin- 
land, which would mean, of course, tliut he cannot lienum- the 
purchaser in the ordinary7 sense.

I agree with everything the Judge has said about the need of 
providing all proper safeguards before permitting the mortgagee 
to purchase, hut if he may 1m- permitted to lieeome the purchaser 
then an order which so declares is within the jurisdiction of the 
Court, and it is only a question of whether the proper safeguards 
have been taken, and it is clear from the authorities as the Judge 
points out that lie may become the purchaser in a projior case. 
Is it necessary then to interpret the; 1919 amendment in such a 
way as to take away this established light?

In Thomson v. Clanmorris, 1 Ch. 718, at p. 725, Dudley.
M.R., said:

In construing s. 3 of the Act of 1833, as indeed in construing any other 
statutory enactment, regard must he hud not only to the words used, but to 
the history of the Act, and the reasons which led to its being passed. You 
must look nt the mischief which had to he cured as well as at the cure prodded.

In Douylas v. Mutual Life Assur. Co., supra, the mortgage 
had taken a final order of foreclosure under s. 62a which provides 
that if a sale cannot !x> effected after till the acts prescribed have 
been done, the registrar may make an order for foreclosure which

4

5
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sh: II vest the land in the mortgagee. Power is given to sell by ALTA,
auction or by private sale approved l>y the legist rar, and for an S. <
-mount less than the reserve bid. Nothing is said alxiut the right Security

I of the mortgagee to buy but I see no reason, at present, why the Trust Vo. 

I principles applicable to sales in the ( ourt should not apply. and if Sayhe. 
a sale were made to a mortgagee proceeding under that section and ciiî^ov 

I not in Court, it seems quite clear that there could lie no order fo»* 
foreclosure so called whatever, and that the 1919 amendment 

| therefore would not stand in the way of the mortgagee pursuing 
I his remedy for the deficiency. Are proceedings in Court to lie 

less beneficial? Ever since what has lieen known as a final order 
of foreclosure, i.e., one in which the mortgagee's equity to redi-em 
has I Him force loses l without any regard or reference to value or 
price, has existed it has lieen held that the mortgagee could still 
pursue his right on the covenant even after taking a final order of 
foreclosure, but if he did so it opened the foreclosure as it was called.
Whether that rule applied under our system of land titles and mort- 

I gages came up for decision for the first time in Douglas v. Mutual 
[ Lift1 Amir. Co., supra. This Division held tluit it did not, but that 
I upon taking such a final order for foreclosure the mortgagee’s 

I rights on the covenant were gone, the debt l>eing extinguished.
! The Supreme < 'ourt of ( 'anada reversed our decision on < let. S. 1918,
I 44 D.L.K. 115, 57 Can. S.C.R. 243. In March following, at the 

I next session of the Alberta Legislature, the 1919 amendment 
I referred to was passed.

It seems abundantly clear that it was intended to declare the 
I law for this lhovinee to lie henceforth what the Provincial Court 
I had held it to Ik*, and what the Supreme ( 'ourt of ( anada declared 
I it was not.

If that is all that was intended, tin* order for foreclosure of 
I the 1919 amendment need not In* extended to include anything 
■ I,nt «ink an order for foreclosure as was in contemplation in

that case.

I<mg exist, 
mortgagee 
order of |

If it. I>e limited to that, while it does take away a right which 
long existed but was seldom exercised, it d<K*s not deprive the 
mortgagee of any substantial lnmefit for he need not take the final 
order of foreclosure unless lu* is satisfied of the sufficiency of 
the value of the land. If, however, it is to In; extended to every 
c.isc where the title is vested in the mortgagee, it may deprive him
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There are many canes where" creditors- banks for instuue. 
which cannot loan on real estate—take mortgages as securil \ for 

existing <lebts ui>on lan<ls which, while the l>est security obtain::h|<-, 
are known to lie worth less than the amount of the debt. Bv 
virtue of the moratorium legislation of 1916 the creditor tlivi, 
must sell the land liefore he can take any further step to realize. 

The present case shews, ami we an1 well aware of the fact, that the 

real estate market in parts of this Province is such that it is difficult 

to sell land for its fair value, even if in some eases it can Ik- said 

to have any real marketable value. Now there are two courses 

open to the mortgagee if he wants to proceed, viz.: he may insist 

on having the land sold at whatever price it will bring no matter 

what the sacrifice, though what we have seen with reference 

to tax sales in some of our cities and towns leaves doubt whether 

there may not Ik- many cases in which no purchaser can Ik* fourni 

at any price. The other method would In- for him to take tin- 

land himself to prefect both himself and the debtor, but if he can 

only take it in full satisfaction he would in many cases In- worse 

off than if he had no mortgage.
I sec no necessity of construing the amendment in such ;i way 

as to bring about such a result where there is a perfectly reasonable 
and apparent construction which will avoid it.

I am of the opinion, then, that the order in question in this 

action was not one which came within the amendment of 1919, it 
clearly never having Ikh-ii intended as an order for the purposed 
simply foreclosing all the mortgagors’ interests and vesting the 

land in the mortgagers ami that consequently the provision fur 

issuing execution is a perfectly proper term of the order.
Whether, however, tin- order for sale to the mortgagees should 

be allowed to stand involves other considerations. The Judge 

intimated that there should have Iren an offer to sell by tender. 

This is somewliat in line with what the Ix-gislature has thought 

wise to authorize in the cast; of proceedings before the registrar, 

for s. 62a provides that if a sale cannot he made at a public auction 

the registrar may (though not must) require the land to In- ad

vertised for private sale.
It is, of course, apparent that all such proceedings involve 

expense and that that cxi>cnse must ultimately fall uixm the mort-
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the mortgagee. When the mortgagor is not before 
the registrar, as is usually the case, it is the duty of 
registrar to be careful of his interest. Where, how- 

represented as in the present ease, it may lx; assumed 
present at ives will indicate any particular course they 

think should be adopted. Counsel for the defendants in their 
factum state that they opposed the granting of the order asked for 
and contended that the projxuty should lx1 put up for sale at a 
lower reserve bid.

In this regard it is to lx* noted that the reserve bid was fixed 
as it was at their request, and while it is possible, it appears 
by no means probable, that a sale could have been made or prob
ably could now lx1 made at a lower reserve bid if such bid were 
made higher than the amount which the land is worth according 
to the evidence, ami the mortgagee ought not to lx; compelled to 
allow the land to be sold for less than they themselves are willing 
to give, nor does there seem any ground upon which it could lx; 
for the advantage of the* defendants that they should. Shaking 
generally. 1 am disposed to agree with the Judge apjx'aled from 
that an offer for sale by tender, the expense of which would not 
lx* great, might result in something beneficial though a sale at 
public auction had proved abortive. The defendants, however, 
did not ask that any such course lx* adopted, and under the cir
cumstances 1 do not think the Master was wrong in not directing 
it. But, as 1 have said, the plaintiffs, while quite satisfied with 
th«- order made, offer no objection to any reasonable opportunity 
being given to the defendants to have a sale made that will realize 
more than the amount they are willing to credit provided no pre
judicial delay results. The value of the property is. however, 
so much below the amount of the plaintiffs' claim that any fur
ther expense should l»e borne immediately bv the defendants as 
was the exjwnse of the sale which was ordered.

1 would, therefore, allow the ap|x*al with costs and restore tin; 
order of the Master subject to this qualification that, if within 
two weeks the defendants file a demand for an offer of the land for 
sale by tender and deposit in Court such sum as the Master may 
fix as sufficient to cover the expense involved by such offer, and 
interest during tin* time of delay, the property shall lx* put up for
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Simmona, J.

The plaintiffs and the defendants may have leave to toiuk-r 
and if there should lie any tender received for an amount lowlier 
than $6,500 and than the plaintiffs' tender and accepted and pay. 
ment made in accordance therewith, the land shall he tr;inferred 
by the plaintiffs to the successful tenderer. If the pi: ■ intiffs' 
tender should Im* higher than $6.500, an<l not lie excecd<‘d In nx 
other tender, credit should Ik* given for the amount of such t• inltr 
instead of $6,500.

Simmons, J.: The facts are set out in the judgment - t the 
Chief Justice.

1 am not able to apply s. 62(b), its enacted by e. 37, s. 1. Alt 
stats. 1919, to the order made by the Master in Cluinilien*.

Once it is conceded that under proper supervision by the 
Court; ami with the necessary safeguards interpolated that a 
mortgagee may purchase, it follows that a method of c. riving 
out this procedure must exist, or should exist.

On account of the statutory amendments of 1916, 1917 ami 
1919, them lias arisen a good deal of doubt and confusion . > to 
this procedure.

It is not necessary to extend the application of s. 62(a) to the 
order made by the Master, as the order was never intended to 
lie “an order for foreclosure.” See Douglas v. Mutual Lift 
(1918), 44 D.L.R. 115, 57 Can. 8.C.R. 243.

The order of the Master provided for a stile under the direction 
of the Court.

Leave was then given by the Master for the mortgagee to pur
chase at a valuation of $6,500 and the same was carried out 
It was not necessary to insert in the vesting order that the 
mortgagors’ rigid, title and interest was foreclosed and these 
words may lie treated as surplusage. The order was a vesting 
order pursuant to sale and the addition of this provision did not 
alter it.

I would, therefore, allow the appeal with costs and I concur in 
the disposition made by the Chief Justice as to any application by 
defendant to have the order revised.

McCarthy, J. (dissenting):—The plaintiff company in this 
action, the appellants, on July 9, 1913, loaned to the defendants 
the sum of $12,(MM) and took as security a mortgage executed by 
both defendants on certain real estate in the City of Calgary.
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11,, ,|;.nu; ry 28, 1918, nn :cl ion wcs mu imi< iil ::g- insl the ilrfrml- 
lit S: y re to rcaliie upon the n'ortgigv. s

On November 14,1918, a sin il r art ion was ron (renee<l g- iost rum
I tin ilefendnnt Oilfoy.

Tlirsr actions wen1 subséquent !\' consola la t(sl, the reasons for 
the separate actions Is-ing. that the defeiahmt < lilfoy was protectee I

TKL'ST Co.

I liy the Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act, <> ( leo. \ . 1910. 
I Alta. c. 6.

These actions were not defended, , nd on June 21. 1!HN. ; n 
I mxler tim was obtained in the Sayre ease and sim ilar on 1er with 
I repaid to Gilfoy was obtained on December 4. 1918.

By order of the Master in Chamliers, dried Mr veil 7, 1919, 
I a sale by public auction was directed to lie held on May 10. 1919.

No bids on the property were received at the sale. The 
I plaintiffs thereafter and on May 28, 1919, obtained an order per- 
I mitting them to purcliasc the mortgaged premises for the sum of 
I .<(1,500. which price was sup}xirted by affidavits of valu; lion.

The reserved bid at the alxirtive sale was fixed at the amount 
I of the plaintiff's claim, viz.: $20,200.

By e. 37, 9 Geo. V. 1919, Alta., s. 4, an Act to amend the Land 
I Titles Act (assented to April 17, 1919, operative on May 17. 1919), 
I s. 62(h), provides:—

The effect of an order for foreclosure of a mortgage or encumbrance hercto- 
I fore or hereafter made by any Court or Judge or by any registrar shall be to 
I vest the title of the land affected thereby in the mortgagee or encumbrancce 
I free from all right and equity of redemption on the part of the owner, mortgagor 
I or encumbrancer or any person claiming through or under him subsequently 
I to the mortgage or encumbrance, and shall from and after the date of the 
I passing of this section operate as full satisfaction of the debt secured by such 
I mortgage or encumbrance. Such mortgagee or encumbrancce shall be deemed 
I a transferee of the land and become the owner thereof and be entit led to receive 
I a certificate of title for the same.

It is to he observed that s. 02(b) above rcfcircd to, was assented 
I to on April 17, 1919, the aliortive side took place* on May 10, 

s. 62(h) became operative on May 17, and the order of the Master
issued on May 28. The order of the Master further provides this:

It is ordered tliat the sale of the lands and premises ... to the 
plaintiffs fur the price or sum of $6,500 bo and the same is hereby approved 
and affirmed. It is further ordered that the payment into Court by the plain
tiffs of the sum of $0,500 the purchase price of the said lauds be and the same 
is hereby dispensed with. It is further ordered that the defendants . . . 
do hereby stand absolutely and irrevocably barred and foreclosed of and from 
all right, title or equity of redemption in and to the mortgaged lands . . .
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And it is further ordered tluit the said hinds (describing them) be vested in 
the plaintiffs ... for an estate in fee simple . . . and that the 
registrar . . . do cancel the present certificate of title and issue a new 
certificate of title in the name of (the plaintiffs).

From the on lor of the Master, the plaintiffs appealed to a 
Judge in ('hamhere, Stuart, J.

In this appeal with regret I come to the conclusion that the 
plaintiffs’ attempt to realize the balance due under their mortgage 
is an evasion of the provisions of s. 02(1») of the Land Titles Act. 
as amended by 9 (leo. V. 1919. e. .'17, s. 4.

There is nothing laudable in the ]M»sition of the defendants: 
they obtained the loan which they promised to repay and. whilst 
proceedings were pending to enforce the claim against them, an 
amendment to the Land Titles Act is passed, which in effect 
provi<les that foreclosure shall operate as full satisfaction of the 
debt secured by mortgage.

The projjcrty having depreciated greatly in value the defend
ants claim th<? protection of the amendment to evade payment 
of the balance of the money they owed the plaintiffs under the 
mortgage.

At the time the money was loaned to them both the lenders 
and the borrowers knew and expected that the latter would he 
liable under the covenants contained in the mortgage to repay 
the full amount of the money loaned, that was the situation when 
the money was loaned and it was upon that understanding the 
money was advanced.

To give full effect to the amendment can have only the effect 
to embarrass investors and drive capital out of the country

Unless the proceedings taken by the plaintiffs can lie dinned 
to have been taken prior to the passing of s. t»2(h), 1 think the 
judgment of Stuart, J., was right and must l»«• sustained: I 
cannot come to any other conclusion than that the won ling of 
the section means that when the plaintiff takes foreclosure his 
jK*rsonal remedy is gone. I am at a loss to see how the legislature 

could have expressed it in plainer language. In McBratimj v 
McBratney (1919), 48 D.L.R. 29, at p. 3ti, I stated my view of 
the authorities on the construction of a statute in part as follows:—

Having reference to the sections above referred to the meaning apjiearsto 
me to be plain, and we must obey the directions of the Legislature, no matter 
what dissatisfaction it may create in any quarter anywhere. Strictly speaking 
there is no place for interpretation or construction except where the words of a
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statute admit of two meanings. “Where the language of an Act is clear and 
explicit we must give effect to it, whatever may be the consequences, for in 
that ease the words of the statute Sjieak the intention of the legislature,’’ 
Wmturlon v. Ixwdand (1831), 2 Dow & Cl. 480. at 489. 0 K.R. 806, at 800. 
In other words, if the language used by the legislature is precise and unambigu
ous. a Court of law at the present day has only to expound the words in their 
natural and ordinary sense. The intention of the Legislature is not to l>e 
speculated on.

In the arguirent before us, it was «intended by the appellants 
that the order of the Master, of March 28, 1910, referred to 
aliove, was not an order for foreclosure hut an order permitting 
the appellants to buy, hut what does the order say:

It is further ordered that the defendants ... do hereby stand 
absolutely and irrevocably barred and foreclosed of and from all right title or 
equitv of redemption in and to the mortgaged lands.

The position then of the plaintiffs is that “we will not take 
foreclosure liecause under s. (V2(h), that will ojierate as full satis
faction of the debt, but we will evade the section which became 
operative a few «lays prior to the taking out of the order”; if that 
was their intention they did not use very apt words in the order 
ami clearly it is an attempt to evade the statute or, as was once 
said by a Judge in England: “An attempt to drive a coach and 
four through a statute." 1 do not think it is comptent for the 
plaintiffs to say under the circumstances they did not foreclose, 
they purchased.

In Stroud’s Judicial Dictionary, at p. 744, it says:
Foreclosure.

"A foreclosure,'' said Lord Hardwicke, “is considered as a new purchase of 
I the land." “ The mortgage being foreclosed," said Sir William Grant, “ the 
■ estate lieeomcs absolutely his " (i.e., the mortgagee's). “ By the order made 
I in the foreclosure suit,” said Sir I,. Shadwcll, “ he (the mortgagee) became the 
I absolute owner " : Casborne v. Scarfe (1739), 1 Atk. 603, 20 E.R. 377; 2 White A 
I Tud. L.C. 0; Silbcrschildt v. Schiott (1814), 2 Vos. & B. 45, 35 E.R. 390; Le Gros 

v. Cockerell (1832). 5 Sim. 384, 58 E.R. 380 (per Selborne, C., Heath v. Pugh 
1881), 50 L.J.Q.B. 473, 0 Q.B.D. 345; affirmed (1882), 51 L.J.Q.B. 307, 

7 App. Gas. 235).
V. Decree: Conveyance.

Vh. Coote, c. 78; Fisher, 476 et seq. \ 6 Encyc. 400-412.
With regard to the fact that the proceedings to realize under 

the mortgage were commenced at a time antecedent to the pass
ing of the amendment. The words “heretofore or hereafter 
nuide of the amending statute to my opinion are conclusive. 
Huit the section by express words leads to the result in this case 
that il the mortgagees take the mortgaged property they cannot
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have any mon». The only question remaining therefore i~ |s 
the order in question nn order for foreclosure? I think it i- and 
it is more. It bars all the defendant's rights.

If either party to this appeal had naked that the whole order 
be set aside 1 would have acquiesced because the plaintiffs 
doubtless will say that we would never have purchased if we 
thought we eould not have proceeded for the balance «if the 
mortgage moneys. If the whole order were set aside the plain
tiffs woultl still lie the mortgagees and could then elect whi ther 
they preferred a side to a thin! party and preserve their rights to 
proceed for the balance or foreclosure and lose their rights under 
the covenant. Neither party however asks this.

For the reasons stated ami the objections to the practice in 
the Master's office as pointed out in the judgment of Stuart, J. 
inter alia, a sale by the Court without some public announcement 
I won 1<1 dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal allow'd.

BROWN v. PATCHELL.
Saxkalcht tran Court of Ap/ieal, Haidtain, C.J.S., Xcuiand« and Elwon>l .1.1.A. 

October it, 19 W.
Brokers (§ II B—12)—Sale of land—Commission aorbkmkm >i k-

K1CIENCY OF BROKER'S SERVICES.
An ag«‘iii is not entitled to commission under an agreement in gci & 

purchaser for lands at a certain price per acre, where he intrndim» g 
party who lias previously negotiated with the owner for a trade whichii 
subsequently completed.

Appeal from the judgment at the trial in an action for com
mission. Affirmed.

L. Mc.K Motrinmv, for appellants; T. I). Brown, k < . lor 
respondent.

Havltain, C.J.S., concurred with Newlnnds, J.A. 
Newlandr, J.A.:—This is an action for commission Plain

tiffs claim that defendant agreed to pay them $1.00 per acre, if 
they obtained a purchaser for him who would purchase his land 
at $35 per acre. They claim they obtained a purchaser, to 
whom defendant afterwards traded this land, and that, therefore 
they arc entitled to the commission agreed upon.

The trial Jutlge found that plaintiffs had introduced the part) 
who afterwards acquired the defendant’s land in a trade, ami hr
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allowed them $80 commission, instead of the $160 claimed, as 
1m- thought that sufficient for plaintiffs' services. From this 
judgment plaintiffs appeal, claiming the whole commission due, 
ami defendant cross-appeals on the ground tlrnt plaintiffs are not 
entitled to anything, Ixvause the party they introduml did not 
purchase the land.

Plaintiffs' evidence shews that their agreement was to get 
a purchaser for defendant at $85 per acre, and that their com
mission was to lx; $1 per acre. In order to earn this commission 
they would have had to carry out their contract, obtain a 
purchaser at the price agreed upon. They did not do tliis, hut 
introduced a party who took the land in a trade. This would not 
lx* a ix-rformance of their contract. The plaintiff never introduced 
a party who would purchase1, and defendant was aware lx*fore 
plaintiff hud anything to do with the land that the promised pur
chaser would trade with him for this land.

1 would therefore allow the cross-appeal, and dismiss the appeal 
with costs.

Elwood, .LA.:—I concur in the result arrived at by my brother 
Newlands in this matter. The plaintiff's did not bring a purchaser 
who was willing to purchase at the price demanded by the defend
ant for the land. lie at one time expressed a willingness to pur
chase at a lower price, and signed a document to that effect, 
but the evidence convinces ire that he was not willing to conclude 
the* purchase even at that price. Prior to any negotiations !*•- 
tween the plaintiffs and defendant, this prospective purchaser, 
whose mine was Hun tvell, had discussed with the defendant 
the trade of the land which subsequently was consummated. 
At that tin e they could not agree upon the amount which Huto- 
mell should pay on the trade. Subsequently to the negotiations 
between the plaintiffs, the defendant ami Hummell, Hummell 
undoubtedly derided not to purchase, and it was then that Hum- 
rrell and the defendant came to tern's on the amount that should 
lx- paid by Hummell on a trade, and the trade was consummated. 
I nder these circumstances, I am of the opinion that the plaintiffs 
are not entitled to anything in connection with the matter.

The appeal should be dismissed, with costs, and the eross-apjieal 
allowed with costs.

SASK.

C. A.

Patchkll.

Newlands, J.A.

Elwood, J.A.

Appeal dismissed and cross-appeal allowed.
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S.S. “CONISTON” v. FRANK WALROD.

Exchequer Court of Canada, Audette, J. October 28, UK

Collision (§ I A—3)—Tvu and tow—Steamship—Narrow < hw\ki- 
Rui.ek of road—Lights.

A steamship was coming up the St. Lawrence ltiver in I *:i 11. ,■ ,
vir.ii speed, and approaching a tug and tow in the bend "i 11 
changed her eoursv with the intention of passing them star! ml ?, 
starboard, contrary to art. 25 of the Rules of the Road. There i...11 tl„ 
master of the tug portod his helm in an endeavour to avoid a coIIhi,h 
The steamer then tried to manoeuvre herself into position and mlli,|H| 
with two barges at the head of the tow.

Held, the collision resulted from the steamer's failure, “when 
practicable, to keep to the starboard side of the fair-way or mid cl n,-! 
as required bv art. 25; even if the pilot of the steamer believed tin : 
and tow coming down the wrong side of the channel, good sc an;md,if 
required him to stop or slow up, which he failed to do; that no hluinp 
could he imputed to the tug. The length of the tow and the 
regulation lights on the barges cannot be said to have contrihutcil tn 
the collision when it occurred at the head of the tow.

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of the Deputy 
Local Judge in Admiralty, (Quebec Admiralty District, Mr. Justin 
Maelennan, 45 D.L.R. 518, rendered on February 20, 1918, which 
judgment fourni the S.S. “Coniston" guilty of negligence and 
found that the collision was the result of the failure, by the ‘Con. 
iston, ” to observe the provisions of article 25 of the Collision 
Regulations and also finding that there was no blame imputable 
to the plaintiff and ordering that the damages be assessed. Affirmed.

A. II . Atwater, K.C., and L. Beauregard, for appellant: ■ 
Daridson, K.C., for respondent.

Audette, J. :—This is an appeal from the judgment of the 
Deputy Local Judge of the Quebec Admiralty District, silting at 
Montreal, and bearing date February 20, 1918, in a case of «lain
ages arising out of a collision which occurred at one of the curves 
in the narrow ship-channel of the River St. Lawrence, on bake St. 
Peter, between Montreal and Three Rivers.

As already said, in such cases when sitting, as a single Judge, 
in an Admiralty appeal from the judgment of the trial Judge, 
while I might with some diffidence feel obliged to differ in matters 
of law and practice, yet as regards pure questions of fact, 1 ought 
not to interfere with the judgment below, unless being dearly 
satisfied in my own mind that the decision is clearly erroneous. 
The Queen v. Armour (1899), 31 Can. S.C.R. 499; Montreal dip 
Co. v. St. Laurent (189(1), 20 Can. S.C.R. 176; Weller v. McDonald- 
McMillan Co. (1910), 43 Can. S.C.R. 85; McCreevy v. 7 " Q,im
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IKWi), 14 Can. S.C.R. 735; Arpin v. The Queen (1880), 14 Can. 

S.C.R. 736; and Coutlee’s Digest, S.C., vol. 1, p. 03 et seq.
The Pidon ease (1870). 4 (’an. S.C.R. 048, is further authority 

for the proposition that when a disputed fact, involving nautical 
questions with respect to what action should have lieen taken 
inn edmtely Indore the collision, is raised on appeal, tliat the 
decree of the Court below should not Ik* reversed merely upon a 
question of testimony. Indeed, the hearing ujxm the appeal is 
hut a re-hearing of the ease, and while there* is no presumption 
that the judgment in the Court Mow is right, it cannot, however, 
lie overlooked that the learned Judge* of first instance has had an 
opportunity of hearing and smug the witnesses and testing their 
credit by their demeanour under examination: Riekmann v. Thierry 
(18INI, 14 R.P.C. 105.

On the hearing of the appeal I had the advantage of the 
assist lice, as Nautical Assessor, of Captain Demers, the Domin
ion Wreck Commissioner, a gentleman of large experience in 
nautical matters and whose* opinion, I am pleased to say—to use 
his own words—coincides with mine.

( lose on to midnight, on June 18, 1017, the steamer “( oniston," 
light, in water ballast, was steaming up Lake St. Peter, at full 
steam. She is a steel vessel of 337 feet in length, 47 feet lieam, 
2,273 net tonnage, single screw, triple expansion, drawing light 
S.U forward, and 13.fi aft, as stated bv Captain Hill. She is said 
to steer easily.

The weather was fini*—a splendid night, dark, but with clear 
atmosphere. The lights were plainly visible, and a slight south- 
south west breeze was blowing. According to Superintendent 
Weir, there was, at the time of the accident, in the locus in quo 
a current of about three miles an hour, which let ween Curves 
Numbers 1 and 2 tends to the south ; and there was a breeze of 
3 to 4 n iles which would have absolutely no effect on loaded barges, 
as it would take a very strong breeze to have any effect upon them.

I’ili t May rand, who was in charge of the bridge and of the 
navigi tien of the “Collision," testifies that his vessel on the night 
of the revident was drawing slightly over 14 f<*et, and tliat they 
were going up the river against the current, at a speed of 9 or 10 
miles an hour. Trattles, the chief officer, says that when they 
first saw the tug “Virginia" and her tow, they were at el suit
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three or four miles distant and that, of course, he knew it was a 
tow, as he saw the several lights of the barges. The pilot says 
when he first saw the “Virginia's” green light with two mast 
lights, and the barges shewing their lights, he also knew at otu-e 
it was a tow, and he adds when he saw these lights he was in the 
fair-way of the channel.

The average width of the channel in the locality in question 
is about 450 feet.

This green light he saw* appeared on his port side—the “ Vir- 
ginia" lieing in the upper reach of the curve and the “Collision" 
on the lower reach. The pilot says he was at alxmt 1] ■> miles 
when for the first time he saw the “Virginia's” green light and 
kept up at full sjx*ed all along. After seeing the gieen light he 
proceeded for % to 1 mile without changing his course, having 
all that time the “Virginia’s” green light in sight. At 2.100 to 
3,000 feet the “Coniston” blew two blasts, and the pilot says 
he advanced 700 or 800 feet before the “Virginia”in answer blew 
one blast, when, he says (Ixith vessels having continued to go 
ahead)—he was at about two lengths of his ship from the tug and 
still going full speed, his vessel lieing then (p. 08) more on the 
south than in the centre of the cliannel—at alxmt 100 odd feet 
of the south line of the cliannel. The pilot further contends that 
the “Virginia” gave one blast immediately after shewing her red 
light, w hen they were at 800 to MX) feet apart and his vessel kept 
forging ahead full speed.

The “Coniston” answered the “Virginia's” one Id; st hv 
one blast w hen they were 400 to 500 feet apart and when, the pilot 
says, lie realized the collision was inevitable. lie then ordered his 
wheel hnrd-a-port (he having a right hand propeller), slow, stop, 
and full sliced astern, and the collision took place, not end on, 
but the “Coniston” struck with a slanting or glancing blow the 
barges that were then on her port side.

The “Coniston,” however, omitted, as rcquiicd by art. 28, 
to indicate, by “three short blasts,” her engines were going full 
speed astern.

The pilot said: “Q. Dans quelle partie avez vous frap|x- avec 
votre batiment? A. Un peu en arrière de la joue. ”

The tug's green light was at all tunes seen by the “Coniston' 
before the latter took the curve, and it was when she was out of
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or bevond this curve, No. 2, she first saw, as slie should, the 
I "Virginia's” rod light. The “Virginia's” green light was nar- 
1 rowing on the “ Collision's” port bow, as the latter was travelling 
I in this curve.

The collMon took place at about 100 feet from buoy No. 85, L. 
I which is at the head of the curve and on the right or starl>oard 
I side of the channel going down the St. Lawrence. The collision 
$ occurred on the south of the fair-way, or on the right side of the 
I channel going down the river.

After the collision the “ Collision " righted herself, went to 
$ starlniard and proceeded ahead, without more ado, ami without 
j ascertaining or enquiring if she could l>c of any help or assistance 
I to the sinking or damaged barges.

Before leaving the “Coniston” on this question, it will lie well 
I to refer again to the Chief Officer Tratties' evidence with respect 
I to the course followed by the “Coniston” immediately before 
I the accident and regarding the place of the accident. This witness 
I states that when the pilot ordered two blasts, the “Coniston” 
I was in the middle of the channel, and immediately after giving 
I these two blasts, the “Coniston” starboarded her helm a little, 
I altering her head to port at the very outside half a point and then 
I st< «lied. They continued heading a little to the south, and they 
I kept ; i that at the command “steady.” And then he adds when 
I the tug blew one blast she was on our starlxmrd side lietwecn two 
I or three points fpp. 30 and 37). This starboarding of the helm 
I Ijctween the time the “Coniston” gave the two blasts and the eol- 
! lision is also corroborated by wheelsman Baay, pp. 41-43.

Ileving thus followed in a general manner the course of the 
I “Coniston” while manoeuvring in the lower reach of Curve No. 2, 
I as shewn on the chart filed as Exhibit No. 1, let us now in a similar 
I manner, follow the course pursued by the tug and her dead tow 
I in the upper reach, between Curves No. 1 and No. 2.

The tug “Virginia” is 115 feet in length, about 24 feet beam 
1 and has a draught of 11 ^2 feet. By means of a hawser of 2(H) to 
I 250 feet in length she was towing sixteen canal barges, lashed two 
1 by two, with bridles attached to the two front barges—the suc- 
I reeding tiers stood about 15 feet apart from the tier ahead. The 
1 first five rows, of ten barges, were under cargo, and the three last 
1 rows, of six. were light—unloaded. It was a dead tow, the barges
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1 eing under the entire control of the tug, as they hiul m . 
of propelling themselves. The barges were of an aver p .-ngth 
of 100 feet, it ore oi less.

The tug was lying her ml and green side lights I tun 
white irast head lights indicating she had a tow.

The Captain of the ‘‘Virginia” says he sighted the wIhi ^1,1 

of the “Coniston” at a distance of alxmt a. couple of n ilv>
The crew of the “Virginia” swear they did not hear tin* tun 

blasts of the “Coniston,” which the latter's crew swear tin In! 
give. The wind was blowing the sound in a different direct i- 
which the “Virginia” stood at the tin e. The “fonist- <I|| 
not have a siren, but an ordinary whistle which n ight h; \< Uvn. 
at the tin e, filled with water from the steam, as she was going up 
full speed. However, there is not much turning upon this point 

Leaving buoy No. 97, after Curve No. 1, the current tluwn 
to the south of the channel and on that account it is sai«l tu It 
difficult to clear it, and the captain of the “Virginia” says that, 
at that spot, he passed right in the middle of the channel, 1st ween 
the red buoy No. 100 and buoy No. 97, and the tug passe-1 itlout 
50 feet from the ml buoy to counteract the current which was 
throwing them on No. 97. After passing then* he came hack tu 
the centre of the channel. At that spot in going through this 
manoeuvre they actually deserilie a half citcle. The inoie they 
go down the less effect has the current.

Half way between the two curves, the tow was absolutely 
straight, says the captain, and the current was shoving us to the 
south in a decreasing strength. Then, he says, when he - tw the 
“Coniston” at buoy No. 91, he moved to the south (light. When 
the “Virginia” was op]M>site buoy No. 85, the captain vs the 
“Coniston” was at about 1,000 feet, and he contends it was at 
that distance, when he was 50 feet away from buoy No. K">, tug 
and tow, all in a straight line parallel with the direction of < li mu l 
on the south side of the fair-way that he blew one blast.

Vp to this time both vessels had lieeti travelling gnm tor- 
that is the “Coniston” exhibiting her red and the tug her grevn. 
and looking over the chart on account of the course of the channel 
it could not have lieen otherwise, until one of the vessels gel into 

or passes! Curve No. 2.

89

5
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Tin Captain of the “Virginia. " content Ih thi 1. when : t uliout 
I ihmi feet from the other vemel, : ml 50 ft*et from liuoy No. 85, and 
Middcnh seeing tlit‘ green light of the “( Vnistoii," he blew one 
l,| >t ml vent throe jh int> or more to st• rl* ard. • ivl : t that time 
|r ; Hu,: > the “( '< nisV'ii" w; s on tlie south side of the channel.

Tin ••(’muston" answered at onee hy one blast the one blast 
of tin mg. Immediately after this blast the “(oniston'' shut
ting her green slie wed her ml light, when the “('oniston*' and the 
“Virginia" liecame abmist uliout 250 feet lielow buoy No. 85, 
ami passed one another, and when the “(oniston'* came in col- 
lisioit with the barges, they were abreast of buoy No. 85 upon which 
the stc.-mer shoved them, «bimaging the buoy which passed under
neath son e of the barg<*s.

As a result of the collision one barge was sunk, ami the plain
tiff'- I': rgcs damaged.

After the collision the “Virginia" pulled in some of her hawser, 
went half speed, came up towards the barges to ascertain if there 
wen- any less of life and to give help.

h is |>crha|>s opportune at this juncture, to compare the 
conduct of the captain of the “Virginia" after the accident with 
the conduct of the captain of the “( 'oniston," who after the acci
dent. sto n ed to st rlioard, cleared the barges that he luul brought 
together in a tingle, anti steamed up channel. The “('oniston'' 
did n-1. contrary to her duty, stand by ami assist all in her power 
the stricken vessels. And, as said by Todd & Whall, Practical 
Seamanship:—

If it so hii|i|M*n8 that the stricken vessel can lie kept afloat, it is the duty 
of tin- other vessel to tow and assist her into a place of safety. In all cases of 
collision, one v«*sscl must stand by the other as long as necessary and it is 
punishable by law if one vessel forsakes the other. Iicsides licing cowardly in
the extreme.

See now u|ion this question the Canada Shipping Act. R.8.C. 1906, 
• i!3. s. 920, as amended by 4-5 ("îeo. V. 1014, e. 13, s. 5, suli-s. 2.

Now. having gone so far let uh ascertain the cause of the
collision.
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fi xing already found that the ship-channel at the place in 
question is a narrow channel, art. 25 of the International Rules 
i f the Ro; d must inimâ facie apply. This rule reads, ax follows:

Article 25. In narrow' channels every steam vessel shall, when it is safe 
and practicable, keep to that side of the fair-way or mid-channel which lies 
on the starboard side of such vessel.
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The “Coniston” from the very tiirc she sighte<l tlu* tug aw 
tow either kept in the middle of the channel or to the left or pm 
side of the same, contrary to and in violation of art. 25. which im
peratively directed her to keep to the right or starlxiard side of tin 
channel. Both vessels up to the time the “Collision” was taking 
the ('une No. 2, when they were alxmt 800 to 1,000 feet apirt 
were travelling red to green. •

Moreover, assuming both vessels had kept their courses, it 
is only when the ascending vessel had turned into the upper reach 
moving to the south, that the descending vessel would normally 
see the red of the ascending vessel—unless some unusual cours- 
followed by the ascending vessel could have disclosed her green 
The ascending vessel should also see the green light of the def end* 
ing vessel up to that point.

What are the reasons assigned by the “Coniston” for havin'1 
departed from the imperative directions of art. 25, from flic tiirc 
she gave her two blasts? Why was she travelling on the wrong 
side of the channel at full speed at such a place, with a tug. im
peded by her dead tow, con ing down the channel with tie current 
on her proper course? See art. 29.

The wind prevailing on the night of the accident, as established 
by the evidence, was such as it would be wasting time to discuss 
its slight effect on the tow, esjjecially its effect on the second tier 
of the loaded barges. The san e may lie said with respect to the 
current as having any bearing on the cause of the accident, save, 
however, the fact that the tug. trammelled by her tow, w. > con ing 
down with the current.

The pilot’s excuse for having departed from the obligation? 
prescribed by art. 25, as for keeping to the left of the channel 
instead of the right—(if it is to be taken seriously or as a last 
straw to which he holds in attempting to excuse his lubberly 
manoeuvring)—is that when on the lower reach, son <■ distance 
away, the tug and tow appeared to him to be on the north of the 
channel in the upper reach of Curve No. 2. Is it not evident that 
the “Coniston,” the ascending vessel, looking across the curve I 
would be quite unable to ascertain with any satisfactory degree I 
of certitude whether the down vessel (“Virginia” and tow was on I 
the north more than the south of the fair-way—inasmuch as he I 
was not looking directly up the channel? At p. 30 of hi- evidence I
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the ]>ilot also makes the double statement that he did not and 
did take the wind into eonsideration.

However, the pilot testifies he became quite anxious in his 
course between the tin e of the two blasts and the one blast. 
And he n ight well he; yet, he still proceeded at full speed (a 
quelques pieds de la ligne sud du chenal) at a few feet from the 
southern line of the channel, well knowing, in good and prudent 
seamanship, the descending vessel, hampered with a tow, coining 
with the current, was entitled to consideration. Had he stopped 
Mow the curve—had he slackened to slow, as good seamanship 
required of him under the circumstances, the accident would have 
been avoided. He was guilty of a most lublierly manoeuvre under 
the circumstances. See art. 29.

The “Coniston” departed from a course imperatively defined 
by art. 25, and still aggravated her error by proceeding at full 
speed in a curve, where navigation is necessarily intricate, in 
face of a tug and dead towr coming down with the current, at night 
and on her proper course, instead of cither stopping, keeping her 
course to starboard or at least reducing her speed, which he only 
did when, as her pilot himself said, the collision had liecome 
inevitable, and made no allowance for the tug’s eneumliered condi
tion.

I find that the “Coniston” placed herself, by a lubberly 
manoeuvre, in a false position, and that she is at fault for such 
manoeuvring, wanting in good seamanship, and displaying a 
glaring want of ordinary care and precaution.

I will cite here, although decided under the Great Lakes Rules, 
the case of lionham v. The “Honoreva” (1916), 32 D.L.R. 190, 
54 ( an. S.( ’.It. 51, which is enlightening upon the general principles.

We must not overlook that the tug and its dead tow were 
con ing down on the right side of the channel, with the cm rent and 
encumbered with her tow.

See the case of The Montreal Transportation Co. Ltd. v. S.S. 
“Norvolk” et al. (1909), 37 Que. S.C. 97; 12 Can. Ex. 434, 
although decided under the Great Lakes Rules.

It was held, among other things, in the case of Earl of Lonsdale 
(1878), Cook's Adm. 153, affirmed by the Judicial Committee 
of the Privy Council, that where a steamship was ascending the 
River St. Lawrence, and liefore entering a narrow’ and difficult
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channel, had observed a tug approaching with a tow of vcsm ~ I* , 
hind her. hut tli ! not stop or sleeken s|MH‘d—a collision king 
place—that the steamer was to blame, and that the fact tin 
tug not porting until immediately before the* collision. « i u„r 
amount to contributory negligence. Pee also Tucker v. 77.. Ship 
“Tecumfuh’’ (1905), 10 ('an. Ex. 44.

\ steamer with a slii]> in tow is in a different situation imm 
steamer unineumliered. ” The “Independence” ( 1801 ), 4 !.. I ."a.:>, 

sit headnote; see also Bonham v. The “Honorera" 32 O.L.H 1 '.Mi 
&.< .R. 5k

And in the case of “ The Talabol” ( 1890), 0 Asp. M.C. 0trj.it 
was held that:—

When two 8team8hi|>8 going in op]M>site directions, in the Sclicli sighted 
one another, one above a point and the other below it in the river, and if both 
kept on they would meet at the point, that it was the duty of the sunnier 
navigating against the tide to wait until the other steamer had passed dear.

Ami again in “ The Ezardian” 11911] P. 92:-
Although there is no irositive rule with regard to navigation of the narrow 

deep-water channel in the neighbourhood of Whitton gas float No. d in the 
Upper Humber, the practice, based on good scamansliip, requires thaï those 
in charge of a steamship, proceeding against the flood tide, should avoid meet
ing another vessel at the gas float, and should, therefore, wait until tin vessel 
proceeding with the tide has rounded the bend.

And ol)edienee to the rules of the road is not exacted as strict lx in the 
ease of a tug and tow as when a single vessel is concerned.

Ontario (iravel Freighting Co. v. Ships “A. L. Smitl mal 
“('hinook" (1914), 22 D.L.R. 488; 15 Can. Ex. 111.

Moreover, I xml Al vers ton, in the case of the Kaiser II il helm 
der Crosse (1907), 70 L.J. 138, at p. 140, says:—

I am disposed to think that art. 25, in providing that a vessel slmll keep 
to its starboard side of the channel, lays down a rule which is to be obeyed not 
merely by one vessel as regards another; but, so far as jsraclicalth . absolutely 
and in all circumstances. See also Smith, Rules of the Road, 222

Indeed in no coho more than the present, in face of Ibis tug 
and dead tow, coming down with the current, at night ml in a 
curve—should this imperative duty have l>een adhered to—it 
being as art. 25 says, quite “safe and practicable” to . dln rc to 
the course and pass ml to red.

In the case of “ The Clydach ” (1884), 5 Asp. MX'. 33b. wherein 
the facts disclosed a practice had originated in meeting giwn 
to green in passing through a narrow channel, which resulted in a 
collision with a vessel not aware of such practice, and thn' dhvred
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I to the rules of the road;— it was held to Ik1 a clear ease*, lieenuse it 
1 v > a direct viol; ’ f art. 25. An<l Rutt, .1., in that ease, says:

Wlutt was liis duty under these circumstances? His imperative duty was I to keep to the starboard side of the channel. There Us only one way in which 
1 fa. (.reuse his departure from following that course, i.e., by shewing that 
I under the circumstances it was not safe and practicable, for him to obey the rule.

There is no such evidence in the present ease, quite to the 
1 entrary. See also “ The Leverinylon" ( 1880), Il 1M). 117, and
■ oui' art. IV.

The obligation of keeping to the pro|M»r sit le of a narrow chan- 
? nel. in the St. Lawrence, was again affirmed in the case of Turret 

XX Co. v. .links, ('.R. [1V07] AX’. 472 : t 1V6. As a result of the 
; ••( .piston" disregarding art. 25, slit* placed the tug and tow in 

\> rt esitleriible difficulty, while the tug had the right to expect that 
1 jf the “Coniston” kept her proper course, she would k(*ep clear. 
1 The tug proceeded, as she had ; right to proceed, upon the fair 
1 Mid that the “Coniston” was going to perform the proper 
S manoeuvre as required by art. 25.

Vgain, the case of liryde v. S.S. "Montcalm," 14 D.L.R. 40,
■ C.R. IlVld] A.C. 472. is further authority for the proposition that:

When a ship commits a breach of the rule as to keeping the projier side of 
T narrow channel, but alleges that a collision would not have occurred had the 
■*| other ship not been guilty of negligence in taking steps which would have 
<‘:i averted such collision, the burden of proving such allegation is on the ship 
3 primarily at fault and can only be discharged by clear and plain evidence. 

And no such evidence exists in this case.
See .1st» llonham v. Tiw "Honorera," 32 D.L.R. 190,54 ( an. 

I S.C.IL 51.

Considering that the two blasts were given at quite a distance
■ v illi. whistle and not a siren, with tin* wind against it., and that
■ the crew of the tug, a. comparatively small vessel, were close to
■ tin- engine : ini with the noise of the engine, of the exhaust, and the
■ claiming if the water, I find the two blasts of the “Coniston”
■ if of any in jxiitancc, were not heard by the “Virginia."

I further find as against the assertion of the pilot of the “Con-
■ km" or any of her crew, that the tug end tow were on the up]x*r
■ reach on the north side of the fair-way for son e length of time
■ in a etliately preceding the accident. And further, I must, on
■ that fact, accept the evidence of the several members of the crew
■ "f the “Virginia” that they were on the or stnrlxmrd side 
I uf the fair-way, confirmed as it is by the very fact that the collision
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actually took place on the south side of the channel, near l>uuv No. 
85, upon which irost of the barges passed. The buoy was put nut 
of coirn ission, extinguished, damaged and afterwards ivpcin-d.

I further find that there was no justification for the “( on- 
iston" to depart, under the circumstances, from the rule of the 
road, so well and clearly defined in art. 25, and that through her 
lubberly manoeuvre finding herself transgressing art. 25, and I wing 
out of her course, having abandoned the safe course prcsnilied 
by the rules, she had at her own risk to right herself back to her 
proj)er place in the channel. The ilGlengariff” (1905), ID Asp, 
M.C. 103; [1905] P. 106, and Union S.S. Co. v. The “li'edW 
(1917), 35 D.L.R. 644, reversed on-appeal, 37 D.L.R. 579: 1(1 Can.
I

Now, on behalf of the “Coniston” it is contended and much 
stress is laid u]>on it, that when two vessels are green to given they 
are bound to continue that course. While it is quite true indeed 
that when two steamers are passing on opposite courses that each 
must hold her course so as to pass clear of each other green to 
green, that rule does not apply to a case like the one under consider
ation. That would apply to two vessels travelling in the <>i»en for 
some time green to green, thus preventing them from becoming 
crossing vessels liefore they could con e red to red. In the present 
case the vessels had l>een travelling for quite a while, until they 
were at 800 to 1,000 feet from one another, and when Urn “Con* 
iston” had taken the curve, green to red, not green to given.

The pilot of the “Coniston” (p. 24) admits that before entering 
the curve lie was still seeing the tug's green light, a green light 
that was exjiected to change to real in taking the contours of the 
curve. The “Coniston” shewing her red light took the curve 
liefore the tug, and before the accident. It was when (p. 31) the 
“Coniston” was at the head of the curve that slit- saw the ml 
light for the first time. All of this is consistent with the physical 
contours of the curve. Witness Lemay (p. 83) contends that at 
all times the “Coniston” had plenty of space to pass to the north 
and that the collision took place because she tried to do so too late 
and when she was close to the southern line of the channel, where I 
she should not be.

Had both vessels kept to their proper courses, both had the I 
right to expect to come red to red after the curve, and it is only I
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tin* mismanagement and want of good seamanship of the “Von- 
iston" that broiight them for a moment green to green, when the 
one blast was given by the “Virginia, ’* that had no reason to expect 
a green, but was looking, in due course, for a ml light.

The rule of green to green propounded at bar by counsel 
for the upjiellant does not apply to a ease of this kind.

A number of other cliarges are made by appellant.
The appellant charges there was negligence in the fact that 

the rudders of the barges were lashed and not used when towed. 
It is abundantly proven that it is absolutely and clearly impracti
cable to use the rudders in a case of this kind.

Todd A; Whall, tupra, at p. 263, states:—
Towing with two ropes or a bridle, there is no necessity for any person to 

be on lier, as she will require no tendering. It is the towing with one rope that 
has drowned many a good seaman.

In the present case them was a bridle, as adn itted by counsel, 
on the bow of each of the two front barges of the first tier.

The ap|iellant further charges that the tug should have laid 
three white lights on her mast-head, instead of two. Further
more, that the tug should have had a tow of only ten barges instead 
of sixteen—notwithstanding the obvious fact that the collision 
took place, in the present ease, with the second tier of barges.

It is further contended that, under the Rules of the Road, 
each barge, tiesides her white light, should have carried a rod and 
a green light. While the rule cited justifies this contention and 
that such course would necessarily produce great confusion and 
puzzle navigators and that it is in evidence—although not by any 
li pans overriding the rule—that these barges from time immemor
ial have never travelled, in a tow, otherwise than without such 
green and rod lights; such departure, it is unhesitatingly found, 
did not in any manner whatsoever contribute to the accident. 
The pilot of the “Coniston” and some of her crow on the bridge, 
had ascertained from quite a distance, that it was a tug and tow 
tliat were coming down in the upper roach. In the case of the 
C.P.H. v. S.S. “Storttad” (1915), 40 D.L.R. 600 at p. 607; 17 
Can. Ex. 100 at p. 170, the late Dunlop, J., states:—

A manoeuvre is wrong if it creates a risk of collision. The test, therefore, 
is whether tliis manoeuvre created a risk of collision. A further test is again 
if it did create a risk of collision, did it contribute to the disaster in question? 
If a given manoeuvre creates a risk of collision, it would be a breach of the 
rule, and if it creates a risk of collision which contributed to the collision or

- 8
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caused it, then it would be a fault. As is well known, there is a «In . rew* 
between the English law and our law that used to exist and which I Eva 
very recently abolished. All the English jurisprudence is under tli< , | \m 
In England, formerly, a breach of the rules was presumed to have eonn iliuted 
to the collision or caused it, unless the contrary was proved. Wliil- uiour 
law, the plaintiff has to prove the breach of the rule, and also that i msed 
or contributed to the collision.

Obviously ; 11 those charges, t.s ris vo set forth, ore f; n ii p 
the decision of the present ease, inasmuch as they had : I - hitch 
nothing to do with the cause of the accident. In fact, 11.« \ did 
not, either directly or indirectly, contribute to the cause of tin- 
collision.

To render a sliip liable to be deemed in fault for an infringeim nt of the 
rules . . . the infringement must be one having some possible <•■>injection
with the collision in question; mere infringement, which by no possibili could 
have anytlxing to do with the collision, will not render the ship liant

The “Fanny M. Corn'll” (1875), 82 L.T. t»4t>; Tin Unique 
“Birgrtte’* (1904), 9 Can. Ex. 339; The “Englishman" 1 s77 
3 P.D. 18; The “Duke of Hucdeuch" 11891] A.C. 310.

The wrong and initial manoeuvre of the “Coniston" in < • part
ing without good cause or reason from art. 25, ami wrongfully 
starlxmrding in a narrow channel, obviously created the lisk 
which caused the accident and therefore she was at fault in so 
doing. She was the vessel that destroyed the safe position, ag 
required by aid. 25, and moreover, even at the critical tin e. when 
the collision became inevitable, she was still at full Bpeed. <hewing 
no effort to check that speed only until after the accident hail 
become inevitable, art. 29.

It was quite “so/e and practical" (art. 25.) for the “( uston” 
to keep her course to the right.

The accident resulted from the (’epi rture, by the “( - i istvn." 
for no sound or good reason, or justification, from the in im Im
provisions of art. 25—maint' ining that lubberly coins' : mi at 
full speed up to the time the accident became inevil !•■ the 
whole after having sighted for quite a w hile, and on the !'preach 
of a tug, encumbered by its dead tow, descending the current in 
due course, on her proper side of a narrow channel.

I find the “Coniston” was solely at fault and to blaii <- for the 
accident and the appeal is dismissed with costs.

Judgment accor'Ungly.

»
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WATERS ». CURRIE. ALTA.
i , Supreme Court, Ap/u-Uute Division, Homy, C.J., Stuart, Simmons and < 7.

McCarthy, JJ. October 2t, 1919.
\i'.nik,k \mi h k< HASK.R (§ 111—."19)— Assignment op agreement—Pns- 

>kskion—Cancellation of original agreement—Liability to
i iRUilNAL OWNER FOR RENT.

Win tv ii party gov< into |x»swssion of laiui under an assignment of 
mriHîiuvnt for sale, the original agreement through which he claims 

jx'ing suhwquviitly cancelled the |»roperty reverting to the original 
ov ni I. he is liable to the original owner for rent from the time of the ter- 
i iiia;imi of the agreement through which he claims. The fact that he 
v - not made a party to the proceedings is immaterial if he had in fact 
nuti<e of the proceedings and could have intervened if he had seen fit.

Am.\l by defendants from the judgnent of .lennison. ,1. Statement. 
Aftirn ed.

( airman and Warner, for appellant ; ./. IV. Moyer, for 
rescindent.

The judgn ent of the* Court was delivered by
SrvxitT, J. :—The plaintiff in 111 III sold a house and lot under smart, j. 

an instalment a green ent to one Martin. Martin assigned the 
agreen ent to his wife, and in 1916 his wife assigned the agreement 
to the defendant Jennie Currie. The vendor, Waters, was 
ironti< ned as a party to this last assignment hut in fact did not 
execute it or know anything of it at the tin e it was executed by 
the others, hut later on he lx*eame aware that the defendants, 
husband and wife, were in jxssession.

(hi February 11, 1918, Waters took proceedings against 
Martin under the agreement of sale. The Curries were not made 
parties to that action, but, on April 25, 1918, the Master made 
an order nisi shewing that $4,792.69 was due upon the agreement, 
giving Martin and all subsequent encumbrancers and persons 
tit in ing under him a period of 3 months from the service of the 
order on them within which the money should lx* paid, and 
granting the vendor the right upon default to apply for an order 
cancelling the agreement and foreclosing the defendant and all 
persons da in ing under him. The order provided that it should 
he served upon all subsequent encumbrancers and all persons 
appearing to have any interest, and it reserved liberty to any of 
them to apply ;is they n ight lx* advised. This order was jxrnson- 
ally served on the defendants on June 27 and 28, 1918. They 
made no application of any kind to the Court and made no pay
ment. They had of course made payments to the Martins.

On November 22, 1918, Waters obtained a final order from the

10
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Master determining the agreetrent of sale, relieving Martin from 
any further obligation under it, and forfeiting all payment* that 

Martin ha<l made. This latter was no doubt rested ujmui a 

consideration of the then value of the property compared with 
the amounts still unpaid on the purchase price. As no one liad 
entered an appearance or made any demand for notice, this on 1er 
was made ex jtartf. Throughout the proceedings neither in the 
claim for relief, nor in the order nm nor in the final order was any 
reference made to possession.

()n November 29, 1918, the solicitors for Waters wrote a letter 
to each of the defendants in identical terms in which they notifiai 
them of the order cancelling the agreement and enclosing a cop) 
of it, ami informed them that the property now lielonged absolutely 
to Waters, and they proceeded then to say:—

Therefore our client Alexander Waters has instructed us to advise you 
the premises must be vacated by you at once. In the alternative, if you want 
to remain in the premises you will be required to pay a rental of $40 |x-r month 
in advance, beginning December 1, 1918.

<>n the receipt of these letters, the defendants hamlet them 
to their solicitors who replied in a letter which raised son <- objec
tions to the form of the foreclosure procee<lings, complained 
particularly tliat Mrs. Currie was not a party to them and sug
gested that as she had possession she should have been a party. 
They also referred to an agreement Mrs. Currie luu l made with 
certain mortgagees of the property by which she had covenanted 
with them to pay the mortgage money due under a mortgage 
which had been originally given by Waters and subject to which 
the purchase and assignments had been made. To this plaintiffs 
solicitera made sem e reply, not in evidence, and on December 6. 
defendants’ solicitors again wrote objecting that Mr. and Mrs. 
Currie had not been made parties to the proceedings. Then the 
defendants remained in possession without paying any rent. 
January 29, 1919, the plaintiff gave them a landlord’s one month i 
notice to quit which was not complied with. On March 6, 1919, 

the plaintiff sued the defendants in the District Court for *120 as 
3 months' rent.

Jennison, Dist. Ct. Judge, gave the plaintiff judgn cut against 
troth defendants for the amount claimed and costs and the defend
ants appeal.

The defendant Jennie Currie admitted that the only reason
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tlu‘\ got out of the house, which they did only two weeks lieforc 
the trial on May 15, 1919, was liecause she had Ixrnght another 
house and luid intended tx> rent the premises in question hut tluit 
Waters luul got a tenant in too quickly for her.

The defendants were served in June with the order nisi, and it 
U>ld them they luul liberty to intervene if they saw fit. They did 
not do so. and it was only when they were asked to leave that they 
went to their solicitor. He then, I think unfortunately, began 
raising untenable objections. No order for possession was ever 
n iule or asked for, and under r. 47 it would only lx» in such a 
cage that it would lx? necessary to join the defendants. But when 
tlx- original agreement, through which the defendants claimed, 
was cancelled, the plaintiff vendor became entitled to possession. 
The property was absolutely his. The defendants had no right to 

! possession any longer. They were given their choice of getting 
! nut or paying rent, and in the face of this t hey remained in the 

house.
It would be strange if the plaintiff were without a remedy in 

such a case. The only possible objection to raising an implied 
agreement to pay lent lies in the fact that Mrs. Currie, through 

I her solicitor, attempted to suggest the existence of son e remaining 
I kg:11 rights on her part, and it might In* said that her action in 
r sieving in the house should be referred to the assertion of these 
I rights and not to any implied agreement. But where the claim of 
I right is so entirely groundless 1 doubt if anything should lx» rested 
I upon it. Why she should be permitted to cling to the property 
I "ii the ground of not having been made a party when she had been 
I given over 1 months' notice of what was likely to happen and had 
I made no move whatever to protect any rights she might have had, 
I iseonething which I confess 1 am unable to understand. I think 
I the cases of Markey v. Coote (1876), I.R. 10, C.L. 149, and Howard 
I v. Shaw H811), 8 M. & W. 118, 151 E.R. 973, are entirely appli- 
I cable, and that whether on an implied contract to pay nuit or for 
I use and occupation or as damages for trespass, the defendant
■ Jennie ( unie ought to pay the sum awarded against her.

W itli respect to her husband the defendant John ( 'un ie, I think
■ the evidence is quite clear that he had as much to do with the 
■property as his wife had. In his examination for discovery, when
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ALTA. he was asked alwait the property the following quest i -
H. C. answers appear:—

Currie.

Q. Well, how did you get possession? A. I bought it.
Q. From whom? A. From Martin.
(j. Was it Morris Martin? A. Now I eould not tell you the uik* rigli?

Milan , J
off, it seems to me it was Alex. Martin. 1 think both of them were interested 
in that, both him and liis wife.

Q. And did you buy it? A. Yes.
Q. And how did you buy it? A. We traded so much proper! > and cash 

and agreement for sale.
From this awl from their solicitors’ letters it is nlnmdrtith 

clear that the husband and wife were jointly interested in t! 
purchase from the Martins and that they were really ting • 
joint owners. I therefore see no reason why the huslitm 1 sin4! 
lx* relieved from payment of the rent.

1 think, therefore, the appeal should lie dismissed with costs
Appeal dis a. snl.

ONT. HUTTON v. TORONTO R. Co.

8. C. Ontario Suiireme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.o Murium 
.Magee and Hodgins, JJ.A. .May 19, 1919.

Master and servant (| V—340)—Workmen's Compensation \< : Om
—Injury—Election under -Action by employee i\ "\w nari 1 
—Validity—Subrogation.

An employee who is injured in the course of bis employmci md * '■ • ft
under the Ontario Workmen’s Compensation Act, 4 (Jen. \ -•*. • K
to claim, and has received compensation from the Workmen 1 "m|rn- ■ 
sat ion Hoard, may notwithstanding such election sue the in h"i-nr i: ■ 
his own name, provided he docs not king to prejudice the person ~ul>r« >ga ■ 
The only right given to the Board by the election is that of i mg. i 1 
which may be enforced although the original claim has been l'rcwl t- 1 
recovery.

[Effect of subrogation and the practice in enforcing it considered.

Statement. An appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Lap» II 
ford, J., at the trial, upon the findings of a jury, in favour oftht H 
plaintiff, for the recovery of $2,500 and coats, in an action fa II 
damages for injury to the plaintiff hy reason of a collision oil L 

waggon, which he was driving in a public highway in the city i H 
Toronto, with a street-car of the defendants; the plaintiff allepat II 
that the collision was caused by the negligence of the dufendane Ej 
employees in charge of the car. Affirmed.

It appeared that, before action, the plaintiff had elected, under E 
the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 4 Geo. V. ch. 25, sec. 9 :3e 1 
claim compensation from the Workmen’s Compensai ion Boni 1 

and had received compensation from the Board—the injury tt ■
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him having occurred in the course of his employment, i.e., w hile 
driving a waggon for his employers, the Canada Bread C 'ompany 
of Toronto.

H. //. Darart, K.C., and G. S. Hodgson, for the appellants.
William Proudfoot, K.C., for the respondent.
The judgment of the Court was read by
Hodgins, J.A.:—Appeal by the defendants from the judgment 

at the trial iiefore Latchford, J., and a jury. A verdict was 
found for the res]>ondent for $2,500, and certain questions answ ered 
as follows:—

"1. Was the accident to the plaintiff caused by the negligence 
of the defendants? A. Yes.

“2. If so, in what did such negligence consist? A. Street-car 
running too fast.

“3. Could the plaintiff, by the exercise of reasonable care, 
have avoided the accident? A. No.

"4. If so, in what did such want of reasonable care consist?
A.-----

"5. What damages has the plaintiff sustained by reason of the 
accident? A. $2,500.”

Two points were argued before us:—
First, it appearing that, before action was brought, the respond

ent liad elected, under the W orkmen’s Conqiensation Act, 4 (ieo. V. 
ch. 25, sec. 9, sub-sec. 3, to claim compensation from the Work
men's Compensation Board, and had received compensation from 
that source, whether the present action was maintainable in the 
name of the respondent, and on his own initiative.

Secondly, whether there was any evidence to justify the find
ing that the negligence consisted in the street-car running too 
fast

The last [loint was disposed of at the hearing adversely to the 
appellants, leaving only the other ground for decision.

The ap))cllants failed to set up the effect of sec. 9, sub
sec. 3, until the trial, when they did so, by leave, after the jury 
had been discharged.

Their added plea is as follows:—
“The defendants say that the plaintiff expressly elected to 

claim compensation for his injuries under the provisions of l’art I. 
of the orkmen’s Compensation Act, 4 (leo. V. ch. 25, and amend-
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ing Acte, and has expressly released and forgone all right of action 
against the defendants in respect of the said injuries; and tint 
the plaintiff's claim against the defendants is barred by the pro
visions of the said Act."

It seems that on the 12th May, 1918, the respondent had 
executed a document worded as follows:—

“ Form No. 36 Claim No. 74310
"Sec.

“The Workmen’s Compensation Act.
“ (Ontario 4 Geo. V. ch. 36)

"Election to claim under Part I. of the Act.
“Whereas on or about April 17, 1918, I, Alexander Hutton, 

employed by Canada Bread Company of Toronto, received 
injuries by accident arising out of and in the course of my employ
ment as follows: compound fracture of the leg. And whereas it 
is alleged that such accident and injuries were caused bv the 
negligence or wrongful act or breach of duty of some person or 
persons other than my said employer. Now therefore I, the said 
claimant, do hereby elect to claim coni]>ensntion for said injuries 
under the provision of Part I. of the Workmen's Compensation 
Act (4 Geo. V. ch. 25, Ont. Stats ), and I hereby forego any and all 
my right or rights of action whatsoever against such third party 
or parties in respect of such accident and injuries, it being under
stood that by this election the Workmen’s Compensation Hoard 
is subrogated to all my rights, rights of action, and remedies whith 
otherwise I would have against such third party or parties in 
respect of said accident and injuries.

"In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal at 
Toronto in the County of York the 12th day of May, 1918. 
“Signed sealed and delivered

in presence of Alex. Hutton (Seal).
“ (Witness) (claimant)
“ Fred. Cotterell

"I certify this to be a true copy of election to claim under 
Part I. of the Act, filed with the Workmen’s Compensation Hoard.

“R. W. Danes,
"Assistant Secretary” (Seal).

The writ in this action was issued on the 20th June, 1918, and 
the case tried on the 3rd and 4th December, 1918. Judgment 
was settled on the 18th December, 1918, pursuant to the verdict
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of the jury, and notice of appeal was given on the day following. 
On the 8th January, 1919, the following notice was served by the 
respondent on the appellants’ solicitors:—

“Take notice that the Workmen’s Compensation Board has 
apiminted Friday the 10th day of January, 1919, at the hour of 
11 o’clock in the forenoon, in the l>oard-room at the Normal 
School Buildings, Toronto, to hear the application on behalf of 
the plaintiff for a consent by the Board ratifying all proceedings 
that have lieen taken or may hereafter l>e taken in this action by 
or on liehalf of the plaintiff.
“Dated at Toronto this 8th day of January, 1919.”

Pursuant thereto, the Workmen’s Compensation Board con
sented and agreed as set forth in the following document, of which 
only a copy is found among the papers used on the appeal. It is 
as follows:—

“The Workmen’s Compensation Act 
‘‘Ontario.

Present Samuel Price, Chairman, Thursday the
“ “ tieorge A. Kingston, Commissioner 16th day of

February, 1919.
“In the matter of claim 74319—Alexander Hutton.
“And in the matter of an action in the Supreme Court of 

I Ontario Iretwcen Alexander Hutton, plaintiff, and the Toronto 

Railway Company, defendants.
“Upon the application of the plaintiff, made unto the Work

men’s Comjiensation Board on Tuesday the 14th day of January, 
1919; and upon hearing counsel for both parties:—

"The Workmen’s Compensation Board hereby consents and 
I agrees that, for the purposes of the said action, the said plaintiff 
I lie permitted to withdraw his election to claim compensation from 
I the said Hoard, and for the said purposes the said Board hereby 
I releases and assigns to the said plaintiff, as from the date of the 

[said election, all its rights and title to proceed against the said 
I defendants for the cause of action involved therein, provided that, 
lir. the event of the said plaintiff's action failing by reason of the 
I right to bring such action being vested in the said Board and not 
lin the said plaintiff, the said Board is to be entitled to bring such 
laction as it would have been entitled to bring if this consent had 

pot lieen given.
l(Seal) “N. B. Worm with, Secretary.
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“I certify the foregoing to be a true copy of a consent of the 
Workmen’s Compensation Board liearing date Thursday the 16tt 
day of February, 1919."

“ N.B. Wormwith,Secretary, Workmen’s Compensation Hoard
The appeal was argued on the 24th March, 1919.
On the argument 1 was under the impression that to |iermii 

the respondent, after election, to sue the tort-feasor would or might 
result in embarrassment, and promote instead of preventing lit 
gation.

Further consideration has brought me to the conclusion that 
these difficulties are inseparable from the situation created by the 
right of subrogation, and that the objection of the appellant 
cannot, on that ground, Ire given effect to. Sulr-sectionr 1. 
2, and 3 of sec. 9 of 4 Cieo. V. ch. 25, are as follows:—

“(1) Where an accident happens to a workman in the cour* 
of his employment under such circumstances as entitle him or ha 
dependants to an action against some person other than ha 
employer the workman or his dependants if entitled to compta* 
tion under this Part may claim such compensation or may bring 
such action.

“ (2) If an action is brought and less is recovered and collected 
than the amount of the compensation to which the workman « 
his dependants are entitled under this Part the difference betwee 
the amount recovered and collected and the amount of such ccm- 
pensation shall Ire payable as compensation to such w orkman « 
his dependants.

" (3) If the workman or his dependants elect to claim com
pensation under this Part the employer, if he is individually liable I 
to pay it, and the Board if the compensation is payable out 4 I 
the accident fund shall be subrogated to the rights of the wort-1 
man or his dependants and may maintain an action in his or thee I 
names against the person against whom the action lies anti ut I 
sum recovered from him by the Board shall form part of the I 

accident fund.”
These provisions differ from those regarding the Board and the 

employer, by which the right of action is taken away and th 
comirensation sulrstituted (secs. 13 and 15). Under sec. 9 ltd 
compensation and action are regarded as l>eing within the right)! 
the workman (sub-sec. 2), and the effect of ait election is not»
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release the wrongdoer hut to subrogate the Board to the rights of 
the workman and enable it to maintain an action in his name for 
the lienefit of the accident fund.

Subrogation is not an assignment of the workman's right of 
action, but it is a legal fiction whereby the Board Isecomes entitled 
to everything that is produced by that right of action. And, by 
sec. 9, there is given statutory authority to sue in the workman’s 
name. This latter provision adds nothing to the rights arising 
out of subrogation, I «cause, having become entitled to every
thing produced by the right of action, the Courts have always 
allowed the person subrogated to use the name of the other to 
realise and get in the proceeds.

It is subject to this essential element in subrogation that the 
words in exhibit 4—“I hereby fan go any and all of my right or 
rights of action whatsoever against such third party or parties”— 
must be read. Indeed they are immediately followed and con
trolled by the recognition of the statutory right of subrogation to 
which the election is subject. The effect of subrogation and the 
practice in enforcing it may lie seen by reference to the following 
cases:—

In Mason v. Sainsbury (1782),3 Doug. (K.B.) 61,!I9E. 11.588, 
twice argued, an action on the Riot Act, broughtin the insured's name 
by the insurance company, for damage to his house during the 
riots, it was held that the Hundred, which by the Act was made 
liable in damages, could not set up the receipt by the plaintiff of 
the insurance money as a bar. It was argued that, having two 
remedies, he had selected that which was most proper. The 
decision affirmed the right of recovery, and that there was no satis
faction of which the defendants could take advantage. This case 
was followed in Yates v. Whyte (1838), 4 Bing. (N.C.) 272, 132 
E.R. 793. and in Simpson v. Thomson (1877), 3 App. Cas. 279. 
See also The Charlotte, [1908] P. 206.

In Commercial Union Assurance Co. v. Lister (1874), 9 Ch. 
App 483, the defendant was insured for £33,000, and the loss by 
a gas explosion was £50,000. Tiie loss, it was said, was caused 
by the negligence of the Corporaticn of Halifax, by whom the gas 

was supplied. The defendant began an action against the cor
poration, and the present action was brought by the insurance 
company, praying for a declaration that they were entitled to the
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benefit of any right of action vested in the defendant, an.I form 
injunction preventing the plaintiff suing except for the whole 
amount of damage. Sir G. Jessel, M R., in discussing the ca* 
says (p. 484, note):—

"... the insurance company or companies is or arc willing 
to pay the amount of the insurance, and they say that, liaving 
paid that amount (they pay of course by way of indemnity, j 
the assured obtains from the Corporation of Halifax a bum latter 
than the difference between the amount of the insurance and the 
amount of the loss, he is a trustee for that excess for the institute 
company or companies—a proposition which I take to le indie, 
putable. But then they want to go further, and they assert that 
in such a case the insured person, though entitled to bring an actio» 
for the lose he has sustained, is not entitled to lie master of that 
action ; and they assert that, though he is bringing it lend tit, 

and is acting bond fide, he is not entitled to compromise that 
action, or to do anything else, without their assent. 1 can hud 
no ground w hatever for such a suggestion. He is entitled to bring 
an action against the corporation for the injury to himself, lies 
entitled, and is bound, and has agreed, as there is one cause of 
action, to bring the action for the whole loss to himself, including 
that part of the loss against which he is indemnified by the insur
ance companies; and he is not entitled to compromise that acticc 
otherw ise than bond fide.”

On appeal Sir W. M. James, L.J., in delivering the judgment 
of the Court, said (pp. 486, 487) :—

“The defendant has undertaken to sue for the whole amount; 
which means that he must sue for the whole amount whatever 
that amount may be. If I were to put him under any restriction 
aliout compromising, or anything of that kind, it would le deter
mining the whole case, and deciding that he is a trustee for tie 
insurance companies. That, however, is a matter not to !e deter
mined on this interlocutory application, and I cannot now sir 
that he is a trustee in such a way that he is to be deprived of hii 
own free action with respect to a matter in which he is jiersonally 
and very largely interested. Then the Master of the Kolb, a 
the course of his judgment, threw out an observation that if tie 
defendant compromises, he must compromise bond fide\ but win 
that is the Master of the Rolls has not determined, and 1 do not
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determine. Mr. Lister is by this order left free to go on with and 
to conduct this action. If he does anything in the conduct of the 
action inconsistent with his duty, whatever that duty may be 
(which will have to lie determined at the hearing of the cause), 
he will have to make good any loss thereby incurred. If he does 
nothing else but that which he is clearly entitled to do, having 
regard to the position he is in, and to the position of Hie other 
parties, then he will be liable to nothing. At present he is him
self dominus litis, subject to a liability to answer in this Court for 
anything which, upon the hearing of the cause, should be shewn 
to lie a breach of some equitable obligation or a violation of some 
equitable duty which has been cast upon him by reason of the cir
cumstances of the case."

That case deals with the same element mentioned by the late 
Chancellor in National Fire Insurance Co. v. McLaren (1886), 
12 O.R. 682. He says, at p. 687 :—

“The doctrine of subrogation is a creature of equity not founded 
on contract, but arising out of the relations of the parties. In 
cases of insurance where a third party is liable to make good the 
loss, the right of subrogation depends upon and is regulated by 
the broad underlying principle of securing full indemnity to the 
insured, on the one hand, and on the other, of holding him account
able as trustee for any advantage he may obtain over and above 
compensation for his loss. Being an equitable right, it partakes 
of all the ordinary incidents of such rights, one of which is that in 
administering relief the Court will regard not so much the form 
as the substance of the transaction. The primary consideration 
is to see that the insured gets full compensation for the property 
destroyed and the expenses incurred in making good his loss. The 
next thing is to see that he holds any surplus for the lienefit of the 
insurance company. In the case in hand the plaintiffs are in some 
sense sureties, by way of contrast with the wrongdoers, who are 
primarily liable, just as the defendant may be in some sense a 
trustee for the insurers of any such overplus. But it appears to 
me to be a begging of the question to assert that he is a trustee 
from the time of payment by the insurers.”

The extent to which the right of subrogation goes is seen in AT ng 
v. Victoria Insurance Co., (1896] A.C. 250, where, the claim of the 
assured having been settled by the insurance company, the defend-
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ant who caused the loss, on l>eing sued by the insurance company, 
set up that the loss was not within the terms of the policy and so 
not recoverable against him. Lord Hobhouse, in delivering the 
judgment, said (pp. 254, 255):—

“To their Lordships it seems a very startling proposition to 
say that when insurers and insured have settled a claim of loss 
between themselves, a third party who caused the loss may insist 
on ripping up the settlement, and on putting in a plea for the insur
ers which they did not think it right to put in for themselves, and 
all for the purpose of availing himself of a highly technical rule of 
law which has no tearing upon his own wrongful act. It is not 
alleged that there was anything but perfect good failli in the 
claim made by the bank and satisfied by the insurance company. 
It is not alleged that the question of negligence has not been as 
fully and fairly tried in this action as it could have been in an 
action by the bank; or that the government has been in any way 
prejudiced by the form of the action. But it is claimed as a matter 
of positive law that, in order to sue for damage done to insured 
goods, insurers must shew that if they had disputed their liability 
the claim of the insured must have been made good against them. 
If that l)e good law, the consequence would be that insurers could 
never admit a claim on which dispute might be raised except at 
the risk of finding themselves involved in the very dispute they 
have tried to avoid, by persons who have no interest in that dis
pute, but who are sued as being the authors of the loss. The 
proposition is, as their Lordships believe, as novel as it is startling; 
at least Mr. Cohen was unable to furnish any authority for it, and 
they know of none. Yet it is difficult to suppose that such cases 
have not frequently occurred.”

Applying the principles involved in these cases to the present 
action, what is there to prevent the rights of a person entitled to 
compensation being worked out either before or after election as 
he may prefer, always subject to the right of the Board, which, if 
there has been an election, can claim the proceeds of the action 
recovered or collected? The election is to be made within three 
months after the accident, and it gives the Board, when made, 
the right, if it so desires, to enforce the workman’s cause of 
action. It also carries with it subrogation, which is consistent 
w ith the bringing of an action by the workman, but changes the
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ownership and destination of the proceeds. If the action is 
brought after election, and that election cannot lie set up by the 
tort-feasor, what w rong is |>er|>etrated or injury done if the Hoard 
uid the workman act u]»n it or revoke and abandon it? 1 can 
see none. 1 think su!>-sec. 2, under which recovery would often 
lie made long after election, points strongly to this conclusion. 
Another consideration is this. All claims for compensation are 
to le determined by the Board. A claim may lie made within 
6 months or thereafter if allowed by the Board. If the workman 
has to elect, in the sense that he is finally either u|>on the Board or 
u|Nin the wrongdoer, he may lie cot»|>clled to act without know
ledge of what the Board will do and the amount which it will 
finally allow . It would seem to lie more in accordance with the 
intention of the Act to allow this election to lie made provisionally 
in order to save the claim of the workman, preserving at the same 
time to the Board its right to the proceeds recovered or to inter
vene in any settlement. If the election once made is final (and 
assuming that the words "may claim compensation" in sec. 9, 
suli-sec. 1. mean exactly the same tiling as “elect to claim" in 
sub-ser. 3, as to which compare sec. 20 and sec. 21), its only effect 
would lie to entitle and often compel the Board to bring the action 
in the name of the workman; whereas, if the election is revocable, 
no injustice can ensue, for the right of action is the workman's, 
and either he or the Board can always enforce it. There is another 
aspect of this question which seems to jxiint in the same direction.

I By the Act, the basis of compensation is fixed, but a jury is not 
l«und by any such rigid scale. Why, in case of an accident, 
should the workman not be able to try his luck if he so desires 
without losing the right to come to the Board if he gets no more

I than it would give him? The Board would not suffer, for in 
that event it would he entitled to the benefit of any verdict 

I recovered.
ft may have been the intention of the Act to leave the work

man free to sue notwithstanding election in case his loss is more 
severe than would be made good by compensation under the 
statute, the provision as to subrogation enuring meantime to the 
benefit of the Board. No settlement or renunciation of rights can 
of course affect the person subrogated, where that doctrine liccomee 
operative; It'caf of England Fire Insurance Co. v. Isaacs, [1896]

Tohonto 
It. Co.
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2 Q.B. 377, [1897] 1 Q.B. 226; Phoenix Assurance Co. v. Spoom, 
[1905] 2 K.B. 753.

The ease of Oliver v. Nautilus Steam Shipping Co.. [Umj 
2 K.B. 639, differs u]>on a clear ]K>int from this ease. The Act it 
question there provided that in case of injury by a person otle 
than the employer, “the workman may, at his option, proceed, 
either at law against that jicrson to recover damages, or ogarnst 
liis employer for conqicnsatioii under this Act, but not against 
both.”

There is no such provision in the Ontario Act, but the cot 
trary. That an action does not divest the right to coni]iensatii,t 
is evident from sub-sec. 2; and that under suli-sec. 3 the proceeds 
of an action brought by the assured lielong to the Board, or tilt 
the Board may itself bring one, is equally clear. But nowbete 
is there any statutory bar to such a proceeding as was taken 
in the present case, and its propriety must therefore lie judged 
wholly on the wording of the statute.

I draw attention, as a valuable guide in construing our statute, 
to the words of Bonier, L.J., in the case I have just discussed. 
He says at p. 651 :—

“In the first place, I may point out that under sec. 6 it cannot 
I think, lie said that a workman must necessarily be held to have 
exercised the option given to him as against his employers, or» 
against the stranger liable, merely liecause he has taken sen 
proceedings either at law against the stranger or under the Art 
as against the employer. Whether the proceedings would in fact 
be such as to bind the workman must depend upon the circuit- 
stances of each case, including a consideration of what has reçu.'-, 
from the proceedings, and whether or not any injury will result if 
the proceedings are held not to irrevocably bind the workman

“ Further, 1 should like to say, for myself, that in (bailing with 
any particular case 1 should try and look at it as a matter of sub
stance, and decide it on the substance rather than on matters of 
form. 1 will further add that, as at present advised, though its 
not necessary for me to express a final opinion on the point fa 
the determination of this case, I am disposed to think that pro
ceedings by a workman against his employer for compensât™ 
should not lie held to irrevocably bind the workman in the ese- 
cise of the option given him by sec. 6 unless those proceeding
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have resulted in some compensation, as such, tieing paid to and ONT' 
received by the workman in such a manner so as to bind lioth 8.C.
parties. Hutton

I base my judgment upon the fact that the only right given ... *•
* * ° 1OROVTO

to the Board by the election is that of subrogation (with of course R. <;(».
the added power to sue in the Board’s own name). It is undoubted HodüTjjL 
that that right has never prevented the enforcement by the person 
ixissessed of the cause of action in his own name, and it is equally 
undoubted that once the right of subrogation has arisen he can do 
nothing to prejudice the person subrogated. That right can be 
enforced at any time, whether the original claim is one in fieri or 
has been pressed to a recovery—and all the inconveniences and 
difficulties suggested by the appellants arise from and flow out of 
this peculiar fiction and from that alone. By it there is no inter
ference with the original right — it is that which is enforced. And 
there is nothing, once subrogation arises, that can be done by the 
claimant to divest the person subrogated of liis due. But there is 
the possibility of double litigation, of settlements not agreed to 
by the original claimant and by the person subrogated, and of 
suit by the original claimant after election, as here. But these are 
all covered, either by actual decision or in principle, by the cases 
I have mentioned.

The situation created by the election spoken of in the statute 
and its consequences casts no additional burden upon the wrong
doer, nor one which differs in any way from that which he has 
brought on himself b\ his wrongful act. He has no concern with 
the dealings of the Board and the claimant ; and, unless he is 
prejudiced, he has no right to complain. In this case the respond
ent’s cause of action is not divested: it exists still in him, but, if 
enforced by him, it must be for the benefit of the Board if he has 
signed an election.

The meaning and effect of subrogation received explicit atten
tion from the Court of Appeal (Brett, Cotton, and Bowen, L.JJ.) 
in Castellain v. Preston (1883), 11 Q.B.D. 380.

The definition, taken from the judgment of Brett, L.J., is thus 
stated in the head-note :—

“According to the doctrine of subrogation, as lietween the 
insurer and the assured, the insurer is entitled to the advantage 
of ever}' right of the assured, whether such right consists in con-
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tract, fulfilled or unfulfilled, or in remedy for tort capable of king 
insisted on or already insisted on, or in any other right, whether 
by way of condition or otherwise, legal or equitable, which can 
be, or has l>cen, exercised, or has accrued, and whether such right 
could or could not be enforced by the insurer in the name of the 
assured, by the exercise or acquiring of which right or condition 
the loss against which the assured is insured, can be or has lieen 
diminished.”

This was followed in Assicurazioni Generali de Trieste v. 
Empress Assurance Corporation Limited, [1907] 2 K.B. 811, by 
Piekford, J.

The American view is well summarised by the late Mr. Justice 
Burbidge in The Queen v. O'Bryan (1900), 7 Can. Ex. 19.

It will be observed from the definition given in the leading 
case that the right may be exercised in the case of a tort, after the 
remedy has been insisted upon just as well as before its enforce
ment. But I think the artificial documents procured after verdict 
are not sufficient to change the situation created by the statute. 
After the election and while it stands, whether tentative or final, 
the Board is subrogated to the respondent’s rights and claims. 
That is the position to-day, and the Board cannot divest itself of 
the position of trustee of the amount recovered for the accident 
fund, without effective action on its part., having regard to 
its duties and responsibilities as a Board. If, on considering 
the whole situation, it chooses to hand over to the respondent 
the amount of the judgment, no doubt it can do so, or deal 
with it as the statute gives it power. But the dismissal of the 
appeul should l>e preceded by a direction that the amount of the 
judgment should be paid to the Board, to be dealt with by it 
in due course. Balancing the conveniences and inconveniences of 
the situation, and looking at the omission of any peremptory 
restriction upon the injured workman pursuing both remedies, 
particularly where, as here, he has the consent or has obtained the 
subsequent ratification or approval of the Board, I think the 
objection made by the appellants must fail. The appeal should 
be dismissed.

A ppeal dismissed with costs.
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TOWN OF CARDSTON v. SALT.*
Alherla Supreme Court. Appellate Division, Harvey, C.J., Simmons uml 

McCarthy, JJ. October 25, 1919.
Highways (§ IV—1470—Voue in street—Guy wire—Injury to horse

man—Liability—Municipal ordinance- Time for bringing

An action against a town municipality in Alberta for injuries sustained 
by the plaintiff’s horse coining in coni ad with a guy-wire attached to an 
electric light pole on a highway in the municipality must he brought 
under the Municipal Ordinance (C.O.N.W.T. 189K, c. 70, s. S7), and is 
barred if not brought within six months after the damages have tx-en 
sust ained.

! It yin tidy v. Fletcher (lHtiH), L.H. 3 H.L. 330, distinguished; 40 D.L.lt. 
179, reversed.)

Appeal from the judgment of Stuart,.). (1919), 49 D.L.lt. 179, 
in an action to recover damages for injuries received on a highway. 
Reversed.

Z. 11'. Jacobs, for appellant; Hogg and Jamieson, for respond
ent.

Harvey, C.J.:—This is an appeal from a judgment of Stuart, 
,1. ( 1919), 49 D.L.lt. 179, after a trial without a jury.

The plaintiff is a rancher and was driving cattle through the 
town of ( ardston along it highway upon which them is a bridge 
several hundred feet in length crossing D*e’s neck. The southern 
approach to the bridge is an earth embankment which is about 9* £ 
feet high where it joins the bridge. Some of the cattle went along 
the side of the road below the bridge instead of going up the 
approach. When the plaintiff saw this he drove his horse, on 
which he was riding, down the side of the embankment to drive out 
these animals. His horse ran into a guy wire supjiorting an 
electric light pole and he was thrown off and injured. This 
action was brought to recover damages for such injury. It was 
nearly dark at the time of the accident and the plaintiff did not 
see the wire.

Along the side of this road the defendants have erected poles 
for, and on which are attached, their electric light wires. There 
is a long stretch without a pole where the wires cross the stream 
and, to strengthen the last pole liefore the stream, the guy wire 
in question is stretched from near the top of the ]x>le and in line 
with the line of polos to a point about 25 feet back of the ]>olc where 
it is fastened to the ground. This wire is not opposite t he embank
ment hut farther on opposite a portion of the bridge. The line 
of poles is alfout l\-2 feet from the outside boundary of the street 

•Appeal pending to the Supreme Court of Canada.
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and not on any portion of the highway where the " ikhm! to 
or ordinarily do travel. The trial Judge states in his judgment 
that the construction of the electric light system as a part of 
which this pole and wire were erected, was admittedly under the 
authority of c. 37 of 7 Edw. VII., 1907, Alta. The correctness 
of this is questioned hut for the present I will assume it to he 
correct and that s. 20 of that Act applies.

That section provides that:
The town shall construct all public works and all apparat,us or appurten

ances thereunto belonging or appertaining or therewith connected, and where
soever situated, so as not to endanger the public health or safety.

The trial Judge held that by reason of that section the defend
ants were liable, regardless of any question of negligence and he 
bases his conclusion upon the decision in Raffan v. Can. Wi4im 
Natural Han Co. (1914), 18 D.L.R. 13, 7 Alta. L.R. 459, in which 
this Division had to consider a similar provision of another statute. 
Our decision was sustained upon appeal to the Supreme ( 'ourt of 
Canada. The decision of that Court is not to l>e found in its 
official reports, probably Iwcause it largely accepted the reasoning 
of this Court. In that case the defence set up was that the 
defendants had statutory authority for their works and, therefore, 
could not be liable in the absence of negligence and the jury 
negatived negligence. We held that, as the Act in that case, as 
in this, provided that the works should l>e constructed “so as 
not to endanger the public health or safety,” if they had failed in 
that, and the work did endanger the public health or safety, they 
were, in that resjiect without statutory authority, though it was 
not intended thereby to hold, as the present Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court of Canada, in his dissenting judgment, seemed 
to think, that anything was beyond the legislative authority, 
except such action as endangered the public health or safety.

It did not, of course, follow from that that it was not necessary 
to prove negligence but in the circumstances of that case it was 
held that the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher (18G8), L.R. 3 ILL. 
330, applied and that negligence was immaterial. We rested 
our judgment on two English decisions, the latest of which 
was Charing Cross West End and City Electricity Supply Co. Lid. 
v. London Ilxjdraulic Power Co., [1914] 3 K.B. 772, 111 LT. 
198. In the Raffan case, supra, and in both English cases, what

15
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1 did tl«‘ il:im*Ke, as in RylatnU v. Flclchrr, was a dan*rmii*. active 
I agency, water, gas or electricity.

In the Charing Crow case, Kennedy, at p. 784 says:
I concur in his (i.e., Ivord Sumner’s) opinion that Midwood v. Manchester 

Corporation, (19051 2 K.B. 597, 21 T.L.R. 067, is a case which governs us and 
that the principle applicable in Midwood v. Manchester Corp., and in the 
present case is the principle of Rylands v. Fletcher,

■: and Bray, J., the third Appellate Judge, at p. 785 sayi:—
The head note of Rylands v. Fletcher, supra, as reported in the House of 

Ixmls, is tliis, and I may say that I have looked tlirough the speeches of the 
E Lord Chancellor and the other learned Lords, and it is abundantly justified by 

what is said there. "Where the owner of land, without wilfulness or negligence, 
uses his land in the ordinary manner of its use, though miscliief should thereby 
be occasioned to his neighbour, he will not be liable in damages. But if he 
brings upon liis land anything which would not naturally come u|>on it, and 
whi' h is in itself dangerous, and may become mischievous if not kept under 
prdjier control, though in so doing he may act without personal wilfulness or 
neiiligence, he will he liable in damages for any miscliief thereby occasioned” 

i . . . It seems to me it does not matter whether it is u|>on his land; if he 
| ' has a right, as the defendants have here, to occupy the land for a certain 
!, puipose. namely, for these pipes, it is equally his for the purpose of testing 
[J this principle. Therefore I think tlxat Rylands v. FU tcher, su/rra, applies, and, 
j j if it applies, then the defendants undoubtedly have brought u|x>n their land, 
’ll or bun I which they are permitted to occupy, sometliing which would not have 
; naturally come upon it and which is in itself dangerous and probably mis- 
! ’ chievous if not kept under proper control.

It seen s to ire perfectly clear that the erection of an iiuuiimate
■ tiling, such as a pole or wire, is son ething substantially different 
9 front the I uinging on the land of son ething which requires to lie 
3 kept under control and which, if not, by its own action, may 
3 escape and cause injury and that, therefore, the principle of
■ Itylamls v. Fletcher, L.H. 3 ILL. 330, can have no application 
3 to this case.

It Ls necessary, then, to consider ui*m what ground liability
■ can he in jxised upon the defendants. If this construction did 
3 endanger public health or safety, which is a question of fact, 
3 upon which at present I express no opinion, then the defendants 
3 cannot excuse themselves by the statute hut the statute does not
■ say they arc liable for «lamages caused.

There is no doubt that they had the light to construct the
■ works for the lighting system and to lie liable in so doing they
■ Must surely lie liable, if liable at all, only on the ground that
■ they have neglected or otherwise failed in some duty they owed to
■ the* public who were entitled to use the place as a highway and
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Simmons, J.

that seems to me to bring it within the provisions of s. 87 of the 
Municipal Ordinance, C.O.N.W.T. 1898, c. 70, which deck-im the 
duty of the defendants in respect to highways. That section 
provides that:—

Every municipality shall keep in repair all sidewalks, crossings, sewen, 
culverts and approaches, grades and other works made or done by its council 
and on default so to keep in repair shall lie responsible for all damages - istained 
by any person by reason of such default but the action must be brought within 
six months after the damages have been sustained.

The trial Judge whs of opinion that the term “other works 
used in the section must lie restricted to the class of works s|ivi-ifih| 
and he considered that the section had reference to the actual 
physical condition of the road lied and that the “works” must I* 
taken to refer to something having relation to that.

With much respect 1 cannot agree with that interpivtutimi 
The trial Judge must have overlooked the use of the word "sewm" 
in the section which, of course1, arc something below the surface 
and have nothing whatever to do with the use by the public d 
the surface1 as a highway. Any class which would include them 
with sidewalks, etc., would, it ««Tins to me, quite* clearly include 
]Miles ami other erections placed on or aliove the surface for mine 
public pur]Mise. If 1 am wrong in this 1 fail to find any ground 
upon which the defendants can lie held liable. If 1 am right tin- 
action is barred, as the trial Judge quite clearly points out.

It then liccomes unnecessary to consider the other question 
which would arise if the right of action still continued.

1 would allow the appeal with e<wts ami dismiss the action 
with costs.

Simmons, J.: The plaintiff brought an action against the 
municipality of the Town of (’ardston for damages arising out of 
injuries received by the plaintiff through the collision of plaint iff i 
saddle horse with a guy wire attached to an electric light pile on 
the main street of the municipality. The plaintiff was thrown 
from his horse and received severe Ixxlily injuries.

The plaintiff alleges negligence in the erection and nvtintenMrt 
of the pole and wire.

The iMirtieulars of negligence alleged are:- -
(a) That the municipality placed said |x>le upon a portion of the public 

fiighway which was and is frequently travelled by the public and which tbi 
public bad a right to use, and

(b) That it ran a guy wire from the said |>ole to the liighway nmikek 
loosely, and in an improper direction, and
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(r) That it failed to surround the said guy wire with a guard constructed 
of wood or other suitable material.

The municipality dvtmw negligence in eonstrurtion nml 

nuiintcmtncc, and also pleads 8. 87 of the Municipal Ordinance, 

C.O.N W.T. I SDH, c. 70. which imixises limits of six months within 

which actions for damages must lx* brought for failure to k<*ep in 

n*|»aii all sidewalks, crossings, sewers, culverts and approach 

grades and other works made or done by the municipality.

The town was incorjxirated in 1901, N.W.T. e. 43, which 

pmvidnl that
Eseept as hereinafter 8|>ecially provided the provisions of the Municipal 

Ordinance and amendments 1 hereto are hereby inc»r|M>ratcd with and declared 
to form part of this Ordinance in so far as the same are applicable to town 
munici|iaiities.

(hi March 15, P.M17. the Act incorporating the town was 
aimsle<I Iiv c. 37 of 1907, Alta. Prior to March 15, 1907, the 

town passed a by-law providing for the issue of 830,0(M) in dclieii- 

turcs to establish a waterworks ami electric light system in the 

municipality.
Mark S|M*neer, a mendier of the municipal council in 1907 ami 

vluiirtiN.n of the public works ami pro|ierty committee, says that 

legal stc|)s were taken in 1900 to take a vote u)m»ii the delx-nture 
by-law. and construction Ix-gan in that year ami was completed 

in 1907.
Then the Act of 1907 was passed ami is declared to lx- an 

Act to amend e. 43 of 1901.

The trial Judge held that the electric light system including 

the |x4e and wire in question was constructed under authority of 

this Act. The Act itself declares so, see. 3. S. 20 of the Act 
uf 1907 also provides that:—

The town shall construct all works and all ap|iaratus or appurten
ances thereunto belonging or ap|ierttuning or therewith connected, and 
wheresoever situated, so <u not to rntiangtr I hr puhltr hi tilth or xafi'ty.

The trial Judge held that the electric light system did not 

o'tic within the provisions of s. 87 of the Muniei|xil Ordinance. 

He conclu.list that othrr irorks under the tjumirm yrturi* rule 
<li«l not include an electric light system such as this one.

NNith much rcs|x*ct I cannot agree with this conclusion.
His attention, apparently, was not directed to sulnt. 58 of 

*■ ^the Municipal Ordinance, ('.O.N.W.T., 1898, c. 7(1. which 
authorised the town municipality to pass the by-law authorising the

16—49 D.I..K.
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ALTA. building, erecting or buying or leasing, controlling, and operating telephone 1
(Te. plant, electric light and power plant.

Town or 
Cardbton

Salt.

It is true tliat s. 3 of c. 37 of 1907, Alta., says that the council 1 
may make by-laws and regulations for the general maintenance or 1 
management of the works constructed or maintained under thin 1 
Act.

Simmons, J. But s. 39 validates a by-law previously passed authorising 1 
the issue of debentures and corrects the date of maturity of same. 1

Similarly, s. 35 refers to works and lands acquired under tliis 1 
Act.

All these provisions of the Act of 1907 must lx* read and 1 
applied under the Im itations of c. 43, N.W.T., 1901, and where 1 
the provisions of the Act of 1907 merely re-enact powers which 1 
were already possessed by the municipality, s. 87, would apply.

It might be argued that where the Act of 1907 specifically 1 
provided for giving the municipality powers which the municipality 1 
did not already possess, that there was room for the application 1 
of the principle adopted by the trial Judge.

The municipal corporation, however, laid the power under 1 
sub-e. 58 of s. 95, to piiss by-laws providing for the powers generally 1 
included in the Act of 1907 in so far as these are powers incidental 1 
to the construction and operation of such an undertaking. It 1 
may lie tluit sections such as 20, 25 and 32 extended the powen 1 
of the municipality, but this fact of itself does not detract from 1 
the application of sub-s. 58 of s. 95, N.W.T., c. 70. S. K7 of said I 
Act does not purport to descrilie powers delegated to the muni- 1 
cipality. It prescribes liabilities and a limitation of action in 1 
regard thereto.

The works that the municipality, under the Municipal < bdin- 1 
ance, c. 70, was authorised to construct included electric light. 1 
telephone, highways, roads, sewers, streets, bridges, alleys, by- I 
ways, halls, lock-ups, weigh-houses, public markets, gas or water 1 
pipes, grist mills, elevators, hospitals, industrial farms and parks I

The trial Judge draws an inference that since the city was ■ 
constructing the lighting system as a commercial enterprise for 1 
supplying light to the residents of the municipality, in addition 1 
to lighting the RtroetR, that it is not included in il other irorb. 1 
Sewers arc, however, extended to private houses and rates levied 1 
for the maintenance of the same, although they are constructed 1
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to carry off surplus water from streets in addition to draining the 

sewage from private houses, and I cannot arrive at the conclusion 

that electric light works are not included. Cosgrove v. Partington 
(1900), 17 T.L.R. 39.

The term “keep in repair” lias been interpreted in our Court, 

in Lusk v. City of Calgary (1916), 28 D.L.R. 392, and was held to 
include the duty and obligation “to initiate such improvements,” 

as owing to the nature of the locality, the amount of travel and the 

expense involved, might reasonably lie demanded, />er Stuart, J. 
(concurred in by Scott, J., and Beck, J.).

It iright very well lie that duties and obligations arising during 

actual construction, that is to say in the carrying on the work, 

would lie within s. 20 of 1907, but would not lie included in the term 

“keep in repair;” but where the alleged defect is one that enter* 

into and continues to exist as a material part of the structure or 
work, then I am of the opinion that it clearly comes within the 

natural and ordinary meaning of the term “keep in repair.”
The result of this would lie that the alleged failure to construct 

the work in a proper manner, having regard to the obligation 

“not to endanger the public health or safety” comes within s. 87, 
and the limitation therein is applicable.

1 would, therefore, allow the appeal with costs, and dismiss 

plaintiff’s action with costs.

McCarthy, J. (dissenting): The defendant in this case, the 

appellant, apjwals from the judgment of Stuart, J. (1919), 16 

D.L.R. 179, in favour of the plaintiff for 810,000.
The action was brought to recover damages for personal 

injuries sustained by plaintiff on the roadway within the Umndarics 

of tin* municipality of the town of Cardston. The facts are 

dearly stated in the judgment of the Chief Justice, and it is 

unnecessary for me to restât them here. The trial Judge held 
that the defendants were liable under s. 20, 7 Kdw. VII. 1907, 

Alta., c. 37, which section provides:—
The town shall construct all public works and all apparatus or appurten

ances thereunto belonging or appertaining or therewith connected, and 
wheresoever situated so as not to endanger the public health or safety.

lfie appellants contend that the plaintiff’s action is brought 

under s. 87 of the Municipal Ordinance, which provides:—
1 very municipality shall keep in repair all sidewalks, crossings, sewers, 

culverts and approaches, grades and other works made or done by its council

ALTA.

sTc.

Cardston
v.

Salt.

Simmon», J.

McCarthy, J.
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and in default shall be responsible for all damages sustained by any person by 
reason of such default but the action must be brought within six mom I - after 
the damages have been sustained.

The accident happened on Oct. 2. 11)17, ami the action v - „,lt 
contirenml until Kept. 13, 1918.

The <lefen<lants therefore contend that it was not brought 
within the six months. The trial Judge held that the wet inn <ij,| 
not apply for the nuisons stated in his judgn cut.

In the result I think he was right. There is a very - «I < 
Han't v. The ('(n'lumilion of Lads ami (irenrilli ( 1893). 13 I < .( p 
at p. 515, the- heat (note of which is ns follows.

Defendants, a road company, for the pur|H>se of repairing their mad. 
placed on the side thereof hea|w of gravel, etc., and took no precautions to 
prevent parties passing along the road from running against these heaps, in 
consequence whereof plaintiff, driving at night, ran against one of them and 
upset and broke his waggon, and tliis action was brought against defendant* 
to recover damages occasioned to plaintiff in respect of the premises. The 
defendants pleaded that the action was not brought witliin three months from 
the time alleged damage occurred, according to Con. Stats. U.C., c. VI. s. :{:{*

On demurrer the plea was held bad, as the action was not based on the 
neglect of the defendants to keep the road in repair, but upon the |ni#ihve 
commission of the act above referred to, namely, heaping up gravel and 
neglecting to afford sufficient notice of protection to the public against the 
damage.

The < lofent hints in their pleadings alleged that the action had 
not lieen brought within three months next after the alleged 
damages were sustained aeeording to a statute in that liehalf 
to which pleadings the plaintiff demurred. On the argument of 
the demurrer it was contended that the section d only to 
damages arising from want of reparation to the road and not from 
a iHisitive act or commission by heaping up gravel on the highway* 
and leaving it without sufficient notice to the public for protection 
against danger. The judgment of the Court was delivered hy 
Wilson, J., and at p. 518, he says:

Now, the only defence to tliis is, that the action should have liven brought 
witliin three months from the lmp|iening of the «lamage; but this protolioc 
arising under the section of the Municipal Act before referivd to. does not apply 
to the cause of action set forth in tliis record.

For the same reasons it seems to me that the limitation 
within which time the action must l>e brought does mit pply to 
t he first section. The» action does not arise from want of reparation 
to the road l>ut hy a jxwitive net of commission in » It .telling the 
guy wire to the pile against which the plaintiff came in contint 
and was injured.

7
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This ease was (iet ided in 1883. hut it is to In* olwrivnl tluit 
it is nu n ented upon in Meredith nn<I Wilkinson. ( aiuidian 

Manual. 1917, at p. (133. ami the division is n<>t 
| quinvled with although other c.'n-s in* i*it<*d then* whieli are 

«liffieiilt to rmineile.
True it is that s. 20. e. 37. 1907. Alta. Stats., does not attach 

any liability in terms if the defendant* have failed to comply 
with the provisions of tluit section hut it seems to me that they 
cannot escape liability on that account. Vide, (’ouch v. Steele 

; i |854i. 3 Kl. A; HI. 402. 118 RR. 1193. As a broad general 
I prop*-sition that when every statutory duty is created any iierson 
i who can s!m*w that he has sustained injuries for the non-|ier- 

fonrance duty can bring an action for damages against
I the person on whom the duty is imposed.

I would therefore lie inclined to agree with the judgment of 
I the trial Judge, and dismiss the appeal were it not for the fact that 
I 1 think tluit tlte damages allowed were excessive.

Whilst I realise that this judgn cut cannot In* an effective 
I judgment, 1 however express the opinion that certain items 
I api**: ring in the particulars of damage delivered Udorc the trial 
I an* not properly chargeable against the defendants in this action. 
I The particulars of damage delivered by plaintiff relating to tin* 
I expenditure entailed in connection with these injuries amounted 
I to 12,882.80.

Tin* trial Judge in his judgment under the heading for the 
I legitimate expenses to which he was put allows him $2.000. It is 
I to In* <>l«served tluit the particulars of ex|N*nditure under this 
I heading for which the defendants are held liable include:

Paid for trnnB|K>rtation for himself and wife from Cardston to
California and return...................................   $390.00

Paid for meals on journey................. 45.00
House rent in California..............................   155.00
Paid for taxicabs driving to and from various physicians 100.00
Paid for trans|N>rtation for himself and wife from Cardston to 

Mayo's Hospital. Rochester, Minnesota, and ret urn, and for medi
cal smiies wliile there........................................................................ 500.00

Kstimated amount of ex|wnse of actual living exjienses over 
the usual living ex|ienses occasioned by plaintiff’s attendance on 
physicians abroad, acconi|»anied by las family, who of necessity 
accompanied him.................................................................................... 1,147.80

IIm* cviilcncc, I think, shews clearly tluit the plaintiff was 
receiving proper medical t mat ment in Ix-thbridge, and 1 can see

ALTA.

8. C.

Cardston

Salt.

McCarthy. J.
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ALTA. no good reason why he should take his wife and family to ( 'aliform;,

8. C. and charge tliat up against the defendant. It was not nm-ssary

Town of 
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to go to California for any medical treatment and there is », 
evidence of such a trip lx*ing advised by any medical practitioner 

nor was he advise<l that his trip to Rochester was necessary, ,mk|

McCarthy, J. it was not fourni there that he had not received proper medical and 

surgical treatment at home. There is also evidence to shew that 

plaintiff neglected for a considerable time to obtain treatment, and 

his condition naturally would lie impaired thereby.
In other words, the plaintiff is entitled in an action of this 

character to the expenses reasonably incurred, not necessarily 

paid in consequence of his injury, and I do not see that the alxive 

items can l>c characterized as reasonable under the circun stances

For these reasons, I think there should lx* a reduction of the 

judgment of the amounts unreasonably incurred. The items to 
which 1 have referred amount in the aggregate to $2,337.80. and 

I would place the reduction to Ik* made from these at the sum of 
$2,000, and 1 think that judgn ent should 1m* reduced to that 

amount.
There was no jury in the case and a reduction is in accordance 

with the practice adopted heretofore by this Court, Vide, Timm 
v. Hoard of Trustees of U r.sV Calgary School Dis. (1910), V> D.L.R. 
70. Appeal allmced.

SANK. ISMAN v. SINNOTT.
CÏÀ. Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Haultain. C.J.S., Xewlands, Lan.ont tint 

Elicood, JJ.A. October 22, 1919.

Mortgage (§ VI A—70)—Foreclosure—Covenant—Extinguishment <>f 
debt — Subsequent mortgage — Same mortgagee I.iamutt

A mortgagee who 1ms foreclosed and subsequently Hold the property 
cannot sue on the covenant for payment, but the wiping out of the indebt
edness on the first mortgage d(K;s not deprive him of his right as mortgagee 
of a later mortgage to proceed on the covenant in such mortgage 

[Mutual Life Assce. Co. v. Douglas (101H), 44 D.L.K. 1 If), ">7 Can S < 1! 
243; Burrell v. Smith (ISflft), L ft. 7 Va\. 299; Worthington v MJ...it I91«
1 Ch. 5hh; Beatty x. Bailey (1912), 3 D.L.K. 831,360.L.R. 14 V rcf. rn-.lto.

Statements Appeal by defendant from the judgment of Brown. C.J.K.B., 

in an action for a declaration that plaintiff lx* discharged from 

further liability under certain mortgages. Reversed.
W.A. Doherty, for appellant; V. H. Smith, for respondent.
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Havltain, CJ.8. :—The* plaintiff purchased from the defendant 
a property known as the Kairsack Hotel, and as security for the C. A.
pa vivent of $8,150, the balance of the purcluuse money, transfer- Ism an
re«l to him two mortgages made in favour of the plaintiff by one v-

.... 'ii SlNNOTT
John I). Yandt and registered against certain hotel property 
in the town of Redvers. These two mortgages were rcsjiectively C'
for $7,000 and $2,150, but at the time of the transfer the total 
amount due under them was *8,150. The evidence does not dis
close in what proportion this amount was secured by the two 
lvoitgages. The mortgage for the huger amount was the first 
mortgages and the mortgage of $2,150 was the third mortgage 
registered against the Redvers property, there l»eiiig an inter
mediate mortgage for $2,500, made to K. L. Drewry Ltd., et cd.

In the agreement made between the parties on the sale of the 
Kan sack property it was provided as follows:—

The purchaser is to give the vendor a second real estate mortgage on the 
Kamsack Hotel property above described subject only to the mortgage to the 
Northern Trust Co. for $9,000. This mortgage is to be held by the vendor 
collateral only to the two said mortgages on the King’s Hotel, Redvers, and is 
to fall due on the days and times and in the manner provided in the said two 
mortgages with interest at the same rate as provided therein and provided that 
upon payment of the said two mortgages either by the mortgagor therein or by 
any other person the purchaser hereunder shall be entitled to a discharge of 
this collateral mortgage.

In pursuance of this agreement a mortgage for $8,150 was made 
by the plaintiff in favour of the defendant on the Kamsack property 
and was duly registered. This mortgage contains the following 
clause:—

Provided and it is hereby agreed and understood that this mortgage is 
collateral to two other certain indentures of mortgage dated May 29, 1913, 
and made between John D. Yandt of Winnipeg in Manitoba, gentleman, as 
mortgagor and the said Charles Isman as mortgagee, and tliat payment in 
full or in part by the said John D. Yandt under the said two mortgages si tall 
constitute payment in full or in part of tliis mortgage, and that upon payment 
of the said mortgages either by the mortgagor therein or by any other person 
the mortgagor herein shall be entitled to a discharge of this mortgage, and u|>on 
default in payment by the said John D. Yandt under the said mortgages and 
in the event of the mortgagor herein making the payment in full under the 
said mortgage to the said Jacob Sinnott as provided therein, he shall be 
entitled to a re-assignment of the said mortgages and to a disclxarge of this 
mortgage.

Default was made in payment of the Redvers mortgages by 
Yandt, and sale procect lings were taken in the Land Titles Office 
by the defendant under the $7,000 mortgage. A reserved bid
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of $0,389 was fixed by the registrar, that amount representing the 
total amount due under the mortgage and costs. The sale living 
proved alwrtive, foreclosure proceedings followed and .< final 
order of foreclosure was issue»I on May 23, 1910. and title granted 
to the defendant on the same day. The defendant mortgaged the 
pro|»ertv to tlie Northern Trust Co. for $3,000 in No veil 1er. lull, 
Home tin e in February, 1917. the plaintiff transferred the iwopertv 
to Holstein A Way for $1,000, />., for $1,000 cash and the . "Uiip- 
tion of the Northern Trust Company's mortgage fe 
'Phis anount of $4,000 was credited to the plaintiff us hi ing p::i«| 
on the first mortgage of $7,(KM). No further amount L, - lien 
paid on either of the two n ortgages.

On the foiegoing state of facts the plaintiff brought this action, 
and asked for the following relief :

(a) A declaration tliat the mortgages wliich were transferred to tlie 
defendant covering the said King’s Hotel premises are fully |»aid and satisfied 
and that the plaintiff Ik* discharged from all further liability thereunder

(b) A declaration that the mortgage made by the plaintiff in favour of the 
defendant and registered against the said Kamsack Hotel premises in fully 
|>aid and satisfied by virtue of the said foreclosure proceedings and alienation 
of title and that the plaintiff is discharged from all further liability t hereunder.

(c) A declaration that tlie said mortgage against the said h an mark 
Hotel premises is a cloud on the title against which the said mortgage it 
registeml and for an order that the defendant execute a |tro|x*r discharge of 
tlie said mortgage witliin a time to be fixed by tliis honourable Court and in 
default, tliat the Registrar of the Yorkton Land Registration District he 
directed to remove the memorandum of the said mortgage from the title to 
the said land.

(d) For the pur|Hjses aforesaid, that all directions may be given, accounts
had and taken.

(e) Such further and other relief as tlie nature of tlie case may require
'I lie Chief Justice of the King's Hcnch on the trial of the

action ( 1919), 12 S.L.R. 115, gave jmlgn ent in favour of tin plain
tiff, and found that the mortgage in question had I wen wholly 
discharged and tluit the was entitles! to liave tlie n en
gage removed from the title. From this judgment the defendant 
appeals.

By the express tern s of the agreement lietween the parties 
and of the mortgage in question, the plaintiff is only entitled to 
a discharge of the mortgage upon payment in full of the Uni
vers mortgages by Yandt, or, in default of payment by Yam It. upon 
p: y :» eut in full by the plaintiff of the collateral mortgage in ques- 
tien.

D1C
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Ai finit sight it would aevin tiiat licitlier of these poniUtion» tlASK.

Ini* In n fulfillul. Hut the |>litiiit iflf couti'iid» and the triid Juilgc C. A

SlNNOTT
an«l subsequently transferring the property has wiped out the 
entire indebtedness not only on the first mortgage, hut also on 
the thin! mortgage, and, consequently, has no further claim on 
the mortgage on the Kalmuck property, which was only collateral 
to them.

There is no doubt that a mortgagee who has foreclosed and 
subsequently sold the property cannot sue on the covenant foi 
payment. Worthington <V Co. v. Abbott, [1910] 1 Ch. 588, 598. 
See also 21 Hals. 271, and cases cited in note (u).

The application of this principle n ight involve an interesting 
question as to the amount of credit the plaintiff is entitled to in 
msjrct of the mortgage which has liven foreclosed. But 1 <lo 
not think that that question arises in the present action.

I cannot agree with the finding that “the wiping out" of the 
indebtedness on the first mortgage (if that is the result) has 
also the effect of wiping out the indebtedness on the thinl mort
gage. It is (piite true that the mortgagee in I Kith eases is the 
sane person. In England, where the doctrine of tacking would 
lx* applicable, it would have been the duty of the mortgagee to 
tack if lie was in a position to do so, and if he did not tack, but 

J foreclosed on his first mortgage and then put it out of his power 
1 to ren nvey, he would probably lose his right to enforce the coven-
■ ant in the Inter security on the principle above stated. But
I even in England the right to tack is based on the subsequent 
I mortgagee liaving no notice of an intervening equity at the time 
I he advanced his money. In this ease there was, of course, notice 
I of an intervening registered mortgage. As 1 have already said, 
I the mortgagee in this ease was the same person in troth first and 
I third mortgages. But that does not seem to n e to make any differ- 
I cnee. It the earlier mortgage hail liccn held and foreclosed by 
I myliodv else, the mortgagee under the later mortgage would not 
I have liven deprived of his right to proceed on the covenant by 
I reason of the foreclosure of the earlier mortgage. In lie Burrell, 
I Burrell v. Smith (1809), Lit. 7 Eq. 399; Beatty v. Bailey (1912), 
I 3 D.L.K. 831, 26 O.L.R. 145.
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8ASK. To adapt the language of Boyd, C., in Beatty v. Bailey, supra
C.A. to the present east1, the inability of the defendant qua third mort* 
Ism an gagee to reeonvey <toes not bar the right of action on the vovi-tvtnt

v- if such inability arises from any default of the mortgago, Y. n.h
SlNNOTT. , ,

----- Yandt's duty was to pay on the first mortgage and so prevent
Hwiitein, c.J.8. fom.|()Kurv The right of the defendant as first mortgagee wag 

quite indepemlent of and paramount to his l ight jus third mort g igec, 
and the result of his exercise of that right, in consequence of Van-It's 
default, should not lie available to Yandt as a defence to an adion 
for an entirely distinct debt. For these reasons the third mort
gage cannot be held to have been paid, and the plaintiff is therefore 
not entitled to have the Kamsaek mortgage removed.

The appeal is, therefore, allowed with costs, and the judgment 
below will lie set aside and the action dismissed, with costs 

Newtande. j.A. Nkwlands, J.A.:—The plaintiff purchased from the defendant 
the Kamsaek Hotel. As part payment he transferred to him 
two mortgages on the King’s Hotel, Red vers. These mortgages 
were a first and thinl mortgage made by John I). Yandt to the 
plaintiff for the sums of $7,(X)() and $2,150 respectively. ( ol lateral 
to these two mortgages the plaintiff gave the defendant a second 
mortgage on the Kamsaek Hotel. This mortgage contained the 
following provision:—

Provided and it is hereby agreed and understood that this mortgage is 
collateral to two other certain indent ures of mortgage dated May 20, 1913, and 
made between John D. Yandt of Winnipeg in Manitoba, gentleman, as mort
gagor and the said Charles Isman as mortgagee, and that payment in full or in 
part by the said John D. Yandt under the said two mortgages shall constitute 
payment in full or in part of this mortgage, and that upon payment of the 
said mortgages either by the mortgagor therein or by any other iierson the 
mortgagor herein shall be entitled to a discharge of this mortgage, atvl upon 
default in payment by the said John D. Yandt under the said mortgage andin 
the event of the mortgagor herein making the payment in full under the said 
mortgage to the said Jacob Sinnott as provided therein, he shall lie entitled . 
to a re-assignment of the said mortgages and to a discharge of this mortgage.

Yandt did not pay either of the mortgages assigned by plaintiff 
to defendant. Defendant then took proceedings in the Land 
Titles Office for a side of the said King’s Hotel under the first 
mortgage, but, not Iteing able to find a purchaser, he foreclosed 
under that Act. After the completion of the foreclosure proceed- | 
ings and the Issue of a certificate of title to him, he first mortgaged 
and afterwards sold the said premises and a certificate of title 

therefor was issued to his purchaser.
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Tlie plaintiff now brings this action for a declaration that 
tin* nortgages on the Kings Hotel transferred by him to the 
defendant, have lieen paid; a <leclaration that the mortgage given 
hv plaintiff to defendant on tlie Kan sack Hotel has lieen paid and 
satisfied by the foreclosure and sale of the King's Hotel, and, 
finally, to have said mortgage removed from his certificate of 
title as leing a doubt upon his title.

Son e argument was made liefore us as to the effect of a fore
closure under the I.«and Titles Act, 1900, e. 24. It has been settled 
by the ease of Mutual Life Assure. Co. of Canada v. Douylas 
11918), 44 D.L.R. 115, 57 Can. 8.C.R. 243, that foreclosure 
under that Act means the same as foreclosure by an action in 
Court. It is also a well settled proposition of law that, after a 
foreclosure order and the sale of the property to a third jierson, 
the li ortgagee can no long(»r recover on the jxmsonul covenant of 
the mortgagor to pay, he having put it out of his power to return 
the mortgaged property to the mortgagor ujxm payment by him 
of the mortgage debt.

It is equally well settled that the foreclosure by a first mort
gagee does not affect the right of a subsequent mortgagee to 
recover on the personal covenant in his mortgage, even t hough the 
first mortgagee has disposed of the projierty to a thin I person 
after foreclosure. In lie Burrell, Burrell v. Smith (1869), L.R. 
7 Eq. 399; Worthington v. Abbott, 11910] 1 Ch. 588; Beatty v. Bailey, 
3D.L.R. 831,26().LR. 145.

But the plaintiff says the third mortgage in thifc case was held 
hv the defendant, and as he foreclosed the first mortgage he also 
foreclosed the thin! mortgage and, having done so, his subsequent 
sale of the property—which put it out of his power to return 
it to the mortgagor—prevents him from recovering on the per
sonal covenant of the mortgagor in either mortgage.

I cannot agree with this preposition. The defendant could 
not have foreclosed under the third mortgage except subject to 
the second mortgage. In order to get bis rights under his first 
mortgage he had to foreclose under it, and thereby free tlie title 
lie would obtain under the proceedings from the second mortgage, 
and this, necessarily, freed it from the third mortgage also, because 
there is no such thing as tacking under the I.and Titles Act. It 
is true Ik- would lie a consenting party to the wiping off the title
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of 1 m>tli the second and third mortgages, and he would take title 
under the foreclosure proceedings “free from all right and «quin 
of redemption on the part of the owner, mortgagor or cneimt* 
hrancer, or any |x*rson claiming through or under him sul*-< pn-nt 
to the mortgagee,M the mortgagee lx*itig in this case tlx first 
mortgagee.

This objection was taken in the cast* of Worthington «V ('« 
v. Abbott, xuprn, the subsequent mortgagee in that case having 
consented to the order. Eve, then* held that this did not 
affect his right to sue on the covenant.

Now if defendant can still sue on the covenant in his third 
mortgage on the King's Hotel, it cannot lie considered > paid 
and it was only in the event of Ixith moitgages lieing paid that 
he was to lx* entitled to have the mortgage to defendant on the 
Kan sack Hotel removed.

The plaintiff has, therefore, failed to make out his ease fur a 
removal of the mortgage from his certificate of title, and hi> < tion 
should have lx*en dismissed with costs.

1 would therefore allow the appeal with costs.
Lamont, J. A., concurs with the Chief Justice.
Elwood, J. A.:- In this matter I have had the privilege of jx*r- 

using the judgments of the ( ’hief Justice and my brother Wwlands, 
and 1 quite concur in the conclusions they have reached.

On the argument lx*fore us it was contended by the respondent 
that, when the apixdlant obtained the title to the land under the 
order for foreclosure of the first mortgage, his claim under the 
third mortgage merged in the title so acquired.

I do not think that this contention is well founded In the 
first place, merger is a quest ion of intention, and, from the circum
stances of the case, it is quite apparent that the appellant never 
intended to have his claim under the third mortgage merged 

through the foreclosure iiroeeedings; and secondly, at tin* time 

tliat the appellant acquired title under the foreclosure proceedings, 
his thin! mortgage, so far as it affected the land, ceased to exist 
The order for foreclosure, under which the appellant subsequently 

acquired the title to the land, provided that the title to In* issued 

to him should be freed from all sulisequent claims, indu ling the 

third mortgage. There could only be a merger if the 
held at the same time* the title to the fee, and his claim against the

^037
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lan,| utwItT the mortgage. That condition never existed, for the 
realms I have statut nlmw.

1 agree tlutt this appeal irust lx* allowed with costs, and the 
rest*indent's action dismissed, with costs.

.1 ppeal allowed.

LEAVITT v. SPAIDAL.
Ontario Supreme Court, CluU J. June 2, 191 ft.

IssVKAM k i jj IV B—170) Wiu. Inekkkctivk X'h xn'.i; ok iuai-
I H IAKIKK—IXKVRAM K \< T, < Kl I IlKM IKK’ATIOX OK HI A Kill
ItKNKWAL HTATEMKXT N KW DKSK.N A TION.

A ilm umcnl although ineffective as u will may Ik- a sufficient instrument 
in writing under the Insurance Act (H.K.O. 1014, e. IKS, s. 171 ), to consti
tute ilie iH-rsons named therein liene-fieiaries of a mortuary la-nefit payable 
In :i lieue.fit association if it sufficiently identifies the mortuary benefit 
a nil is within the |x>wers given by the Act, but a subsequent application 
fur renewal in the benefit association which states that the benefit i~ 
••payable to my estate” is sufficient to annul the previous designation.

|/w re Jutuen (1900), 12 O.L.K. Od, distinguished; A\ limita amt Con- 
ml in n Onler of ( 'hose n Frundn (HM0>, 2S D.I.R. 421 : A'- Mon kino n v. 
i iiniiiliii'i Onhr of Chosen Friends, 4li I ).L.H. 701 ; s<*e also A*» Coli 1191fti, 
29 D.L.K. 4«2.|

Motion by the plaintiff for judgment in the action, upon a 
special case stated, under Rule 12G, to determine the question 
whether the plaintiff, the administrator of the estate of William H. 
Leavitt, deceased, or the defendants, was or were entitled to a 
sum of money in the hands of the Treasurer of the Province of 
Quebec.

J. A. Macintosh, for the plaintiff.
J. A. Hutcheson, K.C., for the defendant D. M. Spaidal and 

for the Official (iuardian, representing the infant defendants.
Clute, J.:—The intestate William H. Leavitt died on the 

8th March, 1918, having at the time of his death and for 
some years prior thereto a fixed place of residence in the township 
of Faraday, in the county of Hastings, Ontario.

The plaintiff is the administrator of the estate, and is also sole 
heir and Itencficiary of the deceased.

The said William H. I^cavitt, at the time of his death and for 
many years prior thereto, was an associate member of the Domin
ion Commercial Travellers’ Association, incorporated by Dominion 
Act in the year 1880, and by the terms of his membership a mor
tuary benefit of 11,200 was payable to his estate.
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Proof of claim wag duly made, and accepted aa sufficient, of 
tlie death of the said William If. I-eavitt, and tile liai>ilit> of the 
association to pay $1,200 was admitted, hut the association 
declined to pay the plaintiff by reason of a claim made Ly the 
defendant 1). M. Spaidal on liehalf of his children, the infant 
defendants.

It appears that prior to the death of the intestate he drew hit 
own will, hut he did not have it executed in accordance with the 
Wills Act, and it is invalid as a testamentary document: he named 
the defendant Spaidal as the executor of the will, the clause of 
which relating to this case is as follows:—

“I appoint D. M. Spaidal, Brock ville, sole executor, to pay 
délits and sell ranch and collect all accounts and insurance The 
proceeds to he divided lietwecn his children” (the defendant! 
"and the children of Fred Tisdale of 216 Husholme road. Toronto.”

The will is dated the 28th Septemlier, 1915, and signed 
"William If. I,cavitt.” No witnesses. There are added some 
further gifts on the 20th Septemlier, 1915, the addition Icing also 
signed “William If. Leavitt,” hut not witnessed. The document 
was not communicated hy the intestate in liis ow n lifetime to the 
said association or to the defendants or any of them. It see 
entered in a day-book, which was found among the personal elfecta 
of the deceased at his residence in Faraday. It is stated in the 
case that, after the death of Mulicia Leavitt, wife of the said 
William II. Leavitt, the latter said to the defendant 1). M Spaidil 
that it was his wife's wish that the infant defendants should slum 
in his estate, and in such conversation mentioned his insurance, 
and referred to it as his “Travellers’ insurance.”

It was admitted in argument that he had no other insurance. 
The wife of the intestate predeceased him, on the 14th Sc]demie. 
1914.

The memliership of the said William II. leavitt in the raid 
association w as renewed annually in the month of Januarv in fact 
year, hy the said William H. 1-eavitt signing, upon a form of the 
said association, an application for renewal, and forwarding the 
same to the association, accompanied hy the renew al premium of 
$10 for the current year; and on or almut the 2nd January, 1918, 
the said association received from the said I.eavitt a rcnewil 
application in writing signed hy him (a true copy of which funtil
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part of the case), by which he requested the association to pay 
the mortuary benefit, payable by reason of his membership, to 
hig rotate. The words are, “Benefit in case of death payable to 
my estate.”

Owing to the claim made by the defendants, the association 
paid the $1,200 into the office of the Provincial Treasurer of the 
Province of Quebec, where it remains awaiting the determination 
of the respective claims of the plaintiff and the defendants. The 
said money is subject to a tax or charge of $24.

The question submitted is, whether the plaintiff as against the 
defendants is entitled to receive the said mortuary lienefit so paid 
to the Provincial Treasurer of (Jueliec, and it is agreed that, upon 
the determination of the said question, the Court shall give judg
ment declaring which of the parties to this action is entitled to 
receive the same, the Court to dispose of the question of costs.

The plaintiff relies on In re Jansen (1906), 12 Ü.L.R. 03, where 
it was held that a will in validly executed is not an “instrument in 
writing” effectual to vary the benefit of an insurance certificate. 
Faleonbridge, C.J.K.B., said: “The deceases! did not intend to 
execute an instrument in writing to transfer the lienefits of the 
policy inter vivos, llis intention was to make a will, and he failed 
to make a valid one. 1 am therefore of opinion that the paper in 
question is not an instrument in writing which is effectual to vary 
the lienefit of the certificate.”

The Jansen case was decided under the Insurance Act, R.S.O. 
1897. eh. 203, sec. 100, sub-sec. 1, which makes provision whereby 
the assured may vary the lienefit or beneficiary; and the question 
is. whether the amendment made by the Ontario Insurance Act, 
2 Geo. V. ch. 33, sec. 171, and sec. 2 (19). renders that decision 
no longer applicable to cases like the present under the amended 
law. See lie Monkman and Canadian Order of Chosen Friends 
(1918), 46 D.L.R. 701, at p. 703, 42 O.L.R. 303, at p. 300, and 
He Boeder and Canadian Order of Chosen Friends (1910), 28
DJJt 124,160 l R

Section 100, under which the Jansen case was decided, pro
vides that the assured may, by an instrument in writing attached 
to or endorsed on or identifying the policy by its number or other
wise, vary a policy or declaration or an ap|>ortionment previously 
made, so as to restrict or extend, transfer or limit, the benefits of
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the policy to the wife alone, children alone, or one or more of them, 
or to the mother, etc., etc., and may, from time to time, by instru
ment in writing attached to or endorsed on the policy, or referring 
to the same, alter the apportionment as he deems projier. He also 
may by his will make or alter the apjiortionment of the insurance 
money; and an apportionment made or altered by his will shill 
prevail over any other made before the date of the will suis 
sec. 1.

Vnder2 (ieo. V. ch. 33,* sec. 171, sub-sec. 3: ‘‘The assured 
may designate the lienefieiary by the contract of insurance or by 
an instrument in writing attached to or endorsed on it or by in 
instrument in writing, including a will, otherwise in any wa\ 
identifying the contract, and may by the contract or an\ such 
instrument, and whether the insurance money has or has not 
l>een already appointed or apportioned, from time V) time appoint 
or apportion the same, or alter or revoke the lienetits, or add or 
substitute new beneficiaries, or divert the insurance money wholly 
or in part to himself or his estate, but not so as to alter nr divert 
the lienefit of any person who is a lienefieiary for value, nor suas 
to alter or divert the l>enefit of a person who is of the class of 
preferred beneficiaries to a person not of that class or to the 
assured himself, or to his estate.”

Suli-section 4 (new) provides that: “Where the instrument 
by which a declaration is made is a will such declaration as against 
a subsequent declaration shall be deemed to have been made it 
the date of the will and not at the death of the testator."

Suli-section 5 (new) provides: “ Where the declaration descriliee 
the subject of it as the insurance or the policy or policies of insur
ance or the insurance fund of the assured, or uses language of like 
import in describing it, the declaration, although there exists a 
declaration in favour of a mendier or mendiera of the preferred 
class of lieneficiaries, shall ojierate ujion such policy or policies to 
the extent to which the assured has the right to alter or revoke 
such last mentioned declaration.”

The last suli-section has reference to the case of the preferred 
class.

Sections 178 to 182 are applicable to preferred licncliciari».

•The provision* of 2 (ieo. V. rh. 33 quoted will lie found, in the mm 
words, in the Ontario Insurance Act, R.8.O. 1914, eh. 183.
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who constitute a class, and include husband, wife, children, grand- <>N1- 
children, and mother of the assured. s. <\

I am of opinion that the amendment to the Act is such as to | , UITT
make the will signed by the intestate effective to constitute the ^ ^ ^
defendants named therein licneticiaries, although the will was 
ineffective as such, not having been witnessed.

Section 2(19): “‘Declaration’ shall include any mode of 
de in writing a lienefieiarv or of apportioning or reappor
tioning insurance money among beneficiaries’’ (new) ; and sec. 171, 
sub-sec. 3. provides that the assured may designate the bénéficiar>
In an instrument in writing, including a will.

The testator wrote the will by his own hand and signed it.
He there described the insurance simply by the word " insurance.”
His membership of the Travellers’ Association, it s admitted, is 
all the insurance he had. This simple description, there being no 
other insurance, is, 1 think, sufficient. See sec. 171. sub-see 5.

The will is dated 1 ic 2hth September, 1915, ami was effective,
1 think, under the statute, to designate the infant defendants as 
the lieneficiaries.

A further question, however, remains as to the effect of the 
renewal application made in January, 1918, without which the 
certificate lapsed. There it is stated that the “benefit in case of 
death lis) payable to my estate.” If the previous declaration 
made by will continued effective to death, the insurance would 
form no part of the estate. The question is, did the application 
for renewal annul the declaration previously made to the infant 
defendants by making the insurance “payable to my estate?"

Sub-section 3 of sec. 171 expressly provides that the assured 
may alter or revoke the benefits, or add or substitute new l>ene- 
iiciaries. or divert the insurance money wholly or in part to him
self or his estate. This is precisely what he has done, and I am 
unahle to gi\o effect to the argument of counsel for the defendants 
that, although it was again diverted to become part of his estate, 
the instrument called a will of the 28th September, 1915, is still 
effective to designate the beneficiaries. 1 think that was dis
c'd of by the renewal, and the effect of the statement in the 
renewal is to make the insurance money part of his estate.

I direct judgment in favour of the plaintiff, declaring that the 
plaintiff, as administrator of the estate of the late \\ i If.

17—49 H.L.M.
1

99
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Leavitt, ih entitled to receive the said insurance moneys, !«•» ijj 
tax. for which 1 <io not think the defendants should Ik1 held n^|Nin- 
sihle. The contest was reasonable and projter, and the pin ment 
of tlie insurance money to the Provincial Treasurer was projier 
and it cannot lie fairly said, I think, that the defendants wen- in 
any way reapooaible for the tax thereon itnjiosed or for the inonet 
having been paid into the treasury. That was incident to tin 
proceedings, and a necessary incidental expense.

Having regard to the ]K»culiar circumstances of this - asc. al 
parties should have their costs out of the fund, the administrato 
as lietween solicitor and client.

1 may also refer to the following authorities: Kith v. Mm> 
(18V2), 22 O.R. 307; In re Cochrane (1908), lti O.L.R. 32s: 
Rutherford (1917), 40 O.L.R. 206; He lieam (1911), 3 O.W V l> 
Re McGregor (1909), 18 Man. L.K.432; Laverly’» Insurance bw 
(1911), pp. 98, 99, 100; the Insurance Act, R.K.O. 1914. d, 183 
Re Hewitt and llnritt (1918), 43 D.L.R. 710, 43 O.L.R. 2m.

LETHBRIDGE BREWING A MALTING COMPANY, Ltd. v. WEBSTER

Siwkatehiwaii Court of Ap/unl, Houltmn. C.J.S., \cniand*, /.
Elu'itoé, JJ..4. Ortohir Si, l»l»

Contracts < j I I > .w)—Kale or uooiw* Aureemknt to “htam. n mi
OK LOSS \MMh.i m l XENFORCEABLE, 

lu an lu-iion for ill.' Imlanii- <lue for goods sold ami ilclix. i' 
of wholesale Ii.jiiui dealers, the Court held that an alleg'd 'U"1! 
that if prohibition hit the country the j.laiiitifT would "stand 1 
the loss" was so ambiguous and uncertain as to Is- uiienfon■«•al.li

Appk.il from the trial judgn ent in an action to n-m\n tin 
balance due for goods sold and tlelivered to a wholesale li<|U"i turn 
Reventetl.

L. V. Johnntotn. K.t'., for ap|M‘llant ; ./. .t. Alton l\.< 
res|Min< lent».

The judgn cut of the Court was delivered by 
Ki.wtMin, J.A. : This is an action for the Im-lainv din ! ■ o ti* • 

sold : nd delivered by the plaintitT to the defendant Berlin ati-l '’• 
tleeeaaetl George William Wei utter. who wen- partners in basin»'» 
ns wholesale litpior dealers in Swift Current.

The following findings of the trial Judge an- mati n d to tin» 
a pi teal. Beilin was tlw- manager of the firm. In tin ■ I-4"* 
one Kick, the president and general manager of the plant!"
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imaged «il l‘ Bert in to have tlw* firm of Berlin A* Wei mtor lumdle 
the plaintiffh goods in Swift C» rent for that district, handling 
only the plaintiff's products and devoting themselves only to the 
plaintiff’* lines in their wholesale liquor business. At this time 
the plaintiffs had agencies at Moose Jaw and W eyhurn. These 
wen .p rated on a straight commission agency, the agent received 
a straight parentage on sales, and accounts were made out in 
the it:1 ire of the plaintiff company, who assumed all responsibility 

! for collecting and losses in connection with sales. With Bert in 
! «V \\elister a different arrangement was made. In the discussion 

between Beilin and Sick. Bert in raised the question as to carrying 
I lie retailers' accounts, that would lie the hotel men's accounts, 
:is the plaintiff wanted Berlin & Webster to Iktoiiu directly 

I res|K»nsiblc for the payment of goods ordered and to look after 
I i heir own collections. Bert in raised the question that no such 
I responsibility was undertaken by the agents in Moose Jaw or 
I Weybiirn branches, and that, in the event of prohibition legislation 
I le.vii ing general, the loss occasioned by the inability of the hotel 
I men to met their accounts would fall not on the plaintiff but on 
I Berlin A Wi lister. Sick stubs! that there was no danger and 
I that it prohibition hit the country, the plaintiff would stand
■ their sluine of the loss.”

<hi July 1, 1915, prohibition came into force, and thereafter 
I the hotels were unable to sell intoxicating liquor. The firm of 
I Bert in A Webster, in consequence, claim to have sustained a 
I less of at least .S2Û.000. by reason of the inability of the hotel men 
I to meet their accounts.

Bcrtin gave evidence at the trial, and in the course of his 
I evidence the following question was put by the trial Judge to 
I Bcrtin id the following answer was given :

His Lordship: That was not the question. In any discussion you ever 
I had with Sic k did lie in any way indicate what he meant or what you both
■ meant when you used the words “share of the loss?" A. No, we never had a 
I discuHfiion on that print.

It is quite clear from the evidence that there was never any 
I discussion as to what was meant by “share of loss.” that the
■ ’milter was appaicntly never discussed lietween the parties until
■ nfter July. 1915, in fact, until after this action was commenced.

The trial Judge admits a difficulty in construing, as lie puts it, 
I “thU ther indefinite undertaking." He says:
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Berlin now Haye that he would understand the plaiiitifl 
onc-lutlf of the low occasioned by lailure of the hotel men to meet tin 
to Berlin & Webster.

Th<1 trial Judge however states that lie, the trial Judi tin . 
the n culling of the engagement to lie, that the plaintiff ii]l;: 
would stand the share of loss which would represent 11 ■ n ,. 
facturons’ price hut not the addition to that price add* 
wholesalers, and that, on this basis, tin1 loss would l»e \> . ,
I tonic on a rati<i of ino by the plaintiff to 15 by the d« u 
The trial Judge, however, stated that counsel for the d nt. 
intimated that they would abandon any claim to <1 
plaintiff with any proportion of the hiss over ami also* il, 
clain ed in the pleadings, and, accordingly, the trial Juhg. 
that the plaintiff was Itound to lienr one-half of the l« 
by the firm of Berlin <<• W ebster on the accounts of lin 
keeiN'is. respecting sales by them of goods of the plainti: i
facture attributable to the legislation of this lYnvincc pi 
the sale of intoxicating liquors, which came into four • 1,
1015, and directing a reference to ascertain the i,ma 

loss.
A mind or of questions were rainai on this ap]teal. 

of the conclusion I have con e to, it is not necessary t1 i I 
deal with all of them.

I wish to remark, in passing, that 1 am quite cot. 
the conversation which Berlin says took place with m 
took place in 1007, and was, therefore, not one of "■ 
that induced the defendants to undertake to handle tl ■ f* 
goods. Hie first local option legislation passed by tin I' 
of Saskatchewan was c. 14, 8 Kdxv. VII. 1908, S >k 
in June. 1‘HIH. It is quite true that there was ol ii’- 
legislation in force in 1907. but I am quite confident it. 
l*rovincc of Saskatchewan in 1907 there were no distr, 
local option w as in force, and yet in his evidence Bert in -1 
were two districts in which it was in force, and it \\ 
his fear of its spreading that he hesitated to under) 
the goods. It was long after 1907 that the fear "I n i -' 
liecame a matter for consideration by the hotel men II- •
1 doubt if \ can take judicial notice of the fact that 
was not in force in the Province of Saskatchewan in l'HI

.
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whet Iter it whs or whs not in force «I«k*s not affect the decision 
which I haw come to.

It was contended by the apjieUant tlmt tin* nllegetl agmuucut 
|,x Sick that the plaintiff would stand its share of the loss whs 
too v; gue and uncertain, and therefore void and unenforceable.

(hi the argument liefore us. a very considerable time was 
taken up by counsel suggesting various constructions to lie put 
ii|miii th<' promise which Sick is nllegnl to have nuit le. It is un- 
ncci-ssarv. I think, tliat I should go into these constructions in 
detail, hut the argument served at least the pur|s>se of shewing 
that wluit the parties intended by Kick's statement was. at least, 
uncertain. The judgment of tile trial Judge to my mind shews 
that conclusively. Me says tliat the defendants contend that the 
proper construction is that each should liear one-half of the loss; 
he thinks tin* pro|ier construction is that the plaintiff should l*»ar 
the loss in the projiortion of 100 to If).

The evidence shews that there was no discussion of what was 
meant by “our slum* of the lews."

In Falck v. \\i Ilia tux, (1D00| AX'. 170, at p. Ikl, 1 find the 
following:

li is mit for their lA»rdHlii|w to determine what in the true const ruction of 
tiuvlis telegram. It was the duty of the ap|iellant as plaintiff to make out 
tluit the construction which he put u|h)H it was the true one. In that lie must 
fail if the message was ambiguous as their lxirdslii|w hold it to lie. If the 
mt|*m<lent hail been maintaining his construction as plaintiff he would equally 
liave failed.

The above remarks might lie applied to the caw at Bar. I 
I am of the opinion that the alleged statement by Kick, that if 
I prohibition “hit the country" the plaintiff would "stand its share 

of tin- loss," is so ambiguous or uncertain in its meaning as to lie 
unenforceable.

I would, tlierefore, allow the apical with costs. The reference 
which flu* trial Judge directed to ascertain the amount «lue the 
plaintiff on the accounts sum! on will lie luel, ami the plaintiff 

I will U* cut it Its l to jihlgmcnt against the défaillants for the amount 
I so fourni «lue ami the costs of the action.

<hi such reference the defemlants of course will not lx- allowe«l 
(«' net oft anything with respect to their claim for loss sustained 
by virtui" of the coming into force of prohibition l«‘gislation on 
•Inly 1. 1915. .1 fi/H-al alloard.

SANK.

C. A.

I.KTUimiOi.t;
Bkkwim;

A
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E. D. and B. C. RAILWAY Co. v. McPHERSON.

A Uteri n] Sniirrme Court, .1 i>/>tlltUt Ihrision, llam y. C.J., >H 
and McCarthy, JJ. (hUJ* r 10, 1919.

Thki. if IIB- Art)—Injihies ui'umi death- Damages Ni • i
KMPLOVEH- Sl KKIMEM'V OK EYIDEM K To liO TO it'Kt 

In an net ion claiming «lamage* for the deatli of an «tiii|ilo\ • 
the n«‘glig«‘iH'e of the eiii|4oyvr, if there in evident*! on win-1, 
can ht-inferred, nueh eviilem*' shoukl Ik- aillMiiitted to the j«ir* I
the jurv to aav whether in fact m-ghgi-m-e whtmhl or ahouhl noi 1 
lit Id, that the evidence wan profierly » to the ini
there wan suHirieiit evidence to warrant the jury in finding n- . 
the part of the defemlanla whieh canned tin- accident.

Appeal by tlefendants front judgment of St unit. .1 u 
art ion for t lamages. Aftirn t-d.

//. //. Parhr, lx.( and //. < '. Mnrthmnld, foi m l 
I). ('ato/fall mid II. .1. Friedman, for respondent.

Harvkv, (’.J. (dissenting): I lie plaintiff sues ns lb , 
repiwientativc of her deet-ased husUiml who wax kille-i n 
neeident while ill the employ of the defethlnlits. The -'•■icn-i: m 
lint I for st-veni I years Inn-ii employed in iliffcrent |»l:-«« > m* :t 
locomotive firemnn or engineer and at the time of his «I* ith 
for alsiut two months prior thereto hat l I teen acting - engine 
in charge of a small yard engine ealletl a dinky engine in :iu n,li
the tlefentlanta’ y art Is in Ktlmonton. On the tiny of th« «•- i-leni 
lie was tlriving his engine line k wart Is hauling Itehind it n etn|ii\ 
ear anti U-hintl that a ernne. No one saw the aeeitlent hut no - : 
res|smding tti the sigiuds to the engine which was travelling Isuit 
4 miles nu hour tin- man ill charge of tlh- eram* ran foiw nl :in< 
stopjN-tl the engine. Deet-nst-tl was then found on tl 11. « k. In> 
IhmIv having Iwn pnsse«l over by the engine anti ear*. He ^ * 
inieonseious and «lied almost immediately. At the tic I tl• un 
awarded the plaintiff *5,1 N Ml «lamages ami against the v« < i«t i 
judgment the t left-lit hints ap|ieal.

After a very careful |ierusal of the evitlenee given at (In- tria 
I am unable to satisfy myself that there is any cvideiic»- from wlmli 
a jury would In- warrantetl in fimling negligt-net- on the p tlr 
dt-fendants whieh van In- pro|H-rly cousit lem l as ts-«-asnming tin 
aeeitlent.

Tin- particulars of negligeiiee as alli-ged in the si mu - 1 
claim are summarised in tin- plaintiff's factum as follow*

(a) In failing to provide u safe place for the «len-awd to |*-rfnrin I- ,rk

811
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|,i In fading to employ » locomotive fireman upon tin* 'link} ruyiii*'
, in failing to equip the dinky engine with hand rail*, grab inWH and 

,,i(H.r Naff device* for tl»e |irotertioii of tin- docenwd.
\ll tlie nrgun ent Wi > dintinnl to p::rtieiihtrs ir) mnl '«•». The 

,, h'imi- xv:> that tin* (Irrk of tin* crh x\: s only "Jii im lwv in width 
, hind th<- Iwiiler with an o|**n door i t tin* I nick. Tliere was 

iM.ViHf that son e of tin* planks of tin* Moor weir of iim«<|tml 
Midth hut tliere was nothing to wairnt tin* infeiriid- that that 
iffcrmre in length affected the danger. Tliere was no evidence 

whatever that the engine was in any way defective and tliere was 
no suggestion that the defendants had failed to dui-ply with any 
ktatiltoix rrquiren cut. It was snggr-ted however Isitli hy the 
, \i,!eme and in argnn ent that if the floor of the rah had liren 
wider or there laid Ivrn certain protective railings tliere would 
luxe Iwi'ii less risk of accident. It was however stated hy the 
witnesses who gave this evident' that they never saw an engine 

ei|iiip|'ed with sueli dexid's and that “this engine was very 
nHiiiMHi for its ehiss, ill must met ion.’' One of the witnesses said 
.lout this engine that after the acriilent the defendants put it 

out of am ire and tin* other witncsa who gave evitleiid* on tin* 
question of negligeiid* said that lie “Udievnl the offarrs of the 
miiipany suggested putting one (i>., a protective m on."

Those statement* would no dnuht have an effect on the minds 
of tlie jury hut it is clear tliev do not mnstitute evhleiid* of 
negligemv. Coleridge. UJ., in Hrrrer v. Ilnuxon Ihh «(• (V». 
IM», 25 IJ.N.C. 122. said at p. 123:

Now s |wrfertly humane man naturally makes it physically imisstsihlc 
ilutl a partii'iilar accident, which lute once hap|iened can liap|sin ag.-un. by 
fencing or covering, or, at any rale, making safe the |»urtinilar thing from 
which it an me. That, however, is no evnlenee of. and I protest its lining put 
for» aril as eviilenoe of, negligence.

The foregoing eceme ta» apply also with much force to the 
suggestions of the witness of what necur to him after tin* event 
of net hods of preventing the reeurrend' of sueli an strident. 
They do not in my opinion dinstitute evidenee of negligeiid*. 
Negligence is the failure to do sotrctliing which a reasonably 
prudent person Irfore the accident would do. 'Hie engine in 
question was not manufactured hy tin* defendants hut was procured 
hx tliciii presumably in the ordinary wav for tlie |sir]sates for 
which it could Is- used and tlie evidence for the plaintiff shews as 
I have stated that it was a common one of its kind. That nccium
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to <*stnb|ish that it did not lark any of the essentials which 
reasonably prudent person would supply. Certainly I ilunk n 
establishes an alweiiee of any evidence of tlie contrary

A rail wax mi. puny is an iimurcr against accident onlx under 
(Ik- Compensation Art and noxx that it lias liceii made an inMuv 
iu that way there is no reason to strain thr ]>riii«*ipL*s of tin |;iw 
of iirgligniri* to make its liability greater than is fixed bx statut* 
It is IniiiimI to pro vale its employee w it li niarliiiM'ty mtsniuihh 
safe but thr work alsnit a railway is necessarily of a mon» or li-. 
hazardous nature aial arch tents xxill luip|icii without any negligem* 
aivl for sueli cases our legislature has «kerned wise to make tb. 
employer liable as well as for those in which he is at fault hut t- 
establish liability lieyond the latter there must lie evidence n 
sheXX- not that every precaution xxhirh can In- conceived of after 
the accident has not taken, but that son e precaution which
a reusotuibly priaient |S‘mnn Udore the necident would t.iki 
has not Iwen taken.

In my opinion there is no evidence to warrant such , con
clusion in this case, even assuming that tlie evidence \\.•irrants 
any reasonable inference as to the real cause of the accident

It is suggested by the plaintiff's chief witness that the denamil 
may have step|ied on a piece of coal and lost his balance If 
that wen* so it would Is* his act and not the defendant' that 
would Is* rrsjsiiisihlr for the coal Ix-ing then* to Is* stepp-d on 
and therefore for the accident. Hut even if tlie engine wu* not 
reasonably safe for tlie pur)N>scs for which it was used it a|i|r:i* 
to ne that applying the masoning of the very recent case of1 I' 
k. Vo. v. Frechette (1915), 22 D.L.It. IWtt, (19151 AC. K7I. the 
defendants cannot Is* held liable.

In that ease the deeeastsl with a knoxx ledge of the risks inx’olxrd 
undertook a hazanlous work and it xvas held that the ninxiiti 
m/e a// non Jit injuria appli<*d. At p. 1161 (D.L.K.), it e ‘■tiled 
that :

If. however, a ikthoii with full know ledge and appreciation of the rink ainl 
danger attending a certain «cl, vnlimtarilx dor» ttuil act il iiiiihI I" ..■outucl 
that he voluntarily incurred the attendant risk ami danger and the maxim 
H»Unii non Hi injuria directly applied.

The dmeased in the present case luul had years of c\|n iicihi 

in a l<K*omotive engine and when he t<sik charge of this engine 
it was as far as tin* evidence indicates in tin* same condition ;t*
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at tin tin v of tin* accident If to him with n knowledge gained 
fn'iii experience of tin* work in tin* vah of an engine. there was no 
indication of any s|s*eial risk or danger how van it In* sai«l that 
tliirr w;> any failure to proviilv a reasonably safv engine? If 
on tin- other hand then* was all api»ntvnt s|N*vial risk his under- 
taking the work and earning it on for 2 months would seem to 
constitute a voluntary acceptance of the risk. I would, tlierefnne. 
allow tliv ap|**al with cost* and dismiss the action with vosts.

The statement of claim claims alternatively $1.8(10 under the 
( oiii|n usatioii Act. It is ailmittisl by counsel for defendants 
that they an* liable for that amount and as there is no quest ion 
to U' determined on that issue that amount should lie awarded. 
As apparently the defendants never questioned their liability 
for coiniieimation I think they should lie entitled to deduct their 
costs of the action and the up|ieul from the amount awarded.

Simmons. .1.: The plaintiff is the widow and administratrix . 
of one John McPherson, an engineer in the employment of 
defendant company at the date of his death, and she claims 
damages at law against the defendant on her liehalf and on lielmlf 
of her children.

She alleges negligence in that the defendant did not provide 
a safe place for said deceased to |ierlorin his work, and failure 
to provide a fireman to assist the deceased, and failure to provide 
hand rails and gralnrons or other safety devices whereby the 
siid McPherson might have prevented his falling from the engine 
which lie was ojiernting.

Tlie action was tried by Stuart. .1., and a jury, and damages 
were given to the plaintiff.

Defendants denied negligence and also alleged contributory 
negligence against the said McPherson.

The issues are three in ltumlier. The first one is this: Did the 
defendant company furnish a reasonably safe place in which tin 
'k"censed could perforin his work? The second is: Did the 
failure of the company to perform this duty cause the death of the 
ileechw-d" The third is: Did the dfH*eaned appreciate the risk of 
his employ n ent and voluntarily accept it?

II the first proposition is answered in the negative and the 
"••niid in tin* affirmative the plaintiff will succeed unless tin 
defendant establish the third proposition, as no issue of eon-
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McPherson was operating a locomotive railway engine :.11 .-j,,.,, 1 
to two cars, on one of which was a crane. In operating the rugin,. 1 
McPherson was under the control and direction of the op r: tor 1 
of the crane, whose name was Frechette. While the i-ngim- 1

Vi.
I'UKKNON.

was moving the cars at alxmt 4 miles an hour Frechette gave him 1 
the signal to stop. The engine did not stop and the crane operator 1

Simmon», J. got off from his car ami went forward to the engine and fourni 1 
no one in the cab. He shut off the steam and brought tin eugim 1 
to a stand ami then went back ami found McPherson lying 1 
lietween the tracks at a point corresponding with the location ot 1 
the engine when he signaliezl McPherson to stop. When hi 1 
entered the cab the water glass was broken and steam was escaping 1 
so as to fill the cab with steam. The crane had travelled to a point 1 
about 30 paces from where McPherson lay, when Frechette 1 
stopped the train.

No one saw McPherson fall from the engine. An iron piker 1 
which hung on the outside of the engine cab on the1 right side 1 
was lying on the ground close to McPherson and evidently fell 1 

to the ground about the time McPherson fell from the call. 1 
McPherson had txxm ojrerating the engine about two month' 1 
The engine did not have a coal tender and the doorway at tin- 1 

centre of the cab opened into space directly over the buffer :tml 1 
draw-bar casting.

There was a small coal bunker in the interior of the left side of 1 
the cab. The floor of the cab, commonly known as the deck. 1 

extended alxmt 2b£ feet bark from the Ixiiler head and was aliout 1 
3}^ feet wide. The crane ear was equipped with its own pro- 1 
pelling power but at the time of the accident this power was out 1 
of commission and the engine in question was used to move tlx* 1 

crane car.
The engine was moving north in a reverse position with tir 1 

cab-door opening towards the north and the flat car and the 1 
crane ear were drawn along the track by the engine, which was 1 

coupled at its front to the flat car next to it.
It is obvious that if the engineer stepped backward or out want 1 

at the cab-door he would find himself stepping into empty spare 1 
and would probably fall to the ground in front of the engine 1 

unless he could save himself by grabbing at some support.
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The : ttachment of a coal tender to the engine of a railway 
locomotive provides a continuous floor or deck from the engine hack 
through the calwloor in the direction of the tender. On such an 
engine it would he im])ossil)le for the engineer to fall to the ground 
when he stepped back through the cab-door. He would step 
on to the floor of the tender which practically formed a con
tinuous deck, or floor, from engine to tender. The whole issue 
as to negligence or absence of negligence seems to me to Ik* confined 
to this feature of the engine in question.

His physical duties involved considerable movement on his 
part as he performed the work of both fireman and engineer, 
and lie would also have to apply his attention to several duties 
at about the same moment. He would lx1 required to keep a 
look-out at his cab window for switch signals; to listen for signals 
by whistle or otherwise1 from Frechette; to keep a look-out for 
other trains upon the tracks; to observe his steam pressure ; 
water pressure; and the condition of his fire to generate steam.

If these am the1 duties performed in the ordinary course of 
employment by either a railway engineer or fireman upon an 
engine of standard construction and use* it would generally involve 
the conclusion that the defendant company had ixmfonred its 
obligations to furnish a reasonably safe condition. The employ
ment of either a railway engineer or fireman cannot have the 
element of danger eliminated from it.

The duty of the defendant company must be considered with 
this in view. The company must, however, do what is reasonable 
under the circumstances to lessen or minimize the danger.

The engine was a small one of the obsolete type known as a 
“dinky engine.” There was not any material difference in its 
construction from that of an ordinary engine which would make 
it a dangerous engine to operate. The cab was smaller, but the 
engine was smaller in all its parts than a modem railway engine. 
If any dangerous feature existed it was due to the fact that no 
tender was attached.

It must be obvious that the engine in question, as it was 
operated without a tender attached, would create a condition 
involving extraordinary care upon the part of the operator, as 
a misstep on his part would probably cause him to fall to the 
Found on the tracks directly in front of the engine when it was 
travelling cab-end forward.
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Then1 is evidence that grab-irons at the si<lc of flu* dom . mi 
railing at the cab door would have minimized the danger and 
indewl this would seem to lie a very natural conclusion. To this 
is sujieradded another unusual feature, namely, that he was 
called upon to jierfomi the double duties of fireman and engineer.

1’ndcr these circumstances I have no difficulty in coming to 
the conclusion that the trial Judge was right in leaving this 
question to the jury.

The second question does present some difficulty since no one 
saw the accident. The jury was entitled to consider the proli- 
abililies as to the breaking of the water glass or gauge immediately 
liefore or after the accident. These structures break frequently 
and the one in question might have broken after the deceased fell 
to the ground but the very short time which elapsed between the 
accident and the discovery of the broken gauge would incline the 
balance in an appreciable degree in favour of the conclusion that 
it happened at or immediately liefore the accident.

The demised was in good health and spirits a short time Ix-fore 
the accident. A few moments before the accident he was seen to 
rise from his seat in the cab. This he would lx* required to do 
from time to time in the perfonnance of his duties. He fell to the 
ground lietween the rails and must have emerged by the cab door.

The breaking of the glass would cause a sudden outburst of 
heated steam and scalding water. In the ordinary occurrences of 
everyday life the defendant would probably Ik1 startled into 
making a sudden movement backward to escape from it.

It is true other theories might have caused the deceased to 
fall from his engine. He might have tieen affected suddenly 
with heart failure. Such a theory would lie a pure conjecture 
liecause there is no evidence of the deceased having such an 
ailment.

In the present case, granted the jury might properly conclude 
the steam gauge burst immediately before the accident, we have 
an occurrence so closely connected in time and application with 
the sudden separation of the deceased from the engine as to justify 
a jury' of six practical men in the conclusion that it caused the 
accident.

The third issue is one on which the onus is upon the defendant. 
The difficulties surrounding this issue were fully appreciated by
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the trial Judge, and unless the defendant is entitled to my that 
the evidence is conclusive against the plaintiff upon this issue 
it cannot complain of the manner in which the trial Judge gave 
it to the jury.

It is admitted that them is no direct evidence that the plaintiff 
knew and appreciated tin* nature and degree of the risk w hen he 
contracted with the defendant. The evidence does establish 
pretty well that after he had entered upon this particular employ
ment lie would fully appreciate the risk. Rut although this may 
raise a strong presumption against the deceased it is not con
clusive against him, otherwise a great many workmen would lie 
faced with the alternative of refusing to continue in a dangerous 
eirployn ent after they discovered the risk or of accepting the 
risk. The former alternative might involve his inability to support 
himself and those depending upon him.

In dealing with this presumption it must not lie forgotten that 
the information which the deceased might have given is lest.

The defendant gives no direct evidence. The controversy as 
to whether the presumption should lie conclusive against the 
plaintiff is close to the line. Unless the deceased had liecome 
fairly familiar with the work in the defendant's railway yards, 
probably he would not know that an engine of the style of the one 
in question would lie assigned to him. The ease does not furnish 
evidence of such a familiarity. If such evidence existed the 
defendant would probably have adduced it.

I am of the opinion that where the inferences are necessarily 
to lie drawn by implication from the conduct of the parties that 
a very clear and unequivocal case would have to lie made against 
the deceased liefore a trial Judge would lie justified in withdrawing 
from the jury a question of this nature. It may very well lie that 
a jury of six men coming in close contact with the conduct of 
men in the ordinary affairs of life arc able to appreciate the motives, 
impulses and actions arising thereout quite as accurately, at least, 
as a Judge, who of necessity does not come in such dose contact 
with these matters.

I have therefore arrived at the conclusion tluit the question 
of volent in this particular case was properly left to the jury and 
I would therefore dismiss the appeal.

McCarthy, J.:—This is an appeal by the defendants from the 
verdict of a jury in an action for damages for negligence. The
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fuels are clearly set out in the judgment <»f my brother Sin moi, 
and it is unneeessiiry for ire to repeat them. here.

The difficult question arises us to “the functions of . iu.^, 
and jury in actions of negligence." The late husband , , i 
plaintiff was an employee of the defendant railway eon p u 
as a locomotive engineer, ami was found dead upon the t k 
close to the locomotive that he was operating. T'nfortun: t«v, 
there is no direct evidence of the cause of the unfortunate a< rident. 
In Phipson’s Law of Evidence, 5th ed.. p. 7. the result of tl,, 
authorities seems to lx* summarized:

Functions of Judge and Jury, Law and Fact. In jury trials, niait rs 
oilarv arc determinable by the Judge, matters of fact by the jury; Ad gum tionem 
facti non res [tondent judiees, ad quaestioncm juris non respondent juraUm 
. . . Whether there is any evidence, therefore, is for the Judge; but wli.- hw
there is sufficient evidence is for the jury. Thus, in odious of negliumce. it 
is for the former to sav whether from any given state of facts negligence ro
be inferred and for the latter to find whether it ought to be inferred.

The authorities arc hard to reconcile but are collected m It'd 
v. Canadian Northern Railway Co. (1910), 2 Alta. L.R.. p. 54!», 
referred to in (1910), 47 Can. S.C.R. at p. 397, and Can. < ohm i 
Cotton Mills Co. v. Kcrvin, et at. (1899). 29 Can. S.C.R. 47 <

But after a {lerusal of the evidence I cannot conclude tli: t 
there was no evidence of negligence to go to the jury. It hough 
I doubt very much if I hatl been a juror 1 would have come to 
their conclusion. But we cannot usurp the functions of jun 
and under the circumstances to my mind there is nothing else to 
lie done than to dismiss the appeal with costs.

A pi tea l dmn issat.

J. G. BUTTERWORTH Co. Ltd. v. CITY OF OTTAWA.
Ontario Supreme Court. Ap/tellale Division, Meredith, C.J.O., Mod 7 .1 

Middleton, and Ferguson, J.A. June 23, 1910.

Municipal corporations (§ II C—115)—Municipal Act iUm Kiux- 
TION AND MAINTENANCE OF WEIGHING MACHINES—ClTO>. I"WNB 
AM) VILLAGES—INTERPRETATION Al'T,

Section 582 of the Municipal Act, Ont. (3 l'klw. VIL, c. in provides 
t hat the councils of townships, cities, towns and villages may pass hy-law< 
“for erecting and mnintaining weighing machines in village- or other 
convenient places, and charging fees for the use thereof .

Held, that the section conferred upon the councils of cities power tod" 
what the section provides for, otherwise it would be necessan i" read 
out of the section the words “or other convenient places." To limit the 
right of cities and towns to erecting and maintaining weighing n i<-!iines 
in villages would be absurd. Hut the councils of cities, towns and village- 
have power to erect weighing machines and to appoint weigh master- 
independently of the above section, derived from s. 580. S - al-o 
321» and 537.
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Ii was unnecessary t « » decide whether tin- provisions of the by-law ONT.
, itliondtig tlu* imposition of fees for weighing < cased to be in force when
- W_». the authority by virtue of which the by-law was passed, assuming S. t .
that that was the only authority, was repealed by the Municipal Act
,.f PH:>. 3 & I <ieo. V. c. 43: but, if the validity of those provisions de- ,1. (i.
I ho h t< 1 on s. 582 only, they ceased to be o|H-rative upon its re|ieal, for Huttkr- 
:|, , were inconsistent with the provisions of the substituted enactment : worth

ii i let R.S.O I'H I i i i'
The city corporation was entitled to judgment U|mmi its claim for fees 

tin weighing loads of coal for the company ; if the council of the cor | Miration < 'in ok
i ni power to enact the provisions of tin by-law inde|iendentlv of the Ottawa. 
Imiui■ i conferred by s. 582, that result followed as of course: if that view 
w ns not t lie right one, t he company, having t alien udvant age of t lie favilit i<- 
:m weighing its coal, was pro|x»rly ordered to pay for the services rendered :
,ii'l. in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, the fees prescribed 
Iiv the by-law might lie taken well to lie a reasonable coin|iensation for 
the services rendered.

Appr.al und cross-appeal from the judgment of Latchford. .1.. 
in two actions brought by the J. G. Buttenvorth Company 
Limited and J. G. Buttenvorth, the latter suing as a ratepayer of 
the City of Ottawa on his own tichalf and on behalf of all t he other 
ratepayers of the city, against the Corporation of the City of 
Ottawa ; and two ac tions by the city corporation against the com
paru All four actions arose out of the demand of the city cori>ora- 
tion that the company should weigh all coal delivered in the city 
upon the scales or weighing machines provided by the city corpora
tion, and should pay fees for weighing all loads, under the pro
visions of a city by-law, No. 3358, passed in 1912.

One of tire actions brought by the city corporation was begun 
in the County Court of the County of Carleton. Upon the 
application of the defendants it was transferred into the Supreme 
Court of Ontario, and the four actions were ordered to lie tried 
together. Judgment of Latchford, J., varied.

The judgment appealed from is a* follows:—
The first action was liegun on the Oth Scptcmlier, 1917, by 

the J. Ci. Buttenvorth Company Limited, and J. G. Buttenvorth, 
suing on behalf of himself and all other ratepayers of the City 
of Ottawa.

The defendants were at the time insisting that the plaintiff 
company should weigh all coal delivered in the city upon the scales 
or weighing machines provided by the city, basing their demand 
to have the coal so weighed and to collect fees for weighing each 
load, upon provisions of their by-law No. 3358.

lhe J. G. Buttenvorth Company has carrier! on the coal 
business in Ottawa for more than 35 vears.
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In 18!f0, a by-law, No. 1081, was passed by the municipality 
It prohibited the delivery of coal from a waggon or other vehicle 
without having the same weighed upon one of the city weigh-scales 
Among other scales constructed for the weighing of coal was a 

weigh-house and scales at the St. Law rence and Ottawa II i!wav 

depot in the north-eastern section of the city. A penalty was 
provided for any infraction of the bydaw.

In 1912, by-law No. 3358 w as passed. It is intituled a liy-Lw 
to regulate Markets and Weighhouses.” Section 37 jn" •!<*, 
inter alia, that a public weighhouse and w eighing machine shall I* 
established at the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway depot. A 
weighhouse was erected and scales installed and maintained i : 
1912, w hen the weighmaster was removed. The scales he : 
out of repair, they were taken away by the city in 1913 or h i I

In 1915, Healey & Co. Limited erected a coal-elevator at the 
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway depot, and on the 19th V.igust 
applied to the city to have the scales restored. Later, in < '< tober, 
the same firm offered to purchase the old scales. The city . < until 
decided to accept the offer and to put a weighmaster in large 
of the scales when replaced. In the event of the fees not king 
sufficient to pay the weighmaster s salary the firm was expected 
to make up the deficiency. Healey & Co. set up the old s< <at 
their yard, but they proved of little use.

In April, 1917, the J. G. Butterworth Company pinch sod the 
Healey coal business and erected a new coal elevator and weigh
house, in which was installed a modern ten-ton weighing ; c hine. 
Application was made to the city for the appointment • : weigh
master. This the city was willing to do, provided the company 
would pay the difference, if any, lietwcen the fees collected from 
the scales and the salary paid the weigher. No such requirement 
was imposed on other coed-dealers. The proviso was regarded a! 
discriminator}' and unjust, especially as the revenue derived by 
the city from the scales at the company’s other yards exceeded 
the salaries paid the weighmasters there. The company suggested 
that the revenue derived from the scales at all their yards should 
be pooled, and were quite willing to pay any difference thut might 
exist between that amount and the sum of the salaries paid the 
several weighmasters. This proposition the city refused to 
entertain.
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The nearest public weigh-scalcs to the St. Iuiwrenve and 
Ottawa Railway yard of the company was at By Ward Market, 
lying to the south-west, a distance of more than a quarter of a mile. 
The scales there were, at certain hours of the day, almost con
tinuously in use weighing hay and other produce, thus occasioning 
delay, in addition to increasing the cost of delivery over the large 
and populous area of the city north and east of the company's 
yard.

The Butterworth C ompany regarded the treatment of the city 
as invidious, and delivered coal to customers from the yards at the 
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway depot, weighed only at its own 
scales.

The city prosecuted the company in the police court at Ottawa, 
and secured a conviction under the penalty clause of the by-law. 
A motion to quash the conviction failed. Pending the hearing 
by leave of a further appeal, the city instituted another proceeding 
in the police court.

The company then brought the first action. Vpon an inter
locutory application it w as arranged that the city should not press 
the prosecutions in the police court, and that the company should 
expedite the hearing of the appeal from the order refusing to quash 
the conviction.

The appeal was argued and judgment was reserved. On the 
10th December, before a statement of claim had been filed, the 
First Divisional Court of the Appellate Division delivered judg
ment upon the appeal. The Court held that the effect of the 
by-law was not to compel persons delivering coal from a waggon 
or other vehicle to have the coal weighed upon the city scales in 
all cases, but only where the buyer or seller required that it should 
be so weighed. As it was neither alleged nor proved that the 
buyer of the coal had required it to be weighed on the public 
scales, the appeal was allowed with costs and the conviction 
quashed with costs: Rex v. Butterworth (1917), 13 O.W.N. 263.

The question of the validity of the by-law w as not determined. 
There was no necessity for determining it, as, whether the by-law 
was valid or invalid, there was no evidence that the by-law had 
been violated.

In the cases before me it seems proper that I should attempt to 
ascertain whether the provisions of by-law 3358, which are attacked 
in the actions brought by the Butterworths, are valid or not.

18—49 n.L.R.
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Before the by-law of 1900 was passed, by the .Municipal 
Airendii ont Act, 1887, 50 Viet. eh. 29. see. 25, and ILS.O i\$; 
eh. 184, see. 489 (58), the councils of townships, cities, towns, 
and villages were given power to pass by-laws:—

“ For erecting and maintaining weighing machines in villages 
or other convenient places, anil charging fees for the use tin u

A limitation is placed on the fees to lie charged, but it docs not 
apply to the weighing of coal.

The fees actually charged by the city for the weighing of coal 
arc lower than the fees permitted to lie charged for weighing other 
commodities.

The enactment in its original form was continued through the 
revisions of the Municipal Act : (1892) 55 Viet. ch. 42. sec. 489 
(58); ILS.O. 1897, ch. 223, sec. 582: and (1903) 3 Edw. VII ch. 19 
sec. 582. The last consolidation was in force when by-law 31156
was passed in 1912.

It is urged that the statute enabled the city council to pas 
by-laws for the erection and maintenance of weighing n aebinet 
only in villages or other convenient places of the same genus in 
other words, outside the municipality.

With this contention I find myself unable to agree.
However ill-chosen or obscure the language of the statute im 

be, it is entitled to a liberal construction. So regarded, the city 
council was, in my opinion, authorised to pass a by-law providing 
for the erection and maintenance of weighing machines in con
venient places within the city limits, and to charge fees for the 
use of the machines.

1 therefore regard as valid those*sections of by-law 3358 which 
provided for the establish]! cut of weighing machines at certain 
places in the city of Ottawa.

It is nothing to the point that in the revisions of 1913 and 1914- 
3 & 4 (ieo. V. eh. 43, sec. 411 (6), and ILS.O. 1914, ch. 192, see. 
411 (ti), the power to erect and maintain weighing machines was 
restricted to townships, while “regulating the . . . weighing
of . . . coal and other fuel’* was the only power regarding 
coal given to urban municipalities : ib., sec. 401 (6).

The law continued thus until the 2Gth March, 1918, when, by 
8 Cîco. V. ch. 32, sec. 8, sec. 401 was amended by adding 1 hereto 
the follow ing paragraphs :
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“11. For purchasing, leasing, erecting, maintaining and 
operating weighing machines and weigh houses, for appointing 
weiglimastere and for prescribing their duties.

"12. For imposing, levying and collecting fees for the use of 
.such weighing machines, not l>cing contrary to the limitations 
present ed by sub-section 8 of section 402.

"13. With the approval of the Municipal Board, ami within 
the limitations and restrictions, and under the conditions pre- 
scrilwl by order of the Board for requiring all jiersons who shall, 
after a sale thereof, deliver coal or coke within the municipality, 
Iiv a vehicle, from any coal-yard, storehouse, coal-chute, gas-house 
or other place:

"(a) To have the weight of such vehicle and of such coal or 
coke ascertained prior to delivery, by a weighing machine estab
lished as provided by paragraph 11.

"i b) To furnish the weighmaster in charge of such weighing 
machine, and to surrender to each purchaser, at the time of delivery, 
a weigh-ticket, upon which 1ms been printed or written the name 
and address of the vendor, and the name of the purchaser, and to 
have such weigh-ticket dated and signed by such weighmaster, 
and to have him enter thereon the weight of such coal or coke.

"14. Nothing contained in the next preceding paragraph shall 
authorise a municipality to require the weighing of coal or coke 
sold in car lots at shippers' weights.”

It may be mentioned that a by-law, No. 4522, passed by the 
City of Ottawa on the 2nd April, 1018, under'this amendment, 
was the subject of attack by the Butterworth Company, but was 
upheld by the learned Chief Justice of the King's Bench and on 
appeal by a Divisional Court: Re Butteruorth and City of Ottawa 
1918), 45 D.L.R. 420, 44 O.L.R. 84.

No express power to lease was given when power was conferred 
to erect and maintain weighhouscs, nor was the appointment of 
weiglimastere authorised. But I think the greater power includes 
the lesser. It is obvious, too, that the scales could not main
tained and lees collected for their use without employing persons 
to do the weighing and collect or record the fees.

Different considerations would naturally arise if by-law 3358 
had l>een passed after the consolidation of the Municipal Act in 
1913 had taken away the powers enjoyed by cities since 1887, and

ONT. 
8. (\

i J'<J;
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OMT‘ conferred only power to regulate the weighing of coal. See Her 
S.C. v. Woollatt (1906), 11 O.L.R. 644.
j (j The operation of the weighing machines in the weighhousee

Bvtteh- at the Broad street and Arlington avenue yards of the con panv 
worth . , . , . \ ‘ •
Co. Ltd. was carried on by the city at the instance of the company a ml for
City or the company's benefit. The scales were on property owned by the 
Ottawa, company and leased by the company to the city. All the weighing 

required by the company was done. The placing by the company 
of each load of coal on the scales leased or owned by the city wai 
as plainly to require the coal to be weighed as the most formal 
request could have been. Rentals to the 31st December, 1917 
have been paid and accepted, and the leases have not been deter
mined. In the second action a claim is made that the leases he 
declared invalid and the city lie ordered to vacate the leased 
properties. As the power to lease existed, the Butterworth Com
pany, even if not estopped by its own acts, is not entitled to the 
possession of the weighhouses and scales at Broad street and 
Arlington avenue.

After the decision of the Divisional Court on the first appeal 
and the filing of the city’s defence in the first action, the company 
could have moved for judgment. It had in its favour a final 
adjudication on what was admitted to be the only important issue 
in the civil suit.

No evidence adduced at the trial advanced in this regard the 
position of either party.

The company is entitled in its first action to judgment d« g 
that upon the true construction of by-law 3358 it was i um- 
pulsory on persons delivering coal in the city of Ottax mi a 
waggon or other vehicle to have the coal weighed in a s upon 
a weighing machine of the city, but only in cases whv the buyer 
or seller required that it should be so weighed.

The company is also entitled to costs up to and inclusive of 
statement of defence and to subsequent costs as of a motion for 
judgment.

The company’s second action fails and is dismissed. In view, 
however, of what I regard as the invidious, though not illegal, 
treatment of the company in connection with the payment of a 
weighmaster at the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway depot, the 
dismissal is without costs.
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l or the reasons indicated in the course of this judgment, the 
vitv corporation is entitled to recover the amounts claimed in the 
two actions brought against the company.

There will be judgment accordingly for $1,189.00 with costs 
of both actions up to and inclusive of the costs of the order con
solidating them, with subsequent costs as of one action.

Taylor McYeity, for the company.
F. li. Proctor, for the city corporation.
The judgment of the Court was read by
Meredith, C.J.O. :—Appeals by the plaintiffs in the two actions Meredith.c.j.0. 

of J. 0. Butterworth Co. Limited v. City of Ottawa and by the de- 
femlantsin the two actions of City of Ottawa v. J. G. ButterworthC o.
Limited from the judgments, dated the 29th January, 1919, which 
we.' reefed to lie entered by I^atchford, J., after the trial of the 
actions before him sitting without a jury at Ottawa on the 16th 
October, 1918; and cross-appeal by the defendant corporation from so 
much of the judgment in the first action of J. G. Butterworth Co.
Limited v. City of Ottawa as declared the true construction of the 
by-law in question and directed that the defendants should pay 
the plaintiffs’ costs of the action up to and inclusive of the state
ment of defence and their subsequent costs as of a motion for 
judgment on the pleadings.

The first action of J. G. Butterworth Co. Limited v. City of 
Ottawa was commenced on the 6th September, 1917 and in it the 
plaintiffs claim a declaration that secs. 37, 40, 41, 42, 48, and 50, 
and clauses (t), (j), and (k) of sec. 38, of by-law No. 3358, passed 
by the council of the defendant corporation on the 0th May, 1912, 
are invalid, void, and illegal, or that it be declared that, upon the 
true construction of the said by-law, it is not compulsory on persons 
delivering coal from a waggon or other vehicle, after a sale thereof 
in the said city of Ottawa, to have the coal weighed upon a weighing 
machine or weigh-scales of the defendant in all cases, but only 
in cases where the buyer or seller requires that it shall be so 
weighed; and for an injunction restraining the defendant from 
enforcing the impeached sections and clauses of the by-law, and 
from compelling the plaintiff Butterworth and other ratepayers of the 
said city of Ottawa, by prosecution in the police court or otherwise, 
to have coal delivered from a waggon or other vehicle, after a sale 
thereof in the said city of Ottawa, weighed upon a weighing machine
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or weigh-scales of the defendant, in cases where neither the buyer 
nor the seller has required such to be done.

By the judgment in that action the declaration as to the ((in
struction of the by-law which the plaintiffs claim was made, and 
the order as to costs as to which the corporation appeal- was 
also made.

The second action of J. G. Buttenvorth Co. Limited v. ( it y of 
Ottawa was commenced on the 2nd May, 1918. In it the plaintiffs 
claim to have the sectidns and clauses of by-law No. 335s which 
were attacked by the first action declared to lie ultra vin.< of the 
defendant and to lie invalid, void, and illegal ; and a claim is also 
made to have the defendant’s weighmasters removed from two 
weighhouses established by the defendant on the premises of the 
plaintiffs; for possession of these weighhouses and the weighing 
machines; an injunction restraining the defendant from inter
fering with the free use of the said weighhouses and weighing 
machines by the plaintiffs, and from demanding and requiring the 
payment of tolls by the plaintiffs for the weighing of then coal 
thereon; and for an account of the tolls illegally exacted by the 
defendant from the plaintiffs for the weighing of their coal and 
the repayment of the same.

By their reply to the statement of defence in this action the 
plaintiffs set up a new claim ; this claim is for relief by w ay of 
damages or injunction for the injury they have sustained by reason 
of the failure of the defendant to fulfil the obligation of a by-law 
which had been passed for the establishment and maintenance 
of a weighing machine at the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway 
depot ; and the attack on the validity of the sections and clauses 
of by-law No. 3358 was repeated, including in the attack sec. 43.

By the judgment in this action, the action was dismissed with
out costs.

The plaintiffs in the first of these actions are the J. G. Rutter- 
worth Company Limited and J. G. Butterworth, the latter suing 
as a ratepayer of the City of Ottawa on his ow n behalf and on 
behalf of all the other ratepayers of that city.

The actions of City of Ottawa v. J. G. Butterworth Company 
Limited were brought to recover from J. G. Buttenvorth Company 
Limited fees for weighing coal of the defendant company which 
had been weighed on the plaintiff’s weighing machines : the first
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of those actions was commenced on the 31st March, 1918. and 
was for the recovery of foes for weighing I «tween the 1st May, 
1917, and the 1st February, 1918 (both inclusive); and the second 
action was commenced on the 3rd May, 1918, and was for the 
recovery of fees for weighing between the 1st March and the 1st 
May ilioth inclusive), and judgment was given in both actions in 
favour of the corporation for the amounts claimed.

Vpon the argument before us it was contended by counsel for 
the appellants the Butterworths that the sections and clauses of 
the respondent's by-law No. 3358 which are attacked were invalid; 
that the council had no authority to establish weighing machines 
or to require that coal should lie weighed on them, and still less 
authority to make it compulsory on coal-dealers to have the coal 
sold by them weighed by these machines, and it was contended 
by counsel for the corporation that its council had jurisdiction to 
enact the sections and clauses which are attacked.

It was held by this Court, in a former proceeding between these 
parties, Rex v. Butterworth, 13 O.VV.N. 203, that the construction 
of the by-law in question contended for by the appellants the 
Butterworths is its true construction; and that question is no 
longer open to discussion.

The Municipal Act in force when the by-law was passed was 
3 Edw. VII. ch. 19. By sec. 582 of that Act it was provided t hat

“The councils of townships, cities, towns and villages may 
pass by-laws :—

“l. For erecting and maintaining weighing machines in villages 
or other convenient places, and charging fees for the use thereof, 
not being contrary to the limitations provided by sub-section 8 
of section 579 of this Act."

We agree with the view of the trial Judge that this section 
conferred upon the councils of cities power to do what the section 
provides for, and that the contention to the contrary of counsel for 
the Butterworths is untenable. To give effect to it would be to 
read out of the section the words “or other convenient places" or 
to attribute to the Legislature the intention to limit the right of 
cities and 4 owns, at all events, to erect and maintain weighing 
machines to erecting and maintaining them in villages, which is 
most unlikely, and would, I think, be absurd.

^ J. (i.

<v 'i.tiV
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What was doubtless meant was that the councils of townshipa, 
cities, towns, and villages might erect and maintain them at 
convenient places within their own limits, and that township 
councils might erect ami maintain them also in villages. That 
would be an application to these utilities of the principle upm 
which the Act enables township halls to l>e erected and maintained 
in “any town or village within or partly within the original 

Meredith,c.j.o. boundaries of the township.”
In my opinion, councils of cities, towns, and villages have, 

independently of the authority conferred by sec. 582, power to 
provide facilities for weighing coal, derived from sec. 580 0 
which empowers councils of cities, towns, and villages to pee 
by-laws:—

“For regulating the measuring or weighing fas the case may 
be) of lime, shingles, laths, cordwood, coal and other fuel."

The “good government” section of the Act (sec. 320) and set. 
537 (1), which empowered councils of all municipalities to pass 
by-laws for appointing such “officers as are necessary in the 
affairs of the corporation, or for carrying into effect the provisions 
of any Act of the Legislature or any by-law of the corporation," 
may also be invoked in support of the existence of the power to 
establish weighing machines and to appoint weighmasters

All that I intend by what 1 have said is to say that 1 entertain 
the opinion that, apart from the powers conferred by sec. 582. 
councils of cities, towns, and villages have power, in older to 
facilitate the carrying out of the regulations they may prescribe 
as to the weighing or measuring of the articles mentioned in ser 
580 (9), to erect and maintain weighing machines and to appoint 
weighmasters; but I express no opinion as to their right to make 
the use of them compulsory or to require persons who do not desire 
to make use of them to pay fees for such compulsory use.

It was argued by Mr. McVeity that the effect of the repeal by 
3 & 4 Geo. V. ch. 43 of sec. 582, and the re-enactment of it limiting 
its operation to townships councils, was that, by sec. 411 (6), any 
by-law which had been passed by the council of a city, town, or 
village under the authority of sec. 582, ceased to l>c operative 
when that legislation came into f e.

Regina v. Hiscox (1879), 44 U.C.Q B. 214, was relied on to 
support that contention, and Mr. Proctor relied on sec. 10 of the

272
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Interpretation Act to save the by-law. His argument, however, ONT 
faileil to give effect to the provision that by-laws are to continue s. < ' 
pood and valid only “in so far as they are not inconsistent with j. <; 
the substituted Act or enactment.” In this case, if its validity lt, T1> l<* 
depended on sec. 582 only, the provisions of the by-law imposing Co. Lm
fees were inconsistent with the provisions of the substituted Act. ( lTy or
See also Royal Insurance Co. v. City of Montreal (1906), 29 Que. Ottawa. 
S.C. 161. Meredith,C.J.O.

It is, however, unnecessary to decide whether the provisions 
of the by-law as to the imposition of fees ceased to be in force 
when the authority by virtue of which it was passed, assuming 
that the only authority was that conferred by sec. 582, was
repealed.

In view of the construction which has been given by this 
Court to the by-law, if there were no other reason for refusing to 
pronounce the declaratory judgment which is claimed and has 
been pronounced, the fact that the use by the appellant company 
of the weighing machines was not compulsory would be a sufficient 
reason for refusing to pronounce such a judgment.

That the Court ought not, in such a case as this, to pronounce 
a declaratory judgment, is, I think, clear.

If, as was determined in the former proceeding to which I have 
referred, the by-law in question did not make it compulsory upon 
any one to have coal weighed on the city's weighing machines, the 
declaration sought for was unnecessary for the protection of the 
Butterworth Company; and, if the by-law did make it compulsory 
and was in that respect invalid, that defence was open to the 
company if it should be prosecuted for an infraction of the by-law, 
and the tribunal by which the complaint would l»e investigated 
was the forum appointed by the legislature to hear and determine 
the complaint.

If the Butterworth Company is entitled to the declaration 
claimed, it would follow that, in any action pending in an inferior 
court or in any proceeding before a magistrate, the defendant 
might practically oust the jurisdiction of the tribunal seised of the 
case by obtaining a declaration as to the meaning of a contract 
that was in question or of the invalidity of an Act or by-law for a 
violation of the provisions of which the defendant was being 
proceeded against.
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Barraclough v. Brown, [1807] A.C. 015, is a conclusive authority 
against the company. It was there decided that, where -’ .tut* 
gives a right to recover expenses in a court of summary juri- -non 
from a person who is not otherwise liable, there is no right to come 
to the High Court for a declaration that the applicant ha- a right 
to recover the expenses in a court of summary jurisdiction: lie can 
only take proceedings in the latter court.

In Guaranty Trust Co. of New York y. I/annay <V Co !'.'15]2 
K.B. 53G, at p. 537. it was held that “a declaration . . . that : 
person is not liable in an existing or possible action is one whid 
will hardly ever be made, t hough it is not beyond the power of the 
Court in a very exceptional case to make such a declaration

See also the cases as to declarator)’ judgments referred to in 
Holmcsted’s Judicature Act, pp. 37, 38, and 39, and those referred 
to in the Annual Practice, 1919, pp. 422, 423, 424. esjtecially 
Grand Junction Waterworks Co. v. Hampton Urban District C ouncil, 
[1898] 2 Ch. 331, a case not unlike in its circumstances to the case 
at bar. See also Attorney-General v. Cameron (1899). 20 A.R. 
(Ont.), 103.

The claim for an injunction to restrain the enforcement of the 
by-law and the prosecution of the Butterworth Company for 
infraction of it properly failed. As I have said, if the by-law was 
invalid, that defence was open to the company if it should 1* 
prosecuted for violating the provisions of the by-law.

1 agree with the conclusion of the learned trial Judge that 
the Corporation of the City of Ottawa is entitled to recover the 
amount for which it obtained judgment in respect of the fees for 
weighing.

If I am right in the view I have expressed as to the authority 
of the council of the corporation to enact the provisions of the 
by-law which are attacked, independently of the power conferred 
by sec. 582, that result follows as of course; and, if that views 
not the right one, the appellants the Butterworths, having taken 
advantage of the facilities afforded them for weighing their coal, 
were properly ordered to pay for the services rendered; and, in the 
absence of any evidence to the contrary, the fees prescribed hy the 
by-law may well be taken to lie a reasonable compensation for the 
services rendered.

I agree with the statement of the law in Brice on litre Vires. 
3rd ed., p. 053, that:—
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"Corporations cannot be made directly liable in respect of an n T 
ultra vins engagement, and therefore, if and whilst such engage- •< < '
ment remains unexecute<l on their part, cannot I* made to carry j i;
the same into effect; and . . . corporations must always
account to the opposite party to any vitra vires engagement for ('<». Lid 
any benefits Which they may have received from such opposite < m 
party in respect of such engagement. 1 hT"v v

“It seems necessarily to follow . . . that the position Meredith,c.j.o
of the other party to any ultra vires engagement is the exact 
correlative of that of the corporation.”

This statement of the law appears to lie not only sound in 
principle but to be supported by the authorities which are referred 
to and those which were cited at the bar.

The claim of the appellants the Butterworths for possession of 
the weighing machines they had leased to the corporation was 
properly dismissed. The corporation had, at all events, by virtue 
of the powers conferred upon it by sec. 582, if not otherwise, 
authority to acquire weighing machines by purchase or lease ; and, 
the term of the leases not having expired, the fact that, as a result 
of the repeal of the section, the by-law ceased to lie operative, if 
that was the result, is immaterial ; for, although the by-law had 
ceased to be operative, the property in that which had been 
acquired under the authority of the section was not divested, but 
remained in the corporation, notwithstanding that the weighing 
machines could not thereafter lie used for the purpose for which 
they were intended to lie used when the leases were taken. If I 
am right in the view I have expressed as to the powers of the 
council independently of sec. 582, it is an â fortiori case for the 
dismissal of their claim for possession of the machines.

The claim for damages or an injunction in respect of the 
discontinuance of the weighing station at the St. Lawrence and 
Ottawa Railway depot is a somewhat strange one, in view of the 
contention of the Butterworths that the by-law under the authority 
of which it was established was invalid ; but, in any case, there 
is no ground upon which the relief claimed can properly be awarded.

The result is that, in my opinion, the appeals of the Butter- 
worths should be dismissed with costs, and the cross-appeal should 
be allowed with costs, and the judgment in favour of the Butter- 
worths reversed, and that there should be substituted for that
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be dismissed without costs: the learned trial Judge, in the exercie
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of his discretion, dismissed the other action without costs; and I 
doubt not, had he directed judgment to l>e entered dismissing 
both actions of the Butterworths, lie would have dismissed without 
costs the action which, in our opinion, should have been but was 
not dismissed. Appeals dismissed; cross-appeal allowed.

Meredith ,C. JO.

B. C.
REX v. GARTSHORE.

8. C.
Hnhslt ('olumhiii Supreme Court, Hunter. C.J.H.C. < ktot nr 25, IHift.

AlMEAL ($ 111 B—77)—Bl'MMARY CONVICTIONS Act (B.C.) -I'in U.ITY III 
FINDING OF SUPREME C’-OVRT—Cot’RT OF APPEAL Act DVTY 01 
JUDGES TO FOLLOW JUDGMENTS OF HIGHEST CoUKTH.

Where a magiat rate on a conviction umkr the Siam nary ('onviciwi • 
Act, B.C. stats. 1915, <•. 59, has stated a cane for the Supreme Court, 
under s. 92, the finding of the Supreme < ourt is final. Then* is no further 
appeal under the Court of Appeal Art of 1911.

The decisions of the Privy Council and Knglish Court of Amu-alar 
hindiug on the British Columbia Court of Ap|>cal and on the .ludgow 
th<* Supreme Court, and it is the duty of the Supreme Court .liulgi-* t 
follow and apply the decisions of these highest Courts of Judicature « 
preference to those of the British Columbia Court of Appeal where tlw\ 
are in conflict.

Statviiifiit. Application for ti writ of habeas corpus to shew chum* why tir 1 
prisoner should not he discharged from custody. Prisoner 1 
disci larged.

E. V. Dans, K.C., and Charles Wilson, K.(\. for application 1 
A. M. Johnson, K.C., for Crown.

Hunter, C.J. Hvnteh, C.J.B.C.: -This is an ation for a writ of huhtat 1
corpus directed to th<‘ jailer of ()kalla prison and to shew cause why 1 
the should not lie discharged from custody.

The defendant had been convicted by a Police Magistrate 1 
for the unlawful side of intoxicating liquor in violation of s. 1U of 1 
the Prohibition Act, B.C. stats. 191(1, c. 49, ami sentenced tu six 1 
months' imprisonment.

The hearing before the magistrate was concluded on January 1 
22, 1919, and sentence was pronounced on January JO. and tin- 1 
warrant committing the defendant to prison was issued on tin 1 
same day. He was not, however, lodged in prison pursuant tc 1 
th<* warrant, lieing admitted to bail |>cndiug the hearing of a case 1 
stated by the magistrate umler the provisions of the Summary 1 
Convictions Act. B.C. stats. 1915, c. 59, for the opinion of tin- 1

5
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Supreme Court on, inter alia, the sufficiency of the evidence to *1
warrant the conviction. The cam1 was heard by me on February s. c.
7. and. after hearing the argument on tiehalf of the (Town and the pKX
•ucunmI. I came to the conclusion that, assuming that the defendant ,, 1

... (lARTKHi:
had agreed to sell the liquor in question, there was no evidence to
shew that he had actually carried it out, whereuixm I set aside the HunUr,c
conviction.

The Crown took an ap])eul from my order to the Court of 
Appeal, and that Court, having heard argument and reserved 
judgment, on May 20, 1919, set aside my order and affirmed the 
conviction, stating it to have lieen made on January 4, 1919, 
which, of course, was erroneous, as it took place on January JO.

The cast1 is not yet reported in the official Law Hejxirts, but 1 
have lieen furnished with copies of the judgments by the official 
reporter.

It appears that the defendant's counsel at the hearing of the 
appeal challenged the jurisdiction of the Court to entertain an 
appeal and wished to reopen the question which was supposed to 
have lieen settled by a former decision of the Court in Hex v.
Emus (1916), 23 B.C.K. 12K.

The Court (Martin and McPhillips, JJ.A., dissenting), decided 
to hear the argument and then reaffirmed the existence of the 
right of appeal. It does not appear that Elierts, J.A., assented to 
this decision, but it is clear that the other four Judges maintained 
the right of appeal. They then dealt with the appeal on the 
merits, and decided McPhillips and Eberts, JJ.A., dissenting), 
to reverse my order. Two of the three Judges who reversed my 
order did not give any reasons for holding that I was wrong.
The third, Martin, J.A., did give reasons, but, as it is reasonable 
to assume in a case concerning the lilierty of the subject, that the 
majority consulted liefore reversing my order, the inference is 
that the other two Judges were not prepared to adopt the reasons 
given by Martin, J.A., or they would have said so. On the; other 
hand, McPhillips, J.A., gave reasons in his oral judgment, stating 
that he entirely agreed with me. In fact, I do not see how the 
matter could lie put any more clearly than it was when he said:

The mere finding of the articles on the premises, without more, constitutes 
very insufficient evidence of the completed sale. There must be sometliing 
definite to enable it to be said that the defendant placed those articles there.
It may not need to be very cogent evidence, but there would need to lie
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souk; evidence; for instance, that tlu* carter got his instructions fm . i> livorv 
froin the defendant, or some evidence connecting the defendant ,<l ij, 
selection, appropriation and delivery, but all such evidence is absent

The result, then, of the ap}x»til wits unfavorable to the <!<-ii ndant
Iiy a majority of one, and he was taken into custody under the(Iahtkhohi

Hunter c j. warrant which the magistrate had issued, no fresh warrant h \mg
Ikh'ii issued, and taken to tlu* < >kalla gaol to serre out the '> iitcinv 
and now applies for his discharge.

The argument came on to lie heard hy me on Octolx r 15 and 
Hi. Mr. Johnson, Deputy Attomev-deneral, ap] rearing for tlie 
Crown, and Mr. Wilson and Mr. Davis for the apple ni. hut 
inasmuch as the matter presented for my consideration ppivm-il 
to he of some gravity. 1 rc»s(*rved judgment, and in the in ntiiin 
admitted the defendant to hail, the ( down assenting to tin i cumv.

The application for hnbeax cot/hik and for the prisoner * dé
charge is based on several grounds. One is that the ord. of the 
Court of Appeal purporh*d to affirm the conviction alleged t, 
have taken place on January 4, 1919, whereas the conviction in 
question took place on January 30, and not on the Ith. and 
therefore was not affected by the order of the Court of App. I 
As to this objection, however, while it is true that one paragnipli 
of the judgment purports to affirm a mythical conviction, another 
paragraph puiputs to set aside my order of February 7. su 
that, assuming the Comt had jurisdiction to entertain tin apjxnl, 
the order, in my opinion, would, nevertheless, have effectually 
disposed of the matter adversely to the defendant.

A number of objections were also taken to the legality of tin 
warrant under which the defendant was taken into custody, but 
as, upon a full examination into these points, it might It fourni 
that the net result would In* that a fresh warrant could lawful!) 
be issued by the magistrate, a discharge based on any such ohjn- 
tion might turn out to Ik- illusory, in which case the Court would 
then no doubt be confronted with the necessity of passing mi the 
main question which has lieen raised, and which is that the Court 
of Appeal had no jurisdiction to entertain an app*al, . ud il that 
is the case the defendant has lieen unlawfully imprisoned.

Now. of course, a Judge when called on to say that u order of 
a higher Court is void, ought to consider the matter <■ refully 
before taking that course. I at first thought that it might br 
possi!>h* for the defendant to take an appeal to the Supreme Court
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of ( . l* iIn. hut I find thüt thv door of that Court lias Imvii e*le>sed 
l.v ils decision in lie MeXutt (1912 . 10 D.L.R. 834, 21 Can. (>.
( ;>. 157. 17 ('an. K.C.R. 259. in which it was held hy a majority 
of the Court that no apjx'al lies to that Court in a case of this 
kind. It would also Ik* open to tin* defendant to bring an action 
for CIsc imprisonment, and in that way have the validity of the 
;.i li« a of the Court of Appeal passed on by the Supreme Court of 
Canada, hut in the meantime he would have to serve out the 
alleged unlawful sentence, and any damages which he might 
recover would he a very inadequate remedy, and in any event tin* 
object of the halxax ctrrpus proceedings, which is to obtain s|>codv 
relief from unlawful imprisonment, would he frustrated by such 
uei \. 1 think, therefore, that 1 am Inmnd to consider the jKiint
ami giv n y opinion on it.

In order that the nature of the question may Ik* easily under
stood it is first of all necessary to set forth the legislation concerning 
tlx* matter.

By the Court of Appeal Act. K.S.H.C. 1911, e. 51. s. ti, sub-s. 
4 ; . it was provided that an appeal should lie to the Court of 
Appeal from the decision of the Supreme Court or a Judge thereof 
in a case stated under the Summary Convictions Act.

R\ the Summary Convictions Act. H.S.B.C. 1911. e. 218. 
s.92. it was provided:

Wltrii a case is transmitted under this Act. the Supreme Court shall 
hear au»I determine the question or questions of law arising thereon, and shall 
tlier»*u|M*n reverse, affirm or amend the determination in respect of which the 
va.se has Ih-vii stated, or remit the matter to the Justice or Justices, with the 
opinimi of the Court thereon or may make such other order in relation to the 
matter or may make such order as to costs, as to the Court may seem fit ; and 
all such oi lers shall he* filial and conclusive* on all parties.

By the Summery (’(invidious Act. ICC. Si,its. 1915. e . 59 
k. 105. tlu* Icst-'i entiçmvd Act was repea led, s. 92 reappearing 
with ‘Mir variations as follows:

1. lii Supre-me Court te» which a e*ase is transmitted shall hear and <le*te-r- 
mine t|i que-stietn eir questions of law arising thereon, and shall thereiqion 
affirm, reverse eir modify the conviction, emle*r or determination in re*spe*e't of 
which the v ise has l>e*e*n stated, or remit the matter to the* Justice with the 
opinion of the* Cemrt thereon, e>r may make such other eirelor in relation te» the 
matter, and such ore 1er as to ceists as to the Cemrt seems fit ; and all such orders 
■hall be final and conclusive on all parties.

And the* question was and is as te> whether, this living the last 
Millin' I'la.i lion on dll' nulijwt, il did not iduilisli die light
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of appeal which hud been allowed by the Court of Ap|K*al Act. 
1911, as alx>ve stated.

At the outset 1 think it is unnecessary to do more than state 
two pro]x>sitions that are almost axiomatic in their nature. The 
first is that no appellate Court can usurp a jurisdiction to interfere 
with the judgment of a competent Court by merely declaring 
that it has the jurisdiction to do so. and the second is that the 
right of appeal is not a mere matter of procedure but a substantive 
right which can Imi created only by legislative authority and cannot 
lx* created by the inferior or superior tribunal or by lx»th combined 

Attorney-General v. SiUem (18(>4), 10 H.L. Cas. 704. Il O. 
1200—and, of course, when granted, can lx1 ulxdished only by 
legislative authority. As I have said, the jurisdiction of the 
Court of Appeal to hear the appeal from my order was upheld by 
the ( ’ourt, or at any rate by foyr of the Judges, and they reaffirmed 
the reasons g ven in Hex v. Keans (1910), 23 B.C.R. 128.

I asked 'he Deputy Attorney-General, if the matter were 
res integra, whether he would lx‘ prepared to maintain the juris
diction of the Court of Appeal, and, with his usual e jr. In- 
admitted that he could not, and that he could not see any escape 
from the conclusion that s. 92 of the Summary Convictions Act. 
B.C. Stats. 1915, c. 59, being the Act under which the conviction 
t<x>k place, cut off any right of appeal from my order to the 
Court of Appeal.

Notwithstanding that enactment, the majority of the Court 
held in the present case that the right of appeal still existed under 
the provisions already recited of the Court of Appeal Act. R.S.B.C, 
1911, e. 51. In the Evans case the Court held that they had to 
deal with a conflict between two of the revised statutes, and that, 
inasmuch as the original Court of Appeal Act was passed later 
than the original Summary Convictions Act, the latter had to 
give way, but in Gartshore’« case they held that the passage of the 
new Summary Convictions Act in 1915 made no change in the 
situation, although passed long after the Court of Appeal Act in 
1911. They undoubtedly professed to apply the principle that 
where two enactments conflict the later legislation must prevail.» 
principle which cannot lx? disputed, but, with great deference t<> 
the Judges of the (’ourt of Apjx'al, I think they misdirected then- 
selves in endeavoring to apply the principle to the legislation in

1
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question by inquiring into the priorities of the statutes whieli had 
been repc aled.

In Boston v. Lelièvre (1870), L.R. 3 P.C. 157, Westbury, L.J., 
in delivering the judgirent of the Privy Council, which, of course, 
binds loth the Court of Appeal and myself, said at p. 162, in 
dealing with a converse ease of a Court of Appeal refusing to hear 
an appeal on the ground that it had no jurisdiction:—

Th<- question is governed entirely by the language of t he Colonial statutes. 
The Court of Appeal in Lower Canada is the creation of the statute and the 
subjects upon which appeal lies to that Court are defined with reasonable 
dearness. The jurisdiction of the Court existed before the consolidated 
statutes, hut the consolidated statutes annulled all the antecedent statutes 
upon the subject. The consolidated statutes may be treated as one great Act, 
and their Lordships think it would not be wrong to take* the several chapters 
a# being enactments which are to be construed collectively, ami with reference 
to one another, just as if they had l>een sections of one statute, instead of 
being separate Acts.

And in B.C. Electric Bail trail Co. v. Stewart (1913), 11 D.L.R. 8. 
[1913] A.C. 816, which was an appeal from the British Columbia 
Court of Appeal, Atkinson, L.J., says at p. 827:

The Consolidated Railway Companies Act, lKtHi, and the* Municipal 
Clauses Act, 1896, were passed in the same session of the British Columbia 
Legislature, hut the latter was c. .'17 of the statutes of that year and the 
fonner c. 65, and presumably later in date. If there is a repugnancy between 
them, the later statute must prevail: Moore v. Robinson (1831), 2 B. & Ad. SI 7, 
at pp. 821, 822, 100 E.R. 1346.

In the Evans case, then, it is dear that the method of dealing 
with the statutes laid down bv the Privy Council would have led 
to the opposite decision, and I must assume that the Court, if 
these decisions had been brought to their attention, would have 
decided that the right of appeal no longer existed. But it is not 
necessary for ire to say anything more about the Evans case, which, 
in the view of the Court of Appeal, raised the question of a conflict 
lietween two statutes contained in the same consolidation, for in 
(lartshttre's ease, the case was not that of a conflict lietween two 
statutes contained in the same revision, but lietween the Court of 
Appeal Act of 1911 and the Summary Convictions Act, 1915, and 
therefore the decision in the Evans case, whether right or wrong, 
'lid not necessarily bind the Court in the present case.

On the argument in the present cast*, the case of Hex v. Sit 
Qum (1918), 25 B.( \R. 362, was referred to. In that case the Court 
of Appeal held that it had jurisdiction to entertain an appeal from 
a decision of the County Court on an appeal from Justices of

19—49 D.L.K.
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^ the Peace, under the Summary Convictions Act. With regard 
8. C. to the objection which hud lieen raised to its jurisdiction, tin ( hi<f 
Hex Justice says (Mai tin and McPhillit>s, JJ.A., concui ring) : 

v. Then as to the preliminary objections which we reserved, I see nr» reason
Gahthiiohb. for (-bunging the opinion which 1 held in Hex v. Evnnx, 23 B.C.R. 12\ I do 

Huiler, CJ. no* think the subsequent re-enactment or consolidation of the Summary 
Convictions Act affects the principles which we laid down in that cas»

Rut the Sim lvary (Convictions Act, 1915, c. 59, docs uot 
declare the judgment of the County Court to lie final and con
clusive, as it does the judgment of the Supreme Court, so that tin- 
case of Rex v. Sit Quin, supra, was not necessarily governed la
the case of Hex v. Evans, supra, nor did it necessarily govern this 
case, and whether it is right or wrong it does not affect this caw 
and therefore it is unnecessary for me to consider it further.

So that the position is that the Court of Appeal, on the hearing 
of the apfieal in the present case, were not l huh id by their decision 
in the Evans case, as the conflict there was lietween two coeval 
statutes, they evidently considering that although the Sun n-ary 
Convictions Act of 1915 was passed lief ore the hearing of the 
Evans apjx»al, which had lieen taken liefore its passage, it had no 
liearing on the question, as they made no allusion to it. Nor were 
they liound by their ruling in the Sit Quin case, as that was the 
case of an appeal from a County Court and not from a Supreme 
Court. Nevertheless, they considered that their decision in the 
Evans case governed both the Sit Quin case and this case. The 
Court of Apjieal therefore arrived at this result, that although the 
Summary Convictions Act of 1915 repealed the former Summary 
Convictions Act of 1911, R.S.B.C., c. 218, and undoubtedly, by 
s. 92, gave the defendant the right of appeal to the Supreme Court 
from the decision of the magistrate and by the sail e section 
declaimed the decision of the Supreme Court to lie final and con
clusive on all parties, it was not, however, effectual to extinguish 
the right of appeal which had tieen provided in another statute of 
1911.

With the greatest deference to the learned Judges w ho so held.
I think that they could not eliminate the last declaration of the 
legislature in this way, and that the decision is in direct violation 
of the principles laid down by the Privy Council in Boston v. 
Lelièire, L.R. 3 P.C. 157, and in Ii.C. Electric Railway Co. v. 
Stewart, 14 D.L.R. 8, [1913] A.C. 816, as already stated. It

5
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may lx* suggested, although the Deputy Attorney-General did 
not see fit to suggest it, that the phrase in the statute “final and 
conclusive on all parties ” xvas not to lx> taken at its face value, 
hut should he understood as subject to an appeal to the Court of 
Appeal, and the Judges have, in fact, read into the statute some 
such expression as “subject to the right of appeal allowed bv 
s. fi of the Court of Appeal Act, HU 1 ;” but this mode of construc
tion has often been condemned by Courts of the highest authority.

In Cushing and DuPuy (1880), f> App. (as. 400, the Privy 
Council had to construe a Don inion statute which enacted that 
“the judgn ent of the Court to which an appeal under this section 
can he made sliall be final.” It was argued that this did not 
necessarily prevent an appeal as of right to the Crown, but Sir 
Montague Smith, in delivering judgment, said at p. 410:—

Then it was contended that if the Parliament of Canada had the power, 
it did not intend to abolish the right of ap]>eal to the Crown. It was said that, 
the word “final" would he satisfied by holding that it prohibited an appeal 
to the Supreme Court of Canada, established by the Dominion Act of the 
38 Viet., e. 11. Their Lordships think the effect of the word cannot be so 
confined. It is not reasonable to suppose that the Parliament of Canada 
intended to prohibit an ap|>eal to the Supreme Court of Appeal recently 
established by its own legislation, and to allow the right of immediate appeal 
from the Court of Queen’s Bench to the Queen to remain. Besides the word 
“final’’ has been before used in colonial legislation as an apt word to exclude 
in certain cases appeals as of right to Her Majest y (see the Lower Canada Stat., 
34 Geo. 3, c. 30). Such an effect may, no doubt, be excluded by the context, 
but there is none in the enactment in question to limit the meaning of the word. 
For these reasons their Lordships think that the Judges below were right in 
holding that they had no power to grant leave to appeal.

In Lock v. Queensland Investment and Land Co., [1896] A.C. 
461, Lord Halsbury, L.C., says, at p. 4fi(>:—

Of course, if you can introduce into the language which the Legislature 
has used other language which would have a different effect (and that has been 
praetiirally the argument addressed to your Lordships), you may turn any 
statute or any section of any statute into an absurdity. But Table A of the 
7th section expressly says that “the directors may, if they think fit," make 
such an arrangement as has been here made; and every effort to turn those 
plain words into something else has resulted, on the part of the counsel who 
argued it, in an admission that, without the addition of some words, they 
cannot get into that 7th section that which their argument requires.

In Salomon v. Salomon and Co., [1897] A.C. 22, Lord Halsbury, 
L.C., at p. 34, said that he “must decline to insert into that Act of 
Parliament limitations which arc not to lx* found there.”

In Bank of New South Wales v. Piper, [1897] A.C. 383, Sir 
Richard Couch, in delivering judgment, says at p. 388:—
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It is to bo olwvved that in the first part of s. 7, which relates to the Hale 
or delivery of wool that is under a lien, the words “with a view to defraud" 
are introduced as an essential quality of the offence; but in the part of the 
section which relates to the sale and disposition of sheep or cattle that have 
been mortgaged these words are omitted. This cannot l>e considered to lx* an 
unintentional omission unless it is shewn to be so by the context of the section. 
Their Lordshqw do not set* any ground for construing the section as if the 
words “with a view to defraud” had been inserted in this part of it. Thrv 
cannot alter the offence created by the statute by the introduction of word» 
which the legislature has omitted.

In Regina v. Hunt (1856), 0 101. & HI. 408, 110 I0.lt. <t|y 
Krlc, J., Btiid, at 413:—

I had I wen for some time in hopes that I might find language in exprès, 
this meaning, but it is im|H>xsihle to do so without inserting words in the 
section; for it is enacted that his “decision on the reasonableness as well as the 
legality of the charges shall Ik* final,” and not that his decision on the reason
ableness shall In* made in the same manner as on the legality of the charge- 
Neither eau 1 read "final” as meaning “fund unless ap|N*alcd against." 
Probably that was the object of the legislature; but it cannot l»c done without 
reforming the words of the statute; and therefore 1 agree that this rule must 
be discharged.

The decisions of flit* ( ourte of highest authority therefore v.. ke 
it clear that the Court erred in con ing to the conclusion that tla* 
enactment that the decision of the Supretre Court was to In* final 
and conclusive on all parties was to he considered as subject hi tin- 
right of appeal, the statute itself provides no such
lin dation. These decisions are, of course, binding on Imth the 
Court of Appeal and myself. In fact, the Privy Council < hr hired 
in Trimble v. Hill (1879), 5 App. ( as. 342, that it was t he dut y of the 
Colonial Court of Apjieal to follow the decision of the buglisli 
Court of Appeal in preference to its own former- decision where 
they enn.e in conflict, which admonition has lieen followed by the 
Court of Appeal for Ontario, c.g., Mason v. Johnson ( IN!W 
20 A.R. (Ont.) 412. See also HoUender v. Ffaulkc* (IS04), 26 
( >.R. 01. A fortiori it is my duty to follow and apply the devisions 
of the highest Courts of judicature in preference to those of tIk- 
local Court of ApjM'al where they are in conflict.

It is not enough, however, merely to say that the Court had 
no jurisdiction. An order of a Court made without jurisdiction 
may be void only if and when it is set aside and declared void hy 
a higher tribunal, as, for instance, where the jurisdiction was 
conditional on the existence of certain facts or on certain proceed
ings being taken. Decisions made when the conditions necessary

6272
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to the existence of jurisdiction did not exist are not necessarily 
void, especially where the complaining party might have brought 
the true position to the attention of the Court and failed to do so. 
But there is a vital distinction between a case where there is a 
limited or conditional jurisdiction to do a judicial act and the case 
where, as in this case, there is no jurisdiction to do it under any 
cireuirstances. In the latter case it is void in tin- absolute sense1 
and is just as inoperative for any purpose1 as if it had never been 
pronounced. It can establish no right or impost1 any obligation. 
It affords no protection to anyone who acts under it. It is, in 
short, a nullity and, as Boyd, ( '., said in McLeod v. Noble (1897), 
28 O.R. 528, of an injunction which had been issued out of the 
High Court of Justice with no jurisdiction to do so, “a thing of 
naught which cannot l>e disobeyed.”

Before taking the step which I am of the opinion I am forced 
to take, I may say that I have also considered whether or not I 
should adjourn the matter in order to enable the defendant, 
with the consent of the Crown, to make another application to 
the Court of Appeal to reconsider its decision as to its jurisdiction, 
or, if that were impracticable, then by way of Order of Reference.

But apart from the delay which that would involve, one 
difficulty is that the Court affirmed its jurisdiction on at least 
two if not three different occasions, although, as already pointed 
out, the forn er cases did not conclude the ("îourt in the present cast1. 
The other difficulty is that two of the Judges have already expressed 
then selves in the present case as opposed to the reconsideration 
of the question. In fact, Martin, J.A., said in objecting to 
rehearing the question of the Court's jurisdiction in the present 
ease:—

I, for one, do not propose to say that 1 sit here at the beginning of this 
term and make a ruling which semis one man to the (militentiary and later on 
m this term or the first of next term to make another which frees another man 
guilty of exactly the same offence from the same consequences. I give on 
these questions one ruling once and for all.

And in his judgment referred to Velazquez, Ltd. v. Commis
sioner 8 of Inland Revenue, [1914] 3 K.B. 458. With all deference, 
I am unable to see the justice of sending more men to prison 
because one man has already been wrongly sent there, nor am I 
able to see the relevancy of the case cited. It was a taxation case, 
and examination of it shews that the ground on which the English

■
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Court of Appeal refused to overrule their former decision wus that 
that decision had lieen brought to the attention of the House of 
Lords on the arguirent in a similar cast* and that, as that trihunal 
did not disapprove of it, it was not for them to unsettle the law.

As a matter of fact, the highest tribunals do not hesitate to 
overrule their former decisions and those of co-ordinate Courts, 
whenever they consider it right, and to shew that that is so it may 
not l)c amiss to cite the following instances :—

In a case involving the question of the legislative power to 
imprison for contempt, the Privy Council in Kidley x. ('arm 
(1842), 4 Moo. P.C.C. 63, 13 K.R. 225, overrule Beaumont mid 
Barrett (1836), 1 Moo. P.C.C. 59, 12 K.R. 733, Parke, B., delivering 
both judgments.

In Municipal Council of Sidney v. Bourke, [1895] A.C. 433. 
it overruled Bathurst v. MacPhcrson (1879), 4 App. Cas. 2.56. on 
the question of the distinction between misfeasance and non
feasance.

The United States Supreme Court has frequently overruled 
former decisions of its own, as, for instance, Lcisy v. Hardi n 18S9 
135 U.S. l(M), overruled Pierce v. New Hampshire (1847), 5 Howard 
504, although that decision was the result of full consideration 
ami was the law for forty years. In Tilghman v. Proctor 11880), 
102 U.S. 707, it overruled Mitchell v. Tilghman (1873), I'.f Wall 
287, although the validity of the same patent was in issue in Imth 
suits and the patentee was a party to both. In Killmrn v. 
Thompson (1880), 103 U.S. 168, they overruled Anderson v. 
Dunn (1821), 6 Wheaton 204, on the question of the authority of 
Congress to commit for contempt. In the English Court of 
Appeal in Re Dewhirst's Trusts (1886), 33 Ch. D. 416, Cotton. 
Lindley and I.opes, L.JJ., overruled the decision of a former Court 
of Appeal consisting of James, Baggallay and Brett, L.JJ., in 
Re Dalgleish (1876), 4 Ch. 1). 143, which had been followed by 
Jessel, M.R., in Re Crowe's Trusts (1880), 14 Ch. D. 304. In 
Foicler v. Barstow (1881), 20 Ch. D. 240, they overruled their 
former decision in Great Australian Gold Mining Co. v. .1 lortm 
(1876), 5 Ch. 1). 1, on one ]>oint. In Re Halldt's Estate 1879), 13 
Ch. D. 696, they overruled the decision of the Court in Pennell 
v. Deffdl (1853), 4DeG. M.& (1. 372, 43 K.R. 551, on one point. 
In The Bernina (1886), 12 P.D. 58, they overruled the de. Mmof
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Thanf* v. Bryan (184»), 8 ( 115. Tho Division;'I Court in *'1 -
Homn v. Aniermn, [ISill] 1 Q.B. 164, owmilral its former tleviskm 8. c. 
in Siwilforit V. Clarke ( 1888), 21 (j.H.I). 11(18, on :i i| Host ion of law. It, x 
In Furl exalt v. Y entry of St. Matthew, [18!ll| 2 Q.H. 170, tluv ,, "•

_ _. _ (lARTHIIORR
overruk-d Vestry of St. Mary v. Goodman 1889 , 24 Q.B.D. 154.
Ami on the hearing of the appeal the Chief Justice said:

“We have on one or two occasions overruled decisions of the 
full Court. In Re TideringUm (1912), 6 D.L.R. 138, 17 B.C.lt. 81 ;in 
Re Rahim (1912), 4 D.L.R. 701,17 B.C.R. 270, in which the Court, 
consisting of Irving, Martin and (Jalliher, JJ.A., and myself, 
overruled the decision of the full Court in Ikezoya \.(\P.R. (1907),
12 B.C.R. 454, Irving, J.A., dissenting.”

Of course, in considering whether a former decision should lie 
overruled, the Court has always to decide whether tho principle 
of stare decisis or that error should lx; ix?rpetuated is to prevail, 
and the principle clearly is that the Court should in each case 
consider whether it would be less mischievous to adhere to the 
error and leave it to lx* eoireeted by some higher authority or to 
correct the error. I venture to think that it is loss mischievous 
to refrain from sending men to prison without the authority of 
law than it is to keep on doing so out of deference to an erroneous 
view of the laxv.

To sum up the matter, in view of what has taken place, I do 
not think that I can reasonably require the defendant to make 
another application to the Court of Appeal to reconsider its 
decision on the question of its jurisdiction, and therefore I have no 
alternative but to express my own opinion as to the legality of 
his imprisonment, and, indeed, I am required to do so on an 
application for a writ of habeas corpus, as ]M>intcd out by the 
House of l/>rds in Cox v. Hakes (1890), 15 App. Cas. 500.

The only conclusion I can come to is tliat the decision of the 
Court of Appeal in the present case, by which it assumed to set 
aside my order, was the result of a series of misconceptions and 
must he regarded as having been given per iucuriam, especially 
as the principles laid do wn by the Privy Council in relation to the 
interpretation of the statutes were evidently not brought to their 
attention. If that is so, there is high authority for saying that a 
decision given per iucuriam does not bind any Court. In Sale v.
Phillips, [1894] 1 Q.B. 349, the Divisional Court overruled its
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B.C. own previous decision in Lewis v. Arnold (1875), L.R. 10 Q.R. 245,
8. C. and Lord Coleridge, C.J., in delivering judgment, says at p. :4.50:—
Hex It is clear that the Justices were not bound by Lctm v. Arrmhl That 

case was decided under a misapprehension. The Judges were not informed
(jaktkhouk. I hut an mvuriKinil ill staiutn i-ontaincil a iti'lirul mil of “on nil" WI ; |

Hunter, C.J. the landlord liable.
But even assuming that the judgment was not given per 

incuriam, it is undeniably in the teeth of the statute of 11)15, 
which declared the decision of the Supreme Court to be fin. | and 
conclusive, which statute is of paramount authority to the decision 
of any Court.

For these reasons I am of the opinion that it is my duty to 
order the prisoner’s discharge. Order accordingly.

N. B. THE KING v. BANK OF MONTREAL.

8. C. .Veil' Brunswick Supreme Court, A pveal Divin ion, Ilmen, C.J., Whitt anil 
Grimmer, JJ. September 19, 1919.

Statutes (§11 A—96)—Construction—Rule ok Intention ok I.kcisu- 
tuhe—Duty ok Court.

The rule by which the Courts are to be guided in construihr Avis of 
Parliament is to look at the precise words, and to construe iliem in their 
ordinary sense, unless it would lead to any absurdity or manife>t injustice, 
and if it should, so to vary and modify them as to avoid that which 
certainly could not have been the intention of the Legislature. Where 
the Legislature has used in the enactment in question language so free 
from ambiguity and so clear and explicit as to leave no doubt as toit- 
meaning, the Court must construe the enactment according to its cx|in>sseil 
intent ion.

Held, that under the Act respecting public streets in the city of Saint 
John ( 1917, 8 Geo. V. c. 48, N.B.) the city had jurisdiction to pass a In-law 
forbidding the construction or maintenance of any surface opening iiiniiy 
sidewalk or the use for vaults, ... of the space beneath the side
walks . unless a permit was first obtained, and vesting tin-land
under the sidewalks in the corporation, notwithstanding tImt tin Art 
deprived the owner of land vested in it before the passing of the Act.

Statement. Application by defendant for review of judgn ent of the 
Police Magistrate of the City of St. John, referred by the Chief 
Justice to the Appellate Division. Referred back to the Chief 
Justice to make order confirming the judgment of the Police 
Magistrate.

//. A. Powell, K.C., for defendant; J. II. M. Baxter, K.C.. 
contra.

Hueun, CJ. Hazen, C.J. (oral):—I concur in the conclusion that has been 
reached by my brother White. I do so, however, very reluctantly 
and with son e hesitation, as I believe the result of the statute wil| 
l>e to do a certain amount of injustice to the defendant and others
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who for years past have licon enjoying rights and privileges which 
they had a perfect right to enjoy, and who will have those rights 
and privileges taken away from them by the Act of the legislature 
which is now under consideration. For these reasons I have come 
to the conclusion 1 have, reluctantly; but in view of the very clear 
and explicit language of the statute—language which I think is 
entirely free from any ambiguity whatever—I can see no possible 
reason to doubt the intention of the legislature in respect to the 
matter. I have given every consideration to the very able argu
ment made by Mr. Powell on behalf of the defendant, and to the 
elaborate brief which he filed in connection with the case, and 
was to some extent in*pressed by his contention that where an Act 

S of the Legislature, in the opinion of the Court, did an injustice 
to anybody, then the Court, irrespective of its language, n iglit be 

i justified in giving to that Act a meaning that would prevent such 
1 injustice being done. I concur, however, with my brother White 
| that such a construction could only he given when there is some 
| possible doubt with regard to the intention of the Act, and look- 

| ing at the language of this Act I can sen* no doubt whatever with 
regard to its meaning. As I said before, it is clear and explicit 
and free from any an higuity. Therefore I think there can be no 
doubt whatever as to what the intention of the Legislature was, 
and that being so, I do not think we should search for canons of 
construction in order to define what the it caning of the statute 

l is, us its n caning is absolutely clear without any canons of con- 
I etruction being applied.

I fully appreciate the fact that it is not the function of the 
I Court to criticise legislation. The function of a Court is to give 
I judicial n caning to any legislation that may he passed, and in 
I case of any doubt as to the intention of the Legislature, to decide 
K what the n caning of the statute n ay be; but it scores to me that 
E in this case it would be only just and fair, having regard to the 
I importance of the rights taken away by this legislation, that some 
E anendn eut n iglit in the near future be made to the Act so as to 
I protect those persons who for years enjoyed the privileges which 
I are now taken away, from being unduly interfered with.

While 1 entertain this opinion, I cannot, in view of the clear 
I words of the statute, come to any other conclusion than that the 
I intention of the Legislature was expressed therein, and therefore 
V I concur in the conclusion at which my brother White has arrived.

N. B.

8. C.

The King

Bank op 
Montreal.

Hulun. CJ.
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White, J.:—This mutter comes before us by way of refen-nct 
to the Court by the Chief Justice of an application made to him 
by the Rank of Montreal, defendant below, for review of :> judg- 
irent of the Police Magistrate of the City of St. John, \\hereby 
the said defendant was convicted of an offence charged in the 
information and stated in the conviction in the words following, 
vis :—

That the Bank of Montreal on September 1, 1918, did unlawfully occupy 
a portion of the street under the sidewalk and within the sidewalk lines on tin 
south side of King Street in the City of St. John without having first obtained 
a permit so to do, contrary to the ordinance and by-law of the City of St. 
John, entitled A Law Respecting the use of Sidewalks within the said City of 
St. John.

Oil the hearing Indore the Police Magistrate the following 
facts were proven or adn itted.

That the Rank of Montreal has for a manlier of years owned 
and occupied a building on the south side of King St. at the 
corner formed by the junction of that street with Prince W illiam 
St.

That there is a vault 75 feet 1 inch measured along the street. 
10 feet 4 inches wide, and in depth of more than 5 or (i feet, con
structed under the sidewalk on the south side of King St. in front 
of and abutting upon and connected with the said building. 
This vault was constructed son e years ago (the exact date is not 
shewn). At the time of the passage of said Act, 8 (I(-orge V. 
1917, c. 48, and for a numlier of years previously, this vault was 
in the occupation of the bank, who claim to own the sanie. I 
infer, however, from what was said by counsel in the course of the 
argument, that apart from the presumption of ownership which 
arises from occupation, there was no proof furnished the magis
trate that the bank had had such occupation of the vault in ques
tion as would give it a title by adverse possession, or that it luwl 
any title by deed to the land on which this vault rests other than 
such title if any as it would acquire by deed to it of the land it 
occupies abutting on the street. I say such title if any liecause 
the city claims that by virtue of its charter all the streets in what 
constituted the City of St. John prior to its union with the Town 
of Portland, together with all the land under such streets, were 
vested in the said city as the owner thereof ; and that neither the 
bank, nor anyone under whom it claims, has ever acquired from
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the city a title by deed or grunt to the land occupied by the vault 
referred to. For the purposes of the present argument, however, 
it must I think lie assumed that at the time of the passage of the 
Act, 8 George V. 1017, c. 48. the vault in question lielonged to 
the Bank of Montreal.

The defendant was convicted, and thereupon applied to the 
Chief Justice for a review of the conviction, upon the ground 
that the by-law under which the conviction was made is invalid 
for reasons which are thus set forth in the defendant’s factum:—

(A) It is admitted that the rights of the city to maintain the streets at, 
the time of the passing of the Act were paramount and that these rights involved 
the centrol and user of the surface of t he street. Beside t his it has as incidental 
to the right of maintenance, so far as was reasonably necessary, the right to 
prevent any user of the soil under the surface which might lie likely to injure 
or imperil the streets.

(B) It is a reasonably possible construction of the Act to confine its scope 
to the ends and purposes of the street and that the statute vests in the city 
the land under the surface of the street “only so far us it is ordinarily used in 
the way that streets are used.”

(C) If the contention (B) is incorrect and the literal words of the statute 
confer upon the city the general right of property in the land under the 
street, then the bank contends that in view of the confiscation of the bank's 
valuable vault which the literal interpretation would work, the general words 
of the 2nd section should be restricted so that the bank’s right in the vault 
at least would be preserved—the bank’s right to the vault being of course 
subject to the dominant right of the city to interfere with it so far as might 
be necessary for the maintenance and improvement of the street.

(D) The bank contends that the 3rd section of t he Act should be const rued
(1) In respect to the o|>cnings, that it would apply only to openings made 
after the passing of the statute and that the words “maintenance" and ‘ use" 
to which it refers arc the “maintenance" and “use" of such new ojienings.
(2) So that the use of the lands beneath the surface of the street referred to in 
this section means only uses which may be initiated after the passing of the 
Act.

(E) The bank also claims that the by-laws of the city are not warranted 
by the Act of 1917.

The by-law, the validity of which is here in question, was 
passed by the city on Heptember 22, 1917. The relevant sections 
thereof are as follows:— f~.

(1) No person shall be allowed to construct or maintain any surface 
opening in any sidewalk or to occupy or use for vaults, coal-holes, man-holes, 
or other purposes the space beneath the sidewalks included within the side
walk lines of any street within the City of 8t. John, unless a permit therefor 
shall have been first obtained from the Commissioner of Public Works, such 
permit to be issued only uj>on the condition that the person receiving the 
same shall as compensation for t he privileges granted by said permit enter into 
a written agreement with the city, guaranteeing to pay an annual rental

N. B.

8. C.
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Bank of 
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Whit*. J.
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therefor, according to the scale of rates hereinafter set forth, and to opee up 
ami put hack the sidewalk, and do all construction work subject to tin- direr, 
tions and stiiiervision of the road engineer or such other person :is the Com- 
miasioner of Public Works may designate. Provided that If) square feet shall 
Ik- the maximum area of surface openings allowable, and in no case slmll it 
be more than 5 feet ft inches long, except in the case of prism sidewalk lights 
when a greater area may Ik- allowed in the discretion of the s id Coimmv,i»mer

(6) The Commissioner of Public Works may order any o|x-niitg whirl, 
may have been made in the sidewalk for any purpose before the passing of 
this law to Ik* closed up, and any vault or other structure to be removed forth
with unless the owner or occupant of the abutting property in front of which 
any such opening has been made, as aforesaid, enter into agreement as i- 
hereinbefore in this law provided.

(7) There shall be paid to the City of St. John, as compensation forth» 
privilege of o|M-ning the sidewalk and constructing underneath the sum-am 
vaults, coal-holes, area lights or other appliances, t he following rentals, iit each 
calendar year, within thirty days after demand thereof, namely :

For o|H-nings which are eighteen (18) inches square or less, an animal 
rental or charge of two dollars.

For man-holes or other sidewalk openings larger than IK inches square 
an additional annual rental or charge of fifty cents per square fool

For any vault or area occupied beneath the sidewalk or streel level, an 
annual rental or charge of fifteen cents per square foot average horizontal 
measurement over and above the charge for any sidewalk opening whirl 
may exist.

Openings for prism sidewalk lights that are permanent structures to U 
us<-d for lighting pur|x»ses only shall not l>e subject to charge.

Openings located at the walls of buildings, existing at the time of tin.* 
law coming into force, and leading in each case to a sloping way or slide not 
larger than the opening, used only for fuel, ventilation or light, shall not hr 
subject to charge, but shall lx* subject to all other provisions of this law.

Underground space where it is only a sloping way or slide for fuel, venti
lation or light, moderate in size, not larger than the sidewalk op-ning, and 
located at the wall of the building, shall not be subject to charge.

The Btntutc* upon which the city relied its giving it the juris
diction to enact said by-law is, as 1 think I have* already stitcl. 
Act 8 George Y\ 1917, c. 48. As this Act is short it will lx-con
venient I think to quote it hen* in full. It reads its follows:

An Act respecting Public Streets in the City of Saint John. Ik* it enact»-', 
by the Lieutenant-Governor and Legislative Assembly, as follows:

1. In this Act “ Public Street” means any street, highway or square 
which is public. " City” means the City of Saint John.

2. The fee simple in all land over or upon which any public street inth» 
city shall have been or hereafter may be laid out or used, is hereby declared 
to be vested in the said city.

3. The city, from time to time, may make by-laws regulating the making 
maintenance and use of ownings through the surface of public st rt-ets by the 
abutting owner, his tenant, or other jn-rsons, and the use by him or them of 
land beneath the surface thereof; may impose charges for such o|x-ningor u*
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may vary, if it shall see fit so to do, such charge according to the loealit y in 
which such opening or us * shall Ik* made; may make provision for the closing 
of any such openings, and may enforce such by-laws by fine or by imprison
ment in default of payment of such fine.

The defendant’s counsel in a very able and exhaustive factum 
has cited a large number of cases wherein the Courts have given 
to certain statutes which they were called upon to construe a 
meaning which the language of the statute if given its strictly 
grammatical and primary meaning would not seem to have 
justified. This the ( ourts have done by applying, where necessary, 
certain settled canons of construction which experience has proven 
to Ik* of value in the interpretation of doubtful or an biguous 
statutory provisions; such, for example, is the rule that an Act 
is not to Ik* given a retrospective operation so as to interfere with 
vested rights unless the intention of the Legislature that it should 
do so is clearly and unequivocally expressed in the statute. That 
is a canon of construction which the defendant's counsel argues 
we are ImiuimI to apply in considering the statute S ( îeorge V.. 
c. 48, here in question. What has been son ethi cs tern ed the 
Golden Rule for the interpretation of statutes is also referred to 
and relied upon by the defendant as requiring us to give the 
words of the Act before us the limited construction for which he 
con tends. That rule is thus stated by Parke, IL, in Perry v. 
Skinner (1837), 2 M. <fc W. 471, at. p. 470, 150 K R 843 at 815:

The rule by which wc* arc to be guided in construing Acts of Parliament 
is to look at the precise words, and to construe them in their ordinary sense, 
unless it would lead to any absurdity or manifest injustiee; and if it should, 
so to vary and modify them os to avoid that which it certainly could not have 
been the intention of the legislature should In* done.

The defendant’s counsel also quotes and relies upon the rule 
as laid down by Burton, ,L, in Warburton v. Lowclaml (1828), 
1 Hud. & B. 023, which is in substance the same as that laid down 
by Parke, IL, although expressed in somewhat different phrase
ology. He also quoted and very strongly pressed upon our 
attention on the argument the canon of construction as first 
stated in Stradling v. Maryan, Plowd. 1981), and quoted with 
approval by Halshuvy, L.(\, in Cox v. Hakes 11890), 15 App. ( as. 
•M, at p. 518. This rule reads as follows:—

From which cases it apjKars that the sages of the law heretofore have 
■imBtrued statutes quite contrary to the letter in some ap|K*arance, and those 
statutes which comprehend all things in the letter, they have expounded to 
extend hut to some things, and those which generally prohibit all jx*ople from
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N. B. doing such un ant, they have interpreted to permit some people t<> d<> it, and
those whieh include every person in the letter they have adjudged in n t„ 
some persons only, which ci/iositwns htue always been found*d on I lu minr

Th* Kin<; of the legislature, which they have collected sometimes by considering the
cause and necessity of making the Act, sometimes by comparing one par: «>■ 
the Act with another, and sometimes by foreign circumstances. So that theyBank of 

Montre ai. have ever been guided by the intent of the Ix-gishit tire, which they have at .
White. J. taken according to the necessity of the matter and according to that which i-

eonsonant to reason and good discretion. See Stradliny v. Morgan, I'luwd 
at p. 205a.

But all rules of construction are intended to enable the Court 
to get at the real intention of the Legislature and are valuable 
only in proportion as they accomplish that end. Where the 
Legislating itself has used in the enactment in question language 
so free from ambiguity and so clear and explicit as to leave tin 
doubt as to its meaning, rules of construction become valueless. 
In Slattery v. Naylor (1888), 13 App. Cas. 446, it was,

Held, that a by-law made in pursuance of s. 153 of the Municipalities Art 
1867 (Kng.), empowering municipal councils to make by-laws for regulating 
the interment of the dead is not ultra vires, by reason of its prohibiting inter
ment altogether in a particular cemetery- and thereby destroying the private 
property of the owners of burial places therein.

I>ord Hobhousc delivered the judgment of their L 
In the course of the judgment, having stated that the first of three 
objections taken to the by-law was that it was ultra vires In-cause 
it destroys private projierty, he uses the language following, 
at p. 449:—

In support of the first objection, their Lordship have been referred to 
cases in which Acts of the legislature would, according to their full literal 
meaning, operate to take away private property without compensation; and 
in which Courts of Justice have, on account of the extreme improbability that 
the Legislature should have intended such a thing, sought for some secondary 
meaning to satisfy its expressions such as was the case of Western Counin 
R. Co. v. Windsor A Anna/tolis R. Co. (1881), 7 App. Cas. 178, In-fore thin 
Board. Rut a statute cannot be so construed if it shews an intention to orerrià 
the private rights in question. (The italics of course are mine.)

The cases cited by the counsel in his factum arc so numerous 
that it would not lie practicable within the limits of this judgment 
to review them all. I shall have occasion to refer to some of 
them; but it is sufficient for the present to say that in no case cited 
has the Court gone so far as to hold, that where the language of an 
enactment is so clear and explicit as to leave no possible doubt 
as to the intention of the legislature, the Court can refuse to give 
full effect to such intention merely because it may deem the

6840
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enactment unjust or objectionable upon other grounds, provided 
of course it is within the jurisdiction of the legislature enacting it.

But inasmuch as the defendant rests his contention as to the 
true interpretation to lie given to the Act in question so largely, 
if not entirely, upon what he refera to as the grave and shocking 
injustice which would lie done his client, and other abutting 
owners, by giving to the Act the construction contended for by 
the city, I think it well to refer to a few considerations which 
should lie borne in mind in attempting to estimate the character 
and extent of such alleged injustice.

In the first place, in considering the defendant's claim, 
that the legislation in question, if it lie held to vest in the city, 
without compensation, the fee simple in all lands under the surface 
of the streets, will do a more grievous injustice to anyone who, 
like the defendant, owned at the time the Act was enacted, a 
vault or other subterranean structure built on his land under the 
sidewalk, than would result to abutting owners from the loss of 
their land situate under the surface of the street but not occupied 
by any vault or other underground structure, we should not 
overlook the fact, that while the owner of such vault or other 
underground structure is deprived by the Act of the ownership of 
the land upon which such structure rests, the statute makes pro
vision for his obtaining from the city a permit under which he 
may have the continued use of such structure. It is true he must 
agree to pay a rental as a condition to the obtaining of such ]xn*mit, 
but the charge or rental which he must undertake to pay is neither 
based upon, nor in any way affected by, the fact that such under
ground structure is in existence. The rental to be paid in order to 
obtain a permit must vary, if at all, according to locality only. 
The defendant, therefore, in order to obtain the permit required 
to give him continued use of his vault, pays no more for it than 
would the owner of an adjoining lot fronting on the stiwt have to 
pay for a permit to use land on which he pro|x>sed to build a vault. 
Moreover, cases arc easily conceivable, and very likely to exist, 
where to deprive the abutting owner of his right to build a vault, 
or other structure, under the sidewalk fronting his lot, would 
cause such owner more serious loss than that sustained by the 
defendant in being deprived of the land on which its vault rests. 
In other words, the injustice done by the statute in depriving
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without compensation an abutting owner of his land under the 
sidewalk, is the same in character whether the land so taken 
has a vault thereon or not; while the actual money loss sustained 
from such taking is not necessarily greater in the one case than 
in the other.

Another consideration which I think it is reasonable to suppose 
the legislature probably had in mind in passing this statute is 
this—that if every owner whose1 land is taken were* to lie com
pensated therefor, the result would Ik* that while the owner 
received compensation on the one hand, on the other lie would I*- 
compelled to pay, in taxation necessary to furnish the fund from 
which compensation could Ik* made, a sum which, in any event, 
must Ik* considerable, and in many cases would exceed the com
pensation received.

I may add that the* counsel for the defendant argued that 
his client, having at the time of the passage of the Act built the 
vault in question, or bought or otherwise acquire l it from its 
predecessor in title, ]X)Hsessed such a vested interest in the vault 
and the soil it rests on, that even if we were satisfied t'ie Legis
lature intended to vest in the city, in fee simple, unoccupied land 
of abutting owners beneath the surface of the streets, we should 
hold that it did not intend to deprive his client of its vault 1m-cause 
the bank's interest therein had vested at the tine tin- Act p:;sscd. 
Rut is not the right which an abutting owner possessed in land 
under the sidewalk, which land he had, prior to the statute, 
bought and paid for, equally a vested right?

I have referred to the foregoing considerations not as establish
ing that the statute in question, if construed according to what 1 
think is its obvious n caning, will not work, or at least may not 
work, injustice in son e instances; but I mention them as shewing 
that such injustice is not of that gross and revolting n, turc that 
we an* lxmnd to Ixdiove, tliat notwithstanding the clear and 

explicit language the Legislature has employed in tin Act to 
express its n caning, it could not really have meant what it said. 
If the* legislature intended beyond any question to deprive 
abutting owners of all right and title to all land under the surface 
of the street, and to make the city the owner thereof in fee simple, 
how could it possibly have ust*d language to express such intention 
more clear and explicit than that which is employed in s. 2:—
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The fee simple in all land over and upon which any public street in the 
citvshall have liven or hereafter may be laid out or used, is hereby declared to
be vested in Uw «aid city.

Coir pare the language of this s. 2 with that used in s. I IP of 
the English statute, 38-39 Vit t., the Publie Health Act, which the 
Court of Appeal was called upon to construe in Cove niait v. 
Charlton 11878). 1 Q.I1.D. KM, a ease relied upon by the defendant 
as governing the one before us. Part of this s. 119 reads as 
follows:

All streets living or which at any time become public highways reparable 
by the inhabitants at large within any urban district, and the inn ings, stones 
anil other materials thereof and all building implements and other tilings pro
vided for the purposes thereof shall vest in and be under the control of the 
urban authority.

What is there declared to be “vested” in the urban authority 
is. all streets, etc., and the pnven ents, stones and other i.-atennis 
thereof, and all building implements and other things provided 
for the purposes thereof.

Brett, L.J.. in the course < f his jutlgn cut s, vs, at p. 121 :
Street’’ means more than the surface, it means the whole surface and 

an much of the depth as is or ran he used, not unfairly, for the ordinary 
|iur|Mis(-s of a street. It comprises a depth which enables the urban authority 
to do that which is done in every street, namely, to raise the street and to lay 
down sewers, for. at the present day. there can be no street in a town without 
sewers, and also for the purpose of laying down gas and water pipes. "Street." 
therefore, in my opinion, includes the surface and so much of the depth as 
may not l>e unfairly lined, as streets are used. It does not include such a depth 

j as would carry with it the right to mines, neither would “street “ include am 
buildings which hup)>en to be built over the land.

Soirv two years after this ease was derided the Court of 
Apjteal in Rolls v. St. (ieoryt tin Martyr, South trai l: ( 1880), 11 
• h. 1). 785, was called upon to construe s. 90 of the Act 18-19 

j Viet., 1805, e. 120, wherein it is provided m follows:
That the streets, being highways, and the pavements, stones and other 

material thereof shall vest in and be under the management and control of 
the vestry or district board of the parish or district in which such highways 
are situated.

The l: rts of the east* are stated in the heed note : s follows.
This plaintiff having, with the sanction of the Metropolitan Board of 

Works, made a new street over his land within the Metropolitan Districi. 
upon which land were two old streets, N. Street and A. Street, an order was 
inade at quarter sessions for stopping up part of N. Street as unnecessary, 
and an order was also made for diverting a part of A. Street. and opening a 

j new "'fPt-'t iu lieu thereof. 'J'he vestry of the parish gave notice to the plaintiff 
J that he must not convert to liis own use the stop|ied-up part of X. Street,

20—49 D.t„K.
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nor stop up A. Street, or convert any jiart of the soil of it to his ow u une till 
he liad purchased the same from the vestry. Held, by the Master of the Rolls 
(Jessel), that the case was governed by Coverdale v. Charllon, 4 Q.B.D. 1(14, and 
tliat under 18-19 Viet. c. 120, s. 96, the surfacp of the streets and the soil to 
such a depth as was required for the purposes of a road was in the \ entry, no 
that when the streets were stopped up or diverted they could sell them under 
s. 151, ami that the plaintiff luul no right to deal with the soil without purchas
ing it from the vestry.

Held, by the Court of Appeal, that under 18-19 Viet., c. 120, -. %, all 
streets being for the time being liighways are vested in the vestry, but only so 
long as they are liighways, and that when they cease to tie liighways by Ix-ine 
legally stopped up or diverted, the interest of the vestry determines; hek 
therefore, that the plaintiff was entitled to convert to his own use the atopped- 
tip part of N. Street and the diverted part of A. Street, subject as to \. street 
to Ids first obtaining a certificate, under 5 & 6 Will. IX*., c. 50. s. !'l that the 
substituted street had lieen completed and put into good condition and

On the arguii cut Coverdale v. Charllon was cited and ui-nisscd 
In his judgment referring to that caw* James, L.J., says ; i p. 7%:

It is impossible to read any of the three judgments delivered on that 
occasion without seeing that in the view of the Judges the soil and free 1: 
in the ordinary sense of the words “soil and freehold," tliat is to • •' * -
from the centre of the earth up to an unlimited extent into space. dM i 
and that no stratum or portion of the soil, defined or ascertainable : <■ u vein 
of coal, or stratum of ironstone, or any tiling of that kind, passed, I Mb 
board had only the surface, and with the surface such right belou : :rfitce
as was essential to the maintenance, and occupation, and exclusm ■ 
of the street, and the making and maintaining the street for tl< ; :'»•

L;it<ir, on the* sa» c pnge, referring to the statute tin . « fun
the Court for interpretation, he says :

It apjicars to me that the legitimate construction of the cim< cut : it 
streets being highways shall vest is that streets if and so long as they ure liigh- 
ways dl be vested. There arc no words of inheritance, there no /
jurpetudy in the Act, there is nothing to say whether the streets arc / 
simple or for any limited estate, and it appears to me that they arc given toand 
vested in the public body for the purposes of the Act and during the time for 
which those purposes require them to be held, and no longer. W ordi of 
divesting or defeasance arc not required, because to my mind the interest of 
the vestry is exactly like a limited estate, etc.

Cotton, L.J., referring to the ease of Coverdale v < barton, 
supra, says at p. 708:—

We must consider what that case decided and what it did not decide. 
The question there was as to the right of the plaintiff in respect of the gra* 
growing on the surface of a highway, which grass had been demised to the 
plaintiff by the local board, and the Court of Appeal decided that the plaintiff 
was right if the surface of the soil had vested in the local board who were hie 
lessors, and they decided that at least the surface of the soil was vested in
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the local board under the Act. They decided that what was described as a 
street in the section vested in the local board os if transferred and conveyed to 
than from those uho had previously had the property in it, and that what was so 
transferred and vested in them was a material thing, and not a mere incorporeal 
right to protect the passage of the public over the highway. Hut they decided 
nothing as regards the duration or extent of the estate or interest in that 
material or physical tiling.

Litter, on the same page, referring to s. ‘.Mi which he was then 
interpreting, ho says:

That the street here means the material tiling is shewn by the interpre
tation clause, wliich expressly includes bridges and certain other material 
things, hut the only way in which we can see what the intention of the legis
lature was as regards the duration of estate is by looking at the words “streets 
being highways."’ and I tliink the reasonable construction of these words is 
streets for the time being used as highways. . . . That appears to me 

to be the period or limit of the estate wliich can fairly be collected from the 
words of the Act of Parliament, and although toe ought not to be influenced in 
(hr construction of clear words by any hardship which may arise from a particular 
construction, it is not immaterial to observe that this gives a reasonable 
o|teration to the Act, having regard to the fact that where the local board pur
chase there is jxuver to preserve a right of pre-emption; but where a street is 
otherwise than by purchase vested in the local board no right of pre-emption 
is given to the former owner.

Those two cases of Coverdale v. Charlton, supra, and I folia v. 
1 (dry of Si. ileorge the Martyr, supra, so far from being authorities 
against the contention of the city in the present ease, arc I think 
both of them very strong authorities in favour of the city's eon- 
tent ion. Poo. use, in the present ease, the property which the 
statute declares shall be vested in the city, is the fe> simple of 
all land over or upon which any public street in the city shall have 
hern or may hereafter be laid out or used; and both of the cases 
cited shew, that the word vest, thus used, is sufficient to transfer 
the property declared to be vested.

It is net disputed that prior to the enactment of the Acts in 
question here, the city possessed certain powers to use the soil 
under the surface of its streets for the laying of water mains, 
gas pipes, sewers, etc. Therefore it was not necessary that the 
Legislature should give or confirm to the city those rights which 
it already possessed. And it is admitted that “so far as was 
reasonably necessary the city had the right to prevent any user 
of the soil under the surface which might be likely to injure or 
in pair tlie streets.” It is also admitted that the lights of the 
city to maintain the streets at the time of the passing of the Act 
were paramount and that these rights involved the control and 
user of the surface of the streets. In the face of this, it is difficult

'
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to understand why, if the Act is to he given the limited construction 
the defendant contends for, the legislature should have < n 
it. inasmuch as it gives to the city no rights which it did not 
already jsissess.

On the other hand, it is argued by the defendant that if > 2 
has, as the city contends, transferred to it in fee simple all the 
lands under the surface of the streets, the enactment of s. :» would 
he superfluous ami unnecessary, hut this argument loses what
ever weight it might otherwise have liad, when we liear in mind 
that the city can exercise only such powers in respect to its pmpert\ 
as it jxisnchscs under its charter, or has acquired hy legislative 
enactment. Without examining the provisions of this eliarter, 
which is a very lengthy one, and searching out awl examining all 
the statute relating to the jxiw'ers and rights of the city, it is. of 
course, imjMissihlc to state with certainty just how far the city 
did or did not, prior to the passage of the Act, 8 (k*o. V 1917 
c. 48, possess any, or if any then which, of the powers conveyed 
to the city hy s. 3 of the Act. This much, however, is clear, that 
prior to the passage of the Act we are now interpreting *the city 
did not possess the power expressly given to it hy s. .1 to m kc 
by-laws regulating the use hy the a hutting owner, his tenant or 
other jxusons, of land lienenth the surface of the public streets 
of the city, a jxisver which is in distinct terms conferred by s. 3 
upon the city. The section also I think gives the city power to 
imiHise a charge upon the a hutting owner for the use of such land 
This last mentioned power to imjxisc such charge is denied by tin 
defendant, who claims that in construing the words of the section, 
nmy im)»<isc charges for such h|hning.s or use, may vary if it wc fit go in 
do such cltnrgcs .according to the locality in which such oiienings nr use shall 
be made,
the w’ord “use" must lx* const rues l as referring to the use of 
openings through the surface of the street “the making, main
tenance and use of which the city is given power to regulate by 
by-law.” Heading the section in its entirety 1 find it impossible 
to accept the construction which the defendant’s counsel asks us 
to put upon it. If the Legislature had intended nothing more than 
the defendant’s counsel claimed it did, it would have been unneces
sary to employ the words, “or use,” after the word, “openings,” 
because clearly the power to impose charges for such openings 
would have covered the power to impose* charges for their use.
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And in the clause “such charges according to the locality in which 
such openings or use sliall l>e made,” the words “or use,” if the 
section is to be construed as the defendant claims, would be 
dearly superfluous; liecause the use of the opening, it goes without 
saying, must lie in the same locality where the opening itself 
exists.

With reference to the defendant’s contention tluit the statute 
cannot I*1 construed as having any retrosiiective effect, though 
I have already referred to it, I have not perhaps dealt with it as 
directly as 1 ought to do in view of the strenuousness with which 
that contention was pressed upon us by the counsel for the 
defendant. I entertain no doubt wliatever that in construing 
an Act of Parliament it must not lie construed to oiierate retro
spectively so as to take away from any person rights or property 
vested in him at the time of the enactment, unless the legislature 
lias clearly expressed an intention to take away or impair such 
rights. Rut the words of s. 2 of the Act before us are “the fee 
simple in all land over or upon which any public street in the city 
shall have hern or hereafter may lie laid out.” These words aie so 
clear and unambiguous that not to give them their full effect 
would I think lie equivalent to the Court usurping legislative 
authority rather than exercising its judicial functions.

With regard to the defendant’s contention that s. 3 applies 
only to ojicnings made after the passage of the statute, and that 
the words “maintenance ami use” to which it refers are the 
maintenance and use of such new openings, and that the use of 
the lands lieneath the surface of the sheet referred to in this 
section means only uses which may lie initiated after the passing 
of the Act, I may say that this contention so far as openings am 
concerned, although not abandoned was not very strongly pressed 
upon the argument by Mr. Powell. It is quite clear that in the 
interest of the safety of the public using the sidewalks, the power 
given the city to regulate the openings referred to should extend 
and apply to all such openings, whether made after, or existing 
prior to, the passage of the statute. If the words of the sect ion 
were ambiguous we should I think assume that the Legislature 
intended to give the public the full protection which it could 
only have if the city’s power to regulate extends to all openings 
whenever made. But since it is admitted that by virtue of the 
Act in question, if not independently of that Act, the streets are
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vested in the city, the rase of Cmerdak v. Charlton already referml 
to seems to me decisive of that question as to the city 's light to 
regulate and cliarge for the openings referred to in the section. 
Ami when once it is determined that the fee simple1 in all land 
under the surface of the street is vested in the city, the1 same ca.sc 
of Coverdak v. Charlton is I think conclusive in favour of the 
city’s contention that by virtue of the Act in question it has 
authority to regulate the use of the land Mow the surface of the 
streets, and to charge for such use.

There remains one ground taken—I can scarcely say presses!— 
by the defendant, that the by-law upon which the conviction of 
the defendant rests is bad because it imposes an unreasonable 
charge upon an abutting owner desirous of obtaining a permit 
for the use of land under the sidewalk. As to this I can only 
say that we have no evidence More us in this ease to onaldc 
us to form any opinion as to the excess or otherwise of the charge 
imposed by the city. Perhaps I should qualify this last statement 
by pointing out that the by-law hen1 in question imposes a charge 
“for any vault or area occupied Micath the sidewalk or street 
level an annual rental or cliarge of fifteen cents per square foot 
average horizontal measurement over and alxive the charge for 
any sidewalk opening which may exist,” and that this charge 

s uniformly throughout the city. The* defendant's vault 
is situated in one of the most central business locations in the city, 
where the rentals for business purpose's are very high. If the 
charge of fifteen cents a foot is excessive in the case of the defend- 
ant, it would lie absolutely prohibitive as applied hi the major 
portion of the business streets of the city, so that if we arc at 
lilierty to draw any inference it would seem reasonable to suppose 
the city would not fix a rate so high as to lie prohibitive throughout 
the greater part of the business jxirtion of the? city. In the 
alwence of any evidence which would justify us in coming to tin- 
conclusion that the rate is excessive, I do not think we should 
quash the conviction on that ground.

For the reasons stated I have reluctantly come to the conclusion 
that judgment on the review must lie for the City of St. John.

The case will lx* remitted to the Chief Justice to give judgment 
accordingly.

Grimmer, J.. concurred with White, J.
Judgment accordingly

51
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SIMPSON v. TASKER-SIMPSON GRAIN COMPANY, Ltd. ALTA.

AlIxTia Su/ireme Court, AppaUak Division, Harvey, C.J., Stuart, Simmon# S. (*.
and SleCarihy, JJ. S'ovember H, 1919.

Paktnkkship (§ III—14)—CoK»o»oeATioN—Evidence Act—Question or 
fact— Burden of i-kook.

\ willow mid executrix of her hunhand'* estate. suing for the price of 
(jimmU sold and delivered cannot succeed when the defendant company 
lit>l<Is an assignment of her late husband’* délita to his former partner, 
provided that partner can fully prove the partnership and consequent 
(iahilitv of the deceamsl to him.

[VoÿiT v. ljciMige (1814), 19 D.L.R. 52; 8 .Alta. L.R. 139, referred to.)

Appeal froir the jwlgmvnt of Walsh, J., in tin action by ti widow statement 
and executrix to recover the price of goods sold and delivered.
Affint ed, the court lx‘ing equally divided.

//. I\ (). Savory, K.(\, for appellant.
(»'. //. Ko*», K.C., for defendant.
Haiivey, CJ.:—This is tin appeal from the judgn ent of Walsh, Hwiy, c j 

J.. in favour of the defendant on a counterclaim*.
In the fall of 1915 one Kdison Simpson and one J. T. Tasker 

ueighlxiuring famers with large quantities of grain in their fields 
decided to build an elevator for the purpose of I letter handling the 
grain. The elevator was built and early in the year 1916 they 
Iw-giin hauling their grain to the elevator. Ttisker was in town 
wliere the elevator was and Simpson was on his farm som e miles 
away. The grain of other farmers was taken in and Tasker con
ducted the w hole business of the elevator until the fall of 1916 when 
the defendant company was incorporated, the shareholders being 
Simpson and Tasker, and a brother of the Latter, and one B.ittrum.
In March, 1917, Sinjison died, but prior to his death he had 
delivered grain to the defendant company, and subsequently, the 
plaintiff, his widow, and personal representative, did likewise.
In June Tasker purchased from the plaintiff and paid for the shares 
which the deceased held in the defendant company. Settlement 
not having I icon made for the grain delivered the puiintiff liegan 
this action in Octolier, 1917, claiming *8,147.99, the estimated 
anount due. On the day following Tasker made an assignment to 
the defendant in the following tern s:—

I, James T. Tanker, of Barons, in the Province of Alberta, believing the 
estate of Kilison Simpson, deceased, to be truly indebted to me in the sum 
approximating $8,844.50, in consideration of advances of cash having lteen 
made to me by the Taskcr-Simpson Grain Company, Ltd., of Barons, hereby

22—49 D.L.R.
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ALTA. assign to the said Tusker-Simpson Grain Company Ltd., the said sum of
8. C. $8,844.50, or whatever amount may be proven to be owing to me by the nu-I 

Edison Simpson estate, whether it be more or less than the said sum of
Simpson

Taskek-
SlMPSO.N

Grain Co., 
I.ii'

$8,844.50.
Dated at the City of Ix-lhhridgc. in the Province of Alberta, tbis 27th 

day of October, A.D. 1917.
The defendants’ counterclaim is based on this assigna eut.
The position taken by Tasker is that he and Simpson were in

Harvey, CJ. partnership on equal shares in the buying and selling of girin ; m! 
that in the carrying on of that business them was eonsidon-.lilp 
loss incurred which he trade good and that he is entitled to n ntri- 
button from the plaintiff to the extent of one-half of such lc;sx-

The plaintiff, while ad rr it ting that there was a partnership 
in so h r as the building of the elevator and the operation ni it f. 
the storage of their own and others grain was concerned, cYuiis 
that there was any partnership in the buying and selling < 1' g . i

The trial Judge in his reasons for judgment says :
Tanker’s evidence is that a definite, concluded agreement u i- n i|

entered into In-tween him and 8impson under which the buying and 
selling and storing of grain in the elevator which they owned a l t lier u 
c-tirried on from the time that the elevator was finished in the full of I'.'l ' 
the- limited company took it over in the fall of 191ft, the basis uf : lu-ir1 
ship hc-ing an equal sharing of the gains and losses.

Counsel for the plaintiff in his factums vs:
Jahies T. Tasker, of course, swears to the existence of the alleged pj-rtiK-r- 

ship and it becomes a question as to whether or not his evidence finds the nm*- 
sary corroboration.

After n very careful leading of the evk’ence <:f T; ske-r rut! a 
re-reading of portions of it many tin .es I confess nxscll uiu-hle tn 
find any such statement by him of a c’(-finite, concluded i gm ■: eut 
of partnership. When l:e is first asked i lx>i;t his business vc-l: lien 
with Simpson he says : “We were in partnership in the e< ,t;r 
Mid girin business.” Then when he is : sked what were the i< ro
of the partnership his .-mover is “That we were to she re , ml s'imv 
alike profits and losses.”

Having received this answer, never again does his counsel rsk 
him for the tern s of the ngn-en ent as to the char; < te r of the 
partnership, but proceeds to ask him what he did in < miug Ofl 
the partnership and what Simpson did.

The neaiest to a statement of a definite agreement tlu.t 1 ran 
find ap]K*ars in the cross-examination. The plaintiff's counsel is 
calling his attention to his particulars in which it is st ated that the
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partnership xxas constituted under nil oral agreement ami eom- 
nencM alxiut November 1, flint it xxus in the first place for the 
handling of the grain of the two partners, hut later on they dctei- 
n »ed to handle grain for others in a general wav, ns grain dealers. 
He then . sks how much later and is told nUmt ten days. He then 
K»vs: "So your evidence would he . . . tint lief ore the end
of November 1915, you determined to embark on a general grain 
hvsivess and Simpson concurred in tin t.'* and Tasker's answer is 
"Yes.” New, xxhat the witness meant alien lie acquiesced in the 
use of the word “concurred" is not very clear. He certainly does 
not si y there was any definite agreement to that effect. The 
concurrence might lie in some (piite different way.

In this regard reference n iglit usefully he made to his evidence 
I regarding the grain on the farm in xvliivh two othei-s were interested 

with him. He says he and Simpson agreed tin t e eh should put 
in his grain to the elevator at 93 or 94 cents.

Q.—What interest had these farmers in the grain on your farm? A.— 
They had a third interest.

Q.—And they were satisfied with about 94 cents, with a 94 cent deal on 
this wheat? A.—I never heard anything about it.

q —But they were satisfied? A.—Oh, yes.
q.—Did they ever hear about your having made this arrangement? 

i A.—1 don’t know whether they did or not.
In the light of that evidence the statement that Simpson con

curred in the business does not seem by any means conclusive 
or one which can he deemed to n ean that he agreed to anything. 
As 1 read the reason*for judgn entof the trial Judge 1 do not g; tliei 

I that he intended to rely upon the evidence of Tasker as much us 
I upon the circumstances from which he concluded that Simpson 

knew that Tasker was conducting the business in • he was 
interested as a general grain dealer and that he therefore had agreed 
to it or acquiesced in it.

Insker, on his own adn issions, did all the business of the 
| partnership of whatever nature it was. He had ore bank account 

in his own nan e and through that all the financial transactions of 
the partnership were conducted. It was also the account for Ins 
own personal transactions as well as for the transactions of the 

I lain in which lie and others were interested and possibly for other 
I businesses not disclosed. Simpson was willing to trust him and to 
I hi vc the account in this way.

Takkkk-
SlMPSON 

(•HAIM Co. 
Ltd.

liarvev, C.J.

5
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Under theee circun stances it is not sufficient for Tusker t« 
make out a primé facie case which is to lx* met by the < ther si, 
Occupying a fiduciary position the Court placed a speri.-J burden 
on him. Sin peon k ing deaxl, the Court always did and tl* 
statute now does place a further burden on him and it win * d, 
that he must give convincing evidence to establish the pesit.jn 
lie sets up.

Early in 1916 one McCallum, a representative of a Wiiuiipig 
grain brokerage firm interviewed lioth Tasker and Sin jwoe U 

mason of an ation having bent made for credit. After lis 
interview he wrote his firm a letter w hich does not appear to have 
lx*en made an , l>ut to which reference is n ndv ujxm the
cross-exan in; tion of M<< who was a witness for the defend 
His att<‘iition was directed to the letter ami lie was asked n, 
replied as follows:—

Q.—That was the impression you got, that they only intended to u* 
the elevator fofc* their own grain and one or two of their neighbors? A.—Ya

Q.—They were not going into a regular grain business that year at lex 
I would judge that from your letter? A.—They were not going in as a publie 
warehouse.

Q.—My instructions arc that the elevator was built primarily for the 
purpose of handling their own grain only? A.—Yes.

Q.—And that incidentally they might handle one or two of their neigh 
bors? A.—Yes.

Q.—That was your impression? A.—Yes.
It is true tluit Tasker swears that he does not know hoi 

McCallum got such an impression, but it seems mart unlikely 
that McCallum * ‘ have deliberately misled his principals, and 
if he did not get the impression he had from Tasker that he got it 
from Pin pson and it would indicate Simpson's intentions as to the 
scojxi of the partnership. The trial Judge does not discredit the 
evidence of McCallum which is taken on con n isfeion, hut lie «lue 
express difficulty in understanding w hy a credit of 820,000. which 
was granted, could have been necessary if the operations wen-to 
be lin ited as Met allum supposed.

I am free to confess that 1 also " see the necessity font 
hut it apparently appeared perfectly reasonable to Met’allumât» i 
his principals, persons who understood thoroughly the nature <' 
the business, and I sex* no reason therefore why it should seem 
unreasonable to us.

\ mb pk of the unreliability of Tasker’s evid......
connection with this mutter. In his examination in chid lu-s.i.v-
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We made an arrangement for a $15,000 credit to start in. We received 
this in two drafts at the time, one for $7,500 at that time and one for $7,500 

a lit tie later.
Then in crow-examination appears:—
Q—At the time the notes to the Benson Stabeck Co. were given no 

money was advanced then, you gave the notes for $20,000 and you did not 
get an immediate advance for $20,000? A.—We did indirectly.

Q.—You did not get the immediate advance? A.—No.
Q—What happened is, you shipped grain, and you made drafts on the 

Benson Stabeck Co. for shipment and discounted those at the Union Bunk? 

A—Yes.
Q,—Under arrangements the Benson Stabeck Co. made with the Union 

Baak? A—Yes.
Q.—And that is the only way you got the money from that company? 

A.—Yes.

On the nunc jxiint us well ns on the question of the scope of 
business we find that on February 17, 1916, Tasker wrote to the 
Grain Bonn! in connection with I winds for a license adding a post
script i s follows: “Might say that so far we are handling only 
our own grain.” In his evidence he says that he liegan sidling 
futures about February 1. He also says that they took in grain of 
others in January and that the statement he made in his letter is 
not correct. Again when he wrote to the Board for a track buyer’s 
license on August 24, 19H>, he stated the approximate amount of 
the a ontlilv business for the last crop year was $2,000, and verified 
the st tement by statutory declaration. When his attention is 
called to this in cross-examination, he answers: “I think that is 
approximately correct.” Counsel then states that he must have 
been <!< ing 5 to 10 tines that, and he answers: “Yes, it figures out 
that way." ( 'ounsel then points out that the records lx'fore the 
Court shew that lu» liought on the track grain to the value of 
$438,(Mill and that of course would all be since sometime in January 
preceding at the earliest.

At the tin e of the negotiations with McCallum they intended 
Ui put up a n ill anil carry on milling operations, which of course 
would involve expense. That was, however, admittedly aban
doned. The trial Judge expiesses the view that 
the operations gradually extended until they blossomed into the extensive 
huainess eventually carried on, 
and statin the imjxissibility of thinking
that Simpson with the part that he seems to have taken in the business, and 
with the knowledge which I think he must have hiid that his name was being 
used in it, was unaware of its expansion beyond the limits originally set for it .
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the defendant seeks to establish. As against the public sin-j^ 1 
n iglit lie held to lie a partner. See Ifadch'jfe v. Itush worth. ikih I 
321 Reav. 484, 55 E.R. 456.

Rut a irere knowledge that Tasker was making an uni.uthorijicd 1

Harvey, C.J. use of the1 firm name could surely not make the innocent |»artiu*r 1 
liable to the wrongdoers. I find however no evidence t hr t Sin ]nw I 
did know tluit the firm min e was used for these transact ion* .-n<l 1 
unk‘ss he did and in some manner approved of it I do not think he 1 
was hound. There is one circumstance which does not seem to h;.w 1 
been particularly considered by the trial Judge which seen s m m 1 
to be important and to have considerable weight agrinst the 1 
defendant s contention. Tasker speaks of dealing in options «nd 1 
futures, of hedging and switching. Whatever all of these ttw». 1 
may mean, they certainly are none of them necessary in referring 1 
to the buying and selling of grain as an ordinary irerelumtable 1 
commodity, but apparently the large part if not all of the huant» 1 
out of which the losses were incurred was of a character to which 1 
these tern s are applicable.

Tasker says that one of the entries of sales of futures which is 1 
marked “five and five" he thinks refers to a sale of five thousand I 
for himself and one of the sail e amount for Simpson. He say-. 1 
“He and I talked it over one day and he said ‘put five on for in 1 
and 1 put on five."

Then Reesor, agent for a firm of grain brokeis in I^'tbbridge 1 
said that Simpson was often in his office but that he did no husino* 1 
on account of the partnership except on one occasion when lie tuts 1 
there with Tasker. He is asked:—

At the time they were throwing off the hedges, t hat you have spoken of. 1 
was Simpson taking the same part as Tasker, what part was he taking'1

And he answered: -
He api>cared to be taking the same resixinsitnlity as Tasker, in fart k fl 

took off some of the hedges as well and signed some of the orders.
Now it is clear that Simpson took no part in the n inagonciit 1 

of the partnerehip business, and it would be very strange il in the I 
presence of Tasker he would assume to give written directions ■ 
relating to that business.

The evidence of Tasker 1 have referred to shews that Simpson ■ 
was doing a little speculating on his own account and dial took ■
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place in Reesor’s office indicates the same, and that Tasker was 
transacting sinrilar business which surely Simpson would supjiose 
was his own personal affair for his asking Tasker to “put five on 
for him” when Tasker was doing the sail e would seem to indicate 
that he thought Tasker was doing tliis on his own account and not 
on account of the partnership. This appears to me much more 
consistent with the view tin t Simpson not merely did not intend to 
authorise hut did not know of Tasker's doing this sort of Imsincss 
for the partnership, than with the contrary view.

Then when we eon e to the banking arrangements we find that 
the banker though knowing of the partnership looked to Tasker 
solely for the account though tin* debit balance became a very 
considerable one, and that the only tin e Simpson was called on was 
at the end of the hank's year when the manager did not wish to 
cany over a heavy debit balance. Then Simpson joined iu giving 
notes to cover the balance over the end of the month, hut when 
Sin | son's notes fell due lu* was not called on to n eet them and the 
hank gave up the security for Tasker's person: I liability. More
over Simpson did not in the giving of the notes nssu » e a liability 
equal to th: t of Tasker as would have been exacted if they had 
lieen equal partners. W hat took place seems much n ore like a 
matter of aceon ot'ation than the ussun ption of an obligation, and 
in so far ns it n ight suggest an existing obligation in respect of the 
overdraft it certainly does not imlicate an obligation of equality 
with that of Tasker.

Then when it can e to a final closing of the* partnership account 
at the hank Tasker says he had to pay an overdraft of over $21,000. 
This was several months before Simpson’s death hut he made no 
suggestion to Simpson that there was any liability attaching to 
him. Then in June when Tasker purchased the shares in the 
con puny from the plaintiff he paid for them without any suggestion 
of having any claim to set off, and as far as appears until this action 
was brought no claim whatever was ever made against Simpson 
or his estate.

On the whole evidence it appeal’s to me that the probabilities 
arc quite against the view that Simpson either expressly or 
impliedly authorised any speculative buying and selling of grain 
as was indulged iu. It is not improbable, though the evidence 
-iocs not satisfy ne that it was the fact, that he did authorise the
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buying and selling of farmers’ grain as delivered, but whatever tin- 
nature of the authorised partnership business was the evidenci- 
falls far short of satisfying n e that there was any deficiency fur 
w hich the plaintiff can be called on.

Then as my brother Stuart points out, there is not the slightest 
corroboration of Tasker’s evidence that their shares in the )>.-• rtin>r- 
ship were equal, while there is evidence as I have indicated which 
suggests that they were not. Tasker’s evidence shews that their 
respective interests were settled by agreeirent, so there is no room 
for the statutory implication of equality which is only applicable 
in the absence of agreement.

1 would allow the appeal with costs and vary the judgnent 
by striking out all of its provisions except the direction in favour 
of the plaintiff for the amount she is found entitled to recover.

The plaintiff should have the costs of the action including tin 
costs of the counterclaim.

Stuart, J.:—The taking of an account of the partnership 
business, however wide or narrow were the limits of that business 
must, according to the defendant’s claim, lead ultimately to an 
assertion by the defendant that Simpson at his death owed Tasker 
a certain sum of money as his share of the losses which wen- 
suffered and which have, it apiiears, been settled by Tusker. 
The claim for that sum of money so found is really the claim which 
Tasker is making against the estate of his deceased partner. To 
substantiate that claim Tasker must prove not only that then- \v:s 
a partnership hut what were the tern s of it. Subject to a provision 
of the Partnership Ordinance, (N.W.T. Ords. 1911 ) to which 1 shall 
refer, he must prove that they agreed to share profits and losses 
equally if he is to substantiate his claim that Simpson owed him a 
sum of money equal to one-half of those losses. If one-half of the 
losses were $8,000, then Simpson would owe hint $8,000. If 
Simpson agreed only to bear one-third of the losses then Sin |>soii 

would ow e him $5,333. If Simpson agreed to Itear one-quarter of 
the losses then Simpson would owe him only $4,000. If Sin pson 
hud agreed to hear only a fifth of the losses and get one-fifth of the 
profits then Simpson would owe him $3,200.

It seems to ire that this makes it clear that in order to decide 
the an mint, which Tasker or his assignee, the defendant, can recover 
whether that sum is $8,(MX) or $50, Tasker must establish the tern s
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0f the partnership. Is it then sufficient to say that there are 
vircun stances corroborating Tasker's evidence that a partnership 
on so1!‘i* terms or other existed when there is absolutely nothing to 
oorrclxm t<‘ his assertion tlu t they were equal partners?

If an independent witness proves that the deceased, shortly 
before liis death, wimitted to him that he owed the claimant 
plaintiff some money, without saying how much, would that 
satisfy the statute as corroboration of a claimant's assertion that 
the deceased owed him $50,(KX)?

Tasker at the U’ginning had twice as much grain as Simpson had, 
(that is by the crop of 1915) to handle which they decided to build 
an elevator. Tasker's evidence certainly suggests that he advanced, 
at least in the first place, much more of the capitd to build the 
elevator tlu n Simpson did. Plaintiff's counsel admitted that the 
two were j< int owners of the elevator hut there was no admission 
that they were owners of equal shares. When it came to giving 
notes to the Vnion Rank to cover the firm's overdraft Simpson 
certainly did not give as large an amount as Tasker; though Tasker 
does give an explanation of this, mom or less satisfactorily. Then 
there is no independent evitlenee to shew that they each took the 
san e amount of shares in the limited company which acquired the 
elevator and the business.

In the face of these circun stances it seems to me to lx* going 
rather far to say that Tasker's evidence as to the relative 
shams and responsibilities of the partners as Ixdween then-selves 
does not need to l>e corrolxmited, merely Ix-eause there is some
thing which corroborates his story that a partnership <‘xistcd. 
Tlie whole extent of Simpson's liability depends on tlu; share he had 
in the partnership. If we are to tak(‘ Tasker’s uneorrolxirated 
won! on this point then we should luive to take1 it if he had said that 
Sin-pson owned three-fourths of the partnership and himself one- 
fourth. 1 n can, we could not even in that ease reject it merely for 
want of comdxmition.

1 do not think that the mere probability of two such men going 
in on an equal footing is so great that that probability can lx1 taken 
as corroboration. And, as I liavc said, there are facts which point 
in the very opjxisite direction.

1 know, indeed, that s. 20 of the Partnership Ordinance, 
NAN. I. ( )rds. 1911) enacts as follows:—
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The interest of |nuitiers in the partnership pro|iurly urnl their rights ami 
duties in relation to the partnership «hall lx- determined, subject to any agnv. 
ment express or implie<l la-tween the partners, by the following rules

1. All the partners are entitled to share equally in the capital and profits 
of the business and must contribute equally towards the losses whether of 
eapital or otherwise sustained by the firm.

No dou I it this rule wuh in the minds of nil parties lit the t ri-tl 
anti this perluips accounts for the fact that no attempt u. maile 
either then- or on the hearing of the appeal to suggest the possihl, 
existence of a contrary agree» ent.

But it does six-m to n e that the very existence of the reservation 
as to a contrary intention being shewn by express or implied agree
ment ought to east upon the surviving partner a peculiar burden of 
proof. Tasker, in this case, did not suggest that any third parti 
heard the making of the partnership bargain lietween him ; ml 
Sin pson. It was entirely oral and entirely confined to the know
ledge of the two of them. Surely in these circumstances and when 
tlu- whole question of the amount of alleged liability depends upon 
the respective shares of the partners and one of them is de: d, tin- 
burden of shewing that there was no variation made in the gcn«-r:il 
rule ought to lx- east upon the surviving partner, es|x-eially where 
lie admits tin t lie was practically in sole control of the husintw 
and asserts that heavy losses were incurred, for a portion of which 
he six-ks recoup!! ent from the deceased’s est te, s fter letting sevi-.wl 
months go by during the deceased's life without making any cl; ini 
to him ]M‘rsoiuilly.

It is very curious that evidence was not adduced to she a what 
the incorporated company gave in the way of shares fur the 
elevator, to whom those shares were given and in what proportion 
Surely the transfer of the business and its tangible assets to tin- 
limited company was a winding up of the partnerships’ : IT: ii>, 
and if Tasker hail any lien or charge for a slum- of losses upon 
Simpson’s interest in the partnership property, which would 
include the elevator, it is very jiceuliar that son e adjustn cut of the 
matter was not then made. Of course counsel knew alxiut "hat 
was then done anil probably one should r<*st in confidence that, if 
there had lieen anything in it which would have assisted I lie court 
had it Ixx-ii brought out, counsel would have causc<l it to In- V'M.
It li*ay Ik* that Tasker and Simpson paid cash for their shares in 
the limited company and that that company Iniught the elevator
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and the business at a price. The evidence dot's shew that tin* (‘le
vator was taken over “at cost” but we are never told what the 
cost was. It is, however, fairly clear that the change was made in 
n very loose wav, for Tasker still kept the bank account of the 
United company n ixetl with his own ixusonal account, and said 
that it w; s only when, son ctin e after the incorporation, there did 
not seen to he “enough ironey around” that lit* began to susjH-et 
that the partnership had been run at a loss.

If Pin pson were alive he would he at liberty to prove, if he 
could, tin t the presun ption of equality had been varied by express 
or in plied a green ent. But he is dead. Tasker makes the very 
Ian est sort of an attempt to prove their partnership agreement. 
He could not ren ember w hen it was made in so far as the proposed 
wider fit'ld of its open.tiens was eonec»rned. He never trade the 
slightest attempt to state where the two of them were when it was 
made. In reality he was allowts! to swear to what it was the duty 
of tic court to decide. He sw ore to the legal result of a mysterious 
comets: tion between bin self and Sin pson, the tin e. circumstances 
and deti ils of which he made no at ten pt to describe and counsel 
did net seeir curious to discover.

Tasker, admittedly, managed everything, lie made a belated 
discovery that his alleged partnership had suffered losses. There 
is the very strongest ground for believing that these losses were due 
to his own carelessness and misconduct, that is, mismanagement.

In these circuit stances 1 think it is legally necessary that the 
surviving partner should, before asking the court for judgment for 
a very large sum of money as one half of the losses suffered by the 
fine, establish affirmatively either that there was no agreement 
trade as to their respective shares or that there was a direct agree
ment that they should be equal partners and also that his testimony 
on either of these points should lie corroborated under the stat ute. 
It n ay appear curious to demand eorroltorntion of a mere negative 
staten ent but it simply amounts to a demand that his evidence as 
to the tern s of the partnership agreement should Ik* corrolx mated. 
Of course he does say that the matter was the subject of direct 
agreen ent and was not merely left open so that the statutory 
prrMin ption would operate. But my view is tluit not only should 
his state» ent as to a positive agreement be corroborated but that if 
he had testified that the subject was not mentioned he should, even
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139, which is inconsistent with this view 

Even if the case gees on to a referen 
(‘very turn Tasker will be held up, and

Even if the case goes on to a reference it seems to ire that at 
(‘very turn Tasker will be held up, and properly held up, by the 
necessity of corrol Miration as to item after item because it will 
depend solely upon his evidence w hether the subject n atter of each 
item was a dealing which can c within the ambit of the partnership 
business, whether it was his own private business, or Simpson's 
private business or his farming partnership's business or the 
alleged firm’s business, all of which seems to have lieen mixed up 
together.

1 would allow the appeal with costs and direct the counterclaim 
to be disn issed with costs.

Simmon*.j. Simmons, J.:—The plaintiff is the widow and executrix of
Edison Simpson, late of Barons in this Province. The dofemlant 
is an incorporated company carrying on an elevator and grain 
business at Barons.

Plaintiff's claim is for the sum of $8,147.99 for grain sold and 
delivered to defendant. The claim is not disputed. Defendant, 
however, alleges a right of set-off on account of a partnership debt 
which defendant says was owing by the plaintiff and which was 
assigned to defendant. In December 1916, the defendant com
pany took over the elevator and grain business of the Tasker- 
Sin pson Mill & Elevator Company at Barons. The Taskcr- 
Sirrpson Mill Elevator business can e into existence in Novenilier. 
1915, under the following circun stances:—

James J. Tasker and Edison Simpson w’erc farmers at Barons. 
Tasker had alxmt $47,000 worth of grain on his farm and Simpson 
had alxmt $24,000 worth of grain on his farm. They decided to 
form a partnership to construct an elevator to accommodate this 
grain. Tasker secured a lease in his own name from the railway 
company for a site. Tasker supplied the moneys for actual con
struction and repaid himself for same out of the business after
wards. Simpson paid for a gasoline engine to operate the elevator, 
and likewise he was paid out of the moneys of the business. They 
adopted a partnership firm name for the conduct of the business.
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but the bank account was kept by Tasker in his own persona! 
nan c and was not separated from his own personal account in the 
bank. The elevator was completed early in 1916, and a license 
obtained from the Grain Board. The business was extended into 
a general elevator and grain business and a line of credit of $20,000 
was secured from a Winnipeg grain con puny. In December, 1016, 
the business was taken over by the defendant company, and Simp
son, Jan es T. Tasker, A. H. Tasker, his brother, and E. I). Battrum 
were the incoiporators of the lin ited company.

Heavy hisses were incurred in its operation in 1016 between the 
tin e of commencement until December, 1016, when the limited 
company was formed. Janes T. Tasker says lie paid these on 
account of the partnership and claims contribution from the estate 
of his co-partner and he subsequently assigned the claim to the 
defendant company which now sets up the same by way of set-off to 
plaintiff's claim.

Edison Simpson died in March, 1017.
The plaintiff claims that her late husband was not a party to 

the extension of the business beyond the purpose originally 
conten plated and that there is therefore no liability to contribute 
to these losses.

There are a numlier of circumstances which in my view have a 
tendency to place James T. Tasker in a position which calls for a 
searching scrutiny of his evidence. He was the manager and had 
charge of the conduct of the business and therefore occupied a 
fiduciary relation to his co-partner. He had sole control of the bank 
account and did not separate it from his personal account. He did 
not keep projier lxwjks. He is unable to give a satisfactory explan
ation of how and where the losses were incurred. He can not 
produce a record of grain received and grt in shipped out although 
such a record was kept, and although it is obvious that this book 
night contain information of value in detom ining the issues 
raised here. He purchased and paid for the shares of the Simpson 
estate in the lin ited company and made no claim for a set-off.

A very large part of the business was track buying. The fact 
that Simpson was a partner for the original purpose introduces a 
degree of doubt in regard to much of tin; evidence ns to whether 
as against Sim pson it related to the original purpose of the partner
ship or the later extended operations. Seven men were employed
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in an<l al>out the elevator and none of these were railed by Tasker. 
When Tasker wrote the Board of Grain Commissioners ;>t It. 
William in February, 1916, lit1 says, “that so far we are handling 
only our own grain,” yet admits business was not at that
time confined to handling their own grain. Notwithstanding all 
this the conclusion reached by the trial Judge that Simpson w > a 
partner in extended dealings beyond that which at first w; s con- 
ten-plated is supported by the evidence cited by the trial Judge. 
It is true that the evidence which implicates Simpson referred to 
by the trial Judge does not go any further than that, that t hen
nas a partnership in a general elevator and grain business re tied 
on until the Un ited company was formed.

There is no evidence corrolxirating Tasker’s allegation of the 
actual tenrs of oral agreement that the partners were to share 
alike in profits and losses. However, the Evidence Act would seem 
to be satisfied when there is corroboration of a material dement 
of the contract, nan civ, that the partnership was formed and 
subsequently extended so as to include a cert in class of business. 
Voyer v. Lepage, 19 D.L.R. 52.

I have therefore come to the conclusion that this apjmal should 
be dismissed with costs, but in my view this does not involve the 
conclusion that Tasker has established that Simpson was :i p rtner 
in all the transactions which he has included in the statements 
contained in schedule “A,*’ “B,” “C” and “D” in his statement of 
defence. This branch of the case will con e up for consider; tion in 
the reference and in view of the manner in which Tasker as manager 
conducted the business, the onus is upon him of establishing every 
transaction in the business in which he claims that Simpson was a 
partner.

McCarthy, J.:—Mrs. Simpson, who was plaintiff in the action 
and now is the appellant is the widow and executrix of the kite 
Edison Simpson. The latter was a partner of one James Tusker in 
what in the pleadings is called “the elevator business,” known as 
the Tasker-Simpson Elevator and Mill Company, which partner
ship existed from the fall of 1915, and -was afterwards in the fall 
of 1916 turned into a limited company, Tasker and Simpson 
jointly, with one A. H. Tasker, and one E. I). Battrum incorporat
ing the company which acquired the elevator and now is the defend
ant conpanv.

06
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The claim of the plaintiff is for the gmin planed in thv elevator 
Ixing the «Top of 1916 delivered partly hv Kdison Simpson and 
partly by his estate after his death, he having died in March, 1917.

The defendants contend that the deeeaeed was indebte<l to 
tlem by virtue of an assignment from Jair es T. Tasker dut<*l 
(Vtolier 27, 1917. The assignment purports to cover a debt due 
fnm the late Kdison Simpson, representing his share of the losses 
in the jartncrship earning on a general grain business lietwcen 
the fall of 1915 and pa.rt of the year 1916.

The plaintiff contends that the deeeaeed had nothing to do 
with the general grain busimw or sj>eculntions in grain, but was 
only a joint owner of the elevator for the purpose of handling his 
own gn in and that any 1osm*k incurred in the buying and selling 
of gr; in were the losses of Tasker and should lie borne by him. To 
suM ntii te this amongst other things a rv|M>rt of one McCollum, 
who is the traveller for the grain company and from whom Tasker 
and Simpson were desirous of obtaining a loan, is put in at the 
trial ; nd fnm which it will lie observed that McCallum rejiorts to 
his principals ujion the application, in effect, as follows:—

Neither <'f these fellows know anything almut the grain business what
ever, and while tliey only intend to use the elevator for lluir turn trhtal and one 
or hr» nthtr neighbors 1 do not think them is any chance of their honking us.

It is i Iso to lx* observed that an i pplication was made in the 
year 1916 to the Hoard of drain Conn issioners for a license to 
operate in Alliertn and part of the correspondence put in at the 
trial, a* follows:—

Bamns, Alhcrta, April 14, 1916, Hoard of drain Commissioners, Fort 
William, dent lemon: We request that the bond of the Dominion of Canada 
(iiuirantee <k Accident Company in my In-half, . . . Yours truly. (Signed) 
J. T. Tasker.

The assignment of the debt alleged to lie due by the defendant 
is us follows:—

I, James T. Tasker, of Barons, in the Province of Alberta, Isdicving the 
estate of Kdison Simpson, deceased, to be truly indebted to me in a sum 
approximately $8,844.50, in consideration of advance* of cash having been 
made to me by the Tasker-Sinqison drain Co. Ltd., of Barons, hereby assign 
to the said Tasker-Simpflon Grain Co. Ltd., the said sum of $8,844.50, or w hat
ever amounts may be proven to lx? owing to me by the said Kdison Simpstm 
estate, whether it lie more or less than the said sum of $8,841.50.

Dated at the city of Lethbridge, in the Province of Alberta this 27th dav 
of October, A.1). 1917.

It is to l c observed that this assigna ent is dated the day after
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the statement of claim is issued. It is also admitted by the defend
ants tliat no claim was ever made against the late Edison Simpeon 
or his estate for the moneys covered by the assignnont until after 
the action was brought on October 26, 1917, and further tli.it the 
shams of the late Edison Simpson in the limited con p m wen 
purdiased by the two Taskers from the Simpson estate .ml pay
ments made therefor without any mention of the claim that is 
sought to be set off in this action by the defendants.

A letter was also put in at tlfe trial from J. T. Tasker, to K. 
Battrum, in which the request was made that all letters diivrfol 
to him presumably in connection with the elevator business be 
marked “Personal," and evidence is also adduced at the trill dis
closing that in the communication from J.T. Tasker to the Grain 
Commissioners he notified them that only he and one Shriglev, one 
of the employees were authorized to sign the warehouse receipts, 
etc. It would also appear from the evidence that the late Elison 
Simpson liecame much more active in the affairs of the company 
after it was incorporated, although there is evidence t > shew that 
he was and alxmt the warehouse liefore the incorporati m, but 
as none ut the other employees w ere called to shew to what extent 
the late Edison Simpeon participated in the affairs of the company 
the fact as to his participation must depend largely upm the evi
dence of Jan es T. Tasker.

It would appear from the evidence tliat the general gram 
business carried on in 1916 resulted in a heavy loss which Tasker 
assun ed and it is for one-half of this that he seeks to set off against 
the plaintiff's claim. The defendants also claim that Sinpson 
received from Tasker SI,926.72 more than the value of the grain 
delivered by him to the elevator in the spring of 1916.

The question in dispute lie tween the parties is as to whether 
or not Simpson was a partner with Tasker in the grain business 
carried on through the elevator from November, 1915, to 19Hi. and 
the plaintiff urges for the reasons alxive set out, amongst others, 
that he was not.

Reference is made by the trial Judge in his judgment to the 
practice carried on in their banking operations. Apparently the 
bank account was kept in the name of J. T. Tasker. It is also 
pointed out and it would also appear from the evidence, that 
during the time in question, tliat, in so far as the general grain
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business is concerned, that Tasker acted as manager, hired and 
derharged the en ployeee and paid all the moneys. On tin* cither 
hi-n<l there is much in the evidence which would justify the» eon- 
eluiic n tluit Simpcon was a partner in the general grain business 
during the.perkxl in question. The defendants contend that the 
bank account was in Tasker’s mm e at the request of Simpson, 
who lived about 7 n iles from Barons w here the elevator was located. 
They ; Iso contend that the sum e practice was carried on when the 
elevator was being constructed, viz., that the bank account was in 
Tasker’s mure and that the payn cuts for all goods supplied were 
made by him. They also contend that an application was made 
for a lorn for the sum of $20,000 in the joint min e of Tasker and 
Simpson ami suggest that they would not require this joint loan 
if the intention was to handle only their own crops. It is further 
pointed out tliat the individual financial staten cuts for the pur
poses qf obtaining this loan are given by both Tasker and Simpson 
in the month of February, 1916, and that when one Hagen, the 
manager of a grain commission company, called at the elevator 
in the fall of 1916, Simpson was introduced to him by Tasker as 
“my partner.”

A nun her of w itnesses are called by the defendants to shew tluit 
Sin psrn tried to buy their grain and reference is made by them at 
the trial to a communication to the Board of Grain Commissioners 
under date of February 17, 1916, refeired to above, practically to 
the postscript which says; “Might say that so far we are handling 
only our own grain,”—the suggestion being made by the defend
ants that at some later date they intended to embark on a much 
larger scale.

The question being entirely a question of fact I hesitate to 
disturb the trial Judge’s findings and it seems to me that although 
it is a difficult question to detern ine, that I would have arrived at 
no other conclusion. It is difficult to conceive how Simpson being 
in and alunit that elevator as he is proved to have been and a 
partner in the elevator, was not participating in the gains and losses 
which w< re incurred in the general grain business. ( ash t ickets were 
in the name of the Tasker-Sin pson Elevator and Mill Co., and 
Acre filed as exhibits at the trial, as also storage receipts of the 
Tasker-Simpson Elevator and Mill Co. were filed as exhibits at
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ALT_ the trial. It is difficult to understand how that Simpson «■;« not

8. C. aware that a general grain business was l>eing carried on end his

Simpson name being used; indeed there is evidence that at least one of the

Tasker storage receipts of his o\\n grain was med by him. It would seem

Simpson to me that the only fab* conclusion to be drawn is that whilst in the
Grain Co., inception the elevator was used only for their own grain and a few

of the neighbouring farmers that the business expanded beyond 

what they originally intended, as is the case in many partnerships 

where they en-bark in a small business and then expand into other 

lines that are incident to the business originally started. Tint 
I think, is a daily occurrence, and that is, I think, what took pi:in- 

in this case with the knowledge of Sin pson.
l ’p< n the question of corrolxiration required by the statute to 

enforce a claim against the estate of a deceased I think thaï the 

evidence shews ample corroboration and I am therefore of t 

opinion that the appeal should l e disn issed with costs.
Appeal dinmiftned, the Court being equally dii'cL!.

JACKSON v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. Co.SASK.
Saskatchewan Court of Ap/wal, Neuiantls, Lamar,t anil Klwoml, .1.1 I.

October U, 19III.

Master and servant (§ II D—206)—Workman Proihiiiikd v ii..\
1NJURY—No COMPENSATION—DAMAGES.

Where a workman deliberately performs an act profil ited by lu< em
ployers, the transgression committed carries him outside tin iilivri g 
his employment and as he is not required or expected to perform such 
act he is not entitled to compensation for injuries resulting from such ail

Appkal from the trial judgn ent in an action for il: n 8*w fi rStatement.
injuries sustained by an employee of the defendant eon pint . 
Affirn cd.

E. F. ('oUinx, for appellant; L. J. Keycraft, K.C., for respind
ent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Eiweod. j.a. Elwood, J.A.:—The District Court Judge in his notes of

evidence finds that the plaintiff was a switchman employed at 

Broadview by the defendant company, and while so en ployed 

W'as making a coupling, t.e., attaching a caboose to a train, and 

w hen the care were con ing together he noticed that the coupling 

could not he made, on account of one draw-bar protruding. ln 
order to save time, he pressed the draw'-bar over with his foot,
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which perrr it ted the coupling to lie made, but at the «une tine 
his foot was caught and crushed. For the injury thus received 
this action is brought.

The evidence shews that to use his foot in this wanner was 
iigninst the rules of the company. The plaintiff in his examination 
for discovery admits knowledge of this rule, hut says he took this 
method in order to save the engineer hacking up again.

The evidence before us as to the duties of the plaintiff is very 
ire;:gre. Apparently, the engineer in hacking the train to make 
the coupling was acting under the plaintiff's instructions; that is. 
he gttxc the signal to the engineer when to hack up, when to stop, 
when to go ahead. There is nothing to shew whether or not it 
wits the duty of the plaintiff to adjust the coupling. I infer from 
his evidence that if he lmd not adjusted it in the manner in which 
he «lid, the engineer would have gone ahead and then backed 
again, when the coupling n ight have been wade, and, if not 
successful on that occasion, then the engineer would have gone 
ahead and backed up until it was made successfully. 1 apprehend
that the coupling is an automatic one.

Some of the defendant’s rules were put in, and from them I 
quote the following:

The company is most desirous of impressing upon nil employees “Safety 
First" rules, and that safe course be taken and no risks run.

The following rules, which cover some of the most flagrant forms of care
lessness, must be obeyed.

Employees violating these* rules will be regarded as subject to discipline.
Every employee Is required to exercise the utmost caution to avoid 

injury to himself or his fellows and especially in switching or other move
ments of trains.

The following and all similar acts of recklessness are specific ally forbidden.
(a) Entering between or passing in front of ears in motion to couple or 

uncouple same, or for any other purpose whatsoever.
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(j) Shoving over draw bars with their foot in order to insure coupling.
It will he seen from these rules—and it was admitted by the 

plaintiff—that, in using his foot as he did, he vv;is doing son editing 
expressly forbidden, and which he knew he was forbidden to do.

Ti e District Court Judge held that, under the circun stances 
ol the case, the plaintiff at the time of the accident was ]>er forming 
an act eutside the scope of his en ployn ent, which disentitled him 
to recover. From that judgment this appeal is taken.
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Ill Brief' v. Edward Lloyd, Ltd., (1009) 2 K.B. 804, the he <’ note 
is ns follows:

A workman employed at certain works climbed on to a hot water tank 
in the building to eat his sup|K*r. The tank was only partially covered in. 
On returning to his work the man fell into the tank and was scalded to death. 
The workmen were not allowed on the tank:—

Hdd, that the accident did not arise “out of the employment " within the 
meaning of the Workmen's Compensation Act, ItXMi, and that eoni|H-nsatiou 
was not recoverable under that Act.

At p. 808, Cozcns-Himly, M.R., is rt‘]>ortt‘<l us follows:
The question which the Court has to consider in the present ease is 

whether the deceased was acting within any authority which he had 
whether in fact he was not needlessly excising himself to a risk which could 
not be fairly said to arise out of the employment.

At p. 800, Furwell, L.J., is reported ;ls follows:
It is now well settled that the word ‘employment* in the Act is not to be 

confined to actual work. In my opinion it extends to all things which the 
workmen is entitled by the contract of employment expressly or impliedly to
do..........................Hut he is not entitled, and therefore he is not employed,
to do things which are unreasonable or things which are expressly forbidden
.......................... Take the case of Cane v. Norton Hill Colliery Co., (19091
2 K.B. 530. There Mr. Simon in the course of his argument put the case of a 
swing bridge which the workmen were in the habit of using as a way out of tin- 
works; it would surely be im|M>asible to say that a workman was entitled to 
jump across when the bridge was open for the passage of boats, because that 
would not he a reasonable user of the way, and such a user would not he in the 
course of his employment.

In Barnes v. Nunnery Colliery Co. Ltd., [1912] AX'. 44, 1/inl 
Atkinson is reported us follows, at 49:

In these cases under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 6 Kd. N il.. 1900. 
e. 58, a distinction must, 1 think, always |>e drawn bet ween the doing of a 
thing recklessly or negligently which the workman is employed to do, and 
the doing of a thing altogether outside and unconnected with his employment 
A peril which arises from the negligent or reckless manner in which an employee 
does the work he is employed to do may well be held in most eases rightly to lie 
a risk incidental to his employment. Not so in the other case. For example 
if a master employs a servant to carry his (the master's) letters on foot across 
the fields on a beaten path, or on foot by road to a neighbouring |M>st olfice, 
and the servant, having got the letters, went to the stables, mounted his mas
ter's horse, and proceeded to ride across country to the |>ost office, was thrown 
and killed, or went to his master's garage, took out his motor car, and pro
ceeded to drive by road to the post office, came into collision with something 
and was killed, it could not be held, I think, according to reason or law, that 
the injury to the servant arose out of his employment, t hough, in one sense, 
he was about to do ultimately the thing he was employed to do, namely, t" 
bring his master's letters to the post. In such a case the servant puts himself 
into a place he was not employed to l>c in, and had no right to he in—the hack 
of his master's horse, or the scat of his master's motor car. He was doing a 
thing lie was not employed to do, and had no right to attempt to do namely.
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to ride hi» inaster’a horse arrow count rv or to drive hi* motor ear. These were 
altogether outside the *eope of hi* employment. He expose I himself to a risk 
he was not employed to expo*e himself to—a risk unconnected with that em- 
ployment, and which neither of the parties to hi* contract of *ervioc could 
ever !*• reasonably *up|*wd to have contemplatiMl a* properly In-longing or 
inciilental to it.

Ami .• t |>. 51, Loti! Mcrnoy is rvported :ts f< How*:
He was not doing a imrmittcd a«-t carelessly, but In- w as doing an act which 

he was prohibited from doing at all..........................
It is no doubt true that one object which he had in view in getting into 

the tub was to reach his work, but the intention existing in his mind cannot, 
in my opinion, «-ouvert the forbid<lcn ad into a part of his employment.
....................... The act was, in my view, expressly prohibited, ami there
were no circumstances wliii-h could in any way justify the boy in disregarding 
the prohibition.

In dumb v. ('obtint Flour Millk Co. Mil., ( ID11] A.C. 02, Ixird 
Dunedin is reported as follows, tit p. 07:

........................ there are prohibit ion* w hi< h limit t he sphere of employ
ment. and prohibition* whi«-h only deal with eomlm-t within the sphere of 
employment. A transgn-ssion of a prohibition of th<- latt«-r «-lass leave* the 
sphere of employment where it was, ami oonsctpicntly will not pn-vent re
covery of compensation. A transgression of the former «-las* carries with it 
the result that the man has gone out*i«le the sphere.

Ami further down lu» quotes with approval Knrl Ixjndmm, L.C., 
in liante* v. Xuunery Colliery Co. Ltd., ( 1012] A.C. i t p. 17, tut 
follow*:

Nor «-an you deny him coin|M-nsution on the gnniml only that he was 
injured through breaking rules. Hut if the thing he doc* imprudently or dis
obediently is different in kimt from anything he was reipiiml or ex|iect*d to do 
ami also is put outside the range <if his service by a genuine prohibition, then 
I should say that the ae«-idental injury «lid not arise out «if his employment, 
awl then proceeds:

The Lord Chancellor there put the test cumulatively, bci-ausc that fitte<i 
the facts of tlie «-ase in which boys in a mine r«sl«- in t ubs, a t lung t hey were not 
employed to do, and which they had been expressly told not to «lo. Hut I 
imagine the projiosition is equally true if he had expressed it disjunctively 
and used the word “or" instead of “also", 
and ut p. 08:

Am 1 have already said, however, the question of within or without the 
sphere is not the only eonvenient test. There are ot hers w hich arc more direct 
ly useful to certain classes of circumstances.

One of these has lieen frequently phrased interrogatively. Was the 
rb-k one reasonably incidental to the employment? And the question may 
be further amplified according as we consider what the workman must prove to 
«hew that a risk was an employment risk or what the employer must prove to 
shew it was not an employment risk.

.As regards the first branch, I think the point is very accurately expressed 
by the Master of the Rolls in the «-ase of Cratke v. Wigan, 11909) 2 K.H. 638,

Canadian
rvc,!!
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where he says: “It is not enough for the applicant to say ‘The .evident 
would not have hap|iencd if I had not been engaged in that employment 
or if I had not been in that particular place.’ He must go further and must 
say ‘The accident arose because of something I was doing in the course of 
my employment or because I was exftosed by the nature of my employment to 
some particular danger.’ ”

As regards the second branch, a risk is not incidental to the employment 
when either it is not due to the nature of the employment or when it jsan 
added peril due to the conduct of the servant himself.

In Herbert v. Samvel For <$* Co. Ltd., [1910] I AX’. 40f>, work
man employed as a shunter ujion his employer's private railway 
was seriously and permanently injured by falling from the buffer 
of a wagon upon which he was improperly riding. His duty 
when wagons were being moved was to walk in front of them and 
keep a look-out. A notice to this effect was posted in his 
employer's engine silt'd. On the occasion of the accident. t the 
conclusion of son e shunting operations, four wagons were In-ing 
pushed by an engine to wan! the engine shed, when the werkn an, 
instead of walking in front of them, climlied upon the buffer of 
the leading wagon and sat then* till he fell and was run over. It 
was held that the man in sitting on the buffer was acting outside 
the sphere of his employment, and tluit therefore the accident did 
not arise out of his employment.

Ivord Atkinson is reported as follows, at p. 411 :
But his own evidence shows conclusively that it was not his duty to be on 

the buffer; that, on the contrary, it was his duty not to be u|>on it. lie was 
employed to do a particular work away from it, and was expressly forbidden, 
while engaged in that work, to be anywhere but on the ground, walking in 
front of the foremost wagon. He says he got on the front wagon to keep a 
look-out. He admits that his proper duty was to walk in front of t he w agon to 
keep a look-out. That it was no part of his duty to get on the wagon That 
it is a dangerous t hing to ride on th ■ buffer. That it is against the rules to do 
so. That if the manager saw him r ding on the buffer he would lie dismissed.

And at p. 412:
He was thereby knowingly expo: ing himself to risks not reasonably inci

dental to his employment, risks wliiei neither he nor his employer contem
plated that he should run, risks which 'he employer forbade him to run, new 
|>erils added by his own rashness.

Lord Shaw of Dunfermline is reported as follows, at p. I Hi:
In my view this case is not one of making a mistake, or even doing a 

wrong, in a mere breach or rules affecting the service. It is outside the scope 
of the service altogether; and it was that, and that alone, and not the employ
ment, which brought about the sjKicial danger from which the man perform 
ing the act suffered. I may add, my Lords, that if it were held that this was 
an accident arising out of the employment, and tha compensation was due,
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then, in my humble opinion, a real anil damaging blow would have Ixtvu de
livered at the whole system of safeguards and protections under which, in 
many industrial employments, so much may he effected for the safety of life 
and of limb of the workers engaged.

In Lancashire <(• Yorkshire Hail waif v. Hi if hie if, [11)17] A.( 352. 
Lord Atkinson quotes with opprovid, i t p. 371, the following 
ni servit ions of Fi:r\vell, L.J.. hi Brice v. Edward IJoffd, Lid., 
( 11*01)] 2 K.B. S04. at HOI), nan civ:

It is now well settled that the word “employment ” in the Act is not to be 
confined to actual work. In my opinion it extends to all things which the 
workman is entitled by the contract of employment expressly or impliedly to
do.........................But he is not entitled, and therefore he is-not employed,
to do things which are unreasonable or things which are expressly forbidden.

|>ird Sumner says, at p. 372:
There is, however, in my opinion one test which is always at any rate 

applicable, Iieeau.se it arises u|x>n the very words of the statute, and it is gener
ally of some real assistance. It is this: Was it part of the injured iieraon's 
employment to hazard, to suffer, or to do that which caused his injury? If 
yea, the accident arose out of his employment. If nay, it did not, because 
wliat it was not part of the employment to hazard, to suffer, or to do cannot 
well be the cause of an accident arising out of the employment. To ask if 
the cause of the accident was wit hin the sphere of the employment, or was one 
of the ordinary risks of the employment, or reasonably incidental to the em
ployment, or, conversely, was an added jieril and outside the sphere of the 
employment, are all different ways of asking whether it was a part of his 
employment that the workman should have acted as he was acting, or should 
have I icon in the ixisition in which he was, whereby in the course of that 
employment lie sustained injury.

1 think 1 air justified in assuming that the ears which were lining 
couple h complied with s. 211 of the Railways Act, which would mean 
tliat the couplers were automatic, and that in order to couple or 
uncouple there was no necessity for any person to go lietween the 
ends of the cars, and I gather from the evidence that the plaintiff's 
sole duty with regard to the ojieration of coupling, was to stand 
at one side and give the engineer the necessary signals for hacking 
up, stopping, or going ahead, as the case might lie. It is possible 
that, were the train standing still, he might go in and adjust a 
draw bar so that the coupling might possibly be more certain of 
taking place without the necessity of repeated trials, but we are 
loft solely to conjecture as to tliat. 1 would go so far as to say 
that, even if that were a part of his duty, it would not extend to 
Ruing Iietween the care while in motion; in fact, the rules expressly 
prohibit it. In my opinion the plaintiff was at a place he was not 
supposed to lie at, and which his contract of employment and the
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or forbidden way, he was doing something he was expressh 
forbidden to do at all. He unnecessarily exposed hin sell" t< . 
risk he was not employed to expose himself to; he was <1< i; g 
son ethiiig outside tlu* s])here of his employment.

EIwikkI. 1. A The cases which I have above referred to seem to me to hold 
that, under the facts as presented in this case, the plaintiff is n< t 
entitled to succeed.

In my opinion, therefore, the appeal should Ik* dismissed v\ith 
costs. A ppeal dixminmd.

ONT. Re STUDEBAKER CORP. OF CANADA and CITY OF WINDSOR

8. C. Ontario Supreme Court, A/i/tellole Dirixion, Meredith, C.J.O., Motion n. A/»./-, 
and H nay ins, JJ.A. June 2d, 1919.

Taxes (§ I ('—38)—Interpretation or “hi sinkns or a mam kacti hkr 
Leased premises in city Assessment Act, K.8.O. 11114. r. 11*0 

in 1 , ,,
A company carrying on a manufacturing business, having its factory 

and head office in one place, and a show room and sales room in another, 
must he assessed as a “ousiness assessmettt ” for the latter premises under 
the provisions of the Assessment Act, U.8.O. 11)14, c. 19f>, s. 10 11 , ni

Statement. Appeal by the Studebakcr Corporation of Canada Lin ited 
from an order of a County Court Judge dismissing the appellant 
corporation’s appeal from the decision of the Court of Revision 
as to the business assessment of the appellant corporation and 
increasing the amount of the assessment. Aflirn cd.

The appeal was upon a special case stated by the Judge of 
the County Court, under the Assessment Act, as follows:

This was an appeal from the decision of the Court of Revision 
of the City of Windsor confirming the appellant's business assess
ment, made under clause (/) of sub-sec. (1) of sec. 10 of the Assess
ment Act, R.S.O. 1014, ch. 105, in respect of a commercial business 
carried on by the npjiellant as an agent only.

At the hearing of the appeal Ixiforo me, the apiwdlant requested 
me to note and state as a special case for a Divisional Court, the 
following question:—

“Upon the facts in evidence, is the appellant carrying on the 
business of a retail merchant within the meaning of clause (h) of 

sub-sec. 1 of sec. 10 of the Assessment Act?”
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The facto in evidence relative to the question are not disputed, __L* 
and are as follows. The appellant is a manufacturer of auto- H. (’.

1 1 I_ _ _ _ _ !.. Urn «...1 k 1 ..fli IV..II_ _ _ _ JM- /I.4.J..

Sales of the producto of the factory for shipn cut to m* delivery at ,S(V,*BHAKI:K 
places other than in Windaor are made at the ap|iellant's premises Canada

in Walkervillc. The api>ellant occupies leasehold promût* in c,t*d«,k 
Windsor, whereon it carries on the business in respect of which Windho*. 
the I'sscssir.cnt in question was made. These premises are used 
as a show-room and sales-rooni for the sale by the appellant of the 
products of its factory directly to the public; anil autonobile 
parts and accessories, also the products of the factory, are similarly 
sold, and a gasoline and repair station is maintained there. No 
manufacturing of any kind is done on these pren isos. There is a 
nan.iper in charge, an employee of the appellant, who is paid for 
his services a fixed salary, besides a certain eon n ission on sales 
made at the pren ises. Auton obiles, not of the appellant's manu
facture, are son ctin.es taken in trade or as part payment on sales 
of automobiles manufactured by the ap|x-llant. Auton obiles so 
token are kept and resold on the premises.

The preponderating business carried on by the appellant on 
the promises in question is the sale of the products of its factory, 
automobiles and automobile parts ami accessories, directly to the 
public.

My decision upon the question aforesaid was in the negative.
My decision on the whole matter was that the appellant should 

not be assessed either under clause (/) as carrying on a commercial 
business as an agent only, or under clause (A) as a retail n erchant; 
but that it was carrying on upon the pren ises in question the 
business of a manufacturer within the meaning of clause (d) of 
sub-eec. 1 of sec. 10*of the Act, and should be assessed ns such

*10.—(1 ) Irrespective of any assessment of land undvr this Act, every 
person occupying or using land for the purpose of any business mentioned or 
do* ribed in tbin (section shall be assessed for a sum to lie called ‘‘Business 
Aewment" to be computed by reference to the awsesaed value of the land 
io occupied or used by him, as follows:—

(d) Subject to the provisions of clause (i) every |ierson carrying on the 
business of a manufacturer for a sum equal to 60 per cent, of the assessed 
value; and a manufacturer shall not tie liable to business assessment as a 
wholesale merchant by reason of his carrying on the business of selling by 
wholesale the goods of his own manufacture on such land.

Clause p deals with the ease of a flour-miller. _______
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thereunder. And, under sub-sec. 1G of sec. G9 of the Act, I 
directed the city clerk to aircnd the roll accordingly.

Pursuant to sec. 81 of the said Act, as enacted by G Geo. V. 
ch. 41, sec. G, ami in compliance with the appellant's request, I 
state the foregoing as a special case for the purposes of an appeal 
from my said judgment to a Divisional Court.

The reasons for the decision of the learned County < 'ourt 
Judge were as follows:—

The appellant company is assessed for business aesessn on on 
a 50 per cent, basis, under sec. 10 (1), clause (/), as carrying on a 
commercial business as an agent. The ground of appui i< that 
the company carries on the business of a retail merchant, ami 
should be assessed under clause (h) on a 30 fier cent, basis.

The facts upon the evidence are as follows. The com pain is 
a manufacturer of automobiles, having its factory ami liead office 
at Walkerville, Ontario. Sales of the company's product for ship
ment to places other than Windsor are made at the company’s 
premises in Walkerville. The company is tenant of the pren ises 
in respect of which it is assessed. These premises are used ns u 
show-room and for the sale of the products of the company, 
directly to the public; automobile parts, also the products of the 
company, are similarly sold; and a gasoline and repair service is 
also maintained there for the benefit of the company 's customers. 
No manufacturing is carried on there. Tl ere is a manager in 
charge, an employee of the company, who is paid a fixed salary 
and, in addition, a certain commission on his sales, for his services. 
Automobiles, not of the company’s manufacture, are son ctin.es 
taken in trade or in part payment on sales of cars manufactured 
by the company; cars so taken are kept and resold on the premises.

Upon these facts, my opinion is that the company carries on, 
upon the premises, the business of a manufacturer. It cannot be 
successfully contended that, in respect of sales made at the com
pany's premises in Walkerville, it carries on a retail business. 
Neither would it be contended, if the company had established in 
Walkerville, separate from the factory, a sake-room similar to that 
in Windsor, that, while in respect of its factory it would be carry
ing on the business of a manufacturer, in respect to the salcs-room, 
its business would be that of a retail merchant. Can it make any 
difference if, instead of setting up the separate salcs-room in
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Walkerville, it l** set up in nnothcr municipality? I think not. 
The sale of the product of a manufacturer, wherever it may l>e 
sold, is as much a part of the business of the manufacturer as is 
the n liking of the product, and is clearly distinguishable from a 
sale hy a retail merchant. The business of a retail merchant is 
the selling of the product of another bought by the n erehant for 
the purpose of resale.

For these reasons, I am of the opinion that the company 
should not be assessed either under clause (/) as a comn ercial 
agent, or under clause (h) as a retail n erehant, but that it should 
be assessed under clause (d) ns a manufacturer.

I dismiss the appeal, and, under sec. 09 (16), direct the clerk 
to amend the roll by increasing the assessment from 50 per cent, 
to 00 per cent, of the assessed value of the premises in question.

.4. J. Cordon, for the appellant corporation.
F. D. Davis, for the city corporation, respondent.
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by the Studcbaker 

Corporation of Canada Limited from an order of the Judge 
of the County Court of the County of Essex allowing an 
appeal from the decision of the Court of Revision of the City of 
Windsor as to the business assessment of the appellant.

I am of opinion that, upon the facts ns disclosed in the special 
case, the appellant was properly assessed under clause (d) of sul>- 
sce. 1 of sec. 10 of the Assessment Act, R.8.O. 1914, ch. 195.

The business assessment is upon persons occupying or using 
land for the purpose of any business mentioned or described in 
sec. 10, and the provision of clause (d) is that every person carry
ing on the business of a manufacturer shall lie assessed for a sum 
equal to 00 per cent, of the assessed value of the land.

The appellant is undoubtedly carrying on the business of a 
manufacturer; and, in my opinion, the business carried on in 
Windsor is a part of that business. The appellant’s business has 
two branches, one its manufactory proper and the other its show
room and salcs-room, and both are an integral part of the business 
of a manufacturer carried on by the appellant.

1 would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Maclaren and Hodgins, JJ.A., agreed with Meredith,

CJ.O.
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Magee, J.A.:—The Studebakcr Corporation is a tenant of 
premises in Windsor, of which the assessed value is $40,00(1. \ 
business assessment of 50 per cent, of this amount was n:ude bv 
the city assessor, apparently treating the business there as an 
agency, and this, on the company’s appeal, was increased by the 
County Court Judge to 00 i>er cent., as a manufacturing con
cern, and the company again appeals to have this rodu ed to 30 
per cent., ns a retail merchant.

The facts are succinctly stated in the amended speci:d our. 
The preponderating business carried on by the appellant on the 
premises in Windsor is the sale of the products of its factory— 
automobiles and automobile parts and accessories—directly to 
the public. No manufacturing of any kind is done on the premise*. 
The company is a manufacturer of automobiles, having its factory 
and head office in Walkerville, and sales of the product of the 
factory' for shipment to or delivery' at places other than in Windsor 
are made at the premises in Walkerville. It is not stated whether 
sales by wholesale are made by the company anywhere.

Section 10 of the Assessment Act, in sub-sec. 1, enacts that 
“every person occupying or using land for the purpose of any 
business mentioned or described in this section shall be asstwed 
for a sum to lx? called ‘Business Assessment’ to lie computed by 
reference to the assessed value of the land so occupied or used by 
him, as follows:” and, in clause (6), makes brewers assessable for 
75 per cent., hut only for tiO per cent, on the portion of the land 
used as a malting house. Clause (c) makes one carrying on the 
business of a wholesale merchant assessable for 75 per cent. 
Clause (d) makes every person carrying on the business of a 
manufacturer assessable for GO per cent., hut declares that a 
manufacturer shall not be liable to business assessment as a 
wholesale merchant by reason of his carrying on the business of 
selling by wholesale the goods of his own manufacture on such 
land. Clause (e) relates to departmental stores and retail mer
chants dealing in more than five branches of retail trade on the 
same pren ises and to other business; and clause (y) refers to the 
publisher of a newspaper in a municipality. By clause (/*), every 
person carrying on the business of a retail merchant in a munici
pality is assessable for a percentage which, in places having the 
population of Windsor, is placed at 30 per cent.; and clause (;)
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fixes 25 per cent, for any business not specially n entioned. Sul>- 
gection 3 directs that no person shall be assessed in respect of the 
sail e premises under more than one of the clauses of sub-see. 1, 
and where he does carry on more than one of the kinds of business 
mentioned in that sub-section, on the same premises, he shall lie 
assessed under the clause which includes the chief or preponder
ating business.

The effect of the decision appealed from is that if A. and It. 
are separately engaged in selling the sane sort of goods by retail 
in, say, Toronto, each occupying and using for that purpose land 
assessed at $20,000, and if A. buys his goods in say Kingston, 
but It. manufactures his goods in Kingston, A. is liable only to an 
asscssn ent of $5,000, while It. is liable to one of $12,000.

It may be that the legislature intended to discourage dealings 
direct between manufacturer and consumer and to encourage 
middlen en, but it makes one pause to find such a result. The 
question is one of considerable importance, as it would affect not 
only sales-rooms, in various towns, of motor factories, but also of 
such products as biscuits, confectioneries, ready-made clothing, 
stoves and furniture, and many others.

I am not disposed to dissent from the conclusion that the 
appeal should l* dismissed, but I confess that it is with much 
doubt that I concur in that result. The word “merchant” has 
had and may have different meanings. For instance, it was said, 
"Bankers, and such ns deal by exchange, are properly called 
nenchants;” and, “Those who buy goods, to reduce them by 
their own art or industry, into other forms, and then to sell them, 
are artificers, not merchants:” see Tomlin’s Law Dictionary. 
Sonetin es it has lieen applied to those dealing by wholesale; 
son1 etiircs to those trafficking to foreign countries. Sometimes 
to shopkeepers: Buckley v. Barber (1851), 6 Ex. 104, 180, 181; 
and this very conn only in Scotland: Murray’s Dictionary. 
Generally it has involved the idea of buying and selling, but 
son etin es it has been applied to one buying without selling in 
the same condition, or selling without buying in the same condition. 
Thus in the United States in In re Cameron Twi n Mutual Fire 
Lightning and Windstorm Insurance Co. (1899), 96 Fed. Repr. 750, 
it was said: “He would lie a merchant if his business consisted in 
buying without selling, and he might lie a merchant by simply
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selling.” In State of Missouri v. Richcson (1870), 45 Mo. 575, 
the statute defined the irerchant as one “who shall deal in the 
selling of goods,” and the defendant, a manufacturer having goods 
on hand ready for sale and not merely made to order, was held to 
he within the statute. In W ashburn v. City of Oshkosh (1SS4), 
GO Wis. 453, the Supreme Court approved a holding that for 
statutory assessn cut of n crchants" goods the word “merchants” 
must receive its most extended meaning, arid include all persons 
who keep for sale and sell any kind of chattel property at a fixed 
place, and therefore included lumher manufactured by the defend
ant from logs.

On the other hand, in Jossdyn v. Parson (1872), L.R. 7 K.\. 
127, in construing the defendant s Ixmd to the plaintiff not to 
travel for any porter or ale merchant within certain Unfits, the 
Court or a majority seem to have considered that a person doling 
in one kind of porter was not properly a porter merchant, and 
B ram well, 1$., said in addition it p. 129: “A merchant of or in an 
i rticleisonew ho buys and sells it, and not the manufacturer selling;” 
but the Court there was dealing with the contract and its spirit.

The legislature has used the word “manufacturer" us well as 
the word “merchant,” but one can lie a manufacturer without any 
intention of selling the product manufactured. Thus, in the case 
of the brewer, the statute recognises the difference between the 
malting house and the brewery of which it is a part. So, it may 
be conceived, it would be profitable for extensive farmers to 
manufacture artificial fertilizers, or for sulphuric acid to be manu
factured by those requiring much of that product. This appelant 
docs indeed manufacture to sell; but, though the selling is part of 
his business, it is not manufacturing.

Some considerations connected with the statute itself incline 
one to doubt that the Legislature intended what the npjiellant 
objects to. In clause (d) it has Ijccii thought proper to declare 
that the manufacturer selling by wholesale shall not be liable to 
the business assessn ent as a wholesale merchant. It is not said 
that he shall not be deemed a wholesale merchant, and it would 
seem that the legislature had present to its mir without
express declaration to the contrary he might lie considered a 
merchant of his ow n commodities. If so, why is no mention made 
of selling by retail—although the Act was passed as recently as

4
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1904, when retailing by manufacturers was not uncommon? The 
statute also refers to selling by wholesale ui>on the lands, but I 
I do not think that weighs for the appellant, by meaning “upon 
the land where he manufactures.” The provision was, I think, 
in vase of the manufacturer, to relieve him from the higher tax— 
bec ause of the possibility of his being considered a merchant.

Then, too, one has to remember that the business assessment 
took the place of the fom er provision which assessed the goods 
then selves and deducted the debts owing in respect of them, thus 
necessitating unwelcome inquiry into the business. It substituted 
a rough and ready average of equality by proportionate relation 
to the premises used. Under the old system, lb, in the case 1 
have put, would not have more to pay than A., assuming equal 
stocks and both equally free from debt, and it is very questionable 
if tlie Legislature ever intended that he should.

However I do not feel justified in differing from other members 
of the Court in the construction placed upon the words the “busi
ness of a manufacturer,” and therefore concur in dismissing the 
appeal. 1 he Legislature can clear up any doubt.

Appeal dismissed

McDERMIT v. EDDY.
SdÿkaU-hnrati Court of Appeal, llaullain, C.J.S., N inlands, Lanwnt and 

Elustod, JJ.A. (ktotnr ltl, 1919.

Bills and Notes (§ V A—111)—Payable on demand—Demand made— 
Payment on account—Payment valid—Endorser for value
TAKES SUBJECT TO Sl'CH PAYMENT.

An endorser for value takes u promissory note, payable on demand, 
subject to any prior payments made on account to the drawee provided 
that the drawee has demanded payment of the note, and such note has so 
beootne overdue.

|<!laiu*ack v. Hall* (1889), 24 Q.H.D. 13; Harouyh v. White (1820), 
4 B. & C. 325, 107 E.R. 1080, referred to.)

Appeal by defendant from the trial judgment in an action 
on a l»ron issory note. Varied.

A’. F. Collins, for appellant; A. Henson, for respondent.
The judgn ent of the Court was delivered by 
Klwood, J.A.:—1This is an action on a promissory’ note, payable 

on demand, made by the defendant in favour of one Snyder, and 
by Snyder endorsed to the plaintiff for value. Prior to the 
endorsement of the note to plaintiff, Snyder demanded payment
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of the note from the defendant, and the defendant paid him *1(1 
on account thereof.

The defendant contends that he is entitled to lie credited with 
this $40. The trial Judge held otherwise, and gave judgment for 
the plaintiff for the full amount of the note.

The trial Judge based his judgment upon (I'lasscock v. Hulls 
(1889), 24 Q.B.D. 13. and s. 182 of the Bills of Exchange Act. 
R.K.C., 1900, c. 119.

In my opinion s. 182 of the Act does not affect the question. 
It is not contended here tliat there is any defect in the title of 
the holder of the note, but merely that the holder, while entitle 1 to 
recover on the balance of the note, is affected by the payment n ::<!<■ 
to Snyder while the note was in his hands.

It is contended by the appellant tliat the demand by Snyder 
for payment caused the note to lx* overdue when he subsequently 
endorsed it to the plaintiff.

My attention lias not lxx*n called to any authority which 
deals squarely with the question which we have to consider in 
this case, but them are observations in some of the eases which, 
I think, arc* of some assistance.

In (Hancock v. Halls, supra, Lord Esher, M.R., at p. 15 of the 
report, says as follows :

The plaintiff cannot he said to have taken the note when overdue, because 
it was not shewn that payment was ever applied for, and the cast's shew 
that such a note is not to he t reated as overdue merely because it is payable on 
demand and bears date some time back.

In Harou{fh v. White (1825), 4 B. k C. 325, at p. 327, and 107 
E.R. 1080, at p. 1081, Bayley, J., in considering the* question of 
whether a demand note was overdue, says: “In this erse no 
demand was proved.” Littledalc, J., says “We could not treat 
it as overdue without evidence of payment having lxx*n demanded 
and refused.” See also the observations of Abbott, ('.J.. in the 
same case, as reported in (1825), 2 C. & P. 8, at p. 9.

In Faleonbridge on Banking k Bills of Exchange. 2nd ed.. 
c. 53, at p. 790, the* learned author, in his notes to the ; hove 
s. 182, says:

The Act is not referred to in (llasscock v. Halls, su/tra, but the Court must 
have l»een of opinion that the Act has made no change in the law as expounded 
in the earlier cases, namely, that a promissory note, payable on demand, 
is not to be considered as overdue without some evidence of payment having 
been demanded and refused.
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There is no evidence before us of any refusal to pay, hut I am 
of opinion that where there is evidence of a demand for payment 
and failure to pay, that is an equivalent of a refusal. 1 conclude, 
therefore, on the authorities, that the note in question in this 
action was overdue at the tin e it came into the hands of the 
plaintiff, and that lie therefore took it subject to the payment of 
$40, theretofore made to Snyder. There appears to tie no evidence 
as to the precise date that this payment was made, and unless the 
parties can agree upon the date that this payment was made, 
there will be a reference to the Clerk of the ( oui't to ascertain the 
exact date and credit the payn ent of .$40 upon the promissory 
note as of the date on which it was paid. The plaintiff’s judgment 
will he reduced by the payment of the $40 to he credited as above 
mentioned, and the plaintiff will only be entitled to costs on the 
small debt scale. The defendant will be entitled to set off his costs 
as indicated by the trial Judge. The defetulant will liave the 
costs of this appeal. Judgment accordingly.

JONES v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. Co.

Mumtoba Court of Af foa', Fer lue, Cameron, llnggurt, Fullerton and
Deimstoun, JJ.A. November 10, 1919.

Master and servant (§ II K—225)—Accident in one province Suit in 
another—Negligence alleged—Remedy at common Law- 
Damages.

An employee bringing an action in Manitoba to recover damages for 
alleged negligence taking place in Alberta cannot succeed under the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act (Man.), 6 Geo. V. 1916, c. 125. He must 
find his remedy, if any, at common law.

[Simonoon v. C.N.R. (1913), 15 D.L.R. 24, applied ]

Appeal from a judgment of Metcalfe, J., on a question of law 
before trial takes place, action sent down for trial.

A. A. Fraser, for plaintiff; L. J. Reycraft, K.(\, and //. A. F. 
Green, for defendants.

Perdue, C.J.M., Cameron and Haggart, JJ.A., concurred 
with Fullerton, J.A.

Fullerton, J.A.:—This action is brought to recover damages 
for personal injuries suffered by the plaintiff through the alleged 
negligence of the defendant. The plaintiff was an employee of 
the defendant and was at the time the accident occurred engaged 
in operating a dredge on land belonging to the defendant near 
Lethbridge in the Province of Alberta.
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Arrong other defences the defendant pleaded?—
Par». 11. The defendant says that if the plaintiff was an employee of the 

defendant, and if the plaintiff was injured as alleged while in the employ of the 
defendant, . . . the act complained of was not one which would have 
been actionable in any Court of law in this Province, if it had occurred wii hin 
the jurisdiction of this Court.

The defendant says no action now lies in this Province in connection 
therewith, and that the plaintiff’s statement of claim discloses no came of 
action and is bad in law, and the defendant demurs thereto.

The plaintiff by his reply, para. 5, e:as:
Tliis action was and is competent to the plaintiff in the Province of Man

itoba and also in the Province of Alberta, and the said The Workmen's < n- 
pensation Act of Manitoba, 0 Geo. V. 1916, c. 125, and the said The Wo
men's Compensation Act of Alberta, 8 Ed. VII. 190K, e. 12, do not apply to 
his claim in any way whatsoever.

I’poii this state of pie:,dings the defendant applied to the 
Referee in Chambers under r. 400 of the King's Bench Act and an 
order was made in the following terms:

It is ordered that the following question of law be decided before any 
evidence is given or any question or issue of fact is tried, namely:—1. Poes 
the plaintiff’s statement of claim disclose any cause of action, that is to say. 
is the act complained of one which would have been actionable in any ( mirt 
of law in this Province if it had occurred within the jurisdiction of this ( '«mrt, 
and does an action now lie in this Province in connection therewith?

The matter then can e before Metcalfe, J., who made an order 
“that the above question be answered in the affirmative."

From this order the defendant appealed.
Counsel for the defendant contends that in order that the 

wrong complained of should be actionable here it must lie wrongful 
according to the law of Alberta and actionable if done here.

He docs not dispute that the act was wrongful according to 
the law of Alberta, but contends that if it had happened in this 
Province the plaintiff could not maintain an action here but would 
be compelled to resort to his remedy under the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act, G Ceo. V., 1910, Man., c. 125

The statement of claim alleges that the defendant owns land 
to the north-cast of Lethbridge, in which there is a trench or ditch 
for irrigation purposes, and that the plaintiff was engaged as 
engineer in operating a dredge cleaning out said trench or ditch 
when the accident occurred.

Schedule 1 to the Workmen's Compensation Act enumerates 
the classes of industries to which Part I. of the Act applies. The 
defendant contends that the work in wliich the plaintiff was
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engaged at the time he received his injuries comes within one 
or more of these classes, that in consequence Part I. of the Act is 
applicable and that if the accident had happened in Manitoba 
the plaintiff would have l>een precluded by s. 13 (1) of the Act 
from bringing an action.

The law is undisputed that our Courts have jurisdiction in 
respect of a tort committed in another jurisdiction if the act 
con plained of is not justifiable by the law of the place where it is 
done and is an act which if done here would l>e a tort.

In Simmum v. C.N.R. (1913), 15 D.L.R. 21. 24 Man. Lit. 267, 
affimed in (1914), 17 D.L.R. 516, the plaintiff sued for damages 
for jiersonal injuries sustained while acting as a brakeman for tin1 
defendant in the Province of Saskatchewan. The defendant set 
up the defence of common employment. By statute in Saskat
chewan the defence of con n on employment is done away with.

Counsel for the plaintiff admitted that at common law the 
action would not lie in this Province, but contended that the 
case came within the Employers’ Liability Act, R.S.M., 1913, 
c. 61. in which cast1 the defence of common employment would not 
lie open to the defendant. Metcalfe, J., held that the Employers 
Liability Act was limited and local and did not apply to injuries 
suffered outside the Province.

On appeal this judgment was upheld, Howell, C.J., dissenting. 
Richards, J.A., in his judgment, 17 D.L.R., at p. 518, refens to 
the rule of law stated in Dicey’s Conflict of Laws (2nd ed.) p. 
645, to the effect that:

An Act done in a foreign country, is a tort and actionable as such in 
England, if it is both,—(1) Wrongful, t.e., not jus ifiable, according to the law 
of the foreign country where it was done, and, (2) Wrongful, t.e., actionable 
as a tort, according to Knglish law, i.e., is an act which, if done in Knglund, 
would lie a tort.

He then says, 17 D.L.R. at p. 519:
Hut it seems to me that our Act, giving only a statutory remedy where, 

but for it, there was none, the right of action given by it is special, created 
only by statute, and what is sued for under it is not a tort in the ordinary 
common law meaning as contemplated by suh-see. (2) of the above rule.

The Court of Appeal in Ontario in the vase of Story v. Stratford 
Mill Rldg. Co. (1913), 18 D.L.R. 309, 30 D.L.R. 271, took the 
contrary view and held that both the common law and the statute 
law of Ontario may be looked at in determining whether a “delict” 
is actionable.
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The Workmen's Coir iiensation Act of Manitoba, 6 Geo. V 
1916, c. 125, in express terms applies to injuries sustained under 
certain circun stances by workmen outside the Jurisdiction. 
S. 5 provides as follows:—

5 (1) Where un accident happens while the workman is employed else
where than in Manitoba what would entitle him or his dependents to com|wn- 
sation under this Part if it hapiwned in Manitoba, the workman or his depend
ents shall he entitled to compensation under this Part.

(a) if the place or chief place of business of the employer is situate in 
Manitoba and the residence and the usual place of employment of the work
man arc in Manitoba, and his employment out of Manitoba has lasted h" tlmn 
six months, or,

(b) if the accident hap|icns on a steamboat, ship or vessel or on a railway 
and the workman is a resident of Manitoba and the nature of the employment 
is such that, in the course of the work or service which the workman performs, 
it is required to be jierformed both within and without Manitoba.

(2) Except as provided by sub-sec. (1) no compensation shall be payable 
under this Part where the accident to the workman happens elsewhere than 
in Manitoba.

The Legislature has thus expressed its elear intention that 
except in the cases specifically mentioned the Act shall not operate 
beyond the territorial lin its of the Province.

Applying the principles laid down by the Court of Appeal in 
Simonson v. C.N.R., supra, by which we are of course bound, 
unless the place of business of the defendant is situate in Manitoba 
and the residence and the usual place of employment of the work
man, are in Manitoba, and his employment out of Manitoba has 
lasted less than six months, within the meaning of s. 5(1) (a) of 
the Workmen’s Compensation Act, the plaintiff in this case would 
have no remedy under the Act and would t)e in the same position 
as if the statute did not exist, and could therefore sue at common 
law.

Whether or not the plaintiff comes within the provisions of 
b. 5 (1) (a) can only he determined at the trial.

It is impossible to answer directly the questions as framed. 
The action should go down to trial.

Dknnistoun, J.A.:—The defendant company having obtained 
an order from the Referee in Chambers for the decision of certain 
questions of law before trial of this case, the following questions 
were submitted to a Judge in Wednesday Court and answered by 
him in the affim ative.

1. Does the plaintiff’s statement of claim disclose any cause of action, 
that is to say, is the Act complained of one which would have been actionable
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in any Court of law in this Province if it had occurred within the jurisdiction 
of this Court?

2. Does an action now lie in this Province in connection therewith?
The defendant company lias appealed asking that the questions 

be answered in the negative, and the action dismissed.
The statement of claim has l>een answered by a statement of 

defence and supplemented by a reply and in my opinion lx)th 
claim and reply may lie looked at in order to ascertain what is 
the case put forward by the plaintiff.

Summarized it is as follows :—The plaintiff, a resident of 
Manitoba, while in the employ of the defendant in Alberta as an 
engineer in charge of a gasoline engine, operating upon a dredge, 
engaged in deepening an irrigation ditch, was injured by machinery 
of defective construction, through the negligence of the defendant 
company, for which he claims damages.

Such a cause of action has always been recognized by the 
Courts of lx)th Manitoba and Allierta under the common law.

If the matter rested ns stated, there would undoubtedly lie a 
good cause of action in Manitoba for the tort committed outside 
the Province, the defendant having lieen brought within the 
jurisdiction of the Manitoba Courts.

The defendant company say that the plaintiff's pleading 
discloses no right of action at common law in Manitoba, the 
right to compensation being governed by the Workmen's Com
pensation Act, 6 Geo. V., 1910, e. 125, which gives exclusive 
jurisdiction to the Workmen’s Compensation Hoard hi deal with 
accidents hup|icning hi persons employed in industries set forth 
in Schedule I. of the Act, and to award compensation therefor hi 
persons who eon e within the provisions of Part I. of the Act, and 
that the staten cut of claim shews that the plaintiff has no right of 
action in the Courts, and can claim compensation, if at all, only 
under the Compensation Act.

The plaintiff alleges that the Workmen's Con pensati<in Act 
of Manitoba does not apply to his case.

Vnder s. 5 of the Act by which this ease will be governed if the 
Act applies, it must be shewn that tin- place or chief place of 
business of the employer is situate in Manitoba, that the usual 
place of employment of the workman is in Manitoba, and that his 
employment out of Manitoba lasted less than six months. When
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these peints have lieen extern ined, it will then lx* neeess.vx to 
istertiin whether the workman and the en ployn ent in wliirh fo
wl’» engi ged nre within the purview of Part I. of the Act ; ml of 
Schedule I. thereto, and not until these and possibly other p< ints 
hi ve I een investigated and dotem ined by the trial .lodge r.n the 
questions pr< ]xiunded he answered by a direct affirn atixr or 
negative.

Question 1 is hyjxithetieal and indicates a situation which 
dees not apply, i s the accident did not occur within the jurisdiction 
of this Court. It was no doubt fran ed so as to apply the tests 
to jurisdiction laid down in Simonmn v. C.NM. (1913), 15 1)1. If. 
24, 24 Man. L.H. 297, sHim ed in ( 1914), 17 D.L.H. 519, but in 
n v opinion that should not be done at this stage of the proceedings 
The conclusion is reached that the questions should not fo> 
answered by an unqualified “ Yes" or “No” upon the pleading., 
alone, and in order not to create in the n ind of the trial Judge an 
in pression that the Court has definitely decided that the pi. intiff 
has a cause of action, I would qualify the answers given by tin 
Judge appealed from so as to make it clear to the trial Judge tluit 
the jurisdiction of the Court to deal with this action must In- 
dotem ined by him after evidence has been taken.

Opinion is therefore given that the answers of the Court 
below should Ik* an plified to express what is understood lu I* 
their true n caning, ami the intention of the* Judge who gave them

I construe the answers to both questions as follows:
Yes; provided it is established at the trial that the Woikn en > 

( om pensât ion Act does net apply to the ease*.
1 would allow the ap|>eal in part and qualify the answers given 

in the Court lielow as indicated.
Costs of the n otion and of this ap|K>iil to Ik* costs in tin < .-tux 

to the plaint iff. .1 inlijnnnl accord iinihi

ONT. STEINBRECKER v. MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co
S. ('_ Ontario Su/ireme Cour!, A/t/ielliilc Divin ion, Mirnliih, C.J.D., Alorloi.

and llodyinx, JJ.A. June 2.3, 3919.

IXHVItANVK (|V B—216)—I’RKMU'M CAY Alii.k hy notk to ao km l(ru> 
UK INHVRANCK COMPANY—DEATH OK A8HVKBD Pol.ll'Y IN HilCt'K 
LIABILITY.

An insurance company, wIioho huIhomed itgcnt takes a note |i;i\ahlr i" 
him fur I lie premium of n tKiliry lie has written ami remits said pr« niiiim 
less his eomuassiou to t he eompany out of his own poeket. must n i mil In» 
preiviiim as paid, and the |mlivy in question as in foret*.
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Appeal by defendant from the trial judgment in an action 
on an insurance policy. Affirmed. 8. C.

The following statement is taken from the judgment of Htk-ik- 
Mnwn, CJ.O

This is an appeal by the defendant company from the judg- Mutual
ment, date<l the 14th Novemlier, 1918, pronouncc<l by the (’hief 
Justice of the Common Pleas, after the trial of the action Indore 
him, sitting without a jury, at Toronto, on that and the previous 
day.

The action is brought to recover the amount payable under 
the terms of a policy of the appellant company, dated the 7th 
Novemlier, 1919, on the life of the husband of the resjKmdcnt, 
Arthur Ktoinbrccker, she lieing the lieneficiary mured in the 
policy.

The defence which is set up is:—
That the application for the insurance, which was in writing, 

was delivered to R. B. Hood, sub-agent of the company at 
Calgary, for transmission to the appellant company's head office 
at Waterloo; that one of the provisions of the application, 
which was in the form of an agreement by the applicant, is as 
follows:—

“And I further agree to accept the policy when presented and 
pay the stipulated premium therefor, and that the said assurance 
shall not take effect or lie binding until the first premium shall 
have liecn paid to such company or to a duly authorised agent 
thereof, during my lifetime and good health . . . and that 
if a promissory note or other written obligation >e given for any 
premium or part thereof and lie not paid at maturity the policy 
shall cease to lie in force (but may lie revived in accordance with 
its terms) but 1 am nevertheless to lie liable; upon such obligation 
to the full amount unpaid thereon . . .”

That the application was forwarded to the ap|M;llnnt company 
mi or about the 7th day of November, 1910, “when it caused a 
policy of insurance to be issued numbered 121153” (the policy 
sued on) “on the life of Steinbrecker, for #2,(KM), payable to his 
wife . . . subject, however, to the payment of the said 
annual premium of $79.”

That the policy contains the following provision:—
“This policy is issued by the company and accepted by the 

assured upon and subject to the privileges and conditions
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printed and written by the company on the succeeiling page 
hereof, all of which are hereby made a part of this contract.”

That the policy was subject to the following conditions:—
“(1) This policy and the application therefor (a copy of which 

is attached to this jiolicy when issued) constitute the entire con
tract between the parties hereto. All statements made by the 
assured shall, in the absence of fraud, be deemed representations 
and not warranties, and no statement of the assured shall avoid 
this policy or he used in defence to a claim tliereunder unless it is 
material and is contained in the said application."

“(5) All premiums are payable at the head office of the com
pany, but will l)e accepted elsewhere in exchange for the com
pany’s printed receipts signed by the president and the managing- 
director, and countersigned by any authorised agent. No agent 
has authority to put this policy in force before payment of the 
first premium and delivery of the company’s printed receipt ; and, 
should the policy lie delivered without such payment and receipt, 
it shall lie conclusively presumed that it was delivered for exami
nation only, and the company shall not thereby be deemed to lie 
upon the risk.

“(6) If any premium or written obligation given therefor lie 
not paid when due (except as provided in the clause respecting 
non-forfeiture hereinafter contained), or if the interest on any 
loan secured by this policy remain in default until such loan and 
the accrued interest thereon capitalised annually amount to its 
cash surrender value, the policy shall be void anil all liability of 
the company thereon shall cease, but it may lie revived by the 
company within two years from the date of lapse, on satisfactory 
evidence being furnished of the assured's insurability, and on 

payment of overdue premiums and any other indebtedness, with 
interest at a rate not in excess of 0 per cent, per annum com
pounded yearly.”

That the policy was forwarded to the Calgary agency for deliv
ery to the assured, together with the ap|icllant company's regular 
printed receipt for the premium, also for delivery to him on pay
ment by him in cash of the first premium ; that this receipt I id 
printed at the foot of it:—

“If any promissory note or other obligation given for the first 
year’s premium or part thereof lie not paid when due the policy
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will cease to tie in force, but such obligation must nevertheless be
pkL . • *

That the agent Hood delivered the policy to the assured on or 
aliout the 13th day of November, 1916; and that, instead of 
paying the premium in cosh, the assured gave the agent a promissory 
note for the amount of the premium, dated on that day anti pay
able in three months; that “as a matter of accounting simply 
lietwecn himself and the company, and pursuant to his contract 
with the company, the sub-agent, on or aliout the Oth day of 
February, 1917, remitted to the company that portion of the 
premium representing the difference lietwecn the full pren ium 
and the commission he was entitled to receive if the premium had 
ken paid;” that the assured failed to pay the premium note at 
maturity, and that no part of it, except $10, which was paid on 
the 21st day of March, 1917, v s ever paid; that the printed 
receipt was never delivered to the assured, but has always remained 
in the possession of the appellant company or its agent.

The assured died on the 5th day of August, 1917.
Hood was a sub-agent, appointed by George A. Robinson, the 

apjiellsnt companyV general agent at Calgary; by the agreement 
between the con pany and Robinson it is amongst other things 
provided that:—

“If an applicant fails or refuses to take his policy, it having 
lecn issued in accordance with the application, the agent will be 
liable for the sum of $2 in addition to the medical examiner’s fee, 
which must lie remitted with the refused policy to the general 
agent with his first monthly report next succeeding the issue of 
the policy. In no case will the company allow policies to lie 
retained beyond the third report-day after issue, and for all policies 
not then returned or paid the agent shall lie reponsibile for the 
first pren ium less commission thereon.”

By this agreement Robinson was required promptly at the 
close of each month, or oftener if required by the company, to 
n ake, on foni s furnished by the company for that purpose, a full 
report of all collections . . . and to make that report to the
cashier at Calgary not later than the first day of the succeeding 
month.

Similar provisions to these arc contained in the agreement 
lietwecn Robinson and Hood, but Hood's report was to lie made 
to the general agent.
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When the policy came to the hands of Hood, he delivered it to 
Steinhrecker, and took from him a receipt for it, in which it i» 
stated that he had “made settlement of the first premium with 
the agent Mr. R. B. Hood;” and the promissory note to which 
reference has been made, which was not drawn on the appellant 
company’s printed form, and was made payable to the order of 
Hood, and the receipt for the first premium, were retained by 
Hood.

When Steinbrecker’s application was taken by Hood and when 
the policy was delivered and the note was taken, “Bteinbrcvl er 
said he needed a little tin e” and Hood “told him this could l>e 
arranged.” Hood had known Steinhrecker for five years. Stein- 
brcckcr, after this transaction, went to Seattle, and, judging from 
the correspondence which took place lictwcen them when Stein- 
brccker was living at Seattle, they were on familiar terms, and 
Hood was apparently treating Steinhrecker as his debtor for the 
an mint of the promissory note. A payn ont of $10 was made bv 
Steinhrecker to Hood on the 21st March, 1917, and this n oney 
was treated by Hood as his own, and the fact that it had I een 
received does not appear to have been communicated to the 
appellant company or to the general agent.

< n the 6th February, 1917, Hood paid to the cashier at Calgary 
the iin.ount of the preu ium, less his commission for obtaining the 
risk, ami in his February report the general agent reported the 
payn ent to the head office, and the money that had been paid 
by Hood came to the hands of the company, and has been retained

In the cash-book of the general agency at Calgary the payn ent 
of the premium appears, and it also appeared in the books of the 
head office, and the policy was recognised and treated as a bind
ing obligation of the appellant company until after the death of 
Steinhrecker, when the company repudiated liability on the 
ground that it takes in its defence.

On the 8th February, 1917, the official receipt for the pren inn 
in which it is stated that the money was received from Stcin- 
breel er, was signed by G. H. Ryan, cashier, and it is a reasonable 
inference that, after having been signed, it was handed back to 
Hood, in w hose iwssession it had l>een. This payn ent was made 
by Hood several days before the promissory note fell due.
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It should also l)e mentioned that the note was payable with 
interest at 8 per cent, per annum, and that if it had l>een made 
payable to the company the rate of interest would have been G 
per cent., and that on his examination under commission Hood 
testified that he paid the head office the amount of the note, and 
that, after he paid it, he expected that the money Mas his.

D. L. McCarthy, K.C., and //. J. Sims, for the appellant 
company.

Gideon Grant, for the plaintiff, respondent.
The judgment of the Court Mas read by
MEPEDITH, C.J..O. (after stating the facts as above) : It is, I think, 

a reasonable inference from all the circumstances, beginning M ith the 
making of the note payable to Hood, and not to the appellant 
company, and ending Mith the payn ent of the pren ium by Hood, 
followed by his application to Steinbrcckcr for payn ent of the 
note long after the 6th February, that Hood had led Steinbrcckcr 
to believe that lie M ould provide for the payn ent of the note when 
it matured, and that Hood intended to do this and himself to pay 
the note if Steinbrcckcr Mas not able to pay it when it should 
l eçon e due, and that when Hood paid the pren ium lie intended 
to pay it for and on behalf of Steinbrcckcr, and not, as he now 
siiys, only because he Mas by his agency contract obliged to 
do so.

It is true that it Mas a term of his agency contract that policies 
Mere not to be retained beyond the thin! report-day after issue, 
and that in respect of all policies not then returned or paid he Mas 
responsible for the f.rst premium less con n ission thereon. 1 
doubt whether this provision has any application to a case such 
:is this, where the policy had been delivered to the assured and the 
premium had been paid by a pron issory note which Mas still 
current. In such a case I incline to think that the agent would 
have done all that he Mas 1 found to do when he handed to the 
general agent the note he hail taken for the premium. That it 
Mas within the authority of Hood to take a promissory note for 
the first premium is not disputed. When a note is given it operates 
as a payment of the pren ium, but if it is not paid at maturity the 
policy ceases to be in force. It goes into force when the pren ium 
is paid in cash or by a promissory note.

A fact not yet mentioned is that as late as the 13th August,
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1917, Steinbreckcr’s note was in t he hands of Hood—this appears 
from his letter to the rcsixmdcnt of that date; and another is the 
statement in a letter of the general agent to the secretary of the 
company, dated the 13th August, 1917, as follows:—

“The letter which Mrs. Stcinbrecker refers to was written l>\ 
Mr. Hood in a further effort to try and collect something, as < f 
course Mr. Howl had paid the note and wanted to collect enough 
from Mr. Steinhrceker to at least break even himself."

It is significant, and supjxjrts the inference which, as I have 
said, should 1* drawn as to the reason for the payment of the 
premium by Hood, that, after he learned of the death of Stein- 
brecker, he laid all the papers before the general agent and asked 
for a ruling as to where he stood; that he was concerned aUiut 
getting the note paid out of the insurance money, and that lie 
thought that that was discussed.

It was then, apparently, that it entered into the mind of the 
general agent that the appellant company would or might In 
entitled to repudiate liability on the policy because Stcinbrecker 
had not paid the note.

The inference which, as I have said, should lie drawn is sup- 
jwrted by the letter which Hood wrote to Stcinbrecker on the 
24th April. 1917, in which, referring to the premium, he said:

“You soc, I had to pay the company for this long ago and 1 
would like to get my own out of it.”

If ratification of the payment on his behalf of the note U> 
necessary, it is to lie found in Stcinbrecker’s letter to Hood of the 
17th May, 1917, in which, answering Hood's letter, he says:

“As soon as 1 can get under way and get hold of a little monex 
I will look after you in good shape."

Mr. McCarthy contended that the case fell within the prin
ciple of the decisions in A cry v. Fcrnie, < 1840', 7 M. à W. 151, 151 
E.R. 717, and London and Lancashire Life Assurance Co. \ 
Fleming, (1897] A.C. 499,but those cases are, in my opinion, 
distinguishable.

In Acey v. Fcrnie, the premium tiecam.e due on the 15th Man h, 
but was not paid until the 12th April, when the agent through 
whom the insurance had lieen effected gave a receipt for the 
amount of it; in accordance with the arrangement that exist«1
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lietween the company and its agent by which it was provided that 
where the premium was not paid within 15 days from the tin e of 
its l>eeoiiiing due the agent's account should lie dchitc<l for the 
amount after the 15 days had expired, the premium was charged 
to the account of the agent. Two things were decided in that 
case: first, that “the mere debiting the agent with the premium 
could not l>e considered as a payment to the company by the 
assured;" and, secondly, that, “as the agent had no authority to 
contract for the company, the fact of his receiving the money 
after the expiration of the 15 days, and the entry in the company’s 
l>ooks, debiting him with the amount, were no evidence of a new 
agreement l>etwcen the company and the assured."

In the case at bar there was not a mere debiting of the amount 
of the premium to the agent's account, but an actual payment of 
it by him to the apjiellant company, and a payment made while 
the policy was in force and within the period that had l>een allowed 
for paying the premium.

In the Fleming supra case also there was no payment in cash, but 
the agent gave his note for the amount of the premium, which the 
insurers agreed to “ hold as requested," ami the agent's testimony 
at p. 505 was that : “ Where I had given time on premiun sand the cash 
had not been paid to n e, and I had not the cash to pay myself, 1 
gave a note n y self as evidence that there was son e thing due them— 
not us payn ent of the pren ium"—while in the case at l>ar Hood 
adn its that he paid the pren ium.

Sc© also In re Economic Fire Office Limited, 12 T L. 142, 
in which Acey v. Fernie was explained by Vaughan Williams, J.

If I am right in n y conclusion as to the inferences to lie drawn 
as to the payn ent of the pren ium by Hood, the cases relied on 
arc A fortiori inapplicable

I would, for these reasons, affirm the judgment and dismiss the 
appeal with costs. A ppeal dismissed.

JOHNSON v. MOSHER.
McCALLUM v. MOSHER.

AUterta Supreme Court, Hyndman, J. November it, I9t9.
Automobiles (f 111 B—206)—Motor car accident—Liability under s. 

21 or the Motor Vehicles Act (Alta.) 7 Geo. V. c.3—Venal, not 
civil.

Under section 21 of the Motor Vehicle* Act (Alta.) 7 Geo V., c. .1, the 
liability for violation of the statute in penal only, not civil.

[H X- H Co. Ltd. v \fcUod (1912), 7 D.L.ll. 679, 6 Alta. L.K. 17fi. 
and on np|ieal (1914), 18 D.L.K. 246, 7 Alta. L.K. 349, dintinguii«lie<l|.
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Action for damages for injuries received in a motor ear 
collision. Dismissed.

./. J. MacDonald, for plaintiff; A. A. Mctiillivray, K.C., for 
defendant.

Hyndman, J.:—These two separate actions against the same 
defendants arise out of the same set of circumstances and by 
order were consolidated for trial together with a jury.

The facts of the case may be briefly stated as follows:— 
The* defendant, J. F. Mosher, is the father of the defendant 
L. Mosher. The father was the owner of a garage* in the town 
of Vulcan, but his home was in Calgary, whore his family resided. 
He usually si>ont his week days at Vulcan but came to Calgary 
on Saturday evenings and sjxuit Sundays with his family, (hi 
the Saturday prior to Sunday, June 1, 11)19, which latter was 
the day of the accident hereinafter refermi to, he purchased a 
second-hand McLaughlin car, and the s ure day a numlier plate. 
D. 83, was placed upon it and with such numlier thereon lie- 
motored to Calgary.

This plate is what is known as a dealer’s plate provided for in 
the Motor Vehicle Act, 2-3 (leo. V. 1911-12, Alt a, c. fl, and was 
issued to the defendant J. F. Mosher ;.s a dealer, hut can lawfully 
lie used only on demonstration cars v Inch, according to the 
evidence, this was not, and the defendant J. F. Mosher, had no 
right to use the said plate except on cars fc.r demonstration pur
poses and may lx* liable for certain penalties under the said Act 
but that particular phase of the case need not lx* considered 
here.

It is established that the defendant, L. Mosher, lives in Calgan 
in his father's house, is 18 years of age* and is engaged on his 
own account with the Imperial Oil Co., and is not in the service 
of his father or in any way connected with his father's business.

On Sunday, June 1, the motor referred to was standing in the* 
private garage of the defendant, J. F. Mosher, which was on tin- 
rear of the lot on which his residence is situated and the entrance* 
and exit of the garage is on the lane at the rear of the lot.

Without the actual knowledge of the defendant J. F. Mosher 
the son took out the motor for the purpose* of pleasure* only, and 
not on any errand or business of his father. The evidence* is. 
however, that there was a general understanding that the son
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might take out his father's motor any tin e if the father did not 
liin self need it. and, wliilst no request was made for it on this 
occasion and tliere is no alwolute proof even that tlie father 
knew he was taking the car, he would, had he asked for it, undoubt
edly have l>een allowed to use it, and the jury found that the ear 
was used with the father’s consent.

During the course of the son’s ride, owing to his negligence, 
a collision took place 1 Hi tween his motor and one driven by the 
plaintiff Johnson, with whom the other plaintiffs were riding 
and the plaintiffs were injured son e more than others, and 
suffered damages according to the finding of the jury in the 
following amounts:

W. J. Johnson $ 550 25
Mrs. Johnson 1,500 00
Mm. McCallum 2,500 00
Mr. McCulluin . 450 75

Total 15,007 00

At the conclusion of the evidence Mr. Met iillivray asked me 
to withdraw the case from the jury i s against the defendant 
J. F. Mosher on grounds, amongst others, that :

(1) There was no permission or sanction from the said defendant to his 
son to take the car on the occasion in question; (2) There is no liability at 
common law under the circumstances of the case; (3) That there is no lia
bility by statute for the reasons that: (a) There was no <*»rtificate of regis
tration of the particular car which is a condition precedent ; (b) That the sta
tute does not im|Ntse any civil liability but is penal only.

I allowed the whole case to go to the jury and reserved the 
motion until after verdict. Subsequently Mr. Mc(iillivray n oved 
teenier judgn ent for the defendant J. F. Mosher, notwithstanding 
tl»' verdict.

The jury found that the said defendant :
(1) Was the owner in fact of the motor car, (2) That he was not the regis

tered owner of the car for which a license was issued, (3) That the car was issued 
with the consent of the owner, and (4) That the plate with No. “83. D” was 
alt itched to t he car.

The case of B.& li. ('o., Ltd. v. Hugh S. McLeod (1912), 
7 D.L.R. 579, 5 Alta. L.R. 17(i (ami in Appeal (1914), 18 D.L.R. 
245, 7 Alta. L.R. 349), it was decided that, under circumstances 
similar to the present action, there is no liability of the owner 
of a vehicle at common law and the liability, if any, must lie by 
statute. It was, however, also held on the appeal, reversing the 
judgment of the trial Judge, Stuart, J., that a civil liability was
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created by sec. 35 of the Motor Vehicle Act. That decision v\.,< 
rendered on May 30, 1914, and the said s. 35 at the time of the 
commencement of the action enacted that:—

The owner of n motor vehicle for which a certificate of registration li.i- 
been issued under the provisions of this Act shall l>e liable for violation of any 
of the provisions thereof in connection with the operation of such motor 
vehicle.

Assuming that the defendant J. F. Mosher was at the tin « 
the registered owner of the car and the law was as it stood in 
1912, 1, undoubtedly, would he bound by the decision in B. A* A*. 
Co., Ltd. v. Hugh S. McLeod, sujtra, but in the year 1913, 4 Geo. 
V., c. 2, s. 22 (2nd ses.) (whilst the action of B. & H. Co., Ltd. 
v. McLeod was ending) the following was added to the section, 
vis:

Provided that if the owner was not at the time of the offence driving the 
motor vehicle he shall not be liable to imprisonment.

And again in the year 1917, 7 (ieo. V., c. 3, s. 21, the section 
was changed to read as follows:—

35. The owner of a motor vehicle for which a certificate of registration 
has been issued under the provisions of this Act, shall l>c liable for violation 
of any of the provisions thereof in connection with the operation of such 
motor vehicle unless such owner shall prove to the satisfaction of the Justice 
of the Peace or Police Magistrate; trying the case that, at the time of the offence, 
such motor vehicle was not I wing driven by him, nor by any other person with 
his consent, express or implied.

Provided that if the owner was not at the time of the offence driving the 
motor vehicle he shall not in any event lie liable to imprisonment.

These amendment* have effected such a change in thé statute 
that I feel free to consider the point without reference to the 
decision of B. <(• It. Co., Ltd. v. Hugh S. McLeod, supra.

Whatever reasons there may have been liefore these? amend
ments for holding that the Motor Vehicle Act created a civil 
right, I am of opinion that the present language puts it beyond 
doubt that the violation of any of the provisions of the Act imposes 
penal only, and not a civil liability. If that section as it now 
stands was intended to impose a civil obligation it seems just to 
say that a defendant ought to lx? entitled to have the whole 
section applied to liis case and, consequently, as counsel pointed 
out, the defendant ought to lie given the right to prove to the 
satisfaction of a Justice of the Peace or a Police Magistrate that he 
u'as within the exceptions prescribed in the present section. As 
the section obviously contemplates a trial in a Magistrate's
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Court it, therefore, would appear that such cannot apply to a trial 
in a Court of Record. It would indeed lie absurd to sup|>oso 
that a trial should lie interrupted to enable the defendant to irnke 
such proof as it referred to.

Then, again, if the section was intended to create a civil 
responsibility it would practically amount to this, that a plaintiff 
would have all the rights which he had In-fore at common l: \v, 
and that 1 icing the case, it seems to ire, s. 34 would In- entirely 
sujierfliiouH. That section enacts that:

Nothing in this act shall lie construed to curtail or abridge the right of 
any person to prosecute an net ion for damages by reason of injuries to person 
or property resulting from the negligence of the owner or operator or his agent, 
employee or servant of any motor vehicle or resulting from the negligent use 
of the highway by them or any of them

I would think that if there had lx*en an intention to make 
a change in the common law it would have been a very simple 
matter indeed to have said so in apt, deer and unambiguous 
language and the legislature would have s. id so, especially con
sidering the fact that the legislature did not overlook dealing 
with common law rights to the extent sot forth in said last men
tioned section.

Having arrived at the alxivc conclusion it is not necessary to 
deal with the other point raised by the defence, that the defendant, 
J. F. Mosher, was not the owner of the car for which a certificate 
of registration was issued.

I am of opinion, however, that, notwithstanding the said 
defendant was the owner of the car and the number plate thereon, 
nevertheless as the motor car in question was not one upon which 
the plate D. 83 could properly lie placed (and as referred toalxive 
its presence there possibly renders him liable to penalties under 
the Act) he is not liable under the statute. S. 35 is clear and 
unambiguous. It docs not say, the owner to whom a certificate 
is issued, hut the o w ner of a vehicle for which a certificate has liecn 
issued.

Mr. MacDonald argues that the defendant is estop]>ed from 
wiving that he is not the registered owner of this particular car 
Ix-cause of the plate referred to I laving been proven to lie his, 
notwithstanding the further testimony that it was a dealer's 
mini lier and could properly be used only on a demonstration 
('Hr. this one not I icing such.
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I do not think, however, this is a case for the application 
of thti doctrine of estoppel. Estoppel pre-supposes something 
done hy one party upon the strength of which another party 
acts to the latter’s prejudice.

I am at a loss to see in what manner the plaintiffs changed their 
position here Itccause of the unlawful use of the plate numlxt 
in question.

The onus is ui>on the plaintiffs to prove their case and if . 
statutory, civil liability rests upon the defendant .1. 1'. Mosher as 
a condition precedent it must be proven that he vas the owner 
of the car and for which a certificate of registration had been 
issued.

The jury liave found to the contrary and as my view is that 
estoppel does not apply, the action against him must fall on that 
ground.

The action is therefore dismissed as against the defendant 
J. F. Mosher, with costs. Action dismissed.

WOOLLINGS v. BARR.
Ontario Sujtretne Court, Ap/iellatc Division, Meredith, C.J.O., Maclaren, Magu.

Hodgins, and Ferguson, JJ.A. June 28, 1919.

Chattel mortgage (§ II B—10)—Description of mortgaged goods- 
Identity—Oral evidence—Facts—R.8.O. 1914, c. 135, s. 10 - 
Interpi.eader issue.

The requirements of s. 10 of the Bills of Sale & Chattel Mortgages Act, 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 135, are fulfilled when the mortgage on the face of it show» 
sufficient to identify the property mortgaged, the question of the suf
ficiency of a description being one of fact, may be determined upon by 
the aid of oral evidence.

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of a District 
Court Judge on an interpleader issue as to the ownership of 
goods seized by the Sheriff under the execution of the defendant 
and claimed by the plaintiff under a chattel n ortgage. Affirmed. 

A. G. Slaght, for the respondent, the plaintiff.
The judgment of the Court was read by 
Fekguson, J.A.:—On this appeal we reserved judgment on the 

appellant ’s contention that the description contained in the clain - 
ant’s mortgage did not satisfy the requirements of sec. 10 of the Bills 
of Sale and Chattel Mortgage Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 135. This 
section reads:—

“Every mortgage and every conveyance or agreement required
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to lie registered under this Act shall contain such sufficient and 
full description of the goods and chattels that the same may lie 
thereby readily and easily known and distinguished."

The description in the chattel mortgage reads as follows:—
“ All and singular the goods and chattels particularly men

tioned and set forth in the schedule endorsed hereon (or hereunto 
annexed) and marked with the letter A, all of which said goods 
and chattels now are the property of the said mortgagor and are 
situate in, around, and upon the premises known as logging and 
pulpwood camps situate at and in the vicinity of Ixang Lake and 
the navigable rivers tributary thereto, in the district of Temis- 
kaming."

Schedule A, referred to:—
“The entire stock of horses, waggons, sleighs, harness, blankets, 

tools, and other logging and pulpwood camp equipment, including 
all meats, groceries, and provisions of every nature and kind in or 
connected with the said logging or pulpwood camps or logging or 
pulpwood operations carried on by the mortgagor on the shores of 
and in the vicinity of Ixing Lake and the navigable streams tribu
tary thereto, in the district of Temiskaming."

( 'oanael for appcll mt contended that, under the foregoing des
cription, the mortgaged goods could be identified only by their loca
tion, and that the description of the locality was so indefinite that this 
could not be done readily and easily. The witnesses at the trial 
found no practical difficulty in identifying the horses seised as 
being part of the mortgagor's entire stock of horses in, around, 
upon, or connected with the logging or pulpwood camps or logging 
or pulpwood operations carried on by the mortgagor on the shores 
of and in the vicinity of Long Lake and the navigable streams 
tributary thereto, in the district of Temiskaming.

After a perusal of the authorities cited and those collected and 
discussed in Barron and O'Brien on Chattel Mortgages and Bills 
of Sale, 2nd revised ed., it seems to me that if there is sufficient 
material on the face of the mortgage to indicate how the property 
may be identified, after proper inquiries are made, the statute 
has been complied with—Ritchie,C.J., (1887), inHovey v. Whiting, 
14 Can. S.C.R. 515, at p. 520. In the same ease, Gwynne, J., at 
p. 507, says: “Whether or not a description is sufficient to enable 
the goods mortgaged to be distinguished within the meaning of
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the statute, is always a question of fact and not of law.” And at 
p. 509: “The statute never intended, in my opinion, to exclude 
oral evidence of circuit stances surrounding the execution of tin 
n ortguge and throw ing light upon the question of fact to be deter
mined."

Applying these1 principles to the description, I see no difficulty 
in readily and easily identifying the horses mortgaged. The 
description covers the mortgagor's entire stock of horses in, around, 
or upon the can ps in or connected with the logging and pulpwood 
operations of the n ortgagor in the locality nan ed; and it was to 
my mind a pure question of fact whether or not the horses of the 
mortgagor were at the tin e of the mortgage in or around the 
camp-pren ises connected with these operations. The learned 
trial Judge appears to have hud no difficulty in identif}ii.g the 
horses; and, unless we are satisfied that his conclusion on this 
question of fact was erroneous, we should not, I think, reverse it. 
I am not satisfied that he was wrong: on the contrary, my study 
of the mortgage and the evidence brings me to the same con
clusion.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs. Appeal dismissed.

SASK. SASKATCHEWAN CO-OPERATIVE ELEVATOR Co. Ltd. v. JACKSON.

C. A. Saskatchewan Court of Apjteal, Haultain, C.J.S., Neviands, Lamont ami
Eltvood, JJ.A. October 16, 1919.

Principal and agent (§ II A—6)—Sale of wheat—Interpretation ok 
“instructions to sell”—Damages—Liability.

When a commodity such as wheat is put in the hands of parties with 
instructions to sell, those instructions mean that the parties so authorize I, 
are to sell as soon as a buyer appears, unless such instructions are counter
manded or varied.

Statement. Appeal by defendant from the trial judgment in an action for 
damages. Reversed.

E. H. Jonah, for appellant.
N. R. Craig, for respondents.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 

i*mont,j.A. Lamont, J.A.:—In or Itefore the month of April, 1917, the 
plaintiffs shipped two cars of wheat to the defendant company, 
which were unloaded at the terminal elevator at Moose Jaw. Some 
time later, they ordered the cars reshipped to Port Arthur. The 
defendants reshipped the cars. On May 18 the plaintiffs caused a
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telegram to lx* sent to the defendant company, instructing them 
to sell at once the plaintiffs’ wheat. On receiving the telegram the 
defendants wrote the plaintiffs as follows:—

We are today in receipt of a wire from our agent instructing us to sell 
Wesley Jackson’s wheat and Norman Jackson’s wheat.

We find that we have open on our books car No. 310505, shipped by Wes
ley, and ear No. 111610 shipped by Norman Jackson, both of which cars 
were unloaded at Moose Jaw. Acting on instructions received we ordered 
both of these shipments re-loaded and billed to lake terminals. You will 
understand that until these cars arrive at Port Arthur, wc will In* unable to 
make sale.

The reason the defendants advised the plaintiffs that they 
would be unable to sell the wheat Indore it arrived at Port Arthur 
was, that owing to the uncertain state of the market buyers would 
then not purchase wheat in transit. From May 18 to May 28 the 
defendants' representative attended at the Grain Exchange, but 
was unable to find a purchaser for the plaintiffs' wheat in transit. 
On May 28, two buyers appeared, willing to purchase, and the 
defendants on that day sold one of the plaintiffs' ears to the 
McLean Grain Co. and the other to the Bawlf Grain Co. Up to 
tbrt time the defendants had received no communication from the 
plaintiffs after they had l)ecn instructed to sell. On June 1. the 
plaintiffs inquired by telegram if their wheat had lx*en sold. 
Through an error on the part of a clerk in the defendants' employ, 
an answer was sent back the same day saying that Wesley Jackson’s 
wheat had not lieen sold, but saying nothing alxiut Norman's. 
On June 4 the plaintiffs telegraphed the defendants to hold their 
wheat for instructions. Next day the defendants telegraphed in 
reply : “Advised you Indore that Wesley and Norman Jackson's 
cars wore sold.” In due course the defendants forwarded to the 
plaintiffs the returns for the cars sold. Not l>eing satisfied with 
these, the plaintiffs have brought this action; in which they claim 
damages (1) because the defendants did not sell their wheat on 
May 18, when the price was $2.77 per bushel, but sold it on May 
28, when the price was only $2.44 per bushel, causing them to lose 
the difference between these prices ; and (2), in the alternative, that 
the defendants’ letter of May 18, saying they could n' t sell Indore 
the arrival of the ears at Port Arthur, led the plaintiffs to lx*lieve 
that the grain would not lx* sold before its arrival there, and, in 
consequence, they gave no further instructions and thus suffered 
damage.
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The District Court Judge before whom the matter can e gave 
judgeent for the plaintiffs, holding:
that as the instructions to sell could not be curried out by reason of the fact 
that there was no market, the agents could not as a matter of law of their 
own motion, sell at such time ns they pleased, and having advised the primi- 
pals that the wheat would not bo sold until it reached Port Arthur they wi n 
not justified in selling it before its arrival at that point. The instructions t<• 
sell not being able to lie earned out, they had in fact no instructions to sell

With deference I tin) of opinion that the Judge erred in so h<fill
ing. Instructions to “sell" or “sell at once” are, according to the 
uncontradicted evidence, understood on the* drain Exchange to 
n.ean “sell as soon as possible.” I do not see how they could 
mean anything else. The defendants could not sell before a buyer 
appeared, and there was no buyer willing to take the plaintiffs 
wheat on May 18, nor until 10 days afterwards. That the plaintiffs 
understood their instructions to sell were continuing instructions, 
is made very clear by their own evidence. In his examination for 
discovery, Norman Jackson said he thought the defendants had 
tin e enough to sell between May 18 and May 28, and it was because 
he wanted to know w hether or not they had sold that he caused t he 
telegram of June 1 to lie sent. Wesley Jackson in his evidence said, 
he understood the wheat could not lie sold until it arrived at the 
terminal, but “if it arrived at the terminal it would lie sold I 
expected.” If sold by the defendants at the terminal it would 
have to lie pursuant to the plaintiffs’ instructions of May 18, fur 
these1 were the only instructions to sell that they ever gave. The 
plaintiffs therefore intended their instructions to sell to continue 
until countermanded or until the grain was sold.

The only other contention seriously advanced before us was, 

that the defendants’ letter of May 28 amounted to an intimation 
to the plaintiffs that the wheat would not lie sold until it reached 
the terminal, and, relying upon this, the plaintiffs refrained from 
giving other instructions while the grain w as in transit. The short 
answer to this contention is, that there is no evidence that either 
of the plaintiffs received this letter prior to May 28. Norman 
Jackson admits that he did not see it until some time in June; 
Wesley Jackson did not say when he received it. Rut even if it 
had Ijeen shewn tliat the plaintiffs had received the letter a day or 
so after it was written, they would not, in my opinion, lie entitled 
to recover—at any rate w ithout establishing clearly that they had
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been misled by it—for the letter is no more than an intimation 
that in the opinion of the defendants a buyer would not appear 
for the wheat until it reached the terminal. It cannot in my 
opinion be construed as an undertaking on part of the defendants 
not to sell in transit if a buyer appealed. The defendants having 
l>cen instructed to sell, were in duty Ixmnd to carry out their 
instructions at the earliest moment they could secure a buyer, 
unless their instructions were countermanded or varied. As soon 
as a buyer appeared the defendants sold, and in my opinion rcted 
in accordance with their instructions in so doing.

The appeal should Ik1 allowed with costs, the judgment lielow 
set aside, and judgment entered for the defendants with costs.

A ppeal allowed.

GEARHART v. QUAKER OATS COMPANY.

Saskatchewan Court of Ap/teal, Haultain, C.J.S., Newlands, Lamont and 
Kltvood, JJ.A. November ■{, 1919.

Principal and agent (§ II D—33)—Negligence of agent—Salk of wheat
—IX)68 TO PRINCIPAL—AGENT'S LIABILITY.

The prompt carrying out of the express orders of his principal by an 
agent even though loss results therefrom does not constitute negligence 
or breach of duty on his part; unless circumstances arc such that no 
reasonable agent would carry out his principal’s orders.

[Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Co. v. Jackson, ante :tf>4 ; 
Commonwealth Portland Cement Co. Ltd. v. Weber [1905] A.C. 00, followed.)

Appeal from the trial judgment. Affirmed.
J. Feinstein, for appellant; F. F. MacDermid, for respondent. 
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Lamont, J.A.:—On May 3, 1017, the plaintiff went to the 

defendants’ agent at Birdview, one Dowler, and instructed him 
to sell two ear loads of wheat which the plaintiff had at the defend
ants’ elevator. One car was at the time being loaded, and the 
other had lieen loa<led a day or so previously but was still on the 
track. The plaintiff says lie instructed Dowler to sell at $2.05 per 
bushel; Dowler says his instructions were to sell, no price Ixdng 
mentioned. The instructions were given after the close of the 
market at Winnipeg. Dowler at 3.10 p.m. telegraphed the 
defendants as follows: “Sell C. A. Gearhart’s car 73042 loaded 
today and No. 45052 loaded April 30.’’ The price of No. 1 
Northern wheat at Ft. William at the close of the market on May 
3, was $2.05. At the opening of the market on May 4, the
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defendants’ representative at the Grain Exchange sold the plain
tiff's two ears at 82.64 per bushel. On that day No. 1 Northern

Gkarhakt wheat at Ft. William was sold as high as 82.95. The plaintiff’s

Quaker
w heat
wheat, not being at Ft. William, was sold as “track” wheat or 
wheat in transit. The plaintiff refused to accept payment on the 
basis of the sale made, and brought this action for the difference

i .amont, j a. between the an ou rit of a sale at 82.95 and the Bale made at 82.0 b
The trial Judge found as a fact that the defendants’ instructions 

were to sell without stipulating any price, and he gave judgment 
for the defciMhints. The plaintiff now appeals.

His appeal is based on two grounds: (1) that the Judge erred 
in finding that the plaintiff had not stipulated for $2.95 per 
bushel, and (2), that, in any case, when the defendants found the 
market had broken on the morning of May 4, for track wheat, 
there was a duty devolving upon them to notify the plaintiff 
before selling at 82.04, and that their failure to give that notice 
constituted negligence on their part.

There was abundant evidence to support the finding of the 
trial Judge. Dowlcr’s testimony that no price had tiecn fixed was 
comdxarted by Joseph Doll, who stated tlmt he heard the plaintiff 
adn it to one Hcaslop that he had not instructed Dowler to sell 
at 82.95, but that he expected to get that price. The finding of 
the trial Judge therefore cannot be disturbed.

The plaintiff having instructed the defendants to sell his 
tw •) cars without stipulating for any price, and the defendant 
having sold them at the earliest opportunity after they were so 
instructed, the only remaining question is, were they guilty of 
any negligence in so doing.

The contention that the prompt carrying out of the express 
orders of his principal constitutes negligence on the part of ait 
agent is one not often advanced.

In Bowstead’s Law of Agency, 5th ed., at p. 168, ail. 56, t In
law is laid down as follows:

(a) where nil agent is clearly authorized to do any particular act, or to 
effect any particular transaction, he is not liable to the principal for any loss 
or injury suffered in consequence of the imprudent or iinpro|>er nature of that 
act or transaction;

(b) where an agent strictly follows the instructions of the principal
lie is not liable to the principal for loss or injury resulting

therefrom.
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There may lie cases in which conditions have so altered 
between the receipt of express orders by an agent itnd their execu
tion by bin' that no reasonable agent would carry out his principal's 
orders; as, for example, where the agent was directed to put a 
horse in a certain bam and when he went to the bam with the 
horse he found it in flames. If under these* circumstances he* 
jiersisted in putting the horse* in the bam and it was burned to 
death, the agent n ight be liable. But no such unreasonable* 
conduct was present here. The evidence shews tluit on the 
afternoon of May 3, the menders of the drain Exchange at 
Winnipeg withdrew trading in options on the Excluinge. This 
would naturally affect the market so far as option wheat was 
concerned. In addition to this, there was at the time a likelihood 
that the Dominion Government would step in and fix the price of 
wheat. If wheat were in Ft. William, or so near there that there 
was no doubt that it would arrive at that point in tin e to Ik* appli<*d 
on the May options, the circumstances above mentioned would not 
affect its price. But if it were at country points where it might 
not reach the terminal in time to he applied on the May options, 
the value of the* wheat would be materially less, and if the wheat 
should not arrive before the Government fixed a price, the seller 
would get no mon* for it than the Government price. As the 
plaintiff's wheat was at Birdvicw on May 3, there was a jMJSsibility 
of its not reaching Ft. William in time to Ik* applied on the* May 
options. Everything depended on the transportation facilities. 
Anyone who purchased that wheat must take the risk. There 
was also a possibility that the wheat would fall in price consider
ably below what it then was. No one could tell. On May 4, no 
buyers were willing to purchase wheat on the track at Birdvicw 
at a figun* higher than $2.<>4 ix*r bushel. Then* is not a particle of 
evidence to shew that the defendants coultl have sold this wheat 
at a higher price. The plaintiff says that on May 4, or within a 
day or so thereafter, the Reliance Grain Co. sold a car of his 
wheat for $2.95, and he contends the defendants should have 
done the same. But the Reliance ( o. were able to sell at that price 
b<*cause their car was already at Ft. William and could Ik* delivered 
at once.

The plaintiff also says tliat on the morning of May 4, when the 
defendants found that there had lx»en a break in the market, their
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duty was not to sell without getting further instructions. I know 
of no such duty. An agent’s primary duty is to carry out his 
instructions.

Instructions to “sell” without more means, as stated by this 
Court in Sask. Cooperative Elevator Co. Ltd. v. Jackson, ante 351 
is “sell as soon as possible,” unless there is something in the 
circuirstances, or the custom of a particular trade kr own to 
both parties, to give the words a different meaning. The plaintiff- 
objection when he got notice that the grain had lieen sold at $2.(11 
seen s to have been, not that the defendants were not authorised 
to sell, but that they did not got the market price. The evidence 
shews that they got all that could lie obtained for the plaintiff’s 
wheat on track, and that the unusual spread of 31 cents between 
wheat at Ft. William and wheat at the track in the country was 
caused by the action of the Grain Exchange in withdrawing option 
trading, and the possibility of grain not arriving in time to In- 
applied on May options, together with the likelihood of the 
Dominion Government stepping in and fixing the price.

In his factum the plaintiff says:
the unreasonable spread of 31c. between track and s|>ot wheat was not fixed 
by any rule or custom of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange, but was occasioned 
by the extraordinary state of circumstances brought about by the unexpected 
action of the Dominion Government coming in and setting a price; and tlie 
defendant acted negligently in selling on such a market.

In Commonwealth Portland Cement Co. Ltd. v. Weber, Lohmann 
it- Co. Ltd., [1905] AX’. (10, the defendants contracted to unload 
maeliinery from a vessel and load it on trucks and pass it through 
the custom house. It was common knowledge that an import 
duty was about to lie charged on machinery. The defendants 
might have cleared it in time to escape the duty, but they did 
not do so, though they cleared it within the time prescritxmI by the 
customs regulations. As a result of the failure of the defendants 
to have the machinery passed through the customs tiefore the new 
regulations came in force, the plaintiffs were called ujion to pay 
some £900 duty. In an action against the defendants for the 
amount of the duty paid, it was lield tliat there was not evidence 
to leave to the jury of any negligence or breach of duty for which 
the defendants would be liable.

Ixird Lindley, in giving the judgment of the Privy Council, 
at p. 70 says:
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There is no doubt that all agents are bound to take reasonable care in 
doing what they have undertaken to do; but it appears to their lordships that 
the appellants cannot succeed unless they can shew that it was the duty 
of the respondents to at tern l to taxation by the Government and to take 
reasonable care to protect the appellants’ goods from taxation. Their Lord- 
shi|w are ot opinion that the contract between the parties did not iuqiosc u|»on 
the respondents any legal obligation to pay attention to what the Government 
might or might not do as regards altering Customs duties, and there was no 
evidence to go to the jury of any breach by the rescindents of any duty 
which they owed to their employers.

I tun therefore of opinion that the defendants in selling the 
plaintiff's wheat pursuant to his instructions, sin ply did what they 
had undertaken to do, and there is no evidence that they were 
guilty of any breach of duty to the plaintiff.

Had they failed to sell on May 4, liecause the market had 
broken to $2.64 for track wheat, and had the plaintiff as a result 
thereof been obliged to sell at a price lielow that figure, lie n ight 
in that case with considerable reason claim that the defendants 
were liable to him for any loss suffered by reason of their failure 
to carry out his instructions.

The apjieal should lie dismissed with costs.
. Apjteal dismissed.

SASK.

C. A. 

Geakhakt 

Quaker

Lumont, J.A.

PROVINCIAL SECRETARY-TREASURER OF N.B. v. ROBINSON and 
BARTLETT.

Xew Brumwirk Su prone Court, Ap/nal Division, llazen, C.J., White and 
(trimmer, JJ. Se/demlter 19, 1919.

Taxes (§ V B—185)—Charitable bequest—Succession duty—Chari
table PURPOSES WITHIN THE PROVINCE—SUCCESSION OuTY A(.T,
N.B., 5 Geo. V. 1915, c. 27, s. t>.

In New Brunswick charitable bequests are liable to succession duty 
unless sjiecifically bequeathed for charitable purposes within the Prov
ince. The rate of duty is 10% and accrued interest at'5' , if not paid 
within 6 months after the testator's death.

(Succession Duty Act (N.B.) 5 Geo. V., 1915, c. 27, ss. (i, 10, 18.|

N.*B.
S. C.*

Case stated for the opinion of the Court and for a declaration statement 
as to the succession duty payable under the Succession Duty Act,
N.B., in respect of monies passing to trustees under the residuary 
clause in a will.

./. P. Byrne, Att’y-Oen'l and .4. K. Mac Kay, for plaintiff.
M. B. Dixon, K.C., and 11 . P. Jones, K.C., for defendants.
The judgment of the court was delivered by
Hazen, C.J.:—This action was commenced on July 12, 1919, Ha«en,c.j. 

the plaintiff claiming a declaration that succession duty is payable
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at the rate of 20% on all moneys passing to the defendants as 
trustees under the residuary clause in the last will and testament 
of Abner It. McClelan, deceased, and for the amount of such suc
cession duty as claimed, with interest and costs. The parties have 
agreed in stating a case for the opinion of this Court, and have 
agreed upon the facts as follows:—

(a) Abner R. McClelan, late of the village of Riverside, in the County of 
Albert, in the Province of New Brunswick, Gentleman, deceased, departed 
this life at the village of Riverside, aforesaid, on Jan. 30, 1917, having first 
duly made and executed his last will and testament hearing date Jan. 11, 1913 
and thereby appointed Clifford W. Robinson and Abner 10. Bartlett the above 
named defendants, executors and trustees of his said last will and testament

(b) The said Abner R. McClelan, deceased, was born at the village of 
Riverside, in the County of Albert aforesaid, and during the term of his natural 
life resided and had his domicile at the village of Riverside aforesaid, and never 
had a residence or domicile at any place other than at the village of Riverside 
aforesaid.

(c) The said Abner R. McClelan, deceased, during Ids life time took an 
active interest in charitable, educational and other public institutions in the 
Province of New Brunswick.

(d) That at the time “The Jordan Memorial Sanitarium’’ was established 
at River Glade in the Parish of Salisbury in the County of Westmorland and 
the Province of New Brunswick, in 1911, the said Abner R. McClelan, deceased, 
was ap|M)inted one of the commissioners of said sanitarium and continued 
to be such commissioner up to the time of his death, and took an active in
terest in the affairs of said sanitarium.

(e) That Clifford W. Robinson and Abner E. Bartlett, the above named 
defendants, are both residents of and have their dondeiles in the said Province 
of New Brunswick and that neither of them have had a residence or domicile 
out of the said Province.

(f) That the said last will and testament of the said Abner R. McClelan, 
deceased, was duly proved in the Probate Court of the County of Albert 
aforesaid on March 23, 1917, and letters testamentary thereof were duly 
granted by said Probate Court unto the defendants, Clifford W. Robinson anil 
Abner E. Bartlett, the executors named in the said will.

(g) In the said will was a residuary clause, said clause reading as follows:
I give and bequeath all the residuary estate to my executors and trustees

in trust to manage, to call in, collect and convert the same into money and 
deposit the same at interest in a chartered bank or banks and use and emplox 
the money so deposited from time to time and all interest therefrom arising 
for the benefit, advantage, assistance or the founding of such charitable, 
religious, educational or sanitary institutions as my said executors and trustees 
may from time to time see fit and deem desirable.

(h) It is agreed that the aggregate value of the estate for succession dut ie> 
pur|sises, under The Succession Duty Act, 5 Geo. V. 1915, c. 27, and amending 
Acts, is $205,002.08, of which under the clauses of the will other than the su id 
residuary clause there is deemed to pass under the said Act, to various legatee-* 
therein mentioned, the sum of $52,603, and that under the said residuary 
clause there is deemed to pass under the said Act, to the said Clifford W. Rob
inson and Abner E. Bartlett as trustees, the sum of $152,999.08.
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(i) It is further agreed that upou the said sum of $52,003 so deemed to 
pass to various legatees and devisees under clauses of the said will other than 
the said residuary clause there should he taxed a succession duty of #3.125. 15. 
which said sum of $3,125.15 has been paid to the plaint iff by the said defend
ants. Of this $192.27 was paid after the issuance of the writ, hut it is agreed 
that this be considered as paid before the writ was issued.

(j) It is further agreed that if interest lx* payable as claimed, such interest 
should date from Feb. 25, 191K.

(k) It is claimed by the plaintiff that on the said sum of S152.999.0S, 
deemed to Ik; passing under the said residuary clause to the said Clifford XV. 
Robinson and Abner E. Bartlett as trustees thereunder, there is payable 
under clause (d) of s. 10 of the said Act, succession duty at the rate of 10f;,' 
and that under clause; (e) of s. 10 aforesaid, this should lx; doubled, and that 
there; is therefore due and payable to the plaintiff 20% of the said sum of 
$152,999.08, which amounts to $30,599.81.

(l) The claim of the plaintiff as set forth in paragraph (k) is denied by 
the defendants, who claim that the said sum of $152,999.08, so passing under 
the said residuary clause is exempt from payment of succession duties under 
s. (i, sub-s. 2 of the said The Succession Duty Act, 1915.

(m) The plaintiff claims interest on the said sum of $30.599.81, at the 
rate of 6% from Feb. 25, 1918, until judgment.

The questions upon which the opinion of Ibis Court are sought 
are as follows:—

(a) Is the plaintiff entitled to succession duty under The Succession 
Duty Act, 1915 in respeet of all moneys passing to the said Clifford XV. Robin
son and Abner E. Bartlett, as trustees under the residuary clause in the will 
of the said Abner R. McClelan, deceased?

(b) If the Court should decide that the plaintiff is entitled to succession 
duty under The Succession Duty Act, 1915, in resjiect of all moneys passing 
to the said Clifford XV. Robinson and Abner E. Bartlett, as trustees under the 
residuary clause in the will of the said Abner R. McClelan, deceased, at what 
rate is such succession duty t be computed?

(c) Is t he plaintiff entit !•. I to interest on such succession dut y, as claimed?
It is further agreed • ht t a decree and judgn ent shall he entered

in accordance with (.pinion of the Court on these questions, 
and the costs shall I <• in the discretion of the Court.

Taking up these questions in the order in which they are stated, 
the first on which it is necessary for the Court to express its opinion 
is:—

X. B.

8. l\
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(a) Is the plaintiff entitled to succession duty under the 
Succession Duty Act 1915, in respect of all moneys passing to the 
said Clifford W. Robinson and Abner E. Bartlett as trustees under 
the residuary clause in the will of the said Abner R. McClelan, 
deceased?

It seen s to n e that the answer to this question depends ujxm 
the construction to lie placed upon s. ti, suli-s. 2 of e. 27,5 ( ico. V.
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1915, entitled an Act to Amend and Consolidate the law relating 
to Succession Duty and which reads ns follows:—

No duty shall be computed in reference to (2) any property given, devised 
or bequeathed for religious, charitable or educational purposes to be carried 
out in New Brunswick nor the amount of any unpaid subscription for any like 
purpose made by any person mentioned in this sub-section for which lis est ate 
is liable.

It is claimed by the defendant that as the testator by his resid
uary clause gave and liequeathed all the residuary estate to his 
executors and trustees to employ the money arising therefrom for 
the benefit, advantage, assistance or the founding of such chari
table, religious, educational or sanitary institutions as his said 
executors and trustees might from tin e to tin e six1 fit and deem 
desirable, that the san e is exempt as property given, devised, or 
bequeathed for religious, charitable or educational puri>oses. Such 
a contention does not give any effect to the wonts “to lie earned 
out in New Brunswick” the meaning of which I think is clear and 
plain. Under the language of the residuary clause in the will it 
would not, I think, lie disputed that the executors and trustees 
are not limited in any way as to the place in which the moneys to 
be used and employed by them are to lie so list'd and employed, and 
they could if they saw fit give contributions for the purpose of 
such institutions as are described in any province of Canada or 
anywhere else, or could if they chose found institutions of a like 
character in any place either in New Brunswick or outside the same. 
Under the Succession Duty Act, 1915, which I have cited the 
distinct provision is that no duty shall lie con puted with reference 
to any property given, devised or bequeathed for religious, chari
table or educational puisses to be carried out in this Province, 
and the language on this point lx;ing clear, definite and free from 
any ambiguity wliatever, I entirely fail to see how the contention 
of the defendant can succeed. In the language contained in the 
plaintiff ’s factum :
the bequest for religious, charitable or educai ional purposes to be exempt under 
s. 6, sub-e. 2 must be bequeathed for these purjmses to be carried out in New 
Brunswick, and there are no words in the clause in question stating where 
the bequest thereunder is to be carried out, nor are there any words that can he 
construed into a direction.

The whole residuum of the estate is given and bequeathed by 
the testator to his executors and trustees for such charitable, 
religious, educational or sanitary institutions as liis executors and
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trustees may from time to tin o sw fit and deem desirable. The 
words “to l)e carried out in New Brunswick” were first inserted in 
the Act as an ended and consolidated in 1015. McClelnn died in 
January, 1017, and his will bears date Jan. 11, 1013. S. 7, su1>-b. 2 
of the Consolidated Act 1015, provides:—

Succession duty is hereby declared to be and to rank as a debt due to the 
Crown in right of the I*rovince immediately before the death of the deceased, 
while s. 18 provides that:—

The duty imposed by this Act unless otherwise provided for shall be duo 
at the death of the deceased,
and I think that it is perfectly clear that this will n ust lie looked 
at as from the date of the death of the testator. In In re Jarman's 
Estate (1878), 8 Ch. 1). 584, 47 L.J. Ch. 675, 30 L.T. 80, Hall, V.C., 
says, at 587.—

The Court is not to wait and see whether the executors will ap|K>int to 
charitable objects or not, but to look at the will as at the date of the death of 

the testator and at once say whether the gift is definite or indefinite.
Ixxiking at the will in question as at the «late of the testator's 

death, it seen s to n e that the Court is bound to say that the gift 
of the residuary estate is to the trustees to em ploy the same, subject 
to the limitations imposed by the testator in such way as they may 
from time to tin e see fit, and deem desirable, and they may do tliis 
irrespective entirely of whether the institutions are in New Bruns
wick or elsewhere, and it cannot therefore be successfully argued 
that the estate is free from duty under the provisions of the Suc
cession Duty Act, 1915, contained in s. 6, sub-s. 2. The attention 
of the Court was not called to any authorities that would be binding 
upon it, but several cases were cited from the Irish Law Reports, Un
reasoning and decisions in w hich npi>eal to my judgn .eut and n eet 
with my approval. In the Act, c. 82, 5-6 Viet. 1842, (Imp.), 
entitled an Act to Assin ilate the Stamp Duties in Great Britain 
and Ireland, etc., there is added to s. 38, defining what are legacies 
within the meaning of the Act, the following proviso:—

That nothing herein contained shall extend or be construed to extend to 
charge with Duty in Ireland any legacy given for the education or maintenance 
of poor children in Ireland or to be applied in support of any charitable insti
tution in Ireland or for any purpose merely charitable.

It was subsequently decided in the Att'y-ilent v. //o/>c (1868), 
I K. 2 C.L. 368, that the words in the last clause “or for any pur- 
ixwe merely charitable” shall l>e read “or for any purpose merely 
charitable in Ireland.”
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On this proviso there are two cases which are certainly very 
much in point. The first ease is that of the Att'y-Uen'l v. Delaney 
(1875), I.R. 10 C.L. 104. In this case a testatrix, don idled in 
Ireland, bequeathed after a number of bequests the residue of her 
personal estate in Ireland to a Hon an Catholic Bishop, and tin 
President of a Roman Catholic College in Ireland, for the education 
of clergyn en for a foreign mission, and it was held tluit the bequest 
was liable to legacy duty. Pâlies, C.B., in his judgn cut which was 
concurred in, says at p. 131 :—

To bring the case within the statute the legacy must be given for a charit- 
able purpose in Ireland. There must be a clear intention manifested upon 
the face of the will that the purpose should be effectuated here, and there must 
be an obligation upon the trustees to apply the money in Ireland. It is not 
sufficient that an application of the money in Ireland would satisfy the be
quest.

He adds:—
I base my judgment on this—that, upon a true construction of the will, 

there is no obligation on the trustees to expend the money in Ireland, and that 
the bequest is not a bequest “merely charitable in Ireland.”

The other case is Kenny v. The Att'y-den'l (1883), 11 L.R. Ir. 
253. The testator, in this case, was a parish priest in the country 
part of Ireland, who by his will bequeathed as follows, see p. 253:

After paying all my debts I bequeath all my property and money to tla- 
poor,
and he appointed two of his clergy as executors. It was held that 
notwitlistanding the proviso to s. 38, c. 82, 5-ti Viet. (Imp.), which 
I have already cited, this bequest was liable to legacy duty. This 
case is certainly very much on all foul’s with the one under con
sideration.

On this point, following the authorities referred to, I base my 
judgn-ent upon the fact that u|xm a true construction of the will 
there is no obligation on the part of the trustees to carry' out the 
intention of the testator in this Province1, and that the liequest is 
not a bequest to be carried out in New Brunswick. To bring the 
case w ithin the statute the legacy must be given to Ijc carried out in 
New Brunswick, and there must tie a clear intention manifest upon 
the face of the w ill that the purpose is to be effectuated here. 
In the language of Pâlies, C.B., mutatis mutandis it is not sufficient 
that an application of money in New Brunswick would satisfy the 
liequest. In my opinion therefore the answer to the first question 
must lie yes, or in other words that the plaintiff is entitled to sue-
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cession duty under the Succession Duty Act. 1915, in respect of nil 
moneys pissing to the said Clifford W. Robinson anti Abner K. 
Bartlett, ns tmstees under the residuary clause in the will of the 
said Abner R. McClelan, deceased.

Coming to question No. 2:—
(b) If the Court should decide that the plaintiff is entitled to 

succession duty under the Succession Duty Act, 1915, in respect 
of all n oneys imssing to the said Clifford W. Robinson and Abner 
E. Bartlett as trustees under the residuary clause1 in the will of the 
said Abner R. McClelan, deceased, at what rate is such succession 
duty to be computed?

The rates by which succession duties shall be computed are 
found in s. 10 of the Succession Duty Act, 1915, and suIml (d) 
provides that where the aggregate value of the property exceeds 
#5,000, and any part thereof passes to or for the benefit of any 
stranger in blood to the deceased, the succession duty shall lx* a 
rate oi i0% to the value of so much thereof as so passes. In the 
case of In re (iriffiths (1845), 14 M. & W. 510, 153 E.R. 577, Parke, 
B., adopted the principle that where money is bequeathed for some 
public purpose either to the committee of a charity or the persons 
a<In blistering it, or to trustees in order tliat it may Ik» applied to 
such purjxise it must be considered as a legacy for the lx»nefit of 
strangers in blood to the testator, and liable to the duty of 10%, 
and in Att'y-Gen'l v. Delaney, Pâlies, C.B., says: “That appeal’s to 
ire the true state of the law on this subject.” In the case of In re 
William Darker (1859), 4 H. & N. 666, 157 E.R. 1002, it was held 
that:—
a bequest of money for the purjxjse of building a church and parsonage- 
house and of endowing and repairing the church is subject to a legacy duty of
10.'%.
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And in delivering judgment in that case Pollock, (ML, said 
at 678:—

It may therefore be laid down as a general rule that where money is 
bequeathed, whether to those who administer a charity or who administer 
funds for any public purj>ose, ecclesiastical or otherwise, it is subject to a 
legacy duty of 10/% inasmuch as it is to be considered a legacy for the benefit 
of persons strangers in blood to the testator.

And in the course of his judgn cut the same en incut Judge 
refers to the case of In re (Iriffiiths, supra, referred to with approval 
by Pelles, (ML, in the AtCy-tien'l v. Delaney.

26—49 d.l.r.
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Counsel for the plaintiff called attention to clause (e) of s. 10, 
which is to the effect that where a successor resides out of the 
province he shall pay double the rate otherwise provided for, and 
contended tluit under a correct leading of that statute the double 
rate should lie applied in the present case, or in other words that 
the Crown was entitled to a duty of 20% on the amount of the 
residuary' bequest. It is quite clear that if the bequest were made 
for the benefit of a charitable institution outside the province 
the assessment on the amount would lie as follows: A rate of 10', 
would lie computed owing to the institution being a stranger in 
blood to the testator, and tliis would be doubled because such 
beneficiary was outside the province. From this counsel for the 
plaintiff argue that that would be the case here, if it is decided th; t 
the bequest must be considered a bequest for charitable purp< ses 
not to be carried out in New Brunswick. That, however, is not 
my opinion. My judgment is that it is liable to a duty of 10', 
because it goes to institutions that must be regarded as in the s: ■ <■ 
p< sition as strangers in blood to the testator, and because it is n< t 
directed tliat it shall be disposed of for purposes to be carried out in 
New Brunswick. It is not, however, clear that the whole or any 
part of the amount passing under the residuary clause of the will 
is to go to parties outside of tliis province. In view' of the fact th t 
the testator was a lifelong resident of New Brunswick, in which 
province he held most important public positions, and in which 
during his lifetime he took an active interest in charitable, educa
tional and other public institutions, and in view of the further f: i t 
that the executors are both residents of and interested in the wel
fare of New Brunswick, it would seem altogether natural end 
reasonable that the reverse would be the case, and as it is the duty 
of the defendants w ithin a reasonable time to distribute the est Ic, 
in my opinion the question as to whether double succession duties 
shall be paid or not must await the result of their detem ination. 
Such of the residuary' as is applied for purjxises to be carried out in 
New Brunswick would not lie so liable, while if any of it is applied 
otherwise it will have to pay the double duty. As I said before, 
it will be the duty of the trustees within a reasonable time to 
distribute the residuary. If they do not do so it will lie open to the 
Crown to intervene and in any event the province will be protected 
by the bond which under the provisions of s. 12 of the Succession
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Duty Act the executors delivered to the Registrar of Probates 
before letters testamentary were issued. My opinion therefore in 
answer to the second question is that the rate1 at which duty on a 
sum of $152,999.08, the balance that in the said residuary clause1 is 
deemed to pass under the said Act to the said (Clifford W. Robinson 
and Abner E. Bartlett shall lx; computed at the rate* of 10%, 
amounting to $15,299.90.

The third question is:—
(c) Is the plaintiff entitled to interest on such succession duty, 

as claimed7
The plaintiff claims interest at the rate of 5% from Feb. 25, 

1918, until judgn ent on the sum allowed as succession duties on 
the amount of the residuary estate. S. 18 of tin» Succession Duty 
Act provides that the duty unless otherwise provided for shall lx; 
due at the death of the deceased, and payable to the Provincial 
Secretary-Treasurer of New Brunswick within ti months theieaftor, 
and if the same is paid within 0 m onths no interest shall l>e charged 
or collected thereon, but if not so paid interest at the rate of 5% 
shall l)e chargtxl and collected from the death of the deceased, and 
such duty together with the interest thereon shall lie and remain 
a lion upon the property out of which it is payable until the s une 
shall lx; paid. The succession duty in this case was not paid within 
6 months of the death of the deceased. It is clear therefore tliat 
interest at the rate of 5% can lx; cliargcd and collected from the 
time of his death, but as the plaintiff only claims interest from 
Feb. 25, 1918, 1 find that the plaintiff is entitled to interest at 5% 
on the sum of $15,299.90 from Feb. 25, 1918, until judgment.

In my opinion the costs of all parties as lx1 tween solicitor and 
client should lie taxed by the registrar and paid out of the residiuiry 
estate. Judgment accordingly.

GAUTHIER v. LETCHFORD.
liritinh Columbia Supreme Court, Murphy, J. October 9, 1919.

Contracts (§ II D—170)—Acceptance—Modification ok original 
terms—Completion.

A contract is not complete until the prohibition put forward by the 
proposer is accepted by the other party in a simple and direct affirmative. 
Conditions which vary the terms or provisions of such contract must 
be agreed to by the party making the pro|M>sal otherwise there is no 
contract enforceable at law.

[Cole v. Sumner (1900), 30 Can. S.C.R. 379, applied.)
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ActaON on an alleged option contract. Dismissed.
S- C. J. //. Senkler, K.C. and H’. *S. Buell, for plaintiff ; S. S. Taylor,

Gauthier K.C’. and C. M\ Craig, K.C., for defendant.
Letchkord Mvfphy, J.:—Adnittedly the law applicable to this action is

----- as set out in Cole v. Sumner (1000), 30 Can. S.C.K. 379, viz: anMurphy, J.
acceptance of a proposition trust l)e a simple and direct affirmative 
in order to constitute a contract and if the party to whom the 
proposition is trade accepts on any condition, or with any change 
of its tern s, or provisions which are not altogether immaterial, 
it is no contract until the party li nking the offer consents to the 
modification; that there can lie no contract which the law will 
enforce until the parties to it have agreed upon the same thing 
in the san e sense. Here, there* were two options, lKith dated 
Jan. 24, 1919. The first letter relied ujMin, as converting one 
of these options—that for $1,500 cash—into a contract is that 
dated Feb. 14, 1919. In n\v opinion it is not such an acceptance 
as alxive defined. In the first place, it is in''possible to ascertain 
from this letter which option is being exercised since its tern s 
are as referable to the one as the other. Next, the provisions as 
to draft inspection and payment in Vancouver are, I think, clear 
changes of the tern s of the original options. If this view is 
correct there is no contract thus far. But it is said defendants, 
by their letter of Feb. 18, 1919, consented to any modifications 
contained in the letter of Feb. 14. I cannot so view the matter. 
The opening paragraph strongly relied u|Kin is not, I think, a 
sim ple direct affirmative acceptance of such modifications but 
is n crely an acknowledgment of receipt of the letter of February 
14. Further, if the view already expressed is correct, there were 
no modifications clearly set out in the letter of February 14 which 
defendant could accept because the letter of February 14 was 
equally referable to one or the other options of January 24. The 
first step necessary towards converting what had occurred up to 
February 18 into a contract was to appropriate, if the expression 
may be allowed, the letter of February 14 definitely to one or the 
other of the options of January 24. This, I think, defendants 
assum ed to do by theirs of February 18 by reference to $750 Ix-ing 
half the purchase price. They in that letter made a further 
and, in my opinion, independent proposition as to immedi to 
manufacture. On the alxrvc legal principle there was yet no
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binding contract for the appropriation of the letter of February 
14 by defendants if the $1,500 option could only become binding 
if plaintiff consented thereto. It was in reality a counter-pro- 
position for plaintiff's acceptance. Clearly, I think, if defendants 
attempted at this stage to enforce the $1,500 contract against 
plaintiff his defence that he had never exercised it would lie a 
bar to any such action. The next letter from plaintiff, March 
17, 1919, contains nothing bearing on this phase of the question. 
By wire of April 8, defendants, as was their right, if my view is 
correct, substituted another offer for the one then outstanding. 
This was not accepted. Another proposal was made later but 
this also was not accepted. In my opinion there never was a 
completed contract and the action must lie dismissed.

A ctio n d isntinned.

THE KING ?. SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 1, PARISH OF MADAWASKA, 
EDMUNDSTON; Ex parte FRASER Co., Ltd.

Alew Brunswick Supreme Court, App-al Division, Hazen, C.J., White and 
(trimmer, JJ. September 19, 1919.

Schools (§ IV—74)—Taxes—Assessment—School purposes—Special ex
emption HY STATUTE—APPLICABILITY—SCHOOLS ACT—CoN. STATS. 
N.B. 1903, c. 50, ss. 105-1 OK.

Kxemptions, as to assessment within a city or town granted by statute 
to a corporation arc not applicable to the assessment fixed by the School 
District, in which the corporation in question owns the assessable proiH 
erty unless the schools in the school district have been taken over by the 
city or town under the provisions of ss. 105 and 108 of the Schools Act. 
(N.B. Cons. Stats. 1903, c. 50.)
» IN

Application for order nisi to quash an assessment made by 
the assessors of a school district in the Province of New Brunswick. 

J. M. Stevens, K.(\ and M. Cm. Teed, K.C., support the order. 
M. I). Cormier and P. J. Hughes, contra.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Hazen, C.J.:—School District No. 1, in the Parish of Mada- 

waska, was established and organized under the provisions of the 
Schools Act, Con. Stats., N.B., 1903, e. 50, many years ago, and 
before the incorporation of the town of Edmunds ton under the 
Towns Incorporation Act, Con. Stats. N.B., 1903, c. 100. The 
school district when established included the land that is now 
covered by the town of Edmundston, and since its incorporation 
that town has not come under the provisions of s. 105 of the
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Schools Act which provides for the management of schools in the 
incorporated towns of St. John and Fredericton, provision being 
made in s. 108 for the application of its provisions to any town 
thereafter incorporated, provided that the town council determines 
in favour of the adoption of such provisions and certifies the 
same to the IJeutenant-Govemor-in-Council. The school district 
in question therefore is a separate melioration from the town, 
embracing the territory covered by the town within its jurisdiction. 
The affairs of the schools under the Schools Act are managed by a 
board of trustees selected by the people in the ordinary way at 
the annual school meeting, and the school taxes are collected and 
handled by the school trustees separate and apart from the taxes 
that are levied for town purposes and which are collected through 
the officers of the town council.

Some time previous to 1912 and during that year the Fraser 
Companies (then known as Fraser, Ltd.) had in contemplation 
the erection of a pulp and paper mill, involving the expendi
ture on capital account of a large sum of money in the town of 
Kdmundston. An application was made to the Legislature 
in that year for the fixing of a maximum valuation upon its 
property in said town for taxation purposes for a period of 25 
years, ami by c. 104 of 2 Ceo. V., 1912, it was provided “that 
the valuation of the real and iiersonal property, lands, tenements, 
hereditaments, capital stock and income of Fraser Ltd., or 
its assigns, situate or to become situate within the town of 
Edmundston in the County of Madawaska, legally liable or to le
çon e liable for at-srosment for rates or taxes within mid town," 
including any additions thereto and any additions to the capital 
stock, should not exceed the sum of $200,000 nor be less than 
$55,000 for the purpose of assessment for rates and taxes w ithin 
said toxin for a period of 25 years from the ordering of the next 
annual assessment. Another section of the Act authorized and 
empowered the town council to order that the valuation of the 
property above n entioned for the purpose of assessment for rates 
and taxes within the said tou'n should 1m* fixed for a definite 
amount during the said period of 25 years, such amount not to 
exceed the sum of $200,000 or to be less than $55,000, and upon 
such order lx*ing made by the said town council, it was provided 
that it should lx* the duty of the town clerk to notify the assessors
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of the town of such order, and enter the valuation in the assessment 
I took and assess the said Fraser Ltd. or its assigns upon the same. 
There was also a provision that in any valuation for county purpose* 
thereinafter to be made during the period of the* years in which the 
Act was made to apply, the total valuation should not exceed 
the sum mentioned in par. 1 of the Act until fixed by the said 
town council under par. 2 of the Act, after which time the valuation 
should be the amount so fixed by the town council. There were 
also certain provisions to the effect that the Act should not 
apply to dwelling houses afterwards erected or acquired, or any 
land appurtenant to the san e. and that the Act should not come 
into force until a ceitain amount of money had l>een expended by 
the company to the satisfaction of the Lieutenant-C lovernor-in- 
Council.

It will be seen that the Act makes sj>ecial reference to assess- 
n ents for rates and taxes within the town, and to taxes for county 
pun oses, 1 ut makes no mention whatexer of taxes for school 
purposes, which as I have stated are levied on the school district, 
it being a distinct and separate corporation from the town itself.

In Deceit lier, 1916, an agreement in writing was made and 
entered into between Frasers Ltd., which as I have stated is now 
the Fraser Companies Ltd., and the town of Edmundston, and 
an Act confirming said agreement was passed by the legislature 
at its session of 1917, it being e. Of) of 8 Geo. V., 1917. The 
agreement so entered into provided that the valuation for assess
ment purjxises should lx* fixed at the sum of $100,000 with the 
exception of dwelling houses and lands appurtenant thereto, and 
tliat in the case of such while owned by Frasers Ltd. the valuation 
of said dwelling houses and lands appurtenant thereto during 
the period of 25 years should not exceed 60% of the actual cost 
thereof. Under the legislation, therefore, to which I have referred, 
and the contract or agm-irent entered into between the company 
and the town, and its confirmation by Act of the legislature, the 
Frasers are liable for a period of 25 years for assessment in the 
town of Edmundston on a valuation of $100,OCX) and in addition 
thereto to 60% of the actual value of the dwelling houses and 
lands in connection therewith. The question arises as to the 
valuation of these pro]x»rtics for assessment pur]loses in School 
District No. 1 in the Parish of Madawaska, and the imjxirtant
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question which this Court is asked to determine is as to whetlic 
or not for school purposes in the said district the property of tin 
Frasers is to he assessed on the sun e valuation as it is asscsse : 
for municipal purposes in the town of Kdmundston, or in other 
words if the property which according to the assessors is worth 
upwards of $1,000,000 is to he assessed for school pur] Mises on . 
valuation of $100,000 plus whatever the GO*/,' for the dwellings 
will an ount to, and the schools of the town shall he thus deprived 
of the taxes which would he available for these purposes if no such 
exemption had been granted by the legislature.

It is laid down very clearly in the text-books and in cases 
that have lieen decided on the question that as taxation is tin- 
rule end exemption the exception, the intention to make an exemp
tion ought to he expressed in clear and unambiguous terms, and 
it cannot he taken to have been intended when the language of 
the statute on which it depends is doubtful or uncertain Tax- - 
tion, it is said, is an act of sovereignty to be performed s far : s 

it conveniently can he with justice and equity to all, and exemp
tions no n atter hew n eritorious are of grace and must lie strict lx 
construed. In Cooley on Taxation, 2nd ed., p. 205, it is stated 
it is a very just rule thrt when an exemption is found to exist 
it shall not he enlarged by construction. On the contrary it 
ought to receive a strict construction for the reasonable pie- 
sun ption is that the state has granted in express ternis all it 
intended to grant at all, and that unless the privilege is limited 
to the very terms of the statute the favour will lie extended lieyond 
what is meant. On this ground it was held that an exemption of 
property from taxation will not preclude business or privilege 
taxes being imposed on the favoured (lass; and that bequests 
to colleges, etc., may lie taxed under the genend statute taxing 
bequests, although after being received they would lie exempt 
under the general statute exempting the property of such insti
tutions. So an academy of arts is not exempted under an exemp
tion of universities, colleges, academies and school houses, and a 
statute for the exemption of factories will not lie applied to such 
as were erected previous to its passage.

It is pointed out by the same author that the most striking 
illustration of the rule of strict construction of exemptions i> 
seen in the case of special assessments for local improvements.
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such f,r the paving and repairing of streets, et". It is almost 
universally held that a general exemption from t Nation will not 
extend to such assessments. In the leading c se the wonts of the 
exemption *\ere that no church or pi'use of public worship "should 
lie taxed by any lrxv of this State." (In lie The Manor, etc., 
of A 'etc York 11814), 11 Johns. 77). Vpon this the Court remarked, 
at p. 80:—

The word “taxes” means burdens, charges, or iin|N»sitions, put or set 
upon persons or property for public uses, and this is the definition which 
Lord Coke gives of the word talliagc, 2 Coke's Inst. 532; and Lord Holt in 
Garth. 438, gives the same definition, in substance, of the word tax. The 
legislature intended, by that exemption to relieve religious and literary in
stitutions from these public burdens, and the same exemption was extended to 
the real estate of any minister, not exceeding in value $1,000. But to pay 
for the o|iening of a street, in a ratio to the “lienefit or advantage” derived 
ffom it, is no burden. It is no t alliage or tax within the meaning of the exemp- 
tion, and has no claim upon the public benevolence. Why should i it the real 
estate of a minister, as well as of other persons, pay for such an improvement 
in proportion as it is benefited? There is no inconvenience or hardship in it, 
and the maxim of law that qui sentit com mod um debet sent ire onus, is perfectly 
consistent with the interests and dictates of science and religion, 
ant’ yet these assessments are a legal exercise of the taxing power, 
and can only be justified on that ground.

The law seems to lie very dearly summarized in Maxwell 
on Statutes, 1912, 5th ed., p. 485, as follows :

As regards enactments of a local or jicrsonal character, which confer any 
exceptional exemption from a common burden or invest private jiersons or 
bodies, for their own lienefit and profit, with privileges and |lowers interfering 
with the projierty or rights of others, they are construed against those jiersons 
or bodies more strictly, perhaps, than any other kind of enactment. Any per
son whose property is interfered with has a right to require that those who 
interfere shall comply with the letter of the enactment so far as it makes 
provision on his liehalf. The Courts take notii-c that they are obtained on 
the petitions framed by their promoters; and in construing them, regard them, 
as they arc in effect, contracts between those jiersons, or those whom they 
represent, and the legislature on behalf of the public and for the public good. 
Their language is therefore treated as the language of their promoters, who 
asked the legislature for them, and when doubt arises as to the construction 
of that language, the maxim (ordinarily inapplicable to the interpretation of 
statutes) that txrba eartarum fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem, or that 
words are to be understood most strongly against him who uses them, is justly 
applied. The benefit of the doubt is to be given to those who might he pre
judiced by the exercise of the powers which the enactment grants, and against 
those who claim to exercise them. Indeed, if words in a local or jiersonal Act 
seemed to express an intention to enact something unconnected with the 
purpose of the promoters, and which the committee, if they had done their 
duty would not have allowed to lie introduced, almost any construction,
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it hafl been suid, ivould scctn justifiable to ftrevent litem from having that effect. 
(Note 487 ptr Lord Blackburn, Hiver Hear Commisswners v. Adamson (1877), 
2 App. Cas. 743).

Even if such statutes were not regarded in the light of contracts, 
they would seem to lie subject to strict construction on the same 
ground as grants from the Crown to which they arc analogous 
are subject to it. As the latter are construed strictly against the 
grantee on the ground that prerogatives, rights and emoluments 
are conferred on the Crown for great pur)sises and for the public 
use, and an* therefore not to be understood as diminished by any 
grant beyond what it takes away by necessary and unavoidable 
construction, so the legislature in granting away in effect 
the onlinarv rights of the subject shall lie understood as granting 
no more than p.-tsses by necessary and unavoidable construction.

The exemptions granted by the Legislature in this ease* if they 
appliesl to taxes for school purposes would lx* in violation of the 
principles which have been acted upon by the legislature of this 
Province during very many years, and also in violation of tin- 
underlying and fundamental principles of the free school law. 
w hich was founded upon the idea and principle that the schools of 
the country should lx* supported by taxation upon the land of the 
country. In past years the legislature in passing taxation 
exemption ir easures has almost invi rial-ly I think jealously 
guarded and protected the schools from being rendered less 
efficient in consequence of the property w ithin the school districts 
lieing exempted from taxation, and during the 13 years that I 
sat in the legislature of this Pmvince I never knew' of a case in 
which the interests of the sehixils were not carefully and jealously 
guarded in this respect. The hardship that would follow if it 
were held that the exemption granted by the Acts of the legislature 
and the agreement hereinliefore referred to applied to taxes for 
school purposes would lx? very great, for the establishment of 
such an industry within the town would naturally lead to a larger 
ixipulation in that part of the school district which is within tin- 
town of Edmundston, and a necessary increase in the buildings 
and facilities required for school purposes, and would either throw 
an undue burden upon the rest of the property in the community 
or would lead to impairment in the efficiency of the schools and tin- 
education that would be received therein by the youth of the dis
trict. I cannot think that the memlxms of the company would
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desire such a result, for the efficiency of their industry would lx‘ 
increased and the welfare and happiness of their employees 
advanced by the maintenance of schools of an up-to-tlate character. 
From their own standpoint and in their own interests such schools 
should prove a valuable asset.

Applying to the statutes passed by the local Legislature and 
the agreement entered into with the town, the rules of con
struction laid down in regard to exemptions of this sort, I can 
con e to no other conclusion than that the1 exemption does not 
apply to taxes for school purples in the district mentioned, and 
that had it lieen the intention of the Legislature to have made it so 
apply, it would have used express words to that effect. The 
purjxise of the promoters it seems to n e was to obtain exemption 
from taxes for town purposes in the town of Edmundston. I 
cannot believe that they had in their minds at the time the idea 
of exemption from school taxes or that idea would have been 
expressed. In neither statute nor agreement is any reference 
made to school taxes or the school district, and the school trustees 
of the district were in no sense parties to the agreement or the 
legislation upon which it was based. 1 can see nothing in the 
Act which is unconnected with the purjxise of the promoters 
which was I believe to be exempted from taxes for town purposes. 
The rule that where an exemption is found to exist it shall not 
l>e enlarged by construction is so clear and well recognized that 
in this case I feel it would be thoroughly unjustifiable, not in the 
public interest, and contrary to public policy to extend in any 
way the meaning of the language use by the legislature ami in 
the agiveir ent.

Section ill of the Schools Act, ('on. Stats. N.B., 1903, c. 50. 
was cited by those who were contending in favour of the exemp
tion, which section provides that where
ii school district contains within its limits a city or incorporated town, for the 
purpose of levying any school rates upon said district, the persons, properties 
and incomes ratable within the said district, as well as without as within the 
said city or incorporated town, shall be deemed to be ratable as if within the 
said city or incori»orated town; and the assessors of rates for the said city or 
incorporated town shall for the purpose of levying and assessing any rates 
ordered to be levied by the city or town council in accordance with the requisi- 
lion of the board of trustees or otherwise under the provisions of this chapter 
ic. 50) include in the assessment list of the said city or town, the name of each 
|H*rson liable to pay a school rate or tax, in said school district, whether rcsi-
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«lent therein or non-resident, and whether resident within the said city or town 
or non-resident, and said rates shall be assessed, levied anil collected in the 
same manner ns if the whole of the said district were included within the 
corporate limits of the said city or town.

In nv opinion this applies only to eases in which the schools 
have Ihh-ii taken over by the town, under the provisions of ss. 
105 and 108 of the Act, to which 1 have previously referred. In 
this case the town has not taken over the administration of the 
schools, and the collection of taxes continues to lx* governed 
by the general ss. 70, 77, 78 and 70, and it seems to me that it 
is the duty of the town clerk when applied to by the trustees 
to supply a list of the persons liable to taxation and the amount 
on which each person is so liable, and in cases such as this where 
for the purpose of taxation within the town the valuation is placed 
at a certain amount, the proper practice would lx* to set out the 
actual value of the property and underneath it the words “Valu
ation for purposes of taxation, according to Act so-and-so of the 
Legislature, such-and-such an amount.” This seems to have 
IxxMi the practice that has lx»en followed by the assessors, for on 
Jan. 7, 1919, the town secretary in writing informed the secretary 
of the hoard of school trustees that the “valuation on the plant 
of the Fraser Companies, Ltd., for 1918 had been changed t«* 
road SI ,000,000 and the net assessment as per contract with the 
town of Kdmundston to lx> reduced to $1(X),000.”

The question of exemption of the property for school purposes 
is the substantial point which was brought before the Court. 
There was also some question with regard to the way in which 
the assessment of 60% on the buildings had lieen imposed. Very 
little stress was laid on this, however, and it seems to me that it 
is a matter which might without difficulty be adjusted between 
the parties interested.

In my opinion the rule should lx1 refused.
Rule to quash refusal.

NOLAN v. EMERSON BRANTINGHAM IMPLEMENT Co.
Alberta Supreme Court, Stuart, J. November 20, 1919.

Sale (§111 A—57)—Warranty—Breach—8. 5 Farm Machinery An, 
•I Geo. V., 1913, Alta., c. 15—Damages.

Section 5 of the Farm Machinery Act (Alta.) 4 Geo. V., 1913, Alta , 
e. 15, amply covers warranties ami breaches in respect to the sales 
of farm implements, and it is unnecessary to have recourse to the general 
conditions referred to in s. 10—Sales of Goods Ordinance. Relief fur 
breach of warranties referred to in the said s. 5 of the Farm Machinery 
Act is found in damages, not in rescission of the contract.
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Action for rescission of a contract of purchase or for damages. 
Judgment for plaintiff.

A. M. Sinclair. K.(\, and 1*. I). McAlpine, for plaintiff ; A. II. 
Clarke, K.(\, and If. M. Edmonson, for defendant.

Stuart, —The trial of this action lasted four days. I 
rt*gret the delay in giving judgn eut, hut 1 have found it unavoid
able. My note's of the evidence covered 39 closely written pages 
on my note Ixiok, and I do not think 1 omitted any essential 
statement.

I have read and re-read several times these notes of evidence, 
and the evidence of Sunden de bene esse as well as the exhibits, 
and I have reached thereon the following conclusions:

1. I do not think the plaintiff made out his case for rescission. 
It is imjHissible, 1 think, in the circumstances to grant relief of 
that nature. With respect to the ease* in the Scotch Court of 
Session—I would refer to the observations of Chain era in his 
Ixxik on the Sale of Goods Act (1893), at p. 27.

2. I have decided that no basis of relief can be found in any 
of the alleged verbal representations. It is impossible, 1 think, 
to find fraud, and index'd this is not alleged. Then, even if the 
word “representations'' as used in the Farm. Machinery Act, 
4 Geo. V., 1913, Alta. (1st sess.), c. 15, s. 4, were properly to lx* 
interpreted as n eaning “ warranty,” as to which I have very 
grave doubt, I am unable to conclude that a verbal warranty was 
intended to lx* given. Particularly do I find it too difficult to 
I relieve that the plaintiff could have understood that he was 
receiving a warranty as to the amount of work the tractors would 
do, when, in his own hearing and according to his own witness, 
the two agents themselves disagreed as to that question. It is 
also unnecessary, 1 think, to worry about any other alleged verbal 
warranty, because what was suggested is fully covered, in my 
opinion, by the statutory warranties provided for in s. 5 of the 
Farm Machinery Act. The provisions of that section, which are 
made specially applicable to sales of farm implements, also, in this 
case at least render quite unnecessary any recourse to the general 
conditions and warranties referred to in s. Iff of the Salt's of Goods 
< hdinance.

3. I have concluded, however, that with respect to the Model 
L tractors, there was a breach of two of the warranties provided
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for in s. 5 of the Farm Machinery Act, vis.: (1) the warranty 
that the tractors would satisfactorily perform the work for which 
they were intended, and (2) the warranty that they were properly 
constructed as to design. 1 do not propose to enter into any 
detailed exan ination of the evidence, although I had written.out 
for my own satisfaction a complete precise of all the material 
statements of the witnesses on Ixith sides on these points. I have 
treated this evidence as a juryman would have to treat it, and not 
as a technical expert which 1 make no pretence of lx>ing. My 
conclusion is that in consequence of the breach of these* warranties, 
the tractors were practically (t.e.,for practical purposes on a large 
farm) valueless. The damages I therefore assess at the actual 
amounts paid for them, viz.: $2,000, less the discount for cash. 
I think there was nothing shewn to lx* wrong with the ploughs, 
and I therefore allow nothing in resect to them. I assume that 
the same proportion of discount was allowed on the tractors and 
the ploughs, and on that assumption the cash paid for the four 
tractors was $4,010.20.

4. With respect to the Model I) tractor, which was purchased 
for the purpose of running a separator, the evidence is by no means 
so strong. The witnesses had much less to say about this than 
alxnit the Mcxlel L. My conclusion is that there was a breach of 
warranty in regard to the Model D also, Ixicause there was a 
secret defect, viz; the defective construction at the end of the 
piston pins and because it was not properly constructed in other 
respects as detailed by the witness Sunden. But the tractor 
was by no means valueless. No witness said it was utterly 
valueless, and the plaintiff got a great deal of work out of it. 
The plaintiff paid $2,410 cash for it. I think it was not worth 
more than .$1,500 but it was probably worth about that. I will 
therefore allow' $000 damages in respect of the value of the 
Model D.

5. I allow the plaintiff $400 for the freight he paid both ways 
on sending the Models L to Regina.

0. I allow no other damages. The loss of the crop was too 
uncertain, and I cannot make anything more than a guess at wlmt 
it might lx*. This, of course, is not a legal ground for refusing to 
assess them but the plaintiff got some work out of the machines 
(Models L) which he is now getting for nothing. When I say
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they were valueless it is not inconsistent with their capacity to do 
soire work of some kind. Rut, as merchantable articles, they were 
valueless. Nevertheless, the actual work done with the machines 
for which nothing is to ho paid will more probably offset the 
uncertain loss in excessive use of oil, lack of work done which was 
expected to lx* done, useless payment of men and experts, etc.

There will l>e judgment for the plaintiff for the sum of 85910.20 
and costs. Judgment accordingly.

Re COTÉ.

Ontario Su/trnnc Court. Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.O., Madaren, 
Magee and Hudgim, JJ.A. March 27, /y/9.

Wills (5 III Ci—130)—Constrvction—Application of gift over 
Children dying withovt isnvf. kvrviving—Interpretation 
of Wills Act, s. 33—Sale and disposition ok estate i»y execvtors 
—Devolution of Estates Act, hk. 14 <V Hi.

Where there is a gift over to other beneficiaries contingent on the 
death of the children leaving no issue living at their death, the children 
take an absolute interest in the real and personal estate subject to the 
proviso.

In the Wills Act. R.8.O. 1914. e. 120, s. 33. the words “dying without 
issue,” mean a lack of issue in the lifetime or at the death of the child 
or children.

livid, also, reversing judgment of Latchford .1., that power of sale ac
cording to the Devolution of Estates Act (R.S.t ». 1914, c. 119, s. 14), may 
be exercised, subject to consent of official guardian or order of Judge of 
the Supreme Court.

Appeal from the judgment of Latchford, J. on an appli
cation, upon originating notice, by Edmond Coté and Yvonne 
Coté, for an order or judgment determining certain questions 
arising in respect of the meaning and effect of the will of the 
late Marie Eliza Coté, of Ottawa, wife of the late Joseph Coté, 
of the same place. Varied.

The judgment appealed from is as follows:—Subject to charges 
which have been paid, Mrs. Coté devised all her real and personal 
estate to the child or children that might he born of her marriage 
with Joseph Coté.

The will further provided that, in the event of her child or 
children dying without issue, her real and jicrsonal estate was to 
pass to her father, mother, brothers, and sisters in equal shares.

Mrs. Coté died in 189G. Her executors did not dispose of or 
convey her real estate within twelve months after her death, nor 
did they register a caution, as they were enabled to do by an Act 
respecting the Sale of Real Estate by Executors and Adminis-
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tratora, 54 Viet. ch. 18, sec. 1, anti an Act respecting the time for 
the Vesting of Estates in Heirs and Devisees, 5ü Viet. ch. 20, 
sec. 1. As the lands were not disposed of within the twelve 
months’ period fixed by the statute then in force, and us no caution 
was registered, the interest of the executors in them was at an 
end, and the lands became vested in the children of the testatrix. 
Edmond and Yvonne Coté: Devolution of Estates Act, R.S.O. 
MT, ell. 127, sec. 13 (1).

But that interest is subject to Ijc divested should the children 
die without issue—an event that is improbable, considering one 
of the don:inant characteristics of the race to which the Cotés 
belong.

If, however, there should be a want or failure of issue in the 
lifetime of Edmond and Yvonne Coté or at the tin e of their 
death Wills Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 120, sec. 33*, the gift over 
would undoubtedly become effective.

The executors, if living, could not sell the lands, which twelve 
months after the death of the testatrix became vested in the 
devisees, and the cliildren can sell only the interest wliich is vested 
in them and subject to be divested in the event mentioned.

These conclusions sufficiently answer the several questions 
submitted.

Costs out of the estate.
C. E. Seguin, for the appellants.
E. C. Cattanach, for the Official Guardian.
Meredith, C.J.O.:-—This is an appeal by Edmond Coté 

and Yvonne Coté from the order of Latchford, J., dated the 
8th February, 1919, on an originating motion for the construction 
of the will of Marie Eliza Coté.

The will is dated the 4th day of August, 1891, and the testatrix- 
died in 1896.

*33. In any devise or bequest of real estate or personal estate, the words, 
“die without issue,” or “die without leaving issue,” or “have no issue,” oi 
any other words whieh import either a want or failure of issue of any person 
in his lifetime, or at the time of his death, or an indefinite failure of his issue, 
shall be const rued to mean a want or failure of issue in the lifetime or at tin 
time of the death of such person, and not an indefinite failure of his issue. 
Unless a contrary intention appears by the will, by reason of such person having 
a prior estate tail, or of a preceding gift, being, without any implication arising 
from such words, a limitation of an estate tail to such person or issue, or 
otherwise; but this Act shall not ex-tend to cases where such words import 
if no issue described in a preceding gift be born, or if there be no issue who 
live to attain the age or otherwise answer the description required for obtain np 
a vested estate by a preceding gift to such issue.
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By the will executors were appointed and all the real and ONT. 
personal estate of the testatrix was given “to the child or children H. C. 
that nnay be bom to n e during my present marriage to the said 
Joseph Cot# subject to the pnynent of one-half of the annual Cot*. 
income thereof without deducting from the whole annual income Mmdah.c j.o 
thereof the pnyn ent of taxes, interest on mortgages, insurance 
moneys, and repairs on the buildings on my said real estate to lie 
made yearly to my said husband during his lifetime to assist him 
in the support maintenance and education of my child or children 
such yearly payn ent to n y husband not to exceed in any one year 
the sum of $400 and it is my wish ami desire that if any male 
child is bom to me that he shall be educated in one of the 
learned professions."

This tiequest is followed by a clause which reads as follows:—
“ In the event of my death without issue or in the event of my 

child or children dying without issue I give all my real and personal 
estate to my father, mother, brothers, and sisters in equal shares 
subject to the payn ent of one-third of the annual incon e thereof 
instead of one-half as is mentioned in the precedent clause of this 
my will (after deducting from the whole annual incone thereof 
the payn ent of taxes, interest on mortgages, insurance moneys, and 
repairs on the buildings on my said real estate) to lie made yearly 
to my said husband during his lifetime such yearly payment to 
my said husband not to exceed at any one year the sum of $400."

Clause 7 is as follows:—
“I authorise my executors to sell and convert into money such 

real and personal estate as they will think proper in their discretion 
and to invest the money thus arising and the money arising from 
the annual income of my real and personal estate (after deducting 
the yearly payn ent to my said husband above n entioned) in 
son e good Canadian chartered bank or on good mortgages on real 
estate or in the purchase of real estate at their discretion in trust 
for the child or children to be bom of my present marriage with 
the said Joseph Coté, and in the event that no child should lie 
bom to me during this present marriage with the said Joseph Coté 
or in the event of the death of the child or children to be born of 
the present marriage with the said Joseph Coté dying without 
issue, in trust for my father, mother, brothers, and sisters in equal 
shares."

27—48 D.L.R.
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The testatrix died on the 17th January, 189fi, leaving her 
surviving the appellants, her two children, issue of her marriage 
with Joseph Coté.

The father and mother of the testatrix died long ago, and her 
Meredith,c.j.o. only brother, Romauld Delfausse, died in June, 1914, and her five

sisters are still living.
The deceased brother of the testatrix left surviving him five 

children, Therese Delfausse, and Jeanne, Marie, Mauriel, and 
Pauline Delfausse, the last four of whom are infants.

It is contended by the appellants that they take an absolute 
interest in the real and personal estate of the testatrix, and that 
the interest in the land is an estate in fee simple.

My brother Latchford decided against that contention, ami 
held that the estate, though absolute, is subject to be divested in 
the event of the death of the appellants leaving no issue living at 
their death; and that, if that last event should happen, the gift 
over to the father, mother, brothers, and sisters of the testatrix 
will take effect.

I agree with the view of my brother Latchford. The testatrix 
evidently intended to provide for the gift over on the happening 
of either of the two events that she mentions, her own death 
without issue, or her child or children, if she should have any, 
dying without issue.

The effect of sec. 33 of the Wills Act is that “dying without 
issue” means a want or failure of issue in the lifetime or at the 
tin e of the death of the child or children, and not an indefinite 
failure of issue, no contrary' intention appearing by the will.

I an*, with respect, unable to agree with the conclusion of my 
brother Latchford that the executors, if living, could not sell the 
real estate because it has becon e “vested in the devisees, and the 
children can sell only the interest which is vested in them and 
subject to be divested in the event mentioned.”

My learned brother’s attention W'as not called to the provisions 
of sec. 14 of the Devolution of Kstates Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 119, 
which provides that: “Nothing in section 13” (i.e., the vesting 
section) “shall derogate from any right possessed by an executor 
. . . under a will.”

Though the power of sale which the will confers might yet le 
exercised if the executors or one of them were living, the proceeds
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of the sale would be held by the executors upon the same trusts 
as those upon which the real estate is held, and cannot therefore 
be distributed until the event happens upon the happening of 
which the divesting provision of the will is not to take effect, i.e., 
the death of the child or children of the testatrix leaving issue 
surviving, whereas, if they die without issue, the divesting provision 
takes effect.

Roth of the executors being dead, the power of sale may be 
exercised by the executor of the executor who last died: Farwell 
on Powers, 3rd ed., pp. 100, 107; Williams on Executors, 9th ed., 
pp. 829, 830; or, if there is no such executor, by an administrator 
with the will annexed of the testatrix, appointed as provided by 
sec. 45 of the Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1914, eh. 121.

As infants are interested, no sale can be made by the executor 
without the written approval of the Official Guardian or an order 
of a Judge of the Supreme Court: Devolution of Estates Act, 
sec. 19.

The judgment should be varied by sulistituting for the declara
tion and judgn ent that the power of sale is not now exercisable, 
a declaration in accordance with the opinion I have expressed.

The costs of all parties of the appeal should lx? paid out of the
estate.

Maclaren and Hodgins, JJ.A., agreed with Meredith, C.J.O.
Magee, J. A. (dissenting) :—The will in this case was made liefore 

any issue was Ixrni of the marriage and was in anticipat ion of such 
issue. It gives all the realty and personalty “ to the child or children 
that may be born to ire during my present marriage,” subject 
to provision for the husband during his life. It authorises the 
executors to sell and convert the estate into money and to invest 
and hold the proceeds, after deducting the yearly payment to the 
husband, in trust for the child or children to be born. Whether 
this is a power or trust is not, I think, material to inquire. The 
will declares that “in the event of my death without issue or in 
the event of my child or cliildren dying without issue,” or, as 
elsewhere put, “in the event that no child should lie born to me of 
my present marriage with the said Joseph Coté and in the event 
of the death of the child or children to lie Ixirn . . . dying 
without issue,” then “all my real and personal estate” is to lie 
held in trust for her father, mother, brothers, and sisters.
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The Wills Act would prevent the interpretation of the words 
“dying without issue” as creating an estate tail, and I agree that 
the event is to be ascertained under the statute at the death of 
sone one—hut, inasmuch as there appears no reason why one 
child's share should be affected by failure of issue of another, and 
as the event is the total failure of any issue of the testatrix, an i 
the whole estate, and not n erely one child’s share, is to go over, 1 
cannot but conclude that the event contemplated by the testatrix 
was her own death and the non-existence at that date of any issue. 
As that state of affairs did not occur, I think each of the children 
took an absolute interest in liis or her share of the estate, and that 
the appeal should lie allowed and the order varied accordingly.

Order as stated by the Chief Justice.

PETTYPIECE v. HOLDEN

Manitoba King's Bench, Macdonald, J. November 6, 1919.

Brokers (§ II B—12)—Commission—Introduction by agent—Subse
quent PURCHASE THROUGH THIRD PARTY—COMMISSION TO ORIGINAL

When the steps taken by an agent bring the future purchaser of land 
into touch with the principal, and the purchase is subsequently completed, 
even through the medium of another agent, the original agent is entitled 
to a commission on the sale.

[Sfienard v. Itutledge (No. 2), (1013), 10 D.L.lt. 082; Burchcll v. Gowrie 
<<* Blockhouse Collieries, (1910) A.C. 014; Vachon v. Straton (1910), 3 
8.L.R. 280, (1911), 44 Can. H.C.H. 395, referred to.)

Action by real estate broker to recover commission on the 
sale of lands. Judgment for plaintiff.

J. L. Bauman and J. N. McFadden, for plaintiff; F. E. Simpson 
and E. M. McOirr, for defendant.

Macdonald, J.—The plaintiff, who is a real estate broker, 
brings this action claiming commission on the sale of lands.

The defendant was at the tin e a farmer living upon and 
working three quarter sections in township 34, range 29 W.

The plaintiff says that in the winter of 1917-1918 he first 
interviewed the defendant with respect to the sale of his land, and 
that the defendant intimated he might sell. Karly in the spring of 
1918 they met again and the defendant remarked that he thought 
he ought to get $22,000 for it, and asked what the commission on 
the sale would lie and was advised that it was 5%. He then told 
the plaintiff if he got a purchaser to bring him out. Utter on in
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the sane spring the defendant advanced his price t > $30,000, MAN*
and at tliis price the plaintiff made several efforts to sell. In the K. It.
fall of 1918 the plaintiff brought three men to sect the farm, and Pettypikck 
introduced them to the defendant, but nothing resulted. In „ r-

IlOLDKN.
December 1918, the defendant called upon the plaintiff and stated
that he wanted $30,000 clear over and above commission and all ac,onald J.
expenses, and he then advanced the price to $32,000. and gave
the plaintiff a written authority to sell at that price; $8,000 to lie
paid in cash, and the balance of the purchase price1 he would
accept in payments equal to one-half the proceeds of the crop in
each year, with 7% interest; the defendant to get $30,000 dear, the
additional $2,000 to go to the plaintiff for commission, and in
payment of any other expenses in connection with the sale1.

The defendant in his direct evidence denied that he ever 
listed the property for sale at $22,000 or $30,000. He says he 
never did but once at $30,000 and that was $30,000 clear. In 
cross-examination however, he is not so positive. He says:

I gave a listing in December 1918 or January 1919. 1 may have quoted 
a price before. I do not remember quoting $22,000 but may have mentioned 
that amount. I may have quoted $30,000 to him; do not think so, but will 
not swear I «lid not.

The plaintiff interviewed one Sofonoff, who had purchased 
land near the defendant's, and advised him that he had tliis land 
for srle, and to look out for a purchaser. Through Sofonoff, 
Steve Gryba was introduced to the plaintiff as a pros]x»ctivc 
purehj.ser, and he liecarre the purchaser, the final negotiations 
having been concluded through one Samuel Tax, and the plaintiff 
clnin s the commission agreed upon with the defendant as a result 
of this sale.

The defendant repudiates liability to the plaintiff, claiming 
tluit the lands were taken out of the hands of the plaintiff liefore 
concluding the sale with Gryba, and that the sale was concluded 
with Tax, to whom a commission has lieen paid.

The payment of the $8,(MM) cash deposit was the difficulty 
in the way of the closing of the deal between the defendant and 
Gryba until the defendant took away the further control of it 
from the plaintiff, and placed it in the hands of Tax, and from the 
evidence of the defence and the conduct of the» parties I am led 
to the lielief that the removal of the plaintiff anti the sulistituting 
of Tax was the result of a scheme to got rid of the plaintiff anti
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the substantial con n ission agreed to be paid in the event of n 
sale through him.

The <!efen<lant says that the plaintiff was V) arrange for (irvha 
the raising of the 88,C(!0. as the latter not being a business man 
and not versed in such things, did not know how to finance the 
n i tier. This was not however a part of the bargain between the 
plaintiff and the defendant, but rather a voluntary undertaking 
by the plaintiff to assist the purchaser, Grybe. Grvba was 
possessed of enough n cans to undertake such an obligation i s 
the purchase of this property, but his assets were not in a liquid 
form and required some considerable energy and activity in so 

reducing them to raise the £8,000. and the plaintiff was assisting 
towards this end.

That Tax, Gryba and the defendant put their heads together 
and detern ined to get lid < f the plaintiff I am fully convinced.

The defendant net the plaintiff several tin es and enquired 
how Gryba was progressing and finally as he says it was getting 
late he determined to bring mat tors to a conclusion and so advised 
the plaintiff. The latter asked him to let it stand until the 
following Saturday. On Saturday he again called on the plaintiff, 
but in the meantime he had met Tax, and no doubt Gryba, and 
the plaintiff told him that he had failed to raise1 the money to 
n eet the deposit, and them the defendant withdrew the farm from 
side, and the listing card which he had given the plaintiff was 
destroyed. On the following Tuesday Tax puts in an appearance, 
according to the defendant, for the first time, as in any wax 
identified with Gryba or the lands in question, but is this a fact?

Before Tax had anything to do with the lands Gryba tried 
to sell, and finally succeeded in selling him for cash a quarter 
section of land for the sum of $2,500. A short tine after this 
side Tax met the1 defendant and asked him if he had sold his farm, 
and on receiving a negative reply said: “1 can sell it for you to 
Gryba.” His next remark is significant: “Nothing further was 
done that day as it was in Pettypiece’s hands.” The defendant 
went away and can e back 2 or 3 days afterwards and said: “Now 
you cun sell m y fain1,” and Tax then closed with Gryba. ( on pan
tins with the defendant's evidence:

“It was getting late in the season and I called on Pcttypiecc 
and explained this, and if no sale 1 wanted to get ready for spring
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work.” Pcttypiece asked him to let it stand until the following 
Saturday. On Saturday he called with the result as stated. 
Defendant says: “I gave up all hope of selling to Gryba.”

The following Tuesday he met Tax and the deal with Gryba 
was closed at the sail c price as that for which it was held by the 
plaintiff, but on easier tenus. The cash payment I icing reduced 
to 83,000 instead of 88,(MX), and a commission paid to Tax out of 
the 83,(MM).

An effort is made by the defendant to establish the fact that 
Tax was the first to introduce Gryba as a prospective purchaser. 
Tax says that in Dccemljer, 1918, he learned from the defendant 
that the land was for sale and that he advised Gryba to go and s<-e 
it. Gryba says that he went to see the farm through the advice of 
Tax before he knew the plaintiff in the transaction and that he 
went a second time to see it with Wasyl Sofonoff, Sofonoff wanted 
to buy it for his brother-in-law, but could not manage it, and that 
he advised Gryba to buy it. This, he says, was the first time that 
the plaintiff's name was mentioned ; the defendant advising him 
to see the plaintiff as he had it for sale.

Wasyl Sofonoff says that he had not liecn with Gryba on (In
lands but once, and that was after both he and Gryba had seen the 
plaintiff; that he knew the plaintiff had the land for sale and 
advised Gryba, and that they both interviewed the plaintiff liefore 
they went to see the farm ; tliat this was the first time that Gryba 
and the defendant had n et, and that he stated the object of their 
visit.

Gryba's evidence is very unsatisfactory and unreliable.
1 find that the plaintiff had the farm for sale at first without 

any stated price or terms, these to lie settled by the owner after a 
prospective purchaser appeared, and the commission to which the 
plaintiff was to be entitled was to be 5% and any price mentioned 
by the defendant was merely as a basis for future negotiations. 
The employment therefore, was a general one.

Finally the price was fixed at $32,(MM), $2,(MM) of which was to 
be paid to the plaintiff to cover his commission and any other 
cxjienses in connection with the completion of the sale.

Gryba was first introduced to the defendant by the plaintiff, 
and the lands were sold at the price stipulated, but on easier terms 
than those at which they were held by the plaintiff for sale.

MAN.
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Hoi.DEN. 

Macdonald, J.
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The lands were withdrawn from the sale by the plaintiff 
without his knowledge that Tax was intervening to complete 
the sale to Grylia, and the defendant knew at the time of his 
withdrawal of the land from the plaintiff that Tax and Gryba 
were negotiating a completion of the work commenced by the 
plaintiff ; that the steps taken by the plaintiff had brought the 
defendant into relation with Gryba, who finally became the 
purchaser, and the plaintiff is entitled to a commission on the sale.

Vachon v. Stralon (1910), 3 S.L.R. 286, reversed in part, 
(1911), 44 Can. 8.C.R. 395.

Burehell v. (lourie <£ Blockhouse Collieries Lid., [1910] A.C.611; 
Spenard v. Rutledge (No. 2) (1913), 10 D.L.R. 682, 23 Man. 
L.R. 47.

Although $2,000 was agreed upon as covering the commission, 
and any other expense connected with the sale, there is nothing 
to shew wliat that other expense would be. The plaintiff, however, 
admits that seed grain to the value of $740 was included in the 
$32,000 and that he had agreed that $400 of the $2,000 should be 
applied to on such seed grain, leaving his commission at the even 
5% on the $32,000, and this being the customary commission 
there will lie judgment for the plaintiff for $1,600, together with 
costs. Judgment accordingly.

BESTPFLUG v. MARTIN.
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Haultafn, C.J.S., Xeirtands. Lamont aml 

El wood, JJ.A. November 3,1919.

Seduction (§ I—3)—Seduction Act R.8. Sark. 1909, c. 139, a. 4—Previous
CNCHAHTITY OF PLAINTIFF—EFFECT—DAMAGES.

The question of a plaintiff's previous unchastity does not necessarily 
enter into consideration in an action for seduction under promise 
marriage and this question does not enter into an action for seduction 
brought by a parent or master, where the gist of the action is loss of ser
vice.

Appeal from the trial judgment in an action for seduction. 
Affirmed.

TT. A. Begy, K.C., for appellant; D. Buckles, K.C., for res
pondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Haultain, C.J.S.:—This appeal, in my opinion, should !*• 

dismissed.
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The action as tried was narrowed down to an action for 
seduction under s. 4 of an Act Respecting Actions for Seduction. 
(R.S. Sask., 1909, c. 139, s. 4). The only real conflict in the 
evidence was with regard to the previous unchastity of the 
plaintiff, and in view of the evidence given on tlmt point, and the 
very strong opinion with regard to it expressed by the trial Judge, 
I do not think that we should lie justified in disturbing his finding 
on that point.

It will therefore Ik* unnecessary to consider the question 
whether the previous unchastitv of the plaintiff in an action 
of this sort enters into consideration at all. It certainly would 
not in an action for seduction brought by a parent or master where 
the gist of the action is loss of service. Apart from the question 
of previous unchastity seduction is practically admitted by the 
defendant, and is otherwise amply proved. The damages awarded 
by this case are appealed against on the grounds that they are 
excessive and tlmt the Judge in assessing them took into con
sideration what had occurred on the trial of the defendant on a 
charge of seducing the plaintiff under promise of marriage.

The matters referred to by the Judge were all Indore him in the 
evidence, and in my opinion, the insistent attempt by the 
defendant on both occasions to fix unchastitv on the plaintiff 
was properly taken into consideration in the assessment of damages. 
While the amount awarded is large, it cannot lie argued that in 
arriving at that amount the trial Judge took into consideration 
matters which he should not have considered, and there is, in 
my opinion, no reason for interfering with his discretion in that 
regard.

The appeal ought therefore to lx dismissed, with costs.
Appeal dismissed.

SASK.

C A

Bbstpplug

Haultain, C.J.8.

BANNERMAN v. BRADLEY. MAN.
Manitoba King's Bench, Prendcrgast, J. November 10, 1919. ^

Brokers (§ II B—12)—Sale op land—Commission—“Special employ
ment”—Agreement signed—Unsatisfactory—Quantum meruit.

An agent, who obtains a fixed price and stated percentage of commis
sion on real estate listed with him by his principal, cannot recover the 
full commission when he concludes a sale for a much lower price, and 
on entirely different terms than those set out by his principal in their 
agreement.

[Smith v. Barff (1912), S D.L.R. 99(1; Herbert v. Vivian (1912), 8 D.L.U.
340; MeCaUnm v. Bussell (1909), 2 8.L.R. 442, referred to.]
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Ac tion by a real estate broker for commission on sale of land.
J. I*. Foley, K.C., for plaintiff.
1*. C. Locke, for defendant.
Pkkndkkgabt, J. : The plaintiff, who is a real estate broker, 

slices the defendant, who is a fam er, for commission.
The stnten ont of claim alleges that the defendant employed 

the plaintiff to find him a purchaser for 1.520 acres of land therein 
deserilicd upon a stated con n ission of 5<, ; tin t he, the plaintiff, 
did find the defend; nt a purchaser in the person of one Francis 
Watkins; tin t the defendant and Watkins subsequently can e to an 
agreement as to the purchase price and terms of payment and then 
executed and delivered to each other an agreement in writing for 
the purpose of carrying out the sale of the said lands.

It is admitted that the defendant listed these lands with the 
plaintiff.

As to the object of the en ployn eut, 1 find that it was “to sell” 
the defendant's property. That is shewn by the plaintiff's own 
testimony, where he says: “The defendant told me ‘Sell me out 
here’.” Also in his examination for discovery (answers 22. 21. 
28 and 30) where the expressions : “You sell out this place” and 
“If you sell me out” constantly recur. I find, however, that 
although it was for a. sale, the* original employment was not for a 
sale of the land alone but was to include the defendant’s equipment 
of cattle, horses, implements, etc., together with his furniture, 
the price for the whole I icing fixed on the b.isis of 880 an acre, with 
a cash payment which may have been of $10,000 or $15,000. 
according to the conflicting versions of the parties.

The plaintiff through advertisements in the newspajiers found 
as a prospective purchaser one Francis Watkins, w ho told him In 
could not n uke any cash payn c ut, but that he had all the equij)- 
n (Tit of horses, harness and machinery necessary to farm 3,000 
acres, together with son e seed and feed, although not quite enough. 
This, as 1 take it, meant in itself that lie could only purchase on 
crop payn cuts. The plaintiff hav ing then telephoned to the 
defendant the particulars of the situation of the purchaser whom 
he s; id he had found, the defendant told him to bring him up to 
his farm, which was done.

After son e conversation, most of which occurred when the 
plaintiff was not present, and after a somewhat superficial inspoc-
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tion of the buildings and of part of the land, the defendant and 
Wit Kins entered into a written green ent dated Deecmlxu- IK, 
HUH (Ex. 2) which they asked the plaintiff to prepare and which 
they signed in his presence.

In this writing, the wording and whole tenor of which shews 
total inexperience in the drafting of such deem: cuts, the vendor 
agrees to sell end the purchaser to purchase certain parcels of land 
therein described and stated to contain 1,520 acres n ore or less 
for the price of KOI ,200, to be paid as follows:

The vendor agrees to accept crop payment s by t aking a lien on all t he crops 
grown on the property excepting what goes for seed and feed. Ami 1 lie re
maining expense of farm and living expense for the purchaser. The vendor 
agrees to pay 1918 taxes and pay insurance on the buildings to 1918. The 
purchaser agrees to put all equipment on the farm and furnish all seed. Price 
to be WO per acre.

At the wire tin e ie document was executed, there went
tint*' things, as Ixrth parties testify, that were then specified and 
understood 1x4ween them:

(1) That Watkins was buying for himself and his three sons;
(2) That a certain half section should lie et ‘ bargain should

the defendant find himself unable to make title to the same;
(3) A date was fixed for taking possession.

What seen s to have happened next is that William Watkins, 
the eldest son of Francis Wa went to the offiet of Mr. Sex- 
sir ith, who was the defendant's solicitor. How it came to be that 
he went then*, docs not seen’ to clearly appear, but I infer that it 
was at Mr. Pexsn ith's invitation. Mr. Sexsn itli says:

William Watkins came and met me by ap|x>intment after supper. The 
sale was discussed. He said he and his two brothers and his father were 
all going into it. 1 said, I have seen the preliminary agreement and it would 
lie lietter to have some set agreement about, the crop and running expenses 
than leave it the way it was. 1 suggested it would he a more workable agree
ment. He thought so too and said he would sjicak about it.

Shortly after, Francis W atkins got from Mr. Scxsmitli the draft 
of agreement- which he h: <1 prepared, wherein the defendant is 
the vendor and the four Watkins purchasers. It is a somewhat 
lengthy document of ten pages of closely typewritten matter.

I will not enlarge upon this docunent. It probably does not 
contain anything that n vendor who proposes to sell merely on 
crop payments, could not fairly ask to protect himself when 
negotiating on the bargain. Rut a n ere glance at it shews that it 
is in effect an altogether different agreement and contains a great
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nun lx»r of conditions, soirv of which are indeed very onerous i 
the purchasers, that are not mentioned in, nor could even lx* s id 
to Le distantly implied by, the terms and conditions of the first. 
On this account, and more particularly because the second dr.'ft 
lin ited the living expenses to #2,000, on which he says he could not 
at all subsist, Francis Watkins refused to sign.

After some other interviews, the parties met again on Folau ry 
14 last, in Mr. Sexsn ith’s office and agreed finally that the whole 
matter of the purchase of the land should lie dropped. Fr. ncis 
Watkins on that occasion signed a document in the form of a 
letter addressed to the defendant, in which he says:—

In reply to the letters received from your solicitors and also in reply to 
your own request over long distance that I proceed with the intended purchase 
of your farm near Oakville, I beg to notify you that I find after further con
sideration, that 1 was not able at the time of the discussion between us. and 
am not now able or willing or in a position financially,to proceed with the said 
purchase on the original terms discussed bet ween us.

And further, I am not willing to sign or give you a lien on all the crops 
grown on the property excepting what goes for seed and feed and the running 
expenses of farm and living ex|xmses of myself as originally discussed between

Tlx- first question which presents itself is whether the agree
ment of December 7, 1918, is an enforceable agreement. I am of 
opinion that it is. It is no doubt a crude and improvident agree
ment, not so much in what it provides ns in all that it leaves un
provided for, and the more so if one considers the magnitude of 11ll- 
transaction. But it is the parties' agreement for all that, and I 
think that the Courts, if it came to that, could define the vendor's 
right to a lien on the crops which is reserved thereunder, and fix. 
on the proper evidence lx*ing produced, the amount to lx* allowed 
the purchaser for living and running ex]x*nses. That the defend."nt 
must have understood that this document was to bo binding in 
itself, is shewn by that part of his evidence where he states that the 
plaintiff said: “We might make a little agreement because I want 
to make sure of the place.”

The two conclusions to lx* drawn from this finding are,first: 
that there was in effect, by virtue of the agreement itself, a sale, 
of which of course the plaintiff was the causa caimans, and,secondly, 
that Francis Watkins was justified in refusing to sign the much 
more onerous document presented to him.

As to the terms “sell” and “effect a sale” as commonly used 
in such agreements, sec Smith v. Barff (1912), 8 D.L.R. 99fi.
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Of voulut1, Watkins' letter of February 14. 1019. would make it 
appear that he was the one who hacked out of the agreement. Rut 
the parties’ actions speak louder than their words, even though the 
latter were put in the form of a written declaration such as this 
letter contains. Watkins’ conduct shews that he wanted the land 
on the terns of the agreement he had, and he took many steps to 
bring the matter to a conclusion. It was only the insistence of 
Mr. Serai ith (who was only protecting his client in this) that a 
new agreement should be signed with the many additions already 
referred to, that brought the transaction to naught; and Watkins, 
who was not attended by counsel, seems also to have come to the 
conclusion from the resolute attitude taken by the other side, tliat 
whatever the agreement stated, it was stated the defendant’s 
power to limit his running and living expenses to $2,000, which 
was not enough to allow him to subsist and carry on farming 
operations of that magnitude. The transaction was abandoned, 
not of Watkins’ free will, but at the instance of the defendant, who, 
while carefully avoiding the responsibility of an open break, 
consistently manoeuvred so as to bring about an abandonment, 
which, I am free to say, was, probably enough, to the l>est interest 
of both parties to this unwise transaction. That is, however, a 
consideration which does not effect the ph-intiff’s position.

There is also the question of Watkins’ ability to carry out the 
agreement, w hich here means, as there were no direct money pay
ments to be made, his personal ability to farm the land, the 
sufficiency of his equipment and his means of procuring seed ami 
grain. The fact of the defendant and Watkins having executed the 
agreement is prima facie evidence of the latter’s ability to cany it 
out: Ogden on Real Estate Agents, pp. 25 and 120; Walker, 
American. Law of Real Estate Agency, p. 116; Herbert v. Vivian 
(1012), 8 D.L.R. 340, 23 Man. L.R. 525; MH'aUum v. Rwmll 
(1909), 2 S.L.R. 442.

Watkins, m oreover, says that he fully and honestly explained his 
situation to the defendant at the first interview, which is not 
denied. It would also appear from his evidence that he is a farmer 
of unusual experience, that his equipment was sufficient to farm 
much more land than he bought, and that he had enough cattle 
to realize the money necessary to supplement whatever he did not 
have sufficiently of seed and bed for the first year.
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It is true that on this point again, we have Watkins' declaration 
of February 14 that his abandonment was due to his inability to 
carry out his undertaking. I have already stated how, in my 
opinion, the abandonn ent or cancellation was brought about. 
Watkins, who by the way seems to Ik* far from self-assertive, also 
says that there were prepared 3 drafts of abandonment which 
he would not sign but that he consented to sign the last although 
realizing thi t it was also unsatisfactory. Then, the docun ont 
shews, 1 Iwlieve, the relation that existed in Watkins' mind between 
his declared inability and the* lh Ration of his living and running 
expenses to $2,000 as insisted upon by the defendant.

I find that the plaintiff is entitled to recover on a quantum 
meruit.

The sale? brought about by the plaintiff is, however, very 
different from the defendant's proposition to sell his land with the 
equipment, cattle and furniture at $80 an acre, with which lie h d 
at first coupled his offer of a 5% commission.

All that 1 have said of the improvident and generally unsatis
factory charaetei of this agreement, as having no bearing on its 
enforceability, must bear now with all its weight on the question 
of the quantum of remuneration.

The plaintiff claims $4,500. For his services in bringing about 
a sale of such problematical advantage (which the defendant, 
however, entered into willingly), I think he will Ik* well compen
sated by being paid the sum of $500, for which he will have judg
ment with costs on the King’s Bench scale.

Judgment accordingly.

McDonald v. burr.

Saskatchewan Court of Amteal, Haultain, C.J.S., Ncuiunds, Lamont and 
Elwooa, JJ.A. November 3, 1919.

Negligence (II A—78)—Of defendant—Personal injuries of plaintiff
DUE TO HIS OWN ACTS—DAMAGES.

A plaintiff whose own acts placed him in obvious danger cannot 
succeed in an action for damages against the defendant, even though the 
latter is found negligent, unless the olaintiff can shew t hat the defendant's 
negligence placed a third party in danger; and that he acted as a reason
able and prudent man would.

Appeal from the trial judgment in an action for damages 
for personal injuries. Affirmed.
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R. F. Hogarth, for apjiellant; P. E. Mackenzie, K.C., for 
respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Lamont, J.A.:—This is an action for damages for personal 

injuries received by the plaintiff through being knocked down by a 
grain tank on a sleigh attached to the defendant’s runaway 
four-horse team.

On December 19. 1917. the defendant negligently left a double 
team (one team hitched ahead of the other) attached to a grain 
tank unattended and untied in Hosetown. The team ran away, 
going up Main Street from south to north. The plaintiff at the 
tin e was standing on the sidewalk on the west side of Main 
Street, a short distance north of its intersection by Find Avenue. 
He noticed the runaway horses just as they reached said inter
section. As the horses approached where the plaintiff was 
standing, he ran out into the roadway to tiy and stop them. 
He caught the near leader by the rein just hack of the bit, but was 
unable to hold on; the horses passed him, but the tank, which 
swung toward the west, caught him, knocked him down, broke 
his leg and inflicted other injuries.

The plaintiff testified that he at ten pted to stop the defendant's 
team liecaufle he looked up the street to the north and saw son e 
ehildien on the roadway, near the intersection of Second Avenue, 
and apprehended that their lives would l>e in danger unless the 
horses were stopped.

The defendant denied negligence on his own part, and alleged 
that the plaintiff’s injuries were the result of his own reckless 
conduct in leaving a place of safety and endeavouring to stop the 
runaway team.

The trial Judge found that the defendant had been negligent 
in leaving his team unattended, but held that the plaintiff had 
not established that his attempt to stop the horses was the result 
of a belief on his part that there were children on the street 
whose lives would be in in minent danger if the horses were not 
stopped, and that the determining cause of the accident was the 
reckless act of the plaintiff in putting himself in unnecessary 
danger. He therefore gave judgment for the defendant. The 
plaintiff now appeals.

'Hie principle upon which a plaintiff in an action of this kind

SASK.
C. A.

McDonaij)

Lamont, J. A.
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is entitled to recover is laid down in Street's Foundations of 
Legal Liability in «a passage quoted by the trial Judge as follows:

Where by the negligence of A. a situation has been created by which IV 
is placed in danger, C. is not guilty of contributor)- negligence in making an 
effort, such as a reasonable and prudent man would make in such emergency 
to rescue B, although by pursuing that course C. places himself in great ami 
obvious danger. Sec also Town of Prescott v. Connell (1893), 22 Can. S.C.R. 
147 ; Pollock on Law of Torts, 10th ed., pp. 602-03.

To succeed, therefore, the plaintiff had to establish the follow
ing facts: (1) that the defendant had Ixxni guilty of negligence 
contributing to the accident; (2) that such negligence created 
a situation by which the lives of certain children were placed in 
danger, and (3), that it wsis to prevent harm coming to the children 
that he at ten pted to stop the defendant’s team.

On these frets living established the plaintiff would lie entitled 
to recover, unless, under the circuirst mces of the case, a reasonable 
and prudent man would not have acted as the plaintiff did.

The negligence of the defendant was established and found. 
Whether or not such negligence created a danger to children 
depends upon whether or not there were children on the roadway 
On each side of the street there was a ten-foot sidewalk with a 
roadway lx*tween. The plaintiff testified that he saw children 
on the roadway near the intersection of Second Avenue. A 
nun lier of witnesses for the defendant testified that, at the tin e 
the horses were going up the street, they looked north and did 
not see any children or any one else on the roadway. Lovett, 
a witness called by the plaintiff, testified he was on the roadway 
with liis team facing north, and was opixisite ( its Ides’ store, 
w hich was son e distance nearer Second Avenue than where the 
plaintiff was standing. Lovett said he saw the runaway team 
before the plaintiff went out, and at a point further south than 
where the plaintiff says he first saw the team. Lovett said he 
looked north to see if the road was clear ahead of the horses and 
that it was. He said he saw a woman and two children, but In- 
placed them on Second Avenue and not on Main Street at all.

If Lovett’s testin ony l)e believed, the children, living on tin- 
sidewalk on Second Avenue, were not in a position of danger and 
the roadway ahead of the team was clear. If these l)e the facts, 
the plaintiff's action in rushing out to stop the team was reckless 
and imprudent, as the trial Judge has found. It was, in
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my opinion, open to the trial Judge to accept either the 
plaintiff's testin'ony as to the jiosition of the children or Lovett's: 
or he n ight have concluded that the time Lovett saw the children 
UTS later than when the plaintiff looked up the street, and that, 
in the n cant in e, the children had got to the Second Avenue 
sidewalk. He. however, evidently chose to lielieve Lovett. As 
he was the tribunal charged with the duty of finding the fact, 
and as he found against the plaintiff on <" <1 evidence, we
cannot, in my opinion, interfere with his finding.

The plaintiff having failed to establish that the defendant's 
negligence placed the lives of the children in danger, the appeal 
should lie dismissed. Appeal dismissed.

SASK.
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McDonald
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ALLEN t. STANDARD TRUST COMPANY. MAN.
Manilufm King's lirnch, (loll, J. November 17, 1919. ^ |j

Com pa NiKH (§VII C—376)—Foreign corporation—Action against Cana
dian STOCKHOLDER—BOUND BY LAWS OF FOREIGN STATE.

An action is instituted by the receiver of a foreign corporation to 
recover the sum of 15,000 ticing the value of 50 preference shares of the 
said corporation held by an estate of which the defendant company is 
the executor. The Court decided that the proper law of contract was 
that of the state w here the foreign corporation had its head office, and such 
being the case that the purchaser of shares in the said cor (Miration was 
bound by the laws of the said state, and so must meet the liabilities on 
the said shares according to the laws of the said state.

Action by the receiver of n foreign company to recover the Statement. 
valut1 of preference shares of the company held by an estate of 
which the defendant company is the executor.

A. C. Ferguson anti E. II. Morphy (St. Paul, Minn.), for 
plaintiff.

E. K. Williams anti II. M. Fisher, for defendants.
Galt, J.:—The plaintiff sues as receiver of the O. W. Kerr Co., oait.J. 

a foreign company incorporated in the State of Minnesota, with 
its head office in Minneapolis, doing business as vendor and 
pureh: sers of real estate.

The defendants are sued as the executors of the estate of the 
late Sir William Whyte.

The relief claimed is $5,(XX), living the par value of 50 preferred 
shares held by the late Sir William Whyte, with interest at (>r<.

The plaintiff in his statement of claim has set forth very fully 
the facts on which he relies, including the laws of Minnesota 

28—49 d.l.r.
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applicable to the st: tus ami liabilities of shareholders in a Minne
sota corporation.

The basis of the eh in' consists in a double liability, alleged to 
attach in favour of creditors to every share of stock issued by a 
corporation which has become insolvent.

The plaintiff is a practising attorney in Minnesota, and gave 
expert evidence as to the laws of that State applicable to the case. 
The statutes of Minnesota and many decisions thereon were also 
produced and referred to in confirmation of the plaintiff's evidence.

The statement of defence consists almost wholly of specific 
denials.

The substantial allegations in the defence are:—
(a) That the late Sir William Whyte had for 20 years past been domiciled 

in Manitoba and was not subject to the laws of Minnesota, nor had the plain
tiff any cause of action against the defendant in Minnesota; (b) that the 
defendant is not a shareholder in the O. W. Kerr Co.; (c) that the defendant 
was not a party to the proceedings in which the plaintiff was appointed re
ceiver; (d) that the liability in question is penal and t herefore not enforceable 
in Manitoba.

The ease was conducted with great ability by counsel on both 
sides and it piesents some important and intricate features.

I will find refer to the law applicable to the questions in dispute:
Under the principles of international law, a contract made in 

one country is often, by the comity of m tiens, enforceable in 
other countries. The essential validity of a contract (as dis
tinguished from its formal validity) as well as its interpretation 
and effect, and the rights and obligations of the parties to it, arc 
governed (with certain exceptions) by the law which the parties 
have agreed or intended shall govern it, or which they may lx- 
presun ed to have intended. This law is generally known as the 
proper law of the contract. See 6 Hals. Laws of England, p. 238. 
s. 356.

Contracts, whatever their proper law, are illegal in England if contrary 
to English ideas of public policy or morality or even if any part of them is 
so contrary but a contract good by its proper law, though invalid
in England, will nevertheless be enforced in England, if not inconsistent with 
public order or good morals.

Ü Hals., p. 244, s. 363.
The position of a British or Canadian shareholder in a foreign 

company has lieen dealt with in several well recognised authorities.
In Copin v. Adamson (1874), L.R. 9 Ex. 345, an action was 

brought in England on a French judgment. The defendant
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pleaded that he was not at any time before judgment resident or 
den idled in France, or within the jurisdiction of the Court, or 
subject to French law; that he was never served with any process: 
nor had any notice or opportunity of defending himself.

The plaintiff filed two replications alleging:
(1) that the defendant was holder of shares in a French company 

having its legal domicile in Paris, and Inseame thereby subject by the law of 
France, to all the liabilities l>elonging to holders of shares, and, in particular, 
to the conditions contained in the statutes or articles of Association ; that by 
these statutes it was provided and agreed (stat ing certain provisions
as to service of process on shareholders, and compliance therewith by the 
Company or its assignee). (2) a similar replication, . . . but omitting all
reference to the statutes or articles of association.

On demurrer it was held by the Gourt of Exchequer tin t the 
first replication w.is good but t'v* second w.s bad. In the pi osent 
erse it is i rgi ed for the defendants tint they are in the s ire 
position ils the defendants in Co pin v. Adamson, supra, wore undei 
the facts sot out in the iiliovo second replication. The ; Ilogi-tions 
in the st:douent of claim : ppo- r to sufficiently bring the present 
case within the first replication in Copin v. Adamson, but th: t case 
wr.s decided on (leirurrer whereas the question here is whether the 
evidence at the trial sufficiently establishes the pi; intiff’s cl, hr.

In Emanuel v. Symon, (19081 1 K.B. 302, Lord Justice* Kennedy 
says, at p. 314, that Copin v. Adamson, supra, is tin express decision 
that a subject of Great Britain does not by the mere fact of Incom
ing a shareholder in a foreign company subn it himself necessarily 
to the jurisdiction of the foreign Courts.

Copin v. Adamson, supra, was taken to the Court of Appeal only 
in respect to the first replication (1875), 1 Ex. I). 17. Ixird 
(’aims, L.C., in giving judgn cut dim issing the appeal, says at 
p. 19:—

The replication goes on to represent that, by the law of France, a person 
taking shares and becoming an actionnaire in the company, was bound by all 
the statutes and provisions of the company. The question might arise 
whether, without any express averment, by the law of France as by that of 
every civilized country, the shareholder would not be bound by all the statutes 
and provisions of the company in which he was a shareholder. But that 
question does not arise here, and I say nothing further about it. The aver
ment is, that by the law of France he was bound by all the statutes and pro
visions of the company. The Court of Exchequer have held that a good 
replication. I am clearly of the same opinion.

In tie I:ai k of Australasia v. Harding (1850), 9 (ML (Mil, 
137 E.1L 1052, the following points were decided on demurrer 
to the declaration:—
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(a) The members resident in England of a company formed for the pur- 
jxwe of carrying on business in a place out of England are bound, in respect 
of the transactions of that company, by the law of the country in which the 
business is carried on accordingly.

(b) A statute authorizing an unincor|Mirated company to sue and to he 
sued in the name of its chairman constitutes the chairman, when so suing or 
so sued, an agent for the members of the company in the affairs of the company.

(e) The members of a company formed for the purpose of eurryine on 
business in a colony are not discharged from liability on judgments obtained 
in the colony against the chairman, by reason of their having been resident 
in England, not being served with process, and having received no notice of 
the proceedings.

(d) Where a statute subjects the projjcrty of members for the time l»eing 
of an unincorjiornted company, to execution ujkhi a judgment obtained against 
t heir chairman, reserving in ot her resjieots t he liabilit ies of part ies, t he remedies 
given against the property are in cumulation, and a member may be proceeded 
against by action.

(e) A judgment in a colonial Court is no estopjxd; nor is it pleadable in 
bar in an action brought in England for the same cause.

Wilde, C.J., in delivering judgment, say», 1) (\B. ; t 
p. 085:—

The objection to the declaration is to the first count. That count states 
that the defendant was a member of a banking company acting under a colon
ial statute; a statute which may be assumed to have l>een obtained at the re
quest of the parties. It provides that one member holding a principal office 
in the company may sue and be sued, instead of the whole body; and that 
execution may issue against the property of the other members of that body. 
But, while giving this benefit to the company, the Act provides that it shall not 
vary the rights or the liabilities of the parties. Now, indejicndently of the 
colonial Act, the defendant would have been liable in res|>eet of the demand 
for which the defendant is now sued; and, if the judgment had been recovered 
in an action brought against all the members jointly, an action of debt or as
sumpsit would clearly have lain against the defendant ujs>n that judgment. 
The first objection taken to the count is that the remedy given by the colonial 
act upon the judgment, is not against the person of the shareholder, but is 
limited to execution against the goods of those who are partners at the time 
the execution issues. I think this is not so; but that the effect of the colonial 
Act is to extend the effect of the judgment. The first count of the declaration 
shews that, under the colonial Act, all previous rights and liabilities of tin- 
parties were reserved. These are sufficient to bind the defendant.

Cross well, J., sr.vs, id (‘>87 :—
I am of opinion that the plaintiffs are entitled to judgment. From the 

pleadings it appears that the defendant was a member of a company who must 
be taken to have been a consenting party to the passing of the colonial Act.

He must, therefore, be regarded as having agreed that suits upon contracts 
entered into by the company, might be brought against the chairman, and 
that, the chairman should for all puriioses represent him in such actions, fil 

ing his own appointed agent, he had notice of the proceedings. If he had boon 
resident in the colony, he could not have made himself party to the action, or 
in any manner personally interfered in the proceedings. The 5th section of
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he -Vet extend* the remedy by execution tn new sluireliolder*. who hut fur thin 
enactment, would not have been liable upon contracts to which they were not 
originally parties.

Ti'lfour l, J., s.-'vfi, <> (Mi rt (>SK, 137 K.H. :.t 1(M>2:—
The second question is whether the fourth plea presents any answer to the 

cause of action set forth in the first count. That plea states that the defendant 
was never resident in New South Wales, and had no notice of the proceedings. 
The answer to that is, that the defendant was a mendier of a partnership carry
ing on business in the colonies, and was contented to leave his pro|Kirty there 
to In* regulated by the law of the colony.

The piVNt-nt ci nr h.\H lw*vii i.rguvi* < n bclmlf of the ({(‘fondants 
nr inly upon the gmurid tint the plaintiff is sooking to enforco 
i gt inst the (’cfoiv1: tits n person: I jut’gn out old: inod in Minnesot > 
i g: inst the •: to Sir Willi ir Whyte, r non-resident and without 
notice. But the action is not in truth upon any such judgnont, 
nor is it true tin t the proceedings in Minnosot . which resulted in 
the appointnont of the plaintiff as receiver and the rssessn ent 
levied upon all the shaiehoh’ers were etuiied on without notice to 
the defendants.

Willi; n Harvey, n am gerof tlie défendent rou p: ny, w: s called 
as a v it ness before no and an ongst the dcoun ents produced by 
hin' were the following:

(1) A notice from It. H. Owne, president of the (). W. Kerr Co., to the 
stockholders of the company, dated January 28, 1015, reciting that the com
pany was in financial difficulties and the claims of its creditors were being 
pressed by suit and otherwise and giving notice of a social meeting of the 
holders of common and preferred stock to be held at Minnea|Milis on Feb
ruary 3, 1915, for the purpoee of bringing before stockholders of said company 
its present acute financial condition and making such arrangements with 
reference thereto as might l>e deemed advisable or necessary and adding, 
“ It is of the highest importance that you be present at said meeting.”

(2) A copy of an order made by Horace D. Dickenson, District Judge, 
dated at Minneapolis, January 24, 1910, in an action brought by Thomas 
Hallaway, plaintiff, against The O. W. lverr Co., defendant, whereby it was 
ordered that a petition of Edmund P. Allen, as receiver of the above named 
defendant company, lie heard at a sjieeial term of said Court to lie held at the 
Court House in the City of Minnca|>olis on Saturday, March 11, 1916, at the 
hour of 10 a.m. at which time after proof of due service of this order the 
Court will receive and consider such proof by affidavit or otherwise as may be 
presented or offered on said petition or in relation to the matter therein con
tained by or on behalf of the said receiver, or of any creditor, officer or stock
holder of said corporation or any person interested therein ap|>euring in per
son or by attorney, and particularly upon the following points:

1. The nature and probable extent of the indebtedness of the said defend
ant corporation. 2. The probable expenses of the receivership. 3. The 
probable amount of the available assets. 4. The parties liable as stock
holders, the nature and extent of the liability of each and their probable sol
vency or insolvency.
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And it is further ordered that the said receiver give notice of such hearing 
by causing a copy of this order to be published once each week for four succes
sive weeks in the Minneapolis “Tribune,” a daily newspaper printed and pub
lished in the said Hennepin County, and by causing a -opy of this order to 
be mailed to each of the stockholders of the said defendant oor|x>ration whose 
post office address is known to the said receiver or his attorneys at least 30 
days prior to the date of said hearing.

(3) Copy of order made by W. E. Hale, District Judge, on April 1, 1916, 
in the said suit of Hallau ay v. O. W. Kerr Co. This order contains a very full 
recital of the proceedings by Edmund P. Allen as receiver of the defendant 
corporation for an assessment upon the shareholders of the corporation and 
the appearance of several stockholders thereupon who moved to dismiss 
the petition upon the ground that the said Court had no jurisdiction to make 
any order of assessment or any order for the purpose of enforcing the double 
liability against the stockholders of the said O. W. Kerr Co., and that by order 
of March 13, 1915, the said Edmund P. Allen was ap|x>inted receiver with all 
the usual [lowers of a receiver of said Court ; and that all the assets of said 
defendant corporation were by the said order sequestered ; and that the re
ceiver had given the requisite security; and that the plaint iff had recovered 
judgment for 11,446.04, and that the defendant corporation is insolvent, and 
it further appearing that the constitutional liability of the stockholders of 
the said corjioration exists and that it is necessary to resort to the same; 
it was ordered that an assessment equal to the par value of each share of the 
capital stock of the said defendant corporation, to wit, the sum of 1100 on 
each and every share of said capital stock lie and the same is hereby assessed 
upon and against each and every share of the said capital stock and upon and 
against the persons or parties liable as stockholders of the said defendant 
corporation and that each and every person or party liable as such stock
holders do pay to the said Edmund P. Allen as receiver the said liability within 
30 days from the date of this order and that the said receiver forthwith pro
ceed to collect the several amounts due from the several persons or parties 
liable as stockholders of the said defendant corporation under the terms of 
this order, and that in case any person liable as a stockholder should fail to 
pay the amount assessed within the time limited the receiver is authorised 
to institute and prosecute such action or actions at law or in equity or other 
proceedings in any Court having jurisdiction whether in the State of Min
nesota or elsewhere, which said receiver may deem necessary, etc., and it is 
further ordered that the said receiver give notice of this order by mailing a 
copy of the same within 5 days from the date hereof to each stockholder of 
the said defendant corporation whose name and address is known to the said 
receiver or to his attorneys or either of them.

Harvey admitted that these documents were received at the 
office of the defendant company at alxmt their dates; but that the 
defendants ignored the demands made by the receiver for payment.

As a general rule, when a judgment is entered, the original 
cause of action merges in the judgment.

But this is not necessarily so with regard to foreign judgments: 
see Bank of Australasia v. Harding, supra. The order of assess-
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n ent in the present ease does not appear to be recognised as a 
judgment even in Minnesota, for the order itself authorizes the 
receiver to prosecute actions at law or in equity against any 
defaulting shareholders, a provision which would lie absurd if the 
order itself unrated as judgment.

The liability sought to be enforced against the estate of the late 
Sir William Whyte is a constitutional liability, expressed in the 
statutes as follows:—

Each stockholder in any corporation, excepting those organized for the 
purpose of carrying on any kind of manufacturing or mechanical business, 
shall lie liable to the amount of stock held or owned by him.

See R.S. Minnesota, 1905, p. 1180.
Tills law is still in force as appears from the Revised Stats, of 

1913, and by oral expert evidence. The construction placed upon 
this provision by the Supreme ('ourt of the lilited States, and now 
applied by the Courts in Minnesota, is that it is a provision intended 
to protect the creditors of companies and that it im]M>ses ujion all 
shareholders a liability over and above any balance remaining due 
upon their shares, to the full extent of the par value of their shares. 
It operates as a double liability.

The wording of the section does not clearly to my mind express 
a double liability. We have in Canada a liability of this kind in 
the Rank Act, 3-4 Geo. V., 1913, c. 9, s. 125. It is expressed in 
our statutes as follow's:—

Insolvency—In the event of the property and assets of the bank l>eing 
insufficient to pay its debts and liabilities, each shareholder of the bank shall 
be liable for the deficiency, to an amount equal to the par value of the shares 
held by him, in addition to any amount not paid up on such shares.

But if the law of Minnesota be taken to be the proper law of the 
contract, the interpretation of it cannot depend uixrn the view 
taken of it by any particular Judge or (-ourt here in Manitoba. 
This point came l>efore the (’ourt of Queen’s Bench in England 
in Huron De Bodc's case (1845), 8 Q.B. 208, 115 E.R. 851.

Lord Denman, C.J., says at 2.50:—
The witness, upon being questioned as to the state of law in France in 

1789, refers to a decree of that date. The form of the question is, I think, 
immaterial: in effect, the witness is asked to speak to the decree. It is ob
jected that this is a violation of the general principle, that the contents of a 
written instrument can be shewn only by producing the instrument or account
ing for the non-production. But there is another general rule: that the opin
ions of |)ersons of science must lie received as to the facts of their science. 
That rule applies to the evidence of legal men: and I think it is not confincdjto 
unwritten law, but extends also to the written laws which such men are bound
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to know. Properly shaking, the nature of such evidence is, not to set forth 
the contents of the written law, but its effect and the state of law resulting from 
it. The mere contents, indeed, might often mislead persons not familiar with 
the particular system of law: the witness is called upon to state what law does 
result from the instrument.

Coleridge, J.,says, 8 Q.B. at 265, 115 E.R. at 875:—
What in truth is it that we ask the witness? Not to tell us what the wrii - 

ten law.states, but, generally, what the law is. The question is not as to the 
language of the written law . . . The question for us is, not what the 
language of the written law is, but what the law is altogether as shewn by 
exjkwition, interpretation and adjudication.

To the same effect were the opinions expressed by the Law 
Lords in The Sussex Peerage case (1844), 11 ('I. <V Fin. 85 at 
114-117, 8 E.R. 1034 at 1045-1047.

These two decisions are quoted in the last edition (5th ed.) 
of Westlake’s Private International Law as being still leading 
authorities on the subject.

In the present ense Allen, a competent expert on the law of 
Minnesota, testified as to what that law was, and his evidence was 
not shaken by cross-examination. I therefore feel Ixnind to accept 
such evidence ns accurate.

It is true that stockholders in any companies organise! for the 
purpose of carrying on any kind of manufacturing or mechanical 
business are excepted from the double liability; and Mr. Williams 
points out that under the powers conferred upon the company by 
its certificate of incorporation the company has power amongst 
other things, to sell and dispose of grist-mills, flour-mills, etc., ami 
to do and perform all tilings necessary in connection therewith; 
but Mr. Morphy, on behalf of the plaintiff, shewed very clearly 
that this exception is confined in Minnesota to companies exclusive! n 
carrying on a manufacturing or mechanical business, which cannot 
be said of the O. W. Kerr Co.

My findings upon the evidence are as follows:—
1. That the O. W. Kerr Co. was duly incor|»orated in the State 

of Minnesota as set forth in the statement of claim in the year 1907. 
The certificate of incorporation provides that:—

The undersigned agree to and do hereby associate themselves as a body 
corporate for the puriioses hereinafter expressed, and do hereby, under and 
pursuant to the laws of the State of Minnesota incorporate ourselves and our 
successors, and to that end we hereby adopt and sign the following certificate 
of incorporation.

2. That on or alxmt January 25, 1911, William Whyte (after
wards Sir William Whyte) purchased 50 shares of the preferred
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stock of the* O. W. Kerr Co. through William Harvey, then acting 
as ti e coni] any's agent for the pur] ose in Winnipeg; and that 
William Whyte thereby became a preferred shareholder, and 
received froir tin e to tin e dividends on his shares from the com
pany. Sec Whyte’s certificate of shares, Exhibit 13 and Exhibits 
17 to 21 inclusive.

3. That Sir William Whyte was a British subject and a non
resident of Minnesota, and he purchased the shares in question in 
Winnipeg; but, in iry opinion, the proper law of the contract in 
question, in so far as the rights and liabilities of the late Sir William 
Whyte1 are concerned, is the law of Minnesota.

4. That the laws of Minnesota applicable to the questions in 
dispute ne set forth with substantiel accuracy in the statin ent of 
claim, save and except the allegations in pel. 11, and possibly 
elsewhere, to the effect that, even in cases where the proceedings 
wera taken in Minnesota against non-resident persons, or without 
notice to the defendant, relief n ay he legally ivcovered by judg
ment in Minnesota. Such a provision, in the absence of agreement 
by such individuals, would in my opinion, lie contrary to British 
ideas of public policy, and as such not enforceable here.

5. That this action is not open to the objection that it is a penal 
action and therefore unenforceable in Manitoba. The test to In* 
applied in deciding the point is to ascerti in whether the proceeding 
or proceedings in Minnesota were in the1 nature of a. suit in favour 
of the state, whose law had been infringed. See Huntington v. 
Attrill, (1893] AX’. 1.50 at 157. I consider the liability in question 
; s n eielv a civil icn edv re t enforceable by the State of Minnesota 
fit all.

0. Finally, 1 find that when Sir William Whyte liecaire a share
holder of the O.W. Kerr Co., in the year Bill, he agreed by impli
cation th: t his rights, liabilities and status as a shareholder in tin t 
company should lx* governed by the lews of Minnesota, and that 
under these law s the defendant company, as executors of the estate 
of Sir William Whyte, are now liable for the relief claimed (sec 
Pickles v. China Mutual Ins. Co. (1013), 10 D.L.R. 323, 47 Can. 
S.C.R. 429), together with interest at 6% in accordance with the 
law' of Minnesota: See 6 Hals., s. 367.

I therefore give judgn ent in favour of the plaintiff for the sum 
of $5,000 with interest at 6% as claimed and the costs of the action.

Judgment accordingly.
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WRIGHT T. SMITH and NELSON.
Sankatcheu'an Court of Appeal, Haullain, C.J.S., Newlandn, Lamont and 

fid>nC JJ A. Xovcmlter 3, 1919.

Brokers (Il B—12)—Commission—“(ienkkal employment”—“Special 
employment”—Definition.

An agent, who has been employed to sell real estate, and has been given 
a price by his principal has a right to the commission on any sale made by 
his principal to a purchaser introduced by him, even though such sale he 
at a lower price than the one given, unless t he tenus of his contract with 
his principal are such as would shew “special employment ” only.

[Stnitton v. Yachon (1911). 44 Can. S.C.R. 395: Hurchrll v. Courir <V 
lllockhouxc. 11910] A.C. 014; Colonial lirai Extale v. S intern of Charity 
( 1918), 45 D.L.R. 193, 57 Can. S.C.R. 5S5. referred to; sen* also nridgman 
v. llr/thurn (1908), 42 Can. S.C.R. 228; /‘rentice v. Merrick (1917), 38 
D.L.R. 3S8.J

Appeal bv defendant from the judgment of Taylor, J., in an 
action by a real estate broker for commission on the sale of land. 
Affirmed.

J. F. Bryant and C. Burrows, for respondents.
H AULT AIN, (\J.S. (dissenting):—1 n*gret that I am unable to 

agree with the conclusion arrived at by the other memliers of the 
Court in this case.

In my opinion the agents’ employment was not a “general 
employment ” in the sense in which those words are used by 
Ivord Watson in Toulmin v. Millar (1887), 58 L.T. 90.

The agreement in this ease, as I gather it from the evidence, 
was that the plaintiffs were employed as agents to sell the land in 
question for $38 per acre, which price was to include a commission 
of one dollar an acre. The plaintiff Nelson in his evidence says 
that he asked the defendant to give him “his liest price including 
the regular commission.” On his examination for discovery 
Nelson was asked the following question: ‘‘And on this listing 
if you produced a purchaser at the price as stated,” (t.e., $38 pet- 
acre), “you were to get $1.00 an acre?” To this question lie 
answered, “That is it exactly.”

The commission in this case is an arbitrary amount based on 
the number of acres to lx? sold and dependent upon the price to be 
secured. It is not a case of an agreed commission of 5% or 10', 
upon the amount of purchase price secured. There does not seem 
to be any method by which the amount of commission can be 
reduced proportionately to the price obtained if the land is sold 
at any lower price than the amount mentioned in the listing 
agreement, and, in any event, there is no claim here upon a quantum
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meruit. To still allow a commission of $1 .(H) an acre out of a price 
less than the listing price, means allowing the agent a commission 
increasing in inverse proportion to the amount of purchase price 
obtained.

In the cast's of Touimin v. Millar, supra, and Hurctwlt v.
Cowrie d* Blockhouse Collieries Ltd., (1910] A.C. tilt, the com
mission agrml upon was a percentage of the purchase price, which Haultam-c J-8- 
fix<*d the value of the agent's services no matter what the actual 
purchase* price might be. In those cases the agent was awarded 
the commission which, under the circumstances, he was held to 
have earned. I quite agree that in this case the purchase1- was 
introduced to the defendant by the plaintiffs and that, con
sequently, the introduction was the cause of the sale, but, in my 
opinion, then* was no contractual relation between the introduction 
and the salt1. To entitle them to the commission, the plaintiffs 
were under an obligation to secure a purchaser ready, able and 
willing to pay $38 an acre for the land. In res]M>nsc to the request 
to name his best (t'.e., lowest) price including commission, the 
defendant practically said to the plaintiffs, “If you secure me a 
purchaser at $38 an acre, I will allow you a commission of $1.00 
|>er acre.” This is not a case such as the case put by Lord Watson 
in Touimin v. Millar of a proprietor merely mentioning the sum 
he is willing to accept as the basis of future negotiations, leaving the 
actual price to be settled later on. The defendant did not merely 
mention the price he was willing to accept, but the best, that is, the 
lowest, price he would accept, and that price was to include the 
commission. There is no evidence in the case to shew that the 
purchaser was ever ready, willing and able to give $38 |>er acre 
for the land. In fact, the evidence is all the other way. There 
is also no evidence to shew that by any act of the defendant a sale 
at the listing price was prevented or that the defendant improperly 
sold the land behind the plaintiffs’ back. If a sale at the stipulated 
amount was prevented by the defendant, he would, of course, be 
liable for the whole commission agreed upon. Rut that is not the 
case here.

For the above reasons I think that the appeal should be allowed 
with costs, and the judgment below set aside and judgment entered 
for the defendant dismissing the action, with costs.

Newlandh, J.A.:—In this case they practically cut out the Newiande, j.a.
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agent and sold liehind his hack without taking his commission 
into considérât ion. I concur in the result.

Lamont, J.A.:—This is an appeal by the defendant from the 
judgment of Taylor. J., in an action for commission on the sale of 
land.

In November, 1918, the defendant listed his farm, which 
consisted of 800 acres, with the plaintiffs for sale at $38 per acre, 
with a commission of $1 j)er acre. A short time afterwards two 
farmers were in the plaintiffs’ office with a view to purchasing 
land, one Marquette and the other Hart, both of Pense. The 
plaintiff Smith brought the defendant’s land to their attention, 
with the object of having Marquette go and see it as a possible 
purchaser. When Hart and Marquette left the plaintiffs’ office. 
Marquette said he would like to see the land. Hart had his car. 
and they at once drove to the defendant’s farm. The defendant 
asked them who sent them, and all parties agree that Marquette 
told the defendant that they had come from the plaintiffs' office. 
They looked over the farm. On their way home Hart told 
Marquette that if he (Marquette) was not going to take the place, 
he thought he would take it himself. Marquette found himself 
unable to buy. The following week the plaintiff Smith saw Hart 
at Pense and spoke to him about the farm. A few days later Hart 
was down at the farm and liought it from the defendant at $37 
per acre. The defendant having refused to pay the commission, 
the plaintiffs brought this action.

Two defences were set up: (1) that the plaintiffs were not 
the efficient cause of the sale, and (2), that the plaintiffs’ employ
ment was a special one and that no commission was therefore 
payable unless they procured a purchaser at $38 per acre.

The trial Judge held that the relation of buyer and seller had 
really l>een brought at>out by the act of the plaintiffs, and he gave 
judgment in their favour. The defendant now apix»als.

In my opinion there cannot be any serious doubt that the 
plaintiffs were the efficient cause of the sale. The contention 
that Hart was introduced to the land by Marquette is untenable. 
The plaintiff Smith brought the land to the attention of both 
men in his office, and they went direct from there and inspected 
the land. It does not make any difference, in my opinion, that 
the primary object of the trip was to let Marquette see the place.
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Hart was in the market as a purchaser of land and his introduction 
to the defendant's land was brought about by the plaintiff Smith. 
In this case the plaintiffs’ act was much more directly the efficient 
cause of the sale than that of the agent in Stratton v. Vm him 
(1911), 44 Can. 8.C.R. 395.

The contention that the plaintiffs’ agency amounted to a 
“special employment,” the trial Judge held to he answered by 
the following passage from the judgment of the Privy Council in 
Hurchcll v. (iourie <C* Blockhouse Collieries, Ltd., (1910) AX'. 614 
at 635:

Hie answer to the second contention is. that if an agent such as Burchcll 
was brings a [lerson into relation witli his principal as intending purchaser, 
the agent has done the most effective, and, possibly the most laborious and 
exjiensive, part of his work, and that if the principal takes advantage of that 
work, and behind the back of the agent ami unknown to him, sells to the 
purchaser thus brought into touch with him on terms which the agent there
tofore advised the principal not to accept, the agent's act may still well be 
the effective cause of the sale. There can l>e no real difference between such 
a case and those cases where the principal sells to the purchaser introduced 
by the agent at a price below the limit given by the agent.

In mv opinion this passage is an answer to the defendant's 
contention if, but only if, the plaintiffs were agents “such as 
Burchcll was.” Burchell’s agency had been found to be a “general 
employment,” and the above passage states the rights of an agent 
where his en ployment is general. A “general employment” 
means that the understanding, express or implied, between the 
parties is, that if the agent procures a purchaser who is willing to 
buy at a price and upon terms which the vendor is willing to accept 
the agent shall be entitled to his commission; the price and terms 
specified in the listing being considered simply as a basis of negotia
tions. See Duff, J., at 406, in Stratton v. Vaction, supra.

If such be the agreement between the owner of the land and 
the agent, and the owner sells to a purchaser secured by the 
agent although at a lower price and on different terms from those 
specified in the listing, the agent is entitled to his commission. 
On the other hand, if the arrangement between the owner and the 
agent is that the agent is to be paid a commission only in the event 
of his procuring a purchaser w illing to buy at the price and on 
the tenus specified in the listing, the agency is a "special employ
ment,” and the agent is not entitled to any commission or 
remuneration unless he procures a purchaser willing to buy on 
the specified tenns. See judgment of Anglin, J., in Colonial Heal
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SASK. Estate Co. v. Sisters of Charity of the General Hospital of Montreal
cTÂ. (1918), 45 D.L.R. 193, 57 Can. 8.C.R. 585, at 594.

Wright

Nelson.

If, under a “special employment,” the agent introduces a 
purchaser who will not pay the stipulated price but who offers the 
vendor a lower price and, rather than lose the sale, the vendor 
agrees to accept the lesser amount and completes a sa'e, the agent

I-amont, J.A. is not entitled to any remuneration, for his contract is that he 
is to be paid for his services only in case he complies with the 
tern s of his listing.

This 1 think is made clear by Lord Fsher, M.R., in Harnett v. 
Isaacson (1888), 4 T.L.R. 645, where he ]M)ints out that as the true 
meaning of the arrangement made between the agent and the* 
owner was that the agent was not to be paid un lew he performed 
the terms of his contract, and that as he had failed to do so he 
could not recover under his contract. As to the claim that the 
agent was entitled upon a quantum meruit, he says, at 646:

To entitle a plaintiff to sue u|x>n a quantum meruit the rule was thi; ;f 
the plaintiff relict 1 u]>on the acceptance by the defendant of something he .1 
done, he must have done it under circumstances which led the defendan to 
know that if he, the defendant, accepted what had been done it was on the 
terms that he must pay for it.

Whether or not the plaintiffs an* entitled to recover in this 
action depends, therefore, upon whether or not their agency 
amounted to a “general” as against a “special employment.” 
The onus is upon them to establish to the satisfaction of the Court 
the terms of the contract of agency under which they claim. It is 
not enough for them to shew that they found a purchaser to whom 
the land was subsequently sold. They must go further, and shew 
that under the arrangement with the defendant they were to lx* 
paid for these services in such event. Whether they were or not 
is a question of fact to be determined on the evidence. It is 
simply a question of the intention of the parties. In determining 
their intention it is necessary to bear in mind what was laid down 
by Ix>rd W atson in Toulmin v. Millar (1887), 58 L.T. at 97;

When a proprietor, with the view of selling his estate, goes to an agent 
and requests him to find a purchaser, naming at the same time the sum which 
he is willing to accept, that*will constitute a general employment . . . 
The mention of a specific sum .... is given merely as the basis of 
future negotiations.

There is no mention of commission or remuneration in the 
listing, so we are left to collect the contract of employment from
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the verbal testimony. The defendant says he listed his land 
with the plaintiffs and promised them $1 |?er acre commission 
if they sold on the listing terms. The plaintiff Nelson, with 
whom the land was listed, says :

I asked him to give us the very best price including the regular commis
sion.

On his examination for discovery the plaintiff Nelson gave the 
following testimony:

(j.—And on this listing, if you produced a purchaser at the price as stated 
here you were to get one dollar an acre? A.—That is it exactly.

Q.—And if you did not you were not? A.—Well, we would not expect it.
If this testimony stood alone, I would think it strongly support

ed the contention of the defendant that the plaintiffs were to receive 
their commission only in case they produced a purchaser at 138 
)x*r acre. There is, however, other evidence which must he 
considered. Marquette testified that a few days before the sale 
was completed, the defendant came to his livery barn and asked 
him if l e thought the plaintiffs had a right to the commission, 
remarking at the san e time that if they had no right to it he would 
give Hart the benefit of it.

In his evidence the defendant said he asked Hart if the defend
ants had ever offered to sell him his land, and Hart replied they 
had not. In another place he says:

He told me that Smith and Smith had never said anything about the 
land, and 1 told him I would throw off the one dollar to close the deal and 
about that time Smith drove in the yard.

What took place when Smith arrived is to my mind very 
significant. Smith told them that if they concluded a deal he 
would be entitled to a commission. Hart said he would not l>e, 
for he had not got the information concerning the land from him 
but from Marquette. Smith maintained that Hart got the 
information from his office.

Smith in his evidence says :
While I was talking with Hart, Wright came up, and he said that I didn’t 

have any commission coming because Hart didn't get his information from me, 
and I told him he did get his information, that the information came direct 
from our office, that it was in there he got the information. Well, he said he 
wouldn’t pay any commission.

And in his evidence the defendant gave the following testi
mony:

Q.—And what next happened? A.—Well, they argued there for a while 
and finally Smith told me that if I sold that land to Hart that he was entitled 
to commission. I told him I didn’t think he was.
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It will lie observed that during this interview, when the 
question of the plaintiffs’ commission formed the whole topic 
of conversation and when the defendant was disputing the plain
tiffs’ right thereto, he never once suggested that the plaintiffs had 
no right to coin mission because they had not found a purchaser 
who would pay 138 i>er acre. The only objection raised was. 
that it was Marquette and not the plaintiffs who had found the 
purchaser. Had the understanding lieen that no commission 
would be payable unless the purchaser was willing to pay $38 per 
acre, I ttiink the defendant would at once have put it forward as 
soon as Smith claimed he would be entitled to commission if they 
closed the deal.

The fact that the defendant asked Marquette if he thought the 
plaintiffs would be entitled to commission in case* he sold to Hart, 
and the fact that no question was raised that the plaintiffs would 
not be entitled to the commission, if in reality they were the ones 
who introduced Hart to the land, leads me to the conclusion that 
the defendant believed the plaintiffs would Ije so entitled if Hart 
was their purchaser.

The conduct of the defe ndant, and his failure to take the 
objection now raised when Smith was claiming the commission 
before the sale was completed, to my mind speak more loudly than 
the defendant’s statement in the witness box.

There is no doubt that Hart was endeavouring to persuade the 
defendant that the plaintiffs were not entitled, so as to get the 
lienefit of the $1 per acre. He succeeded in this effort, although 
it was not in accordance with the fact. For this the plaintiffs 
are not responsible.

I am therefore of opinion that then* were no limitations placed 
on the agreement to pay the commission which would make the 
listing a “special employment.”

The appeal should, therefore, be dismissed, with costs.
Elwood, J.A., concurred with Lamont, J.A.

A ppcal (Uamwxcd.
Elwood, J.A.
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Re WALKER.

Ontario " ipreme Court, Apfsllate Division, Sutherland, J. June #4, 1919.

Aliens () III—20)—Interest in assets or estate—War Measures 
Act, 5 Geo. V., 1915, c. 2, (Dom.)—Consolidated Order 2k— 
Trading with enemy—Will—Citizen or United States— 
Trusts for benefit or wife and daughter—Equal shares— 
Provision in will authori, inu alteration of trusts iiy consent 
—Legal document drawn accordingly—Approved i«y Foreign 
Court—Daughter married to alien enemy--Her interest
TREATED AS SUCH—ATTEMPT TO ALLOCATE ONTARIO ASSETS
to wife—Daughter's interest—Transferred to public 
custodian—Effect of Foreign Court order—Leave to appeal— 
Persona Debignata—K.S.O. 1914, c. 79, ss. 2 A- 4.

The assets of an Ontario estate which lielong to or arc held or managed 
for an alien enemy, may, on application to a Judge of the Supreme Court 
of Ontario, l>e vesti-d in “the Custodian" appointed under the Consoli
dated Orders respecting trading with enemy 1919.

A document brought into existence by agreement of persons interested 
as devisees or legatees under the will and made subsequent to the death 
of the testator, even though in pursuance of a power conferred in the 
will, cannot 1m; admitted to probate in Ontario, and even though a foreign 
Court ratified such a document, this decision cannot lie treated as effective 
and binding.

A beneficial interest had passed from the testator to his daughter on 
his death, and that interest has not passed from the daughter by reason 
of the document already referred to, and so still remained liable to for
feit ure under the Consolidated Orders.

The theorv of the comity of nations should la* modified or restricted 
when it conflicts with matters of public policy, which was essentially the

The order was r*ade by a Judge as “persona design at a" and an ap;>eal, 
if any, would lie with s|iecial leave under the Judges’ Orders Enforcement 
Act, IL8.0. 1914, c. 79, ss. 2 and 4.

[See annotation on aliens, 23 D.L.R. 375.]

Application at the instance of the Secretary of State for 
Canada, and on notice to the National Trust Company, under 
the War Measures Act, 1914, 5 Geo. V. 1915, ch. 2 (Dom.), and 
orders in council issued pursuant thereto, for an order vesting 
in “the Custodian ” one half of the assets, situate in the Province 
of Ontario, of the estate of Franklin Hiram Walker, deceased, on the 
ground that they lielonged to or were held or managed for the 
Countess Ella Matuschka, an enemy.

Christopher C. Robinson, for the applicant .
Clyn Osier, for the National Trust Company.
Sutherland, J.:—When the testator died, the British 

Empire was at war with Germany, with the usual result 
that commercial intercourse between them was suspended, and 
the subjects thereof prevented from trading with the public 
enemy unless with the permission of the Sovereign. A reference 
to the preamble contained in the Imperial Act intituled “An Act 

29—49 d.l.r.
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OWT‘ to An end the Trading with the Eneiry Act, 1914, end for pur-
8. C. post's connected therewith” (1914-15), 5 Geo. V. ch. 12, makes it
Kk plain that, while it would appear to lie an Act intended to deal

Walker chiefly with trading with the enemy, it goes much further. Juris-
Sutheriand, j. diction is given to impound the property of an enemy for the

following purposes: to prevent money going out of the country,
and possibly being used to give aid to the enemy, and to create a 
fund available on the conclusion of peace: In re Ling <£• Du hr, 
[1918] 2 Ch. 298, at p. 300. Presumably our War Measures Act, 
1914, and the orders in council passed pursuant thereto, arc 
intended for the like purpose.

This application is made under the authority of Consolidated 
Order in Council No. 28, in force in the year 1916.

The testator, Franklin Hiram Walker, a citizen of the United 
States of America, resident in the city of Detroit, in the State of 
Michigan, made his Mill on the 14th June, 1916, and died there 
three <lavs later. He appointed the Detroit Trust. Company 
executor and trustee under the M ill, and left an estate inventoried 
at 83,762,393.90, of which 82,909,209.49 Mere assets within the 
Province of Ontario, and $793,184.41 outside thereof and in the 
said State.

Some years prior to his death, his daughter, and only child, 
Ella, Mas married to Count Manfred von Matuschka, a citizen of 
Germany, where she Mas residing with him at the time of her 
father’s death, and was in a legal sense, like him, an alien enemy.

The testator’s widow, May Walker, was, like himself, a citizen 
of the United States.

By the terms of the will, after certain devises and bequests, 
admittedly not relatively large as compared to the residue of the 
estate, t he testator dealt with and disposedof such residue under 
the following clauses of his will, namely:—

“(11) Inasmuch as the residue of my estate is to lie divided 
between my wife and daughter, or the survivor of them, as herein
after stated, the trusts and provisions hereby made and declared 
w ith respect to such residue shall from time to time l)e subject to such 
variât ions or new or other trusts and provisions as my wife and daugh- 
terand my trustee may agree upon, and my trustee may from time to 
time act upon instructions from my wife and daughter with respect 
to any matter or question relating to the residue of my estate or as 
to the action to be taken by them in connection therewith. If, by
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reason of the death of either my wife or daughter liefore my 
decease, the survivor thereof shall 1* entitled to the whole of the 
residue of my estate, then the power conferred by this provision 
upon my said wife and daughter may lie exercised by the survivor 
of them.

“(12) I direct my trustee to hold, for the sole use and benefit 
of iry wife and daughter, share and share alike, and free from the 
control of any husband, the said residue of my estate, and to pay 
over to them respectively, from time to time, share and share alike, 
the entire net income of such residue, and to pay, hand over or 
convey to them respectively, from time to time, share anti share 
alike, the whole or such part of said residue as they may request 
and direct. It is my intention under this provision, among other 
tilings to confer upon my said wife and daughter the power to 
require from time to time the delivery to them of the whole or any 
part of the residue of my estate, and thereby, as to such residue, 
terminate the trust powers of my estate. If by reason of the 
death of either my wife or daughter before my death, the survivor 
thereof should take the entire residue under the terms of this will, it is 
my intention that the powers conferred of requiring the handing 
over, payment and conveyance of the whole or any part of the estate, 
as hereinbefore in this provision provided, shall enure to the benefit 
and may be exercised by the survivor. It is further my will and 
intention that in the event of the death of either my wife 
or daughter after my death and liefore deliver)’ to them 
of the residue of my estate, under their right to request and direct 
the delivery and conveyance of the same, as provided in this para
graph, then the survivor of them shall have the right to request 
and direct that her share of the residue, or so much thereof as 
remains unpaid, undelivered and unconveyed, shall lie paid, delivered 
and conveyed over to her from time to time as she may request or 
direct.

“(13) Should my wife not survive me, and my daughter 
should survive me, then it is my will that all of the residue of my 
estate shall go to my daughter, and shall l>e taken and held by 
the said trustee under the provisions of this will, for the sole use 
and benefit of my said daughter and the whole of said residue shall 
vest in my said daughter.

“In like manner, should my daughter not survive me, and
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try wife should survive ire, then all of the said residue shall be 
taken and held by the said trustee, under the provisions of this 
will, for the sole use and benefit of try said wife, and all of said 
residue shall vest in my said wife. If neither my wife nor my 

Sutherland, J. daughter survive n e, then it is my will that all of my estate shall 
go to n y heirs-at-law in the proportions fixed by the Statute 
of Distribution and Descent of the State of Michigan.”

Towards the end of October or early in November of 1910, the 
Countess Matusehka entre to the United States from Gem any, 
in relation to n atters connected with the estate, ami remained 
till on or about the 3rd February, 1917, when she returned to 
Gem any and rejoined her husband, being apprehensive at that 
tin e that there would be a break between the United States and 
that country. This in fact occurred soon after, in the month of 
April.

During this visit of the countess to the United States, Mr. 
Sydney T. Miller, a counsellor-at-law residing in the city of Detroit, 
and general counsel for the Detroit Trust Company, was con
sulted by her and acted for her in the matter aliout to lie referred 
to. Mr. Edward Donnelly and Mr. William M. Donnelly (father 
and son), two other members of the legal profession practising in 
the city of Detroit, were acting for Mrs. Walker, therein. The 
latter were also general solicitors, or, as it is termed in Michigan, 
attorneys, for the Detroit Trust Company. Mr. Z. A. Lash, K.C., 
a Canadian counsel, was acting for the estate in some general way; 
ami these legal gentlemen had conferences about matters relative 
thereto. The question of obtaining a grant of letters probate in 
Wayne County, the place of domicile of the testator, from the 
proper Court there, was discussed between the Detroit legal 
advisers mentioned and taken up and discussed by them with 
the Hon. Edgar O. Durfee, a Judge of Probate. Preliminary 
thereto and in connection therewith, a written agreement was 
entered into lietween the following named parties: the Detroit 
Trust Company, May Walker, ami the Countess Ella Matusehka. 
This agreement is headed: “State of Michigan. In the Probate 
Court of the County of Wayne. In the matter of the estate of 
Franklin H. Walker, deceased.” It contains the following amongst 
other clauses:—

“First: In the above named estate a petition has heretofore

ONT.
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l)ccn filed and is now pending for the probate of the last will and 
testament of the above named Franklin H. Walker, deceased; 8. (\ 
that such instrument was deposited with this Court ns required rb 
by law and is now on file and in the jsissession of this Court; that Wai.kkm. 
the Detroit Tnist Company is named in the said instrument as Sutherland.j. 
executor and trustee.

“Second: Further in sai<l last ill and testan ent it appears 
that the said Franklin II. Walker devised and bequeatlied all of 
the residue of his estate over and alxive certain legacies and 
charges of small amounts to the Detroit Trust Con puny in trust 
and subject to certain provisions and to the exercise of certain 
powers for the liencfit of the undersigned May Walker, his widow, 
and the undersignetl Countess Ella Matuschka, his only daughter 
and only child (said May Walker anti said Countess Matuschka 
being the only heirs at law of the said Franklin H. Walker, 
deceased).

“Third: It further appears from said instrument that no pro
vision was made therein for the segregation of the properties con
stituting said resit lue or that particular parts of said resit lue would 
be held anti administered by the executor anti trustee for the 
liencfit of one or the other of saitl beneficiaries, anti it is deemed 
proper and the saitl beneficiaries anti the said trustees agree that 
the set critics and properties constituting the said resit lue should 
be allocated anti set apart so that the interests of each of the sait! 
beneficiaries in the said residue Mill lie represented anti definitely 
detem ined by allocating (for the benefit of anti to each) certain 
of the real and personal property constituting sa it l resit lue to I* 
held in trust under such Mill as varied in this instrument and the 
rew trusts and provisions hereby mat le anti declared.

“Fourth: It further appears from said last Mill that trusts anti 
pro. isions made anti declared therein with respect to saitl residue 
are made expressly subject to such variations or new order for 
trusts and provisions as the wife anti daughter of the deceased ami 
the trustee should agree upon; the force anti effect of which is to 
confer upon the said trustee anti the said wife ami tlaughter the 
power to va;y the said trusts anti pro\ isitrns with resjïect to the 
saitl residue, and that such variations or new or other trusts anti 
provisions are s- made anti declared by saitl trustee anti said wife 
anti daughter thaï the same shall stand as trusts anti provisions
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ONT* affecting said residue and under which the said executor and Irus- 
S. C. tee shall receive and administer and hold in trust the said residue.
]{K “Fifth: Now therefore, for that purpose and in the exercise of

Walker. R.,i,| poWer jn this respect, the undersigned, the Detroit Trust 
Sutherland,j. Company of Detroit, Wayne County, Michigan, the trustee 

mured in the last will and test air ent of Franklin H. Walker, 
deceased, and May Walker, the widow of the said deceased, ami 
Countess Klla Matuschka, (laughter and only child of said deceased 
(in the exercise of the power conferred by said will), do hereby 
make and declare the following variations and new trusts and 
provisions under which the executor and said trustee shall receive 
and hold said residue, that is to say:—

“(a) The variations from the trusts and provisions contained 
in said will and the new trusts and provisions herein contained 
made and declared shall lie treated as in full force and effect from 
the date of the death of Franklin H. Walker, deceased, and lie 
deemed a part of his testamentary disposition of the residue of 
his estate.

“(b) The following pieces and descriptions of the real and 
personal property, and all being a part of the residue of the estate, 
shall lie received and held in trust for the sole use and licnefit of 
May Walker, widow, and the same are hereby allocated and set 
apart to lie so held in trust for her sole use and lienefit, and the 
same shall pass to said executor and trustee and lie held by it as 
and for the due share and interest of the said May W alker in the 
residue of the estate of the said Franklin H. Walker, that is to 
say . .

Thereafter, in the said agreement are set out what are all or 
substantially all of the assets of the estate in Ontario. This alloca
tion agreement assumes therefore to segregate all the Canadian 
assets of the estate for the lienefit of May Walker.

On the day of thedatc of the agreement , the said will was, by an 
order of the said Judge of the Probate Court of the County Court 
of W’ayne, duly “proved and allowed.”

An order was also made by him on that day in sul>stnntial 
part as follows:—

“In the above estate, it updating to the Court by the terms 
of the last will and testament of Franklin II. Walker, deceased, 
now on file in this Court, and this day duly admitted to probate,
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that the trusts and provisions contained in, made, and declared in _ 
said last will and testament, with reference to the residue of the H. C. 
estate of Franklin H. Walker, deceased, were made and are pK 
expressly subject to such variations and new and other trusts and Walker. 
provisions as the wife and <laughter of said Franklin II. Walker Sutherland, j. 

and the (Detroit Trust Company) trustee named in said will, 
should agree upon, from time to time, with reference to said 
resit lue; and it further api>earing from the files and records in 
this matter that the said wife and <laughter and Detroit Trust 
Company, the trustee named in said last will, in the exercise of 
the power conferred upon them by paragraph 11 of said last will 
and testament, have agreed upon and declared, in a written 
instrument, certain variations of the trusts and provisions made 
and declared in said will as to the said residue and upon new and 
other trusts and provisions with reference thereto, and that said 
instrument was duly executed by them at the city of Detroit,
Wayne County, Michigan, United States of America, on the 
25th day of January, 1917, and that on the 25th day of January 
1917, a triplicate original copy thereof was filesl in this Court in 
this matter, attached to and as a part of a petition made in the 
name and on behalf of the said wife and daughter and trustee, 
praying that, on the hearing of the probate of this will, this Court 
Mill take cognizance of said instrument and of the variations and 
new and other trusts and provisions affecting the residue of said 
estate therein contained, made, and declared, and that this Court 
will make such order with reference thereto as shall provide that 
the variations from the trusts ami provisions contained in the 
said last will and testament, and the new and other trusts and 
provisions made and declared in such instrument, and the alloca
tion and designation of certain real and jHusonal property dcscrilwd 
in said instrument, as and for the due and proi>cr share of the 
said May Walker of the residue of said estate, shall, so far as the 
same applies, take the place of the trusts and provisions as to said 
residue contained in said will, so far as the interests of the said 
May Walker are concerned therein, and that said variations and 
new trusts and provisions shall lie given full force and effect by 
the executor and trustee named in saitl will, as though set forth 
in and as a part, of the provisions of the testamentary trust created 
by and contained in the said last will and testament of said Franklin

i
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H. Walker, deceased, as to the residue of his estate, which petition 
lias been duly heard as prayed therein.

“And it further appearing to the Court that May Walker, one 
of the parties to the said instrument, is the widow of said Franklin 
H. Walker, and that Countess Ella Nlatuschka, one of the parties 
to said instrun ent, is the daughter and only child of said Franklin 
H. Walker, and that the said May Walker and Countess Ella 
Matuschka arc the only heirs at law of said Franklin H. W alker, 
and are his next of kin, and are the persons named in said last will 
and testan ent, for whose benefit the residue of the estate of said 
Franklin II. Walker is to lie held in trust, and are the persons 
empowered to act with the trustee under the power granted in 
paragraph 11 of said last will and testament, to vary the trusts 
and declare new and other trusts and provisions as to the residue 
of said estate, it is ordered and adjudged:—

“(1) That the said instrument executed by said wife and 
daughter and said trustee, hereinbefore referred to, and on said 
25th day of January, 1917, filed in this Court, stand and have 
effect ns a proper, lawful, and effective exercise of the power con
ferred upon said wife, (laughter, and trustee, by paragraph 11 of 
said last will and testan ent, to vary the trusts and provisions and 
to make newr and other trusts and provisions as to the residue of 
the estate of Franklin H. Walker, deceased.

“(2) That the provisions of said instrument shall apply to 
and govern, in so far as the same are applicable, the disposition 
of the said residue under said will, and that the same shall lie 
deemed and are hereby declared to be a part of the trusts and 
provisions of the testamentary trust made and declared in the 
said last will and testament with reference to the residue of the 
estate.

“(3) That the variations from the trusts and provisions con
tained in the said lost will and testament and the new and other 
trusts and provisions created by said instrument shall have and 
lie given the same force and effect as if they were contained in and 
formed a part of the last will and testament of the said Franklin II. 
W alker, at the time of his death, and shall relate back to the death 
of the said Franklin H. W alker.

“(4) That the real and personal property described in said 
instrument and in said variations and said new and other trusts
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and provisions, as allocated to the said May Walker as in said 
instrument provided, and fonning a ]>art of sai<l residue, lie and S. 
tlie same are hereby allocated to the said May Walker, as her due 
and proper share of the residue of said estate of Franklin H. " alkeb. 
Walker, deceased; and that, in the exercise of its powers and Suthsriuid.I. 
duties as executor and trustee, the Detroit Trust Company shall 
act according to the variations and the new anil other trusts and 
provisions n ude and declared in said instrument, and shall receive 
and hold the real and personal property described in said instru
ment, as allocated to and us and for the sole use and benefit of 
said May Walker, and us her due share and part of said residue 
and for no other person whatsoever, and shall deliver and convey 
to itself, as trustee, the real and personal property and securities 
described in the said instrument, in trust for the use and benefit 
of said May Walker, and for no other person whatsoever, and 
shall account to and pay over to the said May Walker all of the 
rents, issues, and profits arising from the same, and the principal 
thereof to the said May Walker, as provided in said instrun ent.”

While no reference is made in the said agreement or order to 
the segregation of the share of the residue of the estate to the 
Countess Matuschka, it was admitted or stated upon the argu
ment that the assets of the estate outside of Ontario were segre
gated at the same tin e or to be segregated for her benefit or subject 
to her disposition.

On the 24th December, 1017, on the application of the National 
Trust Con puny Limited, a grant of ancillary letters of adminis
tration with the said will annexed was obtained in the Surrogate 
Court of the County of Kssex, in the Province of Ontario, in part 
as follows:—

“lie it known that Franklin Hiram Walker, lute of the city of 
Detroit, in Wayne County, in the State of Michigan, one of the 
United States of America, gentleman, deceased, who died about 
the 17th day of June in the \ ear of our laird 1910, and hud at the 
tin e of his death his fixed place of abode in the said city of Detroit,
Wayne County, anil State of Michigan, made and duly executed 
his last will and testan ent and did therein mm e the Detroit Trust 
Company executor thereof, a true copy of the exemplification of 
which said last will and testan ent is hereunder w ritten, leaving 
at the time of his death property in the county of Essex and
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Province of Ontario to tie administered : and be it further known 
that on the 24th day of December in the year of our Lord 1917 
letters of administration with said will annexed of all and singular 
the said property of the said deceased were granted by His 
Majesty's Surrogate Court of the County of Essex to the National 
Trust Company Limited (the said the Detroit Trust Company 
having expressly renounced all right and title to administer the 
property of the said deceased in the Province of Ontario), the 
nominee of the said Detroit Trust Company, the said National 
Trust Company Limited having been first sworn well and faith
fully to administer the same according to the tenor of the said will 
by paying the just debts of the deceased and the legacies con
tained in his will,” etc.

This grant was made, as is usual since the war, subject to the 
following condition: “That no portion of the assets shall lie <lis- 
tributed or paid during the war to any lieneficiary or creditor who 
is a German, Austro-Hungarian, Turkish, or Bulgarian subject, or 
other alien enemy, wherever resident, or to any one on his behalf 
or to or on liehalf of any person resident in Germanv, Austria- 
Hungary, Turkey, or Bulgaria, or other enemy country, of what
ever nationality, without the express sanction of the Crown acting 
through the Treasury, and if any distribution or payment is made 
contrary to this provision the grant of probate or letters of adminis
tration will lie forthwith revoked.” No reference to the agrec- 
ii ent or order hereinbefore referred to is made in the said grant.

An exemplification of the Detroit letters probate, which, no 
doubt, formed part of the material filed on which the grant was 
made, probably contained references thereto.

On the 31st August, 1918, the estates manager of the National 
Trust Company wrote to “the Custodian,” Ottawa, Ontario, a 
letter in part as follows:—

“This company is ancillary administrator with the will annexe» 1 
of the estate in Ontario of the late Franklin H. Walker, a citizen 
of the United States and a resident of Detroit, in which city lie 
died on June 17th, 191G. As such ancillary administrator, we 
have so far progressed in the a<lministration of paying the suc
cession duties, etc., that under ordinary conditions we would now 
proceed to consider the handing over to the domiciliary executor, 
the Detroit Trust Company, of the assets in Ontario that are in
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our hands, and so close the ancillary administration. Having 
regard, however, to the state of war, we desire liefore dealing 
further with the estate to submit the facts to you.” After making 
brief reference to the will and the dispositions of the residue 
hereinbefore referred to, the letter proceeds: “After the testator's 
death, and before diplomatic relations between Germany and the 
United States had terminated and before the United States 
entered the war, namely, on or about the 25th day of January, 
1917, Mr. Walker’s wife and daughter, together with the Detroit 
Trust Company, the trustee under the will, entered into an agree
ment for the purpose of varying the trusts declared by the will 
and allocating certain of the securities ami properties forn ing 
part of the residue of the estate to the widow, May Walker, as 
ami for her interest, and under this agreen ent there was allocated 
to Mrs. Walker assets situate in Ontario anti at present under our 
control, valued in the application for probate at $2,968,409.49, 
of which particulars are contained in the agreement, a copy of 
which is sent you herewith marked No. 3 anti hereinafter 
referret 1 to.”

There was, later in the letter, a reference to the fact that the 
Probate Court of Michigan, “when granting probate on January 
26th, 1917, made an order that the trusts and provisions created 
by the agreement should have and be given the san e force and 
effect as if they were contained in and form ed a part of the will 
of Franklin H. Walker at the time of his death, and should relate 
back to the date of the testator's death," etc. There was also this 
further staten ent contained therein: “The domiciliary executor 
infom s us that it has already filed with the Alien Property Cus
todian at Washington a report with reference to the estate of 
Franklin H. Walker. Accompanying said report were copies of 
all of the papers above n entioned with the exception of letters of 
administration granted us by the Surrogate Court of the County 
of Kssex. Before proceeding to deal further with the assets of 
the estate in our hands as ancillary administrators, we place the 
facts liefore you for your information and consideration, and we 
shall be glad to hear from you at your convenience."

Further communications and probably conferences followed 
between the representatives of the estate in Ontario and the 
Department of State for Canada.
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On the 13th May, 1919, this motion was launched on behalf 
of the Secretary of State for Canada for an order “vesting in the 
Minister of Finance and Receiver-General, as the Custodian 
appointed under the Consolidated Orders respecting Trading with 
the Enemy, 1916, and conferring upon him power to get in, sue 
for, recover, receive, hold, and manage one half of the assets 
situated in the Province of Ontario of the estate of Franklin Hiram 
Walker, deceased, on the grounds that one half of the said assets 
belongs to or is held or managed for or on liehalf of the Countess 
Ella Matuschka, and that said Countess Ella Matuschka is an 
enemy and that such vesting is expedient for the purposes of said 
Consola la ted Orders.”

In support of such motion was filed an affidavit of Thon as 
Mulvey, Vnder Secretary of State for the Don union of Canada, 
who states therein that in that capacity he is charged, under the 
direction of the Secretary of State, with the greater part of the 
administration of the said Consolidated Orders. Paragraph 5 of 
his affidavit is as follows:—

“It is expedient tliat enemy property in Canada should le 
vested in the Custodian, in order both to prevent any disposition 
thereof by the enemy and to enable Canada to fulfil her inter
national obligations.”

The motion is made pursuant to Consolidated Order 28.* 
passed pursuant to the War Measures Act of 1914. Order 28 is 
as follows:—

“Any Superior Court of Record within Canada or any Judge 
thereof may, on the application of any person who appears to the 
Court or Judge to be a creditor of an enemy or entitled to recover 
damages against an enemy, or to 1-e interested in any property, 
real or personal (including any rights, whether legal or equitable, 
in or arising out of property, real or personal), belonging to or 
held or managed for or on behalf of an enemy, or on the applica
tion of the Custodian or any Department of the Government of 
Canada, by order vest in the Custodian any such real or personal 
property as aforesaid, if the Court or the Judge is satisfied that

•The Consolidated Orders respecting Trading with the Enemy are pub
lished in a volume issued from the Department of the Secretary of State for 
Canada, and printed by the King’s printer, intituled: “Third Supplement. 
Proclamations, Orders in Council, and Documents relating to the Eurojieun 
War" (1917), p. 1568 et eeq.
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eurli vesting is cxjieiUent for the purpose of tliese orders and 
regulations, and n ay by the order eonfer on the Custodian such 
power of selling, managing, and otherwise dealing with property 
as to the Court or Judge may seem proper: Br. Cap. 12-14, s. 4.”

The notice of motion having been served on the National 
Trust Con'pany, the motion came on to lie heard before ire on 
Friday the 30th May, 1919.

It was argued on liehalf of the applicant that, at the death of 
the testator, by the terms of the will, there were in Ontario assets 
vested in or lielnngirig to the Countess Matusehka, an alien 
enemy, or in which she had a liencficial interest, amounting to 
upwards of $1,1*10,0(10, lieing one half of the residue of the estate 
in Ontario.

It was suggested that, while it was expedient in the public 
interest, for the purposes referred to in the said Consolidated 
Order No. 28, that the interest of the said Countess Matusehka 
in the said assets in Ontario should lie vested in the Finance 
Minister as Custodian, any question which should lie reserve! 1, 
such as that the National Trust Company or Mrs. Walker might 
bring an action to contest the right to make such order or to 
establish her claim to the entire residue of the said estate within 
the Province of Ontario, might lie so reserved. It was suggested, 
on the other hand, by counsel for the National Trust Company, 
that, if any on 1er were made, it should provide that the assets 
situated in the Province of ( Intario of the said estate, vested in 
the Countess Klin Matusehka, and held or which will hereafter lie 
acquired by the National Trust Company Limited, as adminis
trator, lie vested in the Minister of Finance as Custodian, and 
that an issue be tried in which the Custodian should be plaintiff 
and the National Trust Company Limited, Mrs. Walker, and the 
Detroit trust Company lie defendants, to determine which, if 
any, of the assets now held or which may hereafter licfore the 
termination of the said issue be acquired by the National Trust 
Company are assets belonging to or held or managed for or on 
account of the said Countess Matusehka, and which would lx1 by 
the order made vested in the Cusbxlian.

Prior to the motion coming on before me, the National Trust 
Company intimated a desire to cross-examine Mr. Mulvey on his 
affidavit; but the Crown apparently refused to produce him for
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that |)un*w. Counsel agreeil that the motion before me should 
be trouted not as a Chandlers but as a Court motion. Mr. Osier 
contended that, under the Consolidated Rules of Practice in 
Ontario, Rule 227, lie was entitled as of right to cross-examine 
Mr. Mulvey on his affidavit to he used upon the motion.

No practice or procedure is referred to or laid down in Con
solidated Order No. 28, and I am not at all satisfied that the 
ordinary practice and procedure in the Courts of the Province 
must necessarily l* followed upon an application such us this. 
The Judge dealing with the matter should give reasonable oppor
tunity to enable the parties interested to adduce Ircfore him all 
necessary facts to enable him to detem ine satisfactorily whether 
the vesting of the property in the Custodian is or is not expedient 
for the purposes of the orders in question.

The furtlier question came up as to the propriety ol 
Mrs. Walker lieing notified of the application, inasmuch us 
Mr. Osier could not say that he had liecn expressly retained or 
instructed by her. Thereupon 1 direct es I an cnlargen ent of the 
motion for one week, and that notice in the n eantin e lie given 
to her. The matter can e on again lieforc me on the Oth June. 
Meantin e Mrs. Walker had been notified, but was not definitely 
represented or at all otherwise than that the counsel for the 
National Trust Company was in a sense representative of all 
parties interested in the estate.

Mr. Osier complained that too little time had lieen given to 
prepare an answer to so important a motion, and urged that the 
mutter should not be disposed of by me on summary application, 
but an issue directed. He again urged that he was entitled to 
the usual right of discovery by way of cross-examination on the 
affidavit referred to. While he did not profess to be retained by 
Mrs. Walker, he, notwithstanding, urged that, as a result of the 
tying up of the property by the making of an order such as asked, 
she might lie put to serious inconvenience us to her use thereof 
and her income therefrom. Counsel for the Secretary of State 
again declined to produce Mr. Mulvey for cross-exan illation, 
unless 1 made an order for that purjxise. In the circumstance:-, 
I did not ileem it incumlient upon me to make such order.

The Trust Company then proceeded to call evidence. 
Mr Angcll, a counscllor-at-luw, practising in the city of Detroit,
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testified that the Probate Court of the County of Wayne has 
“exclusive or original jurisdiction of testamentary matters and H. C. 
all trusts incident to the settlement of estates, but dues not as a He 
Court deal with clain's against estates. Under the statute relevant " ALKEH 
thereto the Judge of Probate up|x>ints two or more iiersons who sutherUad. j. 
are called ‘Commissioners on Claims,’ who, in the first instance, 
adjudicate upon claims presented against the estate.” He 
expressed the opinion that the Court of Probate in Wayne County 
had jurisdiction to make the order referred to; and that there 
vas an exercise of the power by the donees of the |>ower clearly 
granted by paragraph 11 of the will.

He also expressed the opinion that what the donees of the 
power did was to make the new trusts ojwrative as part of the 
will, which speaks from the death of the testator; and, further, 
that it was con petent under the statute of the United States for 
a testator to include a grant of power such as is included in the 
said section. He admitted that he had never know n the Probate 
Court to make such an order as the one in question liefore, and 
that he was expressing an opinion on a clause in a will such as he 
had never come upon before. He also said that, though tin e was 
provided for an appeal from the order in question, it was now too 
late to appeal therefrom, and that the order was existing and 
effective.

Mr. Sidney T. Miller was also called as a witness, and testified 
that he had been consulted by the Countess Matuschka, and vas 
concerned with her and the Detroit Trust Company with reference 
to the agreement in question. He said that she had stated to 
him that she wished to give any interest, present or future, that 
she had in the estate to her mother, so that the latter would have 
the entire estate. It was finally decided that she should give her 
mother the greater part of the estate, and that the balance should 
be left as it was subject to future disposition between the parties; 
that it was not considered as t>eing finally allocated to Countess 
Matuschka or anybody else. The countess, he said, had told him 
her reasons for wishing to give the property to her mother, the 
first being that the latter “had always l>een accustomed to get 
the general income of the estate,” and the second that “she feared 
if she took any part of the estate into Germany it would probably 
lie appropriated by the German Government.”
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He said that a deed and possibly a bill of sale or some other 
s- C. form of transfer, wliich would have covered all her interest in the 
He estate, was prepared ami executed, but not delivered, and finally, 

Walker, the liest of his recollection, destroyed; that, after getting these 
svttMriud,I. papers ready and signed, it was doubted whether it would In

advisable to give the mother every thing and leave the countess 
without any part of the estate.

He said there was a document relating to the American assets 
that had not yet lieen filed and "was not probated,” the reason 
being that the Countess Matusehka thought she might want to 
make some other disposition of these assets—she might want to 
give them all to her mother, or to an aunt, Mrs. Swift. He said 
that in the conferences lending up to the agreement the question 
of the danger of having Gem an«>wned property in Canada, 
owing to the war, arose for discussion, but he did not think that 
w as one of the reasons for the execution of the agreement ; that 
he did not think he talked that feature of the matter over with the 
Countess Matusehka; that, no doubt, she was aware of the fact 
that, as she was a German subject, at any rate having domicile 
there, it was desirable, if possible, to have things so arranged that 
she would lie protected ; but that, so far as he knew, that was not 
her moving consideration, though it might have tiecn a considera
tion. He expressed the opinion, however, that the agreement 
would have lieen made in the same way whether there was a war 
on or not. He stated that he had never seen a will with a clause 
such as the one in question before. He also said that the order of 
the Judge admitting the will to probate was the first document 
leading to the grant and was endorsed on the papers. He further 
said that the order confirmatory of the agreement was made on 
the same day.

Mr. William M. Donnelly, also a counsellor-at-law practising 
in the city of Detroit, testified that he had acted on behalf of 
Mrs. Walker, and that the primary object sought to be gained 
had been to get her interest distinctly “set off,” and so as not to 
be marked or included with that of the Countess Matusehka.

It appears from the material filed that on the tith Novemlwr, 
1917, that is to say, at a date subsequent to the time when the 
United States became a participant in the war, a license was 
granted to the Detroit Trust Company, by the “War Trade
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Board of the United States and Bureau of Enemy Trade,” to act ONT. 
as executor and trustee of the will of Franklin H. Walker, deceased, H. C. 
“on behalf of Ella Countess von Matuschka, of Bechau, Germany, jjb 
or of any other enemy claiming any interest in sai<l estate through Walks*. 
the said Countess Matuschka, until the end of the present war or stiurMU.i. 
until the Alien Property Custodian requires a transfer thereof 
under the Trading with the Enemy Act.”

Included also therein was a letter from the Assistant General 
Counsel of the Alien Property Custodian in Washington, express
ing the following opinion: “In view of the fact that a Court of 
competent jurisdiction has c infirmée! the allocation agreement 
entered into between the devisees, and in view of the further fact 
that the Alien Property Custodian has determined Countess Ella 
Matuschka to be an enemy and has demanded the delivery of 
said property to him, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Trading with the Enemy Act, this office regards the decree of the 
Court and the determination of the Alien Property Custodian as 
bim'ing upon your client, the Detroit Trust Company, the execu
tor, and must insist upon compliance with our demand, and that 
the property now in the possession of the Detroit Trust Company 
mentioned in the demand be turned over to the Custodian.”

It will be apparent that considerable latitude was allowed in 
the reception of evidence in opposition to the motion. It was 
argued on behalf of the applicant that one half of the residuary 
estate vested at the death in each of the devisees and legatees 
mentioned. It was conceded to be arguable or possible that the 
legal estate may have vested in the trust company, but that the 
beneficial estate vested in the devisees and legatees. It was 
argued that, even at common law, while a war was on between 
the British Empire and Germany, the Countess Matuschka could 
not effectually divest herself of her interest in the estate, and further 
that in any event she could not do so in face of the War Measures 
Act, 1914, and the orders in council passed thereunder. It was 
argued that this must be so apart altogether from any question of 
the validity of the agreement in question between the parties con
cerned, and the validity thereof in the United States; that, as 
against the Custodian, her interest has never effectually passed 
out of her and in to any one else, and must be considered to be 
held and managed in the hands of the National Trust Company

30—49 o.L.a.
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for her. Reference was trade in this connection to certain of the 
other Consolidated Orders, nairely:—

“4. (1) No person shall by virtue of any assignment of any 
debt or other chose in action, or delivery of any coupon or other 
security transferable by delivery, or transfer of any other obliga
tion, n ode or to be made in his favour by or on behalf of an enemy, 
whether for valuable consideration or otherwise, have any rights 
or ren edies against the person liable to pay, discharge, or satisfy 
the debt, chose in action, security or obligation, unless he proves 
that the assignn ent, delivery, or transfer was made by leave of 
the Secretary of State or was made before the commencement of 
the present w ar, and any person w ho knowingly pays, discliargcs 
or satisfies any debt, or chose in action, to which this sub-section 
applies, shall be deemed guilty of the offence of trading with the 
enen y. Provided that this sub-section shall not apply where a 
license has been duly granted exen pting the particular transac
tion from the provisions of this order, or where the person to 
whom the i ssignn ent, deliver)-, or transfer was made, or son e 
person deriving title under him, proves that the transfer, delivery, 
or nssignn ent, or son e subsequent transfer, delivery, or assign- 
n ent, wr,s made in good faith and for valuable consideration before 
the publication in the Canada (iazette of these orders and regula
tions, nor shall this sub-section apply to any bill of exchange or 
pron issory note.

“(2) No person shall, by virtue of any transfer of a bill of 
exchange or pron issory note made or to be made in bis favour by 
or on behalf of an enemy, whether for valuable consideration or 
otherw ise, have any rights or ren edies against any party to the 
instrun ent, unless he proves that the transfer was made before 
the con n encen ent of the present war, and any party to the 
instrun ent who knowingly discharges the instrun ent shall le 
deen ed to be guilty of the offence of trading with the enemy. 
Provided that this eul>-ecction shall not apply where a license has 
been duly granted exen pting the particular transaction from the 
provision of this sub-section, or where the transferee, or son o 
subsequent holder of the instrun ent, proves that the transfer, or 
son e subsequent transfer, of the instrun ent was made in good 
faith and for valuable consideration, before the publication in the 
Canada ( iazette of these orders and regulations.
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“ (3) Nothing in this order shall lie construed as validating any _ 
assignment, deliver}', or transfer which would lie invalid apart 8. C. 
from this order or as applying to securities within the meaning of pK 
order 6 of these orders and regulations.” Walker.

“6. (1) No transfer made after the publication of these orders Sutherland.;, 
and regulations in the Canada Gazette (unless upon license duly 
granted exempting the particular transaction from the provisions 
of this subsection) by or on behalf of an enemy of any securities 
shall confer on the transferee any rights or remedies in respect 
thereof, and no company or municipal authority or other laxly 
by whom the securities were issued or are managed shall, except 
as hereinafter appears, take any cognizance of or otherwise act 
upon any notice of such a transfer.

“(2) No entry shall hereafter, during the continuance of the 
present war, be made in any register or branch register or other 
book kept within Canada of any transfer of any securities therein 
registered, inscribed or standing in the nan e of an enemy, except 
by leave of a court of competent jurisdiction or of the Secretary 
of State.

“ (3) No share-warrants payable to bearer shall lx- issued dur
ing the continuance of the present war in respect of any shares or 
stock registered in the name of any enemy.

“(4) Any violation of any provision of this on 1er shall lx? an 
offence against these orders and regulations.”

It was contended that the whole estate in Ontario consisted of 
choses in action or other securities transferable by delivery or 
transfer, within the » caning of the said Consolidated Orders.

It was argued on Ixihalf of the Trust Company that, under 
the comity of nations, our Courts should follow the order made in 
the domiciliary Court, namely, the Probate Court of Detroit :
Oskey v. City of Kingston (1914), 32 O.L.R. 190, 20 D.L.R. 959;
Doglioni v. Crispin (1806), L.R. 1 ILL. 301 ; Laneuvillc v. Ander
son (1800), 2 Sw. & Tr. 24; Enohin v. Wylie (1802), 10 H.L.C. 1;
In re Medbury, Lothrrp v. Medbury (1906), 11 O.L.R. 429; Pesco- 
vitch v. Western Canada Flour Mills Co. (1914), 18 D.L.R. 780;
Porter v. Frcudenberg, [1915] 1 K.B. 857; In re Duchess of Suther
land, Hechoff David and Co. v. liubna (1915), 31 Times L.R. 394;
Schaffenius v. Goldberg, [1910] 1 K.B. 284, 293, and 304.

Conversely it was argued, first, that, wh;ie onlinarily a foreign
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OWl court would follow the judgment or order of the domiciliary court,
S. t'. this rule of comity was subject to this, that, if there were a irattcr
K, of high public policy in the interests of tlie foreign country involved 

Walks, this n ight well form an exception to such a rule; anil, secondly. 
suibniaiid. j. that a distinction 11’iist be drawn between the locality of the con

tract and tlie locality of its irerformance. Thus, if the contract 
were partly to be performed in Ontario, and that performance 
were contrary to tlie law of Ontario, no matter how legal the 
n a king of tlie contract night have I «en in the V ni ted States, the 
Court here would not give legal effect to it. It was also argued 
that, even if it were admitted, as contended by the National 
Trust Con pany, that it would lie its duty to collect and get in 
the assets in Ontario, and transfer and hand them over to the 
Detroit Trust Company, the contemplated transfers from tlie one 
company to the other of the stock etc., and the registration 
thereof, must lie done in Ontario to carry out the arrange)! ent 
said to have been made in Detroit.

It was acrortlingly argued that it was useless to set up the 
validity of the contract in the Vnited States, or the onler or judg
ment of the Proliate Court of the County of Wayne, if the per
formance, by such transfers anil registrations in Ontario, would 
be illegal and could not lie given effect to.

It was contended on behalf of tlie National Trust Coni pain 
that in reality the Countess Matuschka was not an alien enemy 
in alien territory wlien the contract was made, within the meaning 
of the relevant Consolidated Orders, viz. ;—

“I. (1) For the purposes of these orders and regulations, the 
following expressions shall be construed so that—

“(t) ‘Enemy’ shall extend to and include a person (as deliiicd 
in this order) who résilies or carries on business within territory of 
a State or Sovereign for the tin e being at war with Ilis Majesty 
or who resides or carries on business within territory occupied by 
a State or Sovereign for tlie tin e lieing at war with His Majesty. 
and ns well any person wherever resident or carrying on business, 
w ho is an enemy or treated as un enemy and with whom dealing 
for the tin c lieing is prohibited by statute, proclamation, the 
following orders and regulations or the common law, but said 
expression docs not include a subject of His Majesty or of any
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State or Sovereign allied to His Majesty who is detained in enemy 
territory against his will, nor shall surh last-mentioned person I* H. C. 
treated as being in enemy territory. He

“(c) ‘Enemy subject’ extends to and includes a person (ns ^alkek 
defined in this order), wherever resident, who is a subject of a suthwiMd.j 
State or Sovereign for the tin c lieing at war with His Majesty.”

It, was contended that there is a difference between an “enemy ” 
ami “enemy subject.” It was argued that the orders, so far as 
this application is concerned, strike at an “enemy subject,” and 
that it is not the nationality but the resilience which forms the 
controlling factor here. It was also argued that the Countess 
Matuschka was, at the time the agreement was made, a resilient 
of a neutral country. Admittedly, however, she was, at the 
death of the testator, a resident in an alien enemy country, and 
later hail gone to the United States temporarily and for the pur
pose of dealing with the estate matters. It was also said that the 
contract was not one which, by ixwsibility, could l>e of advantage 
to the enemy, but that what was contemplated was in reality to 
take the property away from the possibility of German taxation; 
that,, in any event, and in fart, the property was transferred to 
the citizen of a then neutral country. It was also contended that 
the agreement so called was not in fact a contract or agreement, 
but the exercise of a power which, under the will, could l>e properly 
exercised by the joint concurrence of the two individuals lx*ne- 
ficiallv interested and entitled, ami the Detroit Trust Company, 
the executor and trustee; that no property had vested in the 
Countess Matuschka, and that the agreement was in no sense a 
transfer by her of any property lielonging to her, but simply an 
effective variation of the trusts of the will, and was effective from 
the same date as the will was effective, namely, the death of the 
testator: Rodriguez v. Speyer Ihother*, [1919] AX’. 59.

It was argued that the administrator will have to deal with 
the estate in specie where the residue is so large, that the National 
Trust Company will realise, will pay debts and legacies, ami hand 
over the residue to the Detroit Trust Company, and that the 
lesiduary legatees or devisees could not say that any part of the 
estate necessarily lielonged to them, as it might be required or 
sold by the administrator to answer the debts.

In this connection I point out what was not referred to upon
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OWT‘ the argun ent, naively, the statement in the Ontario grant to the
8. C. effect that the Detroit Truet Company is said to have expressly
Hk renounced all right and title to administer the property of the 

Walks», deceased in the Province of Ontario, and that the National Trust 
setbwteed, j. Company Limited is its nominee to administer and distribute 

whatever the effect of that renunciation may be.
The War Measures Act, 1914, Statutes of Cunada, 5 (ieo. V. 

ch. 2, sec. ti, confers upon the Governor in Council the power of 
“(f) appropriation, control, forfeiture and disposition of property 
and of the use thereof;" and, under that Act, the various orders 
in council liave teen passed, inclusive of No. 28, already referred to.

The result of the dealings with this estate is rather a curious 
one. The Dominion of Canada had apparently a right, tin the 
death of the testator, the Countess Matuschka being then inter
ested, after payn ents of debts anil legacies, in the residue of the 
estate, to theextent oi a one half interest therein, to make an applica
tion to have it vested in the Custodian, as provided by Consolidated 
Order No. 28 Canada anil Germany lieing tlien at war. At that 
tine the Vnited States, not lieing at war with Germany, could 
not assert any claim with reference to the interest of the Countess 
Matuschki in that portion of the residue of the estate which was 
in the United States.

Between the date of the death of the testator and the time 
when the United States became embroiled in the war, the tenta
tive or initial one half interest in the assets of the estate in the 
United States which the Countess Matuschka had, has licca 
increased, so that she hue had allotted the whole of those assetii. 
or at all events they are held subject to her disposition. She had 
apparently not dealt with them in any way up to the tin e w lien 
the United States and Germany went to war. If effect is given 
to the contention put forward by counsel for the National Trust 
Company, the result is that Canada, a participant in the war at 
the tine of the testator's death, lias lost an opportunity to lay its 
hands upon upwards of tl,000,000 worth of property of which an 
alien is alleged to have been the beneficial owner at the tin e of 
the death of the testator; and the United States, which becun e 
a participant at a date e nsiderahly subsequent to his death, has 
acquired a right to in pound twice as much of the assets of the 
estate as it would have had the right to do had they been cun •
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hatantH at that <iate. Of course, if what has liven done is such 
as properly and legally to bring alxmt that result, effect must be 
given to it.

I have, as will lie seen, set out the doc un cuts, evidence, and 
contentions at considerable length, living of opinion that, in the 
circumstances, it was desirable so to do/

It scen.H to ire, however, that what I am to do is to treat this 
motion as one made to me ns jKrsoua dcsiguata under Consolidated 
Order No. 28, and to detern ine, on the facts presented to n e and 
relevant to that question, whether it has lieen satisfactorily shewn 
to be cxjiedicnt that a vesting order should lie n adc as asked.

I have con c to the conclusion that it is appropriate and 
expedient to make the order. Admittedly the clause in the will 
w hich is in question is an unusual one. The agreement or exer
cise of power in question is also an unusual one, as is the order 
alleged to lie confirmatory thereof. While a document distinctly 
referred to in a testator's will, ami in existence at the time of its 
execution, might well be admitted to probate therewith, and 
possibly a document referred to in the will in definite tenus and 
to lie prepared thereafter but liefore the death of the testator, 
particularly if there were suliscquently a codicil, it would seem to 
n e n oat unusual, if not entirely unique, that a document brought 
into existence by an agreement of jiersons interested as devisees 
and legatees urn 1er the will, and made sulwequent to the death 
of the testator, even though in alleged pursuance of a ixiwer con
ferred in the will, could be. I should doubt it. 1 do not think it 
could lie done in this country or in England: Tristram & Cooto's 
Probate Practice, 15th cd. (1915), pp. 42 and 43. I should not 
have thought it possible that it could lie done elsewhere were it 
not that it had been done by a Judge of great.experience in the 
Wayne County Probate Court, and that lawyers of repute, prac
tising in the domiciliary jurisdiction, had expressed the opinion 
that it could pro|ierly and legally lie dyne. But, lie that as it 
may, 1 do not think this is a case in which 1 can properly con
sider myself bound to follow and treat as effective and bimling 
upon me what has been done in the domiciliary Court.

I am of opinion that the Countess Matusehka is an alien 
enemy, to whom the War Measures Act and orders passed there
under apply. I am also of opinion that there was at least in her a
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beneficial interest, at the tin e of the death of the testator, which 
ran e under the scope and operation of said orders, and which has 
not lieen dealt with and transferred by w hat has lieen done else
where so as to escape therefrom. I am of opinion, also, that no 
theory of the con ity of nations, which implies usually a favourable 
consideration and adoptibn by foreign Court» of judgments or 
orders made in the Courts of domicile, ran or should be carried 
so far as to require me to decline to I ake the order asked under 
the circun stances referred to. Any such theory is subject to the 
essential modification or restriction that, if it runs counter to 
high public policy, it cannot be given effect to. Here what has 
been done in the State of Michigan dors con e into conflict with 
public policy of great in portance so far as Cam da is concernes I : 
Westlake's Private International I-aw, 5th ed. (HM2), pp. 55 
and 308.

As to the form of the order to be made, it was suggested on 
behalf of the National Trust Company that any order made 
should l.o expressed in son e such way as the following:—

“ That all the assets situated in the Province of Ontario (1) 
which are now or have at any tine since the blank day of blank, 
101(1, when the said Consolidated Orders respecting Trading with 
the Enemy, 191t>, were passed, been vested in the Countess Mia 
Matuschka, and arc now held or shall hereafter le acquired by 
the National Trust Conpany Limited, as adn iniatrator with the 
will annexed of the estate of Franklin Hiram Walker, deceased. 
I* and they are hereby vested in the Minister of Finance and 
Receiver-General as the Custodian appointed under the Con
solidated Orders respecting Trading with the l'tierr y, Iftlti; and 
(2) that an issue lie directed, in which the said Custodian shall 
be plaintiff and the National Trust Company limited, Mrs. May 
Walker, and the Detroit Trust Company shall lie defendants, in 
order to determine which, if any, of the assets now held or which 
may hereafter, before the detem ination of the said issue, I :e acquiree I 
by the National Trust Company Limited, as adn iniatrator with 
the will annexed of the estate of Franklin Hiram Walker, dec eased, 
are assets lielonging to or held or n nnngcd for or on account of 
the Countess Ella Matuschka, and which have lieen by the pre
ceding paragraph of this order vested in the said Custodian."

It was suggested that there was | osai lily no appeal from any
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order that 1 ir ight n ake. I was relerred to a decision in the 
Quebec Courts in the case of Canadian Pacific H W. Co. v. Secretary is. ('. 
of State fur Canada, in w hich counsel stated that it had liecn held p* 
that there was no right of appeal from an order made by the Walmm. 

Superior Court under Consolidated Order in Council No. 28. I AstUriud. i 
had thought it possible that there n ight be an appeal, at all 
events with special leave, under the Judges’ Orders Knforcenent 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 79, secs. ? and 4. If it applies—as to which 
I express no opinion—and leave is desired, I grunt such s|iecial 
leave to appeal to a Divisional Court.

I think the order should issue in the form suggested by counsel 
for the Department, and I am attaching hereto a draft of the 
order in those tern a, subject to the sail e being spoken to later, if 
so desired.

No question of costs was referred to ne on the motion, and I 
assume that I am to male no order with respect thereto.

It was suggested that the making of an on 1er n ight interfere 
with the reasonable use and enjoyment by Mrs. Walker of her 
interest in the residue of the estate in the Province of Ontario and 
her incon e thercfmm. This would, of course, lie regrettable. As 
apparently, however, a one undivided half interest belong» to her, 
in any event, it may well lie that son e urrungen ent lietween lier 
and the Custodian can lie made, which will alleviate to a very 
substantial extent any anxiety or difficulty on this score.

The draft order referred to is in these words:—
Vprn motion made unto this Court on the 27th day of May 

and on the 6th and 7th days of June by counsel on Is'half of the 
Secretary of State for Canada for an order vesting in the Custodian 
one half of the assets in Ontario of the estate of Franklin II. 
Walker, deceased, in the presence of counsel for the National 
Trust Con pany Limited, May Walker, widow of the said Franklin 
H. Walker, having lieen duly served with notice of the said appli
cation and not appearing, upon hearing read the affidavit of 
Thomas Mulvey filed in support of the application and the exhibits 
therein referred to, and the affidavit of filed,
and the evidence of Angell, Sydney T. Miller, and
V\ illiam M. Donnelly adduced on behalf of the National Trust 
Company Limited, and upon hearing what was alleged by counsel
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aforesaid, and judgment upon the said n otion having been reserved 
until this day, and the saire coning on this day for judgirent:—

1. This Court doth on 1er and adjudge that an undivided one 
half interest in the assets of the estate of Franklin H. Walker, 
deceased, now in the hands of or being a<lniinistered by the National 
Trust Company Limited, and set out in the schedule to this onler 
(hereinafter called the “scheduled assets") lie and the same is 
hereby vested in the Minister of Finance and Receiver-General of 
Canada as the Custo<lian ap|minted by the ( onaolidatcd Orders 
respecting Trading with the Enemy, 1016.

2. And it is further ordered that the said Custodian shall have 
power to join with the National Trust Company Limited in doing 
all such acts and executing all such documents in respect of the 
interest in the scheduled assets vested in him by this order as may 
be necessary for the due and proper administration of the scheduled 
assets.

3. And it is further ordered that nothing in this order shall 
prejudice any action or other proceeding which May Walker, 
wid< w of the said Franklin II. Walker, may bring or take within 
three months from the date of tliis order, for a declaration that 
no part of or interest in the scheduled assets could, under the said 
Consolidated Orders, properly be vested in the C.ustodian, or for 
such other declaration or other relief as she may be advised ; and 
this Court reserves the right to make such further or other order 
with regard to the scheduled assets as may seem proper or neces
sary to give effect to any such declaration or other relief.

CANADIAN NORTHERN R. Co. v. WILSON.
(Givens’ Case).

Manitoba King'* Bench, Galt, J. October iO, 1919.

Mahter and servant (|V—-340)—Workmen's Compensation Board 
(man.)—Workman actino within course op employment— 
Pow ers of Board—Finality of decision.

The Workmen's Compensation Board (Man.), is empowered by the 
Workmen’s Compensation Art and amendments to determine whether 
at the time of the accident the injured workman was or was not acting in 
the course of his employment and the finding of the Board is by the Art 
made final and conclusive.

|Workmen's Compensation Act ( 1010 Man. c. 125) authorizing the 
appointment of the Board held to be intra vire* the Manitoba legislature. 
The decision in Winnipeg Electric It. Co. v. City of Winnijtca (1916), 30 
D.L.R. 159, being accepted ; Can. Northern H. Co. v. Wilton (1918). 
43 D.L.R. 412, referred to.)
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Motion for judgment in an action against the defendants, 
constituting the Workmen's Compensation Board, under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act.

O. II. ('lark, K.C., for plaintiffs; .4. Krtkine lloskin, K.C., for 
defendants.

(I alt, .1.: This is a motion for judgment in an action brought 
by the Canadian Northern R. Co. against Herbert (leorgc Wilson, 
Andrew R. D. Paterson and Charles W. X. Kennedy, the defend
ants constituting the Workmen's Compensation Board under the 
Workmen's Compel Bit ion Act (Man. stats., 6 ( ieo. V., 1916, 
c. 12ft).

It a) | cars by the statement of claim that on and prior to 
August 23, 1918, one Andrew L. <livens, deceased, was in the 
enplovnent of the plaintiff as a tower signalman, and shortly 
before his death was riding a speeder, borrows! from a friend, on 
the track of the Canadian Government Bailway to convey tiim 
to his work at the interlocking tower situate at the crossing of the 
plaintiff's railway and the Canadian (lovernn ent Railway. At a 
few minuti* after seven in the morning, Givens, while riding on 
the spetxler, or removing it from the track, was overtaken by a 
Canadian Government Railway train and was killed. A claim 
was made by Givens’ widow for compensation under the al Hive
rnent ioned Act, and an order was made by the Workmen's Com
pensation Board for payment by the plaintiff to the widow of 
$20 per month so long as she remains unmarried; and that Mary, 
daughter of the said decease!, do receive $ft jier month until she 
attains the age of 16 years.

At the hearing before the Board, counsel for the plaintiff 
objected (1) to the jurisdiction of the Board on the ground that 
the statute which authorises the appointment of such Board was 
ultra vire* of the legislature; and (2) that the accident which 
caused the death of the direased did not arise out of or in the 
course of the employment of the said dweased, because, in using 
the speeder on the Canadian Government Railway he was acting 
outside of his dutiiw and indeed contrary to them.

The Workmen’s Compensation Board have not yet filed their 
judgment pursuant to the Act, and in this action the plaintiff 
claims:

(a) That this Court may declare that the said order of June 5, 1919, 
was made wholly without jurisdiction and is null and void :
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(b) An injunction rvst raining the defendant* from filing the said order 
iimler the provisions of s. 00 of the Workmen's Coin]icnsation Act and from 
further proceedings thereon.

(c) The costs of this action.
The constitution of the Hoard of Compensation is provided for in c. 125 

of the statutes of Manitoba, 1910.
The first objection relied u|mhi by the plaintiff, in regartl to 

the jurisdiction of the Board, was not argued, lieeause I intimated 
to counsel that I felt myself bound by the judgment of the Court of 
Appeal in the Winnipeg Electric liai hr a y Co. v. City of Winnipeg 
(1916), 30 D.L.R. 159, 2ti Man. L.H. f>H4. In that ease the 
validity of the Public Vtilities Act was in question. The Court of 
Appeal (conqjos *d of four Judges), by an equal division of opinion, 
dismissed an appeal against the validity of the Act. Perdue and 
Haggart, .1.1.A., were of opinion that the Act was ultra rire*, but 
Howell, C.J.M., and Richards, J.A., declined to hold this, and 
they disn issed the ap] cal. The Workn en's Comivnsation 
Hoard is constituted by an Act very sin ilar in its terms and scope 
to tie Public Vtilities Act, and it is o|**n to similar objection. 
For this reason 1 simply accepted the decision in the other ease 
without attempting to express any decided opinion U|w»n the 
question nnself.

One of the objects of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
apparently, is to render the decisions of the Board as final as 
l>ossible. In a previous case of the1 Canadian Xorthcni A*. Co. v. 
Wil*on (Craig'* ease) I had occasion to consider a similar claim to 
this, and 1 found that the Board had no jurisdiction to proceed 
with a claim against an employer without giving notice of its 
proceedings to the employer. My judgment in that case was 
affirn ed by the Court of Appeal (1918), 43 D.L.R. 412, 29 Man. 
L.R. 193.

In the present case the plaintiff relies want of jurisdiction 
of the Board by reason of the fact, as the plaintiff alleges, that the 
accident did not arise» out of or in the course of employment of the 
dce-euNwl. A number of eases decided under tlm Knglish Act 
were cited to me, anti if the question deluded upon the strict law 
applicable to employer and employee, a nice ]s»int would arise 
as to whether in the present case the deceased was or was not at 
the time of the accident acting in the conns» of his employment. 
There was no particular authorised route which the deceased
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ought to have taken in going from his home to his place of employ
ment, and there was evidence to shew that several employees of 
the plaintiff from tin e to time went to their work along the 
tracks of the Canadian Go\eminent Railway; hut there was no 
authority given by the plaintiff to the deeeaeed to use a iqieeder, 
and in going to his work on the morning of the accident the 
deceased need a upeeder on the right-hand track along which any 
trains would con c behind him. If he hud used the left-hand 
track he would have been able more readily to notice a train 
approaching him. The decision of this point, however, by me 
does not appear to he necessary. S. 57 (I) ti (îeo. V., 191th 
c. 125, provides that

The Bonn I shall have exclusive jurisdiction to examine into, hear and 
determine all matters and question* arising under thi* Part ami a* to any 
matter or thing in mqiect of which any power, authority or diacretion is con
ferred upon the Bourd and the action or deeision of the Board thereon shall 
be final and conclusive and shall not lie open to question or review by any Court 
and no proceedings by or before the Board shall lie restrained by injunction. 
1 imbibition, or other prot-ene or proceeding in any Court. or lie removable 
by certiorari or otherwise into any Court.

During this present year the legislature has rcjicalcd suIhs. 
Ct) of s. 57 and has enacted some additional provisions. They 
are -untamed in ft (îeo. V., lftlft, e. 118, s. 23 (assented to March 
14, PRO), so that suli-s. (2) now mails as follows:

(2, Without hereby limiting the generality of the provisions of suli-s. 
(1), it it declared that the exclusive juriwliction of the Board shall extend to 
determining . , .

(h) whether or not any workman in any industry is within the sco|ie of 
this Part and entitled to eonqiemiation thereunder. The whole of this sub
section shall lie retroactive and shall lie held to have I wen in force since the 
commencement of the said Art.

My attention wits not drawn to this new provision during the 
argument but I think it is decisive of the present ease. The 
Hoard was empowered to determine wliethcr at the time of the 
accident Givens was or was not acting in the course of his eniploy- 
ment. They determined this in the affirmative. This dis-ision 
is made final and conclusive by the Act.

I therefore give judgment for the defendants with costs.
./ mlgnmit accordingly.
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ONT. BARR v. TORONTO R. Co. and CITY OF TORONTO.
8. C. Ontario Supreme Court, Apitellote Division, Meredith. C.J.O., Marlaren and 

Feryueon, JJ.A., and Logie, J. June fS, 1919.

Street railway* (gill H—33)—Passenuer—Alighting to transfer—
OllHTRVmoN AT STOPPING PLACE—IxjVltY BY HWINO OF CAR KOl'Ml-
ino curve—Nkuliiikmk -Liability.

The obligation of a stroot railway ooni|tany to a passenger who hue not 
eoinidetiHl his journey hut who has alighted for the purisise of trans
ferring to another ear is greater than it would Is* to a passenger who has 
completed his journey, but even as to such a passenger the company is 
Ixnind to provide a stopping place at which the passenger can prixaied 
to the sidewalk without having to pass through a deep |kmiI of water or 
subjecting him to the danger liefore lie has reached the sidewalk, assuming 
that he has not unnecessarily delayed in crossing, of being struck by a 
ear when swinging around a curve existing at the stopping place.

[Harr v. Toronto H. 4t> D.L.K 722, 44 0.L.K. 232, affirmed.)

Statement Appkal by the defendant company from the judgment of 
Middleton, J. (1918), 4ti D.L.K. 722, 44 O.L.R. 232. Affirmed. 

H. McKay, K.C., an<l (•'. S. Ilodyton, for the appellant con puny. 
William Proudfoot, K.C., and (i. //. (iilday, for the plaintiffs, the 

respondents.
The judgn ent of the ( ourt was read by 

Meredith.c.j.o. M eh EDITH, C.J .0. :— This is an appeal by t he defendant con pany
from the judgn ent of Middleton, J., dated the fith Decen lier, 1918, 
pronounced after the trial liefore him hitting without a jury at 
Toronto on the 5th day of that month.

The action is brought to recover dun ages for injuries sustained 
by the fen ale plaintiff by being struck by a noving car of the 
appellant when it was rounding the curve at the junction of the 
McC’aul and Queen streets lines of its railway, and damages Mere 
claimed by her and her husband, and she was awarded 11,000 
damages and her husband $330.

The main facts of the case are not seriously in controversy. 
The fen ale respondent and her sister-in-law, Mar)’ Ingle, took 
passage on the appellant’s line at the corner of Sussex street and 
Spadina avenue, intending to journey to the lower part of the city. 
They paid their fares and obtained transfers to the Queen street 
line. When the car in which they were travelling reached the 
crossing at Queen street, it was brought to a stop, and the fen ale 
respondent and her sister-in-law alighted from, the car, leaving 
it by the front-door. At the point where the car stopped, there 
was a waggon drawn by a team of horses standing on the west side 
of McCaul street, and the horses' heads were on or about the street
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crossing leading from the east to the west aide of McCaul street. 
There whb, according to the testimony of the female respondent 
and her aiater-in-law, a pool of water and slush covering the 
crossing and the space in front of the horses’ heads and extending 
almost to the track of the railway. The depth of the water and 
slush was estimated by the female respondent to be three or four 
inches, ami, according to the testimony of the sister-in-law, its 
depth was sufficient to cover her Ixxit-tops. On account of this 
water and slush, and not desiring to get their feet wet, the two 
won:en did not pass to the sidewalk in front of the horses, but 
turned to the north, intcmling to pass around the end of the 
waggon, where the street was dry or at all events there was no 
water or slush lying. While they were moving northward and 
had proceeded for about half the length of the car, the car was 
started, and, in rounding the curve, owing to the sweep of the car, 
it struck the two women and knocked them down, severely injuring 
the fen ale respondent.

The distance of the west track from the kerb on McCaul 
street is 12 feet, 4 inches, and the curve logins 25 feet north of the 
line of Queen street. When rounding the curve, the 12 feet 4 
inches would !<e reduced, owing to the “swing of the car," to (i feet 
0 inches. The horses and waggon took up 5 feet, 4 inches, or 5 
feet, 8 inches, and therefore when the car was swinging round the 
curve the space not occupied bv the horses and waggon and the 
car would he reduced to a little more than one finit. It must 
therefore have tieen obvious to the conductor and the notorman 
that any one who was on the pavement between the horses and 
waggon and the oar would lie put in great jieril if the car were 
started on its journey around the curve.

There was a conflict of testimony as to the condition of the 
street crossing and the existence of the pool of water and slush— 
the evidence as to which, of the two won en, 1 have mentioned. 
The testimony of the n otorman was that the pnven ent where the 
street crossing was, was “nice anil clean," and tjpit there was no 
pool of water and slush there and nothing to prevent passengers 
from the car from passing dry-shod to the sidewalk, and the 
testimony of the conductor, shaking of the st reet in front of the 
horses was that ' there was not any particular puddle, only the 
water that ordinarily would lie there; there was no particular 
puddle of water: only ordinary slush."
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I do not stop to point out the important differences between 
the statements < f the motorman and the conductor, because the 
learned trial Judge has accepted the testimony of the female 
respondent and her sister-in-law, and has found that:—

“ There was however a foot of water or slush between the place 
where they" (i.e., the women) “alighted from the car and the 
walk."

No witness estimated the depth of the water and slush to I» 
one foot, and it is probable that in stating it to have been of that 
depth my learned brother took judicial notice of the height of a 
woman's boot according to the fashion of to-day.

My learned brother's view was that the obligations of the 
appellant to the female plaintiff as its passenger were ended when 
she reached a place of safety upon the road, and he rest» I his 
judgment upon an invasion by the appellant of her rights as a 
traveller upon the highway, and his conclusion was that there was 
a duty resting upon the conductor of the car to see that "all is 
safe before he signals the motorman to round a curve.”

I am, with respect, of opinion that the view of my brother 
Middleton that the obligation of the appellant to the female 
plaintiff, as its passenger, was ended when she reached a place of 
safety, was too narrow a view of the obligation of the appellant 
to her as its passenger; I should entirely agree with hie view if 
what he meant was a place from which she might have safely 
passed from the point of debarkation to the place where she had 
to go to transfer to the Queen street line. The obligation of the 
appellant was, I think, greater towards a passenger who had not 
completed her journey, but in order to do that had to transfer 
to another line, than it would be to a passenger who had completed 
his journey; but, even as to such a passenger, the appellant was, 
in my opinion, bound to provide a stopfling place at which the 
passenger could proceed to the sidewalk without having to pass 
through such a pool of water as existed at the usual place for 
crossing McCaul street, or subjecting him to the danger, before 
he had reached the sidewalk, assuming that ho had not unneces
sarily delayed in crossing, of being struck by a car when it was 
swinging around a curve such as existed at the stopping place.

If there had been no pool of water and nothing else to prevent 
the female respondent from going, after she had alighted from the
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car, to the sidewalk liefme the car was started, hut she had unneces
sarily delayed to do that and her injury had resulted from that 
delay, I should have agreed « ith the contention of the appellant 
that it was not liable for the injury; hut in this case the conductor 
and the motorman knew or ought to have known that theii 
passengers would not, at all events, be likely to wade through the 
pool, hut would do as the female respondent and her sister-in-law 
did, proceed to the rear of the waggon in order to 1* able to pass 
dry-shod to the sidewalk They also knew that the horses and 
waggon were where they x.ere, and that the space lietween them 
and the car when it rounded the curve was so small that any one 
who was standing or walking in that space would inevitably be 
struck by the moving car; and they were, therefore, in my opinion, 
guilty of negligence in starting the car without first making sure 
that the passengers who had left the car were not still between it 
and the waggon; and that negligence was the proximate cause of 
the injuries which the female, respondent received.

In resting my judgn ent on this ground, I am not, I think, 
differing substantially from my brother Middleton; for, if 1 am 
right in my conclurions from the evidence and as to the duty of 
the conductor and the motorman, the appellant was guilty of an 
unlawful interference with the rights of the female respondent 
as a traveller upon the highway, and the effect of my judgment is 
only to attribute to the appellant a higher duty to her, arising 
from the fact that she had been carried by it as a passenger on its 
line and was injured while proceeding to the place to which she 
had to go to complete her journey as a passenger, than if she had 
not been a passenger.

I would, for these reasons, affirm the judgment of my brother 
and dismiss the appeal with costs. A ppeal dismissed.

MORRAN t. HANNAH.

Manitoba Court of Appeal, Perdue, C.J.M., Cameron, Haggart and 
Dennietoun, JJ.A. November 10, 1919.

Vendor and purchaser (| I E—27)—Syndicate to purchase land—Fraud
ON ONE OP PURCHASERS—WITHDRAWAL PROM TRANSACTION—
Return op money—Rights of third parties.

Where a syndicate is formed for the purchase of land the purchasers 
become partners as to the particular transaction and the utmost good 
faith is due from every member of the syndicate towards every other 
member. The concealment from one of the members of special advan- 
31—49 D.L.R.
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tages offered to another of the associates whose1 entry into the s> ndieate is 
influential in causing such member to join in the purchase, justifies such 
member from withdrawing from the transaction except in so fur as the 
rights of third parties are affected.

[Khlonan Investment v. Thomitson (1017), 38 D.L.It. 90, 55 Can. 
8.C.H. 272, applied.)

Appeal by defendant from the judpi ont at ti e trial in an 
action on a promissory note given as payment for real estate. 
Reversed.

II. V. Hudson and It. M. Pearson, for t “ ; K. Hailey
Fisher and H. F. Tench, for respondents.

Perdue, C.J.M.:—This is an action on a promissory note for 
$1,124 and interest made by the defendant to the Consolidated 
Investments Limited (which I shall call the company), and 
indorstxl by them to Morran. Both payee and indorsee are 
joined as plaintiffs. The note, which is dated Octolier 23, 1914, 
and is payable on December 1, 1915, was given to secure payment 
by the defendant of an instalment of purchase money on an 
agreement for the sale of land by the company to Hannah and 3 
other persons, Maveety, Cameron and Thomj»son. The first 
agreement was dated May 31, 1913, and contained the terms of 
purchase1 of 26 lots in the \ ieinity of Edmonton, Alberta, at the 
price of $15,(XX). The defendant paid his share of the cash 
payment under that agreement by giving his promissory note for 
the sum of $1,250. This note was not paid and after certain 
negotiations a new agreement dated October 23, 1914, was entered 
into between the vendor and the purchasers and the note sued on 
was given to take the place of the first note.

The defendant sets up the following defences
1. That the plaintiffs cannot furnish title to the lands in question.
2. That defendant was induced to enter into the agreement and make 

the note sued on by misrepresentations by the plaintiff company concerning 
the property, its location, surroundings, position, value and selling prices, 
which alleged misrepresentations are siweifieally set out in the statement of

3. That it was represented by the plaintiff company that the buildings 
of the City of Edmonton extended to the projjerty in question, whereas, it is 
alleged, there are wide stretches of unoccupied land between the city and the 
sub-division.

4. 7B. The defendant (plaintiff) its servants or agents represented to the 
plaintiff (defendant) this (sir) his co-purchaser H. T. Maveety had become a 
co-purchaser under the hereinbefore recited agreement bond fide and with 
the intention of carrying out the contract in its entirety, whereas the fact was 
that the said H. T. Maveety was not to be liable on his covenant in the said

3794
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agreement and had not paid any |x>rtion of the rash payment which the plain
tiff represented to the defendant had been paid by the said H. T. M avert y. 
and which the defendant relied upon when he signed the said agreement for

MAN.

C. A.

Mokkan

With all the altove defences except the last (No. 4) the trial hxJnah
Judge has sufficient 1 y dealt. The defendant had Itefore signing ^---- -
the second agreement ample time and opportunity to learn the 
truth or falsity of the representations made to him by the company 
or its agents at or previously to the signing of the first argeement.
The property was examined by one, at least, of the partie» and 
enquiries were made and the result communicated to the defendant 
and his co-purchasers. ( ertain concessions in regard to the time 
of u nking the payments and as to other matters were granted 
I y the vendors and inserted in the second agreement. I think the 
signing of the latter and the delay in repudiating the contract 
preclude the defendant from successfully urging the alleged mis
representations.

The defence as originally fyled contained an offer by the 
defendant to carry out the agreement if the plaintiff, who claimed 
to lie assignee of the agreement, would shew himself able to 
specifically i>erform the same. In their reply to the amended 
statement of defence the plaintiffs refer to the al>ove offer and 
allege that the plaintiff Morran is ready and willing to give a 
transfer of and furnish title to the property upon payment of the 
amount due. If the question involved were simply this, the 
matter in issue between the parties could lie settled by an inquiry 
as to the sufficiency of Morran’s title.

I think that the trial Judge made a proper disposition of the 
several issues he has dealt with in his judgment. He has not, 
however, given any expression of opinion upon the defence raised 
in paragraph 7b aliove set forth. The paragraph is very loosely 
framed but its meaning is sufficiently indicated.

The evidence clearly establishes that Simons, the president of 
the plaintiff company, and Brant, the agent, offered special 
inducements to Maveety for the purjxise of persuading him to 
join in the agreement for purchase of the lots. The defendant 
states that he was influenced by the fact that Maveety, Cameron 
and Thompson were going into the purchase. On Iteing asked to 
explain how it would influence him, he replied “I had been 
doing my financial dealings with bank manager Maveety, being
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my I anker influençai me in going into it." Maveety admits 
that he received from Rrant a )>crcentage on the eommisHion 
earned hy llrant in respect of sales made in the district. This 
was in ret urn for Mavecty’s services in introducing Brant and 
Kin uns to I'owihlc purchasers, the defendant and Thompson 
Icing tvo of the persons so introduced. Simons ami Brant 
urged Mated; to join in the purchase in question in this suit, 
l e refused at first lut afterwards consented on the condition, 
which was duly carried out, that he should lie relieved from 
liability to n ake the cash payment of *1,2511. Maveety admits 
that he concealed this arrangen cut from the defendant and from 
( an eron and Thou p son who were joining with him in the pur
chase. The defendant states that he had no knowledge of the 
sprecial tern s accorded to Maxeetx until about 6 weeks before the 
trial of the action. I think it is established by the evidence that 
Hannah was induced to join in the purchase in the iielicf that 
Maveety was to he a co-purcliaser with him on the same tenus 
that were granted to the others. The four purchasers were 
partners as to this particular transaction or adxenture and their 
rigl ts and liabilities as partners are governed by the same principles 
as those which apply to ordinary partnerships. See Manitoba 
Mortgage Co. v. The Hank of Montreal (I860), 17 Van. 8.C.R. (192, 
669; hindlev, 7th ed., p. 67; Smith v. Thienen (1910), 20 Man. 
L.R. 120; Partnership Act, R.K.M., 1913, c. 151, s. 35 (b). Being 
a partnership, the utmost good faith was due from every member 
of the partnership towards every other mendier.

This obligation to jierfect fairness and good faith, is, moreover, not con
fined to Jiersons who actually are partners. It extends to persons negotiating 
for a partnership, but between whom no partnership as yet exists. Lindley, 
8th ed., p. 364.

The conrcaln ent from the defendant of the special advantage 
that was obtained by one of the associates over the others 
would have justified the defendant in withdrawing from the 
transaction, except in so far as the rights of third parties 
were affected. The plaintiff company is bound by the acts of its 
agents Simons and Brant in connection with the sale, the benefit 
of which the company has adopted. The s]x>cial inducement to 
Max’eety, by which he became one of the purchasers, and the 
concealn ent practised ujxrn the other purchasers, were acts 
which were instrumental in influencing the defendant to join
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in the transaction. For these acts the company through its agent 
is responsible.

The legal principles involved in this vase are dealt with in 
KUdonan Investment v. Thompson (1915), 21 D.L.R. 181, 25 Man. 
L.R. 44(1, affirmed (1917), 38 D.L.R. %, 55 Can. S.C.R. 272. 
This action is brought on a promissory note given by the defendant 
for the payment of an instalment of purchase money payable 
under the agreement. It is not shewn that the plaintiff Morran 
as the indorsee of the note is in any letter portion than the 
company as against the defendant.

The appeal should be allowed and judgment entered for the 
defendant with costs in both Courts.

Cam ebon, J.A.:—It is established on the evidence that Simons, 
the president of the plaintiff company, after some months of 
negotiations, finally succeeded in forming the partnership or 
syndicate that agreed to purchase the lands in question, by making 
certain representations. One of the four memliers of this partner
ship was Maveetv, the bank manager, who liecame such on the 
understanding that he was not to l>e liable for any cash payment 
or, indeed, any payment wliatever. Maveety's part in the 
transaction was, in my opinion, inexcusable, but his evidence is 
uncontradicted and his true relation to the transaction was 
concealed from the defendant, who became aware of it only a 
short time before the trial. That I think is clear on the evidence. 
It is obvious that Maveety’s ostensible joining in the agreement 
acted as a material inducement to the defendant to licorne a 
party to it, and was intended to do so. This was, lieyond question, 
such an outrageously fraudulent representation as to vitiate the 
agreement and its effect was not considered by the trial Judge. 
It would l>e a travesty to allow such a manifest fraud to l>e 
perpetrated. The note sued on, which is part of the transaction, 
cannot be enforced against the defendant and the action must l>e 
dismissed.

The appeal must lie allowed with costs in this ( 'ourt and the 
Court below.

H ago art and Dennistovn, JJ.A., concurred.
Appeal allowed.

MAN.

C. A. 

Morran 

Hannah.

Perdue, C J.M.
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BRAWLEY v. TORONTO R. Co.
Ontario Supreme Court. Appellate Division, Meredith. C.J.O., Maclarrn, Magee 

and Hodgins, JJ.A. June tS, 1919.

Evidence (§ II II—251)—Street railway—Negligence—Breaking ok 
strap—Evidence or want of care.

The fact that a strap in a street car by which a passenger was sup|x>rting 
herself broke when the car swerved and her weight was thrown on it. casts 
U|>on the railway company the burden of shewing that the breaking was 
not due to any negligence on its part. The case is one for the application 
of the maxim res ipsa loquitur.

[Songster v. T. Eaton Co. (1895), 24 Can. S.C.H.. 70S; Toronto It. 
Co. v. Fleming (1913), 12 D.L.R. 249, 47 Can. 8.C.K. 012, referred to.)

Appeal by the plaintiff David Brawley and an appeal by 
the defen<lant con pany front the judgment of Meredith, C.J.C.P., 
44 O.L.R. 508. Reversed.

Gideon Grant, for the plaintiff David Brawley.
D. L. McCarthy, K.C., for the defendant company.
The judgn ent of the Court was read by 
Meredith, C.J.O.:—The plaintiff David Brawley appeals from 

the judgn ent dated the 30th December, 1918, which was directed 
to be entered by the Chief Justice of the Con iron Pleas on the 
findings of the jury at the trial at Toronto on the 22nd and 25th 
days of the previous month of November.

The ground of this appeal is that the appellant was not awarded 
any di n ages, although he had expended $708.07 for n erlical 
and other treatment for his wife, and had lost her society and 
companionship for about a year, in consequence of the injuries 
she had received, in respect of which the jury assessed her damages 
at $1,000. The defendant also appeals, on the ground that the 
negligence charged was not proved, and that the answers of the 
jury were not such as to warrant judgn ent being entered, as it 
was, in favour of the fen ale plaintiff for $1,000.

The female plaintiff was a passenger on the appellant com pany's 
railway, and was injured owing to the breaking of a strap with 
which the car in which she was travelling was supplied, and which 
was intern led to lie used by standing passengers, as it was used by 
her, for the purpose of supporting then selves. And the allegation 
of her pleading is that, owing to the car having swerved violently, 
her weight was thrown upon the strap, which broke and gave way 
in her hand from the rod upon which it was mounted, causing her 
to fall violently upon the floor of the car.

In his charge to the jury, the learned Chief Justice directed
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them, if they found that the appellant company was guilty of OWT' 
negligence, to state in what particulars the negligence consisted; 8. C. 
that, if they thought luck of inspection was the cause, they should Ukiwley 

indicate what kind of inspection they should find to have lieen Tokonto 
reasonalile under all the circumstances of the case; and he also It. Co. 
directed them, if they found negligence, to “state fully and clearly i«eroiith.c.i.o. 
what it is.”

The second question was: “If go, what was that negligence?
State fully and clearly." And the answer to it was, “Caused by 
broken strap."

In my opinion, the fact that the strap broke, when it was 
called on to bear the strain put upon it by the female plaintiff, 
cast u|K>n the appellant company the bunlen of shewing that the 
breaking was not due to any negligence on its part.

The case was, I think, one for the application of the maxim 
res ipsa loquitur. Where an accident happens from an inanimate 
object, and is one that does not ordinarily happen if the persons 
who have the management of it use proper care, it may be inferred, 
in the absence of any explanation from them, tliat it has happened 
through their want of care.

InMcPheeu.CityofTorontoandHulmer, (1915),90.W.N. 150,the 
plaintiff was injured owing to the breaking down of a bench in a 
public park, intended to provide seating accommodation for 25 
persons. Delivering the judgment of a Divisional Court, Hodgins,
J.A., referring to this, said at p. 150:—

“As no evidence as to its condition" (i.e., the condition of the 
bench), “except that afforded by the accident itself, was given, 
the appellant must be held to be responsible for its failure to serve 
its purpose."

In the earlier case of Songster v. T. Eaton Co. Ltd., (1894), 25 
O.R. 78,21 A.R. (Ont.) 624, affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada,
T. Eaton Co. v. Songster (1895), 24 Can. S.C.R. 708, the facts 
were that a child, who was lawfully in the defendant's shop, was 
injured by an unfastened mirror standing against the wall, falling 
upon it, the cause of the fall being unknown, and it was held that 
this of itself afforded sufficient evidence of negligence to justify 
the case being submitted to the jury.

Toronto R.W. Co. v. Fleming (1913), 12 D.L.R. 249. 47 Can.
S.C.R. 612, is another case in which the maxim was applied. In
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that case the injur)- was caused by the explosion of the controller 
of an electric car in which the plaintiff was travelling.

The ap|icllaut company adduced evidence for the purpose of 
rebutting the primâ facie presumption which arose from the 
breaking of the st rap, but made no attempt to shew that the strap 
had been inspected or tested, or that any system for the inspection 
or testing of the straps was in use by the appellant company, nor 
to shew how long the strap which broke had been in use.

In Murphy v. PhiUipt (1876), 35 L.T.R. 477, 478, Kelly, C.B., 
speaking with reference to chains used for the purpose of lifting 
heavy girders, said that the defendant was bound from time to 
tine, as the occasion might require, to have the chains used in 
his business properly and duly examined and tested periodically.

It is obvious that a strap will not last for ever, and it was 
shewn by a witness called by the appellant compam—Charles 
Adairs—that the strap which broke shewed signs of deterioration 
and that it was leginning to wear, though he added that there 
did not "seem to be such an enormous amount of wear,” and for 
that reason the case differs from Ferguton v. Canadian Pacific 
R.W. Co., (19081,120.W.R. 943. There the evidence made it clear 
the c’erailn ent of the ear, which was the cause of the injury com
plained of, was caused by an apparently perfect rail breaking, and 
because that was the case, and there was no evidence of negligence 
on the part of the defendants in buying the rail and placing it 
on the track, the action failed and was dismissed.

The learned trial Judge was evidently of opinion that the 
maxim ret ipta loquitur was not applicable, and the jury were not 
instructed—as in my opinion they should have been—that the 
burden rester 1 upon the appellant company of rebutting the pre
sumption of negligence which arose from the breaking of the strap, 
and that unless that burden had been satisfied the plaintiffs were 
entitled to succeed.

In view of this, and the unsatisfactory nature of the answer 
to the second question, the ends of justice will best be served, 
I think, by setting aside the judgment and directing that a new 
trial be had.

The complaint of the plaintiff who appeals that the jury 
improperly disregarded his claim to be allowed the expenses he 
had been put to is not well-founded. Without objection these
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expenses were dealt with as part of the dan ages sustained by the 
fen-ale plaintiff, and must therefore 1« taken to have been included 
in the $1,000 awarded to her. It seems strange that nothing 
was a'lowed to the appellant plaintiff for the loss of the society 
and cc mpanionship of his wife w hile she was laid up in consequence 
of the injuries she received; and, if any injustice has lieen done in 
that regard, it can lie ren edied upon the new trial.

The result is that I would allow- l>oth appeals, set aside the 
judgment, and direct that a new trial between the parties be had, 
and I would direct that the costs of the last trial and of the appeals 
be costs in the cause to the party who is ultimately successful, 
unless the Judge before whom the new trial takes place otherwise 
directs. A ppcals allowed and new trial ordered.

LARUE and TRUDBL v. THE MOLSONS BANK.
Quebec King’x llench, Arc ha mix a ult, C.J., and Lawrgne, Crots*, Carroll and 

Pelletier, JJ. June 16, 1918.

Partnership (fi II—6)—Partners—Implied authority—Bills and notes 
—Abuse of trust—Liability of co-partner.

In an ordinary trading partnership a partner has implied authority to 
draw, accept, make and endorse hills of exchange and promissory notea 
in the name of the firm. Even though the partner exercising such power 
abuses his trust for his individual benefit, his co-partner will be bound 
unless the holder is chargeable with notice of the facts.

Appeal from the judgment of the Su|>erior Court, 53 Que. 
8.C. 524. Affirmed.

(lalipeault, Si. Laurent, Cogné and Métayer, for apiH'llants; 
Taschereau, Hoy, Cannon A Co., for respondents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Cross, J.:—The appellants arc curators u]xm an abandonment 

in insolvency made by Frank W. Me Keen. They contest the 
respondent bank’s claim, and allege that it is not a creditor of 
Frank W. McKeen.

The respondent’s claim is ujxm a promissory note for $87,000 
whereby “C. E. McKeen Western” promised to pay that sum to 
the order of the C. E. McKeen Co., and upon which there is the 
endorsement of the C. E. McKeen Co. It is as having been a 
memlier of this co-partnershi,), the C. E. McKeen Company, that 
F. W. McKeen is held liable.

The appellants, in their contestation, allege in sulistance that 
the note in question and others of which it is a renewal were
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given to the rcsi>ondcnt by <\ E. MvKeen as collateral security 
for payment of his personal debt; that Frank McKoen had I teen in 
partnership with C. E. Me Keen, but that the notes, to the re8]xmd- 
ent’s knowledge, were made and indorsed by and for C. E. McKeen 
and not for the partnership; that the respondent is not a holder 
in due course. They also allege that, since June 24, 1011, Frank 
W. MeKeen has not been a member of any ])artnership known 
by the name of the “C. E. McKeen Co.”

In answer to the contestation, the respondent, besides joining 
issue, alleges that Frank W. McKeen knew of the existence of the 
notes and held out (\ E. McKeen as a jx-rson authorised to sign 
notes in the partnership name and to pledge its credit; and, in 
particulars of the answer, it further sets forth that C. E. McKeen 
was interested in the business of the (\ E. McKeen Co., that the 
business of the latter and that of C. E. McKeen Western had tieen 
carried on as a united enterprise and for the common benefit, and 
that (\ E. McKeen acted for both and openly transacted business 
in the names of both.

The Chief Justice who heard the case in the Superior Court 
< an e to the conclusion that Frank W. McKeen was Ixmnd by the 
indorsement, and gave judgment in favour of the respondent, 
ii aintaining the claim to the extent of #40,(NX), a balance arrived 
at after deduction of the value of certain securities held by the 
n*spondent.

The curators have brought this appeal from that judgment.
'flic question to be decided is whether Frank W. McKeen was 

lannul by the indorsement “The C. E. McKeen Co.” put ui>on 
the note by C. E. McKeen or not.

The relevant facts may be summarised as follows: About 
the \ear 1897. C. E. McKeen engaged in business at Quel>ec as 
manufacturer of boots and shoes. On and after December 1,1901. 
that business was carried on under the style of the C. E. McKeen 
( 'o., by C. E. McKeen, Alice M. Beardseli (wife of C. E. McKeen), 
Frank W. McKeen and John McKeen. In November, 1909. 
Alice M. Beardseli (Mrs. McKeen), retired and the partnership 
continued under the same name and style ljetween the three other 
partners. In June, 1911, John McKeen retired from the partner
ship, and in the deed of dissolution which took effect at that date, 
(though only executed on ()ctol>er 17, 1911), it was provided that
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the partnership would continue to exist and the deed have effect 
between ('. K. MeKeen and Frank W. MeKeen.

The business was in fact so continued to he carried on by these 
two men, though, in their registered publication of notice of 
partnership, it is said that the business is to lie carried on under 
the name and firm of “(’. K. MeKeen, Regd." The name “The 
(’. E. MeKeen Co.” was in fact continued in use, and to avoid 
hating to refer again to it, I would say at once that the point 
raised by counsel for the appellants to the effect that Frank W. 
MeKeen was not a member of any firm known as “The V. 10. 
MeKeen Co.” after the year 1911, is without substance. C. 10. 
MeKeen is father of John and Frank W. MeKeen and was owner 
of the factory premises at Quebec. He exercised a dominant 
authority in the business, and the partnership articles left him 
free to engage in other business.

About the year 1904, he decided to increase the factory output 
with the view of making the cost of production relatively less. 
The goods were being marketed mainly in Western Canada and 
he proceeds! to Vancouver and afterwards made his home there. 
To market the increased output he set up retail stores which he 
carried on for his own account under the name “C. E. MeKeen 
Western.” In the year 1913 he did certain business under the 
name of “The (’. E. MeKeen Shoe Stores, No. 1 Store” and “The 
C. E. MeKeen Shoe Stores, No. 2 Store.”

It is opportune to observe that in the partnership articles 
signed by ( ’. E. MeKeen, Frank W. MeKeen, ami John MeKeen 
on March 11, 1911, before Roily, N.P., there an* covenants as 
follow s :

The signature of the partnership is “The C. K. MeKeen Co", and will 
l»e at the sole use of the said C. E. MeKeen and of the said Frank W. MeKeen 
and to each of them separately, but only of course for the affaire of the said 
partnership.

The chief place of business of the said partnership is at the city of Quebec, 
the interest of the said C. K. MeKeen in the capital of the said partnership 
consists in the entire assets of the partnership which assets are conqiosed 
of all what is used to carry on the business of the partnership such as im
moveable and moveable pro|iertics, such moveable pro|wrties comprising also 
stock manufactured or not.

The interest of the said Frank W. MeKeen and of the said John Me
Keen consists in the rights accorded to them by the said C. E. MeKeen to 
acquire for the price and considerations hereinafter mentioned and in the 
pro{M>rtion hereinafter stated the whole rights of the said C. E. MeKeen in 
the said assets of the said partnership.
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que. The Haiit Cl. E. MeKeen moreover undertakes to back by his |*T*olml
U g responsibility the financial jioeition of the said firm.
— These covenant*, as we have already said, were made applicable

to the last partnershi]!, namely, the one I «tween C. E. MeKeen 
Tsudel and Frank MeKeen.

The The Quebec establishment was dependent upon the Iiene mai
MBxn»NI" fco'lit and backing of E. MeKeen.

t It was in these eireumstaneee and conditions that MeKeen
obtained advances from the resjiondent at its branch in Vancouver. 
His banking account was in the name of “C. E. MeKeen Western. "

An attempt was made at the trial by the apjicllants to prove 
that the 887.1X10 in question had lieen applied by C. E. MeKeen 
to the extent of aliout 843,000 in establishing and financing the 
retail stores at Vancouver and to the extent of aliout $44,000 in 
real estate s|«eolation.

What in reality was done was that C. E. MeKeen spent his 
earnings or income of $10,IXM) or $12,000 per year, the proceeds of 
sale of his wife's dwelling house at Quelicc and his Ixnrowings 
from the rcs|xindent on three objects, namely : alsiut $43,(XX) on 
the retail shops at Vancouver and the business carried on therewith 
in the course of about 7 years, aliout $40,000 in real estate ventures 
at later dates anil C. E. MeKeen at times helped the Queliec 
establishment with advances procured from the rescindent and 
afterwards repaid by toe Quebec establishment. From all the 
operations there result the debt of $87,0tX) to the rewtxindent, but 
it cannot be said what parts of that sum represent advances for 
any of the particular objects above enumerated.

The note claimed u]xin is a renewal of or a demand note for 
the amount of 18 overdue notes, the first of which is dated Octolier 
II, 1012, and was for $16,500. The amounts of the other 17 van 
between $1,500 and $8,500. They all fell due in January, February, 
March, and Ypril, 1912.

Two of these notes are notes of the C. E. MeKeen Shoe Stores 
(No. 1 Store) for $8,000 dated January, 10. 1913, and of the 
C. E. MeKeen Shoe Stores (No. 2 Store) for $3,000, dated January 
10, 1913, lioth to the order of “C. E. MeKeen (Western).”

In the other 16 the maker's signature is “C. E. MeKeen 
Western per C. E. MeKeen”—in one case “per A. M. R. MeKeen." 
and the payee and indorser is “the O. E. MeKeen Co.”
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The indorsements were written by C. E. MvKeen and I take 
it that this was known to the respondent.

1 also take it as proved that, liefore the year 1911, the rescind
ent's Vancouver branch had 1 >een making advances on notes 
made and indorsed in the same way by “C. K. McKeen Co.,” as 
payee and indorser.

In the business oi>crations, when goods would be shipped 
from Quebec, drafts for the wholesale price of them were drawn 
by the C. E. McKeen Co. upon “C. E. McKeen Western,” and 
either then, or when the goods were sold by retail, C. E. McKeen 
was credited at Quebec with a sales-agent's commission for which 
he would make drafts on the C. E. McKeen Co. I regard these 
ojierations as matters of internal arrangement and accountability, 
seeing the contract relations between the partners; in particular 
the covenant that manufactured and unmanufactured stock at 
Quebec tielonged to C. E. McKeen. The statement of C. E. 
McKeen in his testimony to the effect that the Quebec o]ierations 
and the business of the retail shops at Vancouver were carried 
on as a sort of community business for the benefit of both, appears 
to me to be an accurate characterisation. The question whether 
Frank W. McKeen is not liable as a partner for the debts contracted 
in the name of C. E. McKeen Western is one upon which much 
might be said but, as it was not debated at the hearing, I do not 
treat of it now.

In January 1912, (\ E. McKeen submitted to the respondent 
a statement of his affairs in which “Factory at Queliec, $35,000” 
is shewn as an asset, and in the summary an item is inserted of 
equity “In business at Quebec over liability $82,800.81.”

1 infer that the details by which these items were arrived at 
must have been procured from the Queliec office, and that Frank 
W. McKeen would have known of the preparation of them and the 
object of them.

In May, 1914, the respondent, having learned that the partner
ship between C. E. McKeen and Frank W. McKeen had been 
dissolved, addressed a demand of payment to C. E. McKeen Co., 
and to this demand Frank W. McKeen wrote in answer:

Your letter of May 7 received and contenta noted, I have forwarded a 
copy of your letter to my father (Mr. C. E. McKeen) who is at present on the 
road, and who will take this matter up with you. In reference to the dis-
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made responsible to the respondent by the act of C. E. McKeen 
in gi\ ing the indorsement in the name of the 0. E. McKeen Co.

No doubt in general a partner who gives an indorsement in 
tlxc name of the partnership to an indorsee for payment of an

Crow. 1.
advance to bin self does not hind his co-partner.

( an it he said that that is what C. E. McKeen did?
The appellants, in their contestation, set out with the assertion 

that the note claimed on was given as collateral security for 
payment of C. E. McKeen's délit to the resjiondent. That 
assertion is not altogether accurate. The note was the direct 
contract of the liorrower in favour of the payee, first, and next 
in favour of the banker. That, at least, is so of the originals of 
which the one claimed on is a renewal. The assertion is erroneous 
as respects the maker. Neither is it wholly accurate as respects 
the indorser “the C. E. McKeen Co.,” and this brings us to con
sider the extent of the mandate from the C. E. McKeen Co. to 
C. E. McKeen.

The fact that a note already indorsed is in the hands of the 
maker and is offered to a bank to procure an advance» is sometimes 
taken to involve an intimation to the bank that the indorsement 
is for accommodation, and if the indorsement puniorts to lie that 
of a partnership of which the intending borrower is a memlier, 
there is reason to say that the indorsement would not be binding 
ui>on other partners, and that conclusion might the more readily 
be arrived at, if to the knowledge of the bank the indorsement 
itself was written by the hand of the maker as in the case before us.

A real authority to indorse may nevertheless exist and lie 
susceptible of being proved directly or by inference from attendant 
circumstances.

In the matter now liefore us 1 draw the conclusion from the 
accumulated effect of all the circumstances that C. E. McKeen 
created a binding obligation on the part of what (for convenience 
rather that strict accuracy) I will call the Quebec firm. When 
the res]iondent was applied to by C. E. McKeen for advances 
and was made aware that his object was to establish diets at 
Vancouver for the products of the Quebec firm, the respondent
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was in a position to say to him: “If we lend you money with 
which to extend the Quel>ec firm’s business, we will look to the 
Queliec firm to be responsible for repayment.”

C. E. McKeen procured advances on that footing -leaving 
aside, for the moment, the matter of land speculation which 
arose later—and if there bad l>ecn no promissory notes at all, 
there is reason to say that the respondent could have recovered 
for its advances upon assumpsit counts against the Quebec firm. 
It is unneci'ssary to go quite so far as to s:iy that, however, C. E. 
McKeen clearly had authority to bind the Queliec firm for 
obligations for extension of its business. lie threw that obligation 
into the form of an indorsement of notes, but when we go tiehind 
the form and wording of the instruments, we find existing an 
obligation which C. F. McKeen had ample mandate from the 
Queliec firm to create or acknowledge.

This fact serves to make clear the further inaccuracy on the 
part of the appellants in representing the notes as merely collateral 
paper or the indorsements as being for accommodation. The 
Quebec firm was not an accommodation party.

The fact further suffices to shew that the rescindent has 
discharged the burden of explanation which rested ujxin it in 
consequence of the consideration that it was the maker of the 
note who signed the indorsement in the name of the Queliec firm. 
It is true that counsel for the appellants criticise the Chief Justice 
of the Superior Court as erroneously placing upon them a burden 
of proof which they say really rested upon the respondent ; but 
I regard that criticism as misdirected. What the Thief Justice 
had in view was the failure of the contestants to examine F. W. 
McKeen as a witness.

What burden of proof or explanation really rested upon the 
respondent was discharged by disclosure of the facts above recited.

When oncé the scope of the mandate which C. E. McKeen 
really had from the Quebec firm is understood and it is realised 
that tliis is not a case wherein the Quebec firm stands as a mere 
guarantor or as an accommodation party, but is a simple case of a 
member of trailing partnership who has liorrowed money with 
which to extend its field of ojierations, in the firm name, and who, 
in addition to having the ordinary mandate of a partner, was 
owner of the factory and of the stock in trade liesides having other
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power of control, the difficulty in the case disappears and the 
rule as to a co-partner’s power to bind his co-partners should be 
applied. That rule has l>een well explained by the Chief Justice 
and illustrated by the authorities cited in his notes and notably 
by passages from the work of Story. To them might l>c added 
the following :

As to negotiable pajier. Trading Partnerships: In an ordinary tra
ding partnership, a partner has implied authority to draw, accept, make 
and indorse bills of exchange and promissory notes in the name of the firm. 
Even though the partner exercising such jwwer abuses his trust for his in
dividual benefit, his co-partner will be bound unless the holder is chargeable 
with notice of the facts, National Exch. Bank of Boston v. White (1887), 30 
Fed. Rep. 412.

And, as respecte the fact that it was (’. E. McKeen the maker 
who also w rote the indorsements :

It has been held that the fact that a note made by a partner in favour 
of his firm, is in the hands of the maker, indorsed by the firm, is not con
clusive of the accommodation character of the indorsement, but the question 
of the character of the paper is for the jury: A. & E. Enc. of Law, verbis 
Accommodation Paper, 2nd ed., 307 (note.). •

Now, as rcsjHH'ts the land speculation, two answers to the 
appellants’contention can lie given : (1) the appellants have not 
proved what part if any of the amount of $40,600 for which the 
claim has l>een sustained was procured for land s{)eculation. 
(2) There is no evidence that the respondent’s manager knew 
that any part of the advances was to l>e used in land speculation.

It might also l>e added that the knowledge which Frank W. 
McKeen must have had of the fact that C. E. McKeen had for 
some years l>een signing or indorsing notes in the name of the 
Quebec firm makes against the appellant’s contention on this 
point.

It is said in A. & E. Enc. of Law: verbis Accommodation 
Paper, 2nd ed., p. 347 (note).

The holder of a note indorsed by a firm, between which and the maker 
there have been frequent interchanges of accommodation- upon bills and 
notes for a long time, has a right to presume the assent of all the partners.

Having also regard to the fact that the respondents’ claim has 
lieen reduced by $37,000 upon a ground which under our law dot* 
not seem to have necessitated the making of tliat reduction, the 
appellants cannot l>e said to have made out their contention as 
respects the element of land speculation.

On the whole, I would dismiss the appeal.
Appeal dismissed.
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CAMPBELL v. HALVERSON.

Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Haultain, C.J.S., Neudands and Latnont, JJ.A. 
October, tt, 1919.

1. Election of remedies ($ 1—2)—Stray Animals Act (8ask.)—Animai*
DAMAGE FEASANT—REMEDY UNDER Act—At COMMON LAW.

The Stray Animals Act (Sank, stats. 1915, e. 32), provides that the 
owner of animals distrained damage feasant may proceed under the pro
visions of the Act to have a justice of the peace assess the damages but 
he is not bound to proceed under the Act and failure to do so does not 
deprive him of any other remedies he may have at common law.

(.Six Carpenters Case, 8 Co. Rep. 146n, 77 E.R. 695; Lindon v. Hooj>er 
(1776), 1 Cowp. 414, 98 E.R. 1160; Sluriff v. Janus (1823), 1 Ring 341, 
130 E.R. 138, Johnson v. Cpham (1859), 2 El. A EL, 121 E.R. 95. 
referred to; Maskel v. Horner, [1915] 3 K.B. 106, followed.)

2. Payment (| IV—35) — Impounded goods — Damage — Payment to
secure release—Involuntary—Recovery back.

A payment made to release im|>ounded goods under circumstances 
which shew that it was not voluntarily made may be recovered back as 
money had and received.

IFogde v. Hartunau (1917), 37 D.L.R. 758, 10 S L R. 423, followed.)

Appeal from the judgment of El wood, J., 11 S.L.K. 58, in an 
action brought to recover back money paid to a |K>undkee)>er 
to secure the release of horses impounded, the money having l>een 
paid over by the poundkeeper to the defendant. Affirmed.

W\ A. Hey non, for appellant ; ./. -4. Allan, K.C., and (»'. AT. 
Hroatch, for respondent.

Haultain, C.J.8., concum*d with Lamont, J.A.
Newlands, J.A.:—On March 6, 1917, the defendant dis

trained damage feasant the plaintiff's horses and took them to the 
pound, leaving with the poundkeeper a written claim for $1,000 
damages. On March 8, the plaintiff paid $1,000 to the pound- 
keeper, under protest, and regained possession of hie animals. 
Subsequently the poundkeeper paid this money over to the 
defendant.

Ttiis action is brought by the plaintiff to recover back said 
$1,000 or so much thereof as was in excess of the damage done by 
liis horse», on the ground, amongst others, that the amount claimed 
by defendant was grossly in excess of the damage done.

The trial Judge found that the damage done amounted to 
only $50, and gave judgment to plaintiff for the excess $950. 
From this judgment the defendant appeals upon several grounds.

The first that I will consider is, that this action will not lie; 
that plaintiff should have proceeded under the provisions of the 
Stray Animals Act, Sask. stats., 1915, c. 32, to have a Justice of 
the Peace assess the damages. The evidence shews that plaintiff 
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did take out a summons tiefore a Justice of the Peace under the 
Act, but the same was never served and the proceedings wen- 
dropped.

This Art provides that “the owner of an impounded animal 
may give notice in writing to the potindkeeper that he intends 
to complain to a Justice against the |ierson impounding such 
animal,” s. 32. “Such complaint may lie upon one or loth of 
the following grounds: (a) That the impounding was illegal, or. 
(b) That the damages claimed are excessive. S. 32, suis*. (2).

The Justice may thereupon institute like proceedings as are 
authorised by Part XV’. of the Criminal Code, R.S.C., lHOti. 
c. 148, for Justices making orders for the payment of money.

The appellant claims that plaintiff should have proceeded 
as above, and not having done so he has no remedy in law.

Cockbum, CJ., in Vestry of St. Paneras v. Hattrrbury (1857), 
2 C.B. (N.S.) 477, at p. 486, and 140 E.R. 502, at p. .506, says:

Where an Act of Parliament creates a duty or obligation and gives a 
remedy for a breach of it by a peculiar proceeding, a question arises whether 
the remedy so provided is the only one to he had recourse to, or whether it is 
cumulative.

In a note to this case it is stated :
The law seems well settled in the United States as it is in England, that 

when a right, with its appropriate remedy, existed at common law, if a statute 
gives a new remedy in affirmative words, or rather without a negative express 
or implied, this does not take away the common law remedy.

But if the right be conferred or created by the statute, the remedy pre
scribed by the statute and no other can be pursued.

As the defendant in this case says that he distrained Un
horses damage feasant, the statute cannot Ire said to have created 
the right, particularly as the statute in giving the right to distrain 
only incidentally deals with animals doing damage.

8. 13 of that Act provides that any proprietor may distrain 
any animal

(a) running At large contrary to a by-law; (b) owned by a non-resident 
running at large during a prohibited period; (c) running at large in a herd 
district between May 15 and October 31, and (d) an est ray.

An eetray means—s. 2, sub-s. 15—any animal found in or 
around the yards, buildings, corrals, or in the herd, Itand or flock 
of any person other than its owner during the period of the year 
when animals may run at large. Although no mention is made of 
animals doing damage in the section authorising distraint, it is 
mentioned in the provisions for impounding, and when a dis-
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trainor impounds an animal he must leave with the poundkeeper *“*• 
a statement of the nature and extent of the damage and the C. A.
amount claimed. Campbell

It will therefore be seen that the remedy provided by the 
statute is one that can be adopted by a oerson whose animals 
were distrained damage fcotant, but there is nothing in the statute 
that confines such a person to such remedy.

In the first place the Act is silent as to animals lieing dis
trained damage fcotant; it therefore creates no new right which 
would be applicable to the circumstances of this case. Next, the 
language of the statute is not as it was in Veetry of St. Panera* v. 
hattcrbury, tupra, peremptory. The Act says he may give 
notice that he intends to proceed before a Justice. The remedy 
is therefore in addition to other remedies he may have.

This seems to me the intention of the Legislature, liecausc, 
while such a remedy would be lioth cheap and expeditious when 
the damages are small, it would lie far beyond the ordinary 
jurisdiction of a Justice where the amount was large, as in this 
case, and it would not seem likely that the Legislature would 
in such a case oust the ordinary jurisdiction of the civil Courts 
and confer the same upon a Justice of the Peace. It would 
require peremptory language in the statute before I could come 
to such a conclusion.

The fact that these proceedings were commenced but dropped 
before service on defendant, leaves the matter as if they were 
never commenced.

Having come to the conclusion that the Stray Animals Act 
does not take away any remedy the plaintiff hail at common law, 
the next question to consider is, had he any remedy.

It is contended on the part of the appellant that he had not, 
because he did not tender to the defendant the amount of damages 
done by his horses before distress, in which case the distress would 
have been unlawful and he could have brought replevin, nor did he 
tender these damages before impounding but after distress, in 
which case the detention would have been unlawful and he could 
have brought detinue. These, the appellant claims, were his 
only remedies, and as he did not bring himself within either of 
them he has no remedy at law.

For this proposition the principal case he cites is (lutliver v.

Halverson.
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Corn» (1845), 1 C.B. 788, 135 E.R. 753. The facte in that caae 
are eimilar to this. I think that the opinions of the .lodges in 
that case are to the effect that délit would not lie. It was decided 
on the principle that the owner of the cattle being the wrongdoer, 
the burden was on him to tender a sum sufficient to cover the 
dan ages before the distrainor would lieeoine a wrongdoer. 
Tindal, C.J., 1 C.B. at p. 796, says:

It has been urged that here a tender was unnecessary in as much as the 
sum demanded for compensation was exorbitant: that argument, however, 
it seems to me, is answered by saying that the risk of determining the real 
amount of damage is not by law imposed upon the defendant. This I should 
be disposed to hold upon principle and independently of the authority of 
Lindon v. Hooper (1776), 1 Cowp. 414, 98 E.R. 1160, which I am unable to 
get over, and which 1 am not aware has been overruled: and though cases have 
occurred in which it has l»een decided that an excessive demand dispenses with 
a tender, yet those were cases where the law made it incumbent on the defend
ant correctly to ascertain the amount of his demand.

8. 16 (2) of the Stray Animal» Act, Saek. stats., 1915, e. 32, 
under which the defendant impounded these animals, provides 
that the distrainor leave with the poundkeejter a written statement 
containing a description of the animal distrained, the name of 
the owner, if known, the place where such distraint is made, the 
nature and extent of the damage, if any, the amount claimed, and 
reasonable fees for driving such animal and delivering same to the 
poundkeeper.

The law therefore required the defendant in this case to state 
the nature and extent of the damage and the amount claimed, and 
it would, therefore, bring this case within that class of cases 
referred to by Tindal, CJ., where, when the amount claimed was 
exorbitant, as it was in this case, where $1,000 was claimed and 
only $50 damages done as found by the trial Judge, a tender was
unnecessary.

Now in the words of Lord Coke in the Six CarjicnUrn Case, 
8 Co. Rep. 146a, at p. 147a, 77 E.R. 695, at p. 698:

Tender after the impounding makes neither the one nor the other wrong
ful (i.e., the distress or impounding) for then it comes too late, because then 
the cause is put to trial of the law, to be there determined. But after the law 
has determined it, and the avowant has return irreplevisable, yet if the plain
tiff makes him a sufficient tender he may have an action of detinue for the 
detainer after, or he may upon satisfaction made in Court have a writ for the 
re-delivery of his goods.

There was therefore a remedy at law in a case like the present, 
and, although the plaintiff made no tender, that tender was in
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my opinion dispensed with because the amount claimed was 
exorbitant. 1 would say that we could take it for granted that 
where the claim was for 11,000 a tender of S50 would have been 
refused. In these old cases the form of action was most important. 
Under the present practice it is not, and as long as the facts of 
the case are stated and the plaintiff has a remedy, he will lie given 
it on proving his case.

The only other questions raised were: (1) that it was res 
judicata the plaintiff having paid the money by virtue of the 
Stray Animals Act. This is answered by the fact that plaintiff 
dropped his proceedings under that Act and there never was a 
decision; and (2) that the money was paid voluntarily and not 
under duress and therefore cannot lie recovered. This argument 
is answered by the words of Lord Reading, C.J., in Maskell v. 
Horner, |1M5| 3 K.B. 106, at p. 118:

If a person pays money, which he is not bound to pay, under the compul
sion of urgent anii pressing necessity, or of seisure actual or threatened, of 
his goods, he can recover it as money had and received.

The plaintiff paid the money under protest to release his 
horses from seizure; this money was paid to defendant: the 
plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to recover it from him, he having 
lieen found by the trial Judge not to be entitled to it.

The appeal should therefore lie dismissed, with costs.
Lamont, J.A. :—On March 6, 1917, the defendant discovered 

16 of the plaintiff’s horses in his flax field doing damage. He 
drove them to the nearest pound and impounded them. While at 
the pound, he gave to the poundkeepcr, as required by the Stray 
Animals Act, Sask. stats., 1915, c. 32, a statement in writing of 
the damage he had suffered, which he placed at *62.50 per head, or 
*1,000 in all. On lieing informed that his horses had been 
impounded, the plaintiff went to the poundkeeper and paid under 
protest the said sum of *1,000, together with the poundkeeper's 
fees, and obtained his horses. The poundkeepcr paid the *1,000 
over to the defendant. On April 7, the plaintiff laid an information 
before a Justice of the Peace, claiming that the damages were 
excessive, but as the defendant did not appear before the magis
trate on the day fixed, the matter appears to have lieen dropped. 
The plaintiff then brought this action, in which he claimed a 
return of the said *1,000, or so much thereof as was in excess of
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the damiige actually suffered by the defendant. The action came 
on before my brother Elwood, who found that the damage suffered 
by the plaintiff for which he was legally entitled to impound the 
horses amounted to only 850, and he gave judgment against the 
defendant for the return by him of 1950. From that judgment the 
defendant now appeals.

On behalf of the defendant two grounds were argued for a 
reversal of the judgment; (1) that an action for money had and 
received will not lie where money has been paid to a poundkeeper 
to release cattle impounded damage feaeant, even although paid 
under protest and the amount paid is in excess of the damage done; 
and (2), in any case, the money was paid under legal compulsion 
and consequently is not recoverable.

A number of old English cases certainly lend some support 
to the defendant’s first contention.

In Lindon v. Hooper (1776), 1 Cowp. 414, 98 E.R. 1160, it was 
held that “an action for money had and received does not lie to 
recover bark money paid for the release if cattle damage feaeant, 
though the distress were wrongful.” Sec headnote. The ground 
of this decision appears to be that, according to the forms of 
pleading then existing, the claim would be simply for moneys had 
and received and this would not give the defendant any informa
tion as to the case he might be called upon to meet at the trial.

Ill Sheriff v. Jamet (1823), 1 Bing. 341, 130 E.R. 138, it was 
held that an action on the case would not lie for detaining dis
trained cattle damage feaeant although a tender of sufficient 
amount was made to cover the damage done, if the tender was 
not made before the impounding.

In Gulliver v. Cotent (1845), 1 C.B. 788, 135 E.R. 753, the 
facte were practically on all fours with the case at Bar. The 
plaintiff’s sheep strayed on to the defendant’s land and were 
doing damage. The defendant impounded them, and claimed as 
damage £2.15s. 9d. The plaintiff paid the money, under protest, 
and then brought an action to recover it liack less the damage 
actually done. The jury found that the damage done amounted 
to only five shillings. The Court held that the plaintiff could 
not recover the excess. Tindal, C.J., and Coltman, J., base their 
judgments on the ground that it was the duty of the plaintiff to 
ascertain the exact amount of the damage his sheep had done
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end to make a tender of that amount, then, in cue the defendant 
refuaed to accept it, he would be entitled to bring an action for 
the detention of his sheep. They seem to hold the view that, 
after the impounding takes place, a tender of the actual damage 
suffered comes too late liecause “the cause is put to trial to be 
there determined.”

Creswell, J., baaed his judgment on lees technical grounds. 
He held that the payment wu made for the purpose of avoiding all 
questions of dispute u to the right to distrain and wu, therefore, 
voluntarily made and could not be recovered.

If these cases are still good law the plaintiff cannot recover, 
no matter how unconscientious it may be for the defendant to 
keep the money. The authority of these cases hu, however, not 
remained unquestioned. At common law a distrainor of cattle 
damage feasant and a distrainor for rent were in the same position. 
Both could hold the distrained goods till paid, but neither could 
sell the article seised. In the 1st session, 2 Wm. and Mary, c. 5, 
it wu enacted that “ where any goods or chattels shall lie dis
trained for any rent . . . and the tenant or owner of the
goods so distrained shall not within five days replevy the same the 
distrainor may sell the goods.”

In Johnson v. Vpham (1859), 2 El. * El. 250, 121 E.R. 95, 
the landlord seised for £108 while only £98 were due. The 
tenant tendered the £98, which amount wu refused and the 
landlord proceeded to sell. It wu held that a tender after seizure 
wu good and that the sale wu illegal. In giving the judgment 
of the Court, Wightman, J., said, 2 El. & El. at p. 262, and 121 
E.R. at p. 99:

There is no doubt but that at common law a tender after the impounding 
availed nothing, either in the case of a distress for rent, or for damage fessant.
2 El. & El. at p. 264, and 121 E.R. at p. 100.

The landlord's alleged right to reject payment and proceed to sale after 
tender is founded upon an old and technical rule which might be applicable 
to the law of distress as it was before the passing of statutes 2 Wm. and Mary, 
sesa 1, c. 5 . . . but can hardly have any reasonable application to cases 
arising since thoee statutes.

Judgment wu given for the plaintiff.
In Fell v. Whittaker (1871), 7 Q.B. 120, a landlord sued for 

£18 rent, when only £9 wu in arrear. The tenant offered him 
the £9. The offer wu refused and a bailiff wu kept in possession
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until tlie tenant gave an undertaking to pay the whole £18, and 
had actually paid a part thereof, amounting to £2.7g. The 
tenant brought an action for money had and received. The case 
of Gulliver v. Cote ha, supra, was cited as an authority that such an 
action would not lie, that the tenant's projter remedy was replevin. 
The Court held that the tenant was entitled to recover. Lush, J., 
pointed out that under pressure of seizure the tenant had paid, or 
had done what was equivalent to paying, and that was sufficient 
to make up his cause of action.

This was followed by the case of Green v. Duckett (1883), 11 
Q-B.D. 275. There the plaintiff’s hull trespassed upon the 
defendant’s property and was distrained damage feasant and 
impounded upon the defendant’s own .land, there being no proper 
or convenient pound in the locality. The defendant claimed £2 
damage. The plaintiff tendered the sum of Is. 6d. The tender 
was refused and the plaintiff paid the £2, but under protest as to 
the amount above his tender. The plaintiff sued for money had 
and received. The County Court Judge found that the plaintiff 
had tendered the full value of the damage sustained by the defend
ant and gave judgment for the excess. On appeal it was argued 
that the action would not lie, and the old cases above referred 
to were brought forward as authorities in support of the argument. 
The Court held that an action for money had and received would 
lie; Denman, J., at p. 279, stating that, independently of the cases 
already decided, he would be prepared to hold that, 
where there is the element of pure extortion which clearly exists here, in 
impounding and keeping the animal without a colour of right to the sum 
demanded, the law would not at the present day leave the plaintiff to replevy 
as his only remedy. I think the element of extortion is so clearly shewn that 
an action for money had and received will lie even if in the absence of that 
clement it might not do so, 
and Hawkins, J., at p. 281, said:

The consequence of adopting the argument for the defendant would be 
that a man by falsely, fraudulently, and extortionately pretending that he 
has sustained damages to a large amount, when he knows he has not sustained 
damage to any amount, might obtain payment of sums by means of extortion, 
under circumstances which might possibly tender him liable to the criminal 
law, and yet be able to retain the money.

Commenting upon this judgment in the notes to Marriott v. 
Hampton, in Smith’s Leading Cases, vol. 2., p. 431, the author 
says.—

The observations of the Judges in that case make it doubtful how far the
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doctrine of Lindon v. Hooper (supra), and Gulliver v. Cosen* (supra), would 
now be acted upon.
And in Bullen on Distiw, 2nd ed., at p. 224, referring to the 
old cases aliove cited, 1 find the following:—

At the present day it inay be questioned whether these authorities would 
upon this point be followed, the former strictures as to the forms of action 
being no longer applicable, and the practical objection of want of notice of 
the grounds relied on being met by the right of the defendant to have particul
ars, . . .

The matter however seems to me to be conclusively set at 
rest by the decision of the English Court of Appeal in Maskell 
v. Horner, [1915] 3 K.B. 106, 84 L.J.K.B. 1752. In that case the 
plaintiff in 1900 commenced to carry on business as a dealer in 
produce in the vicinity of Kpittalfields Market. As soon as he 
commenced business the defendant, who owned the market, 
demanded toll of him under threat of seizure of his goods. The 
plaintiff at first refused to pay, and his goods were seized. Then he 
paid the tolls under protest, and continued paying them, but 
under protest, until 1912, when it was determined in another 
matter that the owner of the market had no right to charge tolls. 
The plaintiff brought his action as for money had and received, for 
a return of the tolls paid. It was held that he was entitled to 
recover on the ground that the payment of the tolls had not been 
a voluntary act on his part. Lord Reading, C.J., in his judgment, 
[1915] 3 K.B. at p. 118, stated the piinciplc applicable as follows :

If a jicreon with knowledge of the facts pays money, which he is not in 
law bound to pay, and in circumstances implying that he is paying it vol
untarily to close the transaction, he cannot recover it. Such a payment is 
in law like a gift, and the transaction cannot lie reopened. If a jierson pays 
money, which he is not bound to pay, under the compulsion of urgent and 
pressing necessity or of seizure, actual or threatened, of his goods he can re
cover it as money had and received.

Referring to the cases of Knibb* v. Hall (1794), 1 Esp. 84; 
Lindon v. Hooper (1776) 1 Cowp. 414, 98 E.R. 1160, and (iulliver 
v. Cosens, 1 C.B. 788, 135 E.R. 753, his Lordship, at p. 122, said :

Upon examination it will be found that they were decided in the main 
upon points of pleading and procedure. So far as they may be said to establish 
a proposition of general application, it is that where the distress levied has been 
for an excessive amount the appropriate remedy is by replevin and not by 
action for money had and received. In any event I do not think that 1 hese 
cases modify the broad and general principle of law stated by such eminent 
authorities in the cases to which I have already called attention.

This case seems to me to establish clearly that a payment 
made to release impounded goods, under circumstances which
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shew that it was not voluntarily made, may be recovered back 
as money had and received.

In the case at Bar, the circumstances under which the plaintiff 
paid the $1,000, shew clearly that he was not giving up bis right to 
any excess over and above the amount of the actual damage 
suffered.

In this Province, the question came before the Court en banc 
in Foyle v. Parsenau (1917), 37 D.L.R. 758, 10 8.L.R. 423, and 
the Court there directed the return of $25 damages paid to a 
poundkeeper in respect of animals impounded damage feasant 
when it was established that the defendant had no valid claim to 
such money.

The first contention, therefore, made on liehalf of the defendant 
is not, in the light of the more recent authorities, maintainable. 
His second contention, that in a case of this kind the payment was 
made under complusion of legal process, is. in my opinion, equally 
untenable. This I think is established in the .Mask-ell case, where 
at p. 122, Lord Reading, C.J., says:

It is argued that as unpaid tolls can be recovered by distress levied upon 
the goods of the person who fails to pay, the eeisurc is to be regarded like the 
issue of a writ, and therefore that a payment of tolls on seisure must be treated 
as a voluntary payment. I cannot agree with this contention.

It was further contended that as the Stray Animals Art, 
Saak, stats., 1915, c. 32, made provision by which the owner of 
inqtoundcd animals could pay the sum demanded and by giving a 
notice that he was going to complain of the impounding on the 
ground that excessive damages had lteen charged, could have the 
damages assessed Itefore a Justice of the Peace, such procedure was 
his only remedy.

I do not agree with tliat contention. The Art does provide 
a simple and inexpensive method of having the amount of damage 
done ascertained Itefore a Justice of the Peace, but, apart from 
the Act, as I have already held, the plaintiff has his action for 
money had and received. In order to take away from him that 
right of action clear and more explicit language to tliat effect 
must be found in the Act; I do not find it here. I am therefore 
of opinion the plaintiff is entitled to recover. The payment made 
by him was not a voluntary payment and the amount claimed was 
grossly excessive and extortionate.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
Appeal dismissed.
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cmr or Toronto ». solway.
Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, CJ.O., Magee and 

Hodgins, JJ.A. and Lalchford, J. June $3, 1919.

Municipal corporations (| II C—82)—By-law—Buildinuh por desig
nated purpose—Right to prescribe localities—Municipal Act 
(Ont.)—Reasonable construction.

While the Municipal Act (Ont.) contains no express power to limit the 
operation of a by-law passed under the authority of s. 541a to a defined 
area of the municipality, the power conferred, to prevent, regulate and 
control the location, erection and use of buildings for a designated pur
pose; reasonably construed, in its very nature carries with it the right 
to prescribe in what localities they may he located, erected or used and 
in what localities they may not.

A permit by a corporation official to do something prohibited by 
bydaw is of no force or validity.

Appral by the defendants from the judgment of Mclock, 
CJ.Ex., at the trial, in favour of the plaintiff, the Corporation of 
the City of Toronto, enjoining the defendants from using any 
building upon the premises No. 50 Lakeview avenue, Toronto, as 
a stable for horses for delivery purposes, contrary to by-law 
No. 6087, passed by the city council on the 28th May, 1912. 
Affirmed.

Gordon Waldron, for the appellants.
C. M. Colquhoun, for the plaintiff corporation, respondent. 
The judgment of the Court was read by 
Meredith,CJ.O.:—This is an appeal by the defemlants from 

the judgment of the Chief Justice of the Exchequer, dated the 
11th February, 1919, which was directed to be entered after the 
trial of the action before him sitting without a jury at Toronto on 
that day.

The action is brought for the purpose of obtaining an injunc
tion restraining the appellants from using any building on the 
premises No. SO Lakeview avenue, in the city of Toronto, as a 
stable for horses for delivery purposes, contrary to the provisions 
of by-law No. 6087, passed by the council of the respondent cor
poration on the 28th day of May, 1912.

The by-law provides that:—
“No building shall be located, erected or used for a stable for 

horses for delivery purposes . . . upon any of the properties 
fronting or abutting on either side of Lakeview avenue from 
Dundas street to Churchill avenue, in the city of Toronto, except 
on the properties fronting on Dundas street at the north-east and

ONT.
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north-west corners of Dundee street and Lake view avenue: Pro
vided, however, that the provisions of this by-law shall not apply 
to any building erected or used on the day of the passing hereof 
for any of the purposes aforesaid so long as it continues to be used 
as it was then used."

The appellants, by their statement of defence, allege that a 
permit was obtained by the female appellant on the 30th May, 
1912, for the erection of a private stable on the premises No. SO, 
and that it was granted under conditions requiring the male 
appellant “to make outlays for drainage and the like, amounting 
to 1400,” and that these outlays were made, and that on the 18th 
August, 1916, the female appellant obtained a permit for under
pinning and other work about the stable, and that in these cir
cumstances the respondent is “not entitled to ask for equitable 
relief.”

The appellants also attack the validity of the by-law because 
“it exempts buildings existing in the area of prohibition on the 
day of the passing of the by-law, that is, on May 28th, 1912, 
whereas the statute from which the respondent derives power, that 
is, the Municipal Act, R.8.O. 1914, ch. 192, sec. 20, expressly 
declares that exemption shall be of buildings existing on the 26th 
day of April, 1904;’’ and they also attack its validity because 
“it tends to create a monopoly in respect of the buildings erected 
or used for the forbidden purposes between the 26th April, 1904, 
and the 12th May, 1912.”

The male appellant also claims by counterclaim that, in the 
event of the injunction being granted, he be paid his outlays 
which the respondent required to be made and all hie outlays in 
and about the stable.

The legislation under the authority of which the by-law was 
passed was 4 Edw. VII. 1904, ch. 22, sec. 19, as amended by 6 Edw. 
VII. 1905, ch. 22, sec. 21. Section 19 of the Act of 4 Edw. VII. 
provided that:—

“The Consolidated Municipal Act, 1903, is amended by insert
ing therein the following as section 541 e.:—

“541 o. The councils of cities and towns are authorised and 
empowered by a vote of two-thirds of the whole council to pass 
and enforce such by-laws ss they may deem expedient;

"to • • •
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"(6) And in the case of cities only, to prevent, regulate and ONT- 
control the location, erection and use of buildings for laundries, 8. C. 
butcher shops, stores and manufactories. Cirror

.............................................................................................................................. Toronto

“Provided that this section shall not apply to any buildings Nolwat. 
now erected or used for any of the purposes aforesaid so long as iotouÔ^cj.o 
they continue to be used as at present’ (i.e., 26th April, 1904).

The amending Act (5 Edw. VII. ch. 22, sec. 21) provided that 
section 541 a. be amended by inserting the words “stables for 
horses for delivery purposes” before the word “laundries.”

The stable in question was erected after tile passing of the 
by-law, and the permit which was issued was for a “private stable 
for one horse and driving shed.”

Upon the argument before us it was contended by Mr. Waldron 
that the by-law was invalid because:—

(1) There was no power to pass such a by-law limited in its 
application to a defined area.

(2) It does not contain the statutory proviso.
(3) It discriminates in favour of persons who, after the 26th 

April, 1904, and before the passing of the by-law, had erected 
stables for the purposes mentioned in it, which were being used 
for those purposes when the by-law was passed.

I am of opinion that these objections are not well-founded.
While the Municipal Act contains no express power to limit the 
operation of a by-law passed under the authority of sec. 541 o. 
to a defined area of the municipality, the very nature of the power 
conferred carries with it the authority to do that: the power is to 
prevent, as well as to regulate and control, and this power may 
be exercised as to stores and manufactories as well as to laundries, 
butcher shops, and stables for horses for delivery purposes.
Applied to the case of stores and manufactories, it would be 
absurd to give such a power if the by-law must be applicable to 
the whole area of the city, as indeed it would be as applicable to 
most, if not all, of the industries to which sec. 541 a. applies.

In my opinion, the power to prevent, regulate, and control the 
location, erection, and use of buildings for a designated purpose, 
reasonably construed, in its very nature carries with it the right 
to prescribe in what localities they may be located, erected, or 
used, and in what localities they may not.
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The by-law is not, I think, open to the objection that it dis
criminate». It is general in its application in the future, as it 
applies to every one who desires to locate or to erect a building 
for the purposes mentioned in the by-law, and it is also general in 
its application to buildings previously erected which were then in 
use. It would, I think, have been an unreasonable exercise of 
the powers of the council if the by-law had made unlawful the use, 
for the purposes of stabling horses for delivery purposes, of build
ings which had been erected and were then being used for that 
purpose. If the contention of the appellants were well-founded, 
» council which desired to exercise the powers conferred by sec. 
841 a. in regard to stores and manufactories would be bound to 
make the prohibition it desired to impose applicable to buildings 
then in use as stores and manufactories, which would be most 
unjust.

The argument that the by-law tends to create a monopoly 
falls to the ground if, as I think, the council had authority to limit 
the scope of its prohibition to a defined area in the municipality 
and to exempt stables then in use.

The contention that the respondent was not entitled to the 
injunction because of the permit that had been granted and the 
outlay consequent upon the requirement as to drains and the like, 
to which reference has been made, is not well-founded. The per
mit that was issued was for a private stable for one horse and a 
driving shed, and not for a building for stabling horses for delivery 
purposes, and in any case a permit by a corporation official to do 
something that was prohibited by the by-law is of no force or 
validity.

Upon the whole, I am of opinion that the appeal fails and that 
it should be dismissed with costs. Appeal dismissed.

HUDSON and HARDY t. TOWNSHIP OF BIDDULPH. 
Annotated,

Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Dirieion, Meredith, C.J.O., Madaren, Magee, 
Hodgins and Ferguson, JJ.A. October 91, 1919.

Statutes (fill—134)—Claim against township tor injury to sheep— 
Dog Tax and Sheep Protection Act, R.8.O. 1914, c. 246—Act 
REPEALED RY 8 GEO. V. C. 46—CAUSE OP ACTION ARISING BEFORE 
repeal—Effect of repeal—Damage assessed by corporation— 
Application for mandatory order to award—Appeal.

The repeal of a statute does not affect the rights of complainants 
which arose before such repeal, but the prerogative writ of mandamus
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cannot be awarded in an action to enforce the rights in question. On ONT.
a proper application the complainants are entitled to a mandamus to -----
the members of the Township Council ordering them to make the neces- 8. C.
sary inquiry and award under the statute (R.8.O. 1914, c. 246, s. 18). -----

[Rich v. Melancthon Hoard of Health (1912), 2 D.L.R. 866; Eastview Hudson and 
Public School Hoard v. Township of Gloucester (1917), 40 D.L.R. 707, 
referred to.]

Appeal by defendants from the judgment of Rose, J., 45 
O.L.R. 432, in action for a mandatory order to the Township 
Council for damages under a statute. Reversed.

T. G. Meredith, K.C., and W\ H. Meredith, for appellants; 
J. M. McEmy, for respondent».

Meredith, CJ.O., reading the judgment of the Court, said, 
after stating the facts, that the Act in force when the injury to the 
sheep occurred was the Dog Tax and Sheep Protection Act, 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 240, as amended by 6 Geo. V., 1916, c. 56, s. 3. 
The principal question on the appeal was as to the application of 
the Act, 8 Geo. V., 1918, e. 46, which repealed the former Act. 
The trial Judge held that it was applicable, basing his conclusion 
upon the provisions of s. 15 (5) of the Interpretation Act, R.S.O. 
1914, c. 1. The Chief Justice was unable to see how any of the 
provisions of the'Act of 1918 could be applied to the claim of the 
plaintiffs, which arose* liefore the passing of the Act.

The provisions of the Interpretation Act which, in the Chief 
Justice’s opinion, were applicable, were those contained in s.
14 (e):

Where an Act is repealed or wherever any regulation is revoked, such 
repeal or revocation shall not, save as in this section otherwise provided 
. . . (c) affect any right, privilege, obligation or liability acquired, accrued, 
accruing or incurred under the Act, enactment, regulation or thing so repealed 
or revoked.

Hardy
».

Township
or

Biddulph.

Statement

When the revised statute with its amendments was repealed, 
the plaintiffs had a vested right to be compensated for the loss they 
had sustained to the extent to which the council was l>ound to 
award compensation, and the defendants were under a liability 
to award and pay compensation, and this right of the plaintiffs and 
this liability of the defendants was not affected by the repeal of 
the earlier legislation.

Reference was made to the recent decisions in Re Hogan v. 
Township of Tudor (1915), 34 O.L.R. 571; Hogle v. Township of 
Ernesttown (1917), 41 D.L.R. 123, 41 O.L.R. 394; and Noble v 
Township of Esquesing (1917), 41 D.L.R. 99, 41 O.L.R. 400;
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and the Chief Justice said that in coming to his conclusion he was 
not differing from the reported opinion of any Judge except that of 
the trial Judge in this case.

There remained the question of the right of the plaintiffs to 
the mandatory order which they claimed. It was contended by the 
appellants that such an order could not lie made in an action. 
The weight of judicial opinion was against the right to invoke the 
remedy of the prerogative writ in an action: Toronto Public Library 
Hoard v. City of Toronto (1900), 19 P.R. 829; Rich v. Melancthon 
Board of Health (1912), 2 D.L.R. 860, 29 O.L.R. 48; CUy oj Kingston 
v. Kingston, etc., R.W. Co. (1898), 28 O.R. 399, 25 A.R. (Ont.) 
462; KastviewPublic School Hoard v. Township oj Gloucester (1917). 
40 D.L.R. 707, 41 O.L.R. 327.

The mandamus ought not to lie awarded, for two reasons: 
(1) because it cannot be awarded in an act ion : and (2) liecause the 
members of the council, to whom, if issued, it would be directed, 
were not parties to the action.

The only mandamus which the plaintiffs would be entitled to, 
on a proper application, would lie a mandamus to the members of 
the council to make the inquiry and the award which, by s. 18 
of R.8.O. 1914, c. 246, the council is required to make, and the 
members of the council would lie the respondents in any such 
application, and not the corporation. That being the cast1, no 
declaration of the right of the plaintiffs to such a mandamus could 
or ought to lie made in a proceeding to which the memliers of the 
council were not parties.

The appeal should l>e allowed and the action dismissed without 
prejudice to any other proceedings which the plaintiffs might lie 
ad used to take in respect of their claim for compensation.

There should lie no costs of the action or of the apjieal to either 
party. The plaintiffs had failed, but the merits were with them to 
some extent at least, and the council was at fault for not having 
performed the duty which rested upon it under s. 18 of the revised 
statute. Appeal allowed.

ANNOTATION.
Mandamus.

By A. D. Armour, of the Ontario Bar.
Before the present Rules of Pra< ti?c and Procedure came into force, a 

writ of mandamus might be obtained in either of three ways:—(1) The High 
Prerogative Writ, granted only upon motion made in Court ; (2) By Statutory
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Writ, granted summarily on motion under R.K.O. 1877, c. 52, s. 17, and later 
under former Rule* 1091-1093, and (3) Under R.8.O. 1877, e. 52, a. 4, and 
later under former Rules 1081 and 1082, in any action. The first mentioned 
form of writ was described by Lord Mansfield in Rex v. Barker (1762), 1 Wm. 
til. 352, 96 E.R. 196, as “a prerogative writ, flowing from the King himself, 
sitting in this Court (King’s Bench) superintending the police and preserving 
the peace of this country: and will be granted wherever a man is entitled to 
an office or a function and there is no other adequate legal remedy for it.” 
The writ issued out of the King’s tieneh Division as a matter of the 
Sovereign’s grace and discretion when the applicant had a right to 
hove anything done, and had no other specific means of compelling 
its performance. The general objects of the writ are given in Encyclo
paedia of the Laws of England, 2nd ed., vol. viii, p. 531, as follows:—“To 
enforce the performance of duties of a public nature. The more im|>ortant 
cases to which mandamus is applicable arc those in whi ;h it is ne essary to 
compel the proper exercise of jurisdiction of the inferior Courts and tribunals, 
to enforce the )>erformancc of dut ies by public bodies and public officers, 
and to couqwl the election, admission, or restoration to oflnes and franchises 
of a public nature.” But the writ was never issued where there was another 
appropriate legal remedy, as by action, Reg. v. The Commùsioncn of Inland 
Revenue, In re Xathan (1884), 12Q.ti.IX 461, at p. 471; Re Whitaker v. Manon 
(1889), 18 O.R. 63, or by Petition of Right, In re Xathan (supra), or where a 
specific remedy was provided by statute for the person aggrieved, Re Marier 
& Gravenhurst (1889), 18 O.R. 243, at p. 255. But where the alternative 
remedy was inadequate, a prerogative w'rit was sometimes granted, Rex v. 
Stepney, (19021 1 K.B. 317; Munro v. Smith (1906), 8 O.W.R. 452. This 
extraordinary remedy was available only to compel the performance of some 
imperative public duty. It could not be obtained to enforce a private right 
or specific performance of a contract, City of Kingston v. Kingston, Portsmouth 
and Cataraqui Electric Ry. (1897), 25 A.R. (Ont.) 462, 28 O.R. 399, “granting 
that a public right may arise out of a private contract and be enforceable by 
means of the prerogat ive writ of mandamus, the public duty is owed to the pub
lic and not necessarily to the party to the contract. The latter must for the 
pur|M)se of obtaining the writ be able to shew- that he is directly interested in 
the fulfilment of the public duty not as a party to the contract but as one of 
the public.” Per Moss, J.A., at p. 469 (25 A.R.). This writ was never obtain
able in an action, but only upon motion; Smith v. The Charley District Council, 
[1897| 1 Q.ti. 532; Toronto Public Library Board v. City of Toronto (1900), 
19 P.R. 329. But, in this latter case, Boyd, C.,permitted the plaintiffs to have 
the affidavits re-sworn and further intituled as they would l»e in an application 
(not in an action) for the prerogative writ, and in Eastricw Public School Board 
v. Township of Gloucester (1917), 40 D.L.R. 707, 41 O.L.R. 327, though the 
Court doubted the right of the plaintiffs to a mandamus in an action, they 
made a déclarâtory judgment that the plaintiffs wen* entitled to the writ, 
and intimated that one of the members of the Court would sit in Chambers 
and order the issue of the writ, unless the defendants would consent to the issue 
of the writ in the action. To entitle the applicant to a prerogative writ, the 
duty whose performance he seeks to enforce must lie imperative and not only 
discretionury, Re McLeod v. Amiro (1912), 8 D.L.R. 726, 10 O.W.R. 649, 27 
O.L.R. 232. This form of mandamus was not as a rule made peremptory in 
the first instance, but was made a rule nisi, and on the return of the motion 
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Annotation, the respondent was given an opportunity of shewing cause why the writ 
should not issue. The application was made in Court, and could only be 
heard in term; consequently delay often occurred in obtaining the writ. 
R.8.O. 1877, c. 52, s. 17, was accordingly passed, providing for a summary 
application before a Judge in Chambers at any time, upon notice to the 
opposite party, and for a peremptory order in the first instance. The pro
visions of this enactment were carried into rr. 1091 to 1093 of the Rules of 
Practice of 1897. These rules are now regaled and a prerogative mandamvs 
is always obtained upon a summary application by originating not it e (r. 022) 
returnable before a Judge in Chambers (rr. 207(11) and 208(9)). No writ of 
mandamus issues; all the neceasary provisions are made in the judgment or 
order (r. 623). Another form of mandamus was obtainable under former r. 
1081, in any action. The plaintiff might indorse upon the writ a noti *e that 
he intended to claim a mandamus, and might claim in the statement of claim, 
either together with any other demand which might be enforced in the action, 
or separately, a mandamus commanding the defendant to fulfil any duty in 
the fulfilment of whioh the plaintiff was personally interested. This remedy 
was not the prerogative writ, jurisdiction to grant which was inherent in the 
Sovereign, but was conferred upon the Courts by R.8.O. 1877, c. 52, s. 4. 
These provisions were not consolidated in the Statute Revision of 1877, but 
were embodied in r. 1112, and appeared in the Rules of 1897 in rr. 1081-1083. 
The Act of 1877 was followed by the Judicature Act, 44 Vit t. (1881), c. 5, s. 
17(8), prowding that a mandamus night lie granted by an interlocutory 
order of the Court in all cases in which it should appear to the Court to ho 
just and convenient that such order should lie n.ade. The result of these 
enactt! ents was that the powers of the Court were enlarged to grant a man
damus in en action in cases where the prerogative writ would not he granted. 
The ran edy was not intended to be available for the enforcing of public 
duties only. Day, J., in Baxter v. London County Council, 63 L.T. 767, at p. 
771, described the jurisdiction as follows: “The action for a mandamus is 
simply an attempt to engraft upon the old common law remedy a right in the 
nature of specific performance. When private persons had rights one against 
the other, the Court had power to grant a mandamus or direct specific per- 
fom ance or something in the nature of an injunction, to command that the 
right claimed by the one party should be acceded to by the other. But it 
was never contemplated that the action for a mandamus was to supersede the 
prerogative writ of mandamus. ” The privilege of claiming such a mandamus 
is that right to claim a mandamus in an action where the litigant is personally 
interested in the fulfilment of a duty of a quasi public charatter, as for instance 
where a statute gives a right to a person to have an a< t or duty perfoim nl by 
another, and that other does not perform it, Young v. Erie (1896), 27 O.tt. 5M>. 
The intention of the Legislature was to confer u|»on Courts of law the power 
of acting in jxrsonam possessed by the Court of Chancery, practically to give 
to them the equity powers of injunction and enforcing specific performance of a 
duty in the nature of an execution; Smith v. The Chorley District Cornel, 
[1897] 1 Q.B. 532 at p. 539. The jurisdiction probably extended as far as 
enforcing specific performance of a contract by a mandamus in an action; 
Grand Junction Ely. Co. v. Peterborough (1883), 8 Can. 8.C.R. 76 at p. 123. 
The chief difference between this remedy and the prerogative writ was that 
the former might be granted to direct the performance of some act, of some
thing to be done, which is the result of an action where an action will lie.
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WkeraM the prerogative writ is only granted in cases when? the performance Annotation, 
of the duty sought to be enforced could not be compelled by action; Glossop 
v. Heston (1879), 12 Ch.D. 102 at p. 122. The enactment of 44 Viet, is now 
fourni in the Judicature Act, R.8.O. r. 66, s. 17, but the fonner rr. 1081-1083 
have been repealed. The question therefore arises whether a mandamus 
may now be claimed in an action. No provision for claiming such relief 
in an action is contained in the rules. It would seem that the jurisdiction 
to entertain such an action being purely statutory, and not inherent, and the 
enabling statute and rules having been regaled, there is now no such juris
diction. On the other hand, r. 552 provides that “if a mandamus granted in 
an action or otherwise,” is not complied with, the Court may direct that the 
Act required to lx- done may lie done so far as practicable by a person api»ointed 
by the Court. It is t rue that a mandamus may be granted by an interlocutory 
order under s. 17 of the Judicature Act, if the Court deems it just and conven
ient. llut an interlocutory order is any order other than final judgment, 
whether before or after final judgment; Smith v. Cowell (1880), 6 tj.B.D. 75; 
and the enactment docs not enable tlie Court to include a mandamus as 
relief in the final judgment. Apparently the litigant having established 
his right to this relief at the trial, must make a further ami substantive appli
cation by motion. There is still another remedy which the Courts may 
apply in order to enforce the performance of an act, namely a mandatory order 
uniter the Court’s equitable jurisdiction to grant an injunction. Originally 
all injunctions were negative in form, restraining the defendant from inform
ing some act, and so preventing the recurrence of the injury. But when the 
granting of relief involved the compelling of the performanre of some positive 
act, ns, for instance, the removal of work already executed, and the |ierson 
to whom the order was directed was illiterate, orders in affirmative form, 
or mandatory injunctions began to be issued ; Bidu'ell v. Holden (1890), 63 
L.T. 104, and now the ilireet mandatory fonn instead of the indirect form is 
commonly and properly used: Jackson v. Normanhy Brick Co., 11899] 1 Ch. 438.
The distinction between a mandamus and a mandatory order must he care
fully drawn. A mandamus compels the doing of an act which ought to have 
been done; while a mandatory order compels the undoing of an act which 
should not have been done. Moreover, a prerogative mandamus is a legal 
remedy, while a mandatory order is an equitable remedy. The mandamus 
claimed in an action, if such an action is now maintainable, is hard to define.
It was originally statutory and legal. If it now exists, it does so by virtue of 
s. 17 of the Judicature Act, and is therefore equitable. In Rich v. Melandhon 
Board of Health (1912), 2 D.L.R. 866 at p. 870, 26 Ü.L.R. 48, the judgment 
of the Court says in part : “The great weight of modern authority is in favour 
of the view . that the mandamus which may be awarded in an action
is either in the nature of the old equitable mandatory injunction or is merely 
ancillary to the enforcement of a legal right for which an action might be 
maintained at law.” In other worth, it is one or the other, and seems to be 
aptly defined in the language of Kipling as a kind of a giddy hurum- 
frodite. Whenever the evidence justifies an order directing the ix»rformance 
of an act there seems to lie ample jurisdiction in the Court, whatever the pro
cedure n ay have been. In Slathers v. Toronto General Trusts Co. (1918),
47 D.L.H. 176, 15 O.W.N. 253, the case arose of parties acting under an order 
made in 1911, before the present rules came into force. The order had been
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Annotation, made although no writ had issued and no notice of motion had been served.
It was held that the order was valid, becau* service of a notice of motion 
was not essential to give jurisdiction to the Court to deal with an application 
as upon originating notice under the rules then in force. The thing to be done 
was to bring the motion before a comjietent tribunal and the notice of motion 
was only the form by which that was to lie accomplished. If the person who, 
under this rule (938), is the person to lie served, is willing to waive that for
mality and to go before the Court in order that the motion may be made 
and dealt with, that course may be projierly taken. If this case is still law 
under the present rules, it seems logical to conclude that if the parties are 
before the Court, no writ or notice of motion Is necessary. If no preliminary 
process is necessary to give the Court jurisdiction, then the method by which 
the parties are brought before the Court seems immaterial to give the Court 
jurisdiction to grant the relief of mandamus, whatever the form of proceeding 
may be. This view is supported by the provisions of s. 16 (8) of the Judica
ture Act: “The High Court of Justice and the Court of Appeal respectively 
in the exertise of the jurisdiction vested in them by this Act in every cause or 
matter pending before them respectively, shall have power to grant, and shall 
grant either absolutely or on such reasonable terms and conditions as to them 
shall seem just, all such remedies whatsoever as any of the parties thereto may 
appear to be entitled to in respect of any and every legal or equitable claim 
properly brought forward by them respectively in such cause or matter; so 
that, as far as possible, all matters so in controversy between the said parties 
respectively may be completely and finally determined, and all multiplicity 
of legal proceedings concerning any of such matters avoided.” Rule 10(1) 
however now provides that every proceeding in the Court other than an 
action or a proceeding that may be taken ex parte, shall, unless otherwise 
specially provided, be commenced by a notice of motion called an originating 
notice. It is possible, therefore, that St others v. Toronto General Trusts 
Corporation, supra, is no longer authoritative. Whatever may be the projier 
method of procedure, if the wrong procedure is adopted it is open to the 
Court to grant relief in a proper case as was done in Toronto Public Library 
Board v. City of Toronto, supra, or in Eastview Public School Board v. Town
ship oj Gloucester, sujnra.

N. 8. BLACKBURN v. THE KING.

8. C. Nova Scolia Supreme Court, Harris, C.J., Longley, Drysdalc and Mellish, JJ.
November it, 1919.

Intoxicating liquors (6 III J—94)—Habeas corpus—Second offence— 
Evidence of previous conviction.

A certificate with a person of the same name mentioned as having 
been convicted in a locality is some evidence of the identity of the 
defendant and in the absence of proof to the contrary the Magistrate is 
justified is taking this evidence of a previous conviction.

[Rex v. hochet al. (1908), 14 Can. Crim. Cas. 375; Ex Parte Dugan 
(1893), 32 N.B.R. 98, followed. 1

Statement. Application for a writ of habeas corpus for the discharge of 
defendant from custody under a conviction made by a stipendiary 
magistrate for unlawfully keeping for sale intoxicating liquor
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contrary to the provisions of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act 
he having l>een previously convicted of a similar offence.

R //. Murray, K.C., opposed the cpplication.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Harris, C.J.:—The accused in the name of Samuel Blackburn 

was convicted by the sti|>endiary magistrate of the city of Halifax 
on November 4, 1919, for unlawfully keeping for sale at Halifax 
intoxicating liquor contrary to the provisions of Part 1. of the 
Nova Scotia Temperance Act. The conviction was for a second 
offence and the accused was committed to jail for the period of 4 
months. He applied for a writ of habeas carpus and a writ of 
certiorari in aid thereof and the matter was referred by the ( cham
bers Judge to the full Court.

It appears that on the trial after the accused was adjudged 
guilty of the offence of keeping for sale, he was asked the usual 
questions with regard to his previous conviction but declined to 
make any statement and thereupon a conviction made by the 
same sti]>en<liary magistrate of the city of Halifax dated July 11, 
1919, whereby Samuel Blackburn was convicted for unlawfully 
keeping for sale intoxicating liquor in the city of Halifax contrary 
to the ]>rovisions of Part I. of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 
etc., was proved and put in.

The motion for the release of the prisoner is made on the 
ground that there is no evidence of the identity of the accused with 
the person previously convicted.

The contention is that the identity of name in the two con
victions both for the same offence committed in the city of Halifax 
's not evidence of the identity of the person. The accused was 
present when the conviction for the first offence was put in evidence 
but gave no e\ idence to shew that he was not the Samuel Blackburn 
referred to.

The short question to be determined is whether it can I*» said 
that there was no evidence upon which the stipendiary magistrate 
could find the identity proved.

It must lie admitted that if there was any evidence we cannot 
say that it is insufficient; that is a question for the stipendiary 
magistrate and we cannot inquire whether he came to the right 
conclusion. See per Riddell, J., in Rex v. Lench et al. (1908), 14 
Can. Cr. ('as. 375, at p. 396; Regina v. Brown (1888), 16 O.R. 41, 
at 48.
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The counsel for the accused relied largely upon the decision 
of the Supreme Court of Manitoba in the case of Regina v. Herrell 
(1808), 1 Can. Cr. Cas. 510, but this case was not followed by the 
Court of Appeal in Ontario in Rex v. Ijeach ei ai, 14 Can. Cr. ('as. 
375. and is in conflict with other cases.

In Rex v. Ijeach et al., Britton. J., said at p. 382:
I am of opinion that the certificate with a person of the same name 

mentioned as having been convicted in the locality is some evidence.
And Riddell, J.. after discussing many authorities, at p. 390, 

said:
Upon principle it is plain, I venture to think, that the identity of names is 

some evidence of the identity of person.
In Ex parte Dugan (1893), 32 N.B.R. 98, at 99, Palmer, J., 

said:
The same name in the previous convictions is some evidence of the iden

tity of the defendant and, in the absence of proof to the contrary the Magis
trate was justified in making the conviction.

(See also Tuck, J., to the same effect.)
See also Wigmore on Evidence, 2529; Thayer v. Vance (1847), 

3 N.8.R. 269.
It was suggested on the argument that the decision in the 

Manitoba case eouhi be justified on other grounds. This may be 
so but the decision is not binding on this Court and I find myself 
unable to follow it in so far as it deals with the question under 
consideration.

I think there was some evidence of identity here and, that 
being so, the conviction must stand.

The application for the discharge of the accused will be dis
missed. A pplication ref used.

(A motion to have the application dismissed with costs was refused on 
the ground that the defendant had the right to come to the Court to have the 
legality of his conviction determined.]

GOULET v. WINTERS.
Quebec Superior Court, Gtbuone, J. April t, 1919.

Prohibition (I IV—24)—Courts Martial—Jurisdiction—C.P. (Que.) 
art. 1003—Army Act—Rules of procedure.

Courts Martial are Courts of inferior jurisdiction under C.P. art. 1003. 
They require to be legally constituted, and the accused should he persons 
subject to military law.

A writ of prohibition may be issued only where there is absence of 
jurisdiction or where the tribunal exceeds its jurisdiction and will not lie 
for alleged breaches of the Rules of Procedure or alleged errors by the 
Court in its findings on the pleas of the accused.
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Petition for writ of prohibition. The legal questions raised QRE* 
l>y the petition are fully set out in the following reirarks. H. C.

Armand Laverqne, K.O., for up|ellant; L. (!. Belle y, K.C., Gooist 
for respondents. .. v-\\ ivrruK

Gibsone, J.:—This natter cones up on application for a 
writ of prohibition to prohibit the president and members of a 
General Court Martial from proceeding with the trial of the 
petitioner upon certain charges set out in the petition and on which 
he was arraigned before the Court Martial.

The petitioner seeks an interim writ contending that when he 
lias froved the allegations of his petition, the writ will be made 
absolute.

The writ is asked for under art. 1003, C.C.P. Necessarily 
the ground of the application is that the General Court Mart al 
is without jurisdiction, as that is the only ground on which a writ 
of prohibition n ay be obtained. I will deal succinctly with the 
different grounds alleged by petitioner to establish the absence of 
jurisdiction.

I n ust first consider a question raised as to the issue of writ 
put forward on behalf of the respondents, namely, as to whether 
a Judge of this Court has jurisdiction to issue the writ with respect 
to a Court Martial.

I entertain no doubt that this Court has jurisdiction.
The existence of jurisdiction on the part of the civil Courts to 

prevent the assumption or exercise by a Court Martial of juris
diction, in excess of that conferred by law , whether the excess has 
reference to the subject matter or to territorial Un its, or as to the 
person, has, I think, hern admitted in England since 1782, and 
though ren arks may have been made in 1833, questioning to some 
extent the exercise of this power as to Naval Courts Martial, 
no doubt, so far as 1 know, has lieen expressed as to the jurisdiction 
in the case of Military Courts Martial. Halsbury, vo. Crown 
Practice, vol. 10, No. 299 and vo. Royal Navy, vol. 25, No. 28.

That is what would lie expected, namely, that the Courts whose 
jurisdiction and duty extend to the whole corpus of the law of 
the country should be empowered to prevent the violation of a 
statute, namely, to prevent the exercise» by some special Court of 
restricted jurisdiction and authority (such as a Court Martial) 
of power which the stat ute has not conferred upon it.
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The jurisdiction of this controlling Court, however, must le 
exercised in the manner that statutory law provides; and, in eases 
such as the present, where the s|x*eial tribunal 1 as a <lefinite and 
eireunwril ed jurisdiction granted to it, the superxising Court 
trust not assume to interfere with the proceedings of that special 
Court, while it acts within the jurisdiction grunted to it. Tie 
supervising Court hay interfere when such sj ecial Court has 
exercised or is about to exercise powers beyond those conferred 
upon it by law. I consider the law to be undoubted that the writ 
of prohibition n ay be issued only in case of absence of jurisdiction 
or of exceeding its jurisdiction by the s|x*eial tribunal.

As soon as it is admitted that jurisdiction exists in a special 
tribunal, the exercise of that jurisdiction cannot be interfered 
with from outside, the only recourse against its judgment are the 
appeals or other remedies socially provided for that tribunal by 
law or by procedure.

The rules of practice prevailing in that tribunal would be 
beyond the power of a supervising Court to interfere with, pro
vided these* rules were operating entirely within the jurisdiction 
of such tribunal.

The writ of prohibition is a prerogative writ, it is an extra 
oidinary recourse and it will lx? issued only in a substantially 
clear case of want of jurisdiction and of imminent danger of 
injustice. In re John F. Gay nor (1905), 7 Que. P.R. 115; Cham
pagne v. Simard t et at. (1895), 7 Que. S.C. 40;—High, Extraordinary 
Legal Remedies, p. 709.

And it is uniform jurisprudence in this Province that writ is 
to lx* issued only when there is no other remedy equallx con
venient, beneficial and effectual.

While the issue of the writ is to lie subject to these precautions, 
I must add that it is a writ that must be granted ex débita j until iae 
when the wrong is shewn to exist; the mere fact that the iralter 
might not lx? important would not of itself lx* sufficient ground for 
withholding it. Halshurv, vo. Crown Practice, vol. 10, No. 288.

1 consider the above to be the rules which must guide me in 
this matter.

I must say at once that there is no allegation of illegality in the 
constitution of this Court Martial. Its taxing been convened by 
legal authority is not one of the questions raised and is, I consider, 
at knitted.
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Some of the petitioner's grounds n ay, foi convenience, Ik* 
classified under the 1 ending of failure, on the part of the Court 
Martial, to observe essential forn s of procedure laid down by 
military law and the inobservance of which, it is contended, has 
had the effect of vitiating the proceedings in tola ; other objections 
are the misdescription of the accused in the charge sheet, the 
erroneous findings of the Court Martial upon the defendant’s pleas 
in I ar.

With regard to the defects in procedure which the [etitioner 
alleges brought alxjut loss of jurisdiction to the Court Martial, 
1 refer to my remark above that 1 consider matters of procedure 
lief ore the Court Martial to be matters within its exclusive juris
diction, this, of course, to he qualified by the rule that in assuming 
to act upon a rule of procedure, the Court Maitial does not apply 
the rule in a manner or to a matter beyond its powers.

The defects in procedure which the petitioner a1 leges, are 
these :

1. The Rule of Procedure 14, as laid down for Courts Martial, 
requires that when an accused is for trial before Court Martial 
he must within a reasonable time before trial be given “a true 
copy of the summary of evidence.” The petitioner admits ttiat a 
doc un ent pmporting to he copy of tie summary of evidence was 
gixen to him. but declares (and it is not contested by the respond
ents), that there was no signed certificate on this document declar
ing that it was a true copy. He complains that this is not com
pliance with the rule. I quite fail to see how the absence of this 
certificate could affect jurisdiction of the Court Martial. The 
Rule of Procedure does not mention ‘‘certified copy,” but “a true 
copy,” so it is left as a question of fact and is for the ( ourt Martial 
to remedv in accordance with its own practice.

The petitioner alleges also that the summary given to him was 
not complete, but no further particulars of this allegation are 
mentioned in the ]>etition, nor were dealt with by counsel. I 
make the same remark with res|>ect to this ground namely, tlxat 
it is one within the procedure of the Court Martial, and not one 
affecting jurisdiction.

2. That with respect to the petitioner's pleas in bar, a mcnilter 
of the Court, Lt.-Colonel (iirouard, was examined as a witness, 
and wdiile Lt.-Col. Cirouard was Ixnng so examined, the memlier-
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ship of that Court was reduced from five, the legal minimum, to 
four members. Petitioner contends that Lt.-Col. (iirouard then 
gave evidence as a witness for prosecution, a circumstance which 
would be illegal under see. «50 of the Army Act. The respondents 
affirm that on the contrary, Lieut .-Col. (iirouard was heard 
exclusively as petitioner’s witness and to prove his pleas in bar. 
This is not a matter that, in my judgment, would affect the 
jurisdiction of the Court Martial, or would justify the issue of the 
writ applied for.

The members of the Court knew the circuit stances under 
which Lt.-Col. Cirouard gave evidence and, in the absence of some 
very special allegations, it is to be presumed that they based their 
decision upon what was a matter of knowledge with them. Their 
decision was on a matter within their jurisdiction and this Court 
would have no jurisdiction to revise* it.

S. 50 of the Army Act specially provides that a member of 
the Court may be heard as a witness for the defence, and the note 
in the Manual of Military Law' under R.P. 77 calls attention to 
this provision.

3. The petitioner alleges that the Court lwarne June tu» officio 
owing to the fact that the trial being fixed for March 27, an 
adjournment was made in the absence of the president and of 
another member to March 31.

I consider that the Rules of Procedure 05 quite cover the 
regularity of the adjournment.

4. S. 45 of the Army Act provided that when a person subject 
to military law' is in arrest awaiting trial and remains in custody 
for more than 8 days without a Court Martial being ordered to 
assemble, a report must be made by his C.O. to higher authority 
and a similar report renewed every 8 days, while this state of 
affairs continues; R.P. 1, provides that this report may l»e by 
letter.

The petitioner contends that such rejiorts were not made in 
his case, and, therefore, that under King’s Regulations 441, he is 
entitled to his liberty.

This proposition is quite untenable. In the first place, s. 45 
of the Army Act does not make the custody illegal by reason of 
this report not being made; on the contrary, it assumes its legality, 
but imposes the obligation upon the prisoner’s C.O.; the obligation
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is a n atter of discipline between the C.O. and higher authority. 
King's Regulation 441 has no reference to par. 1 of s. 45, Army Act, 
by its tern s; it has reference to par. 4 of s. 45, Army Act, namely, 
it has to do with the written charge to l>e delivered to the com
mander of a guard when a prisoner is put in custody.

The provisions of this s. 45 arc declared not to be applicable 
in ease of active service and the petitioner contends that as he was 
not on active service at any time before or after his arrest, the 
section applies to his cast1. In view of my interpretation of the 
par. 1, this contention need not be passed upon.

Such are the defects of procedure alleged.
Next is the contention that the writ should he granted because 

the petitioner is incorrectly described in the charge sheet. This 
misdescription, however, which is alleged, does not amount to an 
allegation that the accused is not a person subject to military 
law ; I must find that so long as this latter quality is not called 
in question, the jurisdiction of the Court Martial cannot Ik* affected 
by n isdeseri] tion. R.P. 33 provides for corrections in the 
description of the ace list'd and it will doubtless 1 e acted upon by the 
Court Martial, if there be occasion for it.

The remaining grounds for the application are tliat the Court 
Martial erroneously dismissed the petitioner’s pleas in bar.

lie pleaded autrefois acquit and pardon, and in support of 
these* alleged that this whole matter, so far as military jurisdiction 
is concerned, had been disposed of by his commanding officer. 
He recites that he was arrested on November 4, that a summary 
of evidence was made by his C.O. on November 21; Court Martial 
to try him on the charge's was ordered to asse*mble on December 2, 
and later this Court Martial was dissolved, and, on January 31 
he was handed over to the police authorities, because he was under 
accusation there, and had been committed for trial. As further 
evidence of pardon or condonation he alleges that he has l)een 
Ixirne on the parade states of his unit, from February 1 to March 
19.

In view of the fact that his C.O.’s summary of evidence brought 
alxmt the order for the Court Martial, which assembled on 
December 2, how can it be said that his C.O. condoned or disposed 
of the offence?

In view of the fact that this first Court Martial never tried the
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accused, but was dissolved, how can it lie said that he was autrefois 
acquit, if there was no trial?

I mention the circumstances represented by the petitioner 
with regard to these pleas in bar, but I consider there is a peremp
tory reason against admitting them as grounds for the issue of the 
writ (not only in the case of these two autrefois acquit and pan Ion, 
but also in the ease of the one next to lie dealt with autrefois 
convict) namely, that disposal of these pleas in bar is part of the 
judging of the charge against the accused; if a Court has juris
diction to deal with a case, it necessarily follows that it has juris
diction to deal with all the defences and all pleadings that may be 
raised. Alleged incorrectness of a judgment on any of these 
matters cannot Ik* classed as an excess of jurisdiction.

As to the plea of autrefois convict, the |M»titioner complains 
that the Court Martial wrongly dismissed it. The essential 
requirement for this defence is that the accused should have been on 
trial. It must lie admitted that the accused has not lieen on trial ; 
he has been before the magistrate and has been committed to 
stand trial, but no trial has taken place. That is sufficient to 
dispose of this plea.

The accused complains that if called upon to plead before the 
( 'ourt Martial in advance of his trial lief ore the Criminal Court, 
he will suffer prejudice. That of itself is no ground for denying 
jurisdiction to the (’ourt Martial.

It is quite true that trial by (’ourt Martial does not secure an 
accused from trial again on the same facts by the Civil Courts, 
Army Act, s. 162, but that is all that this s. 162 provides, it does 
not direct the Civil (’ourt to try him. The Civil Court may 
admit the plea of autrefois acquit or autrefois convict based on the 
military Court’s trial; and, in a proper case, I have no doubt it 
would. The Army Act is dealing only with the rules for Courts 
Martial; the rules for Criminal Courts are elsewhere.

In dealing with the petitioner’s contentions as to his pleas in bar, 
1 have assumed that the charges on which he is committed to 
trial to the (’ourt of King’s Bench and those lief ore the Court 
Martial are the same; the affidavit filed by the respondents 
declares that they are not. If the charges were identical, the 
most that could be said in the petitioner’s favour would be that
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there was concurrent jurisdiction in the military and in the civil 
Court. A writ of prohibition addressed to one would not lie in 
such case.

1 conclude therefore that no primA facie ease for a writ of 
prohibition has been made out, and I must dismiss the petition.

Petition dis mimed.

REX ▼. LIGGETTS-FINDLAY DRUG STORES, Ltd.
Alberta Sujn-eme Court, Appdlate Division, Stuart, Simmonx and McCarthy, JJ.

December 4, 1919.

Municipal corporation (§ II C—63)—By-law—Power to pahs given 
by statute—Language of by-law—Authorization.

A by-law containing language which means the same to the ordinary
lierson as the language contained in the authorizing statute, is an effective
and enforceable by-law.

Appkal from the trial judgment in an action for infringement 
of a municipal by-law. Affirmed.

J. McKinley Cameron, for defendant ; C. ./. Ford, K.C., for 
resi>ondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Stuart, J.:—I think this appeal should be dismissed. The 

only questions we can deal with, on the material supplied us, are 
the questions of the proper interpretation of the by-law- and of the 
material statutes.

The material statutes gave the council power to pass a by-law- 
fixing “the hours of the several days of the week at and after 
which” the shops are to be closed for serving customers. The 
by-law enacted that “all drug shops in the city of Calgary shall 
he closed for the admission of customers at 10 p.m. on each and 
every day of the week.”

It is contended that by the omission of the words “and after” 
which are used in the statute the by-law was unauthorized and 
that in any case the by-law as drawn should be interpreted as 
meaning only that the shops should lie closed for an instant at 
ten o'clock but not as forbidding their re-opening for customers 
shortly thereafter.

I cannot agree with either of these contentions. I think 
no one but a lawyer, I mean a person trained in legal technicalities, 
such as a Judge or a lawyer, would ever think of imputing such a 
meaning to the by-law. Everyone know-s what is meant by
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closing a shop at 10 p.m. The meaning conveyed by the words 
used is too oh nous for doubt. The rule, of course, is that the 
grammatical sense must in general be adhered to but with this 
limitation that if it leads to an absurdity or to something meaning
less an effort must be made to give some sensible meaning unless 
the language is absolutely intractable, Esquimalt Water Works Co. 
v. Victoria (1V04), 10 B.C.R. 193. Here the sense contended for 
by the appellant leads to an absurdity. 1 think we should take 
the words to mean what they would quite clearly mean to the 
ordinary person and that is that shops should be closed not only 
at the moment of 10 o’clock but for the rest of that day. In this 
sense the words of the authorising statute are complied with.

There is no doubt that the statute of 1919 in express words 
made the consent of the Lieutenant-< îovernor in Council unneces
sary for a by-law “theretofore” passed.

These are the only points raised that we can deal with on the 
material before us and the appeal must therefore l>e dismissed. 
Hut as there is some doubt as to who is responsible for the loss 
of the file which has deprived the appellant of a recourse to the 
other grounds, 1 think there should be no costs.

Api>eal dismissed.

AIMER v. CUSHING BROS., Ltd.
Saskatchewan King's Bench, Bigelow, J. Xove miter 20, 1919.

Master and servant (§ II B—144)—Dangerous machinery—Negligence
OF EMPLOYEE—NEGLIGENCE OF EMPLOYER—INJURY—DAMAGES.

A plaint iff cannot recover damages for injuries received where both the 
plaintiff and defendant are at fault, and the responsibility of the accident 
has been placed on both, the loss cannot be shared; it must be borne by 
the injured party.

(Notes to Herdman v. Maritime Coal Railway and Power Co., (1918), 40 
D.L.li. 96 at 103, referred to.]

Action to recover damages for injuries received while employed 
in defendants’ factory. Dismissed.

P. E. Mackenzie, K.(\, for plaintiff ; F. F. MacDermid, for 
defendant.

Bigelow, J.:—The plaintiff was employed in the defendant’s 
woodworking factory at Saskatoon from March, 1916, and on 
January 8, 1919, when of crating a machine known as a shaper, 
had four of his fingers injured so as to necessitate amputation.

A blue print was put in evidence, shewing the nature of the 
machine. It had two spindles and two knives on each spindle, 
the knives revolving very rapidly. The machine was used for
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doing a variety of work, particularly moulding. There in nothing 
particularly difficult or dangerous alxmt ojcrating the maeliine. 
As Wormleighton (a witness for the plaintiff) says: “It is not 
difficult for any bench man to operate it. The difficult part is 
getting the machine ready.” The plaintiff had got the machine 
ready hy himself, and the accident happened while he was o]>erating 
it. There was nothing latent or concealed aUnit the danger, and 
it required no special skill or training to operate it. The plaintiff 
was employed first as a bench carpenter. As such he would no 
doubt becon e familiar with the grain in wood, so as to know' how 
to put the knife against the grain. The plaintiff says lie had 
operated the same machine about six time# before the accident, 
and that be began to use it in July, 1918. In cross-examination 
he said that it might have been before June that lie til'st operated 
it. Reid, a witness for the plaintiff, said he sawr the plaintiff 
operating the machine at different times during the summer of 
1918.

There w as no one in the factory whose sole duty was to operate 
this machine. The reason for this was that there were only two 
or three hours’ work a day for this machine. When the plaintiff 
was first given work that involved using the machine he made 
no objection. As lie says, “I thought 1 knew the nature of it 
and how to operate it. 1 did not consider it particularly 
dangerous.”

The plaintiff contends that the injury was caused by the 
defendant's negligence because the machine was not securely 
guarded. 8. 19, sub-s. (a) of The Factories Act, R.S. Sask., 
1909, c. 17, provides:

All dangerous parts of mill gearing, machinery, vats, pans, cauldrons, 
reservoirs, wheel races, flumes, water channels, doors, ownings in the floors 
or walls, bridges and all other like dangerous structures or places shall be so 
far as practicable securely guarded.

Breach of such statutory duty would constitute negligence. 
Hilton v. Robin Hood \fills Ltd. (1918), 11 S.L.R., 370; affirmed 
by (1919), 47 D.L.R. 282, 12 8.L.R. 245.

Was the dangerous part of the machinery securely guarded 
as far a# practicable? The defendant installs! with the machine 
duplicate guards for the two arms of the machine. These guards 
were up-to-date, and in my opinion securely guarded the maeliine 
as far as i radical>lc. At the time of the accident one of the guards 
had been broken, but that did not make any difference to the
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accident in question, because only one of the amis was in use. 
This guard or springer was used for the double punwse of guarding 
the knives and holding down the piece of wood on the table. 
Some of the workmen used this guard or springer, and some did 
not. It could be detached from the machine, and was detached 
at the time of the accident. The plaintiff did not know that there 
was any guard for the machine. The device that was intended 
for a guard and a springer he only knew as the springer; he thought 
it was intended to hold the piece of wood on the table. The 
defendant never instructed the plaintiff as to the use of the guard 
or springer. I think, then, that although the machine was 
securely guarded as far as practicable, the defendant was negli
gent in not instructing the plaintiff as to the use of the guard. 
Labatt, Master & Servant, 2nd ed., vol. 3, p. 3043, par. 1140:

When the servant is thus required to work amidst new surroundings, 
or to undertake new duties, the master becomes at once chargeable with the 
obligation of giving him instructions in any case where there is a real augmen
tation of the risks, owing to the fact that the servant has not sufficient experi
ence or intelligence to enable him to safeguard himself.

Weppler v. Canadian Northern H. Co. (1913), 14 D.L.R. 729, 
at 785: Perdue, J.A.:

The judgment of Lord Wensleydule in Weem* v. Malhieson, 4 Macq. 
226, clearly shews that the noble and learned Lord was also of opinion that a 
master is responsible in point of law, not onlv for a defect on his part in pro
viding good and sufficient apparatus, but also for his failure to see thai the 
apj>aratU8 is properly used.

I find, however, that there was contributory negligence on 
the part of the plaintiff, and that this was the cause of the injury. 
This consisted in (a) putting the wood up to the knives against 
the grain of the wood; (b) the way lie had his hands on the wood. 
At the trial he shewed the way he had hold of the wood, i.e.y 
with his fingers projecting over the wood on the side towards 
the knives. This was inviting disaster, (c) His omission to 
attach the tomplate to the piece of wood he was working with. 
(d) In not using the stud. This was a part of the machine to the 
knowledge of the plaintiff, and could be used as a pivot against 
which the piece of wood would lie placed so as to feed it gradually 
to the knives.

Where l>oth the plaintiff and the defendant arc at fault, there 
is no sharing the loss, but the injured jwrson lwars it all. See 
notes in 40 D.L.R., at p. 103.

The plaintiff's action is dismissed with costs. Action dismissed.
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REX v. McNABB.
Alberta Supreme Court, Ap/iellate Dilution, Haney, C.J., Stuart, Simmons 

and McCarthy, JJ. December 4, 1919.

Secret Commission* (§ I—1 )—Application to restrain Magistrate- 
Secret Commissions Act—Summary conviction—Jurisdiction
OF MAGISTRATE.

An application for a writ of prohibition will not he granted, where its 
effect would lie to negative or nullify parts of a section of a statute, the 
right of a Police Magistrate to proceed under Part XV. of the Criminal 
Code (Summary Conviction Part) on a charge under the Secret Com
missions Act is upheld.

Application for prohibition to restrain a Police Magistrate 
from proceeding under the summary conviction part of the Code 
on a charge under the Secret Commissions Act, 1909. Dismissed.

A. A. McfiiUitray, K.(’., for defendant ; Jatneh Short, K.C., and 
(i. A. Walker, K.C., for respondent.

Harvey, CJ.:—This is an application for prohibition to the 
Police Magistrate to «‘strain him from proemting under the 
summary conviction part of the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1900, 
c. 140, on a charge under the Secret Commissions Act, 8-9 Edw. 
VII., 1909, c. 33. The section (3) provides that the |>erson 
committing any of the acts specified is guilty of an offence and 
liable upon conviction on indictment to the prescribed penalty 
and liable upon summary conviction to a smaller penalty.

The only question raised is the magistrate's jurisdiction to 
proceed by way of summary conviction without asking for the 
consent of the accused or against his wish. It is true that in many 
cast's the accused is given the option of a summary trial instead 
of a trial on indictment but if without any statutory authority 
for it we were to hold that in this case, he is entithnl to the same 
option we must negative or nullify one part of the section. If 
he says “I will not Ik* tried on indictment” then he repeals that 
portion of the section which says he is liable on indictment and if 
he sa\s: “I will only lie tried by indictment” then the other 
portion of the section has no application to him.

I cannot see how the jurisdiction of the magistrate to proceed 
in either way can depend on the will of the accused. I would 
dismiss the application.

Stuart, J.:—The defendant, a conductor in the employ of the 
Canadian Pacific R. Co., was brought before (1. E. Sanders, 
Police Magistrate of the City of Calgary, and there charged ujhhi 
an information laid by one Carpenter with having, while employed 
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as such conductor, corruptly accepted the sum of $4.50 from two 
certain persons as a bribe for permitting those persons to ride on 
his train, contrary to the Secret Commission Act, 8-9 Ed. VII., 
1909, c. 33.

K. 3 of the Act declares that
everyone is guilty of an offence and liable, upon conviction or indictment, to 
two years’ imprisonment, or to a fineoot exceeding 12,500, or to bot h and upon 
summary conviction to imprisonment for six months with or without hard 
labour or to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars or to both who 
does certain prohibited acts of which the act charged is one.

It appears that the Police Magistrate proposed to deal with 
the case under Part XV. of the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1900, 
c. 140, respecting sum nary convictions instead of under Part 
XIX*. relating to preliirinary enquiries, and that counsel for ti e 
accused objected upon the ground that the offence being one 
triable either by indictment or summarily under Part XX'., tie 
accused had a right, if he so desired, to be tried by indictn ent and 
not sun n arily. As the magistrate insisted upon Vis jurisdiction 
to proceed summarily the defendant moved, in ( hand ers, I eforo 
Walsh, J., for a writ of prohilition, but there being conflicting 
decisions on the point in the different Provinces the motion was 
referred directly to the Appellate Division.

None of the cases to which v\e were referred arose under the 
Secret Commissions Act. They all arose under ss. 169 and 773 
of the Code, the former of which enacts in substance that everyone 
who obstructs a peace officer in the execution of his duty 
is guilty of an offence punishable on indictment or on summary conviction 
and liable if convicted on indictment to two years’ imprisonment, and, on 
summary conviction before two Justices to six months' imprisonment or to 
a fine of one hundred dollars.

The cases were, however, complicated by the fact that s. 773 
gives “a magistrate” power, with the content of the accused, to 
hear and determine the charge in a summary way, that is, under 
Part XXI. of the ('ode dealing with summary trials.

In the present case we are not necessarily either assisted or 
confused by a consideration of s. 773, or of Part XXI. The 
offence charged is not referred to in Part XVI. at all. We have 
presented to us the simple, but I fear rather diffcult, problem of 
deciding whether when a statute or a certain section of the (’ode 
makes a certain act an offence and triable either by indictment 
or by way of summary convict'd under Part XV. (not Part XVI.),
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and provides a heavier penalty upon indictment, and a lighter one 
upon summary conviction, there is an option given to the accused 
to ask to he tried by indictment rather titan under Part XV.

Clearly there an* two tribunals provided, by either of which 
the accused may he tried. The question is, who has the right to 
decide upon the method of trial?

I confess that the reasoning in the analogous cases under 
ss. 109 and 773, is not convincing to my mind, neither on the 
one side nor on the other. Take the case of lie:r v. West (No. 2) 
(1915), 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 145,35 0.L.R. 95, in the Ontario Court of 
Appeal. The Court there merely affirms that the choice rests 
with the prosecution without really giving any reason therefor.

The reference in that case to s. 700 of the Code, which was also 
pressed upon us by Mr. Walker, does not seem to me to advance 
the case very far. No one doubts the jurisdiction of the Justice 
to try the case once it is properly decided that the ease is to 
proceed in his Court. The reference to s. 700 might he met by a 
corresponding reference to s. 008 of Part XIV., dealing with 
prelin inary hearings. That section sjiys:

When any person aceuned of an indictable offence is before a Justice . . . 
the Justice shall proceed to inquire into the mutters charged against such 
person in the manner hereinafter directed.

8. 28 of the Interpretation Act, R.K.C., 1900, c. 1, says :—
Every Aci shall he read and const rued as if any offence for which an offend

er may be (a) prosecuted by indictment, howsoever such offence may l>e 
therein described or referred to, were descrilied or referred to as an indictable 
offence; and (b) punishable on summary conviction were described, or referred 
to as an offence, and

All provisions of the Criminal Code relating to indictable offences, or 
offences, as the case may be, shall apply to every such offence.

Clearly therefore the present offence is an indictable offence * 
and comes within s. 668. The accused was before the Justice 
“accused of an indictable offence,” and s. 668 says that the Justice 
shall proceed by preliminary hearing.

But, just as clearly, the accused was suspected (in the words of 
s. 706), “of having committed any offence or act . . . for 
which such person is liable .on summary conviction to imprison
ment, fine, etc.” The Justice, therefore, had jurisdiction to 
proceed summarily.

That seen s to me to present the impasse in its clearest light.
Another circumstance worthy of note is this, that under
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Part XVI. relating to summary trials of indictable offences, the 
Justice, even after receiving the accused’s consent to lie tried 
summarily, may at any time before the defence is entered upon 
refuse to try the case summarily, and may commit the accused for 
trial (s. 784). On the other hand, there is no provision, in Part 
XV. relating to summary convictions, for the magistrate changing 
his mind and, deciding to commit for trial. The obvious reason 
for this is that Parliament in enacting Part XV. had in mind 
only offences which were punishable bv summary conviction alone, 
and not those comparatively few offences of which the present is 
one, which are triable either by indictment or summarily, t.e., 
by the summary conviction procedure.

Once the Justice has taken what amounts to a plea from the 
accused under s. 721, it would appear that he m ust proceed and 
try the case and convict or acquit accordingly. No doubt if he 
should discover that he had made a mistake, and that the case 
was triable only by indictment and not under Part XV'. at all, 
he could correct his mistake, if not too late, and mm mit for trial. 
But, where the offence is declared to be triable either by indictment 
or by way of summary conviction, it is clear that the decision or 
choice as to the method, whoever is to make it, must be made at 
the iHgiutiitig and not after the witnesses have been examined, 
because under Part XV’., bv s. 721, the first thing to be done is to 
ask for a plea in the words there provided. If that is done the 
decision is then thereby made to proceed summarily.

Who then has the right to n ake that decision? lias the 
Justice a discretion? Or has the prosecutor the right to say to 
the Justice ‘‘I want this man tried by you summarily,” or ‘‘I want 
you to take a preliminary hearing and commit this man for trial 
for an indictable offence”? Or has the accused the right, when 
lefore the Justice, to decide the capacity in which the Justice is 
to act?

Vnder our procedure criminal cases in their inception at any 
rate take the form of a contest between two private parties. One 
accuses and the other defends. For myself, I see no very good 
reason why one of the parties any more than the other should 
have the right to select the nature of the tribunal. Of course 
there are, no doubt, to be found cases in civil matters where the 
“actor” or plaintiff may decide into what Court he is going to
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summon the “reus” or defendant, provided he selects a Court 
which has jurisdiction. An example may lie found in the provision 
of our law by which a plaintiff may waive enough of his claim to 
bring it down to 1000 and so summon his defendant to the District 
Court. And I imagine that a plaintiff in the old days could choose 
any one of the three common law Courts wherein to sue his defend
ant. All he had to do was to allege the fiction necessary to 
establish jurisdiction. But into criminal matters other considera
tions enter, one of which is the interest of the public of which the 
Justice of the Peace is the guardian. To give the choice to the 
prosecutor is open to the one obvious objection, that to save an 
obviously guilty person, one secretly a friend, might hasten to 
lay a charge and demand a summary trial so that only one-quarter 
of the otherwise possible term of imprisonment could lie imfMiscd. 
On the other hand, to give the option to the accused himself might 
operate in the sail e way, liecause if he has a right to choose trial 
by indictn ent he surely would have the right to choose also a 
summary trial. The possible answer to this is that it might lie 
that he could have the right to choose trial by indictment, that 
is, in a higher Court, but not a right to choose the summary trial 
and thus the lesser punis! ment.

Really, the argument for the right of choice in the accused 
rests ui on two grounds. 1. It is said that ss. (Mi and 07 of the 
North-West Territories Act preserve the right to a trial by jun
to the accused in such a case as this. But, as was ]>ointed out at the 
hearing, those sections clearly deal merely with a right of choice 
when and after the accused has lieen sent up to the Supreme Court 
for trial, not with any right of choice when he is before the Justice 
of the Peace. 2. There is the argument that the usual method of 
trial, the first and original method, in a criminal case is trial by 
jury, that the accused has prirod facie this fundamental right, and 
it must be taken away from him specifically or otherwise he still 
enjoys it. This argument was used by Cross, J., in Iter v. Vati 
Koolbcryer (1909), 10 (’an. Cr. Cas. 228.

The answer to tliis last contention seems to me to l>e that 
there is no doubt that jurisdiction has lieen given to either of 
two tribunals to try the accused, and that unless the jurisdiction 
given to the lesser tribunal has, by some apt words, been made 
conditional, then it must lie held to be unconditional. 1 can find
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nothing which makes the jurisdiction of the Justice of the Peace 
to try summarily conditional upon the consent of the accused.

My opinion is tliat the Justice of the Peace has a discretion and 
that as guardian of the interests of the public, he ran and must 
decide in which way he is to proceed.

There is a section in the Code to which 1 think reference ought 
to tie made. This is s. IS which reads as follows:

Where an act or omission constitutes an offence punishable on summary 
conviction or on indictment under two or more Acts, or both under an Act, 
and at common law the offender shall, unless the contrary intention ap|iears, 
be liable to be prosecuted and punished under either or any of such Acts, or 
at common law, but shall not be liable to be punished twice for the same offence.

It seen s to me that that section covers not only the ease where 
the san e act is made an indictable offence in two or more statutes, 
or is punishable under summary conviction under two or more 
statutes, hut also the ease where it is made punishable by one 
statute under summary conviction and by another statute under 
indictment, In the latter case it provides that he may he proceed
ed with under either of such Acts. The present case, I think, is 
just the san e as if there had been one Act making the taking of a 
secret commission or brilie punishable under summary conviction 
and another Act making it punishable by indictment. This may 
indeed be said to constitute an argument for a right of choice in 
the prosecutor, because, it may be said, he could surely choose the 
form of information which he proposed to lay, and by mentioning 
therein one statute rather than the other he would thereby decide 
the form of trial. But even then it does seem to me that a Justice 
of the Peace, whose duty it is to make enquiries and, if necessary, 
to inform himself properly, to hear a witness or two liefore taking 
an information at all, ought, as the protector of the public interests, 
have at any rate an ultimate [lower of deciding whether the case is 
serious enough to justify an indictment. Particularly when there 
are two courses open there seems to me to be a special duty upon 
him to enquire as far as possible into the circumstances before 
making his decision. Voices there arc good reasons for committal, 
no doubt the desire of the prosecutor ought to lie given considerable 
weight.

It may lie said that in the present case it is not necessary to 
decide as between the right of the Justice and that of the prosecutor 
because all that is necessary to decide is whether the accused has
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or has not a right of election. But in my opinion the only satis
factory principle which would exclude the option of the accused, 
viz: the ultimate duty of the Justice to decide what is best in the 
public interest would also exclude the absolute option of the 
prosecutor. 1 do not think the Justice is absolutely bourn! to follow 
the direction of the prosecutor as to the capacity in which he has to 
act.

It n ay also be said that there could he no prejudice to public 
interest in a trial by indictn ent. But there is at least the question 
of trouble and expense. 1 think the Justice is the person to sav 
whether the case justifies the incurring of such trouble and expense. 
Parliament has undoubtedly said that a Justice is a proper and fit 
person to try the offence created by the statute and I cannot see 
that, in the face of that and when there is no condition of consent 
attached, the accused has any right to question the wisdom of 
Parliament. lie must, 1 think, submit to the tribunal created by 
Parliament with power to try him provided that tribunal in its 
discretion decides to do so.

1 do not think the cast- shews that the magistrate accepted 
without question the preference of the prosecutor. He merely 
said that that circumstance had some weight with him. If that 
meant that the prosecutor's desire that the less severe penalty 
should I*1 imposed then 1 think, within limitations, the magistrate 
could, not improperly, take that into account. If, however, it 
meant that the prosecutor thought the chances of conviction were 
I letter before the magistrate than U]>on indictment then of course 
the desire of the prosecution should not have been regarded but I 
see nothing to justify an inference that this was what the magis
trate had in mind. In any cast* there should lie no manoeuvring 
allowed for or against the trial by jury so far as the magistrate 
is concerned. If Parliament has expressed any opinion at all as 
to the respective merits of the two methods of trial it would rather 
seem to be in favour of indictment because then the heavier 
penalty can Ik* inqiosed and there is an ap)x*al from the Justice. 
All the more serious crimes are triable by jury and as long as 
Parliament has confidence in that method it ought to Ik* sufficient.

I would, therefore, dismiss the application but in the circum
stances without costs.

Simmons, J.:—The defendant J. R. McNabh was charged
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under b. 3 of the Secret Commissions Act, 1909, before G. E. 
Sanders, Police Magistrate, with receiving a secret commission 
or bribe to allow a passenger to ride on the Canadian Pacific R. 
Co.’s train. This section provides that

Every one is guilty of an offence and liable on conviction on indictment to 
two years’ imprisonment, or to a fine not exceeding 12,500 or to both; and. 
upon summary conviction, to imprisonment for six months, with or without 
hard labour, or to a fine not exceeding 1100 or to both.

Counsel for defendant asked the Police Magistrate at the 
oj ening of the case, to reserve a cast* for the Court of Appeal as 
to whether the magistrate had jurisdiction to proceed to try the 
defendant summarily under Part XV. of the Code.

The magistrate derided that he would proceed by way of 
inriietn ent if ti e i rosecution indicated they wished to proceed 
in that way, hut as they were proceeding in a sun n ary way he 
would proceed in that way.

Counsel for defendant now aj i lies to this Court for a writ of 
prohibition against tie n agist rate proceeding in a summary wav 
to try the defendant.

The basis of the defendant's claim is that the defendant has a 
right of election as to wl ether he should 1m* tried summarily or 
by way of indictment, and in any case that the magistrate can not 
proceed with a summary trial in the alwence of the consent of the 
defendant.

S. 199 pro Vick's that the offence of obstructing a peace-officer 
is punishable on indictment or on summary conviction before» two 
Justice's of the Peace. There is a divergence of judicial opinion 
in six of the Provinces of the Dominion in regard to this s. 199.

Dealing with the section under which the charge* is laid it 
clearly provides for alternative methods of procedure. So far 
as the words of the section are concerned it would lx* quite as 
logical to say that the defendant could elect for summary trial 
as to say he has right of election to have the prosecution proceed 
by way of indictment.

The argument on this head, however, is founded u|kjii the 
common law right of jury trial unless the same is taken away by 
statute. The statute has, however, taken away this right to the 
extent of providing that the offence may be dealt with in a summary 
way under Part XV. of the (’ode.
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S. 60 of the N.W.T. is invoked however, hut it must l»e noted 
that this section deals only with charges made in the Supreme 
Court after commitment by a magistrate holding a preliminary 
inquiry.

In regard to tl e second contention that the accused could not 
he tried sun n arily without his consent, I agree with the reasons of 
Meredith, C.J.O., in Hex v. West (No 2) (1915), 25 Can. (>. ('as. 
145,35U.L.R, 95, that to maintain this view would result in making 
Part XVI. applicable in every case when the charge is the com
mission of an indictable offence and would result in reading out 
of the section the provision that the offence could be dealt with 
upon summary conviction.

1 would, therefore, dismiss the application with costs.
MH'arthv, J.. concurred with Harvey, C.J.

.4 pplication dismissed.

COOK-HENDERSON Co., Ltd. v. ALLEN THEATRE Co., Ltd.
Saskatchewan Court of Apical, Haultain, C.J.S., Lamont and El wood, JJ.A. 

October 16, 1919.

Costs (§1—2c)—Money paid into Court by dependant—Application- 
for COSTS UNDER RULE IK DISTRICT COURT ltVLES.

A defendant paid a certain sum of money into Court with his defence 
and denied liability. Judgment was subsequently given to the plaintiff 
for this amount and costs. On motion to vary the judgment on ap|ieal 
and have the costs of the action governed by Rule 18 District Court Rules, 
costs were awarded to the defendant in the action subsequent to the 
delivery of the defence.

[J. n. Munday Ltd., v. London County Council 11916], 1 K.B. 159,11916] 
2 K.B. 331, referred to.]

Motion to vary judgment on appeal (1919), 47 D.L.R. 357. 
Varied.

//. ./. Schull, for appellant; E. F. Collins, for respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Elxvood, J.A.:—This is a matter that came before the last 

sittings of the Court, and, on June 19, 1919, judgment was given 
allowing the appeal and reducing the respondent's judgment 
to $99.79 and costs. This $99.79 represents the sum which was 
paid into Court by the appellant with a denial of liability. On 
the hearing of that appeal the appellant was not represented, and 
the question of the costs of the action subsequent to such payment 
into Court was not argued.

The appellant, at the present sittings of the Court, has moved
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for an order to vary the judgment pronounced on June 19, 1919» 
in so far as the same relates to the trial of the action, and directing 
that the costa of the action prior to the delivery of the defence 
by the defendant Ik* governed by r. 18 of the District Court rules 
and awarding to the defendant its costs incurred sul>sequent to 
the delivery of its defence.

It appears that no formal order has been taken out and nothing 
done under our judgment of June 19. last.

I am of tin* opinion that it is unnecessary to make any direction 
with regard to the costs of the action prior to the delivery of the 
defence. Those costs are governed by the rules of the District 
Court. So far as the costs of the action subsequent to the delivery 
of the defence, I am of the opinion that the defendant is entitled 
to those costs.

J. If. Munday Ltd. v. London County Council, [1916] 1 K.B. 
159,119161 2 K.B. 331.

The judgment of the Court in this appeal, delivered on June 
19, 1919, will be varied by adding after the words and figures 
“the resp/ondent’s judgment reduced to the sum of $99.79 and 
costs,” the following, namely: “of action up to and including 
the delivery of the defence, and the appellant should have its 
costs of the action subsequent thereto.”

As this motion was made necessary through the ap)>ellant 
not lx*ing represented by counsel on appeal lh*fore us, 1 am of 
the opinion—and, in fact, it was admitted on the argument 
before us—that the appellant should pay the respondent’s costs 
of this motion. Judgtnent accordingly.

FAULKNER v. FAULKNER.

Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Madaren, Magee and Horigins, 
JJ.A., and Latthfard, J. June tS, 1919.

Will ($ I A—36)—Capacity of testator—Execution of documents
THREE DAYS AFTER INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN—EVIDENCE.

A will may be established when the testator, at the time of dictating 
the will, has sufficient discretion for that purpose, and on execution of 
the same remembers that instructions haa been given, and accepts the 
document to be signed as containing such instructions.

[Murphy v. Lamphier (1914) 31 O.L.R. 287, distinguished; Parker v. 
TUgate (1883), 8P.D. 171, approved in Perera v. Perera (1901), A.C. 354, 
followed.)

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Middleton, 
J. (1919), 44 O.L.R. 634. Reversed.

Statement.
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H. H. Dewart, K.C., for the appellant.
H. E. Irwin, K.C., for the plaintiff, the res]>oiidcnt.
Mailahen, J.A.:—This is an appeal from a judgment of 

Middleton, J., of the 7th January-, 1919, annulling and setting 
aside the prolwte of the will of Hugh Faulkner, of Toronto, 
for want of testamentary capacity.

The plaintiff and the defendant are brothers, and were the sole 
next of kin of the deceased.

The trial Judge rested his decision almost entirely on the 
judgment of the late Chancellor Boyd in the case of Murphy v. 
Lamphier (1914), 31 O.L.K. 287, especially upon the law on the 
subject as laid down in pp. 317 to 322 of that report. I have 
carefully read and re-read the judgn ent referred to, and, with 
great respect, 1 am wholly unable to find in it authority for the 
judgn ent now in appeal. The facts of the two cares arc, to my 
mind, so very disein ilar that the law laid down h r the learned 
Chancellor, in which I fully concur, is quite inapp’ cable, in my 
opinion, to the present case.

The editor of the reports in the head-note of the Lamphier 
case has trade the following summary of the things out of the 
common considered by the Court in that case: "(a) The will 
was n ade during the temporary absence of the testatrix from her 
husband; (b) made without reference to or communication with 
her natural protectors; (c) made while she was in the hands and 
under the care of two married daughters who were dissatisfied with 
a fom er will and had recently sought to have it changed; (d) made 
by an old lady verging on eighty years of age, suffering a double 
process of deterioration from the impairments of senility and 
the inroads of a progressive disease affecting her brain; (e) drawn 
by a solicitor who could not lie regarded as an independent adviser 
and who was not chosen by the testatrix ; (f) made on the spur of 
the moment, where the ncthod of testamentary disposition, 
originating nine years before and carried through a series of wills 
down to that made in 1911, was displaced and superseded by a 
method of equal distribution desired by the two daughters referred 
to and the other dissentients in the family.”

It further appears from the judgn ent of the Chancellor that 
t here were in existence four other wills of the testatrix, executed 
respectively in 1903, 1905, 1909, and 1911—all drawn on the same
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general lines, and all making ample provision for her husband : 
while the one in question, executed in 1912, was entirely on 
different lines, and trade no mention of her husband whatever. 
Indeed shortly before she made this last will she could not remem
ber that she had a husband, and “she did not even recognise his 
existence when he was present and spoke to her.” Her two 
spiritual advisers and her attending physicians speak of lier two 
strokes in 1909 and 1910, and of the “senile decay” and “nentai 
imbecility ” which followed these attacks.

Hugh Faulkner, the testator in this case, was a cattle-buyer, 
and was unmarried. Prior to 1903 he had lived for some years 
with his brother George, the plaintiff, a farmer in the county of 
Halton, who had a wife but no children. On account of a difficulty 
over money matters, Hugh left and went to live in Owen Sound. 
They met at different tin es after that on the train, but neither 
ever visited the other. On the ltith August, 1912, just liefore 
going into the Owen Sound hospital for an operation, Hugh had 
Mr. Cameron, a solicitor, pn re a will which he executed. It 
was left with Mr. Cameron, w.iu gave it to Mr. Faulkner with his 
other papers when the latter was moving to Toronto in 1915. This 
will, as he afterwards told his landlady and doctor in Toronto, 
he tore up and destroyed. Mr. Cameron had not a clear recollec
tion of the contents, but thought the bulk of his estate was left to 
two nephews, and some cf it to lady relatives, four or five in 
number, the amounts ranging from $100 to $500.

On the 18th and 24th January, 1918, the testator wrote two 
letters to his brother Archie, the defendant, a farmer in the county 
of Peel, saying that he was ill with grippe, and in the latter urging 
him to come and visit him, which he did on Monday the 28th 
January. He reached Hugh's lodging-house about three in the 
afternoon, and found him lying on hie lied, dressed. Hugh com
plained of feeling chilly, and, when he went to bed in the evening, 
liad extra bedclothes and hot water bottles. He got up on Tuesday 
morning, washed and dressed, went down stairs, and had breakfast. 
Dr. Forrest, whom he had consulted a number of times for minor 
ailments, and who had at his request come to see him on Monday, 
came between one and two on Tuesday and found a red spot on 
his nose, which he pronounced to be erysipelas. After a discussion 
it was decided to take him to the Parkdale hospital, and arrange-
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mente were made for this. During the day the landlady spoke 
about Hugh not having made his will. Archie said he thought he 
had. He was asked and he said he had tom it up. Before going 
to the hospital, he gave instructions to the landlady to have Mr. 
Anderson, his solicitor, called up, and to have him coire to the 
hospital to make his will. He arrived alxiut three o'clock, and 
was shewn up to Faulkner’s room. The defendant was in the 
room, but left as Mr. Anderson was taking the instructions for the 
will.

Mr. Anderson knew that Faulkner was not married, but did 
not know about his near relatives. After conversation about his 
illness, he asked him whom he wanted as executor, and he named 
his brother Archie. Asked ns to how he wanted to dispose of his 
property, he said: “I want to give it to Archie, I want Archie's 
family to benefit." After some discussion as to how this could 
he carried out, he said, “I will give it to Archie." Asked if he 
meant that he would trust Archie to do what was right by his 
children, he answered "Yes" without any hesitation. Asked if 
he had any other brothers or sisters, he said : " I have one brother, 
George: I am going to leave him a dollar.” He said that George 
had done him out of a lot of money.

Mr. Anderson then wrote out the will, read it over slowly to 
Faulkner, and asked him if he was satisfied. He said “Yes." 
Mr. Anderson went out to get a witness, and the nurse in charge 
agreed to act. The will was again mail over to him slowly, and 
he was asked if it was satisfactory, and he answered “Yes." He 
was lying in a position with his ami under him, in which he could 
not write, and it was suggested that he make his mark; but he 
said, “No, I will write my name." When they had raised him 
up and in a position to write, he seemed to liecome drowsy and 
tired and unable to write, and it was decided not to press him, 
and Mr. Anderson left the will with the nurse, with instructions 
to notify him (Anderson) when the patient became brighter.

On Friday morning, Anderson received a message from the 
superintendent to come to the hospital. There he met the super
intendent, who told him that Dr. Forrest was expected. After 
the doctor had seen Faulkner, Mr. Anderson asked him and the 
superintendent if they thought he was capable of making a will, 
and they both said they thought he was. Conductor Milne, an
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old friend of Faulkner’s, had called to see him, and went into his 
room with the others, and his name was mentioned. Faulkner 
recognised him, but said he could not see him, botl of his eyes 
being affected. Mr. Anderson reminded him of his being unable 
to sign the will on the Tuesday, and asked him if he would make 
his mark to that will, as he could no longer see. He said he would. 
The will was read over to him slowly, clause by clause, and at the 
end of each lie gave an affirmative answer. After the reading, 
Mr. Anderson went back to the clause giving his brother George 
one dollar, and asked him if that was what he wanted, and he 
answered “Yes.”

Mr. Anderson asked him if he would make his mark, and he 
answered “Yes." His name was written out, and a pen put in his 
hand. He pressed it firmly, and, guided by Mr. Anderson, mode 
the cross, and Mr. Anderson, Dr. Forrest, and Mr. Milne signed 
as witnesses, the name of each Ieing mentioned as he signed.

In my opinion, the trial Judge has not attaclied sufficient 
importance to what took place on Tuesilay afternoon, when the 
instructions for the will were given, and he does not allude to the 
fart that Faulkner, before his last illness, had told Dr. Forrest 
that he was going to leave his property to the defendant, which 
to my mind is significant.

I am also of opinion that too much importance was attached 
to the fact that certain female relatives, to whom small legacies 
were left in the will drawn by Cameron, were not mentioned in the 
will now ill question. In the first place, he must have been 
dissatisfied with the first will when he destroyed it. We do not 
know who they were, or how many they were, or whether they 
were still living or may have been married during the intervening 
six years. It was suggested that some of them were nieces, but 
he had only one niece, Mary, the twelve-year old daughter of the 
defendant. The others could not have been nearer relatives than 
daughters of his cousins. As to the niece, he was satisfied that 
her father would do his duty by her. They are spoken of as 
"needy relatives,” but there is no evidence as to their circum
stances, any more than as to their number or relationship; and, 
if they were “needy," legacies ranging from 1100 to 1500, as 
stated by Mr. Cameron, would not go far to relieve them, and 
would be a petty amount out of an estate of over $23,000.
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I do not consider that it was the duty of Mr. Anderson to have 
inquired what wills Faulkner might previously have made and 
destroyed. He appeared to have a clear idea as to how he wanted 
to dispose of his property and whom he wanted to be benefited 
by it.

The learned trial Judge has, in my opinion, confused the 
evidence as to the condition of Faulkner on Tuesday, both 
physically and mentally, with his condition on the following 
Friday. He speaks of his having taken no nourisliment after 
the first attempt to execute the will. In this he is quite mistaken. 
The day-nurse who attended him, a witness called by the plaintiff 
and not at all favourable to the defendant, licing asked by the 
plaintiff’s counsel as to his taking nourishment, Bays, "At first 
he took it good, the first couple of days," and this was not con
tradicted. He was a strong, vigorous man, weighing oyer 200 
pounds, and, although 09 years of age, looked years younger.

As already stated, he had risen early that morning, had washed 
and dressed himself, and had gone downstairs to his breakfast, 
and again gone upstairs; had taken part in the discussion as to 
going to the hospital ; had given instructions ns to having Mr. 
Anderson come to make his will; and had walked downstairs and 
out to the taxi cab. Notw ithstanding a 11 this, lie seen s to have had 
so much physical and mental strength left that Mr. Anderson, a 
competent and careful solicitor, had no hesitation in taking the 
instructions for his will, which he appeals to have given with 
great clearness, and, so far ns concerned the liequest of a dollar 
to the plaintiff, with considerable emphasis. After he had gone 
through all this, and the excitement of his being raised to write 
his name, it is little wonder that he finally became tired and 
drowsy, when Mr. Anderson decided not to trouble him further 
at that time.

On the Friday morning, Mr. Anderson slid not proceed until 
after the doctor had made his examination ; l>oth the doctor .and 
the superintendent pronounced him competent. Although ho 
was weaker than on Tuesday afternoon, he recognised Conductor 
Milne, and gave his answers clearly and distinctly, and was not 
at all affected with drowsiness as on the Tuesday. Dr. Forrest 
states that, although the disease had affected his eyes and had gone 
up liis forehead, it had not affected his brain, and this is corrobo-
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rated by Dr. Howland, one of the plaintiff’s experts, who says 
that there was no delirium.

As usual, there are shades of difference between the doctors 
called as experts. The testimony of Dr. Silverthome commended 
itself to the learned trial Judge. He describes the two kinds of 
erysipelas, that in which the patient has high fever and in which 
he liecoires lethargic from the fever, and the other in which there 
are grave constitutional symptoms, such as delirium and mental 
unrest. Faulkner's was of the former kind, and he died from 
heart failure before the crisis set in. After having heard the 
evidence, and at the end of a very exhaustive cross-examination 
by the plaintiff’s counsel, he expressed himself very strongly as 
to his opinion that on the Tuesday the testator was in a condition 
to dispose of his property and to remember and call to mind those 
whom-he wished to benefit.

We were not referred to any case in our own Courts where the 
facts and circumstances and points to be decided very closely 
resemble the present; the Lamphitr case, as I have already stated, 
being to my mind not at all in point. There is an English rase 
very much like it, but less favourable to the defendant than the 
present: Parker v. Felgale, (1883), 8 P.D. 171, tried by Sir James 
Hannen and a jury, where the following questions were put to the 
jury and considered:—

"1. Did the deceased when the will was executed remember 
and understand the instructions she had given to Mr. Parker 
(her solicitor)? A. No.

“2. Could she, if it had been thought advisable to rouse her, 
have understood each clause if it had liecn put to her? A. No.

“3. Was she capable of understanding, and did she understand, 
that she was engaged in executing the sill for which she had given 
instructions to Mr. Parker? A. Yes.”

On these questions and answers, the Court pronounced in 
favour of the will.

This case, being the decision of a single Judge, would not be 
binding upon us. However, the case was considered in the Privy 
Council in Perera v. Percra, (1901) A.C. 354, where it was contended 
that it must be shewn that a testator was capable of understanding 
the provisions of aw ill at the time of signature. Lord Maenaghten 
says, at p. 361 :—
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"Thnl, however, is not the law. In Parker v. Frigate, 8 Kl). 
alp. 173. Sir James Hannen lays down the law thus: ‘ If a person hue 
given instructions to a solicitor to make a will, and the solicitor 
prepares it in accordance with those instructions, all that is 
necessary to make it a good will, if executed by the testator, is that 
he should lie able to think thus far: “l gave my solicitor instructions 
to prepare a w ill making a certain disposition of my property ; I have 
no doubt that he has given effect to my intention, and I accept 
the document w hich is put before me as carrying it out." ’

“Their I-ordshipg think that the ruling of Sir James Hannen 
is good law and good sense.”

I am of opinion that the judgment in this case should be 
reversed, and the action dismissed with costs.

Maoke, J.A., and Latcheoiid, J., agreed with Maclahkn, J.A. 
Hodginb, J.A.:—I agree with the conclusion to which my 

brother Maclaren has come, that the will must be established 
1 wish to draw attention to two cases in Canada where the 

Court lias, in circumstances not entirely dissimilar, upheld wills. 
One is Menzics v. White (1802). 9 Gr. 574, in which, although the 
testator was influenced by a friend, fortunately a disinterested 
one, Vankoughnet, C., treated the will as validly made in view 
of “ his clearly understaniting it at the time, and of his memory 
of it the following day” (pp. 593,594) In McLaughlin v. McLellan 
(1896), 26 Can. S.C.R. 646, the Supreme Court of Canada refused 
to set aside the will. The head-note sufficiently expresses the 
view of the Court, as follows:-

“A testator, during the time he gave the instructions for 
drafting and when he executed his will, was suffering from a disease 
which had the effect of inducing drowsiness or stupor but, as the 
evidence shewed that he thoroughly understood and appreciated 
the instructions he was giving to the draftsman as to the form hie 
will should take, and the instrument itself when subsequently read 
over to him, it was held to be a valid will.”

In an early caae in Massachusetts, Hathorn v. King (1811), 
8 Mass. 371, where the will was drawn at 11 o’clock a.m. and 
executed at 6 p.m., and during the interval the testatrix is described 
as gradually sinking, the charge to the jury, upheld by the full 
Court, was as follows:—
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“If they ahould lie of opinion, that the teetatrix, at the time 
of dictating the will, liad sufficient discretion for that purpose, 
and that, at the time of executing the will, she was able to recollect 
the particulars which she had so dictated, they might find their 
verdict that she was of sound and disposing mind and memory 
at the time of executing the will.”

Upon this case, Schouler in his book on Wills, 1915, founds 
this remark (sec. 73): “ Where the act of execution tn extremit 
relates not to a will just framed in the mind, but to one which has 
reduced to writing the results of the testator’s previous deliberation 
and direction, at an earlier stage of illness, it deserves peculiar 
indulgence, when drafted correctly and then executed in due 
form.”

This decision another American writer considered "very 
reasonable:” Redfield on Wills, 1869, p. 132.

Appeal allowed.

WRIGHT v. JONES.
Sankatchriran Court of Appeal, Haultain, C.J.S., Newlanda, Lamonl and 

Elwood, JJ.A. October 16, 1919.

Interpleader (|1I—20)—Goods seized—Partnership property—Part
nership Avt (R.S. 8ask. 190ft, <\ 143).

An execution creditor must prove in an interpleader action that the 
goods seized are the property of the execution debtor, and if that debtor 
be a partner of the claimant, and the goods seized under the execution 
partnership property, the Partnership Act R.S. Sask (100ft), e. 143, s. 25, 
forbids their seizure.

Appeal from the trial judgment in an interpleader issue. 
Affirmed.

M. A. At Hier, for respondent 
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Newlands, J.A. :—This is an interpleader iss le. Wright, 

the execution creditor, is the plaintiff, and J. R. Jones the claim
ant, the defendant.

The issue is, that the plaintiff affirms that the goous seised 
were at the time of the seisurc the proiierty of W. W. Jon s, the 
execution debtor, as against the defendant, the claimant.

The evidence sl ews, and the trial Judge so found, that the 
execution debtor and the claimant were partners, and that the 
goods in question were the property of the partnership, and that 
the claimant purchased from the execution debtor his interest in 
the goods liefore the seizure under plaintiff's execution.
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I agree with all the misons of the trial Judge, excepting where 
he holds that defendant cannot rely upon the finding that the 
goods in question were partnership property, lieeause he has set 
up title to himself in the goods.

The burden of proof lieing on plaintiff, he has to make out a 
primé facie case I>efore the defendant is put to the proof of his 
defence. He can therefore rely upon the weakness of the plain
tiff’s case as well as ujxm the strength of his own.

Now it having been proved that the goods in question were 
originally partnership projierty. and as, by s. 25 of the Partnership 
Act, R.S. Saak., 1909, c. 143, partnership property is not seizahle 
under an execution against one partner, the goods in question 
could not have been soiled under an execution against the execu
tion debtor. The plaintiff therefore failed to prove that the goods 
were the goods of the execution debtor, and the plaintiff must fail.

As the defendant cannot be estopped from taking advantage 
of this fact, the Judge was wrong in so holding. This, however, 
does not affect his judgment, and the appeal must be dismissed 
with costs. A ft i teal diami axed.
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MORROW v. LANGTON. ALTA.
Alberta Supreme Court, Hytuhmin, J. Xovembcr 14, 1919. îT"c"

Damages ($111 A—02)—Agreement sou sale or land—Previous option
TO THIRD PARTY—EXERCISED HY HIM—EFFECT OF DoWER ACT,
7 Geo. V. (Alta.) 1917, c. 14—No consent of wife—Damages.

Actual damages will Ik* awarded to a purchaser of land under an agree
ment for purchase who is unable to complete his purchase because of the 
owner having given a previous option to a third party which he might have 
cancelled by notice, out did not do, the option being exercised by the 
party holding it.

The wife of the owner did not consent to the agreement with the 
purchaser, but as the land in question was not the “residence" or “home
stead" of the owner, the Dower Act, 7 Geo. V.. Alta., 1917, c. 14. had 
no application.

[Haiti v. F other g ill (1874), 31 L.T. 387. distinguished.!

Action for damages for breach of option agreement for the statement 
sale of lands.

J. W. Hefferntan, for the plaintiff; H. I). Tiyhc, for defendant.
Hyndman, J.:—The defendant was the registered owner free Hyadmu.j. 

of incumbrances of the 8.E. quarter of sec. 36, Tp. 51, Range 21 
West of the 4th Meridian in the Province of Allierta and on 
August 16, 1919, signed, in conjunction with his wife, the following 
instrument :
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In considérâtiim of the sum of One Dollar receipt of which is hereby 
acknowledged, I, Walter E. Langtun, of Country Club, lÀlmonton 1*. ().. 
do grant the Soldier Settlement Board the exclusive right to purchase, for 
the term of . months from August 16, 1919, the following land :
S.E. \i 36-51-21-W. 4th and I hereby bind myself to deliver title of the above 
mentioned lands to the aforesaid Soldier Settlement Board, free of all encum
brances upon the payment of the sum of One thousand dollars, it being under
stood tliat I reserve the right to withdraw tliis offer at any time, giving 30 
days' previous notice, of my intention to do so, such notice to be in writing 
and forwarded by registered mail, addressed to the Soldier Settlement Board 
at.................

And 1, Diannah Langtun, the wife of W. E. Langtun, hereby agree to the 
sale of the above land on the before mentioned terms.

Should further improvements, such us additional breaking, fencing, or 
putting the place in crop, bo carried out subsequent to the granting of tliis 
option, value of such improvements, to be adjusted as affecting the purchase 
pries.

The answer to the following questions are true and correct, to the liest 
of my knowledge and belief.

To be signed in every ease by the wife of the vendor where the projierty 
is hie homestead within the meaning of the “Dower Act,” 7 Geo. V. 1917, 
e. 14.

Note—During the winter moutlie, or when snow is on the ground, 
please make option for as long a period as (sissible.

This option was procured from the defendant through and for 
the Iwnefit of one H. A. Kidney, a returned soldier, who owned 
the adjoining quarter section and was desirous of purchasing it 
with the aid of the Soldier Settlement Board. Up to September 
0 following, so far as the evidence reveals, nothing further trans
pired as between Kidney and Langton and on Septemtier f>, the 
plaintiff telephoned defendant and in effect askid if he wanted 
to sell the land and that he was willing to purchase it for $1,000. 
It was mentioned in the conversation that Kidney had obtained 
“some kind of a document” with relation to the land, I^angton 

testifying that, after he had told Morrow what he had signed, 
that Morrow said such a document was “not binding” and would 
not stand in the way of a bargain with him. Morrow, whilst 
not denying that the Kidney matter was mentioned, says that 
he put it up to Langton to say whether or not he would sell, 
that Langton retired for a few moments to consult his wife and 
returning to the telephone said it would lie all right; to come to 
Edmonton and complete the Imrgain and tliat in consequence 
plaintiff came to Edmonton next day and the following agreement 
was entered into, viz. :—
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Received fruui J. Morrow the Mum of4l3U>.0ü for port payment on >4 
sec. S.K of 36-51-21-W. of 4th end oeid John Morrow, of Deville, Alberto, 
•tree» to pay Walter E. Longton balance of 1700.00 without interest on or 
before Nov. 1, 181», and laid W. E. Langtou agrees to furnish title without 
eneumbrancee to said J. Morrow after completion of payments. Total pur
chase price to be $1,000.00.

The $30(1 mentioned in the agreement wan paid at the time.
On or about September 14 Kidney called upon the defendanl 

and informed him that the Soldier Settlement Roan! had refused 
to entertain the transaction hut that he had raised the money 
himself and was then prepared to complete the purcliaac. I .aria 
ton advised him tliat he bail in the meantime entend into another 
agreement with plaintiff, lieing of the impression that nothing 
would come of the option, and admitted that he found himself 
in a “lutd fix" hut the result of the meeting was tliat Langtou 
agreed to let Kidney have the prnpeft y anil on the following day 
Isuigton executed a transfer from the defendant and his wife 
u|ton which Kidney liecame the registered owner of the land free 
from encumbrances.

Immediately after ids division to transfer to Kidnev defendanl 
wrote the plaintiff a letter enclosing a cheque for $300 and stating 
that he tvas legally rcs|K>nsihlc lo Kidney unilcr a prior option. 
Plaintiff refused to accept the money and returned it which re
sulted in another letter front defendant again remitting the $300 
and setting up further reasons including aliaence of const-tit of 
Mrs. langtou to the agreement. The $30(1 was refused by the 
plaintiff and returned to him.

Plaintiff subsequently brought action for s|tecific performance 
or in the alternative damages in the sum of $1,000 and return of 
the moneys paid.

The defence in addition to the usual formal pleas set* up 
(1) lark of consent by wife tinder the Dower Art; (2) Absence 
of right to conwv owing to option to Kidney; (3) Absence of 
damage save and except nominal damage and the plaintiff’s 
costs in investigating title and paid into Court the sum of $5 as 
ample compensation for damages and expenses and $1(1 for plain
tiff's costs.

It is clear that but for the option to Kidney plaintiff would 
lie entitled to such damages as he may have sustained by reason 
of defendant’s failure to carry out his contract and one question
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to consider ia whether or not the option in question is a document 
binding on defendant to aell to another at the time of the transac
tion with plaintiff. A careful perusal of the option reveals that it 
ia not for any definite time; that it ia not under seal; and although 
*1 ia expreeaed as the consideration as a matter of fact nothing 
was paid for it.

It seems to me therefore that the defendant might at any 
moment have revoked his offer by notice to that effect. Such 
lieing the case at the time of the agreement with Morrow he might 
easily have removed the defect, if any, in his title and been in a 
position to carry out hia contract. This he did not do.

Vndcr such circumstances therefore I am of opinion (subject 
to the effect of the Dower Act) that the rule in fluid v. f'athergill 
(1874), L.R. 7 H.L. 158, 31 L.T. 387, ia not applicable and the 
plaintiff ia entitled to the actual damages which resulted as a 
consequence of defendant’s failure to carry out his agreement.

Whether or not the Dower Act, 7 (ieo. V., 1917, Alta., c. 14, 
can lie taken advantage of must depend on the circumstances of 
each case.

The expression “Homestead" is defined as:—
(a) I-iii.i in n city, town or village, conaiating of not more than four 

adjoining lots in one block, aa shewn on Ilian duly registered in the proper 
registry office in that behalf, on which the house occupied by the owner 
thereof as his residence is situated;

(bj Lands, other than referred to in clause (a) of this section on which the 
house occupied by the owner thereof as his residence is situated, consisting 
of not mon* than one quarter section.

I do not think it can reasonably argued that the land in 
question was at the time of the contract the “residence" of the 
defendant and his family. The buildings according to the evi
dence are quite unfit for human habitation and liave been so for 
some years and the defendant and his wife liave resided in the 
City of Edmonton or environs for 5 or 6 years at least.

As 1 see it therefore the Dower Art can have no application 
to the case.

As to the amount of ilamages; plaintiff is entitled to the reason
able costs incurred in connection with the agreement which I 
fix at S25. He ia also entitled to the difference between what he 
agreed to pay for the property and its value.

Evidence on this point between the plaintiff and the other 
witnesses is conflicting and a wide margin exists. Had the liar-
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gain been carried through it would have coat plaintiff $1,000 and 
the taxes outstanding amounting to $122 making a total of $1,122. 
Plaintiff save he thought, the place worth $2,000 and ex|>ectod he 
would have been asked $10 |>er "acre for it. It was close to his 
own farm; he could have run 30 or 40 head of cattle more, if he 
had had it; and it would have txx*n of greater value to him than 
tierhaps to others. On the other hand, there is the evidence of the 
valuator for the Soldier Settlement Board and Julian Garrett. 
lx>th experienced land appraisers and so far as 1 can see disin
terested {arsons who value the property at $920 and $954 respect- 
ively. These valuations were made quite indejindently of one 
another but are approximately the same. This fact coupled with 
the amount of the purchase* price is very strong evidence that 
$1,000 is fairly close to the real value. As the plaintiff assumed 
the taxes of $122 however I think it not unfair to conclude that 
the defendant himself must have thought the value alxnit $1,000 
plus the taxes. Everything considered including the plaintiff's 
peculiar interest, l>eing the owner of the adjoining property, I think 
damages under this head to the amount of $122 would lx* fair to 
both parties.

The plaintiff will therefore* have judgment for $147, costs to 
follow the event according to the rules of Court.

Judy nient accordingly.

TOWN OF RADISSON v. AMSON.
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, Haultain, C.J.S., Seuianits, Lamont and 

Elu'ood, JJ.A October 16, 1919.

Damages (f 111 1—279)—Assessment by arbitrator—Wrong principle- 
Matter remitted back to arbitrator.

In assessing damages to property by reason of the const ruction of a 
concrete sidewalk lower than the property in question—the nrinriple 
to follow in estimating these damages is how much (if any) has tne prop
erty decreased in value by reason of the lowering of the sidewalk.
[Green v. C.S.R. (1915), 22 D.L.R. 15, followed.)

Appeal from the award of an arbitrator (1919), 45 D.L.R. 597, 
appointed to assess damages suffered by the respondent by reason 
of the construction of a concrete sidewalk in front of and contigu
ous to her store. Reversed and matter remitted to the arbitrator 
to ascertain damages.

A. L. (iordon, K.C., for appellant; C. M. Johnston and (i. A. 
Ferguson, for respondent.
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The judgment of the Court wan delivered by
Lamont, J.A. :—This is an appeal from the award of an arbitrator 

appointed by the Court to assess the damages suffered hy the 
respondent by reason of the construction by the town of a ooncretc 
sidewalk in front of and contiguous to the resjiondcnl s store 
building on lot 1, Block 7, Radisson. of which lot she was the 
owner.

The damage complained of resulted from lowering of the 
sidewalk in front of the store entrante some 21 inches, which, 
it was claimed, seriously interfered with the access thereto. 
The arbitrator fixer! the damages at 1925. From this assessment 
the town now appeals.

The chief ground upon which the apt real is based is, that the 
arbitrator assessed the damages on a wrong principle. He stated, 
correctly enough, that the respondent was entitled to lie platted ns 
nearly as |xmtihle in the same position as she would have I«en hail 
the excavation not I sen made and the concrete sidewalk not 
constructed. But to plate her in Vial |* wit ion. he considérer! 
she was entitled to have the store floor lowered 21 inches, so that 
it would le in the same relative |*wition to the concrete sidewalk 
that it occupied towards the original sidewalk. The cost of this 
operation, together with the cost of constructing a run-way to 
connect the floor as it then would lie with the respondent's ware
house, he found to he S925, and accordingly awarder! that sum as 
damages.

In my opinion this is not the projsrr inclinai of estimating the 
damages suffered by the respondent. Her Irws consists in the 
decreased value of her property by reason of the lowering of the 
sidewalk. This loss should be determined by ascertaining the 
market value of the property after the concrete sidewalk had I ecu 
put down and the value it would have hail if the town had not 
marie the improvements. The difference between these values, 
if the latter is the greater, will be the damage done to the rcs]>ond- 
ent’e proper!,y. (treen v. C.N.K. (1916), 22 D.L.R. 15, 8 S.L.lt. 63.

As the amount of the awanl was determinrsl upon a wrong princi
ple, the award should lie set aside, and the matter remitted to the 
arbitrator to ascertain the damages in accordance with the prin
ciple above indicated. .lodgment accordingly.
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GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC R. C*. v. AUSTED.
Alberta Supreme Court, Harvey, CJ., Stuart, Simmons and McCarthy, JJ. 

December 8, 1919.

Railways (| II D—72)—Horse killed on railway—Gate to RiuHT-or- 
way broken—Fastened by rope—Proper chain gone—Duty 
or railway—Railway Act.

It is the statutory duty of a railway company under s. 254 of the 
Railway Act to maintain jiroper fastenings on gates opening on its right- 
of-way.

Evidence shewing a lack of the proper fastenings establishes a breach 
of this duty.

[Dunsford v. Michigan Central (1893), 20 A.R. (Ont.) 577, followed. 1

ALTA.

Appeal by defendant from the judgment of Jenniaon, Dial. Statement. 
Ct. J., in an action for damages. Affirmed.

fVeorge H. Hou, K.C., for apiiellant; I.ynney * Lannan, for 
respondent.

Hakvey, CJ. (dissenting) :—The art ion is for the value of a awnr.Ci. 
horse killed on the railway, having got on the right-of-way through 
a gate at a farm crossing which had lieen fastened with a rope.

The trial Judge, Jenniaon, Dist. Ct. J., said:
My oonotuaioo ii that the rope wee insufficient, and the horses becoming 

frightened at the train in their confusion, and pushing against the gate, and 
the rope fastening broke

This is only an inference, as there is no direct evidence as to 
how the gate liecame open. less than an hour lief ore the train 
passed it had lieen seen by a man who swore that it was then shut 
and securely tied by a rope and that he climlied over it.

Another witness reports having seen all the horses in the filed 
only 10 or 12 minutes lief ore the accident. The evidence of the 
fireman on the train which killed the horse was that half a mile 
before reaching the gate the train passed several of plaintiff's 
horses on the right-of-way, which ran ahead of and alongside of 
the train, while three others, of which the one killed was one, were 
inside the field and ran along the fence keeping up with the other 
horses until they came to the gate which was open, and then they 
ran through it on to the right-of-way, and one of them then ran in 
front of the train and was killed. There is no suggestion that the 
trial Judge questioned the correctness of this evidence, nor can I 
see any ground upon which it should not lie accepted, as it is quite 
consistent with the other evidence, but, in my opinion, it makes it 
impossible to conclude that the horses broke open the gate by

Sft—49 D.L.E.
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reason of fright from the approaching train, because it had lieen 
opened long enough for several of them to get on to the right-of- 
way and some distance down the track liefore the train came near. 
It is then necessiry to consider what was the cause of the gate 
becoming open. Under the Act the duty is on the defendant to 
pirn ide and maintain a swing gate with proper hinges and fasten
ings (a. 254), and the duty is on the |ierson for whose use the gate 
is provided to keep it closed when not in use (s. 255).

The plaintiff’s horses were pasturing in the field by iiermission 
of the owner. The owner used the gate only alxmt twice a year, 
and the last tin e he had used it was about 3 months liefore the 
accident. The gate in the spring liad been provided by the 
railway company with an iron chain to fasten it. The owner 
sulisequently found this gone and he put on a wire fastening. 
At the time he last used it the wire was gone, but the gate was shut 
being held by its own weight resting on the ground. He then 
tied it up with a rope which he observed still there, 3 or 4 days 
before the accident. The owner says that at the time he tied it 
up with the rope the gate was dragging on the ground, and to open 
it “you had to drag it round.”

Even if the rope were not a proper one, and it were ojien to 
take that objection notwithstanding that it had lieen put there by 
the owner himself, yet, unless that caused the accident, the 
defendants would not be liable. The burden is on the plaintiff 
of shewing what was the cause of the gate getting open. From 
the evidence given it does not seem to me to lie a reasonab'e 
inference that this was due to any defective fastening. It seems 
to me by no means prolehle that the horses pushed against the 
gate without being frightened, until they broke the rope, and then 
pushed the gate along the ground until they got through. I think 
it is much more likely that someone, who wanted to go through, 
broke the rope and opened the gate and left it open, for as I have 
indicated other people beside the owner did use or interfere with 
the gate.

1 would allow the appeal with costs, and dismiss the action with 
costs.

Stuart, J.j—I think the Judge who tried this case was quite 
correct in the view he took that the defence had not fulfilled 
their statutory duty with respect to the gate. There is no doubt
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they did not keep a proper tautening on the gate, and, aa it ap|icars
that their eeetion foreman wan aecuatoinod to go past the gate 8. C.
every day, there in no reason why he should not liave noticed tliat qhand

the original chain fastening wan gone. To examine the fann Tarai 
, , . Pacific

cmeeing gates only twice a year docs not mem to me sufficient R. Co.
vigilance on the part of the company, jiarticularly when very Aüsted 
little extra lalxmr or trouble would lie involved in examining the 
gate* at least once a week, although l am not satisfied that even 
that would he frequently enough, or that the company would lie 
absolved from liability if they did examine them as frequently 
a* that.

Neither do I think that the action of the owner of the land, 
in putting first the wire and then the halter shank made of rope 
upon the gate as a fastening, is sufficient to raise an estopjiel 
against him in favour of the company. He was not liound to 
notify the company of the almcnce of the chain, liccausc it was 
their duty to discover that by «instant inspection, and, I cannot 
see how, merely l*>eauao he took some precaution in the meantime 
to protect himself, he could lie said to have misled the company 
or its officials, or even to have undertaken the duty himself of 
putting proper gate fastenings on. In the statute his obligation 
to keep the gate shut only applies, in my opinion, when the com- 
pany has itself complied with its duty to furnish protier fastenings.

There then comes the question whether the alieence of the 
proper fastening was the cause of the damage. The trial Judge 
held that it was, and I think there was evidence that he could 
properly come to that conclusion, although I am not quite prepared 
to concur in the exact method of reasoning by which he reached 
that conclusion. I think that his finding, that the gate was found 
opened inward towards the railway, or outward with relation to 
the field, cannot lie distorts*!, but it does appear to me to lie a 
little difficult to understand how the horses in the field would, 
through fright at the train, press against the gate from the inside 
of the field, and shove or push towards the railway track where 
the thing that was frightening them was moving. Of course, even 
that might occur if they ran far enough ahead of the train in their 
fright so tliat they might imagine that they could run round 
ahead of it and in their chase might endeavour to push through the 
gate. But it does seem to me that a more probable explanation
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of the occurrence is that which is suggested to some extent by the 
evidence of the railway employees, who testified that the larger 
numlier of horses was already upon the right-of-way when they 
came along, and that only 2 or 3 of the horses, including the one 
killed, were still in the field, and that this latter ran along inside 
the field in the same direction as those on the right-of-way with 
only a wilt; fence between them, and thus, when they got to the 
gate, found it open and turned in in order to reach their com
panions. This, of course, raises the question: How was the gate 
opened? I see no reason at all to doubt the testimony of Laos, who 
said that he jumped over the gate and found it fastened with a rape, 
less than an hour lief ore the occurrence. Vpon appeal, 1 think 
we have no right at all to conjecture anything alrout the validity 
of this man’s testimony, where no doubt whatever has I«en cast 
upon it, either by cross-examination or by opposing testimony, 
or by the opinion of the trial Judge and it is neither inherently 
probable nor inconsistent with the other facts. Then, what 
happened l «tween that time and the time of the accident to open 
the gate? It must be rememlieted that this occurred out in the 
country, and there is no evidence that people were very frequently 
passing that way. At such a place I think it would be a rather 
remarkable coincidence if two different men should pass there 
within an hour.

To my mind the probabilities of the case point very strongly 
indeed, not quite to what the trial Judge inferred, but to the 
conclusion that between the time of Lani’s passing by and the 
accident the horses in the field had pushed against the gate for the 
purpose of getting on the right-of-way for pasturing, had broken 
the rope, shoved the gate open somewhat, and passed through.

The trial Judge found on quite sufficient evidence, that the 
rope was broken and not cut. I do not think that any human 
agent would have broken the rope unless it was then hanging on so 
slender a thread as to amount to complete disconnection sub
stantially.

The facts, that all the horses were in the pasture, that shortly 
before Lani saw the gate closed, that some of the hones were 
then shortly after found on the right-of-way, that the rope was 
broken and not cut and that there appears to have been no other 
break in the tence separating the field from the right-of-way
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through which the horses could have passed, seem to me to point 
altogether too strongly to the probability that the first of the 
larger bunch of horses had crowded against the gate, broke the 
rope and got through. The fact that the gate rested upon the 
ground and had to lie dragged, does not seem to me to cause any 
difficulty ; for all that appears in the evidence, the ground may have 
dropped away suddenly towards the railway track, within even 
a foot or less from the place where the gate lestod at the post, 
and the gate might have been a foot or so out of line of the fence, 
so as to tempt the horses to crowd against it.

A plaintiff who is not near enough to see what occurred himself, 
or to have a witness who saw it, must present all the surrounding 
circumstances and ask the t'ourt to draw its conclusion by way 
of inference, and where there is so extremely proliehle a cause to lie 
inferred for what hapjienod, as exists in this case, which indeed is 
quite consistent and in conformity with common experience of 
animals in fields, it seems to me tliat the plaintiff lias satisfied 
the burden of proof.

I should not, if I were sitting on a jury with the facts that wore 
given in this case, have any hesitation in saying that the first 
bunch of horses broke the rope, shoved tlie gate open and let the 
horse, which was killed, get tlirough.

For this reason I think the appeal should lie dismissed with 
costs.

Simmons, J.:—The plaintiff’s horse was killed by the defend
ant’s train, and the plaintiff claimed damages in the amount of 
the value of the horse killed, and the same was assessed against 
the defendant company.

The trial Judge found in effect that there was a breach by 
the defendant company of a statutory duty to maintain a proper 
fastening on a gate at a farm crossing, and, on account of this 
omission, some horses in the field of which this horse was one, 
got upon the railway company’s right-of-way, with the result that 
the horse in question was killed.

One Westerholm was the owner of the land in question, and 
the plaintiff, as licensee of the owner, pastured his horses on 
Westerholm’s land.

The hone was killed on or aliout Novemlier 13, 1918.
In August of the same year Westerholm found the gate shut
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hut no tautening on it, and he fastened it with a Imiter rope. 
Three or four (lays liefore the accident he had occasion to examine 
the gate, and it was still tied with a rope. The gate was placed 
there in 1912, and had a pro|ier chain fastening placed ujioii it 
then. The gate was only used occasionally. There was no 
chain on the gate in June, 1918. The chain fastening was there 
in the previous fall. In June, 1918, he found the chain aliscnt, 
and he fastened the gate with a wire. In August of the same year 
he found the w ire on the ground, and it was then tlrnt hr fastened 
it with a rope.

I am of the opinion that tliis evidence establishes a breach 
by the com|>any, of its statutory duty under s. 254 of the Railway 
Art, to maintain a proper fastening. The only ground upon wliirh 
the company could claim to lie relieved from this breach would lie 
failure on the part of the owner to notify the company of the 
condition of the gate.

The Court of Apjieal of Ontario did not accept this view in 
Dunaford v. Michigan Central l{. Co. (1893), 20 A.R. (Ont.) 577, 
at 581, affirming McMichael v. C.T.K. Co. (1880), 12 O.R. 547.

The company are bound not only to erect, but to maintain the fences 
and gates, and to give s. 198 (51 Viet., c. 29,1888), the construction which 
the defendants ask us to give it, would be to throw upon the owner a duty 
which I am of the opinion was never intended to be thrown upon him of 
continuous oversight and insjiection of the gates, and of seeing that they are 
kept shut no matter what their condition.

The second feature of the case is this: Was the absence of the 
defective fastening the cause of the horses getting on the right-of- 
way? I am of the opinion there is evidence to justify this finding.

A witness says the gate was fastened with a rope aliout three 
quarters of an hour before the accident. On conflicting evidence 
the trial Judge found that at the time of the accident the gate 
had opened in the direction of the right-of-way of the railway 
company. The rope fastening was found to have separated, 
allowing the gate to open.

A witness, Kckholm, saw plaintiff’s horses (9 of them) in the 
field 10 or 12 minutes l>efore the train came along. His attention 
was called to the horses by the whistle of the train. He then 
saw the horses running near the fence. He noticed this particular 
horse, and another on the track ahead of the engine. He saw the 
horse before it could have gone through the gate, close to the 
fence there.
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It is true the trainmen gave evidence to the effect that some 
of the horses were on tlie right-of-way when the train was w ithin 
a quarter of a mile of the gate, and that this horse, that was 
killed, and two others, were in the field running parallel with the 
horses on the right-of-way, and two of the three came through 
the gate with the result that one collided with the train. The 
trial Judge may not have lielieved them, hut even if lie did credit 
their statement that part of the horses were on the right-of-way 
a few seconds before the train reached the |>oint on the track 
opiKwite the gate, yet there is reasonable ground for the inference 
of the trial Judge that
the rope was insufficient, and the horses Incoming frightened at the train, 
in their confusion pushing against the gate, and the rope fastening broke.

I would therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.
McCarthy, J., concurred with Simmons, J.

A/ijnvl dismissed.

PORTER v. BURR.
Saskatchewan Court of Ap/teal, Haultnin, C.J.S., NeuAand*, Lnmont and 

Elwood, JJ.A. December d, 1919.
Damages (III P—340)—Breach—Sale ok goods—Previous arrange

ment THROUGH AN AGENT—Pl.AINTIKKH READY AND WILLING TO 
complete—Goods taken by third party—Repudiation.

Where one party to a contract is ready and willing to fulfil his part, 
and the other |»arty is unable to do his part owing to a previous arrange
ment, the former is entitled to damages for breach of the contract. 
The measure of damages will be the difference between the price under 
the contract, and the price which has to lie paid for other goods in a 
similar condition.

Appeal by plaintiffs from the judgment of the District Court 
Judge in an action for damages. Reversed.

P. H. Gordon, for appellants; J. Fcimteiti, for res]»ondent. 
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Elw'ood, J.A.:—On or alxnit July 10,1018, one of the plaintiffs 

and the defendant had a conversation with regard to granting to 
the plaintiffs a license to cut hay for the season of 1018 on the 
west half of sec. 5, Tp. 44, Range 21, west of the 3rd meridian. 
At this conversation the defendant told this plaintiff that he 
had very little knowledge of the hay, and instructed this plain
tiff to see one Hubbard, who was looking after the hay for the 
defendant, and on July 20 the defendant wrote the plaintiff
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diaries Porter that if he would telephone or see Hubliard he 
would negotiate a lease of the hay. Porter made an effort to see 
Huhliard, hut was unahle to sec him. He learned that some of 
the hay had lieen cut by some jiersoii. On August 8 or 0, Porter 
again saw the defendant and explained to him that there had 
been some hay cut, and the defendant then said he did not know 
what to do for a day or so, as he had not had any word from 
Hubbard. On August 12 the defendant wrote to Porter as follows :

I have neither men or heard from Mr. Hubbard and am therefore practi
cally In the mine dilemma as when I last saw you. But if you will mod me 
•40 you may have the hay on the North Quarter, or I will make you another 
proposition. For 175, I will give you a learn on the half, as you know the 
parties who harvested the crop, and have no lease; you could no doubt get 
a very satisfactory settlement from them. I could meet you at Saskatoon 
if the latter deal appeals to you.

On August 19 Roliert Porter saw the defendant, concluded a 
bargain for the hay for 175, and received the following receipt 
therefor:—

Received from Messrs. Porter Bros, the sum of 175 for hay on West 
half of sect. 5-44-21 West 3 Mer. for season of 1018. This receipt covers hay 
learn made July 10,1918. J. J. Bcrur.

At the time that the liargain was concluded on August 19, 
the defendant had a conversation with Robert Porter, and the 
defendant at that time said that one Ramsay, who was then 
cutting the hay had no authority to cut the hay and no one had 
any authority to cut the hay. He said; “You fellows lieing up 
there I will sell you the hay" and could settle cheaper than he 
(Bun, could because he (Burr) couldn't get the hay. Sulne- 
quently Hubliard wrote a letter to Charles Porter as follows :— 
Mr. Charles Porter, Aug. 9th, 1919.

Cut Knife.
Dear Sir:—

Ra Hat on W. 5-44-21.
Mr. Burr wrote me to dispose of hay on this half reserving the best 

on 8.W. quarter and to give you a chance at it.
When I inspected this hay 2 weeks ago found that most of it had been 

cut and it would therefore be of no use to you so collected from Hal. Ramsay 
for what had been cut.

Am exceedingly sorry as this was dose to a market and would have been 
a handy shipping proposition.

This letter was not received until after August 19. After the re
ceipt of this letter the plaintiffs made no attempt to get any hay, 
and they subsequently received from the defendant the letter of 
September 14, as follows :—
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Upon information I have received I find that Hal. Ramsay had cut and 
•tacked hay, and paid for same prior to my receiving your money. 1 therefore 
find it neeemary to return your money to you. Kindly inform me where you 
want this money rent to.

At the roncluition of the plaintiff»' ease, the defendant moved 
for a nonsuit, which was granted hy the District Court Judge 
on the ground that it was not estai>li»hed that any damage had 
been caused to the plaintiff».

The District Court Judge also held that the evidence shewed 
that the plaintiffs could have got the hay if they had so desired; 
also that it shewed that when they applied to the defendant for 
leave to rut the hay on the land, they knew that a third party- 
had lieen cutting it, and that the arrangement lietween the plain
tiffs and the defendant was that they could settle with this third 
party, that is, that they were clothed with power by the defendant 
to make Ramsay, who was rutting the luty, account for it. There
upon the plaintiffs' counsel asked to amend the claim hy adding a 
plea for money had and received and for recovery of the *75 paid.

The District Court Judge, while not stating whether he allowed 
the amendment, stated that, in any event, tlie plaintiffs could 
not recover because there was not an entire failure of consideration, 
as the liay on one quarter section was uncut.

The evidence 1 think shews that, at the time the agreement of 
August 10 was entered into Isith the plaintiffs and defendant 
believed that the jierson who was rutting the hay was a trespasser, 
and the effect of the conversation lietween the parties was that 
this person I icing a trespasser had no right to tlie hay, and the 
plaintiffs were therefore clothed with jiower to make this trespasser 
account for the hay which he had cut. At the time of this con
versation, however, Hubbard had sanctioned the cutting by Ram
say of the hay and had settled with Ramsay for the hay that he 
had cut. Hubbard bad power to do this. Sulwequently the 
defendant, in his letter of Septemlier 14, took the position that he 
was unable to complete the contract. The plaintiffs on receipt 
of the letter of August 9 assumed that that letter was a cancella
tion of the contract and acted on that assumption. The letter 
of Septemlier 14, was a repudiation of the contract.

Under these circumstances the plaintiffs, in my opinion, are 
clearly entitled to damages for breach of the contract. The 
measure of damages I apprehend would lie the difference lietween
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the price at which the plaintiffs were buying the hay and the 
price that they would have to pay for other hay in a similar con
dition.

The only evidence with regard to other hay is tlie following:—
Q. Was there any other hay in that vicinity that you could have cut— 

could have rented? A. Not at that time of year. Q. Was there later? 
A. No.

That evidence wad brought out on cross-examination, but I 
do not think it goes far enough. The evidence shows that the 
plaintiffs were cutting liay at various iioints, and I think that 
they should have shewn that they could not have obtained hay 
to cut within a reasonable distance of the places where they were 
cutting. For all the evidence discloses, they may have gone on 
cutting hay continuously. The plaintiffs however would lie en
titled to nominal damages, and in addition to that the return of 
the $75 paid. For the purposes of this case it is not necessary to 
decide whether that $75 is damages or money had and received, 
because the plaintiffs l icing entitled to nominal damages arc 
entitled to bring their action in the District ( ourt and are entitled 
to costs on the District (’ourt scale. I am of opinion that this is 
a case in which, following the principles set out in the case of 
Last West Lumber Co. v. Haddad (1915), 25 D.L.R. 529, 8 8.L.R. 
407, interest should lie allowed to the plaintiffs on the $75.

In my opinion, therefore, the ap]>cal should lie allowed with 
costs, and the plaintiffs entitled to judgment against the defendant 
for $75, and interest thereon at 5% lier annum from August 
19, 1918, until judgment, and costs. Appeal alloieed.

MERCHANTS BANK OF CANADA v. STEVENS.

Manitoba Court of Appeal, Perdue, C.J.M., Cameron, Ilaggart, Fullerton and 
Uennittloun, JJ.A. December 1, 1919.

Banks (f VIII B—175)—Loan or money to business—Bvhinesh heavily
INDEBTED TO HANK—GUARANTEE OF PAYMENT BY BANK—AUTHORITY
or manager—Scope or his employment—Bank Act, 3-4 Geo. V.,
1913 (Dom.), c. 9—Judgment against bank—Appeal.

A letter written on the hank's stationery and signed by the bank 
manager, wliieh guarantiee the payment of a debt due a third party 
is not binding upon the bank.

The bank manager has no authority to give such a guarantee and, in 
doing so, he is not acting wiUiin the scope of his employment.

IBank Art, 3-4 Geo. V. 1913 (Dom.), c. 9, s. 76, referred to; Pole 
v. Ismk, 33 L.J. Ch. 160; Banbury v. Bank of Montreal, 44 IXL.lt. 234, 
119181 A.C. 026, followed ; Ontario Bank v. McAUietcr (1910), 43 Can. 
8.C.R. 338, distinguished.]
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Appeal by defendant from the judgment of Macdonald, J., 
in an action on an alleged guaranty. Reversed!

H. J. Symington, K.C., and W\ K. I)<irimtn, for ap]>ellant; 
/. Püblado, K.C., and A,’. H. SùUiall, for respondent.

Perdue, CJ.M.î—The facts in this case are fully set out in 
the judgment of Macdonald, J., l>efore whom the cast* was tried. 
A motor business had been in o|H*ration in Winnipeg under the 
name of “ The Winnijieg Motor Kxchangc ( ’ompany. ” Tlie business 
was ownt*d by a Mrs. Robinson and conducted by her husband. 
It was not incori)oratod. In the latter part of the year 1916 it 
liecame a customer of the defendant and soon became largely 
indebted to the bank. The account was kept at the main branch 
of the bank in Winnipeg, A. ('. Paterson being the manager. 
Almost from the opening of the account the general manager kept 
urging that the loans to the company should lie kept down. The 
indebtedness, however, increased rapidly and in August, 1917, 
amount<*d to from $30,(HX) to $3.r>,(XX). During this |>eriod the 
heat! office had lx*en constantly urging Paterson to get the account 
reduced. He made many promises but allowed the indebtedness 
to grow.

In August 1917, Paterson was instrumental in bringing nUmt 
a sale of the business by the Robinsons to two young men, Baxter 
and Martin, who were employees of the company. These young 
men put no money into the business. The consideration for the 
sale was the assumption of the liabilities of the business by Baxter 
and Martin. It ap|s*ars, however, that #5,(XX) was paid by them 
to the Robinsons, the bank advancing the money. After the sale 
the business was conducted under the name of the Winnipeg 
Motor (’o., but there was no improvement in the situation in so 
far as the bank was concerned. On Oetolier 6, 1917, the new 
business owed the bank on loans $27,693, besides a liability 
on trade bills of $1»,3(X). On this date the Winni|)eg Motor (’o. 
IxHTowed from <\ (’. Fields $7,f>00, giving him as security a note, 
a chattel mortgage, and a fiost-datcd cheque for the full amount, 
the cheque 1 icing dated October 13, 1917, and liearing Paterson’s 
initials in the lower left liand comer. On the 8th of the same 
month Baxter approached Dalgleish, a solicitor, as to obtaining 
a loan. Dalgleish took up the matter with the plaintiff and her 
husband and after interviews lietwcen Dalgleish and Paterson,
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Steven* and Paterson, and the three of them together, a loan of 
$10,000 was made by the plaintiff to the Winnipeg Motor Co. on 
October 15. The money waa to be repaid as follows: $2,000 on 
the 15th day of November, 1917, December, 1917, January, 
1918, and $4,000 on February 15, 1918. As security for the re
payment of the loan, the Winnipeg Motor Co. gave to the plain
tiff 4 post dated cheques on the defendant hank I earing the dates 
of the above instalments and for corresponding amounts. Pater
son placed his initials on the lower left hand comer of each cheque. 
He also signed and gave to the plaintiff the following letter:—

In connection with the loan of 110,000 which we underetsnd you are 
granting to the Winnipeg Motor Co., to be repaid at the rate of 12,000 per 
month, and the balance at the end of 4 months, we beg to notify you that 
this bank ii prepared to grant the company a credit sufficiently large to 
enable them to taka up these inst*lmenu as they mature, and hereby guar
antees payment of the mid loan.

The Winnipeg Motor Co. also gave to the plaintiff a cheque 
on the hank for $1,000 post dated February 15, 1918, as remunera
tion for the loan. This cheque was also initialed by Paterson in 
the same manner as the others. The money received from the 
plaintiff was deposited to the credit of the company in its ordinary 
chequing account in the defendant's liank. Paterson reported to 
the head office the receipt of the $10,000 as “ new capital invested." 
His connection with the bank was severed on November 1, 1917. 
The defendants refused payment of the cheques and denied lia
bility on the alleged guarantee. The conqiany was practically 
without assets.

The plaintiff brings this action to enforce |>ayment on the 
guarantee and cheque*.

The statement of claim is very lengthy and puts the plaintiff's 
case in several different ways.

Par. 3 alleges that the plaintiff at the request of the defendant 
and of Paterson, its manager, at the branch aliove mentioned, 
agreed to make the loan and sets out the manner in which it was 
to be repaid.

Par. 4—Huit the defendant or Paterson its manager acting 
on its behalf, in consideration of the plaintiff indorsing the cheques 
she was issuing for the loan and delivering them to the defendant, 
promised tlrat they would honour, accept and pay the cheques 
of the Winnipeg Motor Co., setting out the cheques; the initialing
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of the cheques as an inducement and indication of the promiie 
and averring that the defendant thereby represented and warranted 
that the cheques would be accepted and paid.

Par. 6—That defendant for the consideration aforesaid prom
ised to pay the sum of 111,000, 62,000 on Novemlier 15, 1917, 
or on presentation of a cheque, etc., and so on for each of the 5 
cheques.

Par. 6—That plaintiff relying on the promise of the defendant 
or of its manager delivered her two cheques to the defendant or 
said manager and the defendant received the proceeds being 810,- 
000.

Par. 7.—Money had and received.
Par. 8.—A claim on the guarantee of Octolier 15, 1917, “from 

the defendant or from the defendant’s said manager on its l«half. ’’
Pars. 9 and 10.—Presentment and remuai.
Par. 11.—Delivery to defendant, at its request, of plaintiff’s 

cheques for 810,000 in consideration of defendant’s promising 
and warranting that it would pay etc., its refusal and consequent 
total failure of consideration

Par. 12.—That plaintiff was induced to loan to the Winnipeg 
Motor Co. 810,000 on representations, warranties and promises 
by the defendant or by its manager on its behalf, setting out the 
several warranties etc., relied upon, the plaintiff's reliance on 
same; breach etc.

Par. 13.—That the Winnipeg Motor Co., I wing largely in
debted to defendant, defendant placed a person or persons in 
charge of the business in the interests of the defendant and for 
its benefits; that defendant or such person or |>ersons induced the 
plaintiff to lend the money ostensibly to the Winnipeg Motor Co., 
but actually to lie paid to defendant, which loan the plaintiff was 
induced to make "on the representations and warranties of the 
defendant by such person or persons and by the said manager 
of the defendant " and on the faith of the initialing of the cheques 
of the Winnipeg Motor Co. and of the warranty of October 15 
aforesaid; that the money was received by defendant, that it 
repudiates liability, etc.

Par. 14.—That defendant is not entitled to retain the money 
and not carry out the representations, warranties, etc.

Par. 15.—Estoppel by conduct.
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Pare. Hi, 17, 18,19, 20. —A claim u|>on each of the poet dated 
choquee given by the Winnipeg Motor Co. as given to plaintiff 
for value and duly accepted by defendant.

Par. 21.—That plaintiff is the holder of the aforesaid cheques 
of the Winnifieg Motor Co., that such cheques «ere signed on 
belialf of the company by the powers so placed in charge of the 
business by the defendant and were given for the purpose of 
such business.

The defendant in its statement of defenee denies specifically 
all allegations in the statement of claim. It denies that the 
alleged guarantee of Octolier 15, 1917, is binding upon it, not 
lieing under its corporate seal. In par. 16 it alleges that if Pater
son did request the plaintiff to make the loan to the Winnipeg 
Motor Co., or if he promised or agreed to do the several things 
alleged in par. 4 or gave the writing referred to in par. 8 of the 
statement of claim, or if he promised or warranted that defendant 
would pay the cheques or if he made the representations, warran
ties, etc., referred to in par. 12, or if he induced the plaintiff to 
make a loan to the company or delivered to the plaintiff the cheques 
referred to in pars, ltt-20 of the statement of claim; he 
wss not acting in the course of hie employment as manager of defendant’s 
branch, nor on its behalf, nor within the scope, or apparent scope, of his 
authority as the plaintiff well knew.

In par. 17 of the statement of defence, it is denied that the 
defendant hail power to enter into the various transactions or 
to give the promisee, agreements, warranties, etc., alleged in the 
statement of claim, or to carry on the business referred to in par. 
13 thereof, or liorrow money for the punîmes alleged, and the 
defendant pleads the provisions of The Bank Act, 3-4 (îeo. V. 1913, 
Dorn., c. 9.

I have dealt with the pleadings at considerable length as it 
is necessary to have the issues before us when dealing with the 
course pursued at the trial and the attitude taken by the plaintiff.

The transactions, promises, representations, warranties, etc., 
on which the plaintiff relies arc alleged to lie those of the defendant 
or of the defendant's manager acting on its behalf. The authority 
of the manager to bind the defendant is specifically denied in the 
statement of defence. All the transactions in question in so far 
as they can affect the liank were carried out by the manager.
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The iaeue then upon whirh thin raae turn* i*, had the manager 
authority to bind the hank in the art* and mattem complained of 
and in the manner alleged in the statement of claim? The 
affirmative of tlii* issue is u)ion the plaintiff. The pnsluetion of 
a letter front the general manager of the defendants stating that 
Paterson had Iren apjtointed manager of the branch and the fact 
that he acted as such, are not enough to shew that he had the 
extraordinary powers which the plaintiff must establish that he 
had, in order to render the bank liable in tliia action.

By s. 29 of The Bank Act
The directors may make by-laws and regulations, not repugnant to the 

provisions of this Act, or to any by-law duly passed by the shareholders or 
to the laws of Canada, with respect to (b) the duties and conduct of the 
officers, clerks and servants employed therein.

By s. 30
The directors may appoint as many officers, clerks and servants as they 

comider necessary lor the carrying on of the business of the bank.

The Itunlrn of proving that the I tank manager was acting 
within tlte scojie of hi* authority is upon the j tart y asserting it. 
This principle was much discussed in the recent decision of the 
House of lairds in ttunbury v. The Hank nj Mnnlrml, 44 D.L.R. 
234, [1618] A.C. 026. In tliat case the plaintiff, an Knglislmian, 
went to Canada on a pleasure trip in 1611 and stayed with the 
general manager of the defendant lunik, who gave him a letter of 
introduction to the branch managers asking them, if he applied 
for assistance or advice, to place themselves at his dis|swal. In 
1612 he again visited Canada seeking investments and presented 
the letter of introduction to Mr. (lalletly, the defendant’s branch 
manager at Victoria, upon whose oral advice lie invested 1126,000 
upon a mortgage to secure a hum to a company who were customers 
and debtore of the I rank. The advice which was honestly given 
involved oral representations as to the credit of the company. 
The company having failed to pay interest or principal, the plaintiff 
brought an action against the bank for negligence and breach of 
duty while acting as his hanker* and advisers. It was held by the 
majority of the Court, affirming the Court of Appeal, [1817] I K.H. 
406, that there was no evidence upon which the jury could find 
that (lalletly had authority to advise the plaintiff asti his invest
ments, or that the bank owed any duty to advise him carefully 
or at all. Lord Atkinson in giving his judgment said, at 276:—
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MAN. The burden of provins that OelleUy, in giving advice, acted within the
c . nope of hie authority and in the eoune of hie employment reeled, of coureg
___ upon the appellant (the plaintiff). And yet one would almost euppon from

MeacEAWTB some of the queetione put that the burden wee reverend. For inetnsee, e 
Bang or point woe made end proceed that emongN the written ruin of the bank
Canaoa for tb, gyidu,,, of managers there wn no rule forbidding them to ad nee
Breve ite n to laveetnente.

Lord Parker of Waddington pointed out that the statement 
of claim alleged that it was part of the bank's business to advise 
their customers as to Canadian investments, that the appel
lant was a customer of the hank, that the bank through their 
manager advised him to make the investment in question, that 
he made it relying on the advice, that the advice was negligently 
given and that by reason thereof he lost his money. Lord Parker 
says at 294:

On this statement of claim the appellant had to prove ia limine that it 
tree part of the buoineoe of the bask to advise their customers with regard to 
Canadian investments. If he established this, he need not trouble further 
ae to the authority of the manager. The scope of euofa authority would be 
coincident with the scope of the bank's business. If such business included 
advice as to investments, the manager would have a general authority to 
advise on investments on the bank's behalf.

1 would also refer to the judgment* in the Court of Appeal 
in the Hanbury case, [111171 1 K.B. 409, particularly that of 
Coseng-Hardy, M R., at 420, Warrington, I.J., at 423, Scrutton, 
L.J., at 437.

In Pole v. Leatk (13(13), 33 L. J. Ch. 155, lord ('ranworth said 
(p. 162):

Another proposition to he kept constantly in view ia, that the burden 
of proof is on the person dealing with any one ae an agent, through whom 
he seeks to charge another ae principal. He must shew that the agency 
did exist, and that the agent had the authority he assumed to exercise, or 
otherwise that the principal is estopped from disputing it.

And again (p. 163):
Where It is sought to make out a constructive agency, or to extend by 

implication an agency admitted or proved to exist for some purposes, to 
others, my judicial leaning is in favour of the party sought to be charged. 
The patty who make to establish such a ease ought to be bold to strict proof.

The rule above stated ia supported by numerous American 
authorities: See Corp. Jur., vol. 2, p. 925.

Mr. Symington, counsel for the bank, tendered in evidence 
at the trial the printed rule* and regulations of the bank to be 
observed by its bank managers and the staff in general. These 
rules and regulations were in Paterson’s possession. R. 104,
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described us the rule shewing the limitation of the authority 
of a branch manager, was s}x*cially tendered. 'Hie putting in 
of all or any of the rules was strenuously opjxwed by Mr. PU- 
bLulo, counsel for the plaintiff, on the ground that the rule's and 
regulations had not lxx*n brought to the attention of the plaintiff. 
During the long discussion that ensued the trial Judge put two 
questions to Mr. 1‘itblwio and received the answers thus re]sorted 
in the evidence :

Hu Lordship: Do you contend, Mr. I*iihlnd<\ that there was any actual 
authority? Mr. PUN ado: The authority upon which we rely is the authority 
we have put in hen*, that is, the appointment of this man as manager of the 
hank, and hia acting ae mich manager. His Lordship: Any other authority? 
Mr. PilNado: None other than that.

The trial Judge refusal to allow the rules and regulations 
to lie received in evidence. With respect, I think they should 
have been admitted. In the Hoibury case, supra, the written 
rules of the Hank of Montreal for the guidance of managers were 
received as evidence of the authority, or the limitation of authority, 
of the bank manager: See 44 D.L.K. at 27V, (IVISj A.(\ at (iSti. 
The ground of objection taken, that the rules and regulations had 
not lx*on brought to the attention of the plaintiff was, in my opin
ion, invalid. The onus was, however, on the plaintiff to prove 
the manager's authority, and the evidence of authority relied u|h»ii 
by plaintiff's counsel was far from sufficient to bind the defendant 
in resjxtct of the acts complained of.

I will now consider the letter of Ovtolx-r 15, 1917. which 
constitutes the guarantee alleged in pars. S and 12 of the statement 
of claim. In so far as the writing pur]x>rts to lx* a guarantee of 
the debt of a third party it is not binding on the bank. No 
authority to the agent to give such a guarantee was proved. 
1 doubt whether the general manager of the bank could have 
Ixmnd the bank if he had signed the letter in the way the local 
manager signed it. The seal of the bank was not affixed and 
them is nothing shewn which dispenses with the sealing of the 
instrument. See. 7(i of The Bank Act deals with the business 
and powers of a bank. The first part of the section states what 
a bank may do. The only clause* which by an v possible const ruc
tion could authorize the giving of a guarantee is id), which pro
vides that the bank may
engage in and carry on such business generally as appertains to the business
of banking.
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Now, the nature of the businew of lianking ie part of the law 
ncreliant, and will be judicially noticed by the Courte: Falcon- 
bridge on Banking,2nded.,p. 177. In re The Soulhpurt and Hr*/ 
Lancanhire Hanking Co. (1885), 1 T.I..R. 204, it wa* held by the Court 
of A) peal ( Baggally, Bowen and Fry, LJJ.) that it i* not within the 
ordinary scope of a bank manager* authority to guarantee Ha
pax ment of a draft. Haggally, LJ., |Niinted out that there wa* 
no evidence to bring thin particular line of busincs* within the 
scope of the burine** of the riMnpany. Bowen, L.J., said that if 
the giving of the guarantee wa* not authorised by the memoran
dum of assm-iation the whole thing wa* at end. He al*o referred 
to the necessity of evidence of authority.

In Hank of Commerce v. Jenkinn (1888), HI O.R. 215, it wa* 
held by the Common I’leaa Division that the execution of a deed 
of composition by a bank manager on la-half of the Imnk wa* not 
binding on the bank, the corpiorato seal not having lieen used.

In Kngland a bank may have power to guarantee the payment 
of money if its deed of settlement is broad enough to cover the 
transaction : In rr Went of England Hank (1880), It Ch.l). 317. 
But under The Bank Art of thi* country no such |*>w "r is given 
to a chartered bank.

I have no hesitation in holding that Paterson had no power 
to give the guarantee in quiet ion.

But Mr. 1‘ithlado argue* tliat the letter of October 15, 1017, 
contained "an original promise" to provide funds to pay the 
instalments of the kmn a* they matured and tliat this was binding 
on the bank. He cited Sutton <(• Co. v. Urey, [1804] 1 tJ.B. 28.V 
In tliat ease the plaintiff had accepted bills at the request of the 
defendant who promised to put the plaintiff in funds to meet the 
bills, the promise was held to lie an indemnity and not a guarantee 
and so not within the statute.

In the present ease the letter of Octols-r 15 contains a promise 
by the bank to provide a credit large enough to enable the Winni
peg Motor Co. to pay the instalments when they liecomc due, 
but there is added to this promise an unqualified guarantee by 
the I tank for [inyment of the loan. It is not an indemnity without 
a guarantee, but a promise to furnish credit and also a straight 
guarantee.

In Nisipsea v. Dolan (IW08), It) O.L.H. 45W; A da inn v. Craig
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(1911), 24 O.L.H. 490, and Ontario Hunk v. UcAllinUr (1910), 
43 ( 'an. 8.C.R. 338, and other ranee, the hank in each cane reeeived 
non e lienefit front the transaction, a circumstance which, an I 
shall show, distinguishes all of them from the ease at liar. But 
the main feature which separates this cane from all the authorities 
cited is the utter folly and improvidence of the transaction in so 
far an the interests of the I tank were concerned. It is hard to 
understand the conduct of Paterson. In s|tite of instruction to 
the contrary from the general manager, he had allowed the Winni- 
|teg Motor Exchange Co. to Income heavily indebted to the hank. 
Then when the prmpect* of the business were <len|*-rate, instead 
of closing down upon it he loaned Baxter and Martin 85,000 of 
the I tank’s money to buy out the liankrupt concern and assume its 
liabilities, they not putting in any additional capital. Tlten 
when the business under its new control and new name of the 
Winnipeg Motor Co. continued to lone money and become more 
hopelessly involved, Paterson, in order to help it ami at the same 
time to conceal the advances from the knowledge of the general 
manager, commenced the practice of initialing ] wet da ted cheques 
of the com|tany to enable it to Itorrow money. The Fields cheque 
for 87,500, postdated and initialed by Paterson was outstanding 
when the transaction with the plaintiff took place, and that 
cheque was paid, in part at all events, with the plaintiff's money. 
On Oc tôlier 15 the company was in great need of funds. The 
Fields cheque was due and there was not enough money in the 
account to meet it. There were other payments also to lie made. 
Oalgleish, the plaintiff’s solicitor, admits that he was told by 
Paterson that the Winni|ieg Motor Co. was heavily indebted to 
tl e I tank, that they had a line of credit at the liank and did not 
want to exceed it. Dalgleish then on liehalf of the plaintiff 
arranged the loan to the company. The result was an arrange
ment whereby the hank, which would not itself lend more money 
to the conqiany, was to lie made liable on the guarantee and the 
cheques for 811,000, loaned by the plaintiff to the company. 
Putting it in other words; the liank, which would not lend the 
company money in the ordinary course of bank business and at 
the rate of interest allowed by The Bank Art, was to liecome 
liable for a loan of 810,000 and for a sum charged by way of interest 
which works out at over 40r," per annum. Paterson acted in a
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very suspicious manner. He concealed the real transaction from 
the Iwnk. In hi* report to the head office he designated the tran
saction as “new caj ital invested.” No copy of the letter or guar
antee a a* kept in a letter Imok or on the fyke in the bank. He 
kept a duplicate of it hin self hut. as lie state», when he left the 
hank lie destroyed a lot of papa* and »up|>oNeH that it was amongst 
them. The transaction was carried out at Dalglcish’s office 
and not at the hank. Paterson there received the plaintiff's 
cheques for $10,000 and handed over the letter and the postdated 
cheques of the Winnipeg Motor ( o. He then returned to the I ank 
and det osited the cheques to the credit of the company in its 
ordinary deposit account where the proceeds could lie drawn out 
by Baxter and Martin. No record of the transaction appeared in 
the hank’s Ufoks and no entry was made in the hank’s I looks or 
records of the initialed cheques handed to the plaintiff and out
standing as a liability of the hank.

The plaintiff had her solicitor and her husband, who is an ex
perienced business mail, advising her. From what they knew of 
the transaction and of the parties and of the* surrounding circum
stances. they must have been aware that something more than 
suspicious was taking place, that, in fact, something irregular 
and fraudulent was I cing perpetrated at the cxp*nse of the hank. 
The form of the transaction a guarantee by the hank of a loan 
at 44H ,’ per annum, when it would not itself lend any mon* money 
to the borrowers, the initialing by the hank manager of cheques 
for large amounts dated months ahead -was enough to awake 
the suspicions of any person with ordinary business sense and to 
warn him or her that there was something unusual, something 
wiong, and to have nothing to do with it.

Now as to the initialing of the pwtdated cheques, the burden 
of proving the authority of Paterson is still upon the plaintiff. 
The experienced hankers who gave evidence testified that it was 
not within the ordinary course of hanking businc*» in ( ’amnia 
for a lank to agrex* to cash pint dated cheques of a customer in 
circuti stances similar to those in this case. There is nothing said 
in the letter of October 16 about the cheque* or the initialing of 
them. Dalglcish as solicitor for the plaintiff arrangtxl the con
ditions of the loan. When he was under cross-examination he 
was asked by the trial Judge: “Did you lend on the strength
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of the letter?" To thin he an*wornl: “Ye#." Paterson said 
that putting the initials on the cheque# was just n confirmation 
of what he said in the letter. Then the quest ion was jwit to him: 
“ And you compil'd with that object in \ iew?" To this he answer
ed:
And I complied. An a matter of fact 1 knew that my initials on the choque 
would not make the cheque good alone, hut I had given him the letter, so I 
did not see any reason why I should not put my initials on them. Q. Al
though you felt that the putting on of your initials did not mean anything 
more than your letter already indicated? A. Yes.
It would np|M*ar from this evidence that the guarantee for the 
payment of the loan, the promise to provide funds to meet the 
instalments and the initialing of cheques representing the instal
ments are all part of the same purjsw, namely that the hank 
should lie surety for the Winnijieg Motor Co., or guarantor for 
the repayment of the loan.

The attempt that was made to shew that the business of the 
Winning Motor Co. was in reality the business of the bank, 
and that Baxter and Martin were merely conducting it on lie half 
of the bank, completely fails. The agreement of August II. 1917, 
in which Mrs. Robinson, the owner of the business of \Yinni|ieg 
Motor Kxchangc, agreed to sell the business to Baxter and Martin 
and they to buy it on the tenus set forth, puts it lievond question 
that then» was an actual sale to these parties. Dalgleish's 
evidence shows that he negotiated the loan to the Winnijieg Motor 
Co. at the n»que#t of Baxter and for the company. There was no 
suggestion at the time that the bank was the liorrower. A mom
ent's consideration of the pnijiosition shews its futility. Can it 
lie conceived that the Mendiants Bank of Canada would take 
over a business like the one in qu<»stioii and then, instead of the 
bank itself advancing the mvessary money to keej» the business 
going, would Isirrow money for the purjiose from a private jierson 
on the tenu# and at the usurious rate of interest demanded in this 
transaction? It is safe to say that no Canadian chartered bank 
would la» a party to such an imjirovident course of business. 
If a branch manager attempted to commit the bank to such 
transaction his authority to do so would have to lie established 
by the clearest evidence.

It is said that a jmst dated cheque is equivalent to a bill payable 
after date : McDiren on Bills, 4th ed., 89, citing Former v. .Mur-
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kreth (1867), L.R. 2 Ex. 163; Royal Rank of Scotland v. Tottenham, 
[1894] 2 Q.B. 715. But it follows that in order to hind the hank 
as drawee the bill must he accepted by the bank. By s. 36 of 
the Bills of Exchange Act, R.S.C. 1906, ch. 119, the acceptance 
must (a) he written on the bill and be signed by the drawee, or 
(b) the signature of the drawee must be w ritten on the bill. Neither 
of these requirements was complied with. There is nothing on 
the face of the cheques that could lx» construed as an acceptance. 
There is nothing to shew' that the manager's initials on a post
dated cheque constitute an acceptance by the bank. Paterson’s 
opinion was that the placing of his initials on the cheques would 
not of itself make the cheques good, that is to say binding on the 
bank.

It was arguwl that the letter of October 15 contained a promise 
to honour the cheques and that the promise was equivalent to a 
letter of credit. But 1 think the difference is obvious. The 
issue of letters of credit is a legitimate part of the business of 
bankers and a well recognised means of transmitting money : 
Falconbridge, 2nd ed., p. 418. Then* was no such purjKJse intended 
in the present case. The letter was given as a security for an 
advance of money made to a customer of the bank by a third 
person and repayable in the future. It was a guarantee of a pres
ent loan and not a letter of credit.

The trial Judge has found that had the money been paid to 
Baxter and Martin and the bank had received no benefit, then* 
would be no liability on the part of the bank, 
as the manager acted beyond the scope of his authority, a position which the 
plaintiff must be held to have known.
But the trial Judge finds that, because the plaintiff’s money was 
deposited by the bank manager to the credit of the Winnipeg 
Motor Co., and Iteeause the postdated cheque given to Fields 
by the company and initialed by Paterson was paid out of the 
plaintiff’s money, the indebtedness of the company to the bank 
was reduced by that amount. He also finds that the indebtedness 
of the company to the bank was reduced by the deposit of the 
$10,000, although this money was paid out almost at once.

The evidence establishes that the plaintiff’s money was loaned 
to the Winnipeg Motor Co. When Paterson received the plain
tiff’s cheques for the $10,(XX) at Dalgleish’s office he was acting
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on behalf of the company. He then dejiosited the money in the 
company’s ordinary account and within two days the company 
paid out the whole amount. The bank received no benefit from 
having the money pass through its hands. It was not liable on 
the Fields cheque as the trial Judge; appears to think. As I 
have shewn, the mere placing of the manager’s initials on that 
cheque was not enough to make the bank liable. Fields received 
from the company security for the loan. He states positively 
that it was not a loan to the bank. He knew it was a loan to the 
company. He thought the putting of the bank manager’s initials 
on the cheque would operate as a guarantee that the cheque would 
t)c paid. His belief as to the effect of the initials on the cheque 
was erroneous. He had no claim against the bank. There is 
nothing to shew that the bank received any lienefit from the pay
ments made with the plaintiff's money. The rest of the $10,(XX) 
was paid out by the company on different accounts but none of 
it went to the bank and the indebtedness to the bank was in no 
way reduced by the loan.

I have much sympathy for the plaintiff who was led into 
making an unwise investment, but I cannot see how her claim 
against the bank can be supported. The ap]K*al must be allowed 
and the plaintiff’s action dismissed with costs in both Courts.

Cameron, J.A.:—This action is brought to recover the sum of 
$11,000 being the aggregate amount of five cheques, three of which 
were for $2,000 each, dated November 15 and l)eceml>er 15, 1017, 
and January 15, 1017, resi»ectively, one for $4,(XX) dated February 
15, 1018, the fifth for $1,000 also dated January 15, all drawn by 
the Winnipeg Motor Co. u|>on the defendant and payable to 
the plaintiff’s order. The defendant bank refused payment of 
the first of these cheques and repudiated all liability in respect 
of the said sum of $11,000.

The negotiations leading up to the issue of these cheques 
were had between Baxter <fc Martin, known as the Winnii>eg 
Motor Co., Dalgleish, the solicitor, Stevens (who acted for his 
wife, the plaintiff) and the manager of the bank at Winnipeg, 
and culminated in the letter of the manager, which is as follows:

Mrs Hattie Stevens, Winnipeg. October 15th, 1917.
Dear Madam,—
In connection with the loan of $10,000 which we understand you are 

granting to the Winnipeg Motor Co., to be repaid at the rate of $2,000 per
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month and tlie balance at the end of the fourth month, we l>eg to notify 
you that the bank is prepared to grant the company a credit sufficiently 
large to enable them to take up these instalments as they mature, and hereby 
guarantee payment of the said loan. A. C. Paterson, Manager.

The cheques, as described, were initialed by the manager, and 
together with the letter, were given to the plaintiff, who issued 
her cheques for $7,900 and $2,100, both dated Oetolier IS, 1017, 
on the Hannerman Ave. branch of the defendant bank, payable to 
her own order and endorsed by her, which she gave to the manager 
by whom they were deposited to the credit of the Winnipeg Motor 
Co. The plaintiff also received the promissory note of th<‘ Winni
peg Motor Co., dated Octolier 15. 1017, for SI 1,000, payable to 
her order, February 15, 1018.

Now this transaction can lie fairly characterised as most 
peculiar. < )n the face of it the plaintiff was lending to the Winnipeg 
Motor Co. the sum of $10,000 on the security of the guarantee 
of the bank that that amount would be repaid with an additional 
$1,000. That is to say, the plaintiff was to receive $1,000 as in
terest for the loan of $10,000, the whole $11,000 to lie repaid on 
the maturity of the postdated cheques alnive described, the bank 
making itself responsible for these payments.

It becolncs necessary to examine the facts particularly witli 
reference, firstly, to the position of the Winnipeg Motor Co., and 
its relation to the bank and, secondly, to the advance made by 
the plaintiff and the circumstances in which it was made. These 
are to a great extent dealt witli and considered in the judgment 
of Macdonald, J., by whom the case was tried, and who found 
in favour of the plaintiff.

The important evidence on these matters is that of A. C. 
Paterson, at that time the manager of the defendant’s principal 
branch in this city, who, November 1, 1917, retired from the 
service of the bank. That evidence was taken at the instance of 
the plaintiff under the rule in that behalf, and put in at the trial. 
Whether Paterson was dismissed by the bank or resigned from his 
position, the fact remains that he was out of its service in con
sequence of the events involved in the transaction here in question. 
The evidence, therefore, cannot lie considered as satisfactory as 
it would have lieen had he gone into the witness 1h>x at the trial 
and lieen subjected to cross-examination. We have the plaintiff 
relying for proof of her case on the evidence of the defendant’s
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former manager, elicited hv leading questions framed to bring 
out favourable answers from a witness whose relations to the bank 
had terminated in unfavourable eirvumstanees.

Paterson gives an account of the bank's dealing with the 
Winnipeg Motor Exchange, beginning in 191(1. This business 
was owned by Nellie Robinson and managed by her husband 
W. A. Robinson and was carried on until August. 1917. when it 
had become indebted to the bank to an amount between 830.000 
and 835,000. Paterson became uneasy about this state of affairs 
and suggested to two young men Baxter and Martin, the advis
ability of their going into the business, and ti e result of these 
negotiations is shewn in the agreement between Nellie Robinson 
and \\. A. Robinson of the one part and Baxter and Martin, of 
tl e other, made August 11.1917. wherein it is recited that. “Whereas 
the vendors have agreed to sell and t!.e purchasers to buy the 
good will, stock in trade, fixtures and hook debts of the business 
of Nellie Robinson as a going concern, the agreement witnesses 
that in consideration of the assumption by the purchasers of 
the trade liabilities of the Winnipeg Motor Exchange the vendor 
assigns unto the purchaser all the interest and good will of the said 
business with the stock in trade, etc., pertaining thereto and all 
l)ook and other debts and contracts on account and in res)>eet of 
said business.”

A i>erusal of this document, prepared by the solicitors of the 
parties to it, executed under seal, leaves no doubt that the tran
saction was, as plainly as words could make it. an outright sale 
and purchase as between the parties of the busim*ss and its various 
assets as a going concern. It contradicts flatly the theory set up 
on the argument that the transaction was really an acquisition of 
the business by the bank for the purpose of carrying it on with an 
object of its ultimate liquidation, and that Baxter and Martin 
had no interest in it whatever except clerks or agents of the bank. 
According to this theory Baxter <X: Martin were figureheads for 
the bank whose manager was the real controller of the business 
and Baxter and Martin were his servants and nothing more. 
This agreement on its face absolutely refutes this contention, 
which it seems to me is without real support in the evidence, 
where it is closely examined.
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The following questions and answers are amongst those put 
in evidence by the plaintiff :

Q. I ask you again, Mr. Paterson, was it not the understanding with 
you that they were there for the purpose of looking after the bank's indebted
ness until it was paid off? A. I asked them to go in for that purpose, yes. 
Q. And that is the purpose they went in for, to your knowledge? A. Yes, 
and to get the business for themselves eventually. Q. That is, when the 
bank’s indebtedness was paid off, they wotfld then have the business them
selves? A. The bank and other creditors, yes.

This evidence clearly negatives any other conclusion than 
that established by the document referred to. There is nothing 
here to indicate that the purchase made by Baxter & Martin was a 
purchase or acquisition of the business by the bank or so intended 
to be. There was some control retained by the bank of the ex
penditures of the new business which was perfectly right and
proper.

Q. They (Baxter & Martin) could pay the ordinary accounts by cheque, 
but any important ones you were to be spoken to? A. That was the under
standing.

It was sought on the argument to put a different construction 
on some of Paterson's evidence where he assented to questions 
framed with that design. We find these questions and answers 
put in :

Q. Were they (Baxter & Martin) not holding the assets of the Winnipeg 
Motor Exchange for the bank? A. It was never spoken of in that way. 
Q. Was it understood in that way? A. I did not so understand it : they were 
to work out this debt for the bank and then they would have the business.

Then these questions are asked and answered:
Q. That is, the understanding was that they would go in and work out 

the debt for the bank and after the debt was worked out they would own 
the business? A. Yes. Q. But while the debt was being worked out they 
were to consult you in regard to every payment that was made and every 
step that was taken? A. They did that as a matter of fact, but there was 
no formal agreement. Q. But that was the understanding? A. Yes. Q. 
The idea being this; that here was a going concern, and you, its manager of 
the bank, thought that if it was put under proper management it would be a 
good going concern, would pay off the liability and be a good asset to active 
young men who would take it over? A. Yes.

But as has been seen, the colouring thus attempted to be 
given to the transaction is not consistent with other portions of 
Paterson's evidence. He was plainly quite clear as to its real 
nature and notwithstanding his answers to carefully framed 
questions had no idea that the business of the Winnipeg Motor 
Co. was that of the bank. This appears plainly from the remain-
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ing portion of his evidence that was put in at the trial by the 
defendants. I quote the following:

Q. Then what arrangement was made by you with Baxter and Martin 
when they went into the VVinni|ieg Motor Exchange business, from the 
bank's standpoint? A. There was no formal arrangement. Q. What 
was the understanding then? A. I asked them to go in and said 1 would 
assist them as much as I could. Q. That is, as the representative of the 
Merchants Bank of Canada, you would assist them as much as you could? 
A. Yes. Q. Were they put in charge when they first went in, for the bank? 
A. No, that was not my understanding, I asked them to go and take over 
the business. Q. At any rate, it was at your request? A. Yes. (J. But 
were they not there in the interest and for the benefit of the bank? A. They 
were there because I asked them to take it over, the bank was a large creditor.

I think the conclusion to l>e drawn from the whole evidence is 
that the agreement of sale sets out the real transaction. The 
bank was interested as a large creditor and exercised a perfectly 
legitimate supervision over the financial operations of the new 
concern. But it is impossible to hold that the new business was 
that of the bank for which Baxter & Martin acted as agents. 
There is no doubt of their ownership of it. It is out of the question, 
in my opinion, to hold the bank bound by Paterson's answers to 
leading questions as those answers must be read with the rest of 
his evidence to appreciate their bearing and all his evidence must 
be considered in its relation to the agreement between the Robin
sons and Baxter & Martin and to the other facts of the case as 
they ap|>ear.

The proposed loan by the plaintiff to Baxter & Martin first 
can e to Paterson's attention through Baxter, who told him he 
could arrange for a loan of $10,(XX) from Dalgleish, whom he 
(Paterson) saw'several times in the bank’s office and in Dalgleish’s 
office some days before October 15, 1917. The substance of the 
negotiations with Dalgleish is set out at p. 23:

Q. What Dalgleish saw you about was to see, if the loan were made, the 
bank would be responsible to repay it, was it not? A. It was just the point, 
I was to give him a letter as manager, guaranteeing him the payment of the 
loan.
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Q. You knew, however, Mr. Paterson, that what Dalgleish was going 
to rely on for his client, was the undertaking of the bank? A. Yes.

On the day the loan was made, Paterson saw Stevens, who 
was acting for his wife, and Stevens said to him that Dalgleish 
had told him that he (Stevens) was to make the loan of $10,000 
and it would be retired as the cheques matured, and that I (Paterson) was
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to give him a letter agreeing that these cheques would be taken up as they 
matured.

Afterwards the two cheques issued 1 >y Mrs. Stevens were endorsed 
by her and handed to Paterson, who at the same time handed 
over the 5 cheques of the Winning Motor Co. with the letter alxne 
mentioned. On the same day Paterson deiiosited the 2 cheques to 
the credit of the Winnipeg Motor Vo. in their current account, 
as shewn by the ledger sheet, Ex. 11. Paterson placed his initials 
on the 5 cheques before they were transferred. Dalgleish asked 
him to do this and as to the object of liis doing this, he was asked 
“To indicate, was it not, that the cheques would be paid when they 
were presented,” to which he replied “That was his idea.”

Dalgleish gives an account of his connection with the. trans
action. He states that Baxter told him that the Winnipeg Motor 
Vo. wanted a loan of $10,000 and that be went to Paterson and 
asked if it was correct that the bank had placed those men in 
charge and that they were running the business in the interests 
of the bank and Paterson confirmed this. But he clearly states 
that the loan was to be made to the Winnipeg Motor Vo. Subse
quently he saw Paterson and arranged the terms of the loan and 
these were confirmed with Stevens present. In his evidence the 
witness repeatedly states his version of the loan transaction as 
being a loan to the bank but makes an affirmative answer to the 
trial Judge when asked ‘if he lent the money on the strength of 
the letter. It is significant that when the change of managers 
occurred, Dalgleish should arm himself with the letter, or a copy 
of it and drop into the office of the new manager to interview him 
and discuss with him this transaction, which he says he con
sidered in no way out of the ordinary. Dalgleish’s evidence is 
patently coloured throughout with a bias in favour of his client. 
It is to l>e noted that Paterson's evidence as to what he told 
Dalgleish dissents altogether from Dalgleish’s statement.

Q. Did Dalgleish tell you at the interview that Baxter told him that 
Martin and he had been placed in charge of the Winnipeg Motor Co. by the 
bank to run the affair for the bank, and that any transaction would have 
to be with your consent and under your instructions? A. I did not know 
that. Q. Did Dalgleish tell you? A. I am sure he did not. Q. What 
explanation did he give for seeing you? A. It was understood that I was 
to give him a letter.

Q. And did you not there tell him that Baxter and Martin were ready 
representing the bank in the business, and were running the business in the 
interests of the bank and its creditors? A. I don’t think so.
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Stevens given his story of the conversations with Paterson 
when lie met him with Dalgieish in the latter's office, lie says 
he was told the loan of $10,000 was to the \Vinni|)og Motor Co. 
He says Paterson said that Baxter and Martin were in charge; 
he said “two live young men are in charge of it in our interests” 
and when asked what Paterson meant by that he answers “Because 
they were indebted to the bank and they thought they could bring 
this business up and probably pay l ack all the liabilities." which 
is an entirely different thing and in accordance with the fact of 
their ow nership. A ml yet later on in his evidence Stevens is 
asked the very leading question: “And you say you were relying 
on the statements he made about these young men 1 t ing in 
charge for the bank?” to which he answers “Yes.” No import
ance can he attached to this answer to so leading a question.

In the parts of Paterson's examination on discovery which were 
put in by the defence there are important staten cuts in addition 
to these mentioned. 1 the following :

Q. And it was at that first interview, was it not, that you stated to 
Dalgieish that if the loan wen- made, and times fixed at which payments 
were to be made to meet it, you would see that money would be put to the 
credit of the VVinnijx-g Motor Co. to meet the payments from time to time? 
A. I told him that 1 thought they would be able to retire these cheques.

Also this question and answer:
Q. And you knew when putting your initials there that they would indicate 

that the cheques would 1m* paid when presented? A. It was just a mnfirma- 
tion of what I said in the letter. (J. And you complied with that objeet in 
view? A. And I complied. As a matter of fact 1 knew that my initials 
on the cheque would not make the cheque good alone, but I had given him 
the letter, so I did not see any reason why I should not put my initials on

One of the singular circumstances in this j>ceu!iar ease is that 
Paterson admits there was no letter press copy kept of the letter 
of guarantee, Ex. 10. and that there was a duplicate 1 ut that it 
was not left on the files. This copy, he says, he supposes was 
amongst certain pttj>crs he destroyed when lie left the bank. 
Moreover, Paterson never reported the ÜFô.OOO payment to Robinson 
or the loan from Mrs. Stevens. lie never mentioned these matters 
or the letter of guarantee to the Western Superintendent of the 
bank whose office was in the same building. It is curious also 
that the agreement between Robinson and Baxter <fc Martin 
should have keen taken away by Paterson and kept by him at 
the hank.
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My conclusion is that the loan of $10,000 was made to the 
Winnipeg Motor Co. and not to the Merchants Bank as principal. 
The written evidence is unassailable. We have the agreement of 
sale, the 5 cheques, the note for $11,000 and the letter of guarantee, 
all of which carry the one meaning that the contract of lending 
was made with the Motor Co. and the other evidence fully sub
stantiates this view. The idea of lending money to the Mer
chants Bank at 40% is an absurdity and was never entertained 
by any of the parties to this transaction, until the cheques were 
repudiated and the necessity for explanations arose. A perusal 
of the evidence has left this impression most distinctly on my 
mind.

In the result the advance was made to the Winnipeg Motor 
Co. and the bank appears as responsible for its guarantee as set 
out in the letter. That letter embodied the negotiations in their 
final form and became the contract entered into and into which 
the previous promises or undertakings made by Paterson were 
merged.

The action is brought on the letter which is set out in the 
statement of claim, but the cause of action is put in several 
alternatives. It is, in one form, based on the cheques which it 
is alleged were accepted, or promised to l>e accepted and paid. 
But while this alters the contract as alleged in form it does not 
do so in substance. It still remains a contract, on the part of the 
bank, to become responsible for and to repay the advance made 
to the Winnipeg Motor Co. if the various amounts are not repaid 
by the motor company to the plaintiff at the times agreed on. 
Whatever form is given to the contract in the pleadings does not 
vary it in its essence. The promise or undertaking or warranty 
or whatever term may l>e used to designate the transaction is 
still a contract purporting to bind the bank to become responsible 
for the debts or defaults of the motor company in respect of its 
promises to pay and nothing else and this is what was in the 
minds of the parties beyond any doubt in my mind.

Was such a transaction as this within the powers of he bank? 
The circumstances of this case distinguished it from that dealt 
with in Ontario Hank v. McAllister, 43 Can. S.C.R. 338. There 
the McAllisters were heavily indebted to the bank and a settlement 
was effected by which they were discharged from liability upon
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paying the hank $10,000 and transferring to it all ; heir assets. 
Agreements were entered into for the liquidation of the proper! y and 
the immediate question to he decided was the liability of the hank 
for rent under the lease of the mill property held by the defendants. 
It was held that, in view of the provisions of the Rank Aet, the 
carrying on the business for the poroses provided for was not 
ultra vires of the Act. As I view the facts in the present case 
there is no such question here. The bank was not in this case1 
carrying on the business of the Winnipeg Motor Co. for the 
purpose of liquidation or any other purpose. The business was 
and remained that of Baxter & Martin. The question of ultra 
vires that arises here relates only to the power of the bank to 
make such a contract as that which forms the basis of action in 
this case.

In the McAllister case, supra, it was argued that the trans
action came within s. 70 (2) of the Bank Act, prohibiting the bank 
from buying or selling goods, wares and merchandise or engiiging 
in any trade or business. But it was held that the sub-section 
did not cover an isolated transaction, such as vvaa involved in the 
assumption of the least1, entered only for the purpose of settling 
an overdue délit. Here we have no such set of circumstances 
and no question as to the right of the bank to carry on a business 
in them. The question here does not involve any of the pro
hibitions in s. 76, but is whether or not the bank was authorised 
to enter into the contract, agreement or undertaking on which 
it is sought to lie made liable by virtue of sub-s. (d) of s. 76, 
which provides that it may engage in and carry on such business 
generally as appertains to the business of hanking. We can 
look at all the decisions of the Judges of the Supreme Court in 
the McAllister case as of assistance in arriving at a conclusion.

In the McAllister case the Chief Justice held that the assump
tion of the lease was an isolated transaction entered into to realise 
an indebtedness legally contracted and therefore within its powers. 
Davies, J. (now Chief Justice), held that, as the substance of the 
transaction was the bonâ fide settlement of a past due debt, the 
assumption of the obligation of the lease is impliedly authorised 
by sub-s. (d) of s. 76, to avoid a possible loss. Idington, J., 
concurred but did not consider the issue of ultra vires raised on 
the pleadings. Duff, J., dissented. He held, 43 Can. S.C.R. 
at 361, that there were two questions involved:
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1st. Does the transaction fall within the prohibition found in sub-s. 2 
(a); and secondly : Can it, having regard to the provisions of the Act as a whole, 
l>e brought within sub-s. 1 (d)?

His opinion is that it is impossible to imply authority in a 
hank to take over specific pro wty in suc't circumstances as to 
involve the hank in the necessit c of carrying on the business 
to enable it to realise its debt under sub-s. 1 (d) when r.i i 1 with 
sub-s. 2 (a). And at 360:

The ultimate purpose was to realise the debt; but to do so by carrying on 
the business until it could be sold as a going com cm.

The latter !e held t> le wit! in the statutory prohil>ition 
and the pure' ast of the business with, that illegal object in view, 
was invalid. Anglin, J., also dissentin';, says at 374:

I can see no escape from the conclusion that the carrying on of the 
milling business of the bank was a prohibited engaging in trade or business.

Duff, J., refers to the decision in I tad ford v. Merchants lin'd: (1803), 
3 O.R. 529, where it was held that it was ultra rires for a bank to 
take over unfinished goods, finish them, and then sell them, with 
a view of preventing a loss in respect of a loan, and points out 
that the Act, though several times re-enacted since the date of 
that decision, has not been altered in its relevant provisions.

In the result the Chief Justice and Davies, J., held the bank, 
in assuming the lease as necessarily and properly incidental 
to the carrying on of the business for the purpose of realising a 
lawful debt, was acting within its powers, ldington, J., con
curred in the result but refrained from discussing the question 
of ultra vires. And Duff, J., and Anglin, J., held the whole dealing, 
the acquisition of the property and the assumption of the lease, 
beyond the powers of the bank. It may well be conceived that, 
had the question of the lease alone been before the Court, separated 
altogether from the special circumstances in which and owing 
to which the bank acquired the lease, there would have been a 
unanimous decision that such a transaction was ultra vires. There 
was here no carrying on of the business of the motor company 
by the bank to which the contract, the subject matter of this 
action, can lie ascribed as a proper or necessary incident in the 
effectual carrying out of the liquidation of the motor company's 
business. This transaction was quite independent of such con
siderations. The bank’s undertaking was given as security for 
the repayment of the loan made by the plaintiff to the Winnipeg
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Motor Co. to enable it to carry on its business as a going concern. 
As I view the judgments in the Supreme Court in the McAllister 
case they are authority for the contention that the bank had no 
power to enter into such an undertaking or contract as that on 
which this action is brought and that the alleged undertaking or 
contract made by the manager was wholly void and inoperative.

I t>elieve it has been the intention of Parliament, in the interest 
of shareholders, depositors and the public generally, not to extend 
unduly the powers of banks but to keep them within well defined 
and well understood limits. Falconbridge on Banking, 2nd ed. at p. 
177 et seq., gives an enumeration of the powers of a bank and 
they are all well known to the public. But in none of them can 
we find authority for holding that the giving of guarantees or of 
undertakings by a bank to become responsible for the debts 
of others has been part of “such business generally as appertains 
to banking.” If it be conceded tliat a bank has such power, the 
bank might be made liable to an enormous extent, through guar
antees and other contracts of that kind, and this without that 
liability being disclosed to the public or to the shareholders or 
even to the principal officers of the institution. I cannot imagine 
that it was intended to leave the door open for such dangerous 
operations. They are so foreign to what is ordinarily con
sidered the legitimate business of banking that if Parliament 
decided to give them such unusual powers it would have left it 
no matter of remote and obscure inference, but have set forth 
the powers in so many words with safeguarding prousions. In 
my judgment the bank had no power to enter into the contract 
on which it is sought to lie made liable in this action.

I refer to In re The Southport, etc., Banking Co., 1 T.L.R. 204, 
where lord Bowen says :

If the giving of the guarantee was not authorised by the memorandum 
of association the whole thing was at an end.

In my view, the giving of the guarantee or undertaking in this 
case was unauthorised by The Bank Act, and that disjioses of the 
whole case. There could tie no ratification of such a void contract 
by the agent or by the bank itself.

On the argument before us it was urged :
(1) That the bank is liable on the promises or agreements made by its 

manager, and that the agreements made by him were within his real or 
ostensible authority; and further, that the cause of action is not a guarantee
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but a direct promise and, even if it l>e a guarantee, it was within his agency. 
(2) That the initialing of the cheques constituted acceptance, or, in any 
event, a promise to accept and pay. (3) That the bank is liable for the 
representations made by the manager even if these were false or fraudulent. 
(4) That, independently of the cheques and letter, as the bank had put these 
men in charge of the business it is liable on the manager’s verbal promises, 
and, a fortiori, in view of the cheques and the letter. (5) Also that even if 
the manager lacked authority there was ratification by the bank in keeping 
the money and, in any event, the bank is bound to return the money received.

As to the first ground, the facts of the case do not l>ear it 
out in the view 1 take of them. The transaction must l>e viewed 
as a whole. The substance of the alleged contract was expressed 
in the letter of guarantee on which the money was advanced by the 
plaintiff and the initialing of the cheques was merely auxiliary 
to it. And I can look at the transaction in no other way than as 
an attempt to create a guarantee by the bank that it would 
make good the instalments agreed on if they were not met by the 
motor company as they matured. A contract, undertaking or 
agreement of such a character is, as 1 have stated, in my opinion, 
beyond the i>owers of the bank and no authority could l>c given 
by it to an agent to enter into it.

We were referred to a number of cases on this branch. Sutton 
& Co. v. Crey, [ 18041 1 Q.B. 285, deals with a case where a contract 
was held not to l>e a guarantee because both parties were interested 
in the subject matter, and the Statute of Frauds did not, therefore, 
apply. Simpson v. Dolan, 16 O.L.R. 459, and Adams v. Craig, 
24 O.L.R. 490, were also pressed on our attention. Rut in those 
cases the bank was directly interested in the proceeds of the 
transactions out of which the liability arose. It is to lie noted 
that Simpson v. Dolan was decided liefore the McAllister case, 
which is not mentioned in Adams v. Craig. These cases and 
others cited to sup]>ort the plaintiff's view are, to my mind, clearly 
distinguishable from the state of facts presented in the evidence 
licfore us.

As for the initialing of the cheques, I look on that as a sul>- 
ordinate feature of the matter. Such initialing is usually nothing 
more than an indication by the manager to the ledger keeper 
to pay the cheque even if the customer's account is overdrawn. 
See judgment of Middleton, J., in Scott v. Merchants Hank (1911), 2 
O.W.N. 514. Rut 1 cannot see what, if any, significance can be 
attached to initials on a i>ostdated cheque. And if they do convey
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the meaning of a promise to accept and pay, we come hack to the 
real transaction that the hank is to guarantee the payment if 
the motor company fails to meet the cheques. It was argued 
that representations made hy the agent, even if fraudulent, hind 
the principal, and, as a rule, this is the law. The word “repre
sentations” is used in the pleadings and was used on the argument, 
hut “promise” is what is meant. But if there were representations 
of facts that affected the plaintiff, they arc futile if made in reference 
to a matter beyond the hank’s powers. But it is impossible in 
my opinion to rely upon the verbal promises of the manager when 
the contract has been reduced to writing in the form of the letter. 
Even if they could he relied upon, the plaintiff once again returns 
to the position of seeking to enforce a guarantee, verbal this time, 
made by the manager as agent for the hank which had no power 
to enter into it. From this standpoint there can he no ratification 
of the manager’s action for there can he no ratification of an ultra 
vires contract.

Transactions which are absolutely illegal or ultra vires cannot l>e ratified, 
or rendered binding by acquiescence.

Brice, Ultra Vires, p. (133.
The claim is urged that, in any event, the money must be 

returned; and in Brice, p. 648.
A corporation must, in every case of an ultra vires engagement entered 

into in bonafides account for any benefit derived by it from the engagement.
But the receipt hy the hank of the proceeds of the loan 

in this case, solely, as I have pointed out, for the purpose 
of immediate distribution amongst the creditors and nominees 
of the motor company cannot he deemed a lienefit received hy it. 
To my mind such a contention is impossible. It might as well 
l)e argued that if the manager had cashed the cheques and person
ally paid over the hank hills to Baxter & Martin the hank had 
received the benefit.

Such being the facts as I view them, the cases cited to establish 
the right to recover moneys advanced in contravention of the 
statute, such as Holland v. LaCaisse d’Economie, Notre Dame dc 
Quebec (1895), 24 Can, 8.C.R. 405. and Canadian Hank of Com
merce v. McDonald (1906), 3 VV.L.R. 90, have no application.

It was argued that the hank had an interest and received a 
benefit inasmuch as it was to the advantage of the hank that the 
business should continue and prosper, and, as Baxter & Martin
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got the money, the bank ultimately got some !>enefit. Rut such 
an interest or benefit is too indirect, remote and speculative to lie 
seriously considered as affecting the legal relations of the parties 
interested. This case differs entirely from cases cited where a 
direct interest in the business or l>enefit received has been held a 
decisive factor in fixing liability.

It is not to be overlooked that the burden of proof of the power 
of the bank, as well as that of the authority of its agent, rests 
upon the plaintiff. This proposition is clearly laid down in 
Banbury v. The Bank of Montreal, 44 D.L.R. 234, [1918] A.C. 926, 
and in Pole v. Leash, 33 L.J. Ch., at 160-161. For reasons I 
have given the plaintiff has failed to meet this just and entirely 
reasonable rule.

In my opinion the judgment for the plaintiff must be set aside, 
the appeal allowed and the action dismissed. The bank must 
have its costs in this Court and in the Court below.

H ago art, J.A.:—The statement of claim alleges that the 
plaintiff at the request of the defendants, and of the defendants' 
manager at Winnipeg, agreed to make a loan to the Winnipeg 
Motor Company of $10,000 to be repaid by certain instalments, 
and the defendants, or their manager, in consideration of the 
plaintiff endorsing the cheques she was issuing for the said $10,000 
promised and agreed with the plaintiff to honour and pay certain 
cheques to be drawn by the Winnipeg Motor Co.

The defendants' manager, in order to induce the plaintiff to 
make the loan, placed his initials on the corner of the cheques of 
the Winnipeg Motor Co. so represented that the cheques of the 
Winnipeg Motor Co. would be accepted and paid by the defendants.

The plaintiff, relying upon the promise of the manager, delivered 
2 cheques of her own to the defendant bank, amounting in all 
to the sum of $10,000. The plaintiff also sued for money had 
and received and the letter given by the defendants' manager to 
the plaintiff at that time is in these words:

Merchants Bank of Canada, Winnipeg, Man., October 15, 1917. Mrs. 
Hattie Stevens, Winnipeg, Man.: In connection with the loan of $10,000 
which we understand you are granting to the Winnipeg Motor Co., to be repaid 
at the rate of $2,000 per month, and the balance at the end of 4 months, we 
beg to inform you that this bank is prepared to grant the company a credit 
sufficiently large to enable them to take up these instalments as they mature, 
and hereby guarantee payment of the said loan. Yours truly, A. 8. Paterson, 
Manager.
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The plaintiff alleges she made the loan of the said 810,000 
relying upon the promise, warranty or guarantee of the defendants 
contained in the said writing.

Upon the trial of the action Macdonald, J., entered a verdict 
for the plaintiff for 810,(KM).

In the pleadings, and in their grounds of appeal, the defendants 
repudiate all liability, and specially allege that it was beyond 
the iM)wer of the defendants or their manager to give any guarantee 
or make any such contract as that sued upon.

In Falconbridge on Ranking and Rills of Exchange, in the second 
edition, commencing at p. 177, there is a very instructive chapter 
on the business and powers of a bank, and in that chapter there 
are references to many of the later cases in our own Courts; and the 
text writer says:

A bank chartered under the Bank Act, in addition to being a corporation 
with certain specified powers and subject to certain specified restrictions, is by 
s. 76 of that Act authorised to “engage in and carry on such business generally 
as appertains to the business of banking."

In this case we must take the statute creating the corporation. 
Rowen, L.J., in discussing this question in his reasons for judg
ment in Baroness Wenlock v. The Hiver Dee Co. (18K7), 3(1 Ch.D. 
674, at 685 says:

What you have to do is to find out what this statutory creature is and what 
it is meant to do; and to find out what this statutory creature is you must 
look at the statute only, because there, and there alone, is found the definition 
of this new- creature.

We are told it is no use to consider the question of whether 
you are going to classify it under the head of common law cor
porations. looking at this statutory creature one has to find out 
what are its powers, what is its vitality, what it can do. It is 
made up of persons who can act within certain limits, but in order 
to ascertain what are the limits, we must look to the statute. 
The corporation cannot go beyond the statute, for the best of all 
reasons, that it is a simple statutory creature, and if you look at 
the case in that way you will sec that the legal consequences 
are exactly the san e as if you treat it as having certain powers 
given to it by statute, and l)eing prohibited from using certain 
other powers which it otherwise might have had.

This bank is one of those named in the Schedule to the Rank 
Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 29, s. 4 (see 3-4 Geo. V. 1913, c. 9), and the 
following provisions of that Act apply to it:
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The Charters or Acts of incorporation, and any Acts in amendment 
thereof, of the several banks enumerated in Schedule A to this Act are con
tinued in force until the first day of July, 1911, so far as regards, as to each 
of such banks: (a) the incorporation and corporate name; (b) the amount of 
the authorised capital stock, if the same has not been increased or decreased, 
but if increased or decreased, then as increased or decreased before the 
passing of this Act; (c) the amount of each share of such stock; and (d) the 
chief place of business subject to the right of each of such banks to increase 
or reduce its authorised capital slot* in the manner hereinafter provided. 
2. As to all other particulars this Act shall form and be the charter of each 
of the said banks until the first day of July, 1911.

Along the saine lines when discussing a similar subject, Ixml 
Maenaghten in AvmUjamated Society of Railway Servants v. 
Osborne, [1910] A.C. 87, at p. 94 says:

It is a broad and general principle that companies incorporated by statute 
for special purposes, and societies, whether ineorjKirated or not, which owe 
their constitution and their status to an Act of Parliament, having their 
objects and powers defined thereby, cannot apply their funds to any purpose 
foreign to the purposes for which they were established, or embark on any 
undertaking in which they were not intended by Parliament to be concerned.

At p. 97 Loud Maenaghten further sa vs:
The counsel for the appellants did not, as I understood their argument, 

venture to contend that the power which they claimed could be derived 
by reasonable implication from the language of the Legislature. They 
said it was a power “incidental,” “ancillary,” or “conducive” to the purposes 
of trade unions. If these rather loose expressions are meant to cover some
thing beyond what may be found in the language which the Legislature has 
used, all I can say is that, so far as I know, there is no foundation in principle 
or authority for the proposition involved in their use.

As to tfhat the banks are prohibited from engaging in I would 
refer to s. 76, sub-s. 2 :

Except as authorised by this Act, the bank shall not, either directly 
or indirectly—(a) deal in the buying or selling, or bartering of goods, wares, 
merchandise, or engage or be engaged in any trade or business whatsoever; 
(b) purchase or deal in, or lend money, or make advances upon the security 
or pledge of any share of its own capital stock, or of the capital stock of any 
bank; or (c) lend money or make advances upon the security, mortgage or 
hypothecation of any lands, tenements or immovable property, or of any 
ships or other vessels, or upon the security of any goods, wares or merchandise.

I do not think that the transaction set out in the statement 
of claim is one which a bank or its manager had any authority 
to engage in. The objection taken by the defendants in the 
pleadings and in the notice of appeal is well taken, and I think 
that the verdict entered by Macdonald, J., should lie set aside, 
and the action dismissed.

I do not think that the giving of this guarantee or the entering 
into the undertaking by the bank was incidental to the business
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of hanking. It is plain that the object of the bank manager was to 
infuse new life into the business concern in which the bank was 
interested as a creditor. The actions of the parties plainly 
shew what their intentions were.

For the foregoing reasons and for the reasons set forth by the 
Chief Justice in his written judgment, 1 would allow the ap]>eal.

Fullerton, J.A.:—Apart from the question of ratification 
the real ]x>int involved in this appeal is the power of the bank 
to give the guarantee.

The powers which a bank may exercise are set out in s. 176 
and following sections of The Rank Act. c. ft of 8 & 4 (ïco. V., 
1913.

No power to give guarantees is specifically given by The Rank 
Act. Any such power must be derived by necessary implication 
from the words of the Act.

The only words in the Act which can possibly be appealed 
to are the words in s. 76, sul>-8. 1 (d): “Engage in and carry on 
such business generally as appertains to the business of banking.”

The question then is whether these words by necessary impli
cation give the bank power to guarantee1 the repayment of a loan 
by a third party to a customer of the bank.

When it is remembered that the bank itself is given spceiHc 
power to loan money and that the loaning of money to its customers 
is in fact its chief business, it is difficult to discover any ground for 
implying a power to guarantee the repayment of loans made by 
others.

The case of In re The Southport and West Lancashire Hanking 
Co., 1 T.L.R. 204, is in point.

There Chadwick and Co. had purchased from Rath & Sons a 
quantity of copper. Rath & Sons required that the draft they 
were making for the purchase price should be guaranteed by a 
bank. Chadw ick & Co., who were customers of a branch of the 
Southport & West Lancashire Ranking Co., requested the manager 
of that brandi to give the required guarantee. The guarantee 
was accordingly given. Rath & Sons claimed to prove in the 
liquidation of the bank upon the guarantee.

Chitty, J., held that the giving of such a guarantee was not 
within the ordinary scope of banking business, and refused to 
admit the claim. An apiieal from his refusal was dismissed by
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the Court of Appeal, consisting of Baggallay, Bowen and Fry, 
L.JJ., Baggallay, L.J., said that at 205, he “had no hesitation 
in saying that the giving of such a guarantee did not fall within 
the ordinary scope of hanking business.”

The case for the plaintiff here was clearly very much stronger 
than that of the present plaintiff.

It frequently happens that shippers of goods require* some 
guarantee* that drafts for the purchase prie*e will he paid, and it 
would seem to he a most convenient course for banks to give such 
guarantees for its customers upon being furnished with funds to 
cover the drafts. As a matter e>f practice this is frequently done.

The transaction in the present case is, however, absolutely 
unique. Although counsel for the res))ondcnt cited on the 
argument some tiO odd cases, he could find no case which even 
by analogy bore the slightest resemblance to the case at bar. 
Moreover, no case was cited which in any way supported the 
position that a banking corporation had power to guarantee 
the repayment of a loan made by a third party to one of its 
customers.

On October 15, 1917, the Winnipeg Motor Co. owed the bank 
over $20,000.

Plaintiff proposed to loan the company $10,000 for 4 months. 
Bor so doing she was to l>e paid a bonus of $1,000 and receive 
the bank’s guarantee for repayment of the loan.

The local manager of the bank acquiesced in this arrangement, 
signed the guarantee and initialed the postdated cheques. The 
head office of the bank knew nothing whatever about the trans
action at the time it was entered into and only learned of it a 
few days l>efore the cheque payable November 15 was presented.

Dalgleish, who acted as solicitor for the plaintiff in connection 
with the loan, was called by the plaintiff. On cross-examination 
he was asked if he did not think it an extraordinary transaction 
for a banking institution, which was operating a business, to agree 
to repay his client $11,000 for the loan of $10,000, and his reply 
was: “Not after it was explained to me.”

Now the explanation which he says was made to him by the 
local manager was: “that they (the Winnipeg Motor Co.) were 
heavily indebted to the bank, and that they could not exceed 
their line of credit.”
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One would have thought that such an explanation would have 
at once aroused his suspicions. If the manager had permitted 
the company to draw up to the line of credit fixed presumably by 
head office what power had lie to give the bank’s guarantee 
to a third party who was advancing the company money at over 
30% interest. Apart from tliis the extraordinary character of 
the transaction itself should have put the plaintiff on enquiry 
as to the l owers of the bank to enter into it, and she has only 
herself to blame if in the result she loses her money.

The conclusion I have arrived at is that the l>ank had no power 
to give the guarantee sued on, and that therefore the plaintiff 
cannot recover.

It was urged on behalf of the plaintiff, that even if the bank 
had no power to give the guarantee, it had received the plaintiff’s 
money and must repay it. The money was paid into the bank 
to the credit of the Winnipeg Motor Co.’s account and all chequed 
out within a few days. Vnder these circumstances I cannot 
see how the defendant can be said to have derived any benefit 
from the plaintiff’s money.

I would allow the appeal and dismiss the action.
Dennihtovn, The facts in this case are set forth in the

judgment of the trial Judge now apiiealed from. Many grounds 
are put forward by Mr. Pitblado, counsel for the plaintiff (respon
dent), in his able argument in this case to maintain that judgment, 
among them the following:

1. The bank is liable for acts of the manager within the scope of his 
actual or ostensible authority. 2. The initialing of the cheques by the 
manager constituted an acceptance by the bank. 3. Or at least a promise 
to accept and pay. 4. The bank is liable for the representations made by the 
manager, even if fraudulent and untrue. 5. Independently of the letter 
and initialing of the cheques as the bank had put Baxter & Martin in charge 
of the business the bank is liable for the amount of the loan. 6. Even if 
there were no authority in the manager there was a ratification on the part 
of the bank by keeping the money or retaining the benefit.

In my opinion the plaintiff can recover, if at all, only upon 
the 1st or the 6th of the grounds above stated.

Unless the local manager of the bank had authority, actual 
or ostensible, to do what he did in this case there can l>e no liability 
under the 2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th of those grounds.

From the facts as stated it appears that the manager of the 
local branch of the defendant bank at Winnipeg attempted to do 
one or more of the following things :
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MAN. 1. To borrow money on behalf of the bank. 2. To guarantee a loan of
money from a third party to a customer of the bank. 3. To bind the bank

___* to pay postdated cheques of a customer at a future date without there being
Merchants sufficient funds in hand or in prospect with which to make such payment. 

Canada" The general ]towers of a hank in Canada are derived from 
s. 76 of The Bank Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 29, which is in part as 
follows:

76. The bank may—(d) engage in and carry on such business generally 
as appertains to the business of banking.

The limits of a banker’s business cannot be laid down as a matter of law. 
The nature of such business is a question of fact on which the jury are entitled 
to have regard to their own knowledge of business, and to the evidence in the 
particular case and it is from that point of view that the present case must 
be considered. It cannot be treated as if it were a matter of pure law.

Lord Finlay, L.C., in Banbury v. The Bank of Montreal, 
44 D.L.R. 234, at 218, [1918] A.C. 626, 652.

The trial Judge sitting in this case as a jury has found that 
“the manager acted beyond the scope of his authority, a position 
which the plaintiff must he held to have known.” Mr. Pitblado 
argues that this finding is not applicable to the case as proved but 
is made in resect to a hypothetical case which the trial Judge 
first stated and then demolished. I cannot agree. In my opinion 
the trial Judge finally disposed of the question of “authority” 
before turning to the question of “l>cnefit” upon which he bast'd 
his judgment.

I can find no evidence that the bank had authority to do any 
of the acts which Paterson attempted to do as set forth above 
and there is ample evidence given by experienced bankers that 
in any event such acts were not within the ordinary scope of the 
authority of a branch manager of a bank. In re The Southport 
& West Lancashire Banking Co., 1 T.L.R. 204; Falconbridge on
Banking, p. 136.

Assuming that the bank had power to do these things, it 
has been argued that Paterson was the bank and could do what 
the bank could do. I cannot accept this argument. It is a 
matter of common knowledge that chartered banks in Canada, 
of which the defendant bank is one, have numerous branches, 
scattered over a wide extent of country, and separated by long 
distances from their head offices. Many of these branch banks 
are in small towns, villages and hamlets and are in charge of young 
men of limited experience of banking and of general business.
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The argument that all such managers have authority to exercise 
all the powers which pertain to the business of banking including 
power to pledge the credit of the bank without limit in my opinion 
needs no answer.

The Winnipeg branch of the Merchants Rank of Canada is a 
large branch doing business in a city of substantial size, but the 
rule which should be applied to all branch managers is the same, 
viz., their ]>owers are such as are delegated to them actually 
or ostensibly by head office and the onus of proving what those 
delegated powers may be is upon the plaintiff.

The evidence of authority of the manager in this cast» is limited 
to proof that Paterson was duly appointed to that position in 
the Winnipeg branch of the bank, and it is argued that ostensibly 
he had all the powers which he attempted to use in this case.

Ostensible authority as applicable here may be stated to be 
authority which is naturally to be inferred by reasonable persons 
dealing with a branch bank manager of a city branch in the 
ordinary course of business. It has to do with the tilings such 
managers do from day to day which are known to their customers 
and to their head office as part of the usual practice of the banking 
business.

The transaction now under consideration is not only outside 
the category of ordinary business, but is of so unusual a character 
as to be startling in its features, and full of menace to banking 
institutions, putting it into the power of a branch bank manager, 
if validated, to involve his bank in unlimited liability without ac
knowledge, or means of knowledge, on the part of the directorate.

The onus of establishing the authority of an agent is upon the 
person who seeks to bind the principal. The plaintiff in this 
case not being able to shew any specific authority is forced to rely 
upon the general or ostensible authority which attaches to the 
position of manager, but in my opinion something further is 
necessary: Pole v. Leask, 33 L.J. Ch. 155.

Ostensible authority may vary in respect to the class of person 
to whom such authority is apparent. In this case the authority 
as to wliich judicial inference is to be drawn has to do with nego
tiations between a bank manager and persons who by reason of 
their occupation and professional training are familiar not only 
with banking methods but with banking law as well. Stevens
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is an active grain merchant of Winnipeg, familiar with hanking 
business; Dalgleish is a solicitor, and the authority of the local 
manager of the branch bank which was ostensible or apparent to 
them, is the measure by which in my opinion the responsibility 
of the bank should be determined.

They knew that the Winnipeg Motor Co. was heavily indebted 
to the bank and that all parties concerned did not want to exceed 
openly the line of credit which had been granted to Baxter & 
Martin. They knew also that the method adopted of giving 
postdated cheques initialed by the manager, accompanied by a 
letter undertaking payment by the bank, was most unusual 
in its tenus, and was an indirect and concealed method of doing 
the very thing, on most usurious terms, that Baxter, Martin and 
the manager were unwilling to put forward to head office as a 
straight business proitosal on ordinary banking terms.

Stevens admits in his evidence tliat he never knew of a banking 
transaction of this kind, and no evidence was given on behalf 
of the plaintiff to shew that such a transaction had ever taken 
place previously, or that such a transaction could reasonably be 
contemplated as within the powers of a bank manager. In 
the absence of such evidence, how can the Court infer that the 
transaction in question comes within the ordinary scope of banking 
business or within the powers of a bank manager? Even if the 
lender, Stevens, did rely upon the assurance of the manager that 
Baxter & Martin were running the Winnipeg Motor Co. as repre
sentatives of and for the t>enefit of the bank, there is no evidence 
that he or his solicitor were justified in assuming that the bank 
manager liad authority to pledge the credit of the bank to iMist- 
dated cheques spread over 4 months’ time to the amount of 
$10,000 and to pay $1,000 by way of bonus for the use of the money. 
In such a case the bank would have been the t>orrower itself and 
any person with a knowledge of banking customs and practices 
should have l>een put upon his guard.

The office of the Western Superintendent of the bank was in 
the same building as the Winnipeg branch office and all that 
Stevens or Dalgleish had to do was to refer the matter for con
firmation to the superintendent before closing the transaction. 
They no doubt realised that if they adopted such a course the 
bank would immediately repudiate the transaction and they
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relied on Paterson retaining his j>osition long enough to fulfil 
liis promises which he certainly would have done rather than 
risk exposure of the scheme.

It was a case of an anxious manager seeking by extraordinary 
means to infuse a shew of life into a bad account without the 
knowledge of his head office of the methods adopted, and Stevens 
and Dalgleish as capable business men must have realised the 
true position, and the chances they were taking with the plaintiff's 
money. The sudden removal of Paterson from his position before 
the first cheque lx»came payable and the disclosure by Dalgleish 
of what had taken place caused an immediate repudiation to be 
sent by the bank to the plaintiff. As the trial Judge states, 
“the inevitable followed" and in my opinion the bank cannot be 
charged with the loss which has occurred.

It is generally recognised by banking authorities that a local 
manager has no authority to borrow money on behalf of the 
bank.

When banks borrow money they do so by means of their note 
circulation, their customers' dejioeits, and by the sale of drafts, 
letters of credit, etc., to be repaid by them at another place and 
at a future time. That is the general practice of bankers. 
Falconbridge on Banking, p. 130.

Nor does there appear to he any express or implied authority 
for a branch manager to guarantee a loan by a third party to 
the bank’s customer even at current rates of interest. In the 
present case an attempt was made to make a bank, which was 
probably lending money at not more than 7% i>er annum, respon
sible for money borrowed at 40^ per annum. If the manager had 
authority to do this where is the limit to be drawn?

Counsel for the respondent argues that Baxter and Martin 
took over this Winnipeg Motor Co. business for the benefit of 
the bank and that the hank was carrying on the business through 
the agency of its own appointees under direction of the bank 
manager. The documents filed as exhibits do not shew this to 
be the case. Ex. 17 is the agreement between Nellie Robinson 
and W. A. Robinson, vendors, of the one part, and Baxter A 
Martin, purchasers, of the other part. The bank was not a 
party to it and there is nothing in the document to indicate that 
this was other than a sale of a business as a going concern, the
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purchasers covenanting to assume and pay the trade liabilities 
C. A. of the vendors which included the debt to the bank. The pur- 

Merchants chasers, Baxter & Martin, l>ecame the owners of the business. 
Canada ^he *)Hn^ held no liens or hypothecations ujxm anv portion of its 

». assets, and could exercise no control over Baxter & Martin except 
Stevens. pj^^rs for a jarge 8um of money and as financial agents to 

,A" whom Baxter & Martin were looking for further advances in the 
ordinary course of business.

The authorities shew that a bank may for certain purposes 
and under certain circumstances, carry on a business which has 
devolved upon it and give warranties or undertakings in con
nection therewith notwithstanding the prohibitions contained in 
s. 76 of The Bank Act, but sucli appear to lie confined to matters 
in which the bank is interested directly as the holder of goods, 
debentures, or other assets which are being liquidated on liehalf 
of the bank and not for third parties: Ontario Bank v. McAllister, 
43 Can. S.C.R. 338; In re iVest of England Bank, ex parte Booker, 
14 Ch. D. 317; Be The Southport Banking Co. (1885), 1 T.L.R. 204; 
Dobell et al v. The Ontario Bank (1882), 3 O.R. 299; (1884), 
9 A.R. (Ont.) 484; Simpson v. Dolan, 16 O.L.R. 459. The 
plaintiff is not helped by these authorities as the facts clearly 
distinguish the present case from those now cited. The under
takings and representations given and made by Paterson were not 
for the purpose of realising upon assets held by the bank, but for 
the purpose of securing a loan in which the bank had no direct 
interest and from which no benefit to the bank resulted.

The loan from Stevens was made to Baxter & Martin—not 
to the bank. It was secured by a promissory note and 5 j>ost- 
dated cheques all payable to Hattie Stevens and signed by Baxter 
& Martin for the Winning Motor Co.

In Paterson’s letter of Octol>er 15, 1917, to Mrs. Stevens he 
refers to “the loan of $10,000 wrhich we understand you are granting 
to the Winnipeg Motor Co.,’’ and he placed the money at the credit 
of the Winnipeg Motor Co. and permitted it to l>e chequed out 
in reduction of their current liabilities. It is clear that the loan 
was not made to the bank or for the l>enefit of the bank but to 
Baxter & Martin for use in their business and not otherwise.

There can l>e no doubt but that Paterson was deeply interested 
in the transaction. He knew that an improvement in the affairs
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of the motor company would eventually improve the position of 
the hank, but I cannot find evidence that Baxter & Martin secured 
this loan as representatives of the hank so as to hind the hank 
by the terms arranged at the time of its negotiation.

Reference has been made upon the argument to cases on 
Canadian hanking law in the Province of Quebec, and the following 
cases were dealt with: The Exchange Bank of Canada v. Banque 
du Peuple (1880)» Montreal L.R. 3 Q.B. 232; The City Bank v. 
The Bank of Montreal (1873), 17 Lower (’an. Jur. 197; and Moisons 
Batik v. Kennedy (1870), 10 Rev. I.eg. 110. These cases indicate 
certain acts of hank officials which were shewn by evidence to he 
governed by local custom and ostensible authority and held to 
bind the hank; hut there is nothing in any of them which bears 
directly on the facts involved in this case. The principles upon 
which they were decided are undisputed.

Having arrived at the conclusion that the hank manager had 
no authority, real or ostensible, to enter into this transaction so 
as to bind his hank, there remains hut the other ]»oint referred 
to, which, in my opinion, is material to this case, and it was on this 
latter point that the judgment at the trial was based.

Did the hank get the benefit of the transaction and has it 
retained the plaintiff's money?

The sum of $10,000 loaned by Mrs. Stevens to Baxter & 
Martin was dej>osited by Patirson, the hank manager, to the 
credit of the Winnipeg Motor Co. on October 15, 1917. This 
deposit increased the amount at the credit of current account 
from $5.405.71 to $15,405.71. On the same day the liability 
ledger of the hank shewed the Winnipeg Motor Co. indebted in 
the sum of $21,460 for loans and $15,818 for trade hills, a total 
of $37,278.

Had the manager appropriated the balance at the credit of 
current account and transferred it to the liability ledger in reduc
tion of the indebtedness there shewn, the plaintiff’s case might 
have been made out, hut he did not do so. On the contrary, he 
permitted Baxter & Martin to cheque out the whole sum in 
palent of current liabilities of the Winnipeg Motor Co. during 
the 16th and 17th days of October, leaving the indebtedness to 
the hank untouched. If the hank had received the money and 
applied it in reduction of the debt of Baxter & Martin, it would 
have adopted the loan and so he liable.
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Jacob# v. Morris, [1902] 1 Ch. 810, at 832.
It is argued that among the debts so paid was one of $7,500 

to C. C. Fields upon which the bank itself was liable by reason 
of the fact that Paterson had initialed a postdated cheque held by 
Fields in the same way that he subsequently initialed the cheques 
in question for Mrs. Stevens, but this is an argument in a circle. 
If the bank be not liable on the Stevens cheques neither was it 
on Fields, and in the view now taken it is not liable on any of them. 
There was also a cheque for $800 payable to the order of the 
Merchants Rank, which the evidence shews went to the personal 
credit of Baxter. In neither of these cases as appears from the 
evidence did the bank receive any l>enefit from the plaintiff's 
money, it was applied direct to the current liabilities of the Winni
peg Motor Co., apart altogether from the liability to the bank. 
The balance; of the $10,000 went to pay ordinary trade liabilities 
of the Winnipeg Motor Co.

The head office of the bank had no knowledge of the matter 
until it was too late to take action, and the plaintiff’s money had 
passed beyond the bank’s control.

Such cast's as Baruick v. English Joint Stuck Hank (1807), 
L.R. 2 Ex. 259; Adams v. Craig, 24 O.L.R. 490; Richards v. Bank 
of Nova Scotia (1890), 20 Can. S.C.R. 381; Simpson v. Dolan, 
16 O.L.R. 459, and numerous other cases of a similar character relied 
on by the respondent do not turn upon the question of authority 
but upon the ground that the hank having received the benefit of 
the transaction could not repudiate and retain the benefit. There 
can be no doubt as to this being the law, but it does not apply 
to this case.

A perusal of the numerous cases cited by counsel has been a 
task of no little labour. It leaves the firm conviction that the 
manager had no authority, real or apparent, for what he did, and 
that the finding of the trial Judge on that ground should not be 
disturbed. Upon the other point that the bank received the 
benefit of the transaction and should repay to the plaintiff the 
sum of $10,000, with great res]***, I am unable to agree, as 1 
can find no evidence to support it.

The principles of law in reference to representation, undertak
ing, ultra vires, acceptance, ratification, adoption and repudiation 
so ably dealt with in the argument have not been dealt with by me 
as in my opinion the case for the plaintiff collapses when the
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conclusion is readied that the accredited agents of the plaintiff 
knew that the hank manager laid no authority to act as lie did, 
that they appreciated the risk they were running and took the 
chance with their eyes open.

In my judgment the appeal should lie allowed with costs and 
the action dismissed with costs. Appeal allomd.

NATIONAL MORTGAGE Co. v. ROLSTON.
Suprenu Court of Canada, Fitzpatrivk, C.J., and Davitx, Itlinyton, Duff, 

and Anglin, JJ. 1919.

Mechanics' Liens (§ III—13)—Rights of lien holders—Unregistered 
Purchaser-Priorities—Mechanics’ Lien Act—R.S.R.C. 1911. 
c. 1S4.

The claim of a mortgagee in resjicet of advances made subsequently 
to the commencement of the work done by lien holders is postponed to 
the rights of the lien holders.

The mortgagee as a subsequent incumbrancee might have been entitled 
to he given an opportunity in the lien action to redeem the lien holders 
had it applied for registration at once, but having neglected to do so until 
after the sale of the land in question, any such right has been lost.

Appeal from the * Court of Appeal for British
Columbia (1916), 32 D.L.R. 81, reversing the judgment of 
Hunter, (’..I., and dismissing the appellant’s, plaintiff's, action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue are 
fully stated in the above head-note and in the judgments now 
reported.

Kug. La fleur, K.C., for appellant.
W. C. Brown, for respondent.
Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—I am of opinion that this appeal should 

be dismissed with costs. It seems to be abundantly proved that 
when the appellant company acquired title from Passage, the com
mon auteur, the land was already impressed with the mechanics’ 
liens which are the foundation of the respondent’s title. Passage 
had a certificate of indefeasible title which, under the Land Registry 
Act dates from May 3, 1912. He conveyed the land to the plain
tiffs subject to the Patterson agreement on May IK, 1912, and at 
that date the work in respect of which the mechanics’ liens were 
created was commenced. The contracts under which the work was 
done are admitted, the land is identified, and the date at which 
work started is also proved.

39—49 d.l.r.
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Davies, J.:—1 think this appeal should he dismissed with costs.
Idington, J.:—1 think the npi>eal herein should lie dismissed 

with costs.
Duff, J.:—On two distinct grounds I think this apjieal must 

he dismissed. 1. The services in respect of which the lien-holders 
acquired their liens were performed in execution of the contract 
between Passage and certain contractors, dated November 30. 
The work was begun within the first week in May and whether 
the appellant company did or did not liecome, by virtue of the 
transfers under which it claims, entitled to registration as owner in 
fee or as mortgagee, admittedly the instruments were not executed 
until May 18, and no advance was made by the appellant company 
before that date. By s. 9 a mortgagee is entitled to the benefit of 
that section or to the status of a mortgagee under it only in respect 
of the principal sum actually advanced to the liorrower at the time 
the works or improvements in respect of which the lien is claimed, 
are commenced; the appellant company is therefore not in the 
position of a mortgagee but of a person “claiming under” Passage 
and a person “whose rights are acquired after the work or service 
in respect of which the lien is claimed, is commenced,” that is to 
say, of an “owner.”

This is not a case, therefore, in which any difficulty could 
arise as to compliance with the provisions of s. 19 (a) and the 
interest of the appellant company was therefore bound by the 
filing and registration of the affidavit required by that section.

2. The filing and the registering of the lien affidavits on 
October 15, 1912, established the priority of the lien-holders over 
the interest the ap]>cllant company then had or any right the 
appellant company then had in relation to the land or the title to 
the land. I am not at this moment satisfied that the appellant 
company would not acquire in virtue of the transfers of May 18, 
1912, the right to register a charge. It may well, I think, be 
doubted whether s. 35 of the Land Registry Act has any applica
tion to such a case. There is authority for the proposition that a 
vendor under a contract for the sale of land is not entitled to 
transfer his title in such a way as to put it out of his power to carry 
out his contract with the vendee and that the vendee may obtain 
an injunction to restrain him from doing so. Echlifl v. Baldwin 
(1809), 10 Yes. 207, Spiller v. Spiller (1819), 3 Swans. 550, and if
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that he the correct view of the vendor’s position it is perfectly 
clear that the registrar having notice of the agreement for sale with 
Patterson could not properly register the appellant company as 
owner in absolute fee subject to a charge in favour of Patterson; 
while on the other hand there could be no doubt of the right of the 
vendor to charge the interest in the land held by him ils security for 
the payment of the purchase money subject to the rights of the 
purchaser. However that may 1h\ it is very clear to my mind that 
the appellant company lost its status with respect to the registered 
title (which I am inclined to think it might have maintained) by 
its acquiescence in the registrar’s notice of cancellation of July 10, 
1913. My reason for thinking so is this. The lien-holders by 
registration under s. 19 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act acquired the 
status of incumbraneces, a status recognised by s. 22, 1 g., of the 
Land Registry Act and became at least on the registration of the 
lien affidavits on October 25, 1912, the holders of a charge or 
incumbrance on “registered real estate” and therefore by force of 
s. 28, c. 15, British Columbia statutes of 1912, they were unaffected 
by any notice, expressed, implied or constructive of any unregis
tered title, interest or disposition in or relating to the property in 
question unless an application for the registration of such interest 
or disposition was then “pending.” 1 have come to the conclusion 
and in this I concur with what 1 take to be the opinion of the Chief 
Justice of the Court of Appeal, that where an application to the 
registrar has been cancelled under the provisions of s. 108 of the 
Land Registry Act, the application must be deemed, for the pur
poses of the Land Registry Act and particularly for the purpose of 
applying s. 28 of the Act of 1912, to have been void ab initio; 
and it follows, of course, that when the lien affidavits were reg
istered there was, in contemplation of law, no application for 
registration of the appellant company’s interest “pending.” We 
may therefore put aside as having no hearing on the question of law 
raised for decision, any considerations based upon suggestions of 
notice by reason of the presence in the Land Registry Office of the 
application of May 22, and the documents by which it was suit- 
ported.

The effect of s. 104 seems to be conclusive in point of law against 
the appellant company. The instruments of May 18 could not in 
the sense of that section “pass any estate or interest either at law
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or in equity.” It is quite true that they confer a right to regis
tration hut there can lie no manner of doubt, I think, that this 
right to lie registered can only take effect as against registered 
interests through the instrumentality of an application to register 
consummated hv registration.

It follows that, if the appellant company had been made a 
party to the proceedings, its claim of priority must have failed; 
and it has therefore suffered no substantial wrong calling for the 
intervention of this Court.

Anglin, J.:—Having regard to the provisions of s. 104 (1) and 
(2) and s. 108 (1) and (2) of the Land Registry Act, R.S.B.C. 1011, 
c. 127, as amended by 2 Geo. V. 1912, c. 15, s. 28, and 4 Geo. V. 
1914, c. 43, s. 03, the appellant company, in my opinion, had “no 
estate or interest either at law or in equity,” in the land in question 
which made it a proper or necessary party to the mechanics’ lien 
action under the judgment in which the respondent derived his 
title. Levy v. (Henson (1907), 13 B.C.R. 357, (ioddard v. Slinger- 
Innd (1911), 10 B.C.R. 329. Nor had it any estate or interest of 
which the plaintiffs in that action or the present respondent should 
be deemed to have had “any notice express, implied or con
structive.”

The plaintiffs in the mechanics’ lien action were “holders of a 
charge or incumbrance” on the registered land in question, their 
liens having been duly filed against it in the Land Registry Office 
on October 25, and action thereon commenced on October 31, 1912. 
Neither of the “title for) interest” asserted by the appellant, nor 
of the “disposition” under which it claims, was “the registration 
. . . pending” the mechanics’ lien arose, when they were reg
istered, when action on them was brought, when judgment therein 
was recovered, when sale of the land was ordered, or when it was 
affected and conveyance thereof was made to the respondent. 
(May, 1912—March, 1914.) This I take to be the effect under 
s. 108 (2) of the final refusal of the appellant’s two applications for 
registration made respectively on May 22, 1912, and October 31, 
1913. They thereby became “cancelled and void” and questions 
of title must, as to “strangers,” be dealt with as if they had never 
been made. The conveyance of March, 1914, transferred to the 
respondent whatever estate or interest in the lands in question 
any of the defendants to the mechanics’ lien action had. One of
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them, Passage, was the registered owner of an indefeasible fee and 
the holder of the only estate or interest in the lands in question of 
which, under the circumstances of this cast-, the Land Registry Act 
permits the Courts to take cognisance. By that transfer the 
respondent obtained “the right to apply to have such conveyance 
registered," which, by his application of June 20, 1914, he asserted 
prior (see sulnss. 72-3) to the only application for registration of 
the appellant company now extant—that made on August 13, 
1914. That company is, quoad the respondent, a “stranger,” 
in the same position as if the instrument under which it claims had 
been executed on the date on which that application was made.

Hie authorities cited on behalf of the appellant appear to be 
readily distinguishable from the case at bar. It has no equity such 
as was recognised in Harry v. Heider, et al. (1914), 19 Common
wealth Law Rep. 197. There was no fraud such as formed the 
ground of relief in McEllister v. Higgs (1883), 8 App. (’as.314, and 
in Chapman v. Edwards, Clark and Henson (1911), 10 B.C.R.334. 
The unregistered conveyance on which it founds its claim was 
not made prior to July 1, 1905, as was that recognised in Howard 
v. Miller, 22 D.L.R. 75, (1915| A.C. 318. S. 104 (1) applies to it 
and not s. 105 (formerly s. 75).

Moreover, although the appellant holds a transfer absolute in 
form, the interest which it asserts is only that of a chargee or 
mortgagee. The advance in respect of which that interest is 
claimed was made on May 18, 1912—the date of the transfer. 
The work for which the mechanics’ liens were claimed began 
between May 1 and May 15, 1912. Although it is somewhat 
obscurely framed, the probable purpose of clause (a) of s. 9 of the 
Mechanics’ Liens Act, R.S.B.C., 1911, c. 154, would seem to be to 
postpone the claim of a mortgagee in respect of advances made 
subsequently to the commencement of the works to the rights of the 
lien holders. If the appellant had duly applied for registration it 
might nevertheless as a subsequent incumbrancee have been 
entitled to l>e given an opportunity in the lien action to redeem the 
lien holders. Any such right which it might otherwise have had, 
however, it lost through failure to make an effective application 
for registration until after the land had l>een sold to the respondent.

I would, for these reasons, dismiss this appeal with costs.
A ppeal dism issed.
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ROYAL BANK OF CANADA v. ALLEN.

Alberta Supreme Court, Amtellale Divixion, Harvey, C.J., Stuart, Simmon* and 
McCarthy, JJ. December S, 1919.

Bills and Noter (§ V B—130)—Promissory Note—Holder kor value—
INDORSATION BY PAYEE—ALLEGED CANCELLATION—BlJRDEN OF

Under s. 144 Bills of Exchange Act, R.S.C. 1900, c. 119, the party 
claiming to be the holder of a promissory note for value, wliich was 
alleged to be endorsed by the payee, whose signature was apparently 
cancelled, must prove that such cancellation was made unintentionally 
or by mistake, in order to l>e found the rightful holder of the note iii 
question.

Appeal by defendant from the trial judgment in an action 
on a promissory note. Reversed. New trial ordered.

J. B. Barron, for appellant; A. Maclcod Sinclair, K.C., for 
respondent.

Harvey, C.J.:—The plaintiff sues as holder of a promissory 
note for SI ,450 made by the defendant to the Riverside Lumber 
Co., payable November 29, 1915. The defence denies that the 
plaintiff is the holder, and alleges payment. It was established 
by the evidence and is admitted by plaintiff’s counsel that as 
between the original parties to the note there is nothing due, but 
the plaintiff claims to be a bond fide purchaser for value of the 
note from the Quebec Rank to whom the note was discounted. 

The main defence at the trial was payment.
It was established or admitted that the note was discounted 

with the Quebec Rank Iwfore maturity, and it was apparently a holder 
in due course, but at maturity the note was not paid and was 
charged to the account of the Riverside Lumber Co. who had 
endorsed it to the Quebec Bank for discount .

A renewal note was not given but the Lumber Co. drew on the 
defendant for an amount equal to the note. The draft was 
attached to the note and was discounted, the proceeds going to 
the credit of the Lumber Co.’s account to which the note had 
tieen charged.

This draft was not accepted and shortly after a settlement was 
arranged between the defendant and the Lumber Co. and the 
latter promised to return the note. This was not done and 
according to the admission of counsel other drafts were drawn 
to keep current the claim of the bank until some months later. 
At some still later time the plaintiff acquired all the assets of the 
Quebec Rank and among the discounts were found the note in 
question and a draft dated July 27 following.
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The burden of establishing payment is on the defendant, and 
the argument advanced is that the method of dealing with the 
note constituted payment. Now it is well established that the 
taking of a now note by way of renewal is not a payment, and the t rial 
Judge was of opinion that what took place in this case was of 
much the same character. I am of opinion, however, that if the 
unaccepted draft upon which the Lumber Co. alone was liable 
had been taken by the bank in substitution for the note, it would 
have been a payment. In other words, if the bank intended 
to take some other security in substitution it would have been 
payment. There is no evidence by any official of the bank to 
indicate the intention, and the keeping of the note and attaching 
it to the draft which was discounted by the bank is a circum
stance against the view that it intended to discharge the note. 
If the lumber company’s account had a sufficient credit after 
the note was charged up to meet the amount of the note without 
regard to the draft that might create payment, but the evidence 
is not sufficient to shew whether that was the fact. There is a 
circumstance, however, which has some bearing on this which 
has only come to light since the argument on appe;d was con
cluded. The note in question bears on its back the endorsement 
of the Riverside Lumber Co. but that endorsement has the 
appearance of having been cancelled by indelible pencil marks 
over it. This is some support to the view that there was an 
intention to discharge the liability under the note at some time. 
However, even with that I am not satisfied that sufficient has 
been shewn to warrant a finding of payment, but this apparent 
cancellation is a very important fact from another aspect.

Section 143 of the Bills of Exchange Act, R.K.C. l'.HHi, e. 119, 
provides that “any party liable on a bill may be discharged by 
the intentional cancellation of his signature by the holder or his 
agent,” and s. 144 provides that:

Where a bill or any signature thereon appears to have been cancelled, 
the burden of proof lies on the party who alleges that the cancellation was 
made unintentionally, or under a mistake or without authority.

Now it is only by this signature that the note is payable to 
hearer, and with it cancelled it is only payable to the order of 
the Riverside Lumber Co., and the plaintiff is not the holder. 
The burden under the pleadings is on the plaintiff to shew that
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it is holder of the note, and to do that it must have the endorse
ment of the payee, and under s. 144 the burden is on it of shewing 
that this apparent cancellation was not intended to be a can" 
cellation.

There is no evidence whatever on the i>oint, but if attention 
had t een called to it at the trial the trial Judge might have allowed 
the plaintiff to give the necessary evidence, and if it failed he 
would have dismissed the action. Counsel for the defendant 
never at any time seems to have called attention to it, if indeed 
he ever observed it. Refore dealing with it, however, we have 
called counsel before us and heard what they have to say about it. 
In my opinion, the plaintiff cannot have judgment without estab
lishing the existence of the endorsement by the Lumber (x>., but 
on the other hand I think they ought not to have this action 
dismissed without an opportunity to do so.

It is, however, entirely through the failure of defendant's 
counsel that this point was not considered earlier, but for which 
no appeal would Laxe been necessary. 1 think, therefore, that 
. ustice will be done by allowing the appeal, but at the cost of the 
api>ellant, and directing a new trial in the event of the plaintiff 
within 15 days electing a new trial by serving and filing a notice 
to that effect. In that event the costs of the former trial should 
be costs in the cause. In the event of the plaintiff failing to make 
such election the action should be dismissed with costs.

Stuart and McCarthy, JJ., concurred with Harvey, C.J.
Simmons, J. (dissenting):—The plaintiff's claim is upon a 

promissory note made by the defendant on Scpteml)er 27, 1915, at 
60 days to the order of the Riverside Lumber Co., Ltd., for 
$1,450 and 8% per annum.

That the Quebec Rank was the holder of said note.
That on No vernier 29, 1916, the plaintiff purchased said 

note whereby the plaintiff became the holder of said note.
That at maturity the said note was duly presented for pay

ment and payment refused.
The defendant makes a general denial of making said note.
It denies that the Quebec Rank was at any time the holder 

of said note and in the alternative if it ever held the same, that 
the note was paid by the Riverside Luml>er Co. to the Quel>ec 
Rank and the note was returned to the Riverside Lumlier Co
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The defendant denies that the plaintiff liecame the holder of 
said note by virtue of the alleged purchase of same from the 
Quebec Bank.

The defendant further says the Riverside Lumber Co. and 
defendant agreed tliat the liability of the defendant to the River
side Lumber C-o. was rescinded and the company agreed to return 
said note to the defendant, and further that at maturity the 
amount of said note was paid to the Quebec Bank by the Riverside 
Lumber Co.

At the trial the only defence offered was that this, through the 
dealings between the Riverside Lumber Co. and the Quebec 
Bank the note was actually paid and no property in the note or 
claim thereunder accrued in favour of the Queliec Bank and 
therefore no right or claim passed to the plaintiff under the alleged 
purchase of the note which was of course overdue at time of 
purchase by plaintiff.

At the trial the plaintiff did not establish presentment of 
the note.

At the trial it was apparently common ground that the note 
as it appeared at the trial was endorsed generally by the Riverside 
Lumber Co. with the result that it became payable to bearer in 
the hands of the holder.

On the appeal, Mr. C. C. McCaul, counsel for the defendant 
appellant, unequivocally made this admission.

The Chief Justice has called to my attention the circum
stances that the note as it appears now some ten days after the 
argument, shews upon it certain pencil markings indicating that 
the endorsement generally of the Riverside Lumber Co. had been 
struck out.

1 do not propose to take any further notice of this circum
stance than to say that if the note was in this condition at the 
time of the trial and at the hearing of the appeal that defendant’s 
counsel did not attach any importance to it, and further to remark 
that there was an application made for a new trial on the ground 
that the defendant had further evidence which inadvertently 
was not produced at the trial but no suggestion was made upon 
this application or in the material used in support of same that 
the endorsement was struck out. Indeed we are not asked ui>on 
this api>eal to deal in any way with this circumstance. Th<*e
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]>encil marks may have been there at the time of the trial, or 
they may have been placed there since that time. The marks 
are so plain that the most superficial observation of the document 
discloses them now. I fail to appreciate any duty or obligation 
ui>on me at this stage to make any assumption or provide for 
any investigation of this circumstance until someone concerned 
in the action signifies a desire that the Court should enter upon 
the same.

On November 30, 1915, the Riverside Lumber Co. drew a 
bill of exchange on the defendant for the $1,450, the amount of 
the note.

The following extracts from the apjwal indicate clearly the* 
issue which was tried :—

Mr. Sinclair: To shorten matters, I think I could make an admission 
that on each occasion that that draft was drawn, that when the draft for 
$1,450 was made and discounted, that the other one that was past due was 
charged up to the customer. The Court : I have not heard you,
yourself, stated it was renewed several times, or rather, drafts were put 
througli on several occasions, but there has been no evidence to that effect. 
Mr. Sinclair: I understood we were agreed on that. Mr. Chadwick: Yes, I 
agreed. Mr. Sinclair: I can give the dates if you want them. If it is con
sidered material. The Court: Ex. 7 shews how the amount charged up 
$20,081.10 was made up, does it? Mr. Chadwick: No, that is the point 
I was going to get at if my learned friend will admit this document as being 
correct. We can simply put it in. Mr. Sinclair: I will admit it includes the 
$1,450, the $20,000. Mr. Chadwick: Does that $20,081 which was charged 
back on November 30, includè? Mr. Sinclair: The $1,450. Mr. Chadwick: 
The amount of the note in dispute? Mr. Sinclair: Yes, and so on from time 
to time. Whenever a renewal was put through, there is a corresponding 
entry, a corresponding cross-entry on each occasion. The Court: Was the 
note sued upon as part of the $20,081.10 charged to the customer’s account ? 
Was the note sued upon? Mr. Sinclair: Yes, on November 30, on the same 
date. At the same time there was a cross-entry crediting them with the 
proceeds of the draft, to which this note was attached. The Court: Is that 
right? Mr. Chadwick: Yes, my Lord, the only point there is 
Mr. Sinclair: It is agreed between counsel, that when the note became due 
on November 29, 1915, it was charged to past due bills; that on November 
30 this note was charged to the customer’s account in the item of $20,081.10 
appearing as a debit in the account on that date; and on the same date n 
draft for $1,450 was made by the Riverside Lumber Co. on the defendant, 
with the note attached. The draft was not accepted, but that the proceeds 
were credited on that date to the Riverside Lumber Co.’s current account, 
and debited to the Riverside Lumber Co.’s account in the liability ledger. 
The draft being part of the items which appear as discounts on November 
30, items $15,933.85 and $5,090.63 credited to the Riverside Lumber Co. on 
November 30, in the current account. That from tbne to time thereafter 
the same procedure was adopted until August 30 when the amount of the
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notes and bills falling due on this date were transferred to the loans on collateral 
account to the Riverside Lumber Co. with the Quebec Bank. The Court: 
If that is a fact it is an admission that should be made by Mr. Chadwick, 
because it is in your favour. Mr. Sinclair: We have agreed on the admission, 
the stenographer has taken down. Our agreement as to the udmiaaion while 
your Lordship was out. Mr. Chadwick: I would like to get his Lordship’s 
point there. The Court: Mr. Sinclair admits that the $20,081.10 charged back 
on that date, included the note sued upon on the same date. The company 
was credited with the proceeds of the draft drawn on that date, is that right? 
Mr. Chadwick: Yes, my Lord. The Court: There was a cross-entry. Mr. 
Chadwick: I do not agree there was a cross-entry. No, I say there was a new 
discount. The Court: You make that admission do you, that on the same 
day, the day the note was charged up against the Lumber Co., they were 
credited with the proceeds of the new discount? Mr. Chadwick: Yes. The 
Court: And the draft which was made on the defendant for the amount? 
Mr. Chadwick: Yes, including that and which draft was not accepted. The 
Court: Is that right, the draft was not accepted? Mr. Sinclair: Yes. The 
Court: I suppose that is your defence, that that transaction on the 30th was 
a payment. Mr. Chadwick: Yes was payment, and that the drawing of the 
draft was a new transaction, and that the note had nothing to do with it. 
That it was then past due. Mr. Sinclair: That is my case, my Lord. Mr. 
Chadwick: I will call Mr. Allen then. Mr. Sinclair: I think Mr. Sereth 
should be excluded.
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This occurs in.the cross-examination by defendant’s counsel of 
Hansen, a witness for the plaintiff. It is absolutely clear from 
this and from the judgment of the trial Judge that the issue was 
payment or non-payment of the note arising out of the transaction 
on November 20, 1915, and November 30, 1915, and the subse
quent repetitions of this process until August 30, 1910, when the 
notes and bills falling due on that date were transferred to the 
loans or collateral account to the Riverside Lumber Co. with the 
Quebec Rank.

There was no suggestion that failure to present was intended 
to he raised as an issue at trial although it is raised on the pleadings. 
It is also clear that discussions took place between counsel, and 
examination of the books of record of the plaintiff, and as a 
result :

If the defendant asked for a new trial on the ground of inad
vertence or mistake I think a primA facie case might be made out 
as to the issues on presentment raised by the pleadings but cer
tainly not raised at the trial.

derm Milling Co., Ltd. v. Robinson (1880), 3 T.L.R. 71. But 
the defendant lias not done so. Counsel for defence on the appeal, 
however, withdrew an application made on behalf of liis client
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for a new trial, and it is not therefore necessary to consider this 
view of the case because it is clear from the material on his appli
cation that the alleged new evidence .which was the basis of the 
application does not raise this issue, and was material within 
the knowledge of the parties and their solicitor at the date of the 
trial. Anderson v. Titmas (1877), 3(> L.T. 711.

I agree with the conclusion of the trial Judge that the trans
action of charging up the note to the Riverside Luml)er Co., Ltd., 
and giving them credit for the unaccepted draft ujxm the defend
ant, did not amount to a payment of the note in question.

Payment of a debt is not necessarily a payment in money but 
that is payment which the parties contract shall lie accepted in 
payment. See Cyc. Title Payment, vol. 30, p. 1181.

The transaction in question according to the evidence of 
Hansen so far as it can l>e traced in the records of the bank indi
cates that it was a usual and customary method of extending 
credit to a customer on an unaccepted bill, and I do not sec 
anything more in the transaction. I would, therefore, dismiss 
the appeal with costs. Appeal allowed. New trial ordered.

LOCAL UNION No. 1562, UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA v.
WILLIAMS AND REES.

Supreme Court of Canada, Idington. Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault, JJ.
(Nfcitr is, 1919.

Labour organizations (§ I—10)—Trade unions—Dismissal or non- 
unionists—Intimidation—Question or damages—Liability of- 
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS or COMMITTEE—PRACTICE.

When intimidation is resorted to by a local trade union to prevent the 
employment of non-unionists, the members of the local committee 
taking the message of intimidation to the employer are held as liable for 
damages suffered by the discharged parties. No action can lie against 
the Union itself as it is an unincorporated and unregistered body.

Appeal by defendants from the judgment of the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1919), 45 D.L.R. 150. 
14 Alta. L.R. 251, affirming, the Court l>eing equally divided, the 
judgment of the trial Judge, Simmons, J. (1918), 41 D.L.R. 719, and 
maintaining the respondents’, plaintiffs’, action. Varied.

A. Macleod Sinclair, K.C., and H. Ostlund, for appellants.
E. V. Rdtertson, for respondents.
Idington, J. (dissenting) This api>eal is taken jointly by all 

the defendants, condemned by the formal judgment of the trial
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Judge, and maintained on appeal therefrom, by an equal division 
in the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court for Alberta.

The respondents’ statement of claim presents several causes of 
action and prays for relief in more ways than one.

The first of these causes of action as stated, and in respect of 
which relief was sought, seemed to raise the question of a legal 
right of each of the respective respondents to become a member of 
the said Union but nothing has been determined in regard thereto, 
or raised by this appeal, save indirectly.

The second cause of action is framed as if against half a dozen 
members of the said Union for conspiracy with each other and 
other persons to wrongfully, unlawfully and maliciously injure the 
plaintiffs, now respondents, by depriving them and each of them 
of their employment and to induce the dismissal of each from the 
employment of the Rose-Deer Mining Co., Ltd., a mining com
pany in Alberta.

It is further charged that pursuant to such conspiracy and 
combination they, by intimidation of the company and threatening 
to go on strike and tie up the mine, succeeded without lawful reason 
or excuse in having respondents dismissed and deprived of employ
ment.

There is ample evidence to support these claims against some, 
at least, of these parties. Hence they should not succeed herein.

Seeing that the money has been paid into Court to meet the 
judgment for damages without regard to any distinction lietwi'en 
or amongst these several appellant parties and hence if the judg
ment ap]>ealed against stands against a single one of the defend
ants the judgment will be satisfied, it seems to me the rest of the 
appeal becomes somewhat academic.

In deference to the views of others whereby elaborate argument 
was heard, notwithstanding the admission of the payment thus 
made, I have examined the various questions presented.

In view of the following several considerations: that the mis
leading use by the appellant of a seal which presumably would be 
supposed to indicate a corporate capacity in the Union, and of the 
fact that no steps were taken to remove such impression, save by 
a formal denial in the pleadings ; that the proceedings for discovery, 
and examinations for discovery, and indeed the whole trial were 
each allowed to proceed as if the Union was at least registered and
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thereby liable to be sued as a corporation, and that the parties 
defendant all joined in one defence, and no motion at any time to 
set aside such clearly erroneous proceedings if, as now contended, 
the Union was not a legal entity, 1 think the trial Judge should at 
once, when asked by counsel for the plaintiffs (now respondents), 
have allowed the amendment of the pleadings to make them 
conformable to the case presented by the evidence adduced with
out objection. Then he should, if the defendants (now appellants) 
so desired, have given them an opportunity to answer the case so 
made, 1 presume as no objection made to amendments or claim to 
adduce further evidence, appellants must have concluded nothing 
further in way of evidence for defence thereto was available.

Notwithstanding the case of Walker v. Sur, [1914] 2 K.B. 930, 
relied upon by appellant, I think the action of a representative 
character will st ill lie against an unincorporated union, for wrongs 
such as complained of. That case is easily distinguishable from 
the numerous other authorities relied upon by the respondents 
herein.

I agree with the view of Lord Macnaghtcn in the Taff Vale 
case, [1901] A.C. 420, at p. 438, where he says:—

I have no doubt whatever that a trade union, whether registered or 
unregistered, may be sued in a representative art ion if the persons selected 
as defendants be persons who, from their position, may be taken fairly to 
represent the body,
and also with what Lord Lind lev says in the same cast; on the 
same subject.

And 1 may add that the obvious reason for the qualification 
of the representative persons chosen is to avoid the possibility of 
the Union being bound by a collusive action, or by one not properly 
defended by all the force it might officially choose to bring in its 
own defence if made a party.

The Union itself having taken part in the defence and being 
lievond doubt the party actively defending, cannot now be heard 
to set up such a n ere technical objection occasioned by a slip in 
the pleading.

Surely at this time of day when we, sometimes at least, try to 
get at and grasp the realities instead of the mere formalities, such 
an objection comes too late.

The party that says it is not a legal entity had had the courage 
to proceed as if it were, whilst saying it was not.
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It strikingly illustrates in doing so the course pursued in the 
circumstances, out of which this action arises, by its refusing on the 
one hand to admit the respondents as members, though well quali
fied to become such, and in no way disqualified except by reasons 
founded on the evidence of highly probable motives on the part of 
those possessed of obvious hate and malice, being permitted to 
direct such a course of conduct, and on the other at one and the 
san e time, offering to let them work whilst creating an atmosphere 
that rendered the doing so an inqiossibilitv. I hojie our law, 
begotten of freedom and justice, has not grown so feeble as to 
tolerate such injustice.

It is clear to my mind on the facts presented that such incon
sistencies of conduct are attributable only to that malice in law by 
which the accused representatives of the Union are claimed to 
have been actuated.

Being moved thereby they cannot claim they were simply 
defending their honest legal rights in what they did.

And if the majority of the members of a union permit even a 
few of the master spirits to so illegally and improperly dominate 
the action of their union, then in law the union must suffer the 
consequences.

Added to this the intimidation of a strike which was threatened, 
regardless of the law as enacted in the Industrial Disputes Investi
gation Act, 6-7 Edw. VII., 1007, c. 20, s. 56, was evidently illegal.

The sooner that the mere offence of threatening to disregard 
such a law or any other is understood, the better for all concerned.

I think this appeal should be dismissed with costs.
Duff, J. -The view of the facts which I accept is that which 

is very fully and lucidly explained in the judgment of Stuart, J. 
(1019), 45 D.L.R. 150, at p. 151.

Tliree or four events arc of capital importance. The lockout by 
Tupper in January, 1017, with the object, successful for a time, of 
destroying the weight of the Union; the ultimate decision of Tupper 
to live at ]>eace with the Union for the security of his own interests 
and the consequent re-establishment of relations between them; 
the invitation given twice to the plaintiffs to become members of 
the Union and their refusal to do so; the application (the first) by 
the plaintiffs on December 21, and the answer of January 6, refus-
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ing to accept them as members but withdrawing the objection 
formally taken to them as co-workmen in the mine.

The case as presented in the Supreme Court was a case of 
conspiracy, it was tried as a case of conspiracy and as such it must 
succeed or fail.

Looking at the course of events broadly and especially noting 
those just mentioned, the evidence of actionable conspiracy seems 
to be too slight to support an affirmative finding.

For the principle to be applied it is my habit in these cases to 
resort to the charge of the trial Judge in Quinn v. Leathern (Fitz- 
(îibl>on, L.J.), [1901] AX’, at 500:—

I told the jury that they had to consider whether the intent and actions 
of the defendants went beyond the limits which would not be actionable, 
namely, securing or advancing their own interests or those of their trade by 
reasonable means, including lawful combination, or whether their acts, as 
proved, were intended and calculated to injure the plaintiff in his trade through 
a combination and with a purpose to prevent the free action of his customers 
and servants in dealing with him, and with the effect of actually injuring him, 
as distinguished from acts legitimately done to secure or advance their own 
interests.

To constitute such a wrongful act for the purposes of this case, I told 
the jury that they must be satisfied that there had liecn a conspiracy, a 
common intention and a combination on the part of the defendants to injure 
the plaintiff in his business, and that acts must be proved to have been done 
by the defendants in furtherance of that intention which had inflicted actual 
money loss upon the plaintiff in his trade.

This statement of the law received the approval of the Lords 
of Api>eal.

Subject to special legislation contained in the Industrial 
Disputes Act, as to which 1 shall have something to say presently, 
the union men were quite entitled to refuse as a body to work with 
non-union men and to advise their employer of their policy. Tupper 
appears to have lieen quite aware of the attitude of the union men 
and quite willing to take any course necessary to meet their views.

The whole weight of the case lies in the difficulties which are 
said to have been made regarding the reception of the plaintiffs 
as members of the Union. But the plaintiff's appear to have made 
no application until the end of Deceml>cr, the result lieing that the 
objection to them as miners was withdrawn.

The plaintiffs appear to have been reluctant to regularise them
selves and I can see no ground for a finding that an earlier appli
cation would not have had the same effect as that of December 21.
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I ani quite unable to concur in a finding of intimidation or co- CAW
ercion. As already mentioned, Tupper had decided upon his 8. C.
course long tiefore the incidents in question arose and I am con- \jocki. 
vinced that Tupjier’s only concern was to know with certainty the ,Tni<2*
attitude of the men. His course in consilience of that knowledge 
cannot fairly be attributed to anything which could properly 1k> Workers of
described as the imposition of their will upon his but should t>e America

ascribed to his deliberate choice of the policy of accepting the
Union terms for the sake of peace and in his own interests. andRbe

The situation being quite well understood on both sides, 1 do Duir.j. 
not perceive the aptness of the description “threat” as applied to 
the communications made to Tupper.

The truth seems to be that the impulse behind those com
munications came from the men as a laxly and that the emissaries 
who interviewed Tupper were really the agents of the men and that 
in these communications they were faithfully imparting to Tupper 
(as he desired them to do) the facts as regards the terms on which 
the men could be induced to work. No authority so far as 1 am 
aware warrants the suggestion that such conduct exposes either 
the members of the Union or the Union officials to an action in the 
absence of the characteristic elements of the class of cases to which 
Quinn v. Leathern, (1901] AX'. 495, belongs, eases of criminal 
conspiracy to injure. Lord Lindley goes further perhaps than any 
other legal authority of his eminence has gone in countenancing 
the doctrine that threats when they result in coercion threats, 
that is to say, of “serious annoyance and damage” as distinguished 
from threats to do something itself punish;*hie by law (a> threats 
of bodily harm) are in themselves prima facu “wrong, inflicted 
upon the persons coerced”; but it is evident from his judgment 
at pp. 507 and 508, that Lord Lindley would not have considered 
what occurred here to he within the category of “coercion by 
threats.”

As to the special legislation, tilt* Industrial Disputes Act, the 
object of the statute is to interpose investigation and negotiation 
with a view to conciliation between the institution of a dispute and 
the culmination of it in a strike or lockout. Hut there is nothing 
illegal ( notwit list anding the legislation) in an employer or liis 
workmen deciding to pay no attention to outside advice or decision

40-49 D.L.K.
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hut to insist upon their or bis terms and to enforce them by all 
legal means and nothing illegal in making this known to the other 
party to the dispute.

I am not satisfied that what was said necessarily meant that 
the men intended to act illegally. If the point had been taken at an 
earlier stage the facts would no doubt have l>een more closely 
invest igated.

The appeal should be allowed and the action dismissed with 
costs.

Anglin, J.:—The history of the events out of which this 
litigation arose and the material facts are fully stated in the judg
ments of the trial Judge ( 11)18), 41 D.L.R. 711), and of the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta (11)11)), 45 D.L.R. 150. 
The plaintiffs hold a judgment against all the defendants for .$100 
for general damages and for $435.02 for loss of wages.

Local Union No. 1502, V.M.W., an unincorporated and 
unregistered Trades Union, was sued as a corporation and the six 
other defendants as individuals and not in any representative 
capacity. There api tears to be some uncertainty whether the trial 
Judge intended that judgment should be entered against the 
Local Union. It would seem to have been his opinion that the 
assets of that body could be reached “only by suing the individual 
members”—presumably all of them or certain meml>ers properly 
selected as representatives of all treated as a class. Rut an amend
ment asked for by the plaintiffs at the close of the trial whereby 
the six individual defendants should be constituted representatives 
of all the members of the Local Union and authorised to defend as 
such, while not refused, does not appear to have been allowed and 
the formal judgment was entered against the Union as well as 
against the individual defendants personally. The appeal taken 
from that judgment to the Appellate Division stands dismissed 
by the order of that Court, which consisted of four members. Two 
of them (Stuart and Hyndman, JJ.) would have allowed the appeal, 
holding that no actionable wrong had been established. The Chief 
Justice of Alberta was of the opinion that the appeal should be 
dismissed with costs. Reck, J., “in view of the difference of 
opinion amongst the members of the Court,” concurs in the 
disposition of the appeal made by the Chief Justice: but, if giving 
effect to his own view, he would have required the plaintiffs to 
elect to
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take judgment (1) against the individual defendants in their individual 
capacity, or (2) against the individual defendants as representing the Union, 
or (3) against the Union by name.

The grounds of appeal to this Court are:—
(1) That no actionable wrong lias been proved against any of 

the defendants; and (2) that the Local Union, as an unincorporated 
and unregistered Trades Union, cannot be sued.

To deal with the appeal satisfactorily it is necessary to appreci
ate the cause or causes of action as formulated in the statement of 
claim. Against the Ijocal Union there are two distinct grounds of 
complaint : (1) that the plaintiffs were twice wrongfully refused 
membership in it contrary to the terms of its constitution and by
laws; and (2) that by wrongfully and maliciously objecting to their 
being employed by the Rose-Deer Mining Co Ltd., and intimi
dating that company by threatening a general strike the lx>cal 
Union induced it to dismiss the plaintiffs from its employment. 
Against the six individual defendants the cause of action set up is 
wrongfully and unlawfully and maliciously conspiring and combin
ing to deprive the plaintiffs of employment and to induce their 
dismissal by the Rose-Deer Co. and in pursuance thereof intimi
dating that company by threats etc., resulting in the plaintiffs’ 
disci targe, etc.

It will be convenient to deal first with the case of the individual 
defendants. The trial Judge, as 1 read his judgment, makes no 
finding of conspiracy or combination. In this lie may possibly 
have l>een well advised.

Stuart, J., 45 D.L.R. 150, at 170, says:—
With respect to the matter of conspiracy or combination, there does not, 

in fact, appear to be any evidence at all against the defendants Stefanucci 
Gerew, Marcelli, Lorunzo and Karmuckle that they took part in any way 
whatever in the matter. Whether they were present when any concerted 
arrangement or combination was made or not, or had anything to do with 
it in a meeting or otherwise, is not suggested anywhere in the evidence. I 
cannot assent to the contention that every member of the Union is individually 
liable for whatever the other members may have done quite apart from ldm 
and with no evidence at all of his connection or partit.ipation therein, unless 
of course, the Union were (what it is not) in itself an unlawful association 
with unlawful objects, in which case it might !>c otherwise.

Except probably as to the defendant Stefanucci, who accom
panied the defendant Young and by one Rose (not made a party) 
on a mission to communicate the attitude of the Local Union to 
Tupper, the manager of the Rose-Deer Co., this statement of the
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effect of the evidence appears to lie accurate. Redpath’s evidence 
on discovery, as an officer of the Ix)cal Union, that Cïerew and 
Karmuckle attended a meeting at which the plaintiffe’ applications 
for memhcrship were rejected is not admissible against them in 
their individual capacity. There appears to l>e no evidence that 
Marcelli attended any meeting and nothing except the silence of 
the statement of defence to shew that Lornnzo was even a meinlier 
of the Local Union.

As to Stefanucci and Young, apart from any question of con
spiracy and combination, as delegates of the Ixwal Union they 
personally conveyed the message of that body to Tupt>er. If the 
delivery of that message, having regard to all the circumstances, 
amounted to a coercive threat designed to bring about the dismissal 
of the plaintiffs and had that result, there is in my opinion no room 
to doubt the individual liability of these two defendants. That 
they acted as agents for the Union, or, to apeak more accurately, 
of its members, of course affords them no answer in this action 
for tort.

Nor do I think they should be heard to set up that the only case 
alleged against them is one of conspiracy. As to them there is 
probably sufficient evidence to sustain a judgment on that ground 
also. Rut, at the trial, they made common cause with the Local 
Union, and the substantial defence of both was a justification of all 
that had been done by the Union and on its behalf. Moreover, 
they are charged with having actually intimidated the plaintiffs’ 
employer by threats and tl us procured their discharge. The 
allegation that this was done ii, pursuance of a conspiracy, if not 
proven, may be treated as surplusage. I would incline to hold 
them liable on both grounds—but, at all events, on that of partici
pation in the actual commission of the wrong done the plaintiffs.

The trial Judge rests his judgment against the other four 
individual defendants solely on their responsibility as members of 
the Union for the authorised acts of its duly constituted agents. 
What he says as to the liability of these defendants is contained in 
the following passage from his judgment, 41 D.L.R., 719 at 722:—

The officers of the Local Union were the agents for the individual members 
and the principal is bound by the authorised acts of the agent acting within 
the scope of his authority.

The individual members of the association or Local Union were each 
liable for what w'as done by their agents.
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The defendants do not deny membership in the Local Union during the 
period when the boycott took place. Two of them, Young and Stefanucei 
took an active part as officers of the Union.

With great respect, in the absence of some evidence, admissible 
against them, that they were at least present at the meetings when 
the acts complained of were authorised or approved of, or that 
they otherwise sanctioned them, 1 think a case has not been made 
against these defendants. Mere memliership in the Union would 
not, in my opinion, render them personally and individually 
answerable in <lamages for the results of those acts. There is no 
evidence of any participation by them in the commission of the 
actual wrong done the plaintiffs.

The evidence, however, convinces me that, acting through 
authorised agents, the Local Union as a body brought about the 
dismissal of the plaintiffs by threatening a general strike should 
they be retained in the company’s employment and I think it is 
a fair inference from the proven facts, that while subsequently 
professing willingness to allow them to be re-employed by the 
company, the I»cal Union in fact made their re-employment 
impracticable and that it fully intended to bring about that result. 
I am, with great respect, unable to appreciate how the complacency 
of the manager of the Rose-Deer Vo., induced by various con
siderations which Stuart, .1., emphasizes, affects the matter. It 
merely served to render easier the accomplishment of the Local 
Union's design. Nor do I perceive the force of the distinction which 
that Judge draws Ik*tween the responsibility of the Union as a 
laxly for the threat of a strike and that of its members as employees 
of the Rose-Deer Vo. The threat was made by the Union through 
its delegates on behalf of all its members who were the company’s 
employees. It was the act of the Union (so far as such a laxly can 
be said to act) done by its instructions and for its purposes.

I think it is also a fair inference from all the circumstances in 
evidence that a desire to prevent the plaintiffs continuing in the 
employment of the Rose-Deer Vo., and to punish them for remain
ing non-union men after the re-establishment of Local Union 1502, 
in 1910, and their refusal to join it when it was first suggested to 
them to do so actuated its conduct in seeking their dismissal rather 
than any genuine wish to promote the interests of trades-unionism 
generally or its own immediate welfare. Otherwise I find it very 
difficult to understand the Local Union’s refusal to accept the
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plaintiffs as members even when urged to do so by the officers of 
the Union of District No. 18, to which it is in some degree sub
ordinate.

On this view of the evidence the liai jfity of the Local Union, if 
it he susceptible of being held resjHmsible and lie suable as a body, 
or the liability of all its members who participated in or sanctioned 
the steps taken to secure the dismissal of the plaintiffs, if the 
application made by the plaintiffs’ counsel at the trial to amend by 
making the individual defendants defendants also in a representa
tive capacity on l»ehalf of its members should be granted, is, in my 
opinion, established. Injury to the plaintiffs has been proved. 
That injury was the direct and intended outcome of action of the 
Local Union’s committee taken by its direction for that pur]Rise. 
That action amounted to a coercive threat and was therefore an 
unlawful means taken to interfere with the plaintiffs’ employment, 
the use of which, dan-age having ensued, constituted in itself an 
actionable wrong. The authorities bearing on this aspect of the 
case at bar have been so fully and carefully reviewed in the able 
judgment recently delivered by McCardic, J., in Pratt v. British 
Medical Association, [1919] 1 K.B. 244, that further reference to 
them seems unnecessary. See es]>ecially pp. 256-7,260. 295-8, and
277-8.

Perhaps it may not l>e amiss, however, to mention as very 
closely in point Romcr, L.J.’s, judgment in (Uhlan v. National 
Amalgamated Labourers' Union of (l.B. <<• /., [1903] 2 K.B. 000. 
019, 020, and Lord Lindley’s speech in Quinn v. Leathern, [19011 
Ac. vx, at 584-5.

The Local Union’s vindictive motive excludes any possible 
defence of “justification” or “just cause” in the present case, if, 
indeed, where unlawful means have been resorted to that defence 
would be open however innocent or even laudable the purpose may 
have been. This aspect of the case is fully discussed by Mc(’ardie. 
J., in the Pratt case, sierra, at pp. 205 et seq. See too the (ilamorgan 
case, [1905] AX’. 239.

I have reached the foregoing conclusions of fact without taking 
into consideration, except as against himself, the discovery evidence 
given by Albert Young, which, I agree with Stuart, J., 45 D.L.R. 150 
at 169, would be inadmissible against the U>cal Union, even if it had 
been pro]>crly such! either as a corporation or quasi-corporation or is
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estopixxl by ite conduct from denying that it was so sued, or its against 
the other defendants either individually or in any representative 
capacity. Young was examined for discover) solely as an individual 
defendant and not in any sense as an officer selected to make discovery 
on behalf of the Union or its members. His evidence so given is not 
within the provisions of Alberta Supreme C’ourt Rule 250. If the 
Local Union, though not a corporation, had been rightly made a 
defendant the evidence of Redpath would lx* admissible as against 
it, and, having regard to the provision of rule 3 of the Alberta 
Supreme Court that “as to all matters not provided for in these 
rules the practice, as far as may be, shall be regulated by analogy 
thereto,” I incline to think it would also 1 e admissible against the 
individual defendants if sued as representatives of all the members 
of the Union.

There remain for consideration the questions whether the 
Local Union was properly made a defendant in the first instance or 
is estopped from denying that it was so; and, if both these* questions 
should l)c answered in the negative, whether the plaintiffs’ appli
cation to amend should be granted.

I have no doubt that the Local Union, as an unincorporated 
and unregistered body, was not properly made a defendant and 
that service on it must have been set aside had application been 
made for that relief. Metallic Hoofng Co. v. Local Union No. 30 
(1905), 9 O.L.R. 171 at 178.

While I should have thought it better, had the defence in 
addition to the bare denial of incorporation contained a plea that 
the Local Union is not registered, is not a partnership, and, as an 
entity not known to the law, cannot be sued by its adopted name 
(r. 93), I incline to think this issue was sufficiently raised by the 
explicit traverse of the allegation that the local Union is a l>ody 
corporate. But, if not, the objection to suing the Local Union 
being its non-existence as an entity known to the law, I confess my 
inability to understand how any conduct of those representing that 
body, such as that here relied on, can create an estoppel which 
would justify the granting of a judgment against it. A judgment 
should not wittingly be entered against a nonentity.

In Krug Furniture Co. v. Berlin Union of Amalgamated Wood
workers (1903), 5 O.L.R. 403, relied upon by the Chief Justice of 
Alberta and Beck, J., the defendant Union, sued as a corporation,
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appeared, apparently as such, unconditionally and its statement 
of defence did not contain the plea nul del corporation as required 
by the rules of ( 'ourt. Its incorporation was accordingly presumed. 
The explicit denial of incorporation in the present instance pre
cludes any such presumption. In my opinion the judgment against 
the Local Union in its adopted name cannot lie maintained.

The question of representation presents more difficulty. The 
selection for that punaise of the six individual defendants liefore 
the Court was not happy. Lour of them are admittedly persons of 
no importance in the Local Union and cannot fairly or properly be 
said to represent it. The remaining two were Young and Stefanucci. 
Young was an ex-secretary and l Kith he and Stefanucei had 
“represented” the Union in discussions with the Rose-Deer 
management on several occasions and also had had interviews with 
the plaintiffs on its behalf. These are the only grounds on which it 
can be claimed that they would be proper representative defend
ants. Neither of them appears to have been an officer of the 
Union at the time the action was begun. Whatever funds or other 
property the Local Union may jxissess there is nothing to shew in 
whose name or names such funds or other property stand, and if. 
as is probable, these are held by trustees, the trustees are not 
before the Court ; nor is it sought to add them as defendants. Yet 
the avowed purpose of suing the Ixical Union is to reach its funds. 
If the case were otherwise, one in which an order might be made 
for repr<‘sentation of the members of the Ixical Union by properly 
selwted defendants, I strongly incline to the view that in the 
exercise of a sound judicial discretion the six individual defendants 
now lx*fore the Court, whom it is asked to approve for that purpose 
and to authorise to defend the action on Ixthalf of the memlxirship, 
should lie held not to be pro]x>r representatives. See observations 
of Lord Macnagliten in the Toff Vale case, [1901 ) AX’. 42b, at 438-9, 
and that on that ground, strengthened as it is by the fact that it 
was sought only at the close of the trial, the suggested amendment 
should be refusal.

Moreover, notwithstanding what was said obiter in Duke of Bedford 
v. EUis, [1901J A.C. 1 (a ease of representative plaintiffs), in Toff Vale 
R. Co. v. Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants, [1901] A.C. 420 
(where a Union was suecessfully sued in its registered name), and in 
Cotter v. Osborne (1909), 18 Man. L.R. 471; C.R. [1911] 1 A.C. 137,
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and Cumberland Coal d* R. Co. v. McDougall (1910), 9 E.L.R. 204, 
to which 1 refer in order to make it clear that they Jiave not lxx»n 
overlooked, 1 am with respect, of the opinion that in two recent 
cases, Walker v. Sur, [1919] 2 K.B. 930, and Mercantile Marine 
Service Association v. Toms, [1910] 2 K.B. 243, the English Court 
of Appeal has made it clear that the rule of practice invoked in 
supi>ort of the application for an order for representation cannot 
properly he applied in such an action as this. Rule 20 of the 
AllxTta Rules is an adoption, substantially in ipsissimis verbis, 
of English Order XVI., r. 9. All the objections to the applicability 
of that rule indicated by the Lords Justices in the Walker case, 
[1919] 2 K.B. 930, exist here, notably those mentioned by Kennedy, 
L.J., on ]>. 937. As is .pointed out by Swinfen Lady, L.J., in the 
Toms case, supra, many memliers of Ijocal Union 1502 might 
have defences not open to the proposed representative defendants, 
and there are many other reasons against applying the rule in 
cases of tort such as this. Lord Parker of Waddington, whose 
authority in regard to the scope and purview of an equity rule such 
as O. XVI., r. 9, is of the highest, in his speech in London Association 
for Protection of Trade v. Greenland^ Ltd., [1910] 2 AX'. 15, at 39, 
points out some of the serious difficulties which must be encountered 
in seeking to apply it to such a case as this. Fully as I realise the 
desirability of finding some method whereby bodies such as Local 
Union 1502 may be made answerable in the Courts for wrongs 
similar to that done to the plaintiffs, the two authorities to which 
I have referred seem to me to afford sound reasons for the conclu
sion that that desirable end cannot be attained by an application 
of r. 20. Nor does the other rule invoked, No. 31 (2), corresponding 
to English Order XVI., r. 32 (b), appear to advance the plaintiffs’ 
case. Any attempt to apply it here is o]>en to the same objections 
which preclude an application to r. 20. The caution with which 
r. 31 (2) should be applied is shewn by the course taken by 
Buckley, J., in Morgan's Brewery Co. v. Crossbill, [1902] 1 Oh. 898. 
Moreover, not a little may lx? said in favour of restricting the 
meaning of the word “class” in that rule by reason of its collocation 
with “heirs or next of kin.” 1 cannot think it was ever intended to 
provide by it for such a case as that at bar.

In view of the fact tliat r. 20 is a reproduction of English 
Order XVI., r. 9, I am unable to accept the ingenious suggestion
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of Beck, J., that because law and equity have always been con
currently administered by the same (’ourt in the Province of 
AUierta, r. 20 may lie extended to a case held not to fall within its 
prototype in England. I should add that I have not overlooked 
Lord Atkinson’s comprehensive observation in London Association, 
etc. v. (ireenlands, Ltd, [1010] 2 A.C. 15, at 30. Neither the Walker 
case, [1010] 2 K.B. 030, nor the Toms case, [1010] 2 K.B. 243, 
however, appears to have been cited at their Lordships’ bar.

In the result I am of the opinion that the action fails and must 
l>e dismissed except as against the defendants Young and 
Stefanucci, as to whom the appeal should be dismissed.

Brodeur, J.:—I concur with my brother Anglin. The appeal 
should lie allowed and the action dismissed, except as to the 
defendants Young and Stefanucci. There should be no costs here 
or in the Court of Appeal.

Mignault, J. (dissenting): After carefully reading the evi
dence and considering the authorities, 1 can see no sufficient reason 
for disturbing the judgment of the trial Judge as to which the 
Judges of the Appellate Division were equally divided. The 
defence of the defendants that the acts done by them with reference 
to the plaintiffs were
done solely with intent to further the legitimate objects of the organisation 
known as the United Mine Workers of America and not with the intent to 
injure the plaintiffs or either of them,
is not, in my opinion, made out. On the contrary, the defendants 
twice refused to admit the plaintiffs into their Union, and then 
notified the mine o]>erator that they declined to work with them, so 
that the mine operator, who was told that he could choose between 
operating his mine with the two plaintiffs alone or with the mem
bers of the Union without the plaintiffs, considered it good business 
to choose the latter alternative and to refuse to employ the plain
tiffs. It is unnecessary, under the circumstances of this case, to 
decide whether the conduct of the defendants would have been 
actionable had they allowed the plain tiffs to join their Union and 
refused to work with them if they did not join. But here the door 
was closed on the plaintiffs when they claimed admission to the 
Union and under the circumstances the refusal of the defendants 
to work with them—and no sufficient reason is shewn for refusing 
to admit them in the Union or to work with them—was in my
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opinion a wrongful act and a deliberate and successful attempt to 
obtain their dismissal from the mine.

I feel some doubt whether the Local Vnion No. 1502, not being 
an incur] orated body or a registered labour union, could be sued 
as has been done in this case. But throughout this litigation the 
Local Vnion has acted as if it had 1 eon validly sued, lias joined with 
the other defendants in contesting the action by one and the same 
plea and has also united with the other defendants in appealing 
by one appeal from the judgments of the trial ('ourt and the 
Appellate Division. I consider therefore that it should not now be 
heard to urge the objection that it could not be sued. Further, 
this is a matter of procedure on which I would not interfere with 
the judgment of the trial ( 'ourt. Appeal allowed in part.

WALKER v. MARTIN.

Ontario Supreme ('ourt, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.C.I*.. Riddell, 
Latchford and Middleton, ././. September 29, 1919.

Automobiles (§ II! C—300)—Injury to person by daughter of owner 
of car—Negligence—Liability of owner—Motor Vehicles 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 207. s. 19, amended by 7 Geo. V. 1917, v. 49,
■ ii

Thu owner of a car is not liable for the negligence of his daughter, 
she not having possession of the veliick with his consent, nor being a 
person in his employment.

Motor Vehicles Act, R.S.O. 1914, r. 207, s. 19, as amended bv 7 Geo. 
V. 1917, r. 49, s. 14.

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Masten, J., 
45 O.L.R. 504. Affirmed.

Shirley Denison, K.C., for the appellant.
George Lynch-Staunton, K.C., and IV. //. Barnum, for the 

respondent.
At the conclusion of the argument for the appellant, the 

judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—The learned tiial Judge did not find 

that the plaintiff's injury was caused by any violation of the 
Motor Vehicles Act, nor can I so find; and without such a finding 
this appeal fails.

The accident seems to have been caused by the too common 
faults of a young driver, a want of thought of pedestrians’ diffi
culties and dangers, and a lack of regard for their rights. The 
driver could and should have let the plaintiff pass in safety; and
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ONT' she is, as I can but find, answerable in damages for the plaintiff's 
N. C. injuries altogether apart from any of the provisions of the Act.

Walker Rut, if that be not so, then also I agree with the trial Judge
that she alone is liable under the provisions of the Act.

The owner of the vehicle is not responsible for violations of the
Martin.

C.I.C.P.' Act when the vehicle causing the injur}’ is in the possession of 
some other person—noticing a jierson in his employment—without 
his consent, expressed or implied.

I agree with the trial Judge that the daughter, 20 years of age, 
though living in her father's house, was not a “person in the 
employ ” of her father. The enactment must lie given the meaning 
which its words ordinarily convey ; and I am sure that it would 
be a surprise to those who passed the Act, as well as to nearly all 
who are bound by it, to learn that every child is a peraon in the 
employment of his or her father, or in his service: the Act means 
some one really employed.

Nor can I differ from the trial Judge in his finding that here 
the daughter was diiving the car without her father’s consent: 
she and he and her mother testified that she was driving it not 
only without his consent but in disobedience to his orders. Some 
of the circumstances pointed to a consent, expressed or implied, 
but they are not enough to warrant a finding here contrary to 
that of the trial Judge. The appeal is dismissed.

Appeal dismissed.

SEWELL v. SEWELL.SASK.
Saskatchewan Court of Ap/teal, Huultain, C.J.S., Nexdands, Larnont and 

Ehoood, JJ.A. December 8, 1919.
Divorce and reparation (§ V B—50)—Alimony—Costs—Usual Bulk- 

Application FOR BEFORE HEARING—VARIATION OF RULE—DIS
CRETION of Court.

In actions for alimony the usual rule is that the husband pays the 
wife’s costs, whether she is successful in her action or not, but in order 
to obtain such costs she must apply for the same before bringing on her 
action to trial; otherwise if the cast* is lost, she is not entitled to costs.

[Smith v. Smith et al.. |1882] 7 P.D. 84; Waudby v. Waudby (1901), 
84 L.T. 571; Dewitt v. Dewitt (1919), 4« D.L.R. 242, 12 8.L.R. 213, 
applied ; Hoard v. Hoard (1919), 48 D.L.R. 13, referred to.]

Statement. Appkal by plaintiff from the judgment of Taylor, J., in an
action for alimony. Affirmed by equally divided Court.

A. h. Ilordon, K.C., for appellant; //. K. (Irotch, for respondent. 
Havi.tain, C.J.8.:—This is an appeal from a judgment of
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Taylor, J., dismissing the plaintiff’s action for alimony and refusing 
to allow her the costs of the action. So far as the appeal on the 
merits is concerned, I think it must fail. The trial Judge has 
made a finding on facts with regard to which there was distinct 
conflict between the evidence of the plaintiff and defendant. 
The only evidence to support either of the parties was, if anything, 
slightly corrol>orative of the defendant. Vnder these circum
stances I do not see how we can disturb the finding of the trial 
Judge.

The plaintiff also appeals on the question of costs.
There is no doubt that in a number of cases decided in the 

Supreme Court of the North West Territories, in the Supreme 
Court of Saskatchewan and in the Supreme Court of Alberta it 
has been held that a wife is entitled to her costs of an unsuccessful 
suit for alimony unless she has separate means or unless her 
solicitor has not acted bom3 fide for her protection.

This was the practice followed in the Ecclesiastical ( 'ourts in 
England, and later on in the Court for Divorce and Matrimonial 
Causes established by An Act to Amend the Law relating to 
Divorce and Matrimonial Causes in England. 20-21 Viet., 1857 
(Imp.), c. 85. 8. 51 of that Act provided that “the Court on the 
hearing of any suit, . . . under this Act may make such 
order as to costs as to such Court or House respectively may 
seem just.” This section gives an absolute discretion, and it may 
lie broadly stated that “there is scarcely any order as to costs 
which the special circumstances of any case may demand which 
the Court could not and did not make.” A wife, whether innocent 
or guilty, was always allowed a certain amount of costs unless 
she was shewn to have separate estate or unless her solicitor had 
not taken up her case ftonû fide. The practice with regard to costs 
was prescribed by rules. Vnder these rules a wife who was a 
petitioner or respondent might apply for costs or security for costs 
at certain stages of the proceedings, and as a rule she was only 
allowed such costs as were so secured. The wife who failed in 
her suit was as a rule granted costs against the husband not 
exceeding the amount secured. 16 Hals. 548, par. 1117 and cases 
cited thereunder.

The present rules in England applicable to this point ary:
159. When on the hearing or trial of a cause the decision of the Judge 

Ordinary or the verdict of the jury is against the wife, no costs of the wife
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of and incidental to such hearing or trial shall be allowed as against the 
husband, except such as shall be applied for, and ordered to be allowed by 
the Judge Ordinary, at the time of such hearing or trial.

201 (in part) :
. . . a wife who is unsuccessful in a cause, and who at the hearing of 

the cause lias, in pursuance of r. 159, obtained an order of the Judge Ordinary 
Huluifl, c.J.s. that her costa of and incidental to the hearing or trial of the cause shall be 

allowed against her husband to the extent of the sum paid or secured by him 
to cover such costs, may nevertheless proceed at once to obtain payment of 
such costs after allowance thereof on taxation.

Although r. 159 is very explicit in its terms, the Court will, 
under certain circumstances, grant costs on an application made 
after the time of hearing or trial. Somerville v. Somerville and 
Webb (1867), 36 L.J. 87, 16 L.T. 166.

In view of the provisions of r. 201 :
Solicitors must therefore see that counsel ask for the wife's costs at the 

hearing when she is unsuccessful. The ordinary practice is for counsel to 
ask for “the usual order for the wife’s costs.” Such usual order is that the 
amount paid in or secured is ordered to be paid out after deducting any 
sum or sums that may be taxed off by the registrar Sometimes
under special circumstances, the full costs, or at all events an amount larger 
than the amount paid in Court and secured is asked for at the hearing or 
trial and obtained.

See Smith v. Smith, et al. (1882), 7 P.D. 84; Ro’tcrtson v. 
Robertson (1881), 6 P.D. 119; Browne & Watt on Divorce (8th 
ed.), 550, 551.

While the general principle in favour of the wife is followed 
as a rule, the Court still has the absolute discretion given by the 
Act, and may and in some cases does refuse to give the wife 
any costs at all, and there is no api>eal against its decision.

It lias recently lieen decided by the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy Council that the English law of divorce, as established by 
the Divorce Act of 1857 applies to the Territories and, consequent
ly, to Saskatchewan. Hoard v. Hoard, 48 D.L.U. 13, [1919] 
A.C. 956.

That case may also be held to decide that any right which 
was introduced into the substantive law of this Province under the 
Act in question may be enforced in the Court of King's Bench. 
The question of how the right to divorce should be pursued in 
the King’s Bench is now before this Court in another case, in 
which we shall have to decide whether our present rules of Court 
apply to divorce proceedings or whether they should be taken 
according to the practice and procedure in England. That
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question in my opinion does not arise in this ease, l>eeause we do 
not look to the Divorce Act (Imp.), 1857, for jurisdiction in 
alimony cases. In that Act, alimony is only incidental to suits for 
restitution of conjugal rights or judicial separation.

By s. 21 of the King's Bench Act, 6 (ieo. V., 1915, Bask., c. 10, 
it is enacted that the ( ourt
shall have jurisdiction to grant alimony to any wife who would l>e entitled to 
alimony by the law of England, or to any wife who would be entit led by the 
law of England to a divorce and to alimony as incident thereto, or to any wife 
whose husband lives separate from her without any sufficient cause and under 
circumstances which would entitle her by the law of England to a decree for 
restitution of conjugal rights; and alimony when granted shall continue until 
the further order of the Court.

(2) The Court may, after action brought, issue an order restraining the 
defendant in any action for alimony from transferring or otherwise disposing 
of or incumbering his land pending the final disposition of such action save 
subject to any interest which the wife may subsequently acquire in said 
land under any judgment of the Court.

In reference to u similar provision in a territorial ordinance, 
Wetivore, J.. afterwards Chief Justice of Saskatchewan, held that 
it did not carry into it the practice and procedure under the 
Imperial Act, hut simply conferred
on this Court jurisdiction to grant alimony in the cases therein mentioned. 
And such relief must be sought for and obtained in the same manner that any 
other relief which such Court has jurisdiction to grant must be sought for 
and obtained, namely under the practice prescribed by the “Judicature 
Ordinance."

Harris v. Harris (2), (1896), 3 Terr. L.H. 41(i, at 417.
1 most respectfully agree with that opinion and apply it to 

this case with some modification.
I do not see anything in such an action, or in the manner in 

which it should lie conducted, to bring it within the exception 
mentioned in s. 18 of the King's Bench Act.

Rule of Court No. 709, which deals with costs, is as follows;
709. Subject to the provisions of the Judicature Act and these rules the 

costs of, and incident to, all proceedings in the Supreme Court, including the 
administration of estates and trusts and compensation or allowance to any 
executor, administrator, tguardian, committee, receiver or trustee, shall be 
in the discretion of the Court or Judge.

Though that rule, which is identical in language with the 
English Rule Order 65, 2, 1, gives a very wide discretion, it was 
held by the Court tn banc in Edmanson v. Chilic (1914). 7 S.L.R. 
34, following Cooper v. Whittinyhain (1880), 15 Ch. D. 501, and 
other cases cited, that where a plaintifi" comes to enforce a legal
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right ami completely succeeds and has Irecn guilty of no mis
conduct, there are no materials u]x>n which the Court can exercise 
a discretion.

A fortiori a successful defendant who has been guilty of no misconduct 
has a right to his costs. 23 Hals. 179, par. 324, and cases cited in note.

To enable a Judge to deprive a successful litigant of his costs or order 
liim to pay the costs of the other side, there must be materials upon which 
the Judge can exercise his discretion, and if there are no such materials he is 
wrong in making such an order, ibid, p. 178-9, par. 324.

It is quite plain from the authorities that under r. 709 the 
defendant in this cast* could not have tx*en ordered to pay the 
costs of the plaintiff. But a line of decisions by the territorial 
Court and the Alberta and Saskatchewan Courts has applied a 
different rule to actions for alimony, and to that extent the broad 
statement with regard to practice and procedure made above must 
lie modified, so far, at least, as r. 709 is concerned. Harris v. 
Harris, supra-, Lloyd v. Lloyd (1914), 19 D.L.R. 502, 7 Alta. L.H. 
307; Dewitt v. Dewitt (1919), 40 D.L.R. 242, 12 8.L.R. 213.

All these cases adopt and apply the rule always followed in 
England in similar matters, that a wife unless her solicitor has not 
taken up her case bond fide, whether successful or unsuccessful is 
always allow<*d a certain amount of costs unless she is shewn to 
have separate estate. It does not appear that in any of these 
east's the English practice with regard to special applications for 
costs or security for costs lias been followed or held applicable.

The rule above mentioned therefore must lie held to apply 
to the present case, and it was so held by the trial Judge. His 
finding on the question of costs is as follows :

As to the question of costs, the ordinary rule is of course that the wife 
is entitled to her costs in such actions, but in this action it seems to me that 
the ordinary rule should not apply. The action should not in my opinion 
have been brought into Court.

This must mean that in the opinion of the Judge there was no 
reasonable ground for starting these proceedings, and the solicitor 
ought to have Ixren aware of it.

I must say, with deference, that there is no material trefore 
us upon which to support such a conclusion. A comparison of 
the wife’s evidence with the allegations contained in the statement 
of claim shewr that she must have made statements in instructing 
her solicitors which she later on repeated under oath at the trial. 
If those statements were true and had l>een lrelieved by the trial
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Judge, she would have succeeded in her action. Her solicitors 
cannot reasonably be held to have brought the action mala fide 
because later on it is decided that she must have been <|uite 
untruthful in her instructions. There does not seem to have lieen 
any way in which they could have verified the statements which 
must have been made to them and which, if true, were a complete 
justification of the proceedings. For this reason I do not think 
that there was any reason for departing from the usual practice, 
and 1 would therefore allow the appeal with costs, and vary the 
judgment below by allowing the plaintiff her costs of action.

Newlands, J.A. (dissenting):—This was an action for alimony 
in which the trial Judge found that plaintiff was not entitled to 
sane and dismissed her action without costs. The plaintiff 
appeals, (1) on the enaction of fact that the trial Judge found 
against her that she was not entitled to alimony, anil (2) on the 
question of costs, that in any event she should have lieen allowed 
her costs.

As to the first ground of appeal. The appellant claims that 
the trial Judge was wrong in holding that the witness Hvrg eor- 
rolioratcd the evidence of the res]wident. If he was wrong in so 
holding, then there was only the evidence of the apjiellant and 
res}H>ndent for him to decide the ease upon, and as they directly 
contradicted each other there is no ground on which we can upset 
this finding.

As to the second ground of appeal. The ordinary principle 
in matrimonial actions is that the husband pays the wife’s costs, 
but in order to get these costs she must apply for the same before 
the hearing. If she brings her case* to a hearing without applying 
for costs and loses her case, then she is not entitled to costs.

In Smith v. Smith, et al. (1882), 7 P.D. 84, lord Hannon, the 
President, at p. 87, said :

In the Ecclesiastical Courts the wife was entitled to have her costs taxed 
de die in diem, so as to enable her to defend herself ; but if her proctor neglected 
to take this precaution it was the invariable practice of the Court not to make 
any order for costs in favour of a wife who had brought her case to a hearing 
and had failed. This question was in 1858 brought to the consideration 
of the full Court, the then Court of Ap|>cnl consisting of Ixml Chelmsford, 
Wightman, J., and Sir C. Cresswell, in Keats v. Keats and Montezuma (1859), 
1 8w. & Tr. 334, at 358. On an application for the wife’s costs, the Court 
said, “You are too late for that now. Your application ehoukl have been
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made before the cause was heard. The foundation of the rule of the Ecclesi
astical Court was that the wife should be enabled to bring her case to a hearing 
and defend herself, and so up to any time previous to the hearing the husband 
was generally liable to have the wife’s costs taxed against him, and the Court 
has so far followed the rule, as in Evans v. Evans and Robinson (1859), 1 Sw. 
& Tr. 328, but if the wife has brought her case to a hearing, howsoever, and fails, 
the husband has never then been made liable for her costs.”

And in Waudhy v. Wnudby and Howland (1901), 84 L.T. 571, 
Sir Francis Jeune, the President, at 572, said:

It is, however, the foundation of the peculiar practice of this division, 
with regard to a wife’s costs, that the wife should be unable without assistance 
from her husband to bring her case to a hearing, evidenced as that is by her 
applying for payment of a security for such costs before the trial. As Lord 
Hannen pointed out in Smith v. Smith (ubi sup.) it was in 1858 expressly 
decided by the full Court . . . that if a wife brings her case to a hearing
without having previously taxed her costs against her husband, and fails, 
the husband has never then been made liable for her costs. In the present 
case, therefore, if at the late trial the wife had failed, she could not have 
obtained any costs against her husband.

In this case there was no application for costs !>efore the 
trial, at which she failed. She is therefore not entitled to her
costs under the practice of the Probate and Divorce Division. 
Nor is she entitled to them under our rules, the costs being in the 
discretion of the trial Judge and he having for a good cause, i.e., 
her non-success, refused them to her.

The fact that the solicitor for the wife is interested in the costs
and that in a case where the wife is successful he can recover as 
necessaries from the husband his costs as between solicitor and 
client (Ottaway v. Hamilton (1878), 47 L.J.Q.B. 424), makes no 
difference to the above rule. This question was considered by 
Lord Hannen in Smith v. Smith, et al., supra, and in dealing witli 
it he says, in reference to the wife’s solicitor, at p. 90:

Can it be said that the protection of the solicitor is not thus amply provided 
for? He is, in fact, the most favoured of practitioners, for he can, whatever 
the merits of his case be, stay his adversary’s proceedings until all the costs 
wliich he may shew can be reasonably anticipated have been paid or secured. 
If the solicitor does not take the necessary steps to obtain sufficient security 
or an order of the Court for his costs it is his own fault. Numerous instances 
might be cited in the practice of all Courts where costs are lost if not asked 
for at the proper time.

I therefore think the trial Judge was right and the appeal 
should l>e dismissed.

No costs should in my opinion be allowed to either party. 
Lamont, J.A. (dissenting):—The only question to which I 

need refer is the question of costs. The wife brought an action
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for stimonv anil failed thereto. The trial .hi* I pi ■ ilqjrivcd her of 
costs.

In Dewitt v. Dewitt (191<1), 10 D.L.H. 242, 12 8.L.H. 21.3, this 
Court held tliat the pravtin» of the Knglish ( *ourts ns to costs in 
alimony actions prevailed here. The practice in England, as I 
gatlier from the cases in which alimony could he granted as an 
incident, is, that as a wife is entitled to have her action brought 
to trial, she may call upm her husband to provide her with 
sufficient money to bring the ease to trial or smire the same 
to the satisfaction of the registrar. Her costs in such a case* are 
considered to be not simply costs but necessaries and the rule 
applicable to costs does not apply. If she has sufficient separate 
estate to prosecute her action without assistance from her husband, 
she can not call upon him to provide for her msts. If she brings her 
action to trial without asking to have her costs paid or secured, 
she is only entitled to them in case she was successful in her 
action, in which case she gets them under the ordinary rule as to 
costs. If she is not successful, she is not entitled to have her 
husband pay her costs.

In Waudby v. Waudby and Howland (1901), 84 L.T. 571, the 
practice is stated by Jeune, P., at 572, as follows :

As a general rule, there can be no order as to the coate of a party in an 
abortive trial until by further proceedings the rights of the parties are ascer
tained. There is, however, in this division, as in the Ecclesiastical Courts 
which previously had cognisance of matrimonial matters, a well recognised 
rule that a husband must provide means for his wife to bring her case to a 
hearing if she is unable to provide such means for herself. This principle 
has given rise to several rules by which practical effect has been given to it. 
The practice is that, pendente lHe, an application is made by the wife that the 
husband shall pay her costs incurred up to the time of the application, and 
further pay into Court, or secure, a sum estimated to be sufficient to cover 
her costs up to the hearing. A further practice once existed that during the 
trial the wife’s costs were taxed de die in diem and provided by the husband, 
which has been modified into a practice that on application a wife is allowed 
to bring in her actual costs of the days of the trial as if the husband had been 
ordered to pay or secure them. Then after the hearing is concluded the Judge 
is to decide what costs shall be allowed to the wife, a practice embodied in the 
159th rule. The usual practice undoubtedly has been, and is, to allow a 
wife who has been unsuccessful her costs, but only up to the limit of the 
amount paid into Court or secured, with the addition of such sum as may 
be added, above mentioned, on account of the prolongation of the trial, 
and further on in liis judgment, at 572-3, the Judge says:

It is, however, the foundation of the peculiar practice of this division, 
with regard to a wife’s costs, that the wife should be unable without assistance
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decided by the full Court, consisting of Lord Chelmsford, Wightman, J., 
and Sir Creeswell Cresswell, in the case of Keats v. Keats and Montezuma, 
supra, that if a wife brings her case to a hearing without having previously

Lament, J.A. taxed her costs against her husband, and fails, the husband has never then 
been made liable for her costs.

In 16 Hals. 548, par. 1116, the rule is stated in these words :
Where the i>etition of a wife who has obtained no security for costs is 

dismissed, no order for costs is usually made against her husband.
Here the plaintiff brought her action to trial without asking 

for costs, which is primA facie evidence that she was able to 
prosecute her action without assistance from her husband. I am, 
therefore, of opinion that the trial Judge was justified in depriving 
her of lier costs.

Blwood. a.
The appeal should be dismissed.
Elwood, J.A., concurred with Havltain, C.J.S.

Appeal dismissed by equally dinded Court.

ONT. HERON v. COLEMAN.

s. c. Ontario Supreme Court, Ap/nllole Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Riddell, 
Latehford and Middleton, JJ. October S, 1919.

Automobiles (§ III C—315)—Motor car driven by servant—Hired to
A THIRD PARTY—COLLISION—INJURY TO PASSENGER—DAMAGES 
Liability of master.

A servant, who is driving his master's motor car notwitlistanding the 
fact that such car was with others supplied to a third party, the servant 
of Ids master, and the latter is resjamsiblc for his servant’s negligence.

fQuarman v. liurnett (1840), 0 M. <fc W. 409, 151 K.R. 500 followed; 
Consolidated Plate Glass Co.r. Caston (1809), 29Can. 8.C.K. 624, followed ]

Statement. Appeal by defendant from the judgment of I-ogie, J., in 
an action for damages for injur)- sustained by the plaintiff 
by the overturning of the defendant’s motor vehicle, in which the 
plaintiff was lieing carried as a passenger, by reason of the negli
gence of the driver, the sen-ant of the defendant, ns the plaintiff 
alleged. Affirmed.

One Culliton had agreed to furnish vehicles for the conveyance 
of guests from a wedding, and, not having vehicles enough of his 
own for the purpose, arranged with the defendant that the defend
ant should furnish some of the vehicles required. The plaintiff 
was one of the guests; the hire of the vehicle was to lie paid for, 
not by her, but by her host. She was in one of the defendant's
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vehicles when it was overturned by a collision with another cur. 
The trial Judge found that the accident was caused by the negli
gence of the driver of the defendant’s car, and that the defendant 
was liable; he assessed the damages at .$800, for which sun» and 
costs judgment was entered in the plaintiff’s favour.

William Prouilfoot Jr., for the appellant.
G. S. Hodgson, for the plaintiff, respondent.
Middleton, J.:—The plaintiff was a passenger in an 

automobile owned by the defendant, who carries on a livery 
business. The car came into collision with another automobile 
and was overturned, and the plaintiff suffered injury. The trial 
Judge has fourni, and we agree with him, that the accident was 
caused by the negligence of the driver of the car, the dcfewhint's 
servant, and has awarded $800 damages and costs.

One Culliton, who was in the livery business, was called upon 
to supply vehicles to convey guests from a wedding. He had not 
sufficient vehicles of his own; and, under some general under
standing with the defendant, as the defendant says, he “ordered 
these two rigs to go to that address and get those people.” Colc- 
n ans drivers went with his ears, and it is not suggested that ( Billi
ton in any way assumed control of the cars or interfered w ith the 
drivers.

It is contended that the driver liecame the servant of Culliton, 
and that he, and not Coleman, must be held liable for the driver’s 
negligent e.

The leading case of Quarman v. Burnett (1840), 6 M. & W. 
499,at 509,151 E.R. 509 at 513, states: “Upon the principle that 
qui facit per alium facit jter sr, the n aster is responsible for the acts 
of his servant; and that person is undoubtedly liable, who stood 
in the relation of master to the wrongdoer—he who had selected 
him as his servant, from the knowledge of or lielief in his skill 
and care, and who could remove him for misconduct, and whose 
orders he was bound to receive and obey.”

As pointed out in that case, the liability as master must cease 
when the relation of master and servant ceases; but, on the facts 
here, the defendant was always the master. He selected the 
driver, and the driver was to be paid by him, and he alone had the 
judgment as to his fitness and the right to dismiss. The driver 
went by his orders to aid Culliton in discharging the engagement
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to supply carriages for the wedding, but in so doing the driver was 
still Coleman’s servant.

All this is in accordance with the earlier case of Laugher v. 
Pointer 0826), 5 B. & C. 647, 108 K.R. 204, v here it is pointed 
out that in order that the n aster should escape it is not enough 
that son e other person should have son e limited right to give 
instructions- that other n ust actually be made the n aster. 
“The coachman . . . cannot be the servant of both. He is the 
servant of one or the other, but not the servant of one and the 
other” (p.208).

The Supreme Court of Canada in Consolidated Plate Class Co. 
of Canada v. Caston (1899), 29 Can. S.C.R. 624, adopts these 
cases as a correct statement of the law, the Chief Justice saying 
(p. 627): “A fair and reasonable test to apply, is this: Could the 
hirer have hit) self taken absolute control of the vehicle, horse 
and harness, taking it altogether out of the possession of the 
driver?”

The answer may be found in Donovan v. Laing Wharton and 
Down Construction Syndicate, [1893] 1 Q.B. 629, where Bowen, 
L.J., says (p. 634) : “If a n an lets out a carriage on hire to another, 
he in no sense places the coachman under the control of the hirer, 
except that the latter n ay indicate the destination to which he 
w ishes to be driven. The coachman docs not become the servant 
of the person he is driving ; and if the coachman acts wrongly, the 
hirer can only con plain to the owner of the carriage.”

There seen s to lie no room for doubt upon these and many 
other cases.

In Saunders v. City of Toronto, ( 1899), 26 A.R. (Ont.) 265, relied 
on by Mr. Proudfoot, there was an atten pt to make the city corpora
tion liable for the negligence of a tean ster employed to remove 
refuse from the streets. The n an owned his horse and cart, anil 
the finding was that he was an independent contractor, and not a 
servant. The question was quite distinct from that which hen* 
arises but the Court adopte as the test that proposed by Bowen, 
LJ., “the right to exercise the power of control.”

The appeal should be disn issed w ith costs.
Riddell and Latchfohd, JJ., agreed with Middleton, J.
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—I agree w ith my brother Middleton that 

this appeal should be disn issed on the grounds stated by him :
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that the accident was caused by the negligence of the driver of the ONT. 
car owned by the defendant; that the driver was at the tin e the 8. C. 
servant of the defendant; and that he owed to the plaintiff the duty Hkkon

to drive with care: but I desire, and feel bound, to add: that Mr. ,, v-
_ , , ... . ColemanProudfoot s thorough and perauiunve argum ent caused some ----
doubt in my mind as to the accuracy of the judgn ent apjicaled cj.c.p.’ 
against in two respects; subsequent consideration lias removed 
those doubts.

I am quite in agreement with him in his contention that it docs 
not necessarily follow that because, in approaching each other, 
the defendant's car was on the left hand side of the other car, 
and that the other car had the right of way, the driver 
of the defendant's car is alone blâmable for the collision of 
the cars. To entitle a driver to the benefit of the right of way 
he must be in the right place at the right tin e under proper con
ditions: if he is driving at an excessive rate of speed; and that 
negligence on his part is the real cause of the accident, a claim for 
the benefits of the right of way cannot help him : or if he fail to 
give warning of his approach, and that neglect is the cause of the 
accident, any claim to the benefits of the right of w ay is out of 
the question.

But, upon the evidence adduced at the trial, it cannot be found 
here, contrary to the findings of the trial Judge, that any such 
negligence was really the cause of the accident: that the other ear 
was negligently at the place of the accident when it happened.
It seen.s rather to have been, as the trial Judge found, a case of 
the driver of the defendant's car failing to olwerve the rule :-s to 
the right of way and thereby causing the accident.

The other question is always a troublesome one. I cannot 
tliink that any one could have intended to lay it down rs a rule 
of law that in all cases of hiring of a cab the hirer has no control 
over the driver except as to the place whither he is to be driven; 
the very purpose of the hiring may prove a right in the hirer to 
give orders as to speed, stops, directions of travelling, and other 
things. But in the case of “cabby” and “fare” ordinarily there 
is no liability on the part of the fare for injuries caused by the 
cabby's negligence.

That, however, is not this case: it presents a more difficult 
question. Although the car in which the plaintiff was when
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OWT‘ injured was the defendant's ear, driven by a servant employed
8. C. by him as a driver, at the tiire of the accident it was being used

Heron by another cab-owner in the performance of his contract for the 
Coleman carraiPe wedding-guests ; and the case hinges upon the proper

----- answer to the question: What were his rights over car ami driver
cu!c!m’ under the contract by which he had the use of them in the per

formance of his contract to convey the w edding guests?
If, as was said by son e one in evidence, car and drivel were 

“rented” to the other cab-owner, then he, and not the defendant 
should be held responsible for the negligent act of the servant, 
because in that case for the tine of the “renting” the servant 
would l>e his, subject to his orders, his services paid for in the rent, 
and subject to discharge by the “tenant” from this limited service.

But I cannot find that that was really the nature of the con
tract between the two cab-ow ners: I look upon it rather as another 
cabby called in to do the work which the first cabby undertook 
and was not able to do altogether with his own cabs, but was able 
to do with his own and such others i s he n ight l>e obliged to 
call to his aid: the usual course in such cases.

And, in such circun stances, the driver would be the cab- 
owner’s servant, not temporarily the servant of the contractor for 
the carriage of the wedding-guests.

Then, it being, as 1 think it was, his duty to carry the plaintiff 
as she was being carried at the time of the accident, he is liable in 
damages for the injuries sustained by her through his servant’s 
negligence : and none the less l)ecause her fare was not paid by 
herself, but was paid by the host of the wedding-party or for him 
paid by the contractor, who was repaid or to be repaid by him.

Whether liability exists also by reason of the ownership of 
the car alone, under sec. 9 of the Motor Vehicles Act, was not 
argued and need not lie considered.

Apjteal dismissed.

N. 8. ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE v. McNALLY.

a n Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Harris, C.J., Langley and Drysdale, JJ., and 
Ritchie, E.J. December 6, 1919.

Contract (§ IV C—351)—Educational course—Non-performance by
DEFENDANT—PLAINTIFF READY AND WILLING—ACTION TO ENFORCE.

A i>arty to a contract cannot by his own act or default defeat the 
obligations which he has undertaken to fulfil.

[Sailing Ship liBlairmore” Co. v. Macredie, [1898] A.C. 593, applied.]
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Appeal from the judgment of Mellish, J., in an action on an 
agreement in writing. Affirmed.

E. P. Allison, K.C., for appellant; /. Oakes, for res|>ondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
IIarris, ('.J.:—The defendant and plaintiff entered into the 

following contract :
Contract.

Alexander Hamilton Institute,
Astor Place.
New York.

Please enroll me for your two year course and service in accounts, finance 
and management, wliich includes:

Text.—Twelve bound volumes, forwarded immediately, express prepaid.
Lectures—prepared by eminent business men—one every month.
Talks—directing reading of text—one every two weeks.
Problems—presenting actual business situations—one every’ two weeks.
Service—answers to all inquiries in connection with the reading course; 

and four modern business reports.
In consideration of my enrollment for the above course and service I 

agree to pay to your order the sum of $96, as follows, $6 per month.
Signature, Thomas McNally. Business position, Salesman with Good

year Tire and Rubber Co.
Business address, 152 Simcoe Street.
Residence address, 1918 Withrow Avenue, Date Dec. 9, 1914. Appli

cation with payment $8, received by
(Sgd.) A. J. Felton,

Representative.
Note.—All payments (except first, which should be made to representative 

at time of giving application) are to be sent by mail to the order of the Alex
ander Hamilton Institute.

The plaintiffs delivered the 12 volumes to defendant and for 
son e months sent the “lectures” and “talks” to the address of 
the defendant at 1918 Withrow Avenue, Toronto. The defendant 
made two payments only and then the papers sent were returned 
through the mail market! “refused.” On a personal inquiry 
being made at the business address of the defendant, information 
was received that he had left Toronto and was in the employ 
of the same firm, the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., at Halifax, 
N.8. The plaintiffs thereui>on wrote the defendant at Halifax 
that they would be glad to continue the course and service there, 
but they could get no reply. The plaintiffs were ready and willing 
to carry out their contract but were prevented from doing so by 
the acts of the defendant.

The whole of tiie instalments were due when the action was
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brought on the contract to recover the $90 less the two payments 
trade. Mellish, J., gave judgment on the trial for the plaintiffs.

The only |>oint argued on the apitcal was whether an action 
could l»e maintained on the contract or whether it should not 
have been brought for damages for breach of contract.

1 think the ap]>eal must be dismissed.
In Sailing Ship “Rlaimwre” Co. v. Macredie, [1898] AX'. 593, 

at p. 007, Lord Watson said :
The rule of law applicable to contracts is that neither of the parties can 

by his own act or default defeat the obligations which he has undertaken to 
fulfil

The trial Judge has found that if the defendant “has not 
received the full lienefit derivable from the contract it would 
appear to lie his own fault.”

I agree tliat the fault is that of the defendant and having 
prevented the plaintiffs from carrying out the contract in its 
entirety and the contract lieing an entire one the plaintiff is 
entitled to recover.

In the case of the International Correspondence Schools, Ltd. 
v. Ayres (1912), 106 L.T. 845, 28 T.L.R. 408, the defendant 
entered into an agreement with the plaintiffs who carried on a 
system of tuition by correspondence for a course of instruction in 
telephone engineering. The fee fixed was to cover all instruction 
until the defendant was qualified for a diploma provided he 
completed the course of instruction in 5 years. The defendant 
paid two instalments and then gave notice to the plaintiffs that 
he did not propose to continue the course. The plaintiffs sued 
on the contract for an instalment due. The County Court Judge 
held that the plaintiffs could only recover the instalments due 
when the contract w as broken and damages for breach of contract. 
On appeal this decision was reversed by the King’s Bench Division 
and it was held that the plaintiffs could recover.

Bray, J., said, at 846:
The plaintiffs have always been ready and willing to give the instruction, 

and consequently the defendant has had the consideration for which he 
bargained, namely, the right to receive the instruction, and if he does not 
choose to avail liimself of it, so much the worse for liim. It seems to me that 
the plaintiffs are entitled to sue for the instalments as they become due, 
whether the defendant refuses to receive the instruction or not, and that 
their remedy is not merely an action for damages for breach of contract. The 
appeal must therefore be allowed.

Phillimore, J.:—I agree.
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In Price v. Wilkin* (1888), 58 L.T. (>80, the defendant's son 
was a pupil at plaintifl’s school and one of the rules of the school 
was that no permission to leave the school and remain away 
over night was allowed during Faster term.

During Faster term the defendant requested that his son 
might he allowed to come home and retrain for the night, w hich 
the plaintiff refused to allow. Later on, the defendant related 
the request and sent a serxant for the l oy who was allowed to go 
home, the plaintiff writing the defendant at the same time that 
he let the hoy go hon e on the understanding that he returned 
the same night.

When the hoy reached home the defendant telegraphed plain
tiff that it was not convenient to send the hoy that day, hut he 
would return the next morning, l i e plaintiff thereujMm wired 
the defendant that unless his son returned that night he would 
not receive him hack. In consequence of this telegram the 
defendant did not send the hoy hack.

The plaintiff sued for the school fees due on the first day of 
Faster tenu, of which term k*ss than 3 weeks had expired when 
the hoy left. The defendant denied liability and counterclaimed 
for damages.

It was held that plaintiffs contract was to l>oard, lodge and 
educate the defendant’s son for the tenu on the condition that he 
should he at liberty to enforce with regard to the hoy the mles 
of the school or such of them as were known to the defendant; 
that this condition having been broken by the defendant, the 
plaintiff had the right to refuse to complete his contract and was 
consequently entitled to succeed both on the claim and the counter
claim.

The point of the decision is that the contract being an entire 
one for the school term and the defendant having broken the 
contract in a manner which justified the plaintiff in refusing to 
teach the l>oy any longer, the plaintiff was still entitled to recover 
on Ids contract.

The principle of that case applies here. The plaintiff there 
as here was willing and ready to carry out his contract and would 
have done so hut for the act of the defendant. The defendant 
having done that which prevented the performance of the con
tract by the plaintiff, or justified 1dm in refusing to perform it,
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On the other hand, Hyland v. Harrison (1915), 49 N.S.R. 75, is 
an illustration of the converse rule tliat if the contract is entire 
and is not fully ]>erformed by reason of the plaintiff's own default,

Harris, CJ. he cannot recover anything under the contract even for work of 
which the defendant got the lienefit.

As Brown, J., said in Starr v. LiftchüA (1863), 40 Barb. (U.8.) 
541, in a somewhat similar case, the contract being entire the 
plaintiff “must recover all or nothing,” and whether he recovers 
all or nothing must depend upon whether the performance of the 
full contract has been prevented by the defendant or the plaintiff.

Here the performance of the contract in its entirety was 
rendered impossible by the fault of the defendant and it would 
be obviously unjust that the plaintiff should thereby l>e prevented 
from recovering.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs. Appeal dismissed.

ONT. CATALANO A SANSONE ▼. CUNEO FRUIT AND IMPORTING Co

8. C. Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Riddell, 
Latchford and Middleton, JJ. October S, 1919.

Sale (8 III A—57)—Representation as to quality and size— 
Warranty—Breach—Damages—Allowance to vendees and 
TO SUBVENDEES ON RESALE—PAYMENT INTO COURT—ltULE 308—

Where there has been a representation and warranty the vendees are 
entitled to a reduction in the contract, price for a breach of that warranty, 
the amount being the actual reduction in the value of the goods by reason 
of the breach. Allowances must also be made to sub vendees who bought 
the goods on the same warranty. The vendees are not prejudiced by 
payment into Court and must have their costs in the action from the 
date of payment in.

[Monde! v. Steel (1841), 8 M. A W. 858, 151 E.R. 1288; Dingle v. 
Hare (1859), 7 C.B. (N.S.) 145, 141 E.R. 770, foUowedJ

Statement. An action for the price of goods sold and delivered; and a 
counterclaim by the defendants for damages for loss of profits.

The action and counterclaim were tried by Kelly, J., without 
a jury, at a London sittings.

R. S. Robertson, for plaintiffs ; I). B. (loodman, for defendants.
Kelly. I. Kelly, J.:—On the 30th August, 1918, the plaintiffs, whose 

business is in I»ndon, Ontario, sold to the defendants, who
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carry on business in Toronto as wholesale fruit-dealers, 700 crates 
of peaches at $1.67 per crate, f.o.b. Ixmdon. This was part of a 
car-load of peaches which the plaintiffs purchased in Detroit a 
day or two previously. Sansone, of the plaintiff firm, was in 
Toronto on the 30th August, anti there made the sale to the 
defendants.

The unloading of the car in London was then in progress; 
and, on making the sale, Sansone telephoned to London and gave 
instructions that the car with 700 crates l>e stmt on to Toronto 
for the defendants. The car arrived in Toronto on the afternoon 
of Saturday the 31st August, Sansone not having then returned to 
London.

The fact that the following Montlay was a legal holiday, on 
which, as well as on the 1st September (Sunday), the fruit or a 
greater part of it would requiie to l>e held unsold, entered into 
consideration w hen the sale was made.

The action is to recover $1,169, the price of the consignment. 
The defendants in answer set up that the goods were not as 
represented and agreed hv the vendors—that the plaintiffs failed 
to deliver peaches of the size and quality represented and con
tracted for.

I do not attempt to set out all the material parts of the evidence: 
w hile it is not altogether satisfactory from the standpoint of either 
of the parties, I nevertheless find that the plaintiffs represented 
and agréai that the goods were of a s]>ecitied size and quality, and 
that what was delivered did not meet the specifications of the 
contract in these resects. Sansone may have lieen, and jx»rhaps 
was, satisfied that what the car contained would correspond in 
size and quality with what he agreed to sell. He had not seen the 
fruit except from such observations as he had l>een able to make in 
an examination of the loaded car at Detroit. In the course of 
negotiations for sale at the defendants' place of business, the 
defendants drew Sansone’s attention to and shewed him peaches of 
the defendants then in their possession; and the kind, size, and 
quality of what the plaintiffs agreed to sell were fixed by a reference 
thereto, in addition to their being otherwise described and repre
sented by Sansone. The goods delivered fell far short of being 
up to the grade of those so shewn by the defendants or of those 
otherwise represented by Sansone. A very substantial part of the
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consignment was inferior in aire: the fruit was black insiile and of 
poor quality, and otherwise was so defective as to detract fron: its 
value anti render it unsaleable to advantage.

Not a little importance wits attached to an allegation by the 
defendants that when the gootls arrived in Toronto the “bridging" 
or supports by which the crates were held in place while in transit 
from London (a large portion of the original eonsigmrent having 
been there taken from tlie car) were so broken anil out of place as 
to permit of the crates lieing tlirown around anil broken and the 
contents thus < lam aged. There is no evidence imposing on the 
plaintiffs any liability for any such happening. The purchase was 
made f .o.b. 1 .ondon. There is uncontradicted e vh lencc that when the 
car and its contents were n ade ready for shipment from Ixmdon to 
Toronto the crates were properly supported and the "bridging" 
in good order. The defence cannot rest on the want of protection 
in not properly supporting the crates in tlie car. The comlition of 
the fruit was not however due to that cause. On the day the car 
arrived in Toronto (Saturday the 31st August), the defendants 
sold several crates of the fruit to a customer who took delivery 
from the car. On Monday a smaller number was sold in a similar 
manner; and on the two clays following other sides were made. 
The inferior quality and condition, not to speak of the objection
able sire, liecame apparent as customers attempted to make use 
of their purchases, and from several quarters came demands upon 
the defendants to accept a return of the goods or to make an 
allowance for the inferior quality. Tlie defendants then com
municated to the plaintiffs at Ixmdon their own dissatisfaction, 
and threatened to return tlie goods; the)’ were met by a request 
not to do so; and an offer of an allowance was made, which the 
defendants considered inadequate. The goods were of perishable 
quality, and the defendants continued to dispose of the remaining 
part of the consignment as liest they could, treating themselves 
as the plaintiffs’ agents for side and charging a commission for 
effecting sales. In their defence-affidavit they claim to be indebted 
in respect of this transaction to the extent of $813.08 only; and, 
being entitled to a credit of $32 from the plaintiffs in respect of 
another transaction (which the plaintiffs at the trial admitted 
to be correct), they brought into Court with their defence $781.08 
(the difference between $813.08 and the said $32) in full satis-
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faction of the plaintiffs’ claim. The charges on which this sum is 
arrived at were made on the basis of the defendants having acted 
sin.ply as the plaintiffs' agents for the sale of the goods; and by 
way of counterclaim they claim damages, to which at the trial it 
was argued that they were entitled, for profit they would have 
made liad the goods answered in quality and size v hat was repre
sented by the defendants. They cannot consistently play the 
double râle of (1) agents for sale and entitled to a commission for 
making sales, and (2) purchasers entitled to dan ages for loss 
of profits they would have made had the goods lwen according to 
contract.

On the evidence I think their statement (exhibit 15) at the 
trial fairly represents their liability; and this is borne out by the 
evidence of the various sales ami of the prices they procured from 
purchasers. It is probable that, if they were treated as purchasers 
outright, with a right to claim against the vendors for breach of 
contract in not supplying the goods according to contract and for 
consequent damage, the result might have Ixwn more favourable 
to the defendants. But they chose to treat themselves as agents 
for sale when the plaintiffs refused to take back the goods.

There will be judgment in the plaintiffs' favour for $746.37 and 
interest from the time of payment in by the defendants and costs 
of the action to that time; the defendants to have costs against 
the plaintiffs from that tin e, to be set off against the plaintiffs’ 
judgment. The moneys in Court and any interest accrued thereon 
to lw paid out on the plaintiffs’ judgment, and the balance, if any, 
to the defendants.

The plaintiffs and the defendants both appealed from the 
judgment of Kelly, J.

R. S. Robertson, for plaintiffs; D. B. Goodman, for defendants.
Riddell, J.:—The plaintiffs are a firm of fruit-merchants, 

carrying on business in London, Ontario; the defendants are 
wholesale fruit-dealers, carrying on business in Toronto, who 
bought 700 crates of peaches from the plaintiffs in Toronto, 
the peaches to be of a specified size and quality. The plaintiffs 
sue for the price of the peaches, and the defendants set up as a 
partial defence that the peaches were not as agreed. The learned 
trial Judge gave effect to the contention of the defendants, and 
directed judgment to be entered for the plaintiffs for $740.37, a sum
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considerably less than the an.ount sued for. Neither party is 
satisfied with this adjudication, and both appeal.

I agree with the conclusion of my learned brother Kelly that 
the defendants are entitled to a reduction in the contract-price, 
that there was a representation and warranty, and that the warranty 
was broken; indeed this was not seriously contested in the 
argument. The whole question is as to the amount of the reduc
tion to he allowed.

Whatever may have been the earlier rule, since Mondel v. 
Steel (1841), 8 M. & W. 858, 151 E.R. 1288, the decisions have 
l>een uniform that the abatement of the price to be allowed on a 
breach of warranty is the amount by which the subject-matter is 
worth less by reason of the breach of contract : cf. Davis v. Hedges 
(1871), LJL • QA. m.

Again, it is the actual reduction in value of the goods whic h 
must lie considered, not an estimate made by either party, however 
cogent such an estimate may lie as evidence against him who 
makes it. It cannot (in the absence of estoppel or special circum
stances) determine the rights of the parties.

Admittedly the method pursued by the learned trial Judge is not 
the correct one, and it is our duty to find the true amount by the 
legal n et hod.

While it may not be quite conclusive, the price obtainable for 
goods is strong evidence of the actual value, and in case of doubt 
may lie practically conclusive.

The plaintiff Sansone admits that, had the peaches l>een good 
(as the)* were warranted to lie), the defendants could have obtained 
$2.15 to $2.25 per box, or at the time he was able to market 
them son e 10 or 15 cents lower. Consequently, according to 
this evidence, the value of the goods, if they were as they should 
have been, would be at least $2; the defendants’ president says $2 
to $2.15 or $2.25; the witness Saso says $2.15 to $2.25; Badalato, 
$2.15 to $2.25.

It is, I think, fairly proved that the selling price of these 
peaches, as they should have lieen, was at least $2 per box.

When the peaches arrived, Culotta, the president of the 
defendants, opened the car and found a number of broken boxes. 
He closed the car again, and notified Sansone, asking him to come 
over and examine the peaches with him. Sansone declined, said
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he ru buey, and, “You go ahead with the peaches . . . you 
will find the peaches all right.” Culotta said, “I will go ahead 
with the pci dies,” and added, "If the peaches turn out bad, 
damaged, you have got to make it right.” Saneone said, “Go 
ahead." Culotta did not go back to the car, but proceeded to sell 
the peaches, getting them out of the car, a load or two at a time, 
as they were needed. After selling a quantity, the quality and 
sites were found wrong, and finally, after selling about 450 boxes, 
the defendants tried to sell the remaining 250 taxes by auction. 
Failing in that, they sold at from 40 to 70 cents a tax.

There can be no pretence that the defendants did not use their 
best endeavours to sell the fruit to the best advantage ; and the 
price realised may fairly be taken as the actual value, subject to 
what is said hereafter as to claims by purchasers from the defend
ants.

The gross amount realised was $1,023.00; but the defendants 
were obliged to make an allowance to certain of their customers 
by reason of the defects in the fruit, in all $09.35, making the net 
proceeds $954.25. Had the peaches been as they were represented, 
the amount would have been at least $1,400. The defendants 
then are damaged $445.75, but of this $17.75 is due to damaged 
boxes, for which the plaintiffs are not responsible: therefore, at 
least $428 must be deducted from the purchase-price.

Such cases as Dingle v. Hare (1859), 7 C.B.fN.S.) 145, 141 
K.R. 770 and RandaU. v. Raper (1858), ELBI. A E. 84, 120 K.R. 
438 shew that a jury might give damages for the liability the 
purchaser has incurred by selling the goods on the same warranty 
as that on which he had bought, and that even if claims by 
purchasers from him had not been paid. As is said by Crompton, 
J., in RandaU v. Raper, at pp. 90, 91: “It is quite clear to me 
that ... the liability of the plaintiffs to pay their sul>- 
vendees would be a proper item in estimating the damages. In 
an action for breach of contract you can recover only once; and 
the action accrues at the moment when the breach occurs. A 
liability to payment, which has been incurred by a plaintiff in 
consequence of the breach of a defendant's contract, may well form 
a part of the damages, though it may lie difficult to estimate 
them.”
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In a proper case that should or n;ight lie done, but here all 
claims made by the sub-vendees have liecn paid, and I have 
allowed them in determining the actual value of the peaches.

There does not seem to be any probability of further claims 
being made, and we have no evidence of any sales that might 
result in claims—we should, I think, not take anytliing purely 
hypothetical into account.

The method here pursued seems to meet the approval of 
Ryles, J.: Oingle v. Hare, 7 C.B.(N.S ) at 160, 141 E.R. at 776.

The defendants are also entitled to an admitted set-off of $32, 
thus reducing the claim of the plaintiffs by $460, and making the 
amount to which they am entitled ($1,169 less $460) $709, which 
is $72.07 lees than the amount paid into Court—this sum of 
$72.07 the defendants should have.

It remains to consider what, if any, effect should be given to 
an offer of the defendants which was refused by the plaintiffs.

When it became apparent that the peaches were not up to 
warranty, the defendants sent a sum of $740.25, asking the 
plaintiffs to accept it in full. It scen;s doubtful on the evidence 
whether this offer was formally without prejudice; but, in any 
event, it is evidence only—cogent evidence perhaps, but only 
evidence. Had the plaintiffs accepted this, as the result 
shews they should have, the matter would have been settled; 
but, having rejected it, they cannot claim that the defendants arc 
in a worse legal position in fact than they would have been with
out it.

Then comes the affidavit on appearance and the statement of 
defence shewing that the defendants thought that they were 
liable for $781.08. If the plaintiffs had accepted these figures, 
the action would Levé ended; but, as they did not, the defendants 
are not bound by then estimate. Cogent evidence, indeed, but 
only evidence.

The amount, $781.08, was paid into Court, but that is not 
prejudicial to the defendants, not being accepted in full: Rule 
308; Barri« v. Toronto and Niagara Power Co. (1905), 11 O.L.R. 48.

The plaintiffs have recoveied less than the amount paid into 
Court—they should pay the costs of the action subsequent to the 
payment in: they were offered before action more than they were 
entitled to, ami they should have no costs of the action before 
that time.
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As to the costs of appeal, it is true that the damages were 
estimated on a wrong principle, but an appeal is not an appeal 
against the reasons for a judgment, it is from the judgment itself. 
The respondent is always entitled to support a judgment on any 
ground. The plaintiffs fail on l»th the appeal and cross-appeal, 
the defendants succeed in both, and the plaintiffs should pay the 
costs of both.

The judgment should lie that the defendants receive out of 
Court from the moneys paid in the said sum of #72.07, also the 
amount of their costs from and after the payment into Court and 
including the appeal and cross-appeal; if the amount in Court is 
not sufficient to pay the sum of #72.07 anil these costs, the plaintiffs 
«ill pay the balance; if there lie any balance in Court after the 
payment of #72.07 and these costs, the plaintiffs will receive it.

Pomil v. Vickers Sons it- Maxim Limited, [1907] 1 K.B. 71; 
Best V. Osborne (1890), 12 T.L.R. 419.

Latchford and Middleton, JJ., agreed with Riddell, J.
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—I should have lieen better satisfied that 

justice had been done in the contest between the parties at the 
trial of this action, if the learned trial Judge had accepted, and 
given effect to, the defendants' own estimation and account of 
their damages set out in their affidavit filod in this action with 
their appearance in it, and upon which they «ere allowed to 
contest the plaintiffs’ claim ; and I should no«- lie letter satisfied 
if the judgment of this Court « ere to lie based upon that estimation 
and account, instead of awarding them as damages an amount 
considerably greater; and the more so as the defendants, in the 
first place, voluntarily offered, and sent their cheque to the 
plaintiffs for, #908.80 in settlement of the whole matter.

There can be no doubt about the proper measure of damages in 
such a case as this: it is: "the estimated loss ilirectly and naturally 
resulting in the ordinary course of events from the breach of the 
warranty.”

The serious difficulty which the ease presents on the question of 
damages is causeil by the failure of the parties to adduce at the 
trial sufficient evidence to enable any one to assess the damages 
with any degree of certainty.

In these circumstances, it is impossible to demonstrate that 
any of the three estimations now liefore us—that of the defendants,
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that of the trial Judge, and that of my brother Riddell—is either 
accurate or inaccurate; and, being unable to do that, I do not 
dissent from, but join with the other members of the Court in 
accepting, the last-made estimation, and giving effect to the 
disposition of the appeal in the manner proposed by my brother 
Riddell in his written judgment, which we have all had the benefit 
of perusing and discussing.

Judgment below varied in the defendants' favour.

CAN.
sTc.

CANADIAN PACIFIC R. Co. ▼. ALBIN.

Supreme Court of Canada, Davies, C.J., Idington, Anglin, Brodeur and 
MignauU, JJ. October tO, 1919.

Damages (§ III K—207)—Subway—Construction—Removal of approach
TO PROPERTY—INJURY—COMPENSATION—BUSINESS PROFITS.

Where land is injuriously affected by the removal of the approach 
to the premises by the construction of a subway by a railway company, 
the owner is not entitled to compensation for loss of business profits 
resulting therefrom where no part of the land is taken.

Section 155 of the Canadian Railway Act (R.8.C. 1906, c. 37) is taken 
from ■. 16 of the English Railways Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, 
and the English decisions are applicable thereto.

[Albin v. Canadian Pacific R. Co. (1919), 47 D.L.R. 587, 45 O.L.R. 1, 
reversed.)

Statement. Appeal from the judgment of the Appellate Division of the 
Supreme Court of Ontario (1919), 47 D.L.R. 587, 45 O.L.R. 1, 
setting aside the award of arbitrators and referring the case back 
for reconsideration.

Deriee, CJ.
Idington, J.

The appellant company by constructing a subway on Yonge 
street, Toronto, so lowered the grade of the street in front of 
respondent's shop as to practically destroy access thereto. An 
arbitration was had to fix the compensation for such injury and 
the award gave appellant, inter alia, 14,500 for injury to her 
business. The Appellate Division held that she was entitled 
to indemnity for Ices of business but that the arbitrators had 
estimated it on a wrong basis and referred the award back to be 
dealt with as stated in the judgment.

0. R. Geary, K.C., and Colquhoun for appellant; H. J. 
Scott, K.C., for respondent.

Davies, CJ.:—I concur with my brother Anglin.
Idinqton, J. (dissenting):—The question raised by this appeal 

is confined to whether or not under ». 155 of the Railway Act, 
R.S.C. 1906, c. 37, which reads as follows:
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188. The company shall, in the exercise of the powers by this or the CAN. 
special Act granted, do as little damage as possible, and shall make full
compensation, in the manner herein and in the special Act provided, to all ___'
persons interested, for all damage by them sustained by reason of the exercise Canadian

Pacific
R. Co.

of such powers,
the compensation recoverable thereunder is limited by the exact y°- 
market value of the property taken or, in the case of its Ixnng Albin.
injuriously affected, by the exact difference in such market value idiagu*./. 
before and after it has been so injuriously affected by the exercise 
of the jxjwer in question.

In view of the uniform approval heretofore of this and other 
Courts to the allowance of 10% generally added by arbitrators 
to the market value of the property taken, the proposition that 
the market price is the utmost limit seems a little startling.

Yet such a proposition seems to be the basis of this appeal 
which has one merit that it is confined to one exceedingly narrow 
point.

True this cast1 in which the question is raised seems to l>e 
one in which the right of property which was invaded was a 
taking away in two places of the means of access to, and egress 
from, same to the public highway, and the incidental support 
an owner is entitled to for his buildings; and thus in one way of 
looking at the matter may lx» fairly arguable as a case of injuriously 
affecting the property.

I incline to agree with the arbitrator, as 1 understand him, 
that there has l>een taken from the owner a very substantial part 
of that which constituted her dominion over or ownership of the 
property as its owner and that the case is not merely an injurious 
affection such as might arise from a neighbouring nuisance.

We held in the case of Canadian Northern Ontario R. Co. 
v. Hold itch (1914), 20 D.L.R. 557, 50 (’an. 8.C.R. 265, that where 
the railway company did not touch or legally injure, by the 
exercise of its powers, a parcel of land as defined by the plan of 
its survey, the owner could not recover any compensation on 
either ground and in this were upheld by the Court alxne, 27 
D.L.R. 14, [1916] 1 A.C. 536. How that and numerous other 
well known cases cited here and below can affect the question to 
lie resolved herein, I fail to see.

It is admitted that the res]>ondent had a very substantial 
right to indemnity under the Act and all that is l>cfore us, as
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counsel for appellant frankly admitted, is whether or not a person 
so damnified as to be entitled to indemnity is confined to the 
difference between the market value of the property when the 
works touched it and when completed and is not entitled to have 
any consideration extended to her by reason of the forcible taking 
away of her rights in any way, such as in this case the disturbance 
of her business carried on in the premises in question.

We are not called upon to decide anything in relation to the 
measure of such damages, or the liearing of any of the elemental 
facts to demonstrate the cause of such loss or the extent to which 
they should be considered.

The bare right to any consideration of how injuriously or 
otherwise the exercise of the power may have affected the owner 
or her business is denied save as to diminution in market value 
of the land itself or buildings thereon.

I am and long have been of a different opinion, as evidenced 
by what I may lie pardoned for shewing by quoting from my 
opinion in the case of Dodge v. The King, (1906), 38 Can. S.C.R. 
149, at p. 155, as follows:—

The market price of lands taken ought to be the primA facie, basis of valuation 
in awarding compensation for land expropriated. The compensation, for 
land used for a special purpose by the owner, must usually have added to the 
usual market price of such land a reasonable allowance measured by possibly 
the value of such use, and at all events the value thereof to the using owner, 
and the damage done to his business carried on therein, or thereon, by reason 
of his being turned out of possession.

That opinion was concurred in by the majority of the Court.
It is fair to say that the exact question raised herein was 

not what was in fact under consideration therein and hence 
binds no one but myself; yet it was the result of much consider
ation of many decisions and other authorities.

The usual 10% allowance I therein referred to is intended to 
cover contingencies of many kinds. Experience teaches me it 
has served to prevent injustice in many cases and in most covers 
incidentally the loss for disturbance of business and possible 
removal. It is not a rule of law though sometimes it has been 
sought to be made so for the service of those who actually bought 
lands they expected to be expropriated and gain thereby. In 
such like cases it has lieen discarded by this Court when observing 
that its misapplication had lieen sought.
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The rule now sought by this ajijieal to lie laid down as the CAW'
meaning of the s. 155 in relation to damages for which coni|iensa- 8. C.
tion is to lie given certainly never could have iieen thought hi be Canadian 
law or the allowance of such |iermitage should have Iieen dis- Pacific

carded long ago.
In the case of /-ale Erie and Northern R. Co. v. Schooley (1916), ___ "

30 D.L.R. 280, 53 Can. 8.C.R. 410, the question of business value Idi«vw,i. 
came up in tliis Court in another way and the several judgments 
evidence how the question was viewed by the different mendiera 
of this Court. I may say that was for many reasons an unsatis
factory sort of case.

The then Chief Justice aptly put the i*iint by relying u|ion 
the decision of the Judicial Committee in the case of Pastoral 
Finance Association v. The Minitter, [1914] A.C. 1083, from 
which, on p. 289, he quoted as follows:—

The euhstantial ground on which the majority of the Court baeed their 
decision wae that the appellants were not entitled to anything beyond the 
market value of the land Their Lordshipe have no hesitation
in deciding that the principle underlying this decision is erroneous. The 
appellants were clearly entitled to receive compensation based on the value 
of the land to them.

Tliis last sentence illustrates what runs through all the eases 
where the question has fairly come up, and whether put under 
the name of “special adaptations" or designated by other like 
phrase, means nothing more nor less than that justice must lie 
done the owner whose land is taken or affected.

In resorting to English authorities decided on the meaning 
of the lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 8-9 Viet., 1845 (Imp.), 
c. 18, we must ever lie on our guard; for, as has Iieen often and 
well said, the provisions differ so essentially from our provisions 
in the Railway Act and other legislation dealing with compensa
tion to lie given parties damnified by the exercise of powers given 
to expropriate tiiat little value is to lie attached to most of these 
English decisions that are usually and herein cited for determining 
such questions as raised herein.

The difference is not to the casual reader quite evident. It 
is when one has to examine the process of reasoning and difference 
of opinion by which the result was reached in the earlier leading 
cases, such as Hammersmith and City Ry. Co. v. Brand (1869),
L.R. 4 H.L. 171, and the consequences flowing therefrom in so
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many carets, tliat one feels we better observe the express terms 
of our own legislation which does not give occasion for the appli
cation of the same process of reasoning. It is idle to read only 
two sections, one from each Act, and compare the words when 
we know, or ought to know, that the said decision did not turn 
upon the consideration of only a single section in the Knglish 
Act.

For this opinion I need not rely upon what a consideration of 
many such cases has impressed upon my mind but am content to sub
mit the following quotation cited to us in argument herein by rcs|>ond- 
ent's counsel from the judgment of the Court alme in ParkdaU 
v. Went (1887), 12 App. Cas. (102, at p. 013:—

There ie a marked difference between the provisions of the Dominion 
Act ami those of the Knglish Land Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, and that 
decisions u|>on the English Act afford little or no assistance in
the present case. In the Dominion Act the taking of land, ami the inter
ference with rights over land, are placed on precisely the same footing.

It is the last sentence of this that was inqiortaiit there and 
is herein for that was a case wherein deprivation of access as 
herein was the essential feature invoked.

Its due observance coupled with regard to the rule that it 
is the value of the land to him from whom it is taken for such 
purjMiscs as he may have l>een using it that must lie primarily 
observed.

In the great majority of cases of eonqiensation the men* market 
value is decisive and in all eases must lie had in mind, but it should 
never lie forgotten that there arc cases such as this where tliat rule 
is only to Ik* taken in its primA facie sense as the basis for whatever 
else is done in order to do justice.

I am not to lie taken as expressing any opinion on the merits 
of the case or coinciding with what the arbitrator accepted as 
his guide for fixing damage's.

I think the ap]wal should be dismissed with costs.
Anglin, .1.:—The grade of the street immediately in front of 

the rcs|M indent's shop having been so lowered in the course of 
the construction of a subway ordered by the Hoard of Railway 
Commissioners as practically to destroy access to the premises, 
on an arbitration to fix comt wnsation under the Dominion Railway 
Act she was awarded in all $10,860, which the arbitrator, in the 
written reasons delivered with his aw ard, ap]iortioiied as follows : — 
$6.300 for injury to propert y and $4,.rjOO for injury to business.
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On ap]M‘ttl to the Apj>ellate Division the a wan l as to the 
injury to pro|K»rty was upheld, hut Uie majority of the ( ourt 
Iteing of tlic opinion that, while the vlaimant was entitled to 
eomixmsation for the loss of business occasioned to her by the 
execution of the work in question in addition to conqtensation for 
depreciation in the value of her property, the three year basis 
on which the arbitrator had fixed the amount of her business 
loss “attributable to injury to the good-will of the property” 
as distinguished from injury “of a personal character” (aUmt 
two-thirds of the whole net profits) was erroneous, judgment was 
pronounced so declaring and referring the matter back to the 
arbitrator to ascertain the entire com]>ensation to which the 
claimant is entitled, including as a part thereof such compensation 
for loss of business as he may set* fit to allow her having regard to 
the declaration of the Court (1919), 47 D.L.H. f>87, 45 (LL.lt. 1.

From this judgment the contestant ap]>eals on two grounds:
(1) That the plaintiff is not entitled to eoiii|ienMalion for loss of business 

in addition to full coinjs-nsution for depreciation in the value of her pro|ierty 
v caMonod bv the lowering of the street level; and

(2) That the compensation allowed for the property itself should he 
reduced by 1192, the arbitrator having in computing it deducted from the 
gross value of the projierty before the works wen- begun, ascertained by him 
to have I wen $9,274.00, not the $.'1,100 realised on the sale of it after the 
works were coinpkted but only $2,90S, the difTen-nee of $192 n-pn-eenting the 
claimant’s costs incurred in effecting such sale.

Neither the right of the claimant to compensation for depreci
ation in the value of her property occasioned by the construction 
of the works nor the |M>wer of the Appellate Court to refer the 
matter back to the arbitrator instead of itself pronouncing the 
judgment which should have been given is contested by the 
ap|>ellant. As to the former the claimant’s right would seem 
to be indisputable. There was “a physical interference with a 
right which the owner was entitled to use in connection with his 
property” which substantially diminished its value. Metro- 
/Kilitn n Hoard of Works v. McCarthy (1874), L.R. 7 ILL. 2 Id ; 
Caledonian H. Co. v. Walker's Trustees (1882), 7 \pp. Cas. 259, at 
p. 303; Wood v. Stourtrridyc It. Co. (1804), 10 (ML (N.S.) 222, 
143 10.R. 1111 ; Chamberlain v. West End of London and ( 'rystal Palace 
/C Co. (1803), 2 B.& S. 617,121 K.H. 1202; Hotren v. Canada Southern 
H. Co. (1887), 14 A.It. (Ont.) 1, at pp. 8-9, and Mason v. South 
Norfolk H. Co. (1889), 19 (bit. 132. As to the latter- the jiower
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to refer liaek—the view which I have taken of the merits of this 
appeal renders it unnecessary to deal with that aspect of the 
matter. But see Canadian Northern R. Co. v. Holditch (1914), 
20 D.L.R. 557, 50 Can. S.C.R. 265; 27 D.L.R. 14, [1916] 1 A.C. 
536.

For the respondent it is contended that the cutting off of 
immediate access from the property to the highway on which 
it abuts is tantamount to taking part of the land itself and that 
compensation should therefore lie assessed upon the footing that 
part of tile claimant's lands had tieen taken. Tliis appears to 
have been the opinion of the arbitrator based on the view that 
"all the rights which go to make the land available for use are 
part of tile land itself."

I am clearly of the opinion, however, for the reasons indicated 
by Riddell, J., in the Divisional Court and upon such authorities 
as Wadham v. North Eastern R. Co. (1884), 14 Q.B.D. 747; (1885), 
lti Q.B.D. 227; McCarthy’s case, L.R. 7 H.L. 243; Walker's 
Trustees' case, 7 App. Cas. 259; Mrcey v. Metropolitan Hoard of 
Works, (18641, 33 L.J. Ch. 377, and Rouen v. Canada Southern R. 
Co., 14 A.R. (Ont.) 1, that the arbitrator's view is erroneous and 
tliat where no jiart of the owner's land is taken, but access to it 
merely is interfered with, however close the interference and 
however complete the destruction of the access, the case is one 
not of the taking of land but of injurious affection.

While, as is stated by the learned writers of the article on 
“Compulsory l*urcliase of land and ( 'oinjiensation" in Halshury, 
laws of Kngland, vol. VI., at p. 32, no clear principle can be 
deduced from the Knglish authorities why the measure of compen
sation should lie more lilieral in the case of taking of land than 
in tliat of mere injurious affection, the distinction is too well 
established in Kngland to admit of further discussion there. In 
tile former rase loss of good-will and loss of business in so far as 
they enhance the value of the land to the owner, including all 
tliat forms part of it in the eyes of the law, may lie taken into 
consideration in estimating the compensation. The learned 
authors of Browne & Allen on Coni|iensation, 2nd ed., p. 101, 
suggest that “this is lieeause it is the owner’s interest in the 
land tliat is to lie assessed." But it is equally “the owner’s 
interest,” that is affected—it is the value of the land to him that
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is diminished—in the case of injurious affection. Vet in the latter 
case to entitle the owner to any compensation the injury must be 
such as affects the land—lessens its value—apart from the use 
to which any particular owner or occupier might put it; and 
profits of a business carried on on the property can properly 
lie considered only in so far as they indicate not any special or 
exceptional value to the present proprietor, but the value of the 
property as a marketable article to lie employed for any piirjxwc 
to which it may legitimately and reasonably lie put, including of 
course such a purpose as that for wliich the present proprietor 
makes use of it. Waithnm v. North Kaxtern K. Co., 14 Q.R.D. 
747, 752; 16 Q.B.D. 227. This decision is very much in point 
liecause it deals with a case of injurious affection by cutting off 
access • > a public highway. The street in which the house in 
question was built had been stopped up. See too Beckett v. 
Midland R. Co. (1867), L.R. 3 C.P. 82, at pp. 94-5. The English 
authorities are collected in Browne and Allen on Conqiensation, 
2nd cd., uhi sup. and at p. 116; 6 llalsbury Laws of Kngland, No, 
36 and Noe. 49 ami 53; and fripps on Compensation, 5tli cd.. 
pp. 107-8 and 146. Many of them are reviewed in the opinions 
delivered in the Divisional Court in the present rase. Under 
Knglish law an award for loss of business profits in a case of 
injurious affection cannot lie maintained.

Counsel for the resjxindent further contended that under 
s. 155 of the Railway Act, R.8.C. 1906, c. 37, she is entitled to 
compensation for all injury occasioned to her by the exercise of 
liowers conferred by that statute, and that owing to the difference 
lietween the provisions of the Dominion Railway Act and those 
of the Knglish Railway Clauses Consolidation Act of 8-9 Viet., 
1845 (Imp.), c. 20, and the Knglish lands Clauses Act the decisions 
upon the latter Acts do not govern the construction to lie placed 
iqain s. 155 of the Dominion Railway Act that under the Canadian 
Act the taking of land and the injurious affection of land are 
precisely on the same footing.

Prior to the enactment in 1888, as s. 92 of the Railway Act 
of that year, c. 29, of the provision now found in the Railway 
Art of 1906 as s. 155, Canadian Courts applying the provisions 
of the Consolidated Railway Act of 1879, c. 9, and the earlier 
Acts; 31 Viet., c. 68; C.8.C., c. 66 and 14 & 15 Viet., c. 51, had
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upheld award» of full compensation for all injury occasioned, 
whether ascrihahle to the construction of the railway or to its 
future ojieration, in cases where an entire parcel of land had lieen 
taken, or where )>art of a parrel had lieen taken and the injury 
to the remainder of it was ascriliahlc to the ojieration of works 
constructed on the part taken. Great Hester» H. Co. v. H’arner 
(1872), 19 Or. 506; Atlantic and North Heat It Co. v. Wood (ex
propriation in February, 1887) (1893), 2 Que. Q.B. 335, |1895] 
A.C". 257. Hut, following Knglish decisions, they had refused 
to recognise the right of the owner to any compensation where 
neither his land itself nor a right incidental to its ownership hail 
lieen physically interfered with so as to lessen the value of the 
land, In re Widder and Buffalo and Lake Huron H. Co. (1861), 
20 U.C.Q.B. 638, (1864), 23 U.C.Q.B. 208; Widder v. Buffalo and 
Ijake Huron II. Co. (1805), 24 U.C.Q.B. 520; or for injury due to 
operation as distinguished from construction where none of his 
land was taken; In re Devlin and Hamilton and Lake Brie II. 
Co. (1876), 40 U.C.Q.B. 160, or where the works, the operation 
of which caused the injury, had not lieen constructed on the 
portion of Ids land taken. In Bowen v. Canada Southern It. Co., 
14 A.R. (Ont.) 1, where the lowering of a street in front of two 
town lots affecting access to them and thus depreciating their 
value was held to lie an injurious affection of land entitling the 
owner to compensation, Osler, J.A., at p. 8, sjieaking of s. 5 and 
suli-s. 5 of s. 11 of the C.S.tc. 66 (the Railway Act preceding 
those of 1868 and 1879), says:

These clauses are substantially similar to those in the Railway and 
lands Clauses Consolidation Act (Imp.)
8. 155 of the Act of 1906, c. 37, takes the place of ». 5 of e. 66 of 
the C.S.C., and sulwi. 5 of s. II has its counterpart tow lay in 
s. 191.

In TheQueen v. Buffalo and Ijike Huron R. Co., (1864), 23 U.C.Q.B. 
208, at p. 217, Erie, CJ., delivering the juitgment of the Court 
of Queen's Bench, sjieaking of the English statute, 8 Viet., c. 18, 
and particularly of e. 68, and of the 6th section of the English 
statute 8 Viet., c. 20, said:

We see no solid distinction between the language of these English statutes 
and that used in our own (C.8.C., e. 66).

The applicability of the English decisions establishing the 
distinctions lietween the measure of compensation in cases where
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land is taken and that in cases of mere injurious affection would 
seem to have lieen fully recognised. See also H i'drier v. Buffalo 
and lake Huron H. Co. (18(1»), 29 U.C'.Q.B. 154; Paradis v. The 
Queen (1887), 1 Can. Ex. 191 ; The Queen v. Harry (1891), 2 Can. 
Ex. 333; U Blanc v. The King (1917), 38 D.L.R. 632 at 634, 
16 Can. Ex. 219; Sisters of Charity v. The King (1919), 46 D.L.R. 
213 at 219,18 Can. Ex. 385 at 394 : The King v. Mac Arthur 11904), 
34 Can. S.C.R. 570.

With the law in this junction, s. 92 of the Railway Act of 1888, 
c. 29, was enacted as a new provision presumably to supply the 
omission from the Arts of 1868, c. 68, and of 1879, r. 29. of the 
express provision for romjiensation found in e. 5 of the former 
Railway Act, C.K.C., c. 66, into which it hail lieen carried from 
14 & 15 Viet., c. 51, s. 4; Bowen v. Canada Southern It. Co., 14 
A.R. (Ont.) 1, at p. 9. The right t compensation under the 
Acts of 1868 and of 1879 loth in regard to land taken and land 
injuriously affected dejiended upon the general principle of the law 
that, unless the contrary clearly appears, legislative intention to 
authorise the taking away of, or injury to, pro|ierty without )iay- 
ment of eomiiensation will not lie presumed and the almost 
irresistible inference to lie drawn from the provision made for 
its ascertainment. Burton, J.A., thought the omission from the 
Act of 1879 of a provision similar to a. 5 of c. 66 of the C.H.C. 
quite immaterial. Botren v. Canada Southern H., 14 A.Ii. ft hit.) 
1, at p. 4. H. 92 of the Act of 1888 was not meant to create new 
rights in regard to com|ienaation. At least that was the view 
taken of it by the Courts notw itlistanding the |>atent differences 
between its terms and those of a. 5 of the C.S.C., c. 66, and the 
difference lietween its collocation in the Canadian Railway Act, 
and that of the proviso in the English statute. S. 92 was certainly 
an adaptation of the proviso of a. 16 of the Railway Clauses 
Consolidation Act of 1845, r. 20 (Imp.), the language of that 
proviso lieing reproduced, with some additions immaterial in the 
present case. At the date of its introduction them was no pro
vision in the Dominion Interpretation Art such as is now fisind 
in RB.C. 1906, c. 1, s. 21, suies. 4.

The construction of this new section so far as applicable to 
cases of injurious affection was carefully considered in the Ontario 
Court of Appeal in Potcell v. Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo R. 
Co. (1898), 25 A.R. (Ont.) 209, at p. 215, Osler, J.A., says:
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The damage intended by a. 92 is some actual injury or damage to land 
occasioned by the exercise of the powers of the railway. It is, in short, 
damage of the same character as that for wliich coni|>eneation is recoverable 
under the English Acts where no land is taken Under the Canadian
Act ... it must be held, as under the Imperial Acte, that, arising as 
it does from works authorised by the legislature, it must be such as would 
apart from the statute have been the subject of an action, and it must also 
be such as to diminish the value of the property irrespective of any particular 
use wliich might be made of it.

Maclennan, J.A., at p. 218, refera to the identity of a. 92 
with the proviso to a. 10 of the Knglish Railway Clauses Act, 
8-9 Viet., e. 20, and adds “our law is, therefore, sulwtantially the 
same as the F.nglish law.

Moss, J.A., at p. 220. said:
The damage sustained for which compensation is to be made is damage 

to land either from taking materials or on account of its being injuriously 
affected by the exercise of any of the powers granted to the railway. And 
it is well settled that the compensation recoverable in respect of lands injuri
ously affected must lie based on injury or damage to the estate or land itself 
and not on jiersonal inconvenience or discomfort to the ow ner or occupier.

A similar view had been expressed by Ferguson, J., in fie 
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo li. Co. and Kerner (1890), 28 O.R. 14, 
at p. 20. That Judge regarded -is in point Ford v. Metropolitan 
and Metropolitan Dint. li. Commîmes (1880), 17 Q.B.D. 12, at p. 25, 
where Cotton, L.J., points out:
that the inconvenience or injury which arises solely from the particular use 
to which the particular occupier puts the building must not be regarded 
and that “injuries sustained by them in earning on their business" 
cannot l*o made the subject of compensation.

In The St. Catharines li. Co. v. Norris (1889), 17 O.R. 007, 
Galt, C.J., following Knglish authorities, held that injury to 
trade as distinguished from injury to projierty did not entitle 
the owner to comixmsation for injurious affection.

With these decisions before it Parliament re-enacted s. 92 
of the statute of 1888 in the Consolidated Railway Act of 1903. 
as s. 120, c. 58, and again re-enacted it in the revision of 1900 
as s. 155, c. 37, in ipsisshnis verbis. Although sul>-8. 4 of s. 21 
of the Interpretation Act, R.K.C. 1900, c. 1, in force since 1890. 
53 Viet., c. 7, s. 1, declares that

Parliament shall not by re-enacting any Act or enactment or by revising, 
consolidating or amending the same, be deemed to have adopted the construc
tion widen lias, by judicial decision or otherw ise, been placed upon the language 
used in such Act, or upon similar language.
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“We cannot assume that the Dominion Legislature when they 
adopted the clause verbatim in the year 1888 were in ignorance 
of the judicial interpretation which it had received. It must on 
the contrary he assumed that they understood that s. 12 of the 
( anadian Act must have lieen acted upon in the light of that 
interpretation.” Casgrain v. Atlantic and Xorth West R. Co., 
(1895) A.C. 282, at p. .KM).

It is unreasonahle to suppose that if Parliament were not 
satisfied that its intention had lieen thereby given effect to it 
would have re-enacted the section in the same terms. As already 
]>ointed out, when the proviso to the English s. 10 was first intro
duced into Canada we had no such interpretation provision as 
is now found in R.S.C. llMMl, c. 1, s. 21, sul>-s. 4. Arnold v. 
The Dominion Trust Co. (1018), 41 D.L.R. 107, at pp. 117-119, 
56 Can. S.C.IL 433. Under these circumstances, although not 
hound by the dicta of the eminent Ontario Judge's to which 1 
have referred, even if 1 entertain doubts as to the meaning of s. 
155 in the present Act, 1 “would have declined to disturb the 
construction of its language which had been (so often) judicially 
affirmed.” Casgrain v. Atlantic and Xorth ll>#f R. Co., (1895] 
A.C*. 282; City Hank v. Barrow (1880), 5 App. ('as. 064, at pp. 673, 
679.

In Canadian Pacific R. Co. v. Cordon ( 1908), 8 ( an. Ry. Cas. 53, 
the applicability of Knglish decisions in regard to the right of 
com])cnsation in cases of injurious affection under the Dominion 
Railway Act was again recognised by Clute, J., who delivered the 
principal judgment in the Appellate Division in the caw* now at 
l»r.

The decision of the Privy Council in Holditch v. Canadian 
Xorthern Ont. R. Co., 27 D.L.R. 14, (1916] 1 A.C. 536, certainly 
overrules the view expressed by Armour, C.J., in Re Birely and 
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo R. Co. (1897), 28 O.R. 468, already 
"scotched” in Powell v. Toronto Hamilton and Buffalo R. Co. 
(1898), 25 A.R. (Ont.), 209, that the introduction of s. 92 into the 
Dominion Railway Act of 1888 had effected such a material change 
in the scope of the provisions for compensation in tliat Act that 
in cases where no land had been taken compensation might 
thereafter 1* recovered for injuries due to the ojieration of the 
railway. Ilieir lordships there point out (p. 544) that that
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aertion (now a. 166) in taken fmm a. 16 of the Kngliah Railway 
8. C. Clnuara ( onmlidiit ion Art, 1845, and they approve the application 

Canadian of the Kngliah deeiHiona to detennine it» purview. Their earlier 
Ç'JJ0 decision in Cram! Trunk Pad)le H. Cn. v. Fart William Land 

», Intentaient Co., [1012] AX'. 224, |N*nt* in the same direction.
AiaiN. Nothwithstanding the | manage from lord Macnagliten a
m^tn.1. judgment in Parkdalr v. Heat (1887), 12 App. < 'as. 602, at p. 

616, in which he aava—of courue obiter—
Their Ixirdahipe were aekeil by the B|ipeU»nle to expraaa an opinion ae 

to tlie meaeute of dainagee in cnee tlir ap|ieal eliould be disinineed. It appeau 
to their Lordahi|* that, as the injury ctnnmitted ia complete ami of a |iermanent 
character, the reepondente are entitleii to comimnnation to the full extent of 
the injury inflicted,
to which 1 allude merely to make it clear that it ban not I wen over
looked, the utmont tine that can lie made of evidence of loea of 
hunineea anc riliahle to the exercine of power» conferred by the 
Railway Act in canon of injurioun affection in indicated in my 
opinion in the following [manage from the juilgment of I «pen, 
LJ., at p. 592, in Hmrard v. Metropolitan Hoard of H'orAa (1888), 
4 T.L.R. 591, quoted by < ’lute, J.:

The plaintiff'R houae wan injurioualy affected by the execution of the 
work» and the jury awarded cmnpenaalion, not for the loea to trade, wliich 
would not, prr er, he a legitimate head of damage, hut for the deterioration 
in the value of the houae an meaaumt by the loan of trade.

It ia an to the ncceanity for [myinent of romjieiiNation liefore 
interferenee with the right that canen of injurioun affection arc 
held by lord Macnagliten to aland under tlie Canailian Art, 
on preciaely the name footing aa canon of actual taking, in that 
reaj met differing from tlie like canon under the Kngliah I.am In 
Clauaca Conaolidation Act of 1845. Parkdalr v. M'raf (1887), 
12 Ajip. Can. 602, at p. 613.

In ll'eaf el at. y. Parkdalr rl ai (1888i, 15 O.R. 319, the corpor
ation wan held liable aa a wrongdoer not protected from the 
ronnequeneee of it» tort by any atatutorv provinion, and it wan 
on that I main that I xml Macnagliten thought die muniri|>alit y 
liable "to the full extent” ami that damagen wore aanonaed againnt 
it.

1 am, for them reuaona, of the opinion that the construction 
of a. 155 of the Canailian Railway Art of K.8.C. 1906, ia governed 
by the Kngliah deeinionn on the purview of the pro vino of a. Ill 
of the Railway Claunm Conaolidation Art of 1845, and that the
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res|x>ndent is not entitled t<> coui|>eiisation for lose of business 
occasioned by the execution of the works in question. The award 
should therefore lie reduced by $4,500.

The res]>ondent has liecn allowed the full benefit of evidence 
of loss of business in so far as it affected the value1 of her property 
as “a marketable article.” The $0,724 found by the arbitrator 
to hâve been its value before the works were licgun, represented a 
valuation on the same basis as the £1,550 allowed in Wad ham v. 
The North Naateru It. Co. (1885), l(i Q.H.D. 227, it includtxl 
any sj>ecial value which the premise hail as a stand for the par
ticular class of business rarriixl on by the rc*i>o!nlcnt.

There should also be a further reduction of $102 as claimed 
by the apjicllant from the $0,3tMi allowed for injury to the land 
for the reasons indicated by Riddell and Kelly, JJ., in the Court 
below'. The award will therefore stand for the sum of $0,174— 
and costs.

The apiiellant is entitled to its costs in this Court and in the 
A pi el late Division.

Bhodkvh, J. (dissenting) : This is an ap|H‘al from the Apiwllatc 
Division of the Supreme Court of Ontario which referred back to 
the arbitrator an award concerning lands for which the rescindent 
claims conqiensation.

The appellant company for the purjxwe of building a subway 
in the City of Toronto on Yonge street had lowered the level 
opjxwite the respondent's property and practically left it without 
access to the street.

The arbitrator to whom the question of com|H‘»sation was 
referred aw arded $<),3tM) for the bare depreciation of the land and 
$4,500 for loss of business based on an estimate of profits for 
three years.

The Appellate Division held that the rescindent was entitled 
to compensation for the loss of business I mt that the amount had 
been arrived at by an erroneous principle ami referred the case 
l«ck to the arbitrator to ascertain the coui|>eiixatioii which the 
rescindent was entitled to in that regard.

There is no dispute as to the depredation of the property 
itself. The only question then is whether some compensation 
should be given for the loss of trade or the diminution of the elaim-
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ant's good-will in lier business consequent on the destruction 
of the access to the premises in which the business was carried 
on. S. 155 of the Railway Act is the law under which the claim 
of the respondent to compensation is made. It reads as follows:

The comi>hiiy shall in the exercise of the powers by tliis or the special 
Act granted, do as little damage as possible and shall make full compensation 
in the manner herein and in the special Act provided, to all (tenons interested, 
for all damage by them sustained by reason of the exercise of such powers.

There is no doubt that the resjiondent is an interested ]ierson, 
situe the loom to the street which she had liefore is virtually 
destroyed. Nobody disputes that she is entitled to damages. 
If some land had been taken, there is no doubt under the authority 
of the Knglish cast» that the measure of damages would lie the 
difference between what the premises as a running concern would 
lie worth to the expropriated party and the value of the land 
afterwards, and would include conqiensation for loss of business.

Rut a distinction is made in Kngland as to the measure of 
damages in the case of lands taken and in the case of lands injuri
ously affected. When under the former a full compensation 
including loss of business would have to lie given, in the case 
of lands injuriously affected the conqienaation should not include 
liersonal inconvenience.

Caledonian R. Co. v. Ogüvy (1856), 2 Macq. 229; In re The 
Stockport Tim/terley and AUringham R. Co. (1864), 33 LJ.Q.R. 
251; ('hntnfter lain v. West End of London and Crystal Palace 
l/tndon R. Co. (1862), 2 B. & 8. 605, 121 E.R. 1197; Brand v. 
Hammersmith and City R. Co. (1865), L.R. 1 Q.B. 130; Beckett 
v. Midland R. Co. (1867), L.R. 3 C.P. 82; Ricket v. Metropolitan 
R. Co. (1867), L.R. 2 H.L. 175; Duke of Buccleuch v. Metropolitan 
Board of Works (1872), L.R. 5 H.L. 418.

Those decisions in Kngland are somewhat conflicting and 
not very satisfactory. The I»rd Chancellor in Iticket's case, 
su]tra, stated that it was a hojieless task to attempt to reconcile 
the contradictory decisions which have lieen rendered on the 
questions at issue.

But should those decisions lie invoked here in ( anada concern
ing our ( 'anadian legislation?

I do not hesitate to say no, liecause our own legislation differs 
from the Knglish statutes and 1 rely in that roqwet on the views 
expressed by Lord Macnaghten in Parkdale v. West, 12 App. (’as. 
602, where he said at p. 613:
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There is a marked difference between the provisions of the Dominion 
Act and those of the English Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, and 
that decisions u|ion the English Act, such as Hutton v. London and South 
Western Railway Co. (1849), 7 Hare. 259, which was referred to in the argument 
afford little or no assistance in the present case. In the Dominion Act 
the taking of land, and the interference with rights over land, are placed 
precisely on the same footing.

In view of that decision in the Parkdale cane, supra, I say that 
we should not refer to (brisions rendered under English statutes, 
but we should find whether the provisions of s. 155 might cover 
tlie loss of trade in case* where lands have Urn simply injuriously 
affected.

Section 155 enacts that coni]>ensation should he made for all 
damage caused. There is no distinction in this section in case 
of lands taken and in case of lands injuriously affected. We have 
to revert to the ordinary rule governing torts and find whether the 
damage is the necessary result of the injury done.

When the clause of the statute applies, the party is entitled 
to recover full compensation for all damage in respect of the 
diminution in value of his property, Huccleuch's case, L.R. 5 
ILL. 418.

The loss to an owner includes not only the actual value of the 
lands but all damage directly consequent on the taking thereof 
under statutory powers. The arbitrators called upon to fix the 
compensation should take into consideration the probable diminu
tion in the value of the claimant’s good-will in his trade.

See decisions quoted by ('ripjm on Compensation, 4th ed., 
pp. 08 and 00. lie Danes ami James Hay H. Co. (1013), 13 I).L.R. 
012, 28 O.L.R. .544; Caledonian Railway Co. v. Walker's Trustee 
(1882), 7 App. Cas. 250, at p. 270.

I am unable .to find that the Appellate Division was in error 
in stating that the respondent was entitled to compensation for 
loss of business.

The apjieal should be dismissed with costs.
Mignavlt, ,L: I have had the advantage of reading the very 

full and carefully considered reasons for judgment of my brother 
Anglin, and with some hesitation, caused by the very wide language 
of s. 155 of the Railway Act, R.8.C. 1000, c. 37, I have finally 
come to the conclusion that my brother Anglin is right in liis 
construction of this section. Section 155, if I may use the term,
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is a condition of the grant of extensive powers to a railway com
pany. It is taken almost verbatim from the proviso of s. 16 
of the English statute, the Railway Clauses Consolidation Act, 
1845, and if it is to receive the same construction as the English 
Courts have given to the latter section, damages for loss of business 
carried on on lands not taken but merely injuriously affected by 
the construction of the railway cannot be granted. There appears 
to be no escape from the conclusion that the wide language of 
s. 155 must receive some limitation, and this has been done with 
respect to damages caused by the operation of the railway as 
distinguished from its construction, Holditch v. Canadian 
Northern Ont. R. Co., 27 D.L.R. 14, [1916] 1 A.C. 536, 
which would be damages caused by the exercise of the powers of 
the company. And if s. 155 be construed as s. 16 of the Railway 
Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, has been construed, damage for 
loss of business in respect of land not taken but injuriously affected 
cannot be awarded. This does not mean that I can appreciate 
the reason for the distinction which has been made between cases 
where land is taken and cases where land is not taken but merely 
injuriously affected, but this distinction is now clearly and 
authoritatively established, and, as I have said, no damages are 
granted for loss of business where lands are not taken but only 
injuriously affected. There is no doubt much force in the con
tention of the respondent that the construction of s. 16 of the 
English statute has been influenced by other provisions of the 
Imperial statutes, but looking at our own Railway Act and its 
enactment—perhaps rules of procedure—governing the taking 
and using of lands and compensation and damages (ss. 172 to 
214 inclusive, and more especially ss. 191 and 193), it seems to me 
that these sections can be compared to the other provisions of 
the English statutes referred to by Clute, J., as having influenced 
the construction of s. 16. So wc have a construction authoritative
ly placed on the proviso of s. 16 which has been copied into the 
Canadian Act, and after due consideration I feel that this con
struction should be adopted here.

I would, therefore, allow the appeal with costs here and in 
the Appellate Division, and restrict the compensation to the sum 
of $6,366 awarded by the arbitrator for damage caused to the 
respondent's property, deducting, however, the sum of $192
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expenses of the auction sale effected by the respondent after the 
construction of the appellant’s works. The arbitrator valued the 
respondent’s property as it stood before the construction of the 
works and deducted from this gross value the net proceeds of the 
auction salt1. It is obvious that if the respondent had sold lier 
property at the higher valuation before it was injuriously affected, 
she would have incurred the necessary expense of the sale, so 
that it seems to me a fallacy to compare the gross value before the 
construction of the works to the real value, less expenses of sale, 
after the property had liecome depreciated. The deduction of 
this sum of $192 reduces the compensation to $0,174, and costs.

Appeal allowed.

Re LYONS AND McVEITY.
Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Riddell and 

Latehford, JJ., and Fergumn, J.A. October 3, 1919.

Landlord and tenant (§ II C—22)—Leake for 14 months—Overholding 
tenant—Rent paid monthly—Tenancy from year to year— 
Taxes in arrear—Rent to municipality.

When a tenant under a lease for a fixed term of fourteen months 
at a fixed rental payable monthly remains in iKissession on the ending 
of the term, and still pays rent monthly lie becomes a tenant from year

The taxes being in arrear the landlord is considered to have knowledge 
of this fact, and to have agreed that payments of rent to the munici
pality he the same as payments to himself.

| Right v. Darby (178(ij, 1 Term. Rep. 159, followed.]

Appeal from an order of the Judge of the County Court of 
the County of Carleton, dismissing the appellant’s application, 
under the overholding tenants provisions of the Landlord and 
Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1914, eh. 155, for a summary order for 
possession of pren ises den ised to McVeity for a tenu of 14 
months. McVeity continued in possession after the expiiy of 
the term ; and the question was, whether, as held by the County 
Court Judge, McVeity was a tenant from year to year, or, as 
the landlord contended, from month to month. Treating Mc
Veity as a tenant from month to month, the landlord gave him 
notice to quit at the end of a month, and then proceeded against 
him as an overholding tenant.

S. Clark, for appellant.
T. It. Ferguson, for respondent.
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Riddell, J.

Meredith, C.J.C.P. : -The question involved in this vase is 
whether the overholding tenant became a tenant from month to 
month or from year to year.

The origin of the tenancy was a term of 14 months, of residential 
property, the rent payable n onthly; and during the overholding 
—of nearly three years—the rent has been paid monthly, or on a 
monthly basis, “to, and with the consent of, the landlord.”

The law in the case of overholding seen s to be yet that pro
nounced by Lord Mansfield in the case of Right v. Darby (1786), 
1 Term .Rep. 159,162, in these words : “If there be a lease foi a year, 
and by consent of both parties the tenant continue in possession 
afterwards, the law implies a tacit renovation of the contract. 
They are supposed to have renewed the old agreement, which 
was to hold for a year:” see also Dougal v. McCarthy, [1893] 
1 Q.H. 736; Oakley v. Monck (1866), L.R. 1 Ex. 159; Wedd v. 
Porter, [1916] 2 K.B. 91; and Croft v. William F. Play Limited, 
[1919] 1 Ch. 277.

But, it need hardly be said, the supposition does not hold 
good against proof, direct or circun stantial, to the contrary. 
It is the agreen ent of the parties, not the dictation of Court or 
Judge, which governs.

The n ere fact that the rent was payable, and was paid, monthly, 
is met by the fact that it was so when the term was one of more 
than a year—14 months; and the character of the property and 
length of possession are rather against than in favour of the 
contention for a monthly tenancy.

The presumption of a tenancy from year to year is not displaced, 
but seen stone to be strengthened rather, by the evidence.

I am, accordingly, in agreen ent with the County Court Judge 
in his ruling against the landlord’s contention, and in favour of 
dismissing this appeal.

Ferguson, J.A., agreed with Meredith, C.J.C.P.
Riddell, J.:—This appeal is solely upon a question as to what 

tenancy McVeity has in the lands in question.
Under a lease made by the landloid, Lyons, to McVeity, for 

a term of 14 months, at a fixed sum per n onth for lent, McVeity 
went into possession of the lands in question. The lease coming 
to an end, he remained in possession without assent or dissent of 
the landlord, and without any agreen ent for a continuation of
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his lease—this, of course, made him a tenant by sufferance: ONTl
Simkiu v. Ashurst (1834), 1 (\M. & R. 201. 149 K.R. 1078: Wood- H. C. 
fall on Landlord and Tenant, 19th ed., p. 270. re

The taxes being left unpaid, the municipality, exercising its Lyons 

right under the statute, called upon the tenant to pay his rent to McVeity. 
the municipality, and the tenant did pay one or more instalments Riddën, j. 
of rent based upon the amount payable monthly under the lease.

Two questions would arise: first, whether this compulsory 
payment of rent had the same effect as though the mnt had been 
paid and accepted by the landlord ; second, assuming that this 
first question is answered in the affirmative, what is the result?

First: I have no doubt that the landlord, allowing the taxes 
to lie in arrear, must lie held to have known that the rent ii ight 
be paid to the city, and that he must be held to have impliedly 
agreed that such payments should lie considered as payments to 
himself.

Second: it is clear law that when a tenant holds over after the 
expiration of his lease the acceptance of rent by the landlord 
makes him a tenant—he is now no longer a tenant at sufferance 
nor a mere tenant at will.

There have been many dicta as to the position of a tenant so 
overholding after his payn ent of rent. For example, Lord 
Denman in Johnson v. Churchwardens of St. Veter, Hereford (1830),
4 A. & E. 520, 111 E.R. 883, at 520, says: “Where premises are 
held on by the same tenant of the same landlord, after the 
expiration of a lease of them, granted to the former by the latter, 
without a new contract, the law will imply an agreement to hold 
on the same terms.” Lord Kenyon in Doe dem. Higge v. Hell 
(1793), 5 Term Rep. 471, at p. 472, says : “So where a tenant 
holds over after the expiration of his term, without having 
entered into any new contract, he holds upon the former terms.”

But these are general staten cuts. It is not doubted that there 
is another general rule, and that is where a tenant holds over after 
a tenu of years. There on payment of rent he becomes a tenant 
from year to year, and the question arises whether that rule applies 
in the present case. I think it does. In Young v. Bank of Nova 
Scotia (1915), 23 D.L.R. 854, at p. 85G, 34 O.L.R. 176, at p. 179, the 
important cases are cited, and a quotation is made from the judg
ment of Lord Ellenborougli in Doc dem. Brune v. Vrideaux (1808), 10
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ONT. East 158, where he says (p. 187): “If no other tenancy appear, the
8. C. presumption is that that tenancy was from year to year.” This
lRk

McVeity.

decision of Lord Ellenborough’s has never been questioned, so 
far as I can find. The latest case which I have found is Morgan 
v. William Harrison Limited, [1007] 2 Ch. 137, at p. 143.

Riddell, J Had the lease in the present instance n entioned a yearly 
rental, although payable monthly, the case of Young v. Bank of 
Nova Scotia would be conclusive in favour of the tenant, as in 
that case the term was 18 months. In order to have a “term of 
years” it is not necessary to have a year, nor, I think, any part 
of a year, mentioned. Littleton, in speaking of a tenant for y care, 
says: “Tenant for terme of veares is where a n:an letteth (Ion 
home lessa) lands or tenen ents to another for tenr.e of certaine

Latchford, J,

yeares, after the number of yeares that is accorded between the 
lessor and the lessee:” Co. Litt., book l,43.b. But, in discussing 
the rights and duties of a tenant for years, he includes the case 
of a lease for half a year, or a qua iter of a year, etc.; and I think, 
so long as the term is certain, it is what is technically called a 
“term of years.” I am unable to distinguish the case of Young 
v. Bank of Nova Scotia and the present case in any real essential.

The case of Croft v. William F. Blay Limited (1919), 35 T.L.R. 
265, [1919] 1 Ch. 277, contains a discussion which is helpful 
in son e particulars, but which cannot be called conclusive. Some 
stress was laid on Richardson v. Langndge (1811), 4 Taunt. 128, 
128 L.R. 277 which was supposed to lay down the principle that 
the tenant must pay rent referable to a year or some aliquot part 
of a year; but, when that case is examined, it is plainly not upon 
the present point at all, but it is iqMin the point as to the original 
tenancy, which was agreed. I am unable, without n aking too 
subtle a distinction, to recognise a real difference between such 
a case as the present and other cases which have been cited, and 
am of opinion that this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Latciikord, J. (dissenting):—In cases without number from 
Right v. Darby (1786), 1 Term Rep. 159,it has been held that where a 
tenant in possession of land under a lease for a year or a numl>er of 
years, or a year and an aliquot part of a year, holt’s over at the expir
ation of his term, by the lessor's consent or with his acquiescence, 
there is, in the absence of express agreement, or circumstances from 
which a new agreement can properly lie inferred, a renovation of
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the original lease, so far as its provisions are applicable, with the 
result that a new tenancy from year to year, with all the incidents 
of such a tenancy, is regarded as subsisting. Nor, as pointed out 
by Buller, J., in Right v. Darby, at p. 1G3, is this rule of law appli
cable to lands only, and not to the case of houses. “There is no 
ground,” he says, “for that distinction. The reason of it is, that 
the agreement” (the lease) “is a letting for a year at an annual 
rent; then if the parties consent to go on after that time, it is a 
letting from year to year.”

Dongal v. McCarthy, [1893] 1 Q.B. 730, relied on by the respond
ent, n erely restates the law. The lease in that case was for a 
year at a yearly rental, payable quarterly. It was held by implica
tion that the tenants had consented to remain in possession as 
tenants from year to year.

No case was cited on behalf of the respondent, and 1 venture 
to say that no case of authority can be found, where an original 
term of a definite nun her of months, at a monthly rental payable 
month by month, as in the present case, has, when the tenant 
overheld and lent was paid and accepted monthly, been held to 
have constituted a tenancy from year to year. A letting even by 
the quarter has not been regarded as extended into a tenancy from 
year to year.

In Wtikinm* v. Hall (1837), 3 Bing. N.C. 508, 132 E.R. 506. 
an allegation that the defendant held premises as a tenant for a 
tenu of years was declared not to lie made out by proof that he held 
by the quarter. Vaughan, J., observes (at 533): “Looking at this 
agreement, I can sec nothing in it that points to a yearly taking; 
on the contrary, the reservation of rent, and other stipulations, 
plainly shew that the letting was by the quarter only.”

No word used in the lease to the respondent points to a yearly 
tenancy. On the other hand, the tenu itself is expressly measured 
in months. The rental fell due at the end of each month, and was 
paid month by month. To imply a renewal from year to year 
would l>e to assume a continuation of a characteristic that never 
had existence. The tenancy being by the month, only a term from 
month to month could be properly implied by the learned Count y 
Court Judge. The notice to quit served was therefore effective 
to put an end to the tenancy: Doc dem. Dairy v. Hazell (1794), 
1 Esp. 94—“since the universal understanding:” O'Brien, J., in
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Beamish v. Vox (1885), 10 L.R. Ir. 270, 270, affirmed by the Lords 
Justices of Appeal, ib. 458.

I would therefore allow the appeal with costs.
Appeal dismissed

UNION BANK v. BALLARD.

Alberta Supreme Court, Walsh, J. November 18, 1919.

Costs'(5 I 2d)—War Relief Act, 8 Geo. V. 1918, Alta., c. 24—Techni
cality—Costs to defendant—Set-off in favour of pi. a intiff — 
New action to be brought—Unpaid costs of defendant’s 
solicitors—Lien—Appeal.

Costs in an action under the War Relief Act, 8 Geo. V. 1918, Alta., 
v. 24, dismissed because of a technicality, should be awarded to the 
defendant, but as the plaintiff’s right of action is unaffected, these 
costs should be set off against any costs which may be awarded him in 
a new action. Any claim by the defendant’s solicitors to a lien for costs 
will not interefere with such setoff.

[Puddcphatt v. Leith (No. 2), [1916], 2 Ch. 168 followed; Automatic 
Weighing Machine Co. v. Combined Weighing & Advertising Machine Co. 
(1889), 58 L.J., Ch. 647, distinguished.]

Appeal from a Master’s order as to costs, in an action under 
the War Relief Act. Dismissed.

//. C. Macdonald, for plaintiffs.
Russell W. Speers, for defendant.
Walsh, J.:—The Master at Edmonton on the defendant’s 

application dismissed this action with costs because it was brought 
in respect of a cause of action within the War Relief Act, 8 Geo. V. 
1018, Alta. c. 24, without the leave required by that Act. He 
directed however that payment of the defendant's costs should be 
postponed until judgment in or other final disposition of a proposed 
new action between the same parties upon this same cause of 
action and that they should be set off against the plaintiff’s costs 
of that action if they succeeded as to costs in it and if not that they 
should he disposed of on application in Chambers. Rule 20 as to 
costs provides that a set-off for costs between parties may be 
allowed notwithstanding the solicitors’ lien for costs in the par
ticular cause or matter in which the set-off is allowed. The defend
ant’s solicitors who claim a lien for their unpaid costs submit that 
tliis rule does not apply so as to justify a set-off of costs in one 
action against those in another.

Under the judgment of the Appellate Division in Sutherland v. 
Rural Municipality of Spruce (trove (No. 2) (1919), 44 I).L.R. 375, 
14 Alta. L.R. 292, I must hold that the making of tliis order was
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within the discretionary right of the Master. The only question ALTA' 
for ire is whether or not liis discretion was rightly exercised. S. C.

I understand that the question of the solicitors’ lien was not Union 
before the Master. On this appeal 1 allowed an affidavit to he Hank 
filed in support of that lien. It merely shews that the defendant Bali.akd. 

has not paid the costs of this action or any part of them to his waish. j. 
solicitors nor lias lie advanced any moneys whatever in resect of 
the same. There is nothing to shew that lie is not good for these 
costs or that his solicitors cannot recover the same from him. There 
is the bald fact of their non-payment and that is all. In Puddephatt 
v. Leith (No. 2), [1916] 2 ('h. 168, 114 L.T. 1159, Younger, .1., in
allowing the costs of two actions between the same parties to he 
set off against each other in the face of a solicitor’s claim to a lien 
ui>on one set of them, after a most careful review of the authorities 
finds the result of them" to he:
that primâ facie a set-off should not owing to such a lien be refused if as 
between the parties themselves it would be fair and just to allow it and if 
no fraud or imposition has been practised upon the solicitor by collusion 
between them.

Applying that principle to the facts of this case 1 do not think 
that the solicitors’ lien should he allowed to interfere with the 
set-off thus ordered. It may he for aught that appears to the 
contrary that the defendant is perfectly good for his solicitors’ 
costs and that he is ready and w illing to pay on demand in which 
case of course the lien would he asserted not for the protection of 
the solicitors hut of the client.

Then as between the parties then selves is it fair and just that 
this set-off should he allowed? It struck me at first as an impro
priety to direct that the costs to which the defendant had been 
declared entitled hv an order w hich ended the action in which they 
had been incurred should be set oft against the costs of another 
action between the same parties which had not then even been 
commenced and with respect to which it was problematical 
whether or not any costs would in the result be payable by the 
defendant. The facts of the case must however l c considered 
before it can be said that this is so.

The defence which ended this action was a highly technical 
one. While it effectually stopped this action it did not in the slight
est degree affect the plaintiff’s cause of action. He was entitled, 
upon procuring the necessary leave to start a new action and in
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due course to get it advanced to the stage at which this one ended. 
All that the ending of this action meant therefore, assuming that 
the necessary leave was procured was delay and expense. I fancy 
that it must have been recognised that tins leave would lie given 
as a matter of course because on the day on which this appeal was 
argued the defendant acting by the solicitors who represented him 
in this action consented liefore me that an order should be made 
giving the plaintiff leave to commence a newr action. From what 
was said before me in argument I am satisfied that the Master 
realised all of this. He would perhaps have been justified under 
these circumstances in dismissing the action without costs, but 
recognising as he doubtless did that the objection raised though 
technical and without merit or lasting benefit to the defendant was 
taken in the exercise of his undoubted legal right be decided that 
in the final result of this litigation whatever it might be, but not 
until then, the defendant should get his costs in some form or 
another. He practically stayed the execution of his order as to 
costs until the proposed new litigation was over. That he had the 
right to do this is I think clear from the judgment of the Court of 
Appeal in Automatic Weighing Machine Co. v. Combined Weighing 
and Advertising Machine Co. (1880), 37 W.R. 636, 58 L.J. Oh. 047. 
Though the Court refused to stay the taxation there of costs which 
had been awarded against the plaintiff in that action until the trial 
of a cross-action it did so simply because the plaintiff delayed too 
long in his application. The Court did not say in so many words 
that if lie had applied in tin e the order would have been made, 
but the plain inference from what was said is that it would have 
done so even though it was doubtful what the result of the cross
action would be. It is true that that was a case of action and 
cross-action whereas this is a case of two actions by the same plain
tiffs against the same defendant on the san e cause of action. 
It is also true that there the application simply was to stay the 
taxation while here the costs are ordered to be set off. Though in 
form these cases are different in these two respects in substance 
they are the same, the object in each being to delay the payment 
of the costs of one action until the trial of another action between 
the same parties with a view to having them set off against any 
costs that might in that later action be awarded against the party 
to whom these costs are payable. I am unable to say that the Master 
exercised his discretion in the matter improperly.
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I think that the order was objectionable in form inasmuch as 
the plaintiffs could have delayed indefinitely the payment of these 
costs by not bringing their new action and if necessary 1 would have 
amended it in that respect. The new action has now been brought 
and so the need for an amendment has ceased as the defendant 
can if he wishes force the plaintiffs to a speedy trial.

Tlte appeal is dismissed with costs which will be set off against 
those payable to the defendant under tlte Master’s Order.

1 have not considered carefully Mr. Macdonald’s objection 
that this appeal is too late. My off-hand opinion is that it is well 
taken but 1 do not so decide. Judgment accordingly.

Re WILEY AND WILEY.
Ontario Supreme Court, Middleton, J. Octatter 8, 1919.

Divorce and separation (§ V A—4f>)—Proceedings under Deserted 
Wives Maintenance Act, lt.8.0. 1914, c. 152—Order for pay
ment—Default—Action for alimony in Supreme Court— 
Dismissal—Further order under Act—Motion for pro
hibition IlY HUSBAND—JURISDICTION.

A woman who has taken proceedings under Deserted Wives Main
tenance Act, 11.8.0. 1914, c. 152, and been granted alimony, and who 
subsequently brings an action in the Supreme Court for alimony which 
fails, cannot succeed in new proceedings under the statute, as these 
proceedings must be deemed abandoned or superseded by reason of her 
Supreme Court action.

[Craxton v. Craxton (1907), 23 T.L.R. 527, applied and followed.]

Motion by William Thomas Wiley for an order prohibiting 
three Justices of the Peace for the County of Bruce and a constable 
of the same county from enforcing a certain order, dated tlte 
2nd August, 1917, made by the Justices, and a certain order, 
dated the 18th September, 1919, made by two of the Justices, and 
a seizure made by the constable on the 20th September, 1919, in 
proceedings under the Deserted Wives’ Maintenance Act, R.8.O. 
1914, ch. 152, on the ground of want of jurisdiction.

H. S. White, for the applicant.
C. S. Cameron, for the resi>ondent.
Middleton, J.:—The wife, deeming herself to have been 

deserted by her husband within the meaning of the Deserted 
Wives’ Maintenance Act, took proceedings Itefore Justices of 
the Peace, which resulted in an order, 1 tearing date the 2nd August, 
1917, directing the husband to pay to his wife $8 per week for the 
support of herself and family, together with the costs of the 
proceedings before the magistrates.
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The husband, being dissatisfied with the decision, appealed, 
and his appeal was dealt with by the County Court Judge, who, 
on the 2nd October, 1017, dismissed the appeal and affirmed the 
order, and directed the appellant to pay the costs of the appeal.

Pursuant to this order so affirmed, the husband paid the 
alimentary allowance to the wife for a considerable time, but 
eventually made default.

Instead of taking proceedings under the Act for the enforce
ment of her right by the machinery which it affords, the wife 
brought an action in this ( ourt to recover alimony. The writ was 
issued on the 0th March, 1018.

In due course this action was tried before Mr. Justice Mastcn 
—on the 10th and 20th days of November, 1018—and he found 
that the plaintiff had failed to estai>lish her right to alimony, and 
dismissed her action. An appeal was had from this decision, 
hut the judgment was affirmed by a Divisional Court.

The wife, thereupon, on the 8th September, 1010, took pro
ceedings before the same Justices, alleging that there was then 
$720 due to her under the order made by the Justices: these pro
ceedings resulted in an order directing payment forthwith of the sum 
mentioned, together with $23.50 for costs, and directing the same to 
be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the husband, 
and in default of sufficient distress adjudging that the husband be 
imprisoned in the common gaol for the term of three months, 
unless these sums and further costs should be sooner paid.

Upon this application the wife has filed an affidavit in which she 
states that in the month of July, 1919, she went with her children 
to her husband’s house and lived with him for over a month. She 
alleges that the husband then misconducted himself in such a way 
as to justify her leaving him, and that thereupon she left him.

The husband now moves for prohibition, contending in the 
first place that, the wife having resorted to this Court for the 
purpose of having her rights determined, and it having been 
adjudged that, under the circumstances shewn to exist at the trial, 
she was not entitled to alimony, the proceedings l>efore the magis
trates must be deemed to have been abandoned or to be super
seded, and that the magistrates have no jurisdiction to make the 
order for the issue of the distress warrant and the committal of 
the husband to gaol.
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In this, I think, the husband's contention must prevail.
The provisions of our statute are similar to the pro visions of the 

English Summary Jurisdiction (Married Women) Act, 1895, 
58 & 59 Viet. ch. 39, although there are many minor differences 
between the two statutes. In the case of Craxton v. Craxton 
(1907), 23 T.L.R. 527, the husband had taken proceedings in 
the Divorce Court, and had been ordered to pay alimony 
pendente lile to his wife. The divorce proceedings were stayed by 
reason of the failure of the husband to obey this interim order. 
The wife then applied to the magistrates for a separation order 
and maintenance, alleging desertion on the part of the husband. 
The magistrates took the view that the husband, by his default, 
must be taken to have abandoned the divorce suit. An appeal 
l>eing taken under the provisions of the English Act, which are not 
foiind in our statute, the Justices of the Probate and Divorce 
Division, who heard the appeal, thought that the divorce action 
had not been abandoned, but was still pending, and that once 
that Court was seised of the matrimonial dispute, the jurisdiction 
of the Justices was ousted, Mr. Justice Bargrave Deane stating 
p. 808

“It could not be too well known that once a suit had started 
in the Divorce Court each party was protected against the other, 
and it was contempt of Court for either to approach the other in 
any way. There could, therefore, be no desertion when a suit was 
pending. . . . In his view, once the Divorce Court was seised 
with a matrimonial dispute, Justices had no right to interfere in 
the matter. In this case the President had actually made an 
order; how, then, could the Gravesend Justices claim to overrule 
that order? He assumed that in the future Justices would hold 
their hands in such cases.”

In my view, the wife, having chosen to submit her status and 
rights to the determination of this Court, must be taken to have 
abandoned any rights that she had acquired under the earlier order 
of the magistrates, and when once this Court was seised of the 
matter the Justices had no right to interfere in any way. It 
would certainly be an extraordinary situation if, after this Court 
had solemnly adjudicated that the wife was not entitled to alimony 
from her husband, the Justices should be at liberty to direct a 
distress upon his property and send him to gaol if sufficient distress 
could not be found.
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But on another ground also I think the wife must fail. Accord
ing to her own statement, she returned to her husband. This 
put an end to the earlier order made by the Justicv's. If she was 
justified by the husband’s misconduct in leaving him in July last, 
tliis may give foundation to new proceedings before the Justices 
or in this Court, but the earlier proceedings had ceased to have any 
operative effect. This was determined in the case of Haddon v. 
Haddon (1887), 18 Q.B.D. 778: there an order had been made 
under the English statute, sec. 4 of the Matrimonial Causes Act, 
1878, ui>on the conviction of a husband for an aggravated assault 
on his wife, for payment of an allowance for maintenance. Upon 
his release the wife resumed cohabitation with him for a time, and 
then again left him. She then sought to enforce payment of the 
arrears, and applied to the Justices for an order, which was granted. 
It was held that the resumption of cohabitation had annulled the 
order, and not merely suspended its operative effect, Hawkins, J., 
saying (pp. 780, 781):—

“In my opinion the effect is to put an end to the legal existence 
of the order, and to render it no longer operative. ... If 
before acting upon the order she thinks fit to abandon it—to 
become reconciled to her husband and to continue to cohabit 
with him—she may do so. So, also, after separation for a time 
she may return to cohabitation. But in either of these events the 
validity of the order ceases, just as a decree for judicial separation 
would under similar circumstances. . . . If, after resumption 
of cohabitation, fresh assaults of an aggravated character are 
made by the husband, so as again to imperil her safety, the wife 
must apply for a new order, and cannot again avail herself of 
that which by her own act in returning to cohabitation she has 
exhausted.”

For these reasons, I am of opinion that the order sought should 
be granted—no costs. Order granted.

Re ARTHUR L. BUCKLEY
Nova Scotia Sujiremc Court, Harris, C.J., Drysdale, J., Ritchie, E.J., and 

Mellish, J. December 2, 1919.
Infants (§ I C—11)—Custody—Neglected child—Children’s Pro

tection Act, 7-8 Geo. V. 1917, N.S., c. 2—Application hy father 
—Father unsuitable person—Interests of child.

An infant who has lieen declared a neglected child and sent under 
the authority ot the Children’s Aid Society t<> a suitable home, will 
not be allowed to return to the custody of his father, when the latter 
has been found to lie an unsuitable person.
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Appeal from the judgment of Longley, J., in an application 
by the father for custody of his child. Affirmed except as to costs.

T. R. Robertson, K.C., for the applicant; W, J. O'Hearn, K.C. 
for the society.

Harris, C.J.:—Arthur Leslie Buckley is an infant eleven 
years of age and an application was made to Longley, J., by his 
father, Edward Buckley, for the custody of his son who had been 
declared a neglected child by S. 8. Strong, a stipendiary magistrate 
for the county of Kings, and who had ordered his delivery to the 
Superintendent of Neglected and Dependent Children of the 
Children’s Aid Society of Kings county under the provisions of 
the Children’s Protection Act, 7-8 Geo. V., 1017, N.S., c. 2.

After the order was made the society had placed the child in 
a suitable family and he was being educated and brought up under 
proper conditions religiously and otherwise, and Longley, J., 
refused the application of the father, holding that he was not a 
fit and proper person to have the custody, and the welfare of the 
infant would be best promoted by leaving him where he then was. 
The Judge heard evidence viva voce and had an opportunity of 
seeing the father and 1 do not think his findings should l>e dis
turbed.

The principal argument before the Court was as to the validity 
of the proceedings before the stipendiary magistrate and it was 
said that the father was not served with the notice of these» pro
ceedings and they were not binding upon him. The proceedings 
before the stipendiary magistrate were sent up and it appears 
that there was an affidavit of service on the father of the notice 
put in before the stipendiary magistrate. The order of the 
stipendiary was made with jurisdiction and cannot be questioned 
on a motion of this kind.

The appeal should, 1 think, be dismissed without costs here 
or before the Chambers Judge.

Drysdale, J., concurred with Harris, C.J.
Mellish, J.:—This is an appeal from a decision of Longley, J. 

refusing the father’s application for the custody of his child. He 
heard the evidence, much of it viva voce, and I do not feel at liberty 
to interfere witli his finding that the father is not a lit ]>erson to 
have the custody of the child. I think, therefore, the ap]>eal
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must fail. The Court, however, in an application of this kind 
should I think, consider whether the child is in fact in proper 
custody, apart from the father’s rights. It may very well be, as 
often happens, that the mother as well is unfit to have such 
custody. The child in question is, or rather was when this appli
cation was made before Longley, J., living with the family of one 
Schofield, under conditions which as found by him, and as dis
closed by the evidence, would seem to leave little if anything to be 
desired for the welfare of the child. The child at this place was 
nominally under the care of his mother, but really in Schofield’s 
charge under the oversight of the Children’s Aid Society, its 
statutory guardian under c. 4, 2 Geo. V., 1012, N.S. Since the 
application before Longley, J., and pending this appeal, it appears, 
as stated by Mr. O’Hearn, who appeared before us in behalf of 
this society, that Blois, an officer of this society, had without his 
(Mr. O’Hearn’s) knowledge removed the child from Schofield’s 
to some Roman Catholic home on the ground that as the child 
was a Roman Catholic, the Act under which the society derives 
its authority could not legally leave the child under the care of a 
Protestant, which Schofield appears to be. This belated com
pliance with the Act* (1912, c. 4, s. 27), if it be such, would apjæar 
more genuine if made before these proceedings were taken. We 
have now no evidence as to the precise conditions under which 
the child is living, but are, I suppose, bound to believe that this 
society is a proper guardian.

Taking the view I do as to the father’s fitness to lie the child’s 
custodian, I think it perhaps unnecessary to consider the validity 
of the proceedings by which the Children’s Aid Society became 
the guardian of the child. It is, however, my opinion that the 
order of the Justice cannot be considered invalid by reason of the 
fact that the notice of the proceedings was not served on the 
father. He denies being served and denies being in the country 
when the proceedings were taken. If this be so, I think the 
service on the mother, who was a parent and de facto guardian 
of the child within the jurisdiction, was sufficient to satisfy the 
statute requiring service on the parent or guardian.

Longley, J., ordered the applicant to pay the costs of James 
Schofield and Blanche Schofield in the proceedings liefore him.

*7-8 Geo. V. 1917, c. 2, schedule 1.
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As I understand the facts, these parties did not appear l>efore him, 
but the Children’s Aid Society did appear by counsel, which facts 
were not disclosed until the hearing of the appeal. Under these 
circumstances I think there should be no costs here or below, and 
that the order appealed from he varied accordingly.

Ritchie, E.J., concurred with Mellish, J.
Appeal dismissed.

JEWHURST v. UNITED CIGAR STORES LIMITED
Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.O., Maclarcn, 

Magee, Hudgins and Ferguson, JJ.A. October 10, 1919.

Malicious prosecution (§ II B—16)—Respective functions of Judge 
and JURY—Judicature Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 66, s. 62—Reasonable
AND PROBABLE CAUSE—FINDINGS OF JUDGE AND JURY—I)\MAUE8 
—No MISDIRECTION—No MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE SHEWN.
Tin* question of reasonable and probable cause in an action for 

malicious prosecution is to be determined by the Judge, R.S.O. 1014, 
c. 66, s. 62. The function of the jury is to determine the following only:

1. Whether the defendant prosecuted the criminal charge against the 
plaintiff as alleged before a tribunal into whose proceedings the civil 
Courts are competent to inquire.

2. Whether the proceedings complained of terminated in the plaintiff's 
favour.

3. Whether the defendant instituted or carried on the proceedings 
maliciously.

4. The damages sustained by the plaintiff.

Appeal by the defendant company from the judgment of 
Britton, J., ui»on the verdict of a jury, in favour of the plaintiff, 
for the recovery of $1,700 damages with costs, in an action for 
malicious prosecution. Affirmed.

W. A. Henderson, for the appellant.
George Lynch-Staunton, K.C., for the plaintiff, respondent. 
Meredith, C.J.O.:—This is an appeal by the defendant from 

the judgment dated the 17th December, 1918, which was directed 
to be entered by Britton, J., on the verdict of the jury at the trial, 
at Cayuga, on that day.

The action is for malicious prosecution of the respondent on 
the charge of the theft of $423.11.

The respondent was the manager of a cigar-store of the appel
lant, at Dunn ville. The terms of his engagement are contained in 
an agreement between the parties, dated the 2nd February, 
1917, by which the respondent was appointed manager of the 
store. The ap]>ellant undertook to furnish him on consignment 
a stock of cigars, cigarettes, tobacco, and other articles which the
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appellant should deem advisable; the goods were to remain the 
property of the appellant; the respondent was not to purchase 
from others goods of the class furnished by the appellant or have 
such goods on the premises. The respondent was to take all 
proper means for separating and keeping separate the cash received 
from the sale of the apjiellant’s goods and to deposit it in a bank, 
to be named from time to time by the appellant, to the credit of 
the appellant, “ not later than three o’clock of the above mentioned 
day of the week,” and a duplicate deposit-slip was to be forthwith 
mailed to the appellant's head office; the respondent was to be paid 
a commission of 15 per cent, on deposits calculated on the retail 
sales of the preceding week; the appellant agreed to purchase the 
“existing stock if any of cigars, cigarettes and tobacco and smoker’s 
sundries,” which, in the opinion of the appellant, was in a saleable 
condition, at a price not exceeding “the prevailing wholesale cost.”

The agreement also provides that:—
“Inventories at the discretion of the company shall lie taken 

by the company and all shortages in the stock of goods or coupons 
due to pilfering or any such cause excepting burglary by a person 
or persons other than the branch manager, his assistants, employees 
or persons connected with him, shall be charged against the branch 
manager and paid by him and so far as it is possible deducted from 
the commission of the branch manager as above set out and if 
such commission is insufficient the balance shall forthwith be paid 
by the branch manager.”

Several inventories of the stock on hand were made by the 
appellant, which, according to the contention of the appellant, 
shewed that the respondent had failed to account for his stock to 
the extent of $530.96, and it was claimed that after crediting the 
respondent’s commissions lie was indebted to the appellant in the 
sum of $423.11, and for that sum a sight draft was drawn on the 
respondent, which he did not accept. This draft was drawn on the 
23rd March, 1918, and on the 26th of that month the respondent’s 
solicitor wrote a letter to the appellant in which he said, referring 
to the shortage claimed, that the respondent “was nonplussed, as 
a careful account had been kept by him of his cash sales and rebates, 
and, so far as he knew, this deficit was due to no fault of his own;” 
and insisted that it must lie shewn to his and the respondent’s 
satisfaction that the amount claimed was owing, before any pay
ment would be made.
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A subsequent letter was written to the appellant's solicitors by 
the resi>on<lent’s solicitor in which he told them that if they could 
satisfy him that there was no mistake in the appellant’s liook- 
keeping methods he would advise the respondent to pay any 
deficit which might be charged to him, and he asked to have all the 
statements from the beginning of the respondent’s transaction 
with the appellant sent to him, and said that if this were done it 
would expedite matters.

This request was not complied with, and no attempt was made 
to investigate or adjust the accounts between the parties; but, on 
the 1st April following, the appellant’s secretary-treasurer, Percy 
Tilston, made a demand on the respondent for the payment of 
S423.ll ; and, the request not having l>een complied with, he on the 
following day laid an information charging the res]tondent with 
the theft of that sum.

Before laying the information, Tilston consulted the Crown 
Attorney, McArrell, and on such facts as were laid liefore him 
McArrell advised that it was a proper case for laying the informa
tion. A summons was issued and served upon the respondent, and 
he appeared before a magistrate to answer to the charge; and, after 
hearing the evidence adduced on the part of the informant, the 
magistrate dismissed the charge, McArrell declining to ask for a 
committal.

There was evidence which, if believed, warranted a finding 
that the respondent was always ready and willing to pay what 
on a proper accounting was owing to the appellant. I le contended 
all along that the shortage, if it existed, was not due to any fault 
of his, and that he was unable to understand how there could be 
such a shortage as was claimed to exist. All this was known to the 
appellant’s agents.

It is quite possible that a shortage might have occurred owing 
to pilfering by others than the res|>on<lent, and that errors may 
have been made by salesmen, and that the shortage claimed may 
have been due to other causes not involving dishonesty on the 
part of the res]>ondent. Indeed the agreement itself recognises 
that sucli shortages may arise, and provides that, however they 
may happen,;unless by burglary committed by outsiders, they 
are to be made good by the respondent.

It was shewn that many mistakes, involving in some cases
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considerable sums, had been made by the appellant in making up 
the respondent’s account.

It was also shewn that sales had l>een made on credit, and that 
a considerable sum was owing in respect of them, and these were 
not taken into account or credited to the respondent against the 
apparent shortage.

A settlement of accounts was arrived at between the parties, 
and the resjiondent paid to the appellant 1347.85, which was the 
balance owing by him according to the terms of the settlement; 
this payment was made shortly after the dismissal of the charge.

McArrell, who was examined as a witness at the trial, testified 
that if the facts as they appeared in the prosecutor’s case before 
the magistrate had been disclosed to him he would not have advised 
the laying of an information.

Tilston frankly admitted, in answer to a question by the appel
lant’s counsel, that his object in taking criminal proceedings 
was to collect the debt which the respondent owed to the appellant.

It appeared in evidence that Hallctt, an employee of the appel
lant, had called upon the respondent and asked him if he was going 
to make a settlement of the appellant’s claim, and that the respond
ent had told him that he did not think that he owed the appellant 
“that much money;” that liallctt replied that, according to the 
appellant’s figures and the figures in the books, the claim appeared 
to be correct; that the respondent then said that there had been 
many mistakes, and the claim was “a great amount, and there 
must lie something wrong,” and that at the same interview Hallctt 
was told that the respondent did not want “to beat the United 
Cigar Company out of a cent, every dollar shall be paid,” and that 
he would “try to and would pay the United Cigar Stores.”

It appeared in evidence that, testifying before the magistrate, 
Hallett swore that the respondent said he would pay when he 
found out what was right.

Proctor, an employee of the respondent, who took an inventory 
of the stock, testified that he had told the respondent that he did 
not think that the respondent had deliberately stolen anything; 
that the stock might have been taken out by shop-lifters; that 
there might lie a shortage by pilfering; and at the trial Proctor 
testified that he did not think that the respondent was dishonest.
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The jury was not asked to answer any questions, but gave a 
general verdict for the respondent for $1,700.

The learned trial Judge ruled that the res]>ondent had 
established want of reasonable and probable cause, and no objec
tion was made to his charge to the jury.

To constitute the crime of theft in such a case as this there 
must lie a fraudulent and without colour of right conversion of the 
property of another; and, in my view, the evidence fully warranted 
the learned trial Judge in ruling that there was an absence of 
reasonable and probable cause for the criminal proceedings taken 
against the respondent: the admission of the witness Proctor that 
he did not believe that the respondent had acted dishonestly, and 
that the shortage which he found in the stock may have l>een the 
result of causes other than an appropriation of it or its proceeds to 
the use of the respondent, though not conclusive against the respond
ent, agrees with the conclusion to which any reasonable man 
having knowledge of the facts would come.

The respondent was, no doubt, liable to pay for the shortage, 
if it had not arisen from the excepted cause mentioned in the agree
ment, but that is a very different thing from his lieing liable to the 
charge of theft because it existed or cecause he could not or would 
not pay for the shortage.

The appellant, until the decision was reached to lay the informa
tion, evidently viewed the matter in that light, for the amount of 
the shortage was treated as a matter of account between it and 
the respondent; as I have said, an account was sent to him for it, 
and a draft was drawn on him for the amount of the account. 
The account is in the form of an ordinary account between debtor 
and creditor, and it contains the information that interest will be 
charged on all overdue accounts.

It is clear that the appellant knew that the position of the 
respondent was that he could not understand how such a shortage 
as was claimed could exist, and that he desired an investigation of 
the accounts, and was ready and willing to pay any sum which 
was found to be really owing by him.

I am unable to see ui>on what ground, having regard to the 
facts I have mentioned, the finding of the trial Judge as to reason
able and probable cause can l>e disturl>ed. In his charge to the 
jury the learned trial Judge made some observations which related
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to the issue as to reasonable and probable cause, with which, 
under our present law, the had jury nothing to do.

According to the provisions of sec. 62 of the Judicature Act:—
“In actions for malicious prosecution, the Judge shall decide 

all questions both of law and fact necessary for determining whether 
or not there was reasonable and probable cause for the prosecution.”

Before this legislation was enacted, the question was a mixed 
one of law and fact, the province of the jury being to find the facts 
unless admitted, including the inferences from them; and that of 
the Judge to say whether those facts amount to reasonable and 
probable cause; and, if there was no other evidence of malice 
than what, in the Judge’s opinion, established a want of reasonable 
and probable cause, the jury upon the question of malice were not 
bound by that opinion, but might determine for themselves 
whether there was reasonable and probable cause.

As I understand the provisions of sec. 62, the question of 
reasonable and probable cause is to be determined for all the 
pur]loses of the trial by the Judge, and the jury cannot now 
disregard that finding, but must give effect to it when determining 
the question of malice.

If that be the case, the functions of the jury in such a case as 
this are to determine the following matters, and these only:—

1. Whether the defendant prosecuted the criminal charge 
against the plaintiff as alleged before a tribunal into whose pro
ceedings the civil courts are comi>etcnt to inquire.

2. Whether the proceedings complained of terminated in the 
plaintiff’s favour.

3. Whether the defendant instituted or carried on the pro
ceedings maliciously.

4. The damages sustained by the plaintiff.
In determining the third question, the jury may but are not 

bound to imply malice frdm the absence of reasonable and prob
able cause. The jury must, in tliis case, have found malice, 
and there was not only the implication from the absence of reason
able and probable cause, but express evidence that the prosecution 
was instituted for indirect or improper motives, vis., for the 
collection of the debt which it was alleged the respondent owed 
the appellant, to support their finding.

It was argued that the appellant had laid all the facts fully
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and fairly lief ore the Crown Attorney, and had acted on his advice 
in laying the information. If whether or not that had lieen done 
was relevant on the question of reasonable and probable cause, 
or if it had l>een done and the appellant had in good faith acted 
upon the advice he had received, it could not be said that it had 
acted without reasonable and probable cause.

The view of the trial Judge was that the appellant had not 
done this, but had withheld from the Crown Attorney material 
facts which, had they been disclosed, would have led the Crown 
Attorney to advise against the laying of an information; and in 
that view I agree. It was not sufficient for Tilston to have laid 
before the Crown Attorney all the facts that were then within his own 
knowledge. Other facts which would have led the Crown Attorney 
to advise against laying the information were known to the 
appellant, and they should have been laid before the Crown 
Attorney. It surely cannot be the law that a person desiring to 
prosecute another on a criipinal charge may entrust the laying of 
it to an agent who does not know all the material facts, and can 
then find shelter behind the fact that the agent has disclosed all 
the facts that were within his knowledge.

Although, as 1 have said, no objection was made at the trial 
to the Judge’s charge, it was objected to on the argument before us. 
In order to reach a proper conclusion as to whether there was 
misdirection entitling the appellant to a new trial, there must be 
borne in mind the fact which I have mentioned, that the learned 
Judge in his charge to the jury dealt with matters which had to 
do only with the question of reasonable and probable cause, and 
in the parts of the charge most objected to the learned Judge 
was but stating the reasons which led to his finding that there 
was an absence of reasonable and probable cause.

Upon the issues which the jury were to decide, there was no 
misdirection. That the appellant had instituted the prosecution 
and that it had terminated in favour of the respondent was not 
disputed; in the direction as to malice there is nothing to complain 
of; and with the direction as to the damages the appellant 
certainly has no reason to find fault.

Although no objection has been taken to the charge, if it 
appears that misdirection has resulted in a miscarriage of justice, 
a new trial will l>e granted. This rule of practice cannot help the
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appellant, even if, which I do not think, there was misdirection, 
because, in my opinion, there has lieen no miscarriage of justice.

The damages are large, much larger than I would have given, 
but not so excessive as to warrant the Court’s interference with 
the award of them by the jury.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Maclaren and Magee, JJ.A., agreed with Meredith, C.J.O.
Hodoins, J.A.:—I agree with the judgment of my Lord the 

Chief Justice.
I only wish to add that there is a difference made, in the written 

agreement under which lioth parties were acting, between the 
amounts received from sales of stock and the moneys chargeable 
to the resjiondent for shortages in the stock due to pilferage or 
any such causes by persons other than the branch manager and 
his assistants, employees, and persons connected with him.

The amounts of these shortages are treated as due by the 
resj«indent, not liecause he had received and failed to account for 
their proceeds, but liecause he had agreed to make them good. 
They are treated as a debt to lie “deducted from the commission 
of the branch manager . . . and if such commission is 
insufficient the balance shall forthwith lie paid by the branch 
manager.”

As the whole question turned on shortages apparently arising 
from the causes mentioned, and not U)ion the proceeds of sale of 
the apjiellant’s goods not accounted for in the way provided for 
in the agreement, the charge of theft could not lie supported and 
was properly dismissed. If the appellant claimed for sales of 
stock not accounted for, it is strange that the evidence does not 
disclose it.

The damages seem large, but I do not think we can interfere 
with the verdict on that account.

Ferguson, J.A. (dissenting) I am unable to agree with my 
Lord the Chief Justice, whose reasons and opinion 1 have had the 
benefit of considering.

Had the learned trial Judge considered the issue lietween the 
parties in the way it has lieen dealt with by the Chief Justice, or as 
it was presented on the pleadings and evidence, and come to the 
conclusion that, at the time Tilston induced the ( 'rown Attorney 
to charge the plaintiff with theft, Tilston and the defendant
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corporation had no reasonable ground for believing that the 
plaintiff, as their employee, had committed theft, and had the 
learned trial Judge instructed the jury that, in arriving at a con
clusion on the question whether or not the defendant corporation, 
acting through its agent, was actuated by malice, and in assessing 
damages, they should keep in mind that the relationship of the 
jmrties was that of employer and employee, I might have l>een 
more inclined to agree in the opinion of my Lord; but, on my 
reading of the charge to the jury, no such case was presented for 
their consideration, nor was it, I think, present to the mind of or 
considered by the learned trial Judge. On the contrary, the 
learned trial Judge based his opinion and charge on what seems to 
me to lie an erroneous conclusion, that the parties had, by some 
act or acts not pointed out by him, changed the relationship 
created and established by the written agreement, i.e., employer 
and employee, to that of debtor and creditor. He instructed the 
jury as follows:—

“If any of you gentlemen or myself have an article of furniture 
put in our residence, give a note for it, and then refuse to pay for it, 
saying it was not to be paid in that way, that man would have no 
right to lay an information charging us with theft of the furniture. 
That seems to lie the position of the defendants here. They had 
property in the possession of the plaintiff, they treated the matter 
as debtor and creditor, and so the arrangement went on. The 
disputes were in regard to adjustments.

“Then, leaving all disputes aside and not dealing with the 
attempt to obtain settlement by a short cut in the laying of a charge 
of theft—I may lie wrong; if I am, the Court of Appeal will 
correct me; but I say it is not good law where a person changes his 
ground from that of debtor and creditor and attempts to enforce 
the criminal law. I think then that an action is actionable. I 
think the jury, in dealing with the question of malice, may con
sider such an act as l>eing malicious.”

That charge does not present, to my mind, the true issue' 
between the parties. It certainly did not present to the jury for 
their consideration the claim and theory of the defence; and, 
unless and until that is donc, I cannot think there has l>een a fair 
trial.

The learned Chief Justice feels able to affirm the judgment
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appealed from on a paragraph of the agreement quoted by him 
which creates between the plaintiff and the defendant the relation
ship of debtor and creditor, in respect of “shortages in the stock of 
goods or coupons due to pilfering or any such cause,9' and by assuming 
that the shortages were clearly the result of pilfering. The 
learned trial Judge does not appear to have considered that 
provision of the agreement, or to have presented such a view to 
the jury; but, even if he had, it does not seein to me that the 
defendant or its servants acted unreasonably in thinking that an 
apparent shortage of $437, equalling more than 10 per cent, of 
the whole stock, was not due to pilfering by i>ersons other than the 
plaintiff.

The plaintiff was not arrested; he was merely summoned to 
the police court; and, u]w>n one of the defendant’s employees, 
who was sent to Dunn ville merely to take an inventory for the 
purpose of moving the utock from the plaintiff’s premises pursuant 
to his notice given under the agreement, admitting to the magis
trate that he did not believe that the plaintiff had stolen, and also 
that the plaintiff had expressed to him liis willingness to pay, the 
charge laid by the Crown Attorney, at the request of another 
employee of the defendant con>oration, was dismissed, but the 
plaintiff subsequently admitted a shortage of $347, and paid that 
sum.

If the plaintiff, under such circumstances, is entitled to recover 
anything, the amount of damages awarded—$1,700—strikes me 
as excessive; this result was, I think, due to the charge which I 
have quoted, and which, on my reading, is not supported in 
evidence. It is established beyond doubt that the plaintiff 
was the defendant’s servant, and in that capacity had received 
the defendant’s goods; that he had, at the time the charge 
was laid, signed and approved stock-sheets shewing a shortage 
of $437; that he was then unable to account for the shortage 
or any part of it. His only answer was to tell Hallett that 
he could not account for the shortage, at the same time protesting 
his innocence and willingness to pay.

I am not prepared to say that an employee purges himself, not 
only of wrongdoing, but of all api>earance of evil, when, without 
explanation, he announces that he will pay his master the value of 
his goods, which lie should have in his possession, or that he will
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repay moneys received from the sale of his employer’s goods, 
when he had no right to use the moneys, hut should have always 
treated and dealt with these moneys not as his own, hut as those 
of his employer.

To my way of thinking, these are cpiestions which should have 
l>een considered and dealt with by the trial Judge and the jury.

The defendant is entitled to have the opinion of the trial Judge 
on whether or not, considering the relationship of the parties as 
that of employer and employee, there was reasonable and probable 
cause for the defendant corporation and its officers believing that 
the plaintiff had been guilty of theft, and to have the jury, keeping 
the relationship established by the agreement in mind, determine 
whether or not the defendant did actually believe in the charge 
of theft, or made the charge maliciously and without such belief, 
and also to have the jury assess the damages on such a view of the 
facts.

In other words, the defendant is entitled to have its contentions 
considered and presented, and to have the action tried and the 
damages assessed according to the true issue presented by the 
pleadings and evidence of the parties.

I would direct a new trial. Appeal dismissed.

COBB v. SCHATTNER.
Alberta Supreme Court, Walsh, J. November 26, 1919.

Vendor and purchaser (§ I E—27)—Misrepresentation—Action for 
rescission—Delay in bringing action—Payment of taxes
BY PURCHASER—RIGHT TO RESCIND.

A purchaser induced by misrepresentation to purchase a piece of 
land will succeed in an action to rescind the contract. The contract is 
not affirmed merely by delay in bringing the action on the part of the 
purchaser nor by payment of the taxes on the property for which he 
was personally liable.

Action for rescission of a contract to purchase land on account 
of misrepresentation.

//. C. Macdonald, for plaintiff : II. li. Milner, for defendant. 
Walsh, J.:—I must hold that the statement made by Willich 

to the plaintiff" and the description given to the land in the agree
ment, together constituted a representation that this , land was 
within the city limits if indeed each one of these two things did 
not in itself amount to such a representation. That this was a
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material representation is quite clear and that it was untrue is 
admitted. The real doubt that 1 have felt is as to whether or 
not this representation really induced the contract. It is, of 
course, an easy matter for the plaintiff to say now, as he does, 
that it did, and that if lie had known that the land was lievond 
the city limits he would not have bought it. I am never disposed 
to pay a great deal of attention to assertions of that character, 
but I look rather to the circumstances surrounding the matter 
and try to make out from them whether or not such a representa
tion was an inducing factor in the purchase. My own view is that 
a man would ordinarily be much better disposed towards the 
purchase of such proj>erty if it was without than within the city 
limits, l ocalise of its comparative immunity from taxation if 
beyond the reach of a city assessor and a city tax rate. However, 
the fact is that, the plaintiff realised that there was a difference 
between city and suburban property as shewn by the enquiry 
which he made of the agent, and that it was after being shewn 
by the agent on the map that this suit-division was within the 
boundaries of the city that he agreed to buy. The reason that 
he gives for wanting city property is one which might properly 
appeal to him and so, I think. I must hold that this representation 
induced him into this purchase.

I am the more inclined to take this view of the matter because 
of the entire absence of explanation from the defendant of the 
fact that in the agreement this subdivision is described as being 
in the City of Edmonton. The fact that this agreement is on a 
special printed form with the description as above printed in it, 
lietrays considerable care in its preparation. It looks to me like 
an inducement deliberately and unwarrantably held out by the 
defendant to people ignorant of the situation to buy these lands 
for unquestionably such people, buying for speculation at any 
rate, would be much more favourably disposed towards the 
purchase of land described as being in the city than of land simply 
described as being a part of a certain quarter section. This 
agreement was signed by the defendant personally, and he was a 
witness at the trial of this action, but no explanation of this 
admitted untruth in his printed agreement was vouchsafed and, 
so I fancy, no satisfactory one exists.
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I do not think that under the circumstances the delay in bringing 
this action, after the plaintiff became aware of that of which he 
now complains, amounts to an affirmation by him of the contract. 
He knew for the first time in November, 1910, that the land is not 
in the city, and this action was brought in July, 1918. The 
excuse that he gives for this delay seems reasonable. The agents 
through whom he bought and the defendant, all of whom are 
Germans, had left Alberta shortly .after the outbreak of war. 
The agents have never come back, and the defendant only returned 
after the commencement of this action. The plaintiff seems to 
have made some effort to find them but failed. The mere starting 
of the action earlier would, of course, have evinced a greater 
determination to end the contract, but unless followed by prompt 
service of the statement of claim would not have done the defendant 
any good. I do not think any harm has resulted to him from the 
mere delay, and as nothing took place between the parties in the 
meantime that savoure of affirmation of the contract, 1 think that 
I cannot hold it affirmed merely by reason of this delay.

I accept the plaintiff’s explanation of the payment by him of 
the taxes in 1913. 1 have had some doubt as to the effect of the 
payment made by him of the taxes in 1916. This was done when 
he knew that this land was without the city. It was, however, 
a thing transacted, not with the defendant but with another. 
This property appears to have been assessed to him, and so lie was 
personally liable for and could have been made to pay these taxes. 
If they had not been paid by him and as a consequence the land 
had been sold, that fact might have stood in his way when he 
sought rescission of the contract, as it would then have been 
impossible to restore the parties to their original positions. I 
think, therefore, for all of these reasons, that this payment cannot 
avail the defendant.

The plaintiff is entitled to rescission, to repayment of the sums 
paid by him with interest at the contract rate of 8% upon each 
payment made by him, to a lien on the lands for the amount so 
payable to him, and his costs. If the parties cannot agree as to 
the amount the clerk will fix it; the payment made subsequent to 
the initial payment and the dates being those endorsed upon 
Exhibit 1. Judgment accordingly.
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ONT. DAVIS v. BEGGS.

^ C Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Riddell, 
Latchfora and Middleton, JJ. October ft, 1919.

Principal and agent (§ II A—8)—Commission on exchange ok property 
—Ntatvte ok Frauds—6 Geo. V. 1916, c. 24, s. 19—Amendment 
—8 Geo. V. 1918, c. 20, s. 58—Statute unsatisfied—Failure 
ok action.

An agreement for eommission must satisfy the Statute of frauds, 
6 Geo. V., c. 24, s. 19, as amended by 8 Geo. V., r. 20, s. 58, and l*e in 
writing separate from the sale agreement. It is a question whether the 
statute as amended requires the agreement to Is- on a separate piece 
of pa|N>r from the sale agreement.

Statement. Appeal by defendant from the judgment of Denton, J un. Co. 
Ct. J., in an action to recover commission. Affirmed.

In the written offer addressed to the defendant by the other 
party to the exchange, there was this clause: “I agree to pay the 
regular commission on execution of agreement hereof on total sale 
of my property herein mentioned, and the same shall form part of 
the purchase-money.” This offer was not signed by the defendant, 
but only by the other party to the exchange. Below the offer was 
written an acceptance and the words: “I agree to pay a com
mission on $26,000 at 2^% my property herein mentioned on 
execution of this agreement to T. E. Davis, and the same shall 
form part of the purchase-money, and also provided sale is not 
closed for any reason whatever no commission is to be paid or 
charged . . .” This was signed by the defendant; and upon 
this the action was brought.

Section 13 of the Statute of Frauds, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 102, 
enacted by 6 Geo. V. ch. 24, sec. 19, reads as follows:—

13.—(1) No action shall l)e brought to charge any person for 
the payment of a commission or other remuneration for the sale 

» of real property unless the agreement upon which such action
shall be brought shall be in writing and signed by the party to be 
charged therewith or some person thereunto by him lawfully 
authorised.

(2) This section shall come into force on the 1st day of January, 
1917.

By sec. 58 of the Statute Law Amendment Act, 1918, 8 Geo. 
V. ch. 20, the above sec. 13 (1) was amended by inserting, after 
the word “writing,” the words “separate from the sale agree
ment.”

J. Singer, for the appellant.
A. A. Macdonald, for the plaintiff, respondent.
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Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—The statute-law of this Province 
provides that no action shall be brought in such a case as this 
unless the agreement upon which the action is based is in writing, 
separate from the sale agreement, signed by the party against 
whom the claim is made or by some one authorised by him: 
and it is not without significance that this legislation is all 
part of the Statute of Frauds, the purposes of which must lie 
borne in mind.

In tliis case the agreement is for the exchange of lands, the 
defendant receiving boot in the shape of mortgages, bonds, and 
money; and the agreement, as reduced to writing, is in a printed 
form on one side of one sheet of paper, but in two parts, the onp 
called the offer and the other the acceptance, the one being placed 
immediately above the other: the lower part only is signed by the 
defendant, and the upper is signed only by the person with whom 
the exchange was to be made.

The upper part contains the words: “I agree to pay the 
regular commission on execution of agreement hereof on total 
sale of my property herein mentioned, and the same shall form 
part of the purchase-money:” and the lower part contains the 
words: “I agree to pay a commission on 82(3,000 at V/i per cent, 
my property herein mentioned on execution of this agreement to 
T. E. Davis, and the same shall form part of the purchase-money, 
and also provided sale is not closed for any reason whatever no 
commission is to be paid or charged . .

This action is brought upon this latter agreement; the defence 
is the statute-law before mentioned: and from that defence I can 
see no way of escape, although it is quite clear that the agreement 
to pay the commission sued for is in writing signed by the defend
ant, and that she must have been well aware of the nature and 
effect of the agreement, the consideration for which she received 
and retains.

But that is not enough : the statute-law requires that the agree
ment to pay the commission shall not only be in writing, but 
shall be in writing “separate from the sale agreement;” and that 
this agreement is not; and so the action is brought in contra
vention of the law. '

It is contended that the upper part of the writing is really, 
or sufficiently to answer the purposes of this legislation, the sale

45—49 d.l.r.
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agreement; that the lower part is merely an acceptance of an 
agreement to sell contained in the upper part; and, therefore, that 
the agreement to pay the commission in question may, having 
regard to the pun>oses of the Statute of Frauds, be deemed to be 
in writing separate from the sale agreement: but there is no 
actual sale agreement without the acceptance, as well as the 
offer; and the character of the enactment, and the words “separate 
from the sale agreement,” indicate that a greater protection of 
defendants, in such cases as this, than merely having the promise 
to pay in writing, was meant.

It is also contended that the agreements need not l>e what was 
called by counsel “physically separate;” that they may not only 
l>e upon the san e piece of paj>er, but that they may be so connected 
that the one signature answers both purposes: and in a County 
Court case, very much like this case as to the character of the 
writing, it was held that the statute-law in question was not a 
bar to the action; and that view of the law was given effect to in 
tliis case; but whether with approval, or merely Itecause the trial 
Judge felt l>ound to follow the ruling of a Judge of co-ordinate 
jurisdiction, does not appear.

In this case it is true that there are two separate agreements 
in the one form of acceptance—the one with the seller accepting 
his offer and the other with the land agent agreeing to pay to him 
a special commission; but they are, in print and in writing, closely 
connected with one another, and indeed coupled together by the 
conjunctive word “and ” ; and the commission in question is to form 
part of the purchase-money, a fact which, in my opinion, brings 
this case within the statutory prohibition, whatever other means 
there may have been for obtaining payment of the otherwise just 
debt.

In the view of this case which I take, it is not necessary that 
any question whether or not the two agreements may be upon the 
one piece of paper, or even in the one document, should be con
sidered; and therefore it is better for me to express no decided 
view upon any such question; but it may be pointed out: that 
there is nothing in the legislation against putting the offer and the 
acceptance and the agreement to pay a commission all ui>on the 
one piece of paper, whether on the same side or on different sides 
of it. The injunction is not expressly against an action unless
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upon a different document; the legislation requires only that the 
agreement to pay the commission shall he in writing, not that it 
shall he in a writing in the sense of a document, and that this 
agreement shall lie in writing separate from the agreement to sell, 
whicli the same statutes provide shall he in writing; that is, both 
shall he evidenced in writing, and the one separated from the 
other.

The most recent addition to the statute-law in question, 
introducing the words “separate from the sale agreement,” was 
probably made because of the difficulty much discussed in this 
Court in a somewhat recent case in which the agreement to pay a 
commission was embodied in the “sale agreement,” hut it was not 
expressly stated to whom the commission was to he paid, though 
the land agent’s name appeared in some part of the agreement. 
Tliis Court, four Judges only sitting, directed a re-argument of 
the case, being equally divided in opinion upon the question of 
liability, which a County Court Judge had decided in the land 
agent’s favour. The case was not re-argued, having been after
wards settled between the jiersons concerned, out of court. One 
of the learned counsel in the case happened to be a member of the 
Provincial legislature.

In this case, the land agent’s name is expressly given, and 
the agreement is to pay to him.

Yet in this case, for the reasons liefore stated, I cannot consider 
that the statute-law in question in this action has been complied 
with so as to enable the plaintiff to recover in this action from the 
defendant the commission in question; and, therefore. I am in 
favour of allowing tliis appeal and directing that the action be 
dismissed.

Riddell, J.:—The plaintiff, a real estate agent, sues the 
defendant for commission on an exchange of properties, brought 
about by him (the plaintiff).

A document is produced containing an offer by another to 
exchange, tliis contains a clause: “I agree to pay the regular 
commission on execution of agreement hereof on total sale of my 
property herein mentioned, and the same shall form part of the 
purchase-money.” This is the usual clause inserted in a real 
estate contract, and is intended to place the liability to pay a 
commission beyond doubt. The offer is not signed by the defend
ant, but by the other party to the exchange.
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Below this offer, so signed, is a type-written clause containing 
an acceptance and the words: “I agree to pay a commission on 
$26,000 at my property herein mentioned on execution
of tiiis agreement to T. E. Davis, and the same shall form part of the 
purchase-money, and also provided sale is not closed for any 
reason whatever no commission is to be paid or charged . .
This is signed by the defendant.

On an action brought for the commission, Judge Denton, 
of the County Court of the County of York, decided in favour of 
the plaintiff, and the defendant now appeals.

No doubt by reason of the many claims made by real estate 
agents for commission, some of them of an extraordinary character, 
and almost all of them giving rise to hopelessly contradictory 
evidence, the Legislature, in 1916, by the Act 6 Geo. V. ch. 24, sec. 
19, amended the Statute of Frauds by adding the following:—

“No action shall be brought to charge any ]>erson for the 
payment of a commission or other remuneration for the sale of 
real property unless the agreement upon which such action shall 
be brought shall lie in writing and signed by the party to lie 
charged therewith or some person thereunto by him lawfully 
authorised.”

In this state of the law, an action was brought in the County 
Court for commission, the action lieing based upon a clause in the 
sale agreement, agreeing to pay a commission; the agent’s name 
appeared in the document but he was not a party to the contract in 
any way. The County Court Judge decided Jthat this was a 
sufficient compliance with the statute. On an apjieal to tiiis 
Court (differently constituted) the Court was equally divided; a 
re-argument was ordered before five Judges, but the case was 
settled out of Court.

It is probable that it was due to the division of opinion on that 
occasion that the Legislature amended the section in 1918 by 
(1918) 8 Geo. V. ch. 20, sec. 58, so that it is now7 necessary that 
“the agreement upon which such action shall be brought shall lie 
in writing separate from the sale agreement and signed by the 
party,” etc.

I do not think that there can be any doubt as to the meaning 
of this enactment. The agent to succeed must have (1) an agree
ment, (2) in writing, (3) separate from the sale agreement. An
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agreement, not a mere understanding ; not merely an oral agreement, 
but an agreement in writing; and that agreement separate from the 
sale agreement. In the present case, I do not think that the 
plaintiff has any agreement at all in writing; the agreement— 
if there is an agreement—is made with the other party to the 
exchange. I do not'however proceed on that ground in this 
judgment, but assume that the plaintiff has an agreement in 
writing.

The statute requires that this shall be separate from the 
“sale agreement;” the “sale agreement” is the offer to exchange 
and the acceptance of the offer. The agreement to pay commission 
is not separated from the acceptance, i.e., from the sale agreement; 
it is complicated with it in such a way that the signing of the one 
is the signing of the other.

It is argued that the agreement to pay commission is separate 
from the sale agreement because the signature of the defendant 
was to one writing which constituted two separate and distinct 
agreements, but this could be said of any agreement to pay com
mission. The statute must l>c given a common sense interpre
tation, and that can only be that the agreements must be so 
separate that the land-owner is not obliged to sign l>oth when 
signing one, and he is not obligated to pay a commission on penalty 
of not having a contract for sale.

It is not at all necessary to decide here that the agreements 
must be on separate sheets of paper; a land agent who fails so to 
separate them will, however, have no cause of complaint if a 
Court should so hold. There can be no possible objection to 
separate papers, the one for the parties to the sale, etc., and the 
other for the agent; and a contrary course would, to my mind, be 
indicative of a desire to get round the statute. An agent who so 
acted in sailing close to the wind might find that he had not 
succeeded in rounding the cape.

I would allow the appeal with costs and dismiss the action 
with costs.

Middleton, J., agreed with Riddell, J.
Latchford, J.:—Two evils were sought to lie remedied by the 

statute. One was that actions could lie brought for commissions, 
sometimes for very large amounts, and successfully maintained, 
although not evidenced by any agreement in writing. The other
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was that an agreement to pay a commission was frequently, 
indeed usually, made part of an agreement for sale, purchase or 
exchange, and so escaped, as often happened, the notice of the 
person signing.

In enacting the later statute the legislature manifestly desired 
that any agreement to pay a commission on a sale or purchase 
should he a separate agreement from that entered in to regarding the 
sale or purchase.

No such separate agreement was made in the present case. I 
therefore think the appeal should he allowed.

Appeal allowed.

WESTERN TRUST Co. v. CANADIAN NORTHERN R. Co.

Saskatchewan Court of Apjtcal, Haultain, C.J.S., .X'ewlands, Latnont and 
Elwood, JJ.A. November 8, 1919.

Executors and administrators (§ I—3)—Action by administrator— 
Proper party did not bring the action—Surrogate Courts 
Act, lt.S. 8ask. 1909, c. 54, s. 77—Costs.

An administrator, who is not a proper one under the Surrogate Courts 
Act, lt.S. Sask. 1909, c. 54, s. 77, cannot succeed in an action for compen- 
sation. The Court cannot assume that the action will succeed on the 
merits, as the issues, apart from the right to bring the action, were never 
determined. Costs must be awarded to the defendant.

[Forster v. Farquhar (1893), 1 Q.B. 564, distinguished.]

Appeal by plaintiff and cross-appeal by defendants from the 
judgment of Taylor, J., in an action for comjrensation. Varied 
as to costs.

P. M. Anderson, K.C., for api>cllnnt; J. N. Fish, K.C., for 
respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Elwood, J.A.:—This is an action brought by the plaintiff as 

administrator of the estate of John F. Thomson, deceased, and is 
for the benefit of the wife, child and mother of the said John F. 
Thomson under an Act respecting Compensation to the Families 
of Persons killed hv Accidents, being c. 135 of R.S. Sask. 1909.

It was alleged in the pleadings that the said Thomson, who 
was a fireman in the employ of the defendant company, met his 
death through the negligence of the defendant company, and the 
action is brought for damages in connection with such negligence.

At the conclusion of the plaintiff’s case, defendant moved for 
non-suit and dismissal of the action on the ground that no negli-
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gence had been shewn, and on the further ground that the plaintiff 
is not the administrator of the estate and effects of the said John 
F. Thomson and not entitled to bring the action.

From the evidence it appears that the plaintiff’s claim to act 
as administrator is pursuant to the provisions of s. 77 of the 
Surrogate Courts Act, R.S. Sask. 1909, c. 54. That section is as 
follows:—

77. Whenever a person dies upon the filing of an affidavit with the 
clerk of the Surrogate Court of the judicial district within which lie had 
his last known place of abode that as far ns can be ascertained he has not 
left a will or testamentary disposition and that liis estate docs not exceed 
in value the sum of $200 the official administrator shall at the expiration of 
sixty days after the decease of such person or w itkin that time if the Judge 
so orders (unless some other person has applcd for the grant to him of letters 
of administration or letters testamentary and such grant has been made) 
be the administrator of such estate to all intents and purposes as if letters 
of administration or letters testamentary had formally issued to him and the 
formal grant of probate or administration to him shall not be necessary.

The affidavit which was filed by the plaintiff under that section 
clearly shewed that the deceased at the time of his death had his 
fixed place of abode at Brandon, in the Province of Manitoba, and 
that there were no assets of the said deceased in the Province of 
Saskatchewan, and that the sole object of taking out the letters 
of administration was to prosecute the present action. The trial 
Judge accordingly dismissed the plaintiff's action on the ground 
that the affidavit so filed by the plaintiff in su] port of its adminis
tration did not disclose facts to entitle flic plaintiff to adminis
tration, because the deceased's last known place of abode was 
outside of the Province and there were no assets in the Province.

The trial Judge then proceeded to deal with the question of 
costs, and held that the defendant by a search in the office of the 
clerk could have discovered the affidavit in question and could 
have then moved to have the action dismissed, and that, by not 
doing so, it permitted the plaintiff to proceed to trial of the action 
and in consequence incur costs that could have been avoided. 
The trial Judge further expressed the opinion that the admissions 
in examinations for discovery of the defendant’s own servants, 
shewing the manner in which the accident caused the death of the 
deceased, established a cause of action, and, under the circum
stances, did not allow costs to either party.

From the judgment on the claim the plaintiff appealed, and 
from the judgment as to costs defendant cross-appealed.
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Oji thv apical coming on for hearing, the plaintiff abandoned 
its appeal, and the whole argument before us was on the cross- 
appeal.

The trial Judge in giving the judgment for costs as he did, 
states in part as follows:

To compel the plaintiffs to pay the coats on a trial of the iasuea of fact 
on which as I have stated it seems to me they would have succeeded, would 
place on the plaintiffs a burden which they ought not to bear, and the rule 
npiH-urs to be settled (see Forster v. Fnrquhar, [18931 1 Q.B. 564) that whenever 
it is unfair and unjust as between the parties that costs should follow the 
event, that constitutes good cause for depriving the successful party of costs 
The issue on the facts relating to the cause of action has never been determined 
The defendants might have avoided all the costs of the trial by moving prompt
ly for a stay on the ground that the plaintiffs were not in fact administrators 
of the party as alleged.

With deference, I cannot agree with the conclusion the trial 
Judge has arrived at. with respect to costs.

In the first place, I do not think he was justified in assuming 
that the plaintiff would have succeeded in the action on the 
merits. It is quite true1 that portions of an examination for 
discovery of one of the defendant’s servants, which were put in 
by the plaintiff, and the evidence of a former servant of the 
defendant standing by themselves might shew negligence on the 
part of the defendant. I take it, however, from the appeal book, 
that the balance of the examination for discovery should be read 
as explanatory of the portions put in. This balance was not 
included in the appeal book.

But however this may be, if the action had proceeded to a 
conclusion on the merits, the defendant would have had the 
right to produce evidence by way of defence and also in support 
of the allegations of contributory negligence contained in the 
statement of defence, and I am of opinion that it is impossible 
to say with absolute certainty that, had the action so proceeded 
to a conclusion, the plaintiff must undoubtedly have succeeded.

The next point is, was there any duty cast upon the defendant 
to have made search as to the right of the plaintiff to bring the 
action, and, secondly, if such a duty was cast upon the defendant, 
is there any rule by which the result of such search could have l)een 
adjudicated upon liefore the action came on for trial?

Again with great deference to the trial Judge I am of the opinion 
that there was no duty cast upon the defendant to make search
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as to the plaintiff’s right to bring the action, at any rate with a 
view other than to obtain evidence for use at the trial.

The information as to the plaintiff’s right to bring the action 
was, at least, as available to the plaintiff and its solicitors as it 
was to the defendant. From the defence the plaintiff knew that it 
would have to prove the plaintiff’s right to bring the action, and 
a search by the plaintiff or its solicitors would have disclosed just 
as much as a search woud haw disclosed to the defendant, and 
I am of the opinion that the defendant was not under any obligation 
to disclose to the plaintiff, lief ore the trial, its evidence.

The only rule that my attention has been called to on liehalf 
of the plaintiff as to the right to have determined liefore the trial 
the question of the right of the plaintiff to sue, is r. 219 of our 
rules.

In my opinion that rule is not applicable. That rule deals
with questions of law raised by the pleadings. This was not a
question of law raised by the pleadings; it was a question of fact 
raised by the pleadings, and, in my opinion, like all other questions 
of fact, was one to be disposed of at the trial.

My attention has not been called to any rule permitting a 
question of fact raised by the pleadings to be disposed of before 
the trial. Possibly an examination for discovery might have 
disclosed that the plaintiff was not entitled to sue. and then,
possibly, a motion for judgment on admissions might have been
launched; but 1, at any rate, would not go so far as to hold that 
because the defendant might, by an examination for discovery 
and a subsequent motion for judgment on admissions, have dis
posed of the action before the trial and did not do so, it is therefore 
to be deprived of its costs of defence. Even if the defendant had 
so proceeded, it would undoubtedly have been entitled to its costs 
of the action up to and including the disposition of the action by 
motion.

In my opinion it would be most unfair to defendants, and 
dangerous and far reaching in consequences, to hold that defendants 
must, at the earliest possible moment and before the trial, bring 
before the Court facts which shew that the plaintiff is not entitled 
to proceed with the action, under the penalty of being deprived 
of their costs if they do not so proceed.
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The case of Forster v. Farquhar, supra, cited by the trial 
Judge, in my opinion, is no authority for the disposition as to 
costs by the trial Judge. The head-note to that case is, in part, 
as follows :

In an aclion for breach of a contract to put the drainage of a house into 
good condition, which was tried with a jury, the plaintiff claimed as special 
damage certain items in respect of expenses incurred by him in consequence 
of an illness which broke out in his family. The plaintiff did not make this 
claim oppressively or vexatiously, but was acting on the opinion expressed 
by his medical man that such illness was occasioned by defective drainage. 
The jury gave a verdict in the action for the plaintiff, but found, with regard 
to the special damage claimed as above mentioned, that the illness in plaintiff’s 
family did not arise from the defects in the drainage.

Held, that there was “good cause” for making an order that the plaintiff, 
though successful in the action, should pay to the defendants the costs of 
the items of special damage in respect of which he had failed.

The facta of that case easily distinguish it from the present one. 
There, the plaintiff had !>eon unsuccessful as to certain causes of 
action, and, with respect to those unsuccessful causes, the plaintiff 
was ordered to pay the costs. In the case at bar the plaintiff has 
been totally unsuccessful. Its right to bring the action went to 
the root of the whole matter.

The plaintiff has not been successful on any issue for two 
reasons: (1) In order to succeed it must lie the proper person to 
bring the action, and it was not the proper person; (2) As I have 
stated above, the issue's, apart from the right of the plaintiff to 
bring the action, were never determined. The defendant had 
never tendered his evidence in answer to that of the plaintiff.

I do not think that any leave for appeal was necessary in this 
case, because, in my opinion, the trial Judge proceeded upon a 
wrong principle. There was no principle, in my opinion, that 
would justify the disposition lie made as to costs. Sec Edmanson 
v. Chiite (1914), 7 8.L.R. 34, 23 Hals. par. 324 and cases there 
referred to.

In my opinion, therefore, the plaintiff’s appeal should be 
dismissed with costs, the cross-appeal allowed with costs, anti the 
judgment below varied by ordering that the plaintiff pay the 
defendant’s costs of the action. Judgment accordingly.
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STEVENSON v. TORONTO BOARD OF EDUCATION.

OntarioJ Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Meredith, C.J.C.P., Riddell» 
Latchford and Middleton, JJ. September 29, 1919.

Theft (§ I—7)—Loss of garment from school cloak room—Negligence 
—Board of Education—Liability.

Boards of Education are not responsible for loss or injury of school 
children's clothing except where it is shewn that they have been negligent 
in not exercising reasonable care.

Appeal hv the defendants from the judgment of the First 
Division Court of the County of York in favour of the plaintiff, 
the father of a pupil at one of the schools (the Jarvis Street Col
legiate Institute) under the defendants’ control, in an action to 
recover damages for the loss of a coat which was placed by the 
pupil in one of the cloak-rooms of the school and taken therefrom 
by some person unknown. Reversed.

E. P. Brown, for the appellants.
G. T. Walsh, for the plaintiff, respondent.
At the conclusion of the argument for the respondent, the 

judgment of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, C.J.C.P.:—Boards of Education are not insurers of 

school children’s clothing: they are responsible for its loss or 
injury only when the loss or injury is caused by their negligence; 
that is, their want of reasonable care, the care which is ordinarily 
taken under similar circumstances.

There was no want of reasonable care proved in this case.
The Board provided two rooms, the one for girls and the other 

for boys, conveniently situated, where they respectively might 
leave theii over-clothing during school-hours.

The plaintiff’s daughter hung her overcoat in the gills’ room, 
on going into school: it was gone when she sought it on going 
out.

There is no evidence of any kind shewing how or when or by 
whom the coat was taken from the cloak-room. That it was 
taken by a thief, not connected with the school in any way, seems 
improbable.

The cloak-room in which it was put by the girl was well within 
the school-building. An outer door, and in one way a vestibule 
and an inner door, had to be passed through, then a hall, and then 
another hall had to be entered, and the cloak-room door passed 
through ; and doors opening from class-rooms in one of the halls
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had also to be passed, before the cloak-room could lie entered 
from without.

No one has suggested any letter feasible means of accom
modation for the pupils in this respect.

The case would le different if experience had proved the 
cloak-room in question an unsafe place. To the contrai y it was 
said that only one similar loss had occurred in 15 years, and that 
very few thefts had been committed in all Toronto’s public schools 
at any time. Very petty thefts of a few street-car tickets or 
“small change” do not bear materially on the question involved 
in this case: it may lie that such things arc to some extent insepar
able from such congregations of many children; it may l)c that 
there must always lie some who lack the moral power to resist an 
impulse to take such things when opportunity tempts them. The 
remedy is not in costlier cloak-rooms or detectives or watchmen, 
it is in taking more care of the coppers and car-tickets, not need
lessly putting them in the double danger of loss and of temptation 
to the weak. There was no evidence of any 1 letter or other method 
in use in other schools; and that which was adopted in the school 
in question, every one knows, is that which has long l>een in 
general use.

I cannot find negligence of the defendants in any of the facts 
proved; and so, whether the cloak in question was stolen by some 
one not connected, or by some one connected, with the school, 
or was first taken by some other pupil by mistake or otherwise 
without intention to steal it, I cannot find that the defendants 
arc answerable in damages for its loss; and, therefore, would 
allow this appeal and direct that this action l>c dismissed.

A ppeal allowed.

U.S. FIDELITY & GUARANTEE Co. v. CRUIKSHANK and SIMMONS.
Saskatchewan Court of Apjieal, Haul tain, C.J.S., Norlands, I.amont and 

Elu'ood, JJ.A. November 9, 1919.

Hills and notes( 8 1 C—2K)—Illegal consideration—Plaintiff not a
HOLDER IN DUE COURSE—FAILURE OK ACTION.

A holder of a promissory note given for an illegal consideration cannot 
succeed in his action to recover on the note.

The holder cannot set up the claim that he is a holder in due course, 
when the note in question is obtained by his agents, and with his know
ledge as to the circumstances under which it was obtained.
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Appeal by plaintiff from the dismissal by Taylor, J., of an 
action upon a promissory note. Affirmed.

//. E. Sampson. K.C., for appellant; U. //. Harr, K.C., for 
respondent Simmons.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Elwood, J.A.: This is an action on a promissory note for 

$500, dated Octolier 25, 1915, made by the defendants, payable 
12 months after date to the order of the Northern Crown Bank 
and by it endorsed to the plaintiff. Judgment was obtained by 
default against the defendant Cruikshank, and the action pro
ceeded against the defendant Simmons, and at the trial, judgment 
was given in his favour dismissing the plaintiff’s action as against 
him.

In 1915, the defendant Cruikshank was the manager of the 
Northern Crown Bank at Balvarres and had permitted certain 
unauthorised overdrafts, amounting to some $7,400, and to conceal 
such overdrafts he falsified his returns to the head office of the 
bank. In addition to this he had collected rent belonging to the 
bank amounting to about $100, which he had misappropriated. 
In the latter part of September, 1915, the bank inspector discovered 
the overdrafts. It is not quite certain when he discovered the 
misappropriation of the rent, but from a report to the plaintiff 
company in Octol*»r, 1910, it would apjwar that all of these matters 
were discovered on September 27, 1915. At any rate, in con
sequence of the discovery of the falsifying of returns, the bank 
notified the plaintiff company, which had executed a bond upon 
the defendant Cruikshank in favour of the bank. In consequence 
of such notification the plaintiff investigated the matter. Cruik
shank was brought into Winnipeg, and taken to the office of a 
detective agency that was employed by the plaintiff to recover 
what was termed “salvage” in matters of this kind. While in 
Winnqieg Cruikshank was practically in charge of the detective 
agency, and subsequently proceeded to Balcarres with a repre
sentative of the detective agency and subsequently obtained the 
signature of the defendant Simmons to the note in question in 
this action. This note was handed to a representative of the 
detective agency, and was subsequently endorsed by the bank 
and handed back to the plaintiff. The precise date that the 
plaintiff received it does not appear. The plaintiff subsequently
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admitted its liability and paid the bank. The first payment was 
made after the maturity of the note.

It was contended on the part of the respondent that the note 
was given for an illegal consideration, namely, the stilling of a 
criminal prosecution and was therefore void in the hands of the 
plaintiff.

For the appellant it was contended that, in order to render the 
note illegal and void four requisites arc necessary, and that these 
requisites are set out by Vaughan Williams, J., in Jones v. Meri
onethshire Permanent Benefit Building Society, [1891] 20h.587,as 
follows, pp. 596 and 597 :

(a) So far as the persons giving the security are concerned, they must 
be cognizant of the crime which the person whom they seek to help has 
committed . . . (b) The persons coming forward and taking upon
themselves the debt must have been actuated by the desire to prevent a 
prosecution (c) On the other side there must be, in the first
place either an intention to prosecute or threats to prosecute 
(d) The person receiving the promise or the security must be aware that the 
person giving the promise or the security would not have come forward but 
for the tlireat or the probability of the prosecution.

The first matter to consider is, was there in fact a crime 
committed by Cruikshank? So far as the misappropriation of the 
rent is concerned, there undoubtedly was a crime, and 1 am of the 
opinion that, under s. 153 of the Rank Act, 3-4 (îeo. V7., 1913, 
c. 9, the falsifying of his returns to head office was a criminal act 
such as would render a security given for the purpose of stifling 
a prosecution for such offence illegal. I am of the opinion that 
s. 153 is quite broad enough to cover a return such as this one.

It was suggested on the argument that the return in that 
section is meant to embrace only a return to the Minister or to 
the Government. The preceding 8 sections refer to returns to 
the Minister, and in every instance the words “the Minister” are 
used. In s. 153 they are omitted, I assume intentionally, so 
as to cover every return, whether made by the bank to the Minister 
or whether made by a subordinate to a higher officer of the bank.

If then a crime was committed, were the four requisites 
referred to above present in the transaction respecting the taking 
of the note sued on?

So far as Cruikshank himself is concerned, the first requisite 
was undoubtedly present, l>ecause he, of course, was fully aw'are 
of what he had done, and his whole evidence goes to shew that he
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was aware that he had done something which would render him 
liable to arrest and imprisonment. So far as Simmons is con
cerned, the evidence docs not, to my mind, shew that lie undoubted
ly knew of the precise crime, but it does shew that lie was aware 
that Cruikshank had committed some crime in his position as 
manager of the bank, in connection with the funds of the bank, 
which rendered liitn liable to a criminal prosecution. It is also to 
my mind abundantly apparent from the evidence that both 
Cruikshank and Simmons signed the note through a desire to 
prevent a prosecution. Simmons’ evidence at pp. 35 and 36 
shews this very clearly. At one place he says: “Well, he said it 
was so that he would not be arrested and put in jail.”

So far as the third requisite is concerned, there probably was 
not a threat in actual words to prosecute, but we must read all 
the evidence, and what was running through all of the evidence, 
to my mind, was a desire on the part of the plaintiff and the 
detective agency employed by it to impress upon Cruikshank 
the idea of his liability to prosecution, and that, if he got friends to 
assist him, nothing would be done. The bank inspector said that 
the matter was at once turned over to the plaintiff. It was, and 
could only be turned over to the plaintiff if Cruikshank had 
committed a criminal offence, because it was only in the event of a 
criminal offence that plaintiff was liable on liis l>ond, so that the 
bank, at any rat6, was of the opinion that a criminal offence had 
l>een committed. The plaintiff was aware that the bank was 
complaining that a criminal offence had been committed. A 
representative of the plaintiff went to Balcarres, brought Cruik
shank to Winnipeg and practically placed him in charge of the 
detective agency. He was told that it was not the idea of the bond 
company to prosecute if they could get around it any other way. 
lie was told of a few cases where steps of a similar nature had been 
taken, and the matter had Iteen squared up to the satisfaction of 
the different parties. He was told it was necessary for him to 
remain in the custody of the detective agency for the time being. 
There are other itortions of the evidence that one might refer to, 
but my understanding of the whole evidence is, that it was 
impressed upon the mind of Cruikshank that he would be 
prosecuted unless he got friends to come to his assistance, and 
that, if he did so get friends, he would not be prosecuted. I
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think that an agreement of that sort can lie implied from the 
evidence. In the same way I think that the plaintiff must have 
been aware from the whole of the circumstances that Cruikshank, 
at any rate, only gave the note on account of the threat or prob- 
ability of prosecution, and while it is true that there is no evidence 
that the bank or the plaintiff knew definitely what it was that 
actuated Simmons in signing the note, yet from all of the circum
stances I feel quite certain that the bank, or at any rate the 
plaintiff, must have been of opinion that it was the threats of 
prosecution which were made that had been used as a lever to 
obtain Simmons' signature.

But even if all of the four requisites were not present so far 
as Simmons is concerned, they were present so far as Cruikshank 
is concerned. While it is true that Simmons signed the note as a 
maker, yet, in fact, he was merely a surety for Cruikshank, and 
in my opinion if it was void as against Cruikshank it was also 
void as against Simmons.

It was urged that the plaintiff was a holder in due course. 
I am of opinion that that is not so. The representatives of the 
detective agency were the agents of the plaintiff. It was through 
these representatives of the detective agency and what I might 
term the direct employees of the plaintiff, that the note in question 
was obtained. The persona who obtained the note, or who were 
instrumental in obtaining it, had knowledge of the circumstances 
under which it was obtained, and that knowledge is the knowledge 
of the plaintiff.

I am therefore of the opinion that the plaintiff cannot succeed, 
and this appeal should be dismissed, with costs.

Appeal din missed.

THE KING v. BOBYCK.
Saskatchewan Court of Apjteal, Haultain, C.J.S'., Netdands, Lament and 

Elwood, JJ.A. October 16, 1919.

Criminal Law (§ II B—49)—Accused committed for trial—One charge 
—At trial four counts submitted by Crown—General verdict 
of guilty—Stated case—-Appeal.

Under the Criminal Code, s. 834, ns amended by 8-9 Ed. VII., o. 9, 
h. 2, the consent of the Judge and the prisoner is necessary before the 
latter can be tried upon u charge other than the charge upon which he 
has been committed to jail for trial.
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Case stated for the opinion of the (’ourt of Appeal in a criminal 
action.

0. R. Regan, for appellant; //. E. Sampson, K.C., for the 
Crown.

The judgment of the ('ourt was delivered by
Haultain, C.J.S.:—The following case is stated for the 

opinion of the Court by the District Court Judge of the Judicial 
District of Moose Jaw.

The accused was committed for trial, for that he did on May 20, 
1919, at Moose Jaw, in the Province of Saskatchewan, for the 
purpose of gain, exercise control over the movements of Sadie 
Kulbab, a girl, in such a manner as to shew that he was aiding 
or compelling her prostitution generally, contrary to the Criminal 
Code, R.8.C. 1906, r. 146.

On the day of his committal lie appeared before me and elected 
a speedy trial on the charge aforesaid.

On the day of his trial the charge presented against him by the 
Crown was as follows:—

Mike Bobyck, of the City of Moose Jaw, in the Province of Saskatchewan, 
stands charged by direction of the Attorney-General for the Province of 
Saskatchewan by Richard Janies Dickinson, acting agent of the said Attorney- 
General in and for the Judicial District of Moose Jaw.

1. For that he the said Mike Bobyck at the City of Moose Jaw, in the 
said Province of Saskat chewan, on or about May 21, 1919, did for the pur|>ose 
of gain exercise influence over the movements of a woman, to wit, Sadie 
Kulbab in such a manner as to shew that he aided her prostitution generally 
contrary to the Criminal Code of Canada, s. 216 (1). See 3-4 Geo. V. 1913.

2. In the alternative for that he the said Mike Bobyck, at the City of 
Moose Jaw, in the said Province, on or about May 21, 1919, did for the 
purpose of gain exercise influence over the movements of a woman to wit, 
Sadie Kulbab in such a manner as to shew that he abetted her prostitution 
generally, contrary to the Criminal Code of Canada, s. 216 (1).

3. In the further alternative, for that he, the said Mike Bobyck, at the 
City of Moose Jaw, in the said Province of Saskatchewan, on or about May 
21, 1919, did procure the said Sadie Kulbab to have unlawful carnal con
nection with a male person contrary to the Criminal Code of Canada, s.

4. In the further alternative, for that he the said Mike Bobyck, at the 
City of Moose Jaw, in the said Province of Saskatchewan, on or about May 
21, 1919, did keep a disorderly house, to wit, a bawdy house, contrary to the 
Criminal Code of Canada, s. 228.

Upon arraignment and before plea counsel for the accused 
objected that the accused did not elect for speedy trial on counts,
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2, 3 and 4, of the indictment, and that the consent of the Court 
had not lieen applied for or granted to add such additional counts.

I stated that niy consent to add such counts had not lieen 
applied for and no consent on my part had lieen given and on 
the Crown undertaking res|xmeiliility therefor, the accused, 
subject to such objection, pleaded “Not Guilty” to all the counts, 
individually, and the trial proceeded.

At the close of the case for the Crown and after verdict counsel 
for the accused moved in arrest of judgment that the charge or 
indictment on which the accused was found guilty was bad in 
the law, and null and void, and insufficient to support a conviction 
because the same was laid and preferred by an “acting agent” 
of the Attorney-General instead of an “agent” as provided by 
s. 873 (a) of the Code. See 0-7 Edw. VII., c. 8, s. 2.

I overruled this objection.
Counsel for the accused then moved for a stated case on the

following jioints:
1. That the charge is bad because the prisoner elected a speedy trial 

on the charge for which he was committed, that being under s. 216, “I" 
of the Code, whereas the charge contains other counts and said other counts 
were not added by consent of the Judge, nor was application for his consent 
made, nor was the prisoner put to his election on said counts, and he did 
not consent, and the prisoner did not consent to be tried by the Judge in 
res{iect thereof.

2. That evidence of acts of conversations of what took place in the 
Moose llooms was improperly admitted in evidence.

3. That the decision of the trial Judge was bad in law and against the 
weight of evidence inasmuch as there was not corroboration implicating the 
accused as required by s. 1002 of the Code.

4. That there was no valid charge or indictment against the prisoner 
because the so called charge was laid, preferred and signed by one R. J. 
Dickinson, as “acting agent” of the Attorney-General of Saskatchewan, 
whereas s. 873a (2) requires that the charge shall be preferred by the agent 
of the Attorney-General and there is no authority to delegate the right of 
preferring a charge to any person or class of persons other than those speci
fically mentioned in the said section.

I find the facts as follows: (a). That on application by the 
accused for particulars the Crown limited the scene of operations 
to the Brunswick Hotel, but afterwards submitted as evidence, 
acts of prostitution and immorality on the part of Sadie Kulhah 
and Julia Babyck on the same and following day at the Moose 
Rooms, another rooming house across the street from the Bruns
wick Hotel. To this evidence counsel for the accused objected.
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I overruled his objection and admitted the evidence, (b). The 
evidence against the accused (who is a returned soldier) consisted 
entirely of the evidence of Sadie Kulhab, a girl over whom the 
accused was charged with having control, and of procuring, and 
she was corroborated in so far as what occurred in the Brunswick 
Hotel except by the statement of one witness, who stated that the 
accused took him to this room and pointed out Sadie Kulhab and 
Julia Babyek, and that lie then had unlawful intercourse with 
Julia Babyek but Sadie Kulhab was not then in the room. Beyond 
this there was no corroboration unless what took place at the 
Moose Rooms was properly admitted to evidence.

I therefore state the following question for the opinion of the 
Court of Appeal :

(a) Was there sufficient corroborative evidence implicating the accused 
to warrant his conviction?

(b) Was the evidence of what took place at the Moose Rooms properly 
admitted in evidence?

(c) Was I right in proceeding with the trial of the accused on counts 
2, 3 and 4 of the indictment when he had not elected for a speedy trial thereon, 
and they had not been preferred with my consent?

(d) Was the charge bad by reason of it having been preferred by an 
acting agent of the Attorney-General and if bad, should the objection therefore 
have been taken before plea?
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It only apitears by implication that the accused was found 
guilty and it is not stated whether the accused was convicted 
on all or only some or one of the counts. It was stated, however, 
by counsel on the argument before us that the trial Judge made a 
general finding of “guilty” which I shall assume means guilty 
on all the counts in the charge.

As to the first question (a): I am of the opinion that the 
evidence of the witness mentioned in clause (a) of the statement 
of facts is amply corroliorative of the evidence of Sadie Kulhab 
in support of the first and second counts. This question (a) will 
therefore lie answered in the affirmative.

As to the second question (b) : As there apjiears to lie sufficient 
evidence to support the charge as restricted by the particulars, 
no substantial wrong was done to the accused by the admission of 
the evidence referred to in this question, even if the evidence was 
improperly admitted, and s. 1019 of the Criminal (’ode applies. 
In any event, I should lie inclined to the opinion that the evidence 
might projierlv lie adduced on the authority of, and for the purpose
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mentioned in, Makin v. AU'y-iien'l fur New South Wale*, [1894] 
A.C. 57, at p. 65. The question (h) is therefore answered in the 
affirmative.

As to the third question (c): S. 834 of the Criminal (’ode as 
amendai by s. 2 of the Criminal Code Amendment Act, 8-9 Kdw. 
VII., r. 9, 1909, requires both the consent of the Judge and of 
the prisoner before a prisoner can lie tried u]>on a charge other 
tlian the charge upon which he has liecn committed to jail for 
trial.

The prisoner in this ease was committed to jail and elected 
a speedy trial on a charge
that he did on May 20, 1919, at Moose Jaw, in the Province of Saskatchewan, 
for the pur|K«e of gain, exercise control over the movements of Sadie Kulbab, 
a girl, in such a manner as to shew tliat he was aiding or compelling her 
prostitution generally contrary to the Criminal Code.

In in y opinion the first and second counts of the eliarge are 
practically the same as or at least are included in the charge for 
which the accused was committed for trial and therefore neither 
his consent nor the consent of the Judge was required.

With regard to the 3rd and 4th counts, the new s. 827 enacted 
in 1909 provides that upon the election by the prisoner for 8]>eedy 
trial the prosecuting officer shall prefer the charge against him for 
which he has been committed for trial, and as has already lieen 
jiointed out s. 834 provides that the prisoner cannot lie tried upon 
another charge without his consent and the consent of the Judge.

I would, therefore, answer the third question (c): As to count 
2, in the affirmative; as to counts 3 and 4, in the negative. As to 
the 4th question (d): 8. 827 of the Criminal ('ode provides that 
upon a prisoner consenting to a sjieedy trial the “prosecuting 
officer” shall prefer the charge against him for which he has been 
committed for trial. “Prosecuting officer” is defined as including, 
in the Province of Saskatchewan, “any local registrar, registrar, 
clerk or deputy clerk of the Supreme Court of the Province or 
any clerk or acting clerk of a district or any iierson conducting 
under proper authority the Crown business of the Court.”

The objection upon which this question was founded and the 
argument addressed to us on this question were evidently based 
on the mistaken idea that the provisions of s. 873A of the Criminal 
Code apply to sjieedy trials, whereas they only apply to trials 
which in other Provinces would follow an indictment by the grand 
jury.
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The charge in this case is preferred and signed by Dickinson as 
“Acting Agent for the Attorney^îeneral in and for the Judicial 
District of Moose Jaw.” It must 1 hi presumed, therefore, that 
Dickinson was conducting the Crown business of the Court under 
proper authority, that is, the authority of the Attomey-C.eneral.

The result of the foregoing questions is that the conviction 
so far as the 3rd and 4th counts are concerned will l>e quashed 
and the conviction on the first and second counts is sustained.

As there seems to have l>cen only a general finding of “guilty” 
and sentence of 3 years’ imprisonment in the Prince Alliert 
Penitentiary without any reference to the counts of the charge 
the case will l>e remitted to the trial .Judge with the direction to 
pass such sentence as justice may require on the conviction on 
the first and second counts.
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Judgment accordingly.
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RICHARDS v. BAKER.

Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davie*, Idington, Anglin and 
Brodeur, JJ. 1918.

Levy and semi re ($ III A—40)—Practice and procedure— 
Assignment—Notice to sheriff—His refusal to wi-thdraw— Poundage.] 
—Apjieal by defendant from the judgment of the Court of Apjieal 
for British Columbia (1018), 4(1 D.L.R. 351, affirming the judgment 
of the trial Judge, C lement, J., and maintaining the res)«indent's 
(plaintiff’s) action Affirmed.

F. //. Chrysler, K.C., for appellant; Hethune, for respondent.
The sheriff of Victoria seized certain goods on the premises 

of one Neston in the forenoon, and on the same day N es ton made 
an assignment for the benefit of his creditors under the Creditors’ 
Trust Deeds Act. Notice in writing of this assignment was 
served upon the sheriff about 3.30 p.m. of the same day. The 
sheriff agreed to withdraw his bill including an item for )>oundage, 
which item the respondent refused to pay. The sheriff remained 
in possession until ordered to withdraw by an order of Clement, J. 
The question in issue is as to whether the sheriff was entitled to 
poundage.

The defendant appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada 
which, after hearing counsel on its behalf, and without calling on 
counsel for the rescindent, dismissed the apiieal.

A ppeal dismissed.

STOWE v. GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC R. Co.

Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davie*, Idington, Anglin and 
Brodeur, JJ. 1918.

Evidence (§ X A--U80 )—Hearsay—Admissibility—Hail mays 
Animals killed by train—Negligence of owner.]—Apjieal from the 
judgment of the Supreme Court of Alberta, Apjicllate Division 
(1918), 39 D.L.R. 127, reversing the judgment of Scott, J.. at the
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trial and dismissing the appellant's (plaintiff’s) action. Affirmed.
C. //. (l'rant, for appellant; I). L. McCarthy, K.C., and N. /). 

Maclean, for res]>ondent.
The appellant, living in the same house with liis parents and 

brothers, was the owner of several horses which were accustomed 
to run and were looked after in conjunction with the animals of 
his father and brothers within the boundaries of his own and his 
father's and brothers’ land, there being ojienings between the 
sections. Four animals of the appellant got upon the right of 
way of the respondent company and were killed by a passenger 
train. The appellant knew nothing of the accident except from 
what was told him by his brother. In his evidence, the appellant 
stated that his brother told liim that he had “left the gate open.” 
The trial Judge held that this statement was merely hearsay and 
not admissible; and it 1 eing the only account of the accident, the 
Court held the respondent liable. The Appellate Division held 
that this testimony should be regarded as an admission or declara
tion by the appellant himself and therefore entirely proper evi
dence; and it reversed the judgment of the trial Judge and dis
missed the action.

On the appeal by the plaintiff to the Supreme Court of ( 'anada, 
the Court, after hearing counsel for both parties, reserved judg
ment, and, at a subsequent date, dismissed the appeal with costs, 
Idington, J., dissenting. Appeal dismissed.

MALONE v. THE KING.
Su/trnne Court of Canada, Davies, C.J., Idington, Anglin, lirodeur and 

Mignault, JJ. 191!).

Timber (§ I—10)—Expropriation—Public lands—Provincial 
grants—Right of way—Tituber license—Compensation.]—Appeal 
from the judgment of the Exchequer Court of Canada (1018), 
42 D.L.R. 520, 18 Can. Ex. 1, maintaining the api reliant's (sup- 
pliant’s) action. Affirmed

L. S. St. Laurent, K.C., for appellant; Eugene Lafleur, K.C., 
for respondent.

The appellant, by his petition of right, seeks to recover the 
sum of $40,080 and, at the conclusion of the evidence, reduced his 
claim to $20,400, as representing the value of timber alleged to

CAN.
8. C.
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have been cut by the respondent's officers and servants while 
engaged in the construction of the National Transcontinental 
Railway. In 1907, the Quebec Government granted to the 
commissioners of this railway the Crown land they required for 
their right of way, and later on the Crown Lands Department of 
that Province sold to the appellant the timber limits which com
prised this right of way. The appellant took action against the 
respondent for the value of the trees cut by it for the construction 
of the railway on the right of way and on each side of it.

The Exchequer Court disallowed any claim as to the trees 
on the right of way and awarded #1,000 for ti e trees cut outside 
of it.

The Supreme Court of Canada, after argument, reserved 
judgment and eventually affirmed this judgment.

Appeal disnmHed.

LEBRUN v. GRUNINGER.
Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Durit'#, Idington .Anglin and 

Brodeur, JJ. 1918.

Spetifh' performance (6 I D—20)- I'ontract—Transfer of 
xhares.]—Appeal by defendant from the judgment of the Court of 
King’s Bench, appeal side, (1917), 27 Que. K.B. 210, varying the 
judgment of the Superior Court, District of Three Rivers, and 
maintaining the respondent's, plaintiff's, action. Affirmed.

E. F. Surveyer, K.C., and L. S. St. Laurent, K.C., for appellant: 
N. A. Belcourt, K.C., and P. Biguè, K.C., for respondent.

The respondent entered into an agreement with the ap]>eliant 
whereby, in consideration of $5,000, the former undertook to sell 
and deliver to the latter 27,450 shares in the “Gold Mine Huronia ” 
company. The appellant, who is a notary and also secretary- 
treasurer of this company, was acting on behalf of parties who 
were desirous of obtaining control of the company. Later on, 
the appellant, having asked the respondent to agree to cancel the 
agreement, which he refused to do, wrote across his copy of the 
agreement: “This contract is cancelled.” Then the respondent 
served on the ap|>ellant a notarial protest to carry out his obliga
tions under the contract and later brought this action for specific 
performance.
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The trial Court gave judgment against the appellant for CAN‘ 
$5,000 with interest and costs; and this judgment was affirmed 8. C. 
by the Court of King’s Bench, though with some modifications.

The defendant appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada, 
which, after hearing counsel for the resjiective parties, reserved 
judgment, and, on a subsequent date, dismissed the apjieal with 
costs. Appeal dismissed.

ISITT v. GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC R. Co.
Sufrremc Court of Canada, Davies. C.J., Idington, Anglin, lirodvur and 

Mignault, JJ. 1919.

Trespass ($ 1 A—5)—‘Railways—Taking {travel—Consent of 
owner.]—Ap|>eal from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for 
British Columbia, affirming, on equal division of the Court, the 
judgment of the trial Court, and maintaining the appellant’s, 
plaintiff’s, action for $755.30. Affirmed.

A. Hull, for appellant; A. Alexander, for respondent.
The appellant is the owner of certain land situate near the 

townsite of Prince George. The respondent was then constructing 
its main transcontinental line and had a right of way through the 
alxwe property of the appellant. While a steam shovel, operated 
by the respondent, was removing gravel on their right of way, 
the appellant’s agent visited the property. Later on, the respond
ent removed some gravel from the appellant’s property. The 
appellant, by his action, claimed damages, alleging trespass by 
the respondent on his land and taking away gravel.

The trial Court held that there had l>een no trespass and 
condemned the respondent to pay $755.30, value of the gravel 
removed.

On the appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada the Court 
heard counsel for the appellant and, without calling upon counsel 
for the respondent, dismissed the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

De FELICE v. O'BRIEN.

Sujtreme Court of Canada, Davies, C.J., Idington, Anglin, Brodeur and 
Mignault, JJ. 1919.

Appeal (§ VII L—470)—Sale—Acceptance—Defects—Destruc
tion of the goods.]—Appeal from the judgment of the Court of
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King’s Bench, appeal side (1918), 45 D.L.R. 295, 27 Que. K.B. 
192, affirming the judgment of the Sui>erior Court, District of 
Montreal, and dismissing the appellant's, plaintiff’s, action. 
Affirmed.

Edmond Broward, K.C., for appellant; //. J. Kavanagh, K.C., 
and J. II. Gérin-Lajoie, for respondent.

The appellant is a manufacturer of cigars and ordered from 
the respondent the delivery of tobacco which was accepted. 
The appellant then made 70,000 cigars. Later on his clients 
complained that the tobacco would not burn and a certain part 
of these cigars were returned to the appellant, of which fact he 
advised the respondent. On May 20, 1910, the appellant offered 
to return to respondent 40,000 out of the 70,000. On June 17, 
the ap]>ellant advised the respondent that these cigars had been 
destroyed. On July 18, the appellant took this action in damages 
for $4,879.

The trial Court dismissed the action ; and the Court of King’s 
Bench affirmed this judgment.

On appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, after hearing 
counsel on behalf of both parties, the Court reserved judgment, 
and, on a subsequent date, dismissed the appeal with costs, the 
Chief Justice and Mignault, J., dissenting.

Appeal dismissed.

U.S. FIDELITY AND GUARANTEE Co. v. DEISLER.
Sujtreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davies, Idinyton, Duff and 

Anglin, JJ. October 15, 1917.

Contracts (§ II D—152) —Suretyship—Principal and surety— 
Bond—•“ To pay all damages"—Costs.]—Appeal by defendant from 
the judgment of the Court of Appeal for British Columbia (1917), 
30 D.L.R. 29, 24 B.C.R. 278, varying a judgment of Murphy, J., 
at the trial and maintaining the respondent’s action. Affirmed.

J. W. de B. Farris, K.C., for appellant; F. //. Chrysler, K.C., 
for respondent.

The res]tondent having applied for an interim injunction, an 
order was made that the Spruce Creek Co., sued by him, give 
security to cover any damages that may be awarded him. That 
company with the appellant became parties to a bond to pay such 
damages. The judgment in the damage action gave the respondent
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$14,490 damages, $3,025.08 costs and $1,532.57 interest. The 
trial Judge, in the present action, gave judgment on the bond, 
against the appellant in favour of the respondent for the full 
amount. The Court of Appeal, Martin, J., dissenting, varied 
this judgment and held that the bond was not covering the costs.

On the appeal by the defendant to the Supreme Court of 
Canada, the Court, after hearing counsel for both parties, reserved 
judgment, and. at a subsequent date, dismissed the appeal with 
costs. Appeal dismissed.

RAYMOND v. THE KING.
Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davies, Idington, Anglin and 

Brodeur, JJ. 1918.

Expropri ati on ( § III (1—140)—Compe motion—Water-lot—• 
Compulsory taking.)—-Appeal from the judgment of the Exchequer 
Court of Canada (1916), 29 D.L.R. 574, 16 Can. Ex. 1, awarding 
the sum of $23,560 to the suppliant, appellant.

E. Relle.au} K.C., and L. S. St. Laurent, K.C., for appellant; 
A. U. Holden, K.C., for respondent.

A petition of right was brought by the appellant to recover 
the sum of $390,000 as representing the value of certain land or 
part of a beach-lot, expropriated by the (Town, and the damages 
resulting from such expropriation.

The Exchequer Court awarded the sum of $23,560, being four 
cents a square foot for 589,000 «quare feet of land expropriated. 
The suppliant appealed asking that the amount of compensation 
should be declared insufficient; and the Crown cross-appealed 
urging that this amount should be decreased.

The Supreme Court of Canada, after argument, reserved 
judgment, and, at a subsequent date, dismissed the appeal with 
costs; and the cross-appeal was allowed with costs, the Chief 
Justice dissenting. Appeal dismissed; cross-appeal allowed.

LEFEBVRE v. THE KING.

Supreme Court of Canada, Davies, C.J., Idington, Anglin, Brodeur and 
MignauU, JJ. 1919.

Contracts (§ II D—170)—Sale of land—Option—Privity— 
Expropriation.)—Appeal from the judgment of the Exchequer

CAN.

&c!
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Court of Canada (1917), 38 D.L.R. 674,16 Can. Ex. 241, dismissing 
the appellant's, suppliant’s, action with costs. Affirmed.

E. A. I). Morgan, K.C., for appellant; A. Bernier, K.C., and 
V. A. de Billy, for respondent.

It is a petition of right to rwover comjxmsation, under an 
option, with resjieet to certain land taken by the Crown for the 
construction of a barrier or dam on the River St. Charles, P.Q.

The Exchequer Court held that, under the circumstances of 
the case, the suppliant was not entitled to any ixirtion of the 
relief sought by his petition of right.

The suppliant apjiealed to the Supreme .Court of Canada, 
which, after hearing counsel on its liehalf, and without calling on 
counsel for the rescindent, dismissed the apj>eal.

Appeal dismissed.

THE KING v. BONHOMME.
Suirreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davies, Idington, Anglin and 

Brodeur, JJ. 1918.

Public lands (§ I C—15)—Crown grant—Indian lands— 
Adverse possession.]—-Appeal from the judgment of the Exchequer 
Court of Canada (1917), 38 D.L.R. 647,16 Can. Ex. 437, dismissing 
the action of the plaintiff appellant.

F. J. BisaiUon, K.C., and P. St. Germain, K.C., for appellant; 
F. L. Beique, K.C., and N. A. Belcourt, K.C., for respondent.

It is an information of intrusion exhibited by the Attorncy- 
General of Canada, whereby it is claimed that the Island of St. 
Nicholas, situate in navigable waters of the River St. Lawrence, 
in Lake St. Ixmis, l>e declared a portion of the Caughnawaga 
Indian Reserve and that the possession of the island lie given the 
Indians. On the other hand, the Province of Queliec, claiming 
the ownership of the island, sold it in 1906 to the respondent.

The Supreme Court of Canada, after argument, reserved 
judgment and eventually affirmed the judgment of the Exchequer 
Court. Appeal dismissed with costs.

THE “WAKENA” v. UNION S.S. COMPANY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davies, Idington, Anglin and 

Dnsew, JJ. 1918.

Collision (§ I—3)—Admiralty law—Narrow channel— 
Fog.] — Appeal from the judgment of the Exchequer Court
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of Canada (1917), 37 D.L.R. 579,16 ('an. Ex. 397, reversing the deci
sion of Martin, L.J.A. (1917), 35 D.L.R. 644, 24 B.C.R. 156, in the 
British Columbia Admiralty Division of the Exchequer Court of 
Canada and maintaining the respondent’s action. Affirmed.

Aimé (ieoffrion, K.C., for appellant; R. C. Holden, K.C., for 
respondent.

This is an action brought by the respondent, owner of the 
steamship “Venture.” against the motor vessel “Wakena” for 
damages caused by the collision of the two vessels near the 
entrance to Burrard Inlet, in the First Narrows. The “Venture” 
was then on the south or proper side of the channel; the “Wakena ” 
had got away to the north side and was trying to get back to the 
soutli which was also her proper side. It was common ground 
that the collision happened in a narrow channel and that the 
weather was calm but foggy at the time of the collision.

The Vice-Admiralty Judge of British Columbia held the 
“Wakena” to be without fault; but on appeal to the Exchequer 
Court, Admiralty side, Audette, J., with the assistance of a 
nautical adviser, held that the “Wakena” was the sole cause of the 
collision and that there was no mutual fault of the two vessels.

The Supreme Court of Canada, after hearing counsel and 
reserving judgment, dismissed the appeal with costs, Idington, J., 
dissenting.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

RUTTER v. ORDE.
Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Darien, Idinyton, Anglin and 

Brodeur, JJ. 1918.

Mistake (§ III C—35)—Timber licenses—Application—Descrip" 
tion—Sufficiency of—Forest Act, B.C.S., (1912) c. 17,s.l7.]—Appeal by 
defendant from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for British 
Columbia (1917), 39 D.L.R. 456, affirming, on an equal division 
of the Court, the judgment of the trial Judge, Clement, J., and 
maintaining the respondent’s (plaintiff’s) action. Affirmed.

O. C. Hass, for appellant.
A. H. Macneill, K.C., and Ii. M. MacDonald, for res]>ondcnt.
The question in issue turns upon the construction of s. 17 of the 

Forest Act of British Columbia. The representative of the appel
lant was the first locator of certain timber claims; and having found

CAN.

8. C.
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on a tree the words ‘‘Clyde River,” lie made his application for 
a timber license on that river. Later on, the respondent staked the 
same timber limits, calling the same river as “Swede River,” the 
name under which it was known in the locality. The provincial 
authorities dealt with these applications as covering different 
localities. The license applied for by the respondent was first 
issued, and later on the one in favour of the appellant was issued.

The trial Judge held that the rceiiondent’s license, l>cing first 
issued, vest in him all rights of property in the timber limits against 
any claim of the appellant.

On apjwal to the Supreme Court, the judgment of the Court of 
Appeal, affirming on equal division the judgment of the trial Court, 
was affirmed. Appeal dismissed.

THE KING v. QUEBEC GAS CO. AND QUEBEC RAILWAY, LIGHT 
HEAT À POWER CO.

Sujtreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davies, Idinyton, Anglin and 
Brodeur, JJ. 1918.

Expropriation (§ III B—10)—Compensation—Market value— 
Special adaptability.]—Appeal from the judgment of the Exchequer 
Court of Canada (1917), 42 D.L.R. 01, 17 (’an. Ex. 380, in favour 
of the defendants (respondents).

G. F. (iibsone, K.C., for appellant.
Eugene Lafleur, K.C., and E. A. D. Morgan, K.C., for respon

dent, Quebec Gas Co.
L. G. Bcllcy, K.C. for respondent, Quebec R.L.H. & P. Co.
It is an information by the Attorney-General of Canada, 

whereby certain lands, belonging to the defendants, were taken 
and expropriated for the purposes of the National Transcontinental 
Railway. The (Town offered $144,400 and the defendants claimed 
$1,082,880.90. The Exchequer ( 'ourt awarded the sum of $219,075, 
of which $32,000 represented the value of the buildings and $187, 
675, the value of the land at $3 a foot. The Crown appealed, 
asking that the last amount should be reduced to $2.25 and the 
respondent cross-appealed asking a sum of $800,000.

The Supreme Court of Canada, after argument, reserved 
judgment, and, at a subsequent date, rendered the following judg
ment: appeal dismissed with costs to the Quebec Gas Co. and no
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costs to the Quel>ec R.L.H. & P. Co., (Davies and Idington, JJ., 
dissenting) and the cross-appeal dismissed with costs.

Appeal and cross-appeal dismissed.

BERG v. CARR.

Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Idington, Anglin and Brodeur, JJ.
March 5, 1918.

Contract (§ II D—150)—Breach of-—Performance—Impos
sibility.]—Appeal by defendant from the judgment of the Court of 
Appeal for British Columbia (1917), 38 D.L.R. 176, 24 B.C.R. 
422, affirming the judgment of the trial Judge, Morrison, J., and 
maintaining the respondent’s (plaintiff’s) action. Affirmed.

If. S. Wood, for appellant; Eugene Lafleur, K.C., and Chairman, 
for respondent.

The appellant was general manager of the Hudson Bay Insur
ance Co. with head office in Vancouver. The respondent was the 
company’s general agent in Alberta, where lie wrote up “hail” 
insurance policies. The premiums on these policies were paid 
partly in cash and partly by notes. Another firm, Anderson A 
Sheppard Co., entered into an option with appellant to si'll him 
$50,000 worth of notes at a discount. Later on the appellant 
asked the respondent to resign ; and as an inducement to him he 
offered him to take up the above option and hand over the notes 
to respondent for collection at half the profit he was to obtain. The 
respondent accepted the offer and resigned. But only $10,000 
odd of unpaid notes were in the hands of Anderson & Sheppard Co. 
on the date of their delivery. The respondent brought action for 
the amount he would have received in profits if the agreement had 
lieen carried out, or in the alternative, damages for breach of 
contract.

The trial Judge found in favour of the respondent for $5,500 
damages; and the Court of Appeal affirmed this judgment. 
McPhillips, J.A., dissenting in part.

On an appeal by the defendant to the Supreme Court of 
Canada, the Court, after hearing counsel for both parties, reserved 
judgment, and, at a subsequent date, dismissed the appeal with 
costs. Appeal dismissed.

CAN.

iTc.
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CAN. CURRIE v. RUR MUN. OF WREFORD AND LASHER.
S. C. Supreme Court of Canada, Dat'ies, C.J., Idington, Duff, Anglin and Brodeur. JJ.

November 18, 1918.

Principal and agent (§ III—32)—Contract—Municipal 
corporation—Agent’s signature followed by u councilman”—Personal 
liainlity.]—Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of 
Saskatchewan (1918), 38 D.L.R. 516, reversing the judgment of 
Newlands, J., at the trial, 10 S.L.R. 117, and dismissing the action 
of the plaintiff (appellant).

P. M. Anderson, for appellant.
J. F. Frame, K.C., for respondent municipality.

A. Allan, K.C., for respondent Lasher.
The appellant sued for $6,986.90 for work done on the roads of 

the municipality respondent under a written agreement entered 
into between him and respondent Lasher, a councillor of said 
municipality. The agreement was signed : “J. T. Lasher, council
man.” The appellant made alternate claims against the muni
cipality on the ground that the contract was their contract and 
against Lasher on the ground that he was personally liable.

The trial Judge held that the municipality was not liable but 
that Lasher was. Lasher appealed from this decision and Currie 
cross-appealed against the municipality. The Supreme Court of 
Saskatchewan allowed the appeal and dismissed the action against 
Lasher; it also allowed the cross-appeal and entered judgment 
against the municipality for $374.34.

The plaintiff, now appellant, apjiealed to the Supreme Court of 
Canada, and the municipality, now respondent, also cross-ap)>ealed. 
After hearing counsel for the respective parties, the Supreme Court 
of Canada reserved judgment and, on a subsequent day, dismissed 
the appeal with costs, Brodeur, J., dissenting, and allowed the 
cross-appeal with costs, Idington and Brodeur, JJ., dissenting.

A ppcal dismissed: cross-appeal allowed.

STEWART v. THORP.
Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davies, Idington and Brodeur, JJ. 

1918.

Monopoly and Combinations (§ II B—16)—Contract— 
Restraint of trade—Unduly lessening competition—Art. IflS Cr. C.]—
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Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Allferta, CUi. 
Appellate Division (1917), 36 D.L.R. 752, 11 Alta. L.R. 483, S. C. 
reversing the judgment of Walsh, J., at the trial, and dismissing 
the appellant’s (plaintiff’s) action with costs.

F. //. Chrysler, K.C., for appellant; A. //. Clarke, K.C., and 
M. Macleod, for respondent, Canmore Coal Co., and other respond
ents.

The defendant, rcs|x>ndent, the Canadian Anthracite Coal 
Co. Ltd., was the owner of large coal areas in the < 'amnore District 
in this Province, of which the defendant the Canmore Coal Co.
Ltd., was the lessee. The plaintiff, appellant, was a shareholder 
in loth of these companies. The individual defendants, respond
ents, were directors, some of them, of one of these companies, and 
some of them of the other, and some of them of both. By agree
ment dated "Sept. 15, 1916, the former company agreed to buy 
from the defendant, respondent, the (leorgetown Collieries, Ltd., 
a rival concern o]«rating in the same district, all of the assets of 
that company, for the sum of *100,000 plus the cost price of all 
its supplies and stock in trade. This agreement has liecn executed 
by the Anthracite Coal Co., but the execution of it by the ( leorge
town company was prevented by an injunction in this action 
restraining it from doing so, and it is for that reason still unexecuted 
by it. *2,500 has lieen paid for the supplies, but the payment of 
anything further under the contract was stopped by the same 
injunction. The plaintiff, appellant, sought a declaration that 
this agreement was “ unlawful, illegal and ultra rires," an injunction 
restraining each of the defendant, respondent, companies from 
entering into “any other agreement, arrangement, conspiracy or 
combine with the defendant the Georgetown Collieries, Ltd., 
forbidden by s. 4H8 of the Criminal Code,’’ from paying over 
any moneys under the impeached agreement or from doing any 
further act or thing in the carrying out of the same, and an account
ing by the individual defendants for any moneys of either the 
Anthracite company or the Canmore company, paid to the George
town company under the same and judgment against them for 
all moneys so paid.

The action was tried by Walsh, J., who dismissed the action 
at the close of the plaintiff’s case as against the defendants,

47—49 D.L.S.
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respondents, the Georgetown Collieries, Ltd. He, however, after 
8. C. hearing the evidence of the defence, directed judgment to be 

entered and a formal judgment was entered accordingly, 
declaring that the arrangements between the other two 
companies for the purchase by them of the coal deposits of 
the Georgetown Collieries, Ltd., are illegal, tending to unduly 
prevent or lessen competition in the production, sale and supply 
of an article which may be the subject of trade or commerce as 
provided in s. 498 of the Criminal Code, but not otherwise in 
contravention of the said section, and also declaring that the 
directors of the Canmore Coal Co., Ltd., are liable to the said 
company for any moneys paid by that company in respect of the 
agreement in question. A reference was ordered to ascertain the 
amounts and the judgment ordered the defendants, Thorp, Neale, 
Thorne, Weyerhaeuser, and Ingram, to repay the* amount so 
found, to the said company; otherwise the action was dismissed 
and no injunction was granted.

From this judgment the plaintiff appealed and the defendants, 
Thorp, Ingram, and Neale, and the two first-mentioned companies 
cross-appealed. The Appellate Division held that the provisions 
of s. 498 of the Criminal Code are clearly intended to apply to 
agreements among ]>ersons who remain in a particular business 
as to the method and plan by which they will carry it on and as to 
regulations and rules among themselves so as to lessen competition 
in the sale, etc., of any article of commerce, and not to an arrange
ment to buy out and out the property of a competitor, consequently 
the Appellate Division dismissed the appeal of the present appel
lant, allowed the cross-ap^al of the present respondent and 
dismissed the action with costs.

On appeal by the plaintiff to the Supreme Court of Canada, 
the Court, after hearing counsel for all parties, reserved judgment, 
and, at a subsequent date dismissed the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

McCORD v. ALBERTA AND GREAT WATERWAYS R. Co.
Supreme Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davies, Idington, Anglin and 

Brodeur, JJ. October, SI, 1918.

Waters (§ II G—12»)—Negligence—Construction of ditch— 
Surface uniter—Draining of higher land—Inability of owner.]—
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Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Alberta, 
Appellate Division (1918), 41 D.L.R. 722, 13 Alta. L.R. 470, 
reversing the judgment of Simmons,.)., at the trial and dismissing 
the appellant’s (plaintiff’s) action with costs. Reversed.

X. 1). Maclean, for respondent.
The appellant claimed that the respondent, by its servants or 

agents, wrongfully dug or caused to be dug a drainage ditch from 
its right of way through certain lands and thereby wrongfully 
flooded the appellant’s lands, causing him damages. The respond
ent, amongst other defences, denies that it constructed the ditch.

The trial Judge gave judgment in favour of the appellant for 
$480; but this judgment was reversed by the Appellate Division, 
Hvndnian. J., dissenting.

On the appeal by the plaintiff to the Supreme Court of Canada, 
the Court, after hearing counsel for both parties, reserved judg-. 
ment, and, at a subsequent date, allowed the appeal with costs, 
Davies, J.. dissenting. Apjpeal allowed.

PULOS v. LAZANIS AND KLADIS.
SujirfiHf Court of Canada, Daviex, C.J., Idington, Duff, Brodeur and 

Mignault, JJ. 1919.

Husband and Wife (§ II D—74)—Partnership Parolendcnee.] 
—Appeal from the judgment of the ('ourt of King's Bench, 
appeal side (1918), 24 Rev. Leg. 482, reversing the judgment of 
the trial Court, and dismissing the intervention filed by the 
appellant. Affirmed.

Aime (ieoffriou, K.C., and Thomas Walsh, K.C., for appellant.
./. O. Lacroix, K.C., for Lerikos.
O. Sénécal. K.C., for Kladis.
The appellant Pulos sought to recover payment of a debt due to 

him by Denis I^azanis, the husband of the intervenant Mary 
Kladis, out of the one-third Interest in a theatrical business carried 
on in Miysonneuve, which, according to the documentary evidence 
produced, belonged to Mary Kladis, but which appellant alleged was 
in truth the proj>erty of her husband using her name to shield him 
from his creditors.

The trial Judge maintained the allegations of the appellant 
and dismissed the intervention filed by Mary Kladis. The Court 
of King's Bench reversed this judgment.
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The plaintiff appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada, which, 
after hearing counsel on behalf of both parties, reserved judgment, 
and, at a subsequent date, dismissed the appeal.

Appeal dismissed.

MACPHERSON v. BOYCE.
Supreme Court of Canada, Davies, C.J., Idington, Anglin, Brodeur and 

Mignault, JJ. 1919.

Companies (§ V F—313—Winding-up—Assets transferred to 
new company—Petition-Status of petitioner.}—Appeal from the 
judgment of the Court of Appeal for British Columbia ( 1918), 
43 D.L.R. 538, affirming the judgment of the trial Court, 25 
B.C.R. 214, and confirming the order for the winding-up of the 
Dominion Trust Co. Affirmed.

(ieo. F. Henderson, K.C., for appellant.
Eugene La fleur, K.C., for respondent.
Under an agreement, ratified by legislation, between two 

companies called “The Dominion Trust Co.,” the “old" and the 
“new," the assets of the “old" company were vested in the 
“new;" the shareholders in the “old" were entitled to exchange 
their shares for shares in the “new." A shareholder in the “old" 
company, who had not made such application, was placed upon the 
list of contributories on the assumption that he had exchanged his 
shares. The shares of that shareholder were not fully paid up and 
he petitioned, under the B.C. Companies Act, for the winding-up 
of the “old" company.

The trial Court and the Court of Appeal held that, even if the 
“old" company had no assets, it was “just and equitable" within 
the meaning of the Act that the “old" company should be wound 
up and that the jietitioner had a status to present the petition.

The Supreme Court of Canada, after hearing counsel and 
reserving judgment, dismissed the appeal.

A ppeal dismiseed.

MILLER v. STEPHEN.
Supreme Court of Canada, Davies, C.J., Idington, Anglin, Brodeur and 

Mignault, JJ. 1919.

Executors and Administrators (§ IV C 2 — 110) — 
Remuneration — Estate — Disbursement.] — Appeal from a 
judgment of the Court of Appeal for British Columbia (1918),
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40 D.L.R. 418, 25 B.C.R. 388, varying the judgment of the trial CAN. 
Court. Affirmed. 8. C.

li. Caxxidy, K.C., for appellant; Wallace Nesbitt, K.C., for 
respondent.

Tlie appellant was appointed trustee of the estate of William 
Steplien, deceased. The Court, upon application, settled an 
allowance for administration of 5% of the gross value of the 
estate. On a petition by the beneficiaries upon coming of age, 
the appellant was discliarged from trusteeship and accounts 
were ordered to be taken. The registrar by liis report allowed 
two items in the accounts to which the respondent objected.

The trial Judge affirmed the registrar's report, from which 
judgment 1k>Ui appellant and defendant apj»ealed. The Court of 
Appeal dismissed the appellant’s appeal and allowed the respond
ent’s appeal.

The Supreme Court of Canada, after hearing counsel for the 
appellant and, without calling on counsel for the respondent, 
dismissed the appeal. Appeal dismissed.

STRAINS LIMITED v. NOTT. MAN.
Manitoba King's Bench, Macdonald, J. Octotter 18, 1919. K~B

Companies (§ I D—15)—Corporate name—Superseded —Not 
abandoned—Adoption of bp new company—Fraud.]—Motion for 
an injunction to restrain the use of a company name. Injunction 
granted.

E. 1). Honey y nan, for plaintiff.
E. K. Williams and R. M. Fisher, for defendant.
Macdonald, J.:—Motion for injunction to restrain defendants 

from using name of “Winnijieg Optical Company,” and from other 
acts specifically referred to in the notice of motion, all of which 
acts, with the exception of the use of the name “ Winnipeg Optical 
Company,”the defendants undertake to refrain from using, and 
consent to an injunction to that end should the plaintiff so desire.

Up to the year 1912, and for many years previously, W. J.
Mal>ee carried on business as “Winnipeg Optical Company” and 
in that year he sold out his business to the firm of Strain & Tulloch, 
who continued the business under the name “Winnipeg Optical 
Company.” The memorandum of agreement by which the said 
business was transferred contains the following:—
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MAN.
kTb.

The vendor doth hereby assign and transfer to the. purchasers the good
will of the said business heretofore carried on by liim as aforesaid, together 
with all the rights (if any) of the vendor in and to the use of the name “Winni
peg Optical Company."

Strain & Tulloch then carrying on the business under the name 
and style of “Winnipeg Optical Company” in April. 1913. sold and 
assigned all the business, assets and goodwill of the Winnipeg 
Optical Company to the plaintiffs. At the time of the purchase 
by the plaintiffs of the Winnipeg Optical Company, they also 
purchased the business of the defendant H. A. Nott, who, at the 
time carried on business as an optician and dealer in optical goods, 
and was the jKissessor and owner of a large number of prescriptions, 
the sale of the business including such prescriptions and the said 
defendant Nott immediately after said sale entered into the 
employ of the plaintiffs and so continued until the present year 

1919
The telephone directory up to 1917 contained the name 

“Winnipeg Optical Company” followed by the words "See Strains 
Limited.”

In 1917 they dropped the name “Winnipeg Optical Company” 
from the directory, but many business cards of the company were 
outstanding in the hands of customers with the number of their 
prescriptions noted on the card and the card also giving the number 
of the company’s telephone.

In 1919 the defendant Nott resigned from the plaintiffs' employ
ment and opened up business on his own account as H. A. Nott, 
optometrist, and also as an optician. At the same time, his wife, 
the defendant Clara Ethel Nott, caused herself to be registered as 
carrying on business as an optometrist under the name of the 
Winnipeg Optical Company, and the defendant H. A. Nott made 
application for, and secured, the telephone numl er formerly in 
use by the Winnipeg Optical Company, and appearing on the out
standing business cards in use by the plaintiffs under the name of 
the Winnipeg Optical ( ompany.

It seems a reasonable conclusion that the object in securing that 
telephone number was to get control of business through the cards 
outstanding among the customers of the Winnipeg Optical Com
pany tearing that name with the numbers of the telephone and 
prescription.
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The contention of the defence is that the name “ Winnipeg 
Optical Company” has been abandoned by the plaintiffs.

The evidence of Robert Strain, the manager of the plaintiff 
company, shews that after the incorporation of the plaintiff 
company, the business was conducted in that name, but to some 
extent the name “Winnipeg Optical Company” was, and is now 
used, and by arrangement with postal authorities, all communi
cations so addressed are delivered to the plaintiff company, and 
the use of that name by the defendants, or either of them, is in 
contravention of the rights of the plaintiff company, and in my 
opinion on the evidence before me should be restrained and the 
order for injunction should go. Judgment accordingly.

MAN.
K. B.
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